Introduction.

The Sandawe of central Tanzania have a simpler material culture than their neighbours, but oral art is important and forms an indispensable part of their lives. They are a nation of singers rather than of poets; all poetry is minor verse but it is found everywhere: in story-telling, in dance, and in ritual. The study of oral literature provides historical detail, knowledge of manners and customs, religion, social values in the present and in the past; it helps to correct a possibly distorted image of the tribe, to remove prejudice, to give insight into different sets of values, and thereby to create respect and understanding.

Chapter I. The land and the people.

The Sandawe live in a semi-arid country of rocky hills which is surrounded by dense bush, part of which is infested by tsetse fly; this makes for isolation. Physically the Sandawe differ to a degree from their neighbours, and Bushmanoid types are not uncommon. The surrounding peoples have traditions that their countries have once been inhabited by small, lightcoloured peoples, some of which may perhaps be linked with the modern Sandawe who would thus be a remnant of aboriginal hunting peoples; other groups in the same general area were quite different. Colonies of Bantu and other historical settlers have left their mark on the Sandawe, their culture and their oral art.

Descent is traced patrilineally, and the most important structural unit of the tribe is the hill-clan which is not strictly localized. Homesteads appear once to have consisted of small family groups who claimed a waterhole as the centre of their hunting area. Hill clans are combined in larger units based on countries; some of these form well-known sub-tribes.
but these larger groups are usually quite un-localized and they are no longer corporate units. Together with clan-affiliations, neighbourliness forms the principal basis for mutual aid and defence; the term for these groups is also used for enemy corporate groups and for clans.

Although there have been chiefs since the turn of the century, Sandawe society is essentially an egalitarian, chiefless society. The claims to chiefship by the Mungé Alagwa are partly based on prestige derived from their rain priests, partly on German recognition. To some extent this clan now has the status of a priestly clan. In pre-colonial days Alagwa leadership has never been universally recognized although one of their headmen, Amsé', had established a great reputation as a war leader.

Traditional political leadership is not institutionalized, but based on leadership in ritual and hunting. Clan elders still practice their own rain-making and chiefship, which has never taken root among the Sandawe, has completely disappeared since the formal abolition of the chief's political powers after Tanganyika's independence.

Kinship relations are terminologically distinguished by reference to sex; mother's brother - sister's son and grandfather - grandchild relationships, and in-law avoidances are briefly discussed since they are common topics in Sandawe oral literature. The marriage ideal is monogamy but polygyny is practiced; the choice of partners is free and women have every right to refuse. Ritual abduction forms part of the marriage proceedings which are legalized by the transfer of bridewealth; usually this consists of a number of named domestic animals, but in the poorer parts beehives, arrows, etc. are still being paid instead. Bridal virginity is prized, and adultery is punished but common; it is not a ground for divorce. Illegitimacy exists, but there are mechanisms for absorbing illegitimate children who are in no way stigmatized.
The economy is a mixed one which is based on cattle-keeping and horticulture, but a good deal of hunting and collecting is still practiced; bee-keeping is important. Erratic rainfall and recurrent draughts affect livestock and crops, and have been the cause of considerable emigration.

Chapter II. Language and interpretation.

Comparative studies based on inadequate material have linked Sandawe with Nama Hottentot, but valuable linguistic work has been done by Dempwolff and van de Kimmenade. Dialectical differences exist, but Sandawe is a single, non-Bantu, language. A typical phonological feature is the use of clicks, ejectives, and laterals, of which the first-mentioned can be syllabic. The language is agglutinative, with individual syllables retaining meanings of their own. Gender exists, but this is symbolic rather than rigidly grammatical; the existence of special forms for the plural is less founded than has been assumed; case endings for nouns exist, but they do not fit the usual linguistic categories; many verbs have different roots for the singular and the plural; basic word order follows Dempwolff's rule that regens sequitur rectum; the genitive is formed by simple apposition; proper tense particles are absent and other constructions replace the passive voice. Verbs have aspects rather than tenses and, similarly, nouns have aspects rather than grammatical cases.

In the second half of this chapter oral literature is re-defined by using Lerner's criteria, and traditional literary categories based on western concepts are rejected for application to the Sandawe case; it is found that the only valid categories are the vernacular ones. The Sandawe do make a basic distinction between that which is spoken, that which is danced, and that which is sung, but primary categories are formed of the term mtabula which covers all narrative as well as riddles, and song categories based on the distinctions made between
types of dance. Categories of minstrelsy are determined by the type of instrument played, but a single term may be used to cover all minstrelsy.

Serious presentations of oral literature must include vernacular texts, showing repetitions and exclamatory items, and also variants if possible. To present only fables is to distort the picture since non-narrative may be considerably more important than stories. Translation must be literal rather than fluent in order to reproduce a maximum of the original atmosphere, but it can never be equal to the vernacular: delicate shades of meaning tend to be lost while obscure meaning is clarified. The Sandawe language uses a large number of expedients to convey meaning, and this makes for vagueness; repetition is one of the methods used to rectify this. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of tone, stress and vowel length in Sandawe, and some unfamiliar sounds.

Chapter III. Narrative: animal fables and comical tales.

This chapter presents the first half of the story material which forms part of the Sandawe category of tµniabula; it consists of ten generally simple texts of which the first seven are 'pure' animal fables, while the following three introduce the human element. Footnotes which generally confine themselves to word analysis have so far been found adequate to clarify some points. In the last three texts human characters act together with animals as the chief actors.

Chapter IV. Miraculous stories, history, and myth.

In this chapter the heroes tend to be either more tragic or more heroic than in the previous ones; they are human, and when animals are principal actors they act as symbols rather than as human caricatures. The first seven stories are what may be loosely termed miraculous stories. They are more symbolically significant than the stories of the previous
chapter, and investigation shows that a variety of beliefs find their reflection in these tales. The last three stories are historical and mythical ones which contain no songs.

Chapter V. Riddles and Prayers.

Riddles belong to the category of t'antabula, and therefore they are discussed before prayers which form a category of their own. Playing riddles is strictly prohibited during the planting season, and there must be ideological reasons for such a taboo. Investigations into the nature of the challenge and the reply formulae show that riddles are associated with various kinds of birds which eat newly planted seed and also attack the ripening crops. The complete procedure includes a special bird-riddle which all children are supposed to know. This riddle shows how the riddle-bird is drawn to the east and to the end of the rains when the light of the approaching dry season with its ripening crops, beckons the birds to come out and eat their fill. The bird is associated with femininity, but also with the bat which is opposed to life-giving sunlight, and therefore allied with destruction and death. It lives in a tree which is parasitic and therefore destructive in its own right. To play riddles during the planting season is to call up the birds and to invite disaster.

After the two procedural texts a collection of riddles is presented which has been arranged according to subject.

Prayers are also spoken in the ordinary voice, or shouted, but they are not t'antabula. There is a special type of prayer which is inaudible and more like a spell. Presented are wedding blessings, rain and hill prayers, and a sample of Christian prayer used in traditional rites. Two types of rain and hill prayers reflect the status of the social groups to which they belong. The rainmakers of the priestly Alagwa clan address a more general divinity than the clan spirits to whom the clan elders direct their prayers.
Chapter VI. Poetry principally associated with ritual.

This and the following chapter describe dance songs. The first dance, the *simba*, represents a possession cult in which the participants dissociate; sacrifices are made and the object is to clear the country of witchcraft. The rite-descriptive songs can be arranged in an order which allows us to follow the proceedings. Lion and bird symbolism is prominent in the rites. Trees, and a rock with a cleft at its top, are phallic and play a symbolic role in clearing the way to renewed fertility of the country. After this, conditions will be favourable for the rites of circumcision.

In the songs of circumcision two principal types can be distinguished, *gûm* and *kerem'îta*. The former are rite-descriptive; and the latter camp songs of the instructive type. After a survey of the ritual the rite-descriptive songs are presented first, again arranged in such a way as to form a ritual sequence. Symbolism is similar to that of neighbouring Bantu peoples; it is expressed in terms of lions, hyenas, hornless cattle and donkeys, birds of prey, phallic horns and clitoridectomy knives, and the baobab and lannea trees; a remote echo of the interlacustrine cult of Riangome is also found. The songs of *kerem'îta* suggest that men should be watchful hunters, that women have the right to be clothed by their menfolk, that the rituals of life should go on even in times of famine, that women are free to go to dances and should make sure that they are given beads by their lovers; songs also teach that phalluses, fire and smoke and the male principle are related to female fertility and childbirth.

In the rites of *phak'umo* we encounter an old Sandawe fertility rite which is reminiscent of the Bushman eland bull dance, but the *mirinâ* is a secret women's ritual of Bantu origin which celebrates their proven fertility. The *sanzona* is an essentially similar ritual of the southern borderland...
in which a man functions as a phallus.

The rites of twin births, which are called d'ba, are marked by lightning and tree symbolism which becomes clear when the tree is closely observed. The songs of d'ba refer to the lightning-danger, to the causes of excessive fertility, and to phallic birds which are also twins. The last dance of this chapter, the mudanza, has lost its significance but it appears to have once been a rite of initiation into male elderhood.

Chapter VII. Dance songs of a mainly topical character.

The wayága was originally a dance of elephant hunters, but its scope has widened to celebrate communal actions of almost any kind. Nowadays it has become a beer-drink or even a social party organized on commercial lines. The subjects of the songs reflect these various aspects of wayága.

The wayága is a dance of post-initiates who have become young herdsmen; one of the songs depicts the dancers while another is purely topical.

The lándá is the great harvest and courtship festival of the Sandawe; the dance has now become rare but the songs have not been forgotten. While the dance symbolizes man's progress through life the songs describe memorable episodes in it. These songs are the most topical of all Sandawe dance songs, and many of them are of great historical interest. The índão is an equivalent of the lándá from the southern borders; it is not considered to be really a Sandawe dance.

Chapter VIII. Minstrelsy.

The Sandawe have no professional class of minstrels, and minstrelsy is very much a quiet, private form of art. The singer accompanies himself, and his favourite instrument is the trough-zither or the musical bow. Other instruments are also used but some of these are still thought of as foreign. Two types of minstrel may be distinguished, the epic and the lyrical singer. The subjects of minstrelsy cover the whole
range of Sandawe life in a topical fashion, but the general approach is a more intimate one than in the songs of land.

Chapter IX. Form and style.

Seemingly inexplicable, unconnected story endings can be explained if we consider the form of narrative. End-forms also point to the existence of story cycles which centre round one particular hero.

Songs are of great importance in stories: they mark structural divisions, act as mnemonic aids, and are identified with the protagonists to such an extent that the differences between them are clearly reflected in the forms of their songs. Songs enhance audience participation and illustrate a tale in much the same way as pictures do in a book of fairy tales.

The motifs found in Sandawe stories correspond closely with what is found among neighbouring Bantu tribes, especially to the north-west.

In riddles the giving-up procedure reflects the cultural environment, but the opening and posing techniques hardly do this. Sandawe riddles make extensive use of onomatopoeia and special sounds. The fun of a pun is a prominent element in the art of playing Sandawe riddles, and puns add much to the artistic value of the riddles.

In song the motifs, or topics, are largely determined by the categories of dance with which the songs correspond. Differences in style are also determined by these categories; this is different in narrative where they are largely determined by the individual storytellers. Important stylistic features are repetition, melody, rhythm, and instrumentation. In several of these aspects Sandawe oral literature differs markedly from the literatures of neighbouring Bantu peoples.

Chapter X. Symbolism and meaning.

In Sandawe literature we can find equivalents for each of Radin's four Hero-cycles, which correspond with man's
evolution in psychological development. The symbolic value of animal representations varies: while some animals are no more than human caricatures others attain the value of simple symbols, and yet others may be fully symbolic for whole sets of ideas. The Trickster-motif is prominent in Sandawe narrative, but its chief character, Hare, differs to a degree from known Bantu representations. Lion corresponds closely with its Bantu image, but Hyena as a foil and a witch may be a recent acquisition from the Bantu; the images of Elephant and of fertile herbivores may belong to traditional Sandawe thought.

The phallic snake and the womb-like gourd are apt to merge in ritual, and their characters include elements of opposite significance. As divine messengers birds differ from the mantis, and trees and flowers play their own roles in symbolic expression.

Names are of simple significance in some stories and in topical song, but of dominant importance in story-songs and in ritual poetry; their functions vary significantly in different categories of oral literature. In riddles they form a basis for punning. Ritual names tend to employ Bantu terms rather than Sandawe terms which describe physical animals and objects. Personal names tend to be circumstantial rather than abstract idealisations.

**Conclusion.**

Oral literature is of great importance to the Sandawe; it educates and entertains, but it also provides social cohesion. It is even used as a weapon in the application of social sanctions. Individual performers derive prestige and prominence from it. Possibly Sandawe oral literature is more "poetic" in character than some Bantu literatures which would then be more "prosaic", but for lack of adequate comparative material this is difficult to prove at the present stage.
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INTRODUCTION

La poésie populaire et purement naturelle a des naïvetés et graces par où elle se compare à la principale beauté de la poésie parfaite selon l'art.

MONTAIGNE, Essais, liv.I, chap.LIV.

The Sandawe may perhaps be best described as a people of settled hunters who keep cattle and who are also hoe cultivators. The general level of material culture remains unsophisticated but their small houses are neat and well kept and they take good care of their cattle. The standard of their horticulture lags well behind that of their neighbours. Oral literature, and in particular poetry is their principal cultural achievement. This oral art is of general interest to all Sandawe and it forms an indispensable part of many aspects of their lives.

The Sandawe are a nation of singers rather than of poets. All their poetry is minor verse but it is manifest everywhere: in story-telling, in dances and in ritual. Appreciation of good poetry is general and songs which have found recognition may soon find themselves the common property of large sections of the tribe. A good song, a meaningful tale or a witty riddle is taken over and improved upon by many. If, then, it is true that the Sandawe have a literature which is worthwhile to themselves, what factors would justify its study by outsiders, apart from mere curiosity?

Boas' dictum that the mythology and the tales of a people constitute "the autobiography of the tribe" has become a truism,
Herskovits claims. \(^1\) Struyf has more in mind than just the prose aspect of literature when he says:

"The well [for a thorough understanding of their manners and customs, religion and social concepts] is safe and secure; it bubbles up from the soil itself without being led through strange channels or, as it happens far too often, being misled." \(^2\)

Historical and sociological motives for the study of literature are well stated in these quotations. But the limitations of the usefulness of oral traditions for historical purposes should be recognized. Its use appears to be greater to socio-historical researches than for establishing more or less fixed chronologies of migrations, kingships, and battles. Beidelman shows in a recent example how an appreciation of social institutions can be gleaned from folk tales even when the custom itself is no longer practiced. \(^3\) An analogous example for the Sandawe is contained in text No.18 of this thesis, which clearly demonstrates how war medicines have once been used.

A surprisingly clear picture of discontinued ritual emerges from the study of Sandawe songs. For in the songs references to many of these rites survive and associated beliefs linger on. To understand these goes a long way toward the understanding of otherwise incomprehensible attitudes which may be encountered in the behavior of the people in their ordinary daily lives.

Lévi-Strauss' argument for the usefulness of studying visual art applies also to oral art:

---

1 1958, 65. Boas' statement is more careful than Herskovits' quotation suggests. He says (1916, 393): "...[Oral literature] does not represent a systematic description of the ethnology of the people, but it has the merit of bringing out those points which are of interest to the people themselves. They present in a way an autobiography of the tribe."

2 1908, IX (translation mine).

3 1963a, describing blood covenant among the Kaguru.
"Even if we know nothing about archaic Chinese society, an inspection of its art would be sufficient to enable us to recognize prestige struggle, rivalries between hierarchies, and competition between social and economic privileges—showing through the function of masks and the veneration of lineage", and: "...social structural and historical elements also become apparent."¹

If oral art can furnish such historical information in greater detail than visual art, it is also much shallower in time depth. Studies of oral and visual arts therefore supplement one another rather than compete in the same field of investigation.

As for the theoretical benefit which may be derived from the study of oral art, it has been claimed that folk literature "gives us the basic ingredients to comparative studies, and thence to a general theory of myth, of poetry, of riddles, of literature and of human oral communication itself."²

To others, appreciation of the naïvetés at gracen of an exotic literature may be a sufficient reward in itself.

Andrzejewski shows us how knowledge of oral art may help to correct distorted images. According to existing historical documents the Galla were always very ruthless in war, but the study of their literature shows that this is a one-sided representation:

"such chivalrous customs as battle by arrangement, parleys, or occasional mercy to the enemy actually existed in practice."

Thus the Galla become much more human than they would appear from non-literary sources.³ Literature here performs a valuable complementary service to history.

It has often been necessary to use folk literature for disproving deep-rooted prejudices. Meinhof relates that when a collection of folktales from the Cameroons was published in Germany in 1888, many of the white people who had lived in daily

¹ loc.cit., For Meinhof's theory see p. 1 of his work (1956).
² Herskovits, 1958, 8h.
³ 1962, 122.
contact with the natives for many years protested quite
vigorously and indignantly and insisted that no Negro could
possibly have composed them. Over a hundred years ago Bleek
wrote in the foreword to his Hottentot tales:

"The fact of such literary capacity among a nation whose
mental qualifications it has been usual to estimate at the
lowest standard, is of the greatest importance." 1

As late as 1953 Radin still found it necessary to explode such
theories as Hermann Baumann's that the Negro is devoid of the
gift of true myth-making. 2

To show the fallacy of prejudice is one thing, but to
create understanding is another. Recently Mutwa has written an
excellent work on traditional Bantu history in the form of a
collection of folk tales, for this particular purpose. He
wrote the book "simply to lay the foundation for better under­
standing between two different types of human beings", he
states. 3 He writes that

"...few White people have even bothered to study the African
people carefully - and by this I do not mean driving round
the African villages taking photographs of dancing tribesmen
and women and asking a few questions, and then going back
and writing a book - a useless book full of errors, wrong
impressions and just plain nonsense. Many of the books
written by Europeans about Africans should be relegated to
to dustbin." 4

His prescription for gaining a better understanding is not an
easy one, but he shows clearly the role which a study of other
people's literature can play to overcome the barrier of
ignorance about their lives:

1 1911, 10, as quoted by Radin (1952, 2).
2 1864, XII.
3 loc.cit. For Baumann's theory see p.1 of his work (1936).
4 1966, X.
5 ibid.
"If any Black man with a little knowledge of English, French or Portuguese wants to study the White man - as I have done - all he has to do is to go into the nearest town and become a regular customer of one of the second-hand bookshops there. He must buy and read no less than twenty different kinds of books and magazines a month for a period of no less than 10 years. He must read classics, philosophical works and even cheap murder mysteries and science fiction. He must read Homer, Virgil, Aristotle, and the rest. He must turn the pages of Walter Scott, Voltaire or Peter Cheyney. He must read the newspapers with great care. Gradually, as the years pass, he will gain more or less a clear understanding of the White man, his way of life, his hopes and ambitions."

It goes without saying that this eloquent plea also applies to a European who wishes to overcome his ignorance of the way of life, hopes and aspirations of an African people, and that he will have to read all he can about their types of literature. Even in the case of a small people like the Sandawe, there are many of these, and they are quite diverse.

The present thesis seeks to investigate the forms and the nature of the oral art of the Sandawe, the place it takes in the life of the tribe and the role and the social position of its performers. To appreciate how this literature expresses the deeper feelings of the people and what occupies their minds most, we shall have to direct our attention to the symbolism which is involved in its expression. The material and social conditions of the Sandawe, by which their oral literature is inspired, have been greatly influenced by continuous contacts with other peoples. In fact, their whole way of life has gradually been changed from the hunters’ and collectors’ existence which it seems to have once been, to the mixed economy of the present. We shall therefore first have to gain some idea of this background and consider their country, external influences, political and economical conditions, and some aspects of the language.

1 ibid., IX-X.
CHAPTER I

THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE

Physical environment.

The country of the Sandawe has an area of some 1800 square miles, and it occupies the southwestern third of the administrative district of Kondo in central Tanzania. It may be broadly divided into four distinct regions: the northern hills, the north-central plains, the central hills which form the core of the country, and the southern and western flatlands. The Bubu river, called Dudd in Sandawe, is the seasonal main river of the country; it runs along the foot of a fault which traverses the central hills. Together, this watercourse and the escarpment cut off the southeastern part of the hills from the rest and set it apart. The average altitude of the inhabited areas in the hill complex is around 4000 feet, the highest point being formed by the top of Doyo hill at 5608 feet. The northern hills are higher; Sihau reaches 5707 feet. The lowest parts are found in the southern plains where the Dudd river leaves the country at just under 2900 feet. The whole country forms part of an inland drainage system which empties into the Bahi depression of Gogoland.

The general aspect of the central hills is that of a jumble of low rocky hills, covered by a vegetation of tangled thorny bush. During the long, dry season which lasts from May until the end of November the country gradually becomes more brown and

---

1 See map No.2.
2 Also called Durn by some local inhabitants of Rimi(Santu) stock.
3 Incorrectly named Sihau on maps.
4 Altitudes from Tanganyika, Land and Surveys, 1: 50,000 (1959).
barren. Rainfall is erratic and amounts to an average of only 24" per annum, practically all of which falls between the end of November and the beginning of May, with a low in February. ¹

The northern hills are better watered, greener and more rolling and covered with open woodland and even forest, ² much of which is of the miombe type but infested with tsetse fly.³ Population here is very scant, and Hassestein's map refers to the area as "uninhabited border wilderness".⁴ In 1947 the few inhabitants were expelled from these parts and moved to the central hills because of the occurrence of sleeping sickness.⁵

A few people have now returned but the rare person whom one may encounter in the north is usually a honey hunter who lives further to the south.

Much of the north-central plains is desolate black-cotton steppe land with gnarled, spiny thornbush. This country is an effective barrier to the tsetse fly. At times the fly may bypass this belt where it is less effective in the west and engulf the western plains, and reach even parts of the central hills.⁶ The central hill complex contains the bulk of the population.

The southernmost part of the country is the lowest (3000-3500 ft.), flat and almost unbroken by relief. It is covered by dry bush, much of it of the dense 'Itigi bush' variety. There is no tsetse but the area is parched and monotonous. It is also the remotest and most backward part of the country.

2. Atlas of Tanganyika, 1956, map 9 gives only the barest outlines. A fuller picture is given in Swynnerton, 1936 (map).
3. ibid.
4. 1898.
5. Date from Kondoa District Book.
Rock paintings are found in many places in the northern and central hill complexes, but the inaccessibility of the country as a whole is such that the existence of these began to be reported only some time after some accounts had been published of paintings in the neighbouring areas of Konda, Bahi, Singida and Mkalam, which had aroused considerable interest.¹

Racial affinities and ethnic surroundings.

The people of this land, the Sandawe, show many physical features which suggest that their origins differ at least partially from those of the surrounding tribes. These include fine-bonedness and a slight build, a typical skull form which is reminiscent of the Bushman type, an often light, almost yellow complexion and a generally short stature which is well below average in places.² "Peppercorn" hair, the epicanthic fold, excessive wrinkling of the skin at an advanced age, thin lips and steatopygia all occur, but it is rare for many of these features to be combined in a single individual. The general impression of the people on the whole is that they differ significantly from most surrounding peoples although similar types may be found over a wide area, in particular towards the northwest. Kielmeyer describes the skins of the Sandawe as light reddish brown and the people themselves as


² This is based on optical impressions only; I have taken no measurements.
small and graceful. Bagshawe gives a similar description. Virchow describes two skulls but he refrains from making any definite statement about Hottentot or Bushman connections on the strength of this very slender evidence. Ried concludes from his research that the Sandawe are comparable to Hottentot, not Bushmen, mainly on physical grounds. Obat says that somatically and linguistically the Sandawe suggest relationship with the Hottentots. Trevor concludes his anthropometrical research by stating that "the evidence... is clearly to the effect that the Hottentots and the Sandawe are of the same stock and do not merely possess affinities in language."

He also points out that the neighbouring Nyaturu show many similarities. The latter are the people who have intermarried with the Sandawe more than any of their other neighbours have done and who have, as we shall see, contributed more than any other people to the ritual practices of the Sandawe. They have also influenced their language and literature most.

---

1 1897, R/3.
2 1924, 223.
3 1895, 64-65.
4 1915, 238.
5 1923, 207.
6 1947, 76.
7 The Bantu-speaking western neighbours of the Sandawe are called Nyaturu by the Swahili and by other local people. They call themselves A-Rimi and we shall henceforth refer to them by their own name, Rimi, without using the Bantu prefixes for persons in the singular or the plural. It should be noted that both Trevor and Ried have carried out their researches around the tribal headquarters at Kwa Ntoro. This area is heavily infiltrated by Rimi, most of whom have now become Sandawe. It seems possible that measurements taken in more remote parts of Sandawe country would yield even more dramatic results.
Remnant peoples and splinter groups of little hunters.

The north-central highlands of Tanzania contain an extraordinary variety of ethnically diverse tribes. Most of these have traditions of little people who inhabited their present territories in the past. According to Gray the Mbuge say that at the time of their arrival pygmy hunters roamed their country.\(^1\) Obst records that in eastern Rimi, according to local traditions, there had been small people who lived among the many rocks of the area.\(^2\) Claus mentions the Wagulimba, dwarfs who are said to have dwelled in holes in the ground at Neine in northern Dogoland.\(^3\) Culwick says that the Wasia of Babi were hunters who spoke a language which the arriving Bantu-speaking Gogo clans found impossible to understand.\(^4\) Schaegelein writes that some type of "Bochimans, ancêtres au moins partiels des Wasandawi" inhabited western Gogo country,\(^5\) and Mnyampala gives a similar account of the Gogo northwest.\(^6\) The Hadza of lake Eyasi still are a hunting tribe\(^7\) who are small both in numbers and in stature.\(^8\)

---

1 1955, 40.
2 1923, 199.
3 1911, 64.
4 1931a, 35.
5 1938, 200.
6 1954, 5ff.
7 Also Kindiga, Tindiga, Tindeg, Hadsapi, Hadzapi'1 or even Kangeju. Baumann, 1894; and Kohl-Larsen, 1937; 1943; prefer Tindiga; Obst, 1912a and b; 1913; Reche, 1914; Berger, 1943; and Cooper, 1947, refer to Kindiga. Bleek, 1931, uses Hadzapi or Tindeg; Woodburn, 1958; 1962 calls them Hadsa or Tindiga; Olson, n.d. (W/3) says Hadsapi'1, and Bagshawe, 1923b; 1924/5 speaks of the Kangeju.
8 Summary survey in Huntingford, 1953.
The Sandawe, finally, say that in the southeastern parts of their country there have been small, light coloured nomadic hunters whom they call W/ini and who were "like the people of Bas'ko and Bugénika" in appearance. These are two locations in south-eastern Sandawe country where the people are particularly light coloured. There are also the Elewa and Bisa who in the past spoke a somewhat different dialect but who are now Sandawe clans.¹ Baumann refers to the hunting tribe of the Wanege or Watindiga who were according to him closely related to the Sandawe.² These Wanege have been searched for in vain by subsequent investigators. Even though Baumann's map shows them to inhabit a vast region which includes both the Hadza and the Sandawe tribal areas these people have never been found. The term Tindiga is often used to designate the Hadza but the Wanege have disappeared from the literature since no one could be found to whom the name applies. However, a few Sandawe still recall that some of their own kin as well as others were sometimes referred to as n/ewe or bushmen (from n/e bush); others say that these people were mostly W/ini. The term n/ewe thus appears to be a Sandawe term for any people who lived in the bush, leading a hunting existence, and the term would therefore include most of the little hunting groups of which so many peoples of central Tanzania appear to have traditions. If these n/ewe are the same as Baumann's Wa-nega, which seems probable, then his map would merely acknowledge the fact that an extensive area contained, or had contained, an assortment of "little hunters". It should not be assumed that they formed anything like a single people or even a cluster of groups which were all of the same ethnic stock.

¹ Trevor, 1947, 62, thinks that the Elewa were "half Gogo" and that the Bisa spoke a language akin to Agomvia. Local people say that they were basically Sandawe.

² 1894, 191.
The various accounts give little detail but the scant evidence which we have faintly suggests that the various groups had different stages of development and culture; lack of physical uniformity is indicated by the fact that the Hadza are not light but dark skinned and apparently not at all Bushmanoid in appearance.

The Ngomvia who call themselves Kwa'dago are another remnant people who have now been absorbed by the Bantu-speaking Gogo whose language and customs they have taken over. They do not fit into the pattern of old hunting populations even though Claus held them for a remnant of an aboriginal people related to the Sandawe.\(^1\) The information which he collected about the origins of a headman’s lineage is the same as the far more detailed “tribal history” which Rigby collected in 1962.\(^2\) In this history the Ngomvia claim that they are Burunge; this is supported by Meinhof’s linguistic comparison of 1910.\(^3\) Considerable mixing with Sandawe clans seems to have occurred. One of the three Ngomvia clans is called Mutsato;\(^4\) this may be the same as the Sandawe Bisa clan which has already been mentioned. Some of the Sandawe Bisa of the Burunge border area actually call themselves Batsato, just as their Ngomvia opposite numbers. Another Sandawe clan in the same general area, the Agwatilo, claims Ngomvia descent.

---

1 1910, 489.
3 1910, 494.
4 Own inquiries, 1962.
Neighbouring peoples, foreign colonies, and population movements.

The tribes whose countries are contiguous to that of the Sandawe are, starting from the north, clockwise: the Barabaiga, the Rangi, the Burunge, the Gogo, and the Rimi. The Barabaiga are a Datoga tribe who speak a Nilo-Hamitic language of the Nandi type. To most people they are known as Mangati or Mwangi, a term which has been derived from the Maasai and means 'enemy', but the Sandawe call them Taatu; the literature usually refers to them as Tatoga. The Bantu-speaking Rangi are closely akin to the Mbogwe who live further to the north; the Burunge again are non-Bantu and linguistically allied to the Alawa or Wasi, the Gorowa or Fione, and the Iraqw or Mbulu. Greenberg calls these peoples Cushitic but this classification is far from generally accepted. The term Iraqw-cluster seems the safest one for this group, at least for the time being. The Kwa'mapo or Ngomvia and the distant Mbugu of Usambara in northeastern Tanzania may also belong to this group.  The Gogo and the Rimi are both Bantu peoples; the latter are called Tawesu by the Sandawe.

1 See map 1.
2 Wilson, 1952, 31, citing Huntingford.
3 The name Taatu is generally applied to all the small Datoga groups scattered further south and west, especially by Bantu peoples, cf. Wilson, on cit., 40.
4 Umesao, 1966, 176, points out that this is incorrect; they vocalize initial consonants and their name is Datoga.
5 Gray, on cit.
6 1955, 55.
7 Tucker and Bryan, 1956; Whiteley, 1958.
8 Meinhold, on cit.; see also Green, 1963.
9 Dempwolff, 1916, 52. The Sandawe names for the other tribes are easily recognized, but they usually call the Nyamwezi Kononge, after the name of a Nyamwezi sub-tribe, and they refer to the Hehe as Ngaroi. The Maasai are called Swahili (see next page).
Further to the north-west and to the west we find the Iramba, Isanzu, Sukuma, and Nyamwezi, all of whom speak Bantu languages. The Sandawe have borrowed from their languages, and they all have features in their literatures which lend themselves to comparison with items of Sandawe oral literature.

Within and around the Sandawe tribal area there are many small groups and settlements which have left an imprint on Sandawe literature. Scattered over the thinly populated eastern, southern and western parts of the country there are occasional Baraguyu homesteads. These people speak a Maasai dialect (Nilo-Hamitic), and also in other respects they resemble the Maasai proper. Both peoples are indiscriminately called Swabé by the Sandawe.¹ At Iseke in the north-central plain there is a Kimbu settlement of several homestead which has been there for at least three generations.² Bagshawe records that the Nyamwezi inhabitants of a place called Mkora near the northern tribal boundary had been bothered by pigs and moved further south to Manza well within Sandawe country.³ The Sandawe tribal headquarters at Kwa Mtoro contains as many aliens as Sandawe: Rangi, Nyamwezi, Chagga, Arabs and other non-Sandawe generally termed 'Swahili'. Hassenstein's map of 1898 shows us that not all foreign colonies are just a post-pacification phenomenon. It already mentions 'Kwa Towera' as a colony of coastal people (Küstenleute);⁴ 'Kipilipili's

---

¹ cf. the term Kgavi which is used elsewhere: see Beidelman 1960 and Tanganyika, Dept. of Lands and Mines, 1952.
² Proper Sandawe say Iseka. Iseka is a Rimi name of a type of landscape; it means 'white sandy soil', cf. Schneider, 1966, 256.
³ 1919 (M/8). Entry dated 10-7.
⁴ Meaning 'At Towera's' (Swahili term). Towera was one of the first German-appointed headmen in Sandawe country; allegedly he was a Nyamwezi settler who had become rich. Sprigade and Noisel, 1915, 117, point out that places were often named after headmen by (Nyamwezi) caravan porters.
village is described as a Nyamwezi settlement; another Nyamwezi colony is shown in the area which the Sandawe know as Manase and which lies a few miles to the west of Kwa Mtoro; yet another is marked on the map in the Ngomvia area just south of the tribal borders. Kimbu fishermen are reported by Claus to be fishing in the lower reaches of the Ruvi river; he also mentions the presence of Indians, Sudanese and Arabs in Kondo, but that settlement, which is now the District headquarters, does not appear to be very ancient. Bosbrooke writes that until the latter half of the nineteenth century the place had been covered with thick forest; then two Rangi tribesmen made the first clearing. They were soon followed by Arab ivory traders and Makua elephant hunters. The date of the arrival of the Arabs can be more or less firmly established. Stuhlmann must have passed there in 1891, and he states that the Arabs had been settled at Kondo for something like nineteen years; this would put the date of the establishment of the trading post at 1872.

Kiro in his history of the Zigua refers to the trek of a group of "Wakondongo" who left Uziga and went to Tabora. Uziga lies some 180 miles to the east of Sandawe country, and Tabora 180 miles to the west, and the Sandawe are situated right in the middle of their route. Kiro also says that the Zigua themselves

---

1 Obst, 1923, 196, says that "the descendants of the Nyamwezi who once settled in Sandawe country as feared robbers in the neighbourhood of Kipilipili and Kwa Mtoro," have now become accepted as real Sandawe.

2 Chiriusa, 1901, 902, also points out that these are Nyamwezi settlements.

3 1911, 2.

4 Ibid.

5 1952, 50.

6 1892, 186.
had left the Konda area several generations ago; 1 Konda is situated just north of the Sandawe tribal boundaries. Ntemo tells us that the Ngulu have followed a similar route, 2 and in the Tumbakose area of south-eastern Sandawe references to a Zigua presence in the past may indeed be heard. Hehe warriors from the south have raided as far north as Konda which they sacked sometime before 1893 since that is the year in which Neinecke reports the sacking. 3 Obst has reported a Hehe colony in north-eastern Sandawe country, hidden away near the Dudi river. 4 Elements of other southern tribes have moved even further north. According to Obst there are Makua among the Mbugwe, 5 and Hayshawe identifies Kikore in Gorowa country as a Makua settlement. 6 Fonck also mentions the presence of these elephant hunters in Gorowa, 7 and Kannenberg says that Nuboda in Burunge is a Makua elephant hunters' village. 8 The Sandawe know the Makua well as elephant hunters and charm doctors, and the term Makua has become accepted in their language as a word for 'stranger'; this usage is often found in Sandawe oral literature. 9

Further to the west there have been movements of Datoga clans who trekked south from Mount Hanang to the Itigi region

1 1953, 72.
2 1956, 15ff.
3 1893, 213.
4 1923, 203.
5 op. cit., 225.
6 1920 (U/S), entry dated 7-2.
7 1894, 294. He uses the name Fione for the Gorowa.
8 1901, 152.
9 Instances are shown in texts 135, 139, and 178.
past or perhaps through western Sandawe country,¹ and some
Gogo groups may have followed partly the same route.² Last
but not least there has been a steady infiltration of Rimi
from the west and some Datoga have entered Sandawe country to
stay; many people around the tribal headquarters at Kwa Mtoto
and around the central mission at Kurio are of Rimi origin
and the chief's clan, the Alagwa, claim Datoga descent.

It need not be assumed that all these movements of people
have actually passed through tribal territory; quite a few of
them may perhaps only have skirted the area. Yet a good number
of Sandawe placenames suggest the sojourn of aliens in the past.³
There is also an account of a group of Sandawe clans who were
chased out of their country into Gogoland by invading Datoga;
they stayed there for some time before they returned.⁴ Trevor
says that the Sandawe have entered their present habitat from
the south,⁵ but Obst has speculated that the Sandawe are of
northern origins but moved south into Gogoland, turned about
when they ran into resistance and occupied the hills where they
live now, driving out others in the process.⁶ Many Sandawe
clans do indeed claim foreign origins, but everywhere there are
traditions to be found that there were other Sandawe clans in
occupation before the present ones moved in. The suggestion
that the whole tribe has been involved in such movements seems
highly improbable. Obst appears to have realized this, for he

¹ Wilson, 1952.
² Culwick, 1931a, 35.
³ Tenrai, 1966a.
⁴ Robinson, 1957b.
⁵ 1947, 62.
⁶ 1913, 197 and 200.
quietly dropped his theory; at least he does not refer to it again in his final account of the area.¹

Although there have been plenty of upheavals the country of the Sandawe must not be seen as a cauldron in which untold numbers of tribes have battled one another through the ages. It has rather been an area of refuge and it is the very inaccessibility of the country which has seen to it that the Sandawe have preserved an identity of their own. Saumann may well have been right when he said that those Bushman-like hunters (the Wamge) must be regarded as the aboriginal population of the country, and that a branch of them has settled down to become the Sandawe.² It is quite impossible, of course, to reconstruct these events but it will be clear that the ethnic situation is complex and that many peoples have contributed to the creation of the modern Sandawe. We shall therefore meet with points of comparison among a diversity of neighbouring peoples which may help to explain certain points of Sandawe oral literature.

¹ 1923.
² 1894, 194. A Sandawe myth of origin suggests the same. In text No.20 the implication is that the Sandawe have always been where they are (note 6 under the text). There are also indications which point to northern origins in the remote past. Sandawe say that circumambulations are made to the north at burials because that is where the people have originally come from, and the ghosts of the deceased are seen off to their original homes. At a dance which represents the progress of life the men are oriented to the north because, it is said, this is where their origins lie (see Chapter VII, C, the Land÷. The dance may not be regarded as a reliable pointer because it may be of Rimi origin, and the death rites may also have been brought in by a section of the population which came from the north. It is interesting to note that Coon concludes on physical grounds that all capoid peoples, including the Sandawe, are ultimately of northern (Saharan) origin (Coon, 1963, 696-49).
Tribal structure: the clans.

According to the census of 1957 there were 28,309 Sambawe, of whom 20,031 lived within the tribal area; here their numbers have slightly decreased since 1951 because of emigration. Many have left for the sisal estates around Arusha and Kilosa and many others live in Arusha town.¹

The most important structural unit of the tribe is the hill clan, which usually takes its name from a hill (gáwa). The people who belong to the same hill consider themselves to be related by descent through the male line, and hill clans are therefore strictly exogamous. They are non-totemic; there are neither clan totems nor personal avoidance objects.² Hill clans are the principal ritual units but there are no geographical limits which define their ritual areas, and the clans are not strictly localized. Yet clan lands are recognized and clusters of clansmen are common because sons usually build their homes near the parental home. Every hill-clan group has its own sacrificial hill where under leadership of clan elders sacrifices are made to ancestral spirits and prayers are said for rain and fertility.³ Bagshawe says that such a hill sacrifice is "a really big occasion where a whole family or clan may be required to be present".⁴ He puts the number of clans at twenty five⁵ but Trevor says that there are fifty, and he gives the word bom as the term for 'clan'.⁶ This discrepancy can

¹ Appendix I gives a summary of censuses and estimates.
² Lack of totemism is recorded by Dempwolff, 1916, 146, who has also made a study of totemism among other tribes (1909).
³ I refer to hill-clan groups because many find themselves too far away to sacrifice at their original clan hills; some clans have split up into sub-clans, each with their own hill.
⁴ 1925, 328. Texts 80 and 81 are such hill prayers; a hill-clans rain prayer is presented in text 79.
⁵ 1925, 219.
⁶ 1947, 62.
be readily explained. Although the term hoko is often used for a clan its more precise meaning is a descent group of any size, and in particular a lineage, for the literal meaning of the word is 'seed'.¹ The loose usage of the word is apparent from van de Kimenado, who sums up its meanings as 'seed, descent, race, tribe.'² The lineage is sometimes also referred to as 'the collectivity of fathers' (tatay),³ but this term may equally well be applied to 'ancestry' and 'ancestral spirits'. Since the hill-clan (akwa) is a group which belongs together by virtue of putative common descent the term for 'hill-clan' may also be used to mean clan ancestors and even ancestors in general.

The word for family is khuc which literally means 'house', and the relation between the larger family and its smallest segments may be expressed by kitinga, the term for a 'door'. But another term for the family is waxwe; these are the members of the homestead in the sense of an intimate group of trusted relatives, and the family in the narrower sense as opposed to the larger circle of relatives with whom relations are less intimate.⁴ Dempwolf notes the distinction between this term and the word doko which is used for the wider group; wava which literally means 'elder sibling' is also used for any relative but especially for relatives of the same generation.⁵ This term is also used as a honorific title for people who are really no relatives at all.

'Homo' is called na'aski, which is the whole homestead

¹ From the Bantu mbag, seed. Dempwolf, 1916, 43, says that hoko is 'seed, offspring (of either plants or people)'.
² 1954, 36.
⁴ Also wava, from the root wá which means friendship, love.
⁵ Op. cit. 53. Doko corresponds with the Bantu n-dugu in the same meaning.
including the houses of married sons; originally this means a watering place, cf. ta'naa, 'water'. It has already been said that sons who marry usually build their houses close to their father's house, e.g. a hundred yards away. The actual watering place may be at a considerable distance. The term finds its origin in the habit of the old Sandawe hunting families to claim a waterhole as the centre of their hunting grounds. They never live at that place themselves so as not to disturb the game. Modern Sandawe who cultivate their fields and who keep cattle still build away from the waterhole for the same reasons.

There are larger structural units than the hill-clan, for several hill-clans may sometimes belong to one 'country' (il'ma). This may either mean the land in which their original clan hills are said to be located (ancestral area), or the general area in which several unrelated clan-hill groups have been living together for a long time so that they have common ties with it (fatherland or home land). Several of the better known large Sandawe clans are not hill-clans but such homeland clan-agglomerations; often they have once been single exogamous clans, but they have split up and become separate hill-clans. These clan-agglomerations are no longer exogamous and they may therefore be called sub-tribes rather than clans.¹ The various sections do retain their common name, however, in addition to their own hill names, and although marriages between the member hill-clans are allowed an extra payment is added to the bride-wealth payments in those cases for the 'shame' (múra).

¹ Government officials use the Swahili term ukoo (clan) for either hill-clan or homeland-clan. In English they use 'clan' for both. Map 3 shows a number of clan homelands; all the 'clan' names shown on it are in reality the names of sub-tribes. The Alegwa are divided into the Hungé, Àháne, /i'ak'á, Hathwa, and /as clans, the Elewa into the /'ak'á, Kónogó, Khangaróda, Munendó, and Kaora clans, the Varimba into the Mlatá'ií, Kilokolo, Munurá, Táoro and /'ákitá clans, and so on.
The homeland-clan or sub-tribes are in general quite un-localized. Bagshaw states that "the clans" are now completely intermingled and that clan membership has lost much of its significance and that "only in religious matters... the clan is of any moment at all." On the subject of geographical spread Bagshaw appears to be referring to the sub-tribes which may once have been clans, while on the subject of religious importance he is referring to the hill-clans without realizing that the two are different entities. Of the sub-tribes there are about twenty five, just as Bagshaw says, but of the hill clans there are even considerably more than the fifty which Trevor gives as their number, but some of them are very small. These hill clans have not lost their significance. The clan principle of exogamy is everywhere strictly adhered to, and there are no signs that this is changing. The ritual function of the clan has no doubt declined with the advent of Christianity, and the clan's solidarity (in war) has obviously also diminished since pacification, but it remains the principal structural unit of the tribe. The sub-tribes do not possess this importance at all.

The Sandawe have yet another term which is used for the clan. People who belong to the same homeland are expected to provide mutual support in war. In practice this applies in the first place to clansfellows of the same neighbourhood, but also to friendly neighbours who belong to different clans. Such defensive groups based on neighbourliness are called n/digq, a word which describes a corporate group. It is a clan in the sense of a corporate group, but also a group of neighbours, or as a combination of the two, the people of a reasonably small geographical area. It is also applied to enemy corporate groups

1 1925, 220.
and it is therefore the common word for 'enemy'; for 'raiding' or 'war' the same term is used. 1

Clan leadership is generally limited to ritual leadership, but particularly brave or successful hunters sometimes acquire some dominance over their fellows. This leadership is based on personal qualities only and as a rule it is not restricted to clansmen, but it extends over a neighbourhood. Ritual leadership is much more important; it concerns activities like circumcision, hill sacrifices, and (in the past) oracles, but it is not institutionalized. It is sometimes acquired through inheritance, sometimes through divinership, and sometimes merely by force of character. There are no age sets and no military regiments, and no institutional war leaders. The only exception to this egalitarian state of affairs is found among the Alagwa sub-tribe who have a line of rain priests and a line of rain priestesses, both of which are hereditary. 2

Controversy over tribal leadership.

The Alagwa sub-tribe supplies the chiefs to the tribe, but in how far chiefship is a traditional feature of Sandawe life is a matter of controversy which requires some clearing up.

If we believe Dempwolf's informant Habuni the power of

---

1 Dempwolf, 1916, 40, lists the following words and meanings:
//nà, plural //nàko, 'warrior, enemy', and //né, plural
//néko, 'fellow tribesman, kinsman'; //nàga, 'brother of a woman'. Van de Kimmendaal, 1954, 67, mentions: \n\n\n\n
2 The Nund clan supply the priests, the Hanga the priestesses.
the Alagwa was great: they were judges, kings and magicians. When the head of the Alagwa wore a strip of hide around his arm the people feared him greatly. They came to him for jurisdiction, he dispensed favours, and he received fines for manslaughter. Runaways sought his protection by knocking a splinter off his stool. By tying a strip of hide around the arm of the fugitive he extended his protection but at the same time he made him his slave. Bagahawe states that the Alagwa had brought with them the first cattle owned by the tribe and that by virtue of this they had probably established an immediate ascendancy over the nomadic hunters. He also says that "for generations [the Alagwa] have been the ruling clan and from them was selected the first tribal chief whose direct descendant is acknowledged as chief to-day." Dempwolf adds to this that "rain is made by rain magic, the secrets of which and the execution of which are the privileges of the chiefs", and elsewhere he gives us the text of a song in which the Alagwa chiefs are exhorted to produce rain. From this one would gain the impression that something like a fairly strong chiefship had become a traditional feature of the political scene. Bagahawe was an administrative officer in charge of Kondoa district, and he may have received much of his information from the Alagwa for the government had recognized their chiefship over the Sandawe ever since its own establishment. Dempwolf appears to have had his doubts about the influence of the chiefs. He tentatively concluded that the 'royal house' of the Alagwa owed its effective might

1 Dempwolf, 1916, 112 (text 10).
2 1925, 220.
3 1916, 142.
4 ibid., 166.
to rainmaking and that they were priest-kings "such as also occurred among the nearby Hamites", but that it was not known how far their territorial authority went. He also noticed that Habuni, being a follower of the Alagwa headman Songe, did not recognize any other headmen of equal standing and he recalled that among the government documents at Kilimanjaro there was a paper dated 24-1-1904 in which a non-Alagwa by the name of Barasungu was mentioned who "once was the sole chief of all Usandawe." In eastern and southern Sandawe the names of Barasungu and of his ally Sold are still held in honour as dominant headmen and hillpriests. Their influence is even recognized in Robinson's account of the Alagwa chiefs. This is a history of the exploits of their headmen derived from Alagwa sources. Robinson stresses the fact that because of this the account is likely to be somewhat glorified. Even from this story it becomes clear that the prestige of the Alagwa as a political force is largely derived from the stature of one man, their headman Amás'.

The first Germans appeared on the scene when Amás' second son and successor was already an old man. The first European to give a first-hand account of the Sandawe, Hausmann, arrived

1 L. and 115.  
2 The military post under which the Sandawe had initially resorted.  
3 Dempwolff doubted the validity of this statement on the grounds that 'Barasungu' means 'our first one' and it "would not seem to be a proper name." But Hessenstein's map of 1898 shows "Barasungu's country" and Robinson, 1957, recognizes him under the somewhat garbled name Baraganzoz.  
4 1957 (M/B).  
5 His eldest son Limb had been killed in a battle with the Masai (see text No.18).
in Sandawe country at the end of 1892. He informs us that the Sandawe had no real political leaders but that the "witchdoctors (Zauberdoctoren) who also made rain" were held in high regard.¹ Von Luschan confirmed a few years later that not only was there no general ruler, but he also said that there was not a single powerful headman in the country.² He added that in Baumann's time the Nyamwesi colonists were the real rulers of the country and that in the countryside the leadership was in the hands of the diviners, the medicine men, and the rainmakers.³ These men were not just the Alagwa leaders. Although the Alagwa certainly attempted to monopolize all Sandawe rainmaking, as they still do, the mere fact that non-Alagwa hill prayers for rain and fertility can still be collected even to-day shows us that they have been only partially successful in their efforts.⁴

The emergence of the Alagwa chiefs.

If then we may conclude that not even Amás' had been a Chief of the Sandawe but at best a very influential clan headman, how had the Alagwa manoeuvred themselves into the position of a chief's clan at Dempwolff's time?⁵

By virtue of the leadership qualities of individual elders and the prestige of divinership and priesthood some clans were

---

1 1894, 193. Fischer may have been the first to visit the country, viz. Ziepert, 1893, who shows his route; see also text No.173 for the Sandawe side of the picture. Appendix V gives a brief summary of early sources and discovery.

2 1898, 342.

3 The most powerful Nyamwesi colonist was Mtoro who had been admitted by Amás'.

4 See texts 79 and 80.

5 As pointed out before, the Alagwa are not strictly speaking a clan. The chief's clan are the Mungó, one of the Alagwa clans.
not entirely acephalous. The size and prestige of the different clans apparently varied a great deal in the past, as it still does to-day. Some of the larger ones are divided into several sub-divisions and have in fact become sub-tribes which consist of a number of no longer cohering, but separate clans; in other cases feelings of relationship may still be strong enough to allow for an influential leader of one hill-clan to enjoy considerable prestige among the other hill-clans of the sub-tribe. This is especially true for the Alagwa where the members of all the hill-clans take considerable pride in being Alagwa. The Alagwa clans are sets apart from the other Sandawe clans, too, by the fact that they are uncommonly conscious of their common Datoga origins. And so was able to muster support from not only his fellow Mungè clansmen, but also from the other Alagwa clans and neighbouring non-Alagwa clansmen.

Apart from the principle of exogamy and a common name, the members of a hill-clan cooperate in such matters as the payment of debts, the raising of bridewealth cattle for their sons when they marry, and mutual aid in war. Clanmen farm out their cattle over the herds of their fellows as an insurance against total loss at the hands of raiders or disease. Clan elders who enjoy prestige also in the sister clans of their sub-tribe obviously have a wider influence as councillors, hill sacrificers, rain makers, and magicians than do the elders of small and isolated bush clans who have few cattle.\(^1\) Some of these are little more than dispersed groups of only a few individuals who have been semi-nomadic until recently.\(^2\) In the larger cattle clans there is more scope for individual people to show leadership in war or proficiency as magicians or priests, whereas in the 'bush clans' warfare does not substantially

---

1 Called contemptuously /as n/omâga, 'Folinga-people'.
2 Bagshawe, 1925, 336.
differ from hunting and leadership is based on bushcraft and hunting magic. Among the cattle clans leadership in war demands the ability and courage to stand up against such formidable foes as the Datoga. Because of their cattle they are vulnerable targets for raiding invaders whereas all the bush people have to do is to hide themselves in the hills.

Habuni states that a hero is a man who has killed a Datoga warrior.\(^1\) So respected were these war leaders that on their death they were buried in a special way and with special ritual.\(^2\) They wore ivory arm rings and if anyone of them was killed by the enemy his death had to be avenged.\(^3\) It seems that these manifestations of a developing hero cult were particular to the Alagwa and some of their Warimba allies. Of the large cattle clans they were the most exposed to the incursions of the Datoga from the north, and being in the front line they probably developed the greatest resistance to them.\(^4\) The practice of wearing insignia and the differential burial rites are stated by some Sandawe to have been confined to these groups, in particular to the Alagwa.\(^5\)

It should not be surprising that when the qualities of a

---

1 Dempwolff, 1916, 97.
2 *ibid.*, l41.
3 *ibid.*, l14 (text 12). Iron rings were also worn, cf. Bagamoyo, 1925, 229.
4 See map 3.
5 Their northern (Datoga) origins may account for the rings which are found among many northern tribes as far as the Sudan, cf. Schweinfruth, 1875, II, 6 and 7 (Dinka, Nuer, Dyor, Shilluk), but he says that they also occur in South Africa. Czakanowski, 1938, 109 (fig.4) shows a nilotic iron ring which is identical with the Alagwa type. Neighbouring peoples also have them, cf. Kanneberg, 1900, 150 (Rimi); Dempwolff, 1916–5, 242 (Iramba).
traditional hill chief and those of a renowned war leader are united in one person, his influence may grow beyond the usual limits in Sandawe society. The Alagwa headman Amás' was such a person.¹ Even Bagshaw believed that "the Sandawi appeared to have had no chief until the clans united under Amás";² he had the reputation of being a great rainmaker and he managed to fight a decisive victory over the Datoga who at the time of his grandfather had driven the Alagwa out of Sandawe country;³ he supported the people of Mangas'tá in central Sandawe against the attacks of their kats'as'tá neighbours; he fought the Masai and he kept Arab slave raiders at bay who had at the time just begun to make an appearance.⁴ When he died at an advanced age the reputation of his clan the Mungé, and of the Alagwa in general, was great. His influence had been felt over much of the central parts of the tribal area but the eastern and southern leaders Sold, Marenga and Barasungu were dominant in their own areas.⁵ After his death Amás' prestige was great enough for him to be thought of as the most important Sandawe by the Germans of Kilimatinde, who attributed the same importance to his successors.

The Nyamwezi trader Mtoro soon used the German presence at Mpwapwa⁶ to extend his influence by making it appear that

¹ He was also humane and returned cattle to the defeated Datoga so they would not starve (Robinson, op. cit.).
² 1925, 334.
³ According to Bagshaw the Datoga had at the time been much weakened by Masai raids.
⁴ Robinson, 1957b The Masai may actually have been Baraguyu.
⁵ Barasungu's area is even marked as a separate political entity on Sprigade and Heisel's map of 1904.
⁶ Before Kilimatinde was opened. Koloniales Jahrbuch, 1890, 191, lists Mpwapwa as the farthest inland station.
he had their full backing as their representative. He had fallen out with the Sandawe, fled to Kpwapwa and returned with German help. His abuse of power soon resulted in further resistance by the Sandawe and in German involvement in pacifying the country. This was not completed until several German punitive expeditions from Kilimatinde and even one from Mwanza had put down a succession of Sandawe revolts by force. The country was ravaged in the course of these events, one of the worst episodes being the murder of the people of Sandawda about 1897. A principal leader in the resistance had been Nahlengi the son of Amâs. After his death his son Songo made peace with the Germans at Kilimatinde and got himself recognized as chief of the Sandawe. Since then the Sandawe have had chiefs and the chiefship remained in his lineage until it was abolished after Tanganyika’s national independence. The institution of Sandawe chiefship is therefore to a large extent the product of the European occupiers who needed a system of representatives through whom they could govern.

The Germans appointed a great number of akidas (village headmen) under jumbes (sub-chiefs) all of whom, including the Alagwa chief, were responsible to the German sergeant-major (Feldwebel) who built a fort at Kwa Mtore and stayed to command it. This was the famed Sana Rings of Sandawe oral literature who gained great ascendancy over the Sandawe and who became their effectual chief. The post came to resort under Kondo.

1 German writers seem to avoid the subject. Von Luschan, 1898, 342, only reports that two members of his expedition were hit and killed by Sandawe poisoned arrows.

2 The events following Mtore’s flight are recorded by Bagshaw, 1925, 222, supported by various entries in the Kondoa District Book and confirmed by Sandawe informants. 'Sana Rings' = 'Mr. Link'.

1 German writers seem to avoid the subject. Von Luschan, 1898, 342, only reports that two members of his expedition were hit and killed by Sandawe poisoned arrows.

2 The events following Mtore’s flight are recorded by Bagshaw, 1925, 222, supported by various entries in the Kondoa District Book and confirmed by Sandawe informants. 'Sana Rings' = 'Mr. Link'.
where a government station had been opened in 1897. The post at Kwa Mtore was closed down before the military administration was converted to a civilian one in 1911-13. During the first world war the British replaced the Germans in May 1916; under their more indirect system of government the chiefs gained much in importance because greater administrative responsibilities were devolved upon them. Yet chiefship never developed into a really well-founded institution among the Sandawe. The chiefs themselves did much to minimize the effect of their greater authority by squandering the wealth of the family.

When the government of Tanganyika stripped all the chiefs in the country of their temporal power in 1962 this raised no protest among the Sandawe. The last chief has been retained as a local magistrate until 1964; after that he became the chairman of the local cooperative. He is well liked but he is no longer even called a chief, and there is little or no significance attached to being a member of the chiefly clan and little political prestige emanates from it.

1 Fosbrooke, 1952; Bagshawa, 1925, 222.

2 Probably in 1909. The last official mention of the post is in Jahresbericht 1909, 75. In January 1910 Dempwolff met Sgt. Linke who "had been the commander of the Sandawe post for seven years" (italics mine). Dempwolff, op. cit., 1.

3 In that month the first British military administrator, Mr. Horne, arrived at Kondo (Kondo District Book, List of Administrative Officers).

4 Bagshawa, 1925, 335, speaks of "the somewhat notorious Sultan Selemu" who "discredited [the name of the family] in the tribe." This is the Ha'6 (his Sandawe name) of texts 138 and 147.

5 The situation is quite different among the Digo where chiefship is traditional. Although the chiefs have also been shorn of their temporal powers they remain honoured as chiefs and exercise their ritual leadership.
Some kinship relationships.

We have seen that descent is traced agnatically and that the terms for 'seed' (bovo) and 'collective fathers' (tata') may be used for 'lineage'. Tata' may represent the ascending line father - grandfather - great-grandfather and so on, but also the collectivity of all the 'fathers' and their brothers, living or dead. The unity of all the agnates in each generation is symbolized by the use of the same word for them: father's brothers are 'fathers' (tata'), grandfather's brothers are 'grandfathers' (koká), and in the same way father's brothers' sons are called 'brothers' (tota'). Kinship terms are thus classificatory, but Dempwolff thought of the Sandawe system that "it is not rigidly so" because father's and mother's sisters are called by the same name and because consequently the children of both these categories are designated by the terms which are also used for full siblings.¹ But the terminology is less designed to classify people according to the position they occupy in respect of the lineage than to determine whether they belong to groups whose women may be married.

Kinship roles are terminologically distinguished by reference to sex. A man calls his brother tota', and a woman calls her sister tosa'; these terms may be translated as 'similar sibling, male' and 'similar sibling, female'.²

¹ 1916, 126.
² Also tosa' or tosa' for 'sister', cf. van de Veenenade, 1954, 56. Etymologically to-te'-a (brother) may be: 'come(s) - out - as self - he who', i.e. one who is born out of the same lineage and who is biologically similar. To-te'-e-su (sister) would indicate that she is biologically the same as the speaker (-su is a feminine suffix).
A man calls his sister hliyu, and a woman calls her brother
/n/ahle; in translation these terms would then become
'dissimilar sibling, female' and 'dissimilar sibling, male'.

Both the father's sisters and mother's sisters are called
by the same name, as Dempwolf tells us; both categories are
'mothers' (mèu or lvo). We have seen that father's brothers
are 'fathers' (tatâ), but the mother's brothers are called
mamâ. His children are also set apart: unlike the father's
brother's children who are 'brothers' and 'sisters' the maternal
uncle's children are called ahle (for the male) and ahlesu (the
female), irrespective of the sex of the speaker. This group
forms a marriageable category, which the first mentioned are
not. A man may marry his ahlesu (matrilateral cross-cousin)
but not his hliyu ('sister' or parallel cousin).

1 Dempwolf, op.cit., 125, calls him /naha (n/ahle in our
orthography). A final a is sometimes used.

2 Mèu is a term of reference only; lvo is also a term of
address. Another term for 'father' (tatâ) is bata'e which
is only used for reference, cf. van de Kimmenade, 1954, 41.
'as on père a lui'. Dempwolf, op.cit., 45, only lists bata'e
in the meaning of 'head of a clan'.

3 Van de Kimmenade, 1954, 48, writes mamm (different tonal value).

4 Dempwolf, loc.cit.; van de Kimmenade, 1956, 440. Although
cross-cousin marriages are perfectly in order they are not
preferential, even though the terminology may perhaps
suggest that they are. In addition to the normal bride-
wealth ahlu has to be paid in such marriages. Dempwolf,
1916, 44, translates this term as 'Sühne' (atonement,
expiation); van de Kimmenade renders it as 'profanation,
sacrilege'.

5 According to an informant hli-su may be 'drops off - she(who)
i.e. a member of the lineage who drops out by marriage;
cf. text No. 59.
The category 'mother's brother' forms the connecting link with the marriageable collateral line. It is the pivot around which the good relations revolve which exist with it by virtue of the mother's siblingship with that category; it is the generation of the mother's family with the closest ties with one's own sibling group. The mother's brother tends to maintain a fairly confidential relationship with his sister's children, but they cannot address him in a free or joking manner and they must show respect. Very correct behaviour is in fact demanded, and I would therefore not characterize the Sandawe mother's brother as a sort of 'male mother' as has been suggested for other societies. He belongs to a different lineage and he does not try to exercise authority over his sister's child but he acts as a haven of refuge in case of trouble. In this way he competes with the father in popularity. He may help his sister's son by lending bridewealth, but he will not give it since he belongs to a different clan, and if he borrows cattle from his sister's son he will have to return it. Property left in the hands of a father's brother, on the contrary, is not in 'foreign' hands and will not cause stresses between clans.

The term *mama* is reciprocal: it is also the designation for a sister's son. Radcliffe-Brown remarks that such "...symmetrical terminology suggests that the social relation may also be symmetrical", but he concedes that in the case he has under review this may not be really so. In the case of

1 Radcliffe-Brown, 1962, 25; also 1924.
2 Text 172 describes difficulties with a mother's brother.
3 The Sandawe term is obviously the same as the Nandi *mama* which is also reciprocal, vis. Radcliffe-Brown, 1962, 34.
4 ibid.
the Sandawe complete symmetry exists, in the reciprocal terms of address as well as in the terms of reference.¹ But if a senior member of a woman's lineage allows a junior member of her husband's lineage to reciprocate his greeting in the same terms, this is not a proclamation of equality. It is a show of goodwill rather than that it amounts to an acknowledgment of a supposed symmetrical relationship.

Seniority is no obstacle in the relationship between grandchildren and their grandparents. This takes on a distinct flavour of irreverence and equality and the joking nature of it allows the former at times to be positively rude.² Both the father's and the mother's parents share in this attitude and grandparents are called by the same terms which they use to address their grandchildren, koka for 'grandfather' and manè for 'grandmother'.³ These terms are therefore quite reciprocal, like manè, but in the grandparent-grandchild relationship there are also terms of reference which are not entirely reciprocal. A grandchild is referred to as häreku (male) or härekua (female) but these terms are not used for 'grandfather' or 'grandmother' in ordinary references, only as terms of address.⁴ Here we have a case of an asymmetrical terminology for a symmetrical relationship.

---

¹ Another term is sakorè, cf. Dempwolf, op.cit., 50. This is a term of address only, and used reciprocally. A third term is bila, also a term of address and also reciprocal.

² See riddle texts 23 and 48.

³ Mèna (with high tone on the first syllable) means 'great-grandmother'; van de Kimmenade, 1954, 48, writes mèna for 'grandmother' but this is a mistake.

⁴ Dempwolf mentions only the meaning of 'grandchild' but van de Kimmenade, 1954, 35, also gives the reciprocal meaning, however without mentioning the limitation of its use.
Van de Kimmenade tells us that "a man carefully avoids the wife of his son, the sister's son [avoids] the wife of his uncle, and the son-in-law his mother-in-law."\(^1\) Mother-in-law avoidance is strong among the Sandawe, but it wears off with time and after the birth of some children it may be lifted altogether; this new and free state of affairs has then to be expiated with a sacrifice.\(^2\) The term for in-laws is \(\text{l'and}\); this is a term of reference only since they do not address one another, and it is reciprocal; it means 'parents-in-law' as well as 'children-in-law'.\(^3\) The strength of this avoidance is well illustrated by van de Kimmenade when he reports that children cover their faces upon entering a classroom when they notice that one of their \(\text{l'and}\) is already inside. He also tells us that people were ill at ease when he buried a man next to the grave of his mother-in-law.\(^4\) Avoidance is strongest between in-laws of different generations who differ in sex. A son-in-law will step off the path and face away if he happens to meet his mother-in-law, and he will keep quiet and never even look at her, but a father-in-law demands only respectful silence from his son-in-law; only for the duration of the wedding ceremonies they will stay out of sight from one another.

\(^1\) van de Kimmenade, 1936, 404 (translation mine).
\(^2\) Dempwolf, \textit{M.
\(^3\) Singular and plural forms are the same in Sandawe. The masculine form is \(\text{l'and}\); the feminine \(\text{l'andmé}\), cf. Dempwolf, \textit{M.
\(^4\) loc.


The brother-in-law, who belongs to the same generation, is not the object of such restraint, nor is his wife. He is called head, and this very term illustrates clearly that with this member of the same generation relations are relaxed, for its means 'one who one may speak to'.

Marriage: monogamy and polygyny.

Van de Kimmenade states that the tribe of the Sandawe is monogamous, and that the Sandawe themselves say that polygamy is bad because the husband would constantly have to watch the activities of his young wives, especially if he has grown-up sons from his first marriage; that the institution causes many disputes and that polygyny is consequently rare. But Dempewolf's informant Habuni assures us that "with us polygyny is frequent, the Rimi have introduced it." The latter part of his statement shows that he does not think that polygyny is originally a Sandawe institution and it suggests that he does not consider it to be an ideal one. For he adds: "When you marry a second wife, you must build a new house, clear a new field, also provide new cattle, and goats, hoes, axes, adzes, in short, all goods you must provide anew." Von Luschan also

1 ko-ma, lit.: 'speak - one who does'. The term of address is kama which has the same meaning since it is composed of the elements ko (urgency), ma (speak), and a (he). Drexel, 1929, 52, seeks to explain the second syllable ha as a masculine formative element which I do not believe to be a tenable interpretation. In Chapter II, Grammatical gender, we shall see that much of his theory is invalid.

2 1936, 398.

3 Dempewolf, op.cit.,137 (text 31).

4 ibid., Habuni's father had a legal wife and two mistresses to provide for; op.cit.,151 and also Dempewolf’s tables XIIIc and f, p.130.
states that polygyny is common but that a man seldom marries more than two wives, but it should be noted that as a member of Werther's expedition he visited the northwestern quadrant of the country which is heavily infiltrated by Rimi, rich in cattle, and typical for the Sandawe. Bagshawe says that "the Sandawi may marry as many wives as they like, but I think that polygamists are in a minority" and: "each wife should have a separate house, and a polygamist must not cohabit with one wife longer than three days." Dempwolf concludes from his genealogies that out of the ninety marriages which are shown in them eighty are seemingly monogamous and ten polygynous. Since these tables show a predominance of prominent families who are rich in cattle and can afford more wives, the percentage of polygynous households for the whole tribe would be considerably lower than his figures suggest. Even for the prominent families alone the figure would probably have to be reduced, for the data do not show whether more than one wife had been married to one husband at the same time or in succession. Neither do they clearly distinguish between wives and concubines, as his genealogy of Habuni shows us. It should be borne in mind also that in societies where polygamy is a desirable goal,

---

1 1898, 342.
2 See Appendix V.
3 1925, 337.
4 ibid., 338.
5 a. 133. Included are genealogies of Alagwa chiefs, of the leaders of the xats'as'tá clans, of Habuni's own cattle-owning Warimba clan and other lineages which can be identified as comparatively rich ones.
6 See note 4, p. 37.
the actual percentage of composite households is usually not high.\(^1\) Dempwolff’s material does not exclude the possibility that the overall percentage of Sandawe polygynous households was actually very low when he collected his data. Today this certainly appears to be the case; the spread of Christianity may have added further weight to the Sandawe ideal of monogamy.\(^2\)

**Acquiring a Wife.**

The Sandawe marry comparatively late. Van de Kimmenade puts the ages of the men at between 20 and 30 years, but he adds that this pattern tends to disappear because of inter-marriage with the Rimi who marry very young.\(^3\) Another account confirms that Sandawe girls do not get married until they are seventeen or so, and that there are no child marriages\(^4\) whereas Rimi girls may be married off at very tender ages indeed.\(^5\) Sandawe girls are married for their beauty and for their character, and they must not be quarrelsome or lazy.\(^6\)

---

1 Dorjahn, 1959. Rigby, 1964, confirms that the figure for the Gogo, who prize polygamy, varies between 10 and 15 %.

2 According to mission figures over 70 % of the Sandawe are now at least nominally Catholics. Of the men named in Appendix IV only No. 6 and No. 15 have had more than one wife at the time as far as I know, and both are Alagwa chiefs and nominal Muslims.

3 1936, 399.

4 Anon., 1957.

5 Van de Kimmenade, loc. cit.

6 The lazy wife is a common subject of scorn in poetry, viz. texts 168 and 169. References to the desirability of a beautiful girl are equally common, cf. texts 74 and 162, and 164, about lovelorn youths.
complexion is prized but peppercorn hair is not.¹ Parents and elders exercise control over the details of the marriage agreement and make arrangements for the rituals, but they have little say in the choice of a partner except in the sense that they would theoretically refuse to provide bridewealth if a girl is thought to be entirely unsuitable. They would prevent it if the match would clash with marriage taboos. Girls are free to reject suitors they do not want, and they actively influence a youth's choice, especially at dances.² Bagshawe comments that in theory a girl may have no intercourse before marriage but that in practice little attention is paid to what she does; however, an ox is to be paid by the man who deflowers her.³ Her virtue as a wife lies in fertility rather than in fidelity; many of the texts in this thesis testify to the great freedom which the Sandawe woman allows herself. Marriage is a woman's ultimate duty and reluctance to enter into it invites mocking scorn.⁴

The time for courtship and marriage is the dry season when the harvests are in, food is abundant and there is little work to do. Van de Kinnenade describes the atmosphere in the following terms:

"The herds are joined together and they go far afield in search of grazing; each of the men guards them in turns of

1 A food taboo determines that children must not eat the parts of cattle and goat stomachs which have a granulated inner surface which looks like peppercorn hair. Magic of similarity would cause their own hair to develop that way if they eat it.

2 In particular the landado. See Chapter VII, section C.

3 1925,338. This has more to do with the right to her fertility than with virginity, yet virginity is prized.

4 Texts 140 and 165 express this.
four days. At this time the youths think of dancing. The dance of the young, of the youths and the girls, is called landá; it takes place during the evening until midnight at some distance from the homesteads around a large fire. In these circumstances the youth selects a girl who pleases him: he gives her a little gift, usually a string of beads, and if she accepts this is regarded as her consent to marriage.1

Bagshawe tells us that the youth will then carry her off with the help of his female relatives and that the family of the girl will raid his home in mock retaliation for the abduction and carry off as many goats as they can.2 Another account simply says that the youth carries off the girl from the dance.3 Van de Kimmemade adds that she is taken to the youth's home by his 'sisters' and that she stays there in the girls' hut without being allowed contact with her fiancé.4 But information supplied by Dempwolf's informant Habuni shows us that we do not have to do here with any real abduction on the spur of the moment, that usually the youth and the girl have talked things over as they may be expected to have done, and that their parents know of the romance.5 Thus the abduction is more like a ritual of formal engagement than a proper marriage by capture.

1 1936, 399 (translation mine). The number of days in each tour of guardianship is not rigidly fixed; some clans prefer tours of six days. The roster of duties is fixed by elders to suit the circumstances. The dances may be held near cattle camps of near the homesteads; there is no regular transhumance and usually the combined cattle are driven to the homestead of one of the owners each night. The bead symbolism will be discussed later.

2 1925, 337-38.
3 Anon., 1957.
4 1936, 400.
5 1916, 77 (text 30).
It has been suggested that abduction is the second of two distinct forms of marriage, the first being the negotiated type. It is indeed not at all necessary that a girl is taken into her confinement from a dance. She may well go there from her own home or from the fields, but even then she is taken up by her fiancé’s ‘sisters’ and escorted to their hut, as in the case of the dance abduction. She is expected to put up a show of resistance, but this she also does when she is taken from the dance. Raiding in retaliation must be seen as a show of surprise and protest from the part of the girl’s family when the engagement has come off rather too suddenly in a whirlwind romance, and all the people concerned have not been properly informed. It then looks as if she has been ‘stolen’ and the suitor’s family are made to agree to an additional payment to the brideweight which will be retained from the raided goats.

Go-between, brideweight, and setting up home.

Once the girl has left her parental home the family will make inquiries as to where she has gone even though normally they know very well where she is. By doing so they make it known that there are marriage palavers in the offing. To make the inquiries and to conduct the subsequent negotiations for them they appoint a go-between (mutumf) who is usually an unrelated but trusted neighbour. Members of the household may accompany him, as well as any other interested neighbour, but not the parents. They ostensibly go to fetch the girl back but upon arrival at the suitor’s home they will be told

1 Anon., op.cit.
2 Also mitoma (van de Kimmemade, loc.cit.), matoma (van de Kimmemade, 1954, 49), and mutumf (Dempwolf, 1916, 49). There may be more than one go-between (same term in the plural).
3 As prospective parents-in-law they retain their decorum by staying away (avoidance).
that she has been taken to stay where she is with a view to marriage. When the visitors do not object to this in principle they will demand from the suitor's family a goat called the 'goat of the flour' (jumpa hlaa) to compensate them for the girl's absence, for she cannot now do her usual chores at home and her mother has to do all the flour grinding instead. The go-betweens and the visiting party are rewarded with a goat which is called 'the one who lights the fire' (\'i né'a); this animal is slaughtered on the spot and eaten by all present to witness the successful conclusion of the negotiations.²

The bridewealth includes an 'excision goat' (ward hlaa) which is given to the woman who has excised her clitoris at her initiation rites,³ and a goat called 'the necklaces of the house' (khoo malanda) which is given to her mother.⁴ An ox for the girl's virginity is promised by the suitor's representatives if the girl proves to be a virgin. This ox is called mila (the entry) or kunafi (the fist); either term refers to the opening of her womb.⁵ The term mila also means 'virginity' and

1 Van de Kimmenade, 1936, 400, speaks of jumpa hlaa; jum is a printing mistake. In Dempwolf's text No. 30, op.cit., p. 133, the girl's father demands: "ikweko inayeni" (bring us flour)

2 Also called 'the one that makes the fire flame' (\'i thwasi), as mentioned by van de Kimmenade, loc.cit. (he does not give the meaning). He points out that it is given to the go-betweens because they have to eat well after their efforts.

3 See Chapter 6, section B.

4 Khoo-ma landa may be explained as 'the landa dance which leads to the [new] house'; van de Kimmenade, 1936, 400, describes this animal as 'celle des danses'. Perhaps better is the translation 'the house's necklaces' as suggested by a local magistrate. At her coming out of confinement the bride is covered in necklaces (malanda). More than one explanation of Sandawe symbolic terminology is often possible.

5 Van de Kimmenade, 1954, 48, distinguishes between mila, the room of the house where the fire burns, or entrance room, and mila, hymen or virginity. Dempwolf, op.cit., 48, lists mila as virginity or a fine for deflowering. The fist stands for something closed which is opened.
it represents here the transfer of the rights to the bride’s
fertility to the lineage of her husband. Sandawe say that the
payment of the animal serves ‘to open the door’ (kitang répondi
niowakume); the term used for ‘the door’ (kitang) is also used
to indicate a family or a lineage segment which traces its
origin to a particular ‘door’.  
If the bride turns out to be
not a virgin she must name the man who deflowered her so
that her family can demand the mila payment from him instead of
from the husband.

Another head of cattle, the ‘hoe handle’ (kolá thea) is
paid to recompense the bride’s family for the loss of her labour
in the field;  
the ‘gift’ (ke’ag) is paid to establish good
relations between the two sides;  
and two further cows are
transferred which are called ‘the light’ (nanki) and ‘the
daughter of the light’ (nanki n//esu). The former represents
the coming-out of the bride from her dark confinement into the
open and her rebirth into the husband’s home whereas the latter
stands for the expected birth of her baby into that home.  
To these bridewealth transfers another heifer is sometimes
added, the one for ‘the shame’ (muva), if some irregularity
exists in the marriage. If some taboo is broken which demands
propitiation the ‘expiation’ (alam) must be paid; this happens,
for example, when a marriage is held during the period of

1 See p.20.
2 Van de Kimenade, 1936, loc.cit. (‘kolá thea’).
3 In the classic function of gift-giving. See Mauss, 1954.
4 The transition from dark to light is to be taken literally.
Sandawe houses are very dark inside. Obviously this symbol-
izes integration after the rite of separation by abduction
and the ritual transition in confinement, as interpreted by
van Gennep, 1960, 116-8. The idea of rebirth is very real
too: during a confinement a Sandawe said: “Now she is in the
womb” (ayaa saa kitaan iwe). Dempewolf, 1916, 49, lists
the meaning of nanki only as ‘stable’.
mourning for some member of either family. A 'heifer which goes ahead' (l'ë'ë nau dam) may be transferred if more bridewealth is demanded than usual; this term may also be applied to the head of cattle which goes ahead of the other bridewealth cattle in any marriage, especially if long delays are expected. At an important marriage an extra ox called 'meat' (n/b) may be provided for eating by the guests, but this may also be just another name for 'the one who lights the fire'. Bridewealth terminology is not rigidly uniform everywhere and some payments are known under different names.

A rare but important rite is the transfer and sacrifice of the animal called 'she through whom the umbilical cord is cut' (fhudkh n/en/e'fia) if there exists a closer relationship between the groom and his bride than can be atoned for by the payment of 'shame', for example, if it is discovered that they are parallel cousins of however remote a degree. 1 This cuts the "umbilical cord" which ties the two in a blood relationship. 2

Bridewealth has been discussed in terms of cattle and goats but it needs to be stressed that many Sandawe have little or no cattle, 3 and that in the poorer parts beehives, honey, arrowheads, beads, and a few goats may still be given instead. 4 It has also to be pointed out that bridewealth is rarely paid at once, but ideally everything should have been transferred at the time the first children have been born.

Some days after 'the one who lights the fire' has been slaughtered and eaten the husband takes his bride to his parents' home in a procession which he heads in triumph. The throng is

1 This happened recently when it was realized that a bride's father had been adopted, having been a clansman of the groom. Although unrelated now through adoption, the groom made certain of their unrelatedness by cutting the cord.
2 cf. incest-cutting sacrifices as described for the Nuer by Evans-Pritchard, 1956, 184-5.
3 Bagshawe, 1925, 338.
4 In text No.15 the poor man pays only two goats.
often stopped by friends, neighbours and relatives of the bride who expect the groom to give them small presents. After arrival the husband's sister asperses the newly-weds with cold water and pronounces a blessing. A series of ceremonies then follow to sanctify the wedding at the paternal home: the bride is given a ceremonial meal of porridge and honey by her new relatives, during which she is hand-fed like an unweaned child (ta'inta); she is anointed with fat and given beads; the next day her brothers and sisters will arrive to hand over presents to the husband at a greeting ceremony during which they address him as their brother-in-law (hosa), and finally he takes his wife into his hut at his father's homestead.

During the first year the newly-weds will stay at the home of both parents several times, helping them. During this period the husband is expected to build a house of his own. When this is ready a new fire must be lit in it with a fire drill (harende) which is then treated with medicines and buried in front of the door. This is thought to protect the house (khoq miria, 'house medicine').

---

1 Text Nos. 75, 76 and 77. For the gifts, see Text No. 151.
2 This represents the growing up of the bride in her new home like a newborn infant. We have seen that the mendi ('the light') symbolized her birth.
3 Dempwolff, 1916, 137. According to Habuni he hides his head under cloth.
4 Rigby describes similar procedures for the Sogo (1964, 179). Ethnographic material on the ritual use of fire is extensive and its symbolic importance is universal. As in ancient Greece the hearth, 'ēmiostrioy ('that which is near the hearth') may here be taken as a symbol of the agnostic family, cf. Pastel de Coulanges, 1832, 72. In texts 173 and 174 of this thesis the arrival of foreign clans is described in terms of their fires which are seen in the distance. The Sandawe word mika-ia means 'at the fireplace' but also 'home fire' and 'marital home'.

The completion of the marriage, divorce and adultery.

The first child should be born in the house of the wife's mother. The child's father is not allowed to see it until the umbilical cord has dropped off; he is then shown his child for the first time and the naming ceremony can then be held.¹ When the child has been weaned the husband takes his wife and child to the house which he has built. When the fire has been ritually lit and the protection of the house has been secured by medicines it has become the permanent home for the wife, and the marriage is complete.² There are no hard and fast rules about the time when the young family should move into their new home; much depends on the energy with which the husband prepares it. Even after moving in the wife will continue to pay frequent visits to her old home. Marriage ceremonies do not in themselves conclude the wedding; they only begin it and form a significant stage in the gradual process of transition which they symbolize. In a sense the new home does not mark the end of this process yet, and the real completion of a marriage may be seen in the wife's initiation into elderhood after the birth of two children.³

Adultery is frequent and reference to it is common in Sandawe oral literature.⁴ Terms for an adulterer or a lover are waamé (fem. wamadán, 'friend'), buva, or saifá; the latter term is most used in songs.⁵ It is assumed that every woman has a lover but she must not be found out lest she be beaten repeatedly on the legs and feet and kept tied to a house post for all to see.⁶

¹ Van de Kimmenade, 1936, 401.
² Children are weaned early, often after only six months or so.
³ See Chapter VI, section D, Mirámé.
⁴ Van de Kimmenade, op.cit., 415, says "very frequent".
⁵ Buva is Bantu, cf. Gogo mbuva.
⁶ Dempwolff, op.cit.,123.
The object is to punish by humiliation and no blood should be
drawn in such punishments, for this would result in the husband
being fined by the wife's family. But if caught in flagrante
delicto an adulterer may be killed, and fines are always payable;
Bagshawe mentions that the fine for adultery is an ox and two
goats. Killings are now discouraged by the enforcement of the
law but they still occur occasionally; Habuni describes a shooting
match with arrows by a wronged husband. Adultery is not a ground
for divorce, but laziness, quarrelsomeness and barrenness are, and
beatings which result in the drawing of blood provide a
justifiable reason for a wife to leave her husband. In divorce
the bridewealth is claimed back by the husband, but for each
child which has been born the wife's family is entitled to keep
parts of it, and beatings are also fined by the retention of
bridewealth according to the circumstances. Once the divorce is
settled the woman has the right to re-marry. The man may take a
new wife without waiting for the return of the bridewealth if he

1 Beating on the body must also be avoided. The Sandawe used to
perform autopsies on their dead to establish the cause of
death. Any lesion found on the body which could be traced to
a beating would be considered the ultimate cause of death, no
matter how long ago the wound had been inflicted, and full
manslaughter fines would then be payable.

2 1925, 339. The crucial fine is the 'elephant's bedspread'
(náwá bi'add), i.e. the fine for adultery in the bush, the
realm of the elephant. Mention of this fine is made by van de
Kissenade, 1936, 415; Dempwolff, 1916, 120 (text 19); ibid.,
121 (text 20); and 122 (texts 21 and 22); and also by Hamp,
1962, 181. The first two writers merely give the translation
of the fine; Hamp guesses its meaning.

3 Dempwolff, 1916, 113.

4 Van de Kissenade, 1936, 402-3, but he makes no reference to
the drawing of blood.

5 Van de Kissenade, loc.cit.; Bagshawe, loc.cit.
can afford it.

The Sandawe believe that conception is closely related to menstruation and that intercourse during this period results in pregnancy; a girl who takes a lover will therefore warn him about her condition which is called 'the illness of the taboo' (moko k'ise).¹ Usually a youth will marry the girl if she gets pregnant. If an unmarried woman bears a child and the father refuses to marry her, then the brother of the child's mother is to provide for its maintenance; for this he will demand from the genitor a cow which is called 'the educator of the womb [e issue]' (gube ami).² The child will then be absorbed into the brother's family. It will grow up as a full member of his lineage and clan, and it will not be the victim of any stigma.³

Yet illegitimacy exists and the Sandawe have a word for illegitimate children or bastards: manda. A brother may refuse to accept his sister's children if she is a witch (il'weshu or misabeshu) or a prostitute (kindiahu or zizi) which in some cases is almost as bad as being a witch.⁴ A prostitute is defined as someone 'who does not choose', as a result of which she will be unable to point out her child's genitor and the collection of fines will then become impossible. For such a woman it may become extremely difficult to be married within the tribe. Even if she finds a man who would be willing to marry her, his family may refuse to help him with the bridewealth. Illegitimacy is therefore less the result of extra-marital relations which may be privately condemned, than of indiscriminate indulgence which is socially rejected.

---

¹ Van de Kimmenade, 1936, 415. Moko is from the Santu mwik, 'taboo'. Text No.166 deals with this prohibition.
² Dempwolff, 1916, 122. Gube means 'womb' but also 'foetus'.
³ A man who has children by a concubine usually makes payments for them to her family; the children are then legally his.
⁴ Van de Kimmenade, loc. cit., says that to be called a prostitute is only just short of being accused of witchcraft.
Some aspects of the economy.

Dagshawe says of the Sandawe that "they are quite at home in the bush, upon the products of which they still live and grow fat when other tribes are starving." While it may be true that they are less affected by the effects of drought than some of the surrounding tribes, especially the Gogo, the Sandawe do suffer when the crops fail. Some severe famines have even caused a considerable exodus of people to other parts where they could expect a more secure existence. Outstanding in this respect have been the famines of 1866 and 1919 which are named after the countries to which Sandawe then emigrated. Failure of the rains is the most important single cause of subsistence difficulties, but locusts, caterpillar pests, and cattle diseases also form severe threats. Not all of these setbacks are serious enough to be named but those which have been named provide a workable scale by which historical events can be dated and the ages of individual people estimated. Only of one neighbouring tribe, the Gogo, is a detailed famine calendar available, and although rain failures are often highly localized it shows a remarkable agreement with the Sandawe calendar. Severe famines provide some striking examples of poetry in Sandawe literature, and even good years may be sung about.

The nutritional position of the tribe may be called good

1 1925, 224.
2 The Rimi and the Rangi enjoy better rainfall, the Gogo suffer from more erratic rainfall than the Sandawe. Being more agricultural, these peoples are also more vulnerable. Gogoland is the dustbowl of central Tanzania; southern Sandawe shares in this characteristic. Appendix I shows some population losses.
3 The Rangi famine (Walangi narasg) and the Fioone famine (Ficai narasg).
4 Gogo: Rigby, 1964, 21; Sandawe: Appendix III.
in comparison with the surrounding peoples. Deficiency
diseases like kwashiorkor which appears to be rife among the
Himi do not seem to occur among the Sandawe. There is a striking
difference in the amount of vegetable relish (n'au) and meat
(µ/¿) which the Sandawe eat with their porridge (nda), and what
neighbouring tribes consume.¹ Sagenhaw says that the Sandawe
kill a great deal of game, and in the more populated areas
people do sometimes complain about a shortage of game for hunting.
Sagenhawe also states that the Sandawe are great fishermen and
honey hunters and that they do a large trade in beeswax.²

The fishing industry may come as a surprise, for the country
has hardly any permanent water. The principal fish is catfish
(nuyó) which burrows in the mud to "hibernate" when the seasonal
rivers dry up. Much of it is exported to the market of Kondoá
where as early as 1912 ten thousand fish were sold in a year.³

Most of the fish at Kondoá is said to come from Sandawe country.⁴

The Sandawe have few general food taboos, and unlike some
neighbouring tribes they like eggs and fish. Even python and
hyenas are said to have been eaten in the past but the belief

¹ Among the surrounding tribes perhaps only the diet of the
meat-eating and milk-and-blood-drinking Boraheiga is as
balanced as that of the Sandawe, although quite different.
No detailed study has ever been made to my knowledge, and
these impressions have been gained from personal observations
and discussions with administrative and medical officers in
the area. Berger, 1951, 372, says that a greater consumption
of vegetables and fat by the Sandawe would be an advantage.
This may be true for some of the better developed parts with
comparatively much horticulture.

² 1925, 224.

³ Amtliches Jahresbericht 1912/13, 48.

⁴ Local information.

¹ Ambigúndu: "the reptiles come out", a reference to the
phallic shape of an ear of maize, thought to be obscenely
fancy by other Sandawe.
that these are connected with witchcraft has become general and therefore they are now avoided.¹

The principal crops are sorghums, millets, and amélésine; the collective term for all these is /wan/ ('grains'). They are *ephembé* (*Andropogon sorghum*), the reddish sorghum which is somewhat reminiscent of a bunch of grapes and the principal ingredient for beer brewing;² *kalanga*, which is the main basis for porridge flour;³ *béré* (*Pennisetum arundinaceum*), also called bullrush millet, which is perhaps the most drought-resistant of the grain crops and which is used for beer making as well as for food;⁴ *xoromô* (*Eleusine coracana*);⁵ and *lèbeke*, 'finger millet'.⁶ Maize (*náni*) is also grown; this is called *kana* in the south-east⁷ and *mbamba* in the southern plains.⁸ Small quantities of cassava (*mahoco*, from the Swahili) and sweet potatoes (*phôkô*) are grown. Other crops are *kalandî* (groundnuts), *koziô* (Bambara nuts) and *tûsako* (tobacco).

The principal cash crop is castor seed (*sâ'î*); the cultivation

1 Some Gogo still say that the Sandawe eat snail (*Rigby*, private comm.); some Rimi say that the Sandawe used to eat hyena. One clan is called *walámpit*, from the Rimi *wala-wpiti*, 'hyena-eaters'.

2 Rimi *purumbé* (*Olson*, private comm.) or *umpamba* (*von Sick*, 1915, 16); Gogo *umphamba* (*Claus* 1911, 17), also *hembahemba* (*Rigby*, 1964, 26).

3 Rimi *lungilanga* (*von Sick*, loc. cit.); Gogo *lungu* (*Claus, Rigby*, both loc. cit.)

4 Rimi *uwe* (*Olson*) or *ewe* (*von Sick*); Gogo *uwala* (*Claus*) or *uwale* (*Rigby*).

5 Rimi *ntuné* (*Olson*); Gogo (?)*nthoni* (*Claus*).

6 Rimi *mhâli* (*Olson*) or *nhâli* (*von Sick*). From these comparisons and the descriptions given by these writers the Sandawe grain crops could be identified.


8 *Mamba-mâ*: 'the reptiles come out', a reference to the phallic shape of an ear of maize, thought to be obscenely funny by other Sandawe.
of this is much encouraged by the government and in 1962 the Sandawe Cooperative was opened at Kwa Mtoro with the purpose of marketing it. As a cash crop it now exceeds the value of beeswax which is the traditional Sandawe export product. The tribe are ardent bee-keepers, but most of the honey is used to make honey-beer (tshi k'and) for important occasions. A large variety of gourd plants, cucumbers, pumpkins, and melons are grown in little garden plots and on dung heaps by the houses. There are also many famine crops, the seeds of certain grasses which are threshed out in times of famine. The variety of wild fruits, kernels and nuts and bulbous roots which are eaten is also considerable. Apart from their food value, the gourd plants are of great importance for making drinking vessels, food dishes, pots, snuff boxes and various containers, and also musical instruments. From the literature we shall see that they are also symbolically important.

The Sandawe now have a limited money economy. Apart from produce they sell livestock at the cattle markets (minada, Swahili) to pay their taxes and to obtain money for various cash needs. The value of livestock in cash terms is still quite separate from their exchange value in the traditional transactions of bridewealth and dispute settlements.

The Kumi and the Gogo have been characterized as 'cattle-holding peoples' as opposed to real 'cattle tribes' such as the Massai.¹ This is also applicable to the Sandawe. Obst tells us that "the Sandawe have a surplus of cattle rather than of produce of the fields."² They keep cattle, goats, sheep and donkeys. The numbers of livestock are subject to considerable

1 Herskovits, n.d., 37.
2 Obst, 1923, 259.
fluctuations; details of these are given in Appendix II, but average figures of 60,000 cattle, 45,000 goats and 9,000 sheep seem to be a reasonable estimate. According to the Native Cattle Census of 1959 there were 2,740 livestock owners; this puts the number of cattle per owner at an average of twenty two, and per head of the population at three. Sandawe cattle are short-horned, humped and fairly small. Cattle, goats and sheep are rarely slaughtered without there being a sacrificial justification for it, but there are enough of these occasions to keep the people in a reasonable supply of meat. This is supplemented by fowls and by the meat of game animals.

The donkeys of the Sandawe are half wild. They are only used for occasional duties as pack animals on honey-collecting expeditions and for taking produce for the auctions in town. Their meat is not eaten; this is not because of a taboo but because it is not liked. Dogs are kept for herding and hunting rather than as watchdogs and some people look after them better than would be usual elsewhere. Baumann and von Luschan have both commented upon the many and beautiful chickens which the Sandawe keep; both the meat and the eggs are prized as food. They are slaughtered for sacrifices but also to regale honoured guests.

---

2. Texts 148 and 160.
3. The Gogo sacrifice the same animals as the Sandawe (Rigby, 1964, 62) and for the same reasons. Donkeys are not sacrificial animals.

---

1. 1910. It is believed that all languages, including this family, are ultimately of Asiatic origin.
2. Shona. 1916, described as a “peoplest” (gnul) by Jagohees, 1928, 30.
CHAPTER II

LANGUAGE AND INTERPRETATION

Sandawe linguistic studies.

A number of speculations have been made on the linguistic affinities of Sandawe but it cannot be said that the language is adequately known yet to linguists. The first speech samples were published by Baumann; he did not distinguish between the different click phonemes and for this reason alone his material is quite inadequate. 1 Nigmann gives us the first short vocabulary list; he notices that several 'throat and click sounds' are often syllabic. 2 On the strength of this still very insufficient material Trombetti attempted to establish the relationship between Sandawe and Nama-Hottentot, including both in a Hamito-Semitic language family which he believed to extend through Africa in a southern direction as far as the Cape of Good Hope. 3 Serious linguistic work on Sandawe was first undertaken by Demezoff whose admirable book is of lasting value not only to the linguist but also to the social anthropologist; it is wholly based on a great number of texts collected by him in the vernacular. These include descriptions by Sandawe of their own laws and customs as well as a considerable amount of oral literature: five stories and no less than fifty songs of various kinds. The first part of the work is formed by a linguistic analysis and vocabularies. 4

1 1894, 368-9.
2 1909, 127.
3 1910. He believes that all languages, including this family, are ultimately of Asiatic origin.
4 Op. cit., 1916, described as a "pamphlet" (mizl) by Bagshawe, 1924, 50.
Before him, the collection of Sandawe vocabulary material had been added to by details supplied by von Luschan\(^1\) and Fuchs.\(^2\)

In 1908 the first mission was opened at Kurio by Fr. Lenoble who made a study of the language for the practical purpose of missionary work.\(^3\) His notes, which are said to have been detailed and comprehensive, were lost during the war of 1914-18. Some brief notes which he wrote later at the request of Bagshawe were published by the latter in 1925;\(^4\) also preserved are a short pencil-written manuscript\(^5\) and a grammatical sketch based on this manuscript, in the Kondoa District Book.\(^6\) His main surviving work is a catechism written in the Sandawe language.\(^7\)

A further comparative study, of the sex gender in Sandawe and in Nama Hottentot, was made by Drexel who - unlike Trombetti - could use Dempwolff's reliable work as a basis.\(^8\) Copland's paper most usefully clarifies some difficulties in Dempwolff's phonology.\(^9\) Stopa, in a series of papers, is mainly concerned with the evolution of injectives (clicks) to

\(^1\) IN Werther, 1896 (vernacular names of collected objects).
\(^2\) 1907 (some plant names).
\(^3\) Bagshawe, 1925, 233. The original mission belonged to the Roman Catholic Order of the Holy Ghost; in 1935 they handed over to the Passionist Fathers from Italy.
\(^4\) IN Bagshawe, 1925, 343-7.
\(^6\) 1936, inserted by Budge.
\(^7\) Sandawe Katekisiana, 1926. The only publication in Sandawe.
\(^8\) 1929.
\(^9\) His treatment of the plosive consonants k,p,y, and of the laterals and ejectives have greatly helped me to overcome some of the intricacies of these sounds. Difficulties of stress, tone and vowel length have not been tackled by him.\(^{1938}\)
explosive sounds in Bushman/Hottentot languages and in Sandawe.¹

The most important contributor to Sandawe studies after Dempwolff is van de Kimenade. His first paper (1936) is ethnographic and an improvement on Bagshot (1925) and it even contains details of terminology which cannot be found in Dempwolff. His second work (1954) has not been published; it includes a grammatical sketch which is more detailed than what is left of Lebelle’s notes, and a vocabulary which considerably exceeds Dempwolff’s in extent. But whereas Dempwolff analyses the linguistic elements of his Sandawe texts, van de Kimenade tries to organize a grammar according to the traditional categories of European grammars. Dempwolff’s work therefore gives us a better insight into the structure of the language.² Köhler-Bayer comments upon some apparent discrepancies between Dempwolff’s and van de Kimenade’s material.³

Papers by Jackson and Loveridge⁴ and Swynnerton⁵ contain lists of the vernacular names of game animals; Greenway adds some items on animal diseases and anatomy,⁶ and two papers by

¹ 1958; 1960. According to him nasalized clicks are the principal catalyst in the gradual disappearance of injectives (clicks). If this development may be assumed to have occurred the voiced clicks seem to be more active catalysts in Sandawe than the nasalized ones, cf. notes under text No. 174. Stops attributes the cause of this supposed evolution to the simultaneous use of several muscles and two different sound chambers in the production of the click sound. The argument which he adduces for the nasalized clicks would equally apply to the voiced clicks.

² Although not published in print van de Kimenade’s paper is available in microfilm: MBA 1954.

³ 1954.

⁴ 1936.

⁵ 1946. A different and less complete version exists in the Kondo District Book (M/S), 1945.

⁶ 1947.
Tenraa mention names of musical instruments.¹ Fieldnotes by Guthrie² have been made use of by Westphal in Tucker and Bryan's linguistic survey.³ Julien has also some material but this is primarily concerned with physical features of the Sandawe.⁴

With regard to the position of Sandawe in terms of linguistic classification such authorities as Dempwolf (1916), Drexel (1929), Greenberg (1955; 1963) and Westphal (1956) have claimed that links exist with Hottentot languages, and even with Hadza (Greenberg, 1955) but Westphal has recently become more cautious and now asserts that the material at present available "does not hold out any promise of being able to associate these languages [Sandawe and Hadza] with any of our Southern African click languages by regular and generally accepted linguistic procedure."⁵

Although some similarities between Sandawe and Hottentot may be striking (phonology, sex gender, some items of vocabulary) our assumption will therefore be that if any relationship does exist, it must be a remote one.⁶

---

¹ 1963; 1964.
² n.d. (W/S).
³ 1956.
⁴ 1947 (W/S); the author hopes to publish this material in due course (private communication). Also unpublished is my own Sandawe-English dictionary (approx. 12,000 entries).
⁵ 1963, 242. I am indebted to Dr. J. Woodburn for drawing my attention to this (private communication).
⁶ Even Hottentot-Suchman similarities are only superficial (Westphal, 1956, 166) and the Khoisan cluster (term used by Schapera, but coined by Schultze, 1928, 3) may consist of several unrelated linguistic families (Westphal, 1962a,b). Hadza appears to be quite unrelated to Sandawe (Westphal, 1956). Dumann has reported clicks among the Senye of Kenya (1950) but he wisely refrains from making undue speculations on possible relationships. Köhler, 1963, summarizes some theories and produces new arguments for some degree of interrelation.
Dialectical distinctions.

Westphal states in his linguistic survey that "it is not known whether the language is uniform or whether there are dialectical divisions." The first thing we have to do is therefore to establish the unity of the language. From Appendix IV and Map No. 2 it will be seen that the informants who have contributed the texts for this thesis have been drawn from all the main parts of the country. The texts have been transcribed, worked out and checked with the aid of four principal helpers, two of whom are from the West-Central part of the country, and two from the South-East. Most of the texts had been tape-recorded, and the tapes were used in the work of transcribing and translating them. This work had to be done by discussion in the vernacular because Sandawe is not used as a written language and none of the informants had ever seriously tried to write it; in the schools Swahili is taught as the literate language. None of the four ever experienced any difficulties of understanding through dialectical differences. These are only slight, but the language can be divided into central-western Sandawe and south-eastern Sandawe although the overall unity is remarkable. There is no clear line of dialectical division and the transition is gradual, but if a line has to be drawn it could be drawn on the map a few miles to the west of the Dudd river. The southeastern dialect is distinguished from

1 1956, 158.

2 Swahili is now widely known but only in an elementary way and as a checking medium it has to be used with caution. Since many songs have meanings which are not known to all and sundry, their meanings have been discussed with the performers immediately after recording, whenever possible. Many of them, especially the older ones who have contributed the most significant texts, know very little Swahili if any, and to use that language as a medium for obtaining the meanings of obscure passages would often have been worse than useless.
central Sandawe in three respects:

1. slowness of enunciation; combined with the next feature this produces the effect of a 'drown';

2. the final unaccented vowel tends to be retained where it is dropped in central Sandawe, and similarly, an i sometimes precedes an initial consonant which is not the case in central Sandawe;

3. some vocabulary differences.

General characteristics of the language.

As a typical phonological feature of Sandawe Nigmam had noticed the syllabic nature of some single click consonants and Jaeger spoke of the 'for Sandawe characteristic syllable-forming consonants followed by a glottal stop.' The most typical impression which the language leaves on the unaccustomed ear is indeed that it seems to be cut up into autonomous syllables; it sounds the opposite of fluent. This impression is no doubt intensified by the frequent occurrence of injectives.

1 These words are usually of foreign origin. Examples:

hadfa for central Sandawe hadfa, 'story', from Swahili hadithi;

titi for titi, 'black cow', from Rimi titi, cf. Gogo nithi;

niil for nil or nin, 'light grey cow', from Rimi niiil, Barabaiga nyarigi;

sain for sain, 'a brindle-coloured animal' cf. Barabaiga saaru (or samel acc. to Wilson, 1952, 36), Rimi samu, Gogo ili-sainu.

2 Examples: i/1 for i 'to come, (singular verb)'; jah or jah for 'jah or jah, 'to speak'.

3 Examples: eisongola for hokita 'to be carried on the shoulders'; kuri for kuri, 'the red behind of a baboon'; (in western Sandawe kuri means a blood clot left in a woman's body after childbirth); wihia for kihia, heeling (the second growth).

4 1909, 127 (referred to on p. 55).

5 1911, 110.
objectives, stopped consonants and stopped vowels. Some people enunciate in a more 'stopped' way than others, but with a little experience it is not difficult to isolate the syllabic elements. The features which have so far been mentioned as typical for Sandawe are all outwards signs. The most distinct feature of all may be one which has not so far been isolated in the literature. A few examples have already been given of some kinship terms of which the meaning could be established by looking at their component parts. In the words of proper Sandawe origin (i.e. not in Santu and other borrowings) each syllable has basically a meaning of its own, although as often as not this meaning is extremely vague and sometimes difficult to establish. Sandawe words are agglutinations of meaningful syllables, and unlike neighbouring languages Sandawe is a highly agglutinative language. Bearing this in mind we shall see that analysis of the meanings of individual syllables will in many cases help us to establish the meanings of otherwise obscure terms in Sandawe literature, especially in poetry.

As grammatically typical features of Sandawe Werner has summed up the following: (1) the presence of grammatical gender; (2) suffixes for forming the plural; (3) case endings for nouns; (4) different verbs for the singular and the plural.

She adds that (5) the basic word order is subject-object-verb and that, regarding the construction of the genitive, (6) the possessor precedes the thing possessed. 

1 It seems profitable to bear in mind Jakobson and Halle's definition of a syllable, which is "an elementary phonetic frame established by diffuse stops in which "its maximal reduction in the energy output offers the closest approach to silence." (1956, 37).

2 1955.

3 1956. 67.
Werner's short and general article does not pretend to be a critical evaluation of the language but this brief list which it gives of a few salient features provides a useful basis for discussion. Greenberg further remarks that "the most conspicuous difference [from Bushman] is the absence of tense particles in Sandawe," whereas Stopa remarks that, like Bushman, Sandawe has no passivum. These characteristics require some qualification and some must be corrected; discussion of them may help us later to clarify some of the peculiarities which we shall meet with in the Sandawe texts.

1 Grammaratical gender.

It is generally agreed that the feminine form-element -wa corresponds with the -g- element of Nama Hottentot. Drexel has attempted also to isolate a Sandawe male gender suffix -ha or -ha in analogy with similar Nama suffixes but the majority of the examples which he adduces appear to be invalid. Dempwolff says that only the feminine can be put in parallel, but as Greenberg

1 1955, 89.
2 1936, 19.
3 This -g- element is one of the main features which led Weinhof to believe that these languages are Hamitic; he identified them with the Hamitic form-element ħ (1912).
4 The -ha in kamba (address for 'brother-in-law') is not a male gender suffix, viz. p.37, note 1; wambahoi (address for 'father') is, according to informante, wa-mbo-i ('things sayer', i.e. he who has the authority); k'amba ('male domestic animal') is a borrowed term, cf. Burunge wamboha, Iraqw na'amba, Kisi nschemba, Gogo kambiku; meke-bai ('orphan') is Bantu, cf. the Swahili m-kiwa ('one who has been abandoned'). The two remaining examples mimba ('corpse') and mehembe ('widower') also look like borrowings.
5 1916, 67.
points out, "the masculine singular affix -wu ...[in] hawa 'he' may be plausibly compared to the -a masculine of Hottentot and Naron." In respect of the feminine sex gender -au Dempwolff remarks that Sandawe words for female things do not necessarily show a feminine grammatical form and that there are also words ending in -au which do not designate things which are female. As examples of the former he quotes andela (co-wife) and mutara (second wife) and of the latter //’akasu (sun) and ta’amausu (giraffe), to which may be added //’atau (lion). But it appears that these terms do not belong to the ordinary category of words which have been made feminine by the affixation of -au. The word //’akasu (sun) may be a contraction of a circumlocutory term //’akiwatisu which means 'she who repeatedly goes down', from a verb //’akif, 'to go down'; in the contracted form which now has become the usual word for 'sun' the -au element is no longer seen as a detachable affix. The word ta’amausu is a borrowed one which looks deceptively like a feminine grammatical form. The word //’atau (lion) is said to be //a-tahú, which means 'a following (or chasing) animal'. The 'feminina tanta' which Dempwolff mentions on page 28 of his work appear to be really verbal forms.

1 1955, 88.
2 1916, 29.
3 From language of the Iraqw-cluster, cf. Iraqw ta’amási, pl. ta’amási (Whiteley 1953, 11) and Burunge ta’amási (own notes).
4 Van de Kimmende, 1954, 65, lists the word for 'lion' with a high tone diacritic on the second syllable: //’atau; the word is indeed often so heard. Tehú means animal.
5 Cf. van de Kimmende, 1954, 25. Forms like gubaausu and n//’amsaau which Dempwolff refers to as 'feminina tanta' which end in -ausa are translated by him as 'pregnant' and 'woman with child'. Literally they mean 'she who has a womb (or foetus)' and 'she who has a child' but translation with an adjective or a noun is often the only practicable method.
The position now appears to be that Sandawe indeed possesses a feminine sex gender which does not necessarily have to be applied grammatically to all words which designate female beings, but all the words with a genuine -an suffix do describe female beings. These need not be physically female. The sun is 'female' after all, but there is nothing strange about this even though the sun is more male than the moon, according to informants, and the name of the moon (Jado or Jabiya) is not obviously a feminine form.\(^1\) Objects in the sky are generally treated as female beings. Birds are normally 'female' except when they are large birds of prey.\(^2\) There is no clear-cut dichotomy, which is not at all extraordinary. Ischoye, the sun of the Hadza, is male in one tale where he marries a woman called Haine but in another story Ichoko, whose name is stated to be the same as Ischoye (perhaps the 'female sun'?), marries Haine who is then male.\(^3\) Coomaraswamy demonstrates the relativity of sex in Indian philosophy when it is attributed to personified natural objects or ideological concepts; they may be male or female according to the contexts in which they occur or the roles which they are given. Thus the sun is male in relation to the sky and the sky is male in relation to the earth, just as the King is female in relation to the Priest but male in relation to

\(^{1}\) A female sun and a male moon must not be ruled out as an impossibility, cf. only the German die Sonne and der Mond. But the Sandawe name of the moon may also be construed as a contraction of a feminine circumlocutory term: Jado-sus means 'she has the condition of brightness' and Jabi-suq is 'she has the action of brightness'.

\(^{2}\) See text No. 22, line 7.

\(^{3}\) Kohl-Larsen, 1956a.
his own realm. Similar symbolic oppositions emerge from Sandawe oral literature but, as in the case of Indian symbolic dualism and Hadza mythology, no simple linear arrangement can be construed in which all the 'male' concepts are neatly lined up on one side and all the 'female' ones on the other. Sandawe grammatical usage may seem inconsistent because sex gender is not rigidly applied to nouns. The Sandawe uses the feminine form-element when he attributes a certain feminine quality to the thing he is talking about. Smallness, weakness, and inferiority are such qualities, but these qualities need not always be associated with the same objects in the speaker's mind. Pots and gourds are usually feminine, being symbols of the womb, but they can also be masculine. In text No.46 one pot is given the name of a woman and another is spoken of as her daughter, but the speaking gourd of text No.11 is male even though it symbolically represents a womb which swallows up a girl; it is male because it is large, aggressive, unsuperable as an 'All-Beverour'. The use of sex gender thus gives an indication of the symbolism involved. Sandawe sex gender is symbolic rather than rigidly grammatical as in Indo-European languages.

(2) Formation of the plural.

Two plural noun suffixes have been used to compare Sandawe with other click languages; these are -kg for the masculine and -gi for the feminine. Actually they are so rare
The -si ending in this verb may be of quite a different nature
that they must be regarded as exceptions to the rule that in
Sandawe the plural of the noun is the same as the singular
without any changes or additions. Only three words with -ko
plural have been reported and two with -si plural. They are
//ako (children), //nako (tribesmen) and //ako (warriors), and
tamisi or tamisi (women) and //nokoth (girls).¹ Questioning
of informants has not yielded any more except the plural of the
interrogative pronoun ho which is hoko. If the occurrence of
separate forms for the plural is as rare as that one may
legitimately wonder whether they are not really forms which have
originally had another meaning, rather than that they may be
remnants of a once generally used plural construction. Basically
ko expresses anxiety, and hoko may therefore also mean an
anxious "who?" in the singular. The element ko could be rendered
in translation as 'then': "who then?". Uncertainty about the
nature or number of the people or things inquired of may well
cause the questioner to assume a plural identity for it, hence
the plural meaning of hoko. Deswpollf supplies a vernacular text
with translation in which the commonly plural term //hoko
(children) has a singular meaning.² It is therefore not
unreasonable to assume that Sandawe has no original -ko plural.
Doubt may also be cast upon the existence of a plural category
ending in -si, because the two -si endings in the Sandawe terms
for 'women' and 'girls' appear to be different. Informants say
that it is stressed and has a raised tone in 'girls' (//nokoth),
whereas it is unstressed to the point of disappearance in 'women'
(tamisi), for its variants are tamesi or even janesi.

¹ Deswpollf, op. cit., 30-31. His orthography has been quoted
here. Van de Kimmenade mentions the same plurals.
² Text No. 17 of this thesis; see note 4 under that text.
The -si ending in this word may be of quite a different nature: an informant speculates that the word for 'women' which is often pronounced with an aspirated i (thamatsi) is composed of the-ma-ts'-i, 'those to whom one runs'. The second typical feature of the Sandawe language in Werner's list may well be an absence rather than a presence of suffixes for the plural.

This discussion has so far been concerned with 'normal' plural formations only. Sandawe has several ways of forming plurals which are not plurals in the usual sense. Closest to a normal plural formative come -xe and -w. The former expresses collectivity, the latter repetition both in time and in number.

1 Literally 'run-for-self-sense'.
2 The forms of -xe are -x, -xe and -xē. Dempwolff, 1916, 32, gives only -x which forms a plural e tantum rather than a plural: talax (fathers = all ancestors), phex (daily = all days), they (forest = all trees): the latter example has a long e and reads thex in our orthography. Many examples may be added, e.g. zālē (the whole country = all the bush), n/xesox (humanity = all the people). The lower numerals show the same ending: ta'xex (one) is composed of tel (self), -e (that which), and -x (all of), i.e. 'all of self' or 'just self'. The word kexax (two) consists of kū (also), -ex (they are) and x (all of), i.e. 'there are just two of them'. The numerals three and four are borrowings which are given the same ending: 'three' is ekolx (just three); 'four' is hakē (just four).

xe forms a real collective plural, cf. van de Kinnen, 1954, 16, e.g. izatataxe (sins). Dempwolff does not mention this form but it is common: humbu = head of cattle; humbure = all the cattle together; n'okö = children; n'okoye = all the children collectively. Here we have what may seem to be a double plural (ko plus xe). The common plural is converted into a collective plural by the addition of the collective suffix.

The form -xē is -xe plus nasalisation; the nasalisation represents an isolative (see below).

-wa is a repetitive element in verbs (for examples see Appendix I) and also in nouns (in conjunction with the verbal form-element -sū; see below).
The affix -ag forms the plural of some nouns which end in -ag in the singular; this means 'having' and -ag and -ag are therefore really verbal suffixes. Nasalization of the final vowel has a selective, isolating meaning in both the singular and the plural and it can therefore hardly be called a plural formative element at all. By focusing the attention on the noun to which it is attached it intensifies it, and if the total utterance has a plural meaning this nasalization will stress its

1 Dempwolff, *Am. cit.*, 31, gives the examples /homas/ (man), pl. /homas/; /laven/ (Rini tribesman), pl. /laven/. Another category of nouns also uses -ag for plural formation, i.e. words which end in -i, e.g. /n/ewai (do-s, from /n/we or /n/ae to do, -en repetitive action, and -en which indicates the actor), pl. /n/ewaime; (doers, i.e. those who have action); simei (exorcising dancer, from simei, exorcizing dance, see chap. VI); simei (blacksmith, i.e. a hitter, from simei, to hit metal with a clanging sound), pl. /simeimae/. It will be noticed that the element ma (plural or repetitive action) is also used in this plural formation. Ma indicates the plurality of the acts, so the plurality of the actors. This is the most common use of -ma as a plural element in nouns, i.e. in conjunction with a plural verb-element. Dempwolff mentions the repetition-indicating function of -ma in verbs (*Am. cit.*, 39) and van de Kismenade gives an example of this function in nouns: koko (chicken), pl. kokoma. It must be stressed that the word for 'chicken' does not require -na to form its plural, because koko means 'chicken' as well as 'chickens'. Then -ma is added the word suggests a multitude of chickens who mill around; we have here what may be termed a 'repetitive-numbers plural' in analogy with the 'repetitive-action plural' which -ma forms in the examples already quoted. A collectivity of chickens would be expressed as kokoma.

2 In Dempwolff's orthography, *Am. cit.*, 31. Lemblé attributes a plural meaning to nasalization (*W/S, n.d.*) but the example he gives is the -ag plural mentioned on the previous page.
plurality. There are some other affixes which may sometimes bring about an effect of plurality by underlining the extent, the intensity or the continuation of a thing. The element -\text{num} expresses intensity of distance, intensity of effort, or length of duration; -\text{ra} conveys an encouragement to action or movement, in particular towards the speaker; and -\text{le} suggests habitual or continuous action.\footnote{These word-elements are more often affixed to verbs than to nouns, and the plurality which they may convey is only incidental.} These word-elements are more often affixed to verbs than to nouns, and the plurality which they may convey is only incidental.

\section*{(3) Case endings for nouns.}

The word-elements which fit best the description 'case endings' are \text{ir} and \text{ia}. The first is an instrumentalie\footnote{Dempwolff could not determine the meanings of these affixes which are indeed vague. Of -\text{num} and -\text{le} there are numerous examples in the texts of this thesis; -\text{ra} is less common but occurs more often as a component of verb stems.} and the second a locative, but the latter does not quite correspond with the locatives of most European languages. As Dempwolff points out, it is a locative of origin rather than of place.\footnote{Dempwolff, \textit{op.cit.}, 34.}

\begin{enumerate}
\item Dempwolff, \textit{op.cit.}, 34.
\item Dempwolff, \textit{op.cit.}, 36. The first two of the following examples are Dempwolff's; I compare them with some other examples for contrast: kitangata's \text{na}/\text{ume}, 'he stood at the entrance'. gelelekitata's \text{tu}', 'he got out of the baobab tree', i.e. from out of the tree's inside, or hollow trunk. The \text{kit} element which precedes \text{ia} means 'inside' and is itself a locative (derived from the Bantu \text{kat}, with vowel transposition. Its independent Sandawe form-equivalent is \text{kate}, 'middle'). A locative of direction is -\text{na}; this cannot be used as a locative of place: 'he went \text{to} the baobab tree' is \text{gelelekena hik} (the final \text{a} is the 3rd person singular) and 'he went (entered) \text{into} the baobab tree' is \text{gelelekitana n/\text{h}}. This does not exhaust the possibilities for rendering the locative; some other forms may be used in special cases.
\end{enumerate}
Another formative element which may function as a locative is 
-ia; it indicates place and time in a vague way, and also 
character; 'vague indicative' is perhaps the best term to 
describe it. Dempwolff states that this -ia is usually identical 
with the independently used ia, 'some'.

Dempwolff gives a long list of formative affixes; several 
of these could be more or less successfully compared with case 
endings, but as a category there is little difference between 
these 'case endings' and the 'plural formatives' which have 
already been discussed. Both defy attempts at arranging them in 
comprehensive classes which are based on European linguistic 
categories. They are all affixes which add some quality to the 
words to which they are attached and as often as not they are 
not even specific noun affixes or verb affixes, but both. 
Dempwolff divided them into "suffixes which recognizably relate 
to grammatical persons" and others which do not, and left it at 
that. The statement that Sandawe has case endings for nouns is 
not an untruth but it does not reflect the true position either.

(b) Singular and plural verbs.

The use of different verbs for the singular and for the 
plural is a remarkable feature of the language. The number of 
verbs which change their stems is not very large but they 
describe basic actions and are often used. Dempwolff gives a 
list of nine such verbs and van de Klimmenade lists fifteen, 
but there are more than these. Because they are encountered 
everywhere in the texts a new summary is given in Appendix VI.

1 Demolff, 38.
2 Demolff, 32-39. In the next pages a few affixes are mentioned 
which have not yet been recorded.
3 Demolff, 20-21.
4 1954, 23.
It will be noticed that a double dichotomy exists. Some verbs change roots when their subjects change from singular to plural and vice versa, but other verbs take on a different form when their objects change number.

(5) Basic word order.

Word order in Sandawe is basically subject-object-verb, but requirements of emphasis and the need to draw attention to a particular part of the sentence may modify this. This happens quite frequently. According to the rule a Sandawe would say the sentence "God created the world" in the following order: 'God - the world - created' (Waronghé 1'táma n/dí'íá). Instead he would usually say 'the world - God - created' (1'táma Warongué n/dí'íá) because this draws attention to the act of creation by God.

Dempwolff sees such constructions as a matter of style, which no doubt it is, but it is perhaps possible to say that there may be a syntactic rule which demands the grouping together of words which represent one complex of ideas ('God created') within which the rule still holds true; this verb-complex then still follows the object of it in the correct order object - verb complex.

Dempwolff's formulation of the word-order rule now seems more satisfactory than the one quoted above, since it leaves more room to fit in the complex hypothesis. He says:

"The various rules which have been found for the word order, that subject, object, attribute and dependent sentence are placed in front, may be fitted into one general formula which, as it were, expresses the governing idea which underlies all sentence construction in Sandawe: where a psychological interdependence of ideas exists this is indicated by placing the dependent complex of ideas in front; in other words: 'regens sequitur rectum'."

(6) The genitive.
Dempwolff's formulation of the word order is also satisfactory because it covers the construction of the genitive as well as it does the whole sentence. When two nouns are placed in apposition the principal noun is preceded by its attribute, i.e. the noun which represents its possessor. The possessor precedes the possessed. Sandawe say 'the cow's head', not 'the head of the cow'.

(7) The absence of tense particles.
Greenberg states that "the most conspicuous difference [between Sandawe, and Baran and other Khoisan languages] is the absence of tense particles in Sandawe." Proper tense particles are indeed absent in the Sandawe verb. The system of suffixes which it uses is not in the first place time-distinctive but it conveys a sense of time as a secondary product. Time is in the first place expressed by a method of positioning the person-indicating elements: these may be suffixed to the principal verb or to a preceding word. Since no theory of the Sandawe verb has yet been advanced a brief outline will here be given of what appears to be the underlying principle.

Three categories of suffixes provide what may loosely be called tenses: (a) form elements which indicate grammatical person; (b) non-personal affixes of the general type which are also applied to nouns, and (c) double-verb constructions in which one verb is placed in a dependent position to another. The position is therefore remarkably analogous to the treatment of nouns.

1 1956, 89. Yet there are categories which closely resemble tense particles, viz. the one discussed under (b) below.
(a) The first category comprises the verb formative
which van de Kiesenlade has attempted to organize in a schema of
tenses which, although useful, is also misleading since its
categories do not correspond with the principles of Sandawe
verbal structure.\textsuperscript{1} Fundamentally there are two sets of verb
formatives which indicate grammatical person; neither of them
is in the first place time-indicative, and the differences
between the two sets only help to indicate time as a by-product
of their first functions. The one set indicates purposeful
action while the other indicates existing fact which can be
observed and taken for granted. The former is in fact a category
of emphatic forms while the latter is non-emphatic.\textsuperscript{2} The
emphatic form is normally suffixed to the principal verb and its
action then takes place in the present or in the future. The
non-emphatic form is usually suffixed to a word which precedes
the principal verb and the action then takes place in the present
or in the past. It is understood that this is a basic distinction
only; it is very well possible for a Sandawe to make an emphatic
statement about something which happened in the past, by using
affirmatives. The by-product of the emphatic/non-emphatic verb
distinction is a vague primary distinction in time in which the
division between future and past runs more or less through the
present.

\textsuperscript{1} 1934, 24-25.

\textsuperscript{2} I owe this distinction to a statement by Mr. Lyimo (informant
No.28, Appendix IV) who said that: "When you say ni mana
(you love) you say that a person just loves someone, but if
you say menna you tell him that you are certain that he
will love that woman. When you say ni mana (you love) you
say that everyone knows that you love her, for it has been
that way for some time."
The schema on the next page shows the two basic sets of formative elements for the grammatical person. The set of personal pronouns is given first in order to show that the emphatic verbal forms are in fact the same as the pronominal forms. They are therefore not just verbal forms but more than that, they are general person-denoting elements. For further comparison the equivalent interrogative forms are added, and also the forms which the person-denoting elements assume in the role of verbal objects.

1 Demonstrative elements which form the first syllables of personal pronouns have been separated from the person-denoting elements by hyphens. It is seen at a glance that all the emphatic forms of the verb are the same as the pronominal forms, except the 3rd person singular masculine. Yet even this is the same. The person-denoting element of the pronoun (-anti) is made up of -ma (masculine sex gender) and -i (person denoting element). The complete form of the pronoun, ma-wa-i may actually still be heard, although only rarely.

2 Van de Kremenade's paradigm of the Sandawe verb (1954, 21 ff.) shows what at first sight may look like a third set of person-denoting elements. His 'passé narratif' contains the forms sa, da, ma, sa'ana for the singular and sa, da, na for the plural. They precede the verb and look like independent words. Actually they are nothing but the non-emphatic forms sa, da, ma (singular) and sa, da, na (plural) of our table, which are attached to the preceding word pu in the normal manner. Pu is a colloquial anacrusis and means 'and... at the beginning of a sentence, cf. Dempwolff, on-clue, 19; he terms it an 'Auftakt'.

Forms like -si mana (and I loved), -pi mana (and you loved) etc., do indeed correspond entirely with a 'passé narratif', but this has not been brought about by the 'declension forms' (the person denoting elements) but by the use of the particle pu which performs here the function of a tense particle.

See also note 1 on p. 72 and the discussion under (b) below.
Patterns of correspondence should be sufficiently clear from this diagram to be evident without detailed analysis. The principle of the positioning of the non-emphatic and the emphatic forms is: 'he loved' = **hewód** (<emphic-a) **meqa**, but 'he does love' or 'he will love' = **hewód** **meqa-i**.

1 Dempwolff, op. cit., 30, thinks that there is also a form for the 3rd person plural feminine, and he gives an example: 'we've seen caati: 'all the mothers have died'. However, the form **teia-sa** may be explained from **teia** (all) plus **so** (having or being) plus **-a** (see table).

2 The 3rd person plural strikes a discordant note. Although the usual form for the object is **-kwi**- there exists an emphatic equivalent **-xæs** in the south-eastern parts. The element **-x** forms the prepositional form of the verb: **imba-x-no-a**, 'I am telling [unto] you', cf. **meña-da-a**, 'I love you'. It isolates the goal toward which the action of the verb is directed. Van de Kimmendae speaks of 'complement indirect', Dempwolff of 'dativus ethical'. The forms **-kwe**- and **-kwi**- have obviously been formed with the same **-x** component, from **-x**<sub>2</sub>-**a** and **-x**<sub>1</sub>-**i**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONAL PRONOUN</th>
<th>SUBJECT 1 (affirmative)</th>
<th>SUBJECT 2 (interrogative)</th>
<th>OBJECT 2 (Simple)</th>
<th>Prepositional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-emph.</td>
<td>&quot;past-present&quot;</td>
<td>Non-emph.</td>
<td>&quot;past-present&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I tsf(sī)</td>
<td>-e'(-s1)</td>
<td>-e'(-s1)</td>
<td>-e'ne</td>
<td>-e'ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you ha-pū</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-po</td>
<td>-po-ne</td>
<td>-po-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he he-wā</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-i-ne</td>
<td>-i-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>she he-sū</td>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-is</td>
<td>-is-ne</td>
<td>-is-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we sū</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-so</td>
<td>-so-ne</td>
<td>-so-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you si</td>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-si</td>
<td>-si-ne</td>
<td>-si-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they he-sū-a'</td>
<td>-so</td>
<td>-so-ne</td>
<td>-i(-i)-</td>
<td>-kw-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 1916, 32.
2 1926, 26.
Negative forms are made with *iaka* (negation of fact, from *iaka*, 'away from') or *ina*e (emphatic negation, impossibility). For example, *meena-no-iaka* means 'I do not love you', but *meena-no-inae*e is 'I do not love you at all (the possibility is excluded); also 'I cannot love you' and 'I shall not love you'. The foregoing examples show that in verbal affixes the object precedes the subject.

(b) Non-personal affixes which are not properly speaking tense particles may have a tense-forming effect as a by-product of their real meanings. Despwof suggests the meaning of *-ga* as 'still',¹ and van de Kinnen says in his verbal paradigm that it forms the 'past indéfini'.² Both these interpretations may be correct up to a point, but they only give us the secondary meaning of *-ga*. It's basic function is to affirm. When a girl is urged, after some dawdling on her part, to go to the well and do her job of drawing water, she would reply: *hiki-a*-ga*, 'I am going' (but I am already going). Since the verb has already been provided with a person-denoting element (-a), *-ga* is only a second affix. It is placed after the person element; this is its emphatic ('future') position. When it is placed before the person, after the preceding verb, it acquires a non-emphatic ('past') meaning. In van de Kinnen's examples *meena-ga-a* (I loved), *meena-a-i* (you loved) etc, the *-ga* element has only a weak affirmative meaning, as in 'I did love', 'you did love' etc, without any emphasis on 'did'. With an object these forms become *meena-no-ga-a* (I do or did love you) and *meena-no-a*-ga (I shall indeed love you; or I do indeed love you). We see once more that the second affix is placed after the person for emphasis, and after the verb-

¹ 1916, 32.
² 1954, 24.
object cluster which precedes it, if there is to be no emphasis. The fact that the primary meaning of -ga is affirmation and not tense is attested by the example: ga /Meen-za aŋuru, 'then [your] eye will turn rotten green'; if -ga were a tense particle the sentence would have to be translated in the past tense, since -za precedes the verb aŋuru (to be or become mottled-green). The text from which the example has been taken obviously does not allow this.¹

The affix -kt indicates an action which is under way.²

In combination with another affix, -ko which expresses urgency or anxiety it forms what could be called an urgent conditional perfect tense: blate-kt-ko, 'we would have died!' or 'we would be dead!'³ Together with -naa which is a durative-affirmative the tense of the verb gets even more firmly lodged in the past:⁴

---

1 Text No. 10, lines 45-46.
2 Dempwolff, op. cit., 31, terms this a 'denominative' and gives the following examples: /'iňa = snake, /'iňka = to sting; lken = tongue, lkenke = to sharpen; /'nin = meat, /'ninke = to bite.
3 Blate is a plural verb which means 'to die' (see Appendix VI), and blate-kt indicates the action of dying which is under way. The -ko is the 1st person plural, non-emphatic, but suffixed to the verb blate-kt rather than preceding it; it precedes the element ko which is emphasized and has taken up a position corresponding to that of a final verb. The agglutinative nature of the Sandawe language allows virtually any small speech element to take up a position of central importance. The element -ko has been described as an imperative (van de Kinnenade, 1954, 25; Lemblé, M/S; Dempwolff, 1916, 24) but its basic function is to express urgency or anxiety (Dempwolff, op. cit., 35 has hinted at this).
4 The -ko...ko and -ko...naa-ko nor the naa-ko combinations have so far been reported but they are not uncommon. The element -naa is possibly related to the directive -na (page 69, note 2).
hlata-k'd-o-naa-ko means 'we would have been long dead!'

This corresponds with the conditional past preterite, but since
the speech elements which contribute to this construction are
not in the first place tense particles this need not always be
the case.\(^1\)

Another affix, -to, indicates the state which results from
completed action; it shows finished achievement. Consequently
it is suitable to convey the perfect tense: tina nhinge-to-ts'a
means 'the door is not locked' or 'the door has not been locked'.\(^2\)

(c) Double verb constructions may also be used to construe
good equivalents of present and perfect tenses; one of the two
verbs may often be used in much the same way as the auxiliary
verbs 'to have' and 'to be' in English. The Sandawe use iye
(plural nëë) which means 'to be in a place' or 'to remain', and
l'ëka, 'to finish'. For example, 'he is waiting in the house'
is in Sandawe khoota dara iye (in the house - waits he - is).

'He has waited in the house' may be rendered as khoota dara l'ëka

---

\(^1\) The girl who is urged to draw water could have replied, after
some more insistence: hik'i-i-lo- naa-ko, which is an annoyed
'but I am going! (cannot you see that I am?)', or 'I have been
on my way for a long time!'

A sentence in the middle of text No. 12 reads: kwaw tonchonowa
l'i k'iti'lëkönako ihese nëë'wakwe', the translation of which
is: 'and then he slithered out in a great fury because of
the heads which had been cut off'. Dissection of k'iti'lë-k'd-naa-
ko gives us: 'to be furious - action - duration/affirmation
-anxiety', i.e., in a very great fury. Translation in the form
of a preterite tense makes no sense here, and it is much more
satisfactory to omit any reference to time.

\(^2\) Van der Kimsenrade mentions -to on p. 26 of his grammatical sketch
(op.cit.) He states that it forms the 'participle past\(\) when
added to a verb, e.g. nëë-ya-to, 'cut' (said of trees): nëë
means 'to cut', -ya shows the plurality of the acts of cutting
the trees, and -to represents finality.
(in the house - waited he - finish). Yet it remains doubtful whether the term 'auxiliary verb' should be used, for this usage amounts to nothing more than the common way in which two or more verbs may stand in apposition. To take an example from text No.1: tei tav /'tankan-e' gii'a (I - just - was above - hurry - come) means 'I have just arrived flying in the sky with great speed'. Double verb constructions are common, especially when actions like going, staying, running etc. are described, e.g.:

hii hik'ta n//ei when he went[and] arrived;
ive thaan sa'a thus he ran [and] circled around.
Also compare:

ax ni'voc and they went and went
and: ax neth ni'voc and they went on going and going.

If we compare the position of neth in this example with the position of ive in 'he is waiting in the house' we see how a change in the word sequence alters a verb's position from one of dominance to dependence; this is in accordance with Dempwolf's rule for the word order. It follows that word order influences meaning. Khoota iye dara = in the house he is waiting (or: in the house he is[and]waits), i.e. he has been doing so for some time and is still waiting; but khoota dara iye = in the house waiting he is (or: in the house he waits[and]remains), i.e. he is there and goes on waiting. In the first example the tense of iye (to be or to remain) is present/past but in the second it is present/future. This is entirely in agreement with what has been said about the effect which the position of non-emphatic and emphatic person-denoting forms has on tense.

1 -voc is a suffix which, it has been seen, conveys a meaning of immensity of distance, effort, or duration (cf. p.69).
2 neth and ni' are plural verbs (cf. Appendix VI). The singular of ay ni'voc is nay hik'voc; of ay neth ni'voc it is nay iye hik'voc.
Genuine auxiliary verbs cannot become main verbs by merely changing positions with them, as in Sandawe. This shows that the Sandawe counterpart of the auxiliary verb is not really an auxiliary verb at all, but rather an independent verb in a subordinate position.

(a) The absence of a passivum.

Sandawe has no category of structural elements which have the sole purpose of expressing the passive voice, but there are several ways of making close approximations to it. Whereas in western languages a passivum indicates that a person or object undergoes an action (it takes place without their active participation), in Sandawe the action occurs with them. Whereas the European passivum is a negation of active participation and is seen as the opposite of it, the Sandawe equivalent is complementary to it. A common way to express it is by the use of the suffix -ag which means 'having'. For example, 'the coat has been holed' is rendered as 'the coat is hole-having' (gitli: inhew-ag). In this case the assumption is that the hole has got there by wear or by accident, i.e. without much active inducement. The affirmative suffix -ag may also be used. 'The gourd has been holed' is matâ hurân-ag (the gourd, perforation - it does have), i.e. it has had a hole carved into it with a knife in order to provide an opening so that it can be filled with water. Here the assumption is that the existence of the hole has been actively induced, but not by the gourd. One may also use the reflexive form of the verb, isâli. In text No.5 the Sandawe version of 'all the trees were completely filled [with birds]' reads: tuaa isâla holon-tsi'î (the trees - all - they have completely - filled themselves). The assumption is this time that the trees have become filled with birds because they did
not resist them. Yet another way of expressing the passivum is to use the element -to which, as we have seen, indicates completed action and which therefore provides a suitable means for rendering the perfect tense. On page 78 we have used the example išaan inlins-to-is'ie which means 'the door has not been locked'. Apart from telling us that the door has been left unlocked (perfect tense) it also tells us that the door has been left unlocked (passivum). The assumption is here now, that the door has reached its final state of being unlocked by someone's omission to lock it. Whether this has happened actively or passively is not the point; it is the result which counts.

With regard to the nature of the Sandawe passivum we may say then, that Sandawe linguistic usage is concerned with the observable state which results from a verbal action, not with the question whether the result has been obtained by some 'active' or 'passive' method which finds its origin in the verb's subject. The result is important, not the cause. In Sandawe it is the passive aspect of the verb which replaces the passive voice in Indo-European languages (and in Bantu), just as the verb tense in these languages are substituted by verbal aspect in Sandawe. Even case endings are noun-aspects rather than grammatical cases.

This discussion of some salient grammatical points may have shown that knowledge of the Sandawe language has until now not been entirely adequate; some inquiries have therefore been necessary before we can begin to discuss Sandawe oral literature. A few further points arising from its presentation will be discussed in the remaining sections of this chapter.
The scope of oral literature.

On page one I postulated that the Sandawe have a worthwhile oral literature. The first question which arises then is, what is literature. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines it as

"...literary productions as a whole, or, less widely, writings esteemed for beauty of form or emotional effect." ¹

This is obviously not very helpful when applied to the Sandawe context or even to the wider context of African oral literature as a whole, but it seems a useful point of departure for a discussion. Whiteley points out that this definition has a descriptive and a normative side and that the latter needs careful elaboration.² It offers the difficult problem of what constitutes literature and what does not. One of the most useful sets of criteria is perhaps Lerner's when he submits that

"All answers to the question what is literature? can, I suggest, be reduced to three:

[1] that it is knowledge;

[2] that it is the expression of emotion; and that

[3] it is the arousing of emotion in the reader."³

In our case of oral literature 'listener' would of course have to be substituted for 'reader'.

Yet, useful as this definition may be, it covers only part of the problem for it leaves one question unanswered:

"Is one to regard the verdict of elders in court cases as constituting literature, or the strictures of the instructor during the initiation ceremonies?"⁴

¹ [1944].
² Whiteley, 1964, 4-5; also Lerner, 1960, p.3.
³ Lerner, 1960, 2 (numbering and spacing mine).
⁴ Whiteley, loc. cit.
In order to settle similar problems of definition for written literature, Lerner argues:

"When we transfer to the category of literature a book which was written as a specimen of some other category, we are using the normative criterion. A good philosopher may be praised for being a good poet. No philosopher, as long as he is doing philosophy, can be condemned for being a bad poet. A work such as the Republic can therefore be included in the list without causing us to doubt whether literature and philosophy are different things."¹

This normative argument seems quite adequate for deciding what constitutes (written) literature and what does not. But in our oral context the question of the courtcases and the instructresses remains unanswered. Why then is Lerner's argument not adequate for defining the borders of oral literature?

He settles which writings constitute literature and which writings do not. The question of whether fine speech would qualify as literature does not arise because it is not written. In oral literature the equivalents of the writings of written literature are all vocal, just like everyday speech. Whereas in written literature fine speech does not qualify as literature by its very nature, the question is left open in oral literature. Therefore, in order to include or exclude an item by definition we have to employ an additional descriptive criterion. I propose that for oral literature the following criterion be added to Lerner's definition of literature:

[4] Literature is a form of expression which is accepted as traditional.

This excludes pronouncements on traditional institutions, as made in court decisions. It also excludes instruction about these institutions to initiates as far as they are couched in ordinary speech, but teachings couched in traditional song would be

¹ Lerner, op.cit., 4.
included. Topical song and minstrelsy which describes some actuality is also included since it is destined to be taken over by others and become traditional. Riddles and customary prayers are included, but not ad hoc personal prayers. Proverbs would have to be included but they are not presented in this thesis because the Sandawe have no proper proverbs; the same is the case with tongue-twisters.

**Classification of oral literature and vernacular categories.**

Having thus defined the scope of oral literature, its broad categories have now to be decided upon. Burton classifies Kanya oral literature into that which is spoken or recited and that which is sung. Whiteley points out that a prose/verse distinction meets with some difficulties. Distinction on a metrical basis is difficult "since a great deal, perhaps most, of African verse ... is non-metrical" and even the spoken/sung distinction offers problems, e.g. "many folk-tales switch unconcernedly from speech to song and vice versa." The Swahili literator Shaaban Robert distinguishes poetry as follows:

"Besides being the art of rhyming, poetry expresses lucidity and preciseness of style. You may ask, what is a song, a poem or an heroic verse-narrative? A song is a small poem; a poem is a big song; and heroic verse is the peak of poetry." A quick glance at any sample of Sandawe poetry (which is all minor verse) will be sufficient to show how great the gulf is between the sophisticated world of Swahili poetry and Sandawe
folk verse.¹ A characterisation of the latter would read as almost exactly the opposite of Shaaban Robert's definition. Whiteley, in his discussion of the nature of African oral literature in general, prefers to see the prose/verse distinction in terms of points on a single scale of 'patterning', with metrical verse at one end and everyday speech towards the other.² In prose he includes folk-tale, legend, history, biography, and oratory together with mixed formulas such as riddles, proverbs, and tongue-twisters. Poetry would then occupy the other end of the scale.

We see that concepts overlap and that it is difficult to set up comprehensive categories which are generally valid. In order to characterize the different kinds of prose and poetry various sub-categories have been proposed:

1. **Prose.** Chatelain distinguishes between fictitious tales (including animal stories), narratives taken to be records of events, and historical traditions, and he arranges his material accordingly.³ Berry holds that a "first and generally valid dichotomy would be between fictional and non-fictional narrative."⁴ Radin follows a different method. He classifies narrative by subject: the universe and its beginnings, the animal and his world, the realm of man, and man and his fate (i.e. tales which describe man in his helplessness vis à vis

---

1 Swahili folk verse stands much closer to its Sandawe counterpart. There is an extensive literature on the "literary" forms of Swahili poetry but good examples of folk verse are much harder to come by. Velten (1907) and Zache (1899) are two early writers whose material is valuable in this respect.

2 Whiteley, loc.cit.

3 1894, VII.

4 1961, 11.
supernatural forces etc.) Werner sets up her categories according to their moral content:

"As a rule one does not go to fairy tales for high moral teaching; they are the playground of irresponsible fancy, and we do not look too closely into the ethics of Jack the Giant-killer or Rumpelstiltschen. Legends, of a more or less religious character, are a different matter, and [the] story of the Swallowing Monster may be taken as coming under that description. There is another type of story embodying a deep feeling of right and wrong, in which the spirit of a murdered person haunts the slayer in the form of a bird, and at last brings him to justice." Hartman considers categories of myth:

"Myth, for example, is treated as the statement of untruth, as either a rationalization or a validation of a belief, as a derivation of ritual; as an expression of theology, or as a manifestation of the unconscious desires of a group," and he proposes a dichotomy between sacred myths (which show variation based on sectarian or regional emphasis) and myth chronicles (which involve the debated topics of what component of oral history is valid history). In fact this is again a fiction/non-fiction dichotomy. Struyf uses a schema which combines considerations of form and function: animal fables, apologies (in which people and animals act together; these have "a clearly moralistic purpose"), comical tales (those where the sense of the ridiculous comes out best), and a category which he calls novellen (= short stories, i.e. material which cannot easily be placed in the other categories), mythical stories (dealing with divinity and the spiritual world), historical

---

1 1952, XIV.
2 1953, 24.
3 1955, 15.
4 1960, 18.
This is what Babulela uses one of his discursive distinctions of style to remark upon. Of course, this does not mean that all tales, didactic tales, and tales about daily life.

2. Poetry. For non-narrative too, a variety of classifications has been advanced. Tucker, in his discussion of the dances of the Shilluk, distinguishes between ordinary social dance and dance connected with important occasions, such as death, marriage and sacrifice.² Prietze however seeks to classify the songs of Bornu according to origin, presentation and content.³ Körtschoner (later known as Cory) classifies "songs of dances where tune and dance play the main part" according to the social functions at which they are performed: war songs, "songs in competition", hunters' dances etc., ending the list with "songs of general character".⁴ Another investigator who worked in an adjoining area has classified Nyasawi songs according to the drum beat which accompanies the dances: war calls, songs at death, at work, at marriages, and those used for greeting. All employ different rhythms.⁵ Beier claims that he can recognize styles ("characteristics of inner form").⁶ Berry - no doubt justly - criticizes this claim, pointing out that style is far too difficult a thing to handle at the present stage for classificatory purposes (at least for most African literatures) unless, of course, styles are named in the vernacular.⁷

---

1 1906, XIV.
2 1933, 2.
3 1914, 141; but he recognizes the value of vernacular categories which have their own names (p.142).
4 1937. It is difficult to see what principle underlies this classification.
5 Anon., 1901, 61. I suspect that the writer is Dahl who at this time had begun his Bantu linguistic studies which were to become so renowned later.
6 1959, 9-11.
7 1961, 23.
This is what Babalola makes use of in his concise enumeration of style types in Yoruba poetry. He distinguishes at least seven types which are characterized by differences in the occasions on which they are sung as much as by style.¹

Thus we have a multitude of ways in which writers have attempted to divide oral art and its subdivisions into neat categories. In cross-cultural comparisons and in general surveys of African literature it may be useful and even necessary to apply artificially created distinctions. But when we consider a single literature it will be remarkable indeed if these distinctions coincide with the categories which are recognized by the people whose literature we are discussing. Whiteley tells us that

"among the Kamba of Kenya, for example, the two main divisions [of prose] are into stories which are essentially improbable (ahano), and stories which contain an element of truth (mwea). Among some societies of the Cameroons, by contrast,..., people distinguish between 'mere talk', 'purposeful talk', i.e. oratory, and 'artful talk', i.e. prose, the last being rhythmic but not sung."²

We have seen that the subdivisions of poetry in Yoruba are named. Such distinctions naturally have meaning and purpose, and since it is only the vernacular distinctions which can give us an idea what variety of underlying ideas applies to them, it is obvious that we have to use these distinctions in our discussion of a tribal oral literature. The vernacular categories may then be arranged in a logical sequence. Only when there are no further vernacular subdivisions in Sandawe oral literature shall I feel authorized to make sub-distinctions of my own.

---

¹ 1963, 185.
² On p. 51, I discuss in chapters IX and X.

² As distinguished on pages 33 and 85.
Sundawa literary categories.

The first division which the Sundawa make is a threefold one: that which is spoken (lai), that which is danced (/Xa), and that which is sung (/him). These categories overlap partly, for most narrative contains song and most dances are sung, but not all song is danced. Song and dance are much closer related to one another than either of them is to narrative (lai), so that we may speak of a basic dichotomy between that which is spoken (narrative) and that which is sung or danced (poetry). This will be our basic division in Sundawa oral literature: that which is spoken will be presented first (narrative, together with riddles and prayers), then the poetry of dance songs (first the ritual songs, and then the topical varieties), and finally that which is sung without dancing (minstrelsy). The categories of that which is danced and that which is sung are both song categories (poetry), but the first category is not one which consists exclusively of prose because song forms an important ingredient of stories, and the term 'narrative' is therefore preferred to 'prose'. The term 'poetry' meets with less objection than 'prose' since all poetry can instantly be recognized by rhythmic chant or song, conciseness of text, and a certain regularity in structure. 1

The Sundawa have a large variety of literary terms to cover the different types of oral art; almost every category has its own name.

1. Narrative. The Sundawa translation for this term is lai, a word which also means 'words', 'sayings', and even 'speech' and 'language'. It may describe the literary aspect of narrative as well as the non-literary forms of speech. 2 The non-literary

1 These features are discussed in chapters IX and X.

2 As distinguished on pages 82 and 83.
forms are covered by the Sandawe terms ُبِلِتِ (العربية) 'discourse', 'news', or 'story' (especially that which follows mutual greetings when people meet)\(^1\) and ُبِتِبِ (العربية) 'conversation' or 'idle talk' (especially of the pleasant kind which people conduct to while the time away).\(^2\) The literary terms for 'narrative' are بَنَب (العربية) تَنْتَبْعَل, تَنْتَبْلَعَهْل, and تَنْتَبَعْلَهْل. The principal meanings of بَنَب have already been given but a more specific meaning of بَنَب may also be 'story'.\(^3\) The traditional Sandawe word for a fable or any story of the traditional kind is تَنْتَبَعْلَهْل, a term which also means 'riddle'.\(^4\) A modern term for a traditional story, or for a story of any kind, is تَنْتَبَعْلَهْل: this is a borrowing from

---

1 Borrowed from the Barabaiga. Von Gluecking, 1903, 135, gives غَيِو (غَيِو) as 'a greeting for the whole day and both sexes' in Mangati (Barabaiga). The Sandawe also use the word for 'greeting', but especially as a men's greeting. When men meet a common greeting formula is ُبَرَمْانَ, [what] news then?; the reply to which is ُبَرَمْانَ, 'the news is all right'.

2 Text 14, line 19 shows how the term تَرْبَعْ (or تَرْبَعْ) is used for conversation or idle talk. Currell, 1955, 30, defines the Gogo mudo as "the conversation around the evening meal". This is exactly what the Sandawe تَرْبَعْ also means. 'Storytelling' or 'conversing' is تَرْبَعْ, and the place where stories are told, in front of the door and under the eaves of the roof, is called تَرْبَعْ, 'conversation [place]'. A few houses have a verandah; this is also called تَرْبَعْ.

3 See text 11, line 120. The Parkwa dialect uses the variants ُبَنَب (بَنَب) and ُبَنَب (بَنَب) as well as بَنَب, cf. p.60, note 2. A derived form ُبَنَب is also in use, cf. text 13, line 128 and text 15, line 135. This is composed of بَنَب (the words) and -ك (with one another). In a non-literary sense ُبَنَب is used for 'palaver' or 'discussion' or 'negotiation', but especially for 'quarrel'.

4 Tenreis, 1966b 392. Wampwolf, 1916, 51, gives its meaning as 'a story, tale'.
the Swahili which cannot be used in the meaning of 'riddle'.

The term *kantabula hadis* is a combination of the traditional Sandawe and the modern Swahili terms and is sometimes used to stress the traditional character of a tale, sometimes to indicate that the tale contains songs. The traditional Sandawe story is built around a song, as it were, and the enigmatic song forms such an integral part of the story that the whole story is referred to by the same term *kantabula*, 'enigma' or 'story-song'.

The Sandawe also distinguish between fiction (*il'ala*) and fact (*ilaa na m/wala*, 'happened in olden days') but the distinction is a vague one since happening in the past is commonly attributed to even the most fictional stories. This distinction is therefore not very suitable to serve as a basis for organising our material.

Prayers form a separate category; there are several terms for them which are discussed in the appropriate chapter. Since prayers are spoken and not sung or chanted, and also because they employ ordinary speech rather than the 'condensed' speech of poetry, they are discussed at the end of the section in this thesis which deals with narrative, before we begin to discuss poetry.

---

1 From the Arab-Swahili *hadithi*. Johnson 1951 gives its Swahili meaning as: "story, tale, account, report, history, legend, fiction." The Swahili *hadithi tu*, 'only a story' (mere fiction) is rendered in Sandawe by *il'ala* (see below). For examples of the use of *hadis* in the meaning of 'story' see text 2, line 64 and text 7, line 20. *Kantabula* is used in the same meaning in text 11, line 83.

2 The basic meaning of the term is discussed in chapter V.

3 For the reason see chapter IX, opening and closing formulae. Dempwolff, 1916, 53, gives the meaning of *il'ala* as 'Märchen, Sage'.

4 Chapter V, section on prayers.
2. Poetry of dance songs (//is). A glance at chapters VI and VII in the table of contents at the beginning of this thesis shows us that there is a considerable variety of categories in this section, each with its own name. There is no need to repeat all these names here, but the corresponding categories are discussed in the appropriate sections of the two chapters on dance songs. Such a profusion of literary terms is associated with the category of circumcision songs that it has been found useful to collect them in a separate appendix.²

3. Poetry of songs which are not danced (//ime). These songs, the ones of minstrelsy, are distinguished in Sandawe terminology by the instruments on which the singers accompany themselves. Thus we have trough-zither song (lotā //ime), musical-bow song (numbarumba //ime), stick-lyre song (sene //ime or sambi //ime),² fiddle song (googoza //ime), and hand-piano song (marishaba //ime).

The most common instrument used in minstrelsy is the trough zither (lotā), and the whole category of minstrelsy may be referred to as 'trough-zither song' (lotā //ime). There are no categories of minstrelsy which ought to be played on any particular instrument and a minstrel is completely free to choose any instrument for any song. Since minstrelsy has therefore no sub-categories of songs which are distinguished by a fixed name, I have arranged the minstrelsy songs by subject.

There are a few categories of song which do not belong to any of these main categories, and for obvious reasons they are not presented in this thesis: The mirigis //ime, 'medicine song', is a magical song not unlike a prayer; it is never sung audibly and it is the secret of the singer. Sīle means 'hissing'.

1 Appendix XII.
2 The latter term is preferred in the south-eastern dialect of Parkwa, West Africa (cf. Witte, 1906, 62).
and it is the term for wordless hissing tunes which people
blow between their teeth when they are at work; it is the
Sandease equivalent of humming. *Iwabo Chine* is also a 'working
song', but of a different kind. When people do heavy work in
groups, as at threshing parties, they encourage one another by
producing rhythmic grunts in unison, and sometimes they sing
ditties of virtually meaningless syllables.\(^1\)

**Presentation of vernacular texts, non-narrative, and variants.**

In 1894 Chatelain complained that the books which had
been written until then on African literature had been worse
than useless and even positively misleading. His principal
objection was that the reader could gain hardly any impression
of what the languages are really like because of the absence of
vernacular texts, for without these there is no way of telling
in how far the translation is accurate or even whether the
English version is any translation at all. It is better,
according to Chatelain, to have a translation which is literal
to the point of being difficult to read than to have a free
re-telling of the story which misses much of the point and all
of the atmosphere. "The scientific reader will appreciate the
local colouring of the literal version and the proof of
genuineness given by adding the original text", he says, and
he goes on to point out that "How it will be realized that this
is the basis, and even that the translation is an addition
rather than vice-versa."\(^2\)

---

1 These working songs will not be further discussed since there
is no literature involved. It should be noted, however, that
the Sandeese equivalent of the European's humming also differs
from the practice of the Swahili and other Bantu peoples of
Tanzania who sing quietly in a high falsetto voice, as do the
Kwe in West Africa (cf. Witte, 1906, 66).

2 1894, VII.
Chatelain does, however, acknowledge the quality of Canon Callaway's work which was later justly hailed as "the foundations for the scientific study of native African religion and folklore", and he also gives due credit to the "missionary linguists [who] had to unravel the tangles of African grammar and lexicology before collecting of authentic native lore could be successfully attempted."

Unfortunately Chatelain's injunctions have been far from generally heeded; Berry comments on the development of research:

"The earlier period of collecting was much influenced by historic-comparative theories and diffusionist preoccupations in their crudest form. Given such views and such pre-dispositions, content is all; a bare abstract of plot and dramatic personae suffice."

Even after the heyday of the period thus decried by Berry the situation did not substantially improve. Berry goes on:

"Unhappily, the marked swing in the last 30 years has not led (as was reasonable to hope) to improved techniques of collecting, but to an almost total neglect of the subject."

A few lines further down he re-states Chatelain's point:

"...we have had altogether too much translation [without the presentation of the vernacular originals] and it is difficult to see how, at this stage, the recent publications of, say, Surruey, Beier, and Herskovits are to be justified other than

1 Callaway, 1866 and 1870. Chatelain, op.cit., 17, refers to an 1866 edition of Callaway's "Nursery Tales of the Zulus" which I could not trace. Radin's quotation is in 1952, 1.


3 1961, 14.

4 Ibid.
by appeals to the exigencies of the commercial market."

Beier, who himself has been so severely criticized by Berry for not presenting original texts, levels criticism of quite another nature at the usual type of presentation of African literature. He complains that:

"Most translations of African literature are in fact collections of myths, legends and fables. Thus the false impression is sometimes created that African literature consists of nothing but tales about tortoise and spider. In reality poetry is more common in African life than prose".

Has poetry perhaps been neglected because stories are so much easier to collect? Possibly. Much poetry is part of dance and ritual, and since this cannot easily be laid on a serious collector has to participate and spend much time to be accepted. But once an informant's confidence has been won there is no difficulty in collecting stories by making one tape recording after the other or, as in the past, taking down a series of dictations. I do not mean to minimize the total effort put into such collections: transcription and translation still require much patient and often difficult work, but the first hurdle of getting the material is often much easier to take than in the case of poetry.\(^3\) Unsubstantiated though Beier's statement on the dominance of poetry may be (at least as applied to African literature in general), it is certainly true for the Sandawe.

---

1 *Ibid.* Berry's also valid criticism appears to be directed at Itayesi and Gurrey, 1953; Beier, 1959; and Herskovits, 1956.
2 1959, 6.
3 Even the bulk of Chatelain's material is narrative, collected from a single informant (one Jeremiah, cf. *loc. cit.*, VI). In respect of East African collections Kohl-Larsen deserves perhaps more criticism than most. He consistently omits vernacular texts, limits himself to stories, and what is worse, quite obviously does not even collect in the vernacular languages (Jemnu, Hadza, Burunge, and Irau) but in Swahili, cf. Kohl-Larsen 1937a, 1938, 1956a and b, 1966.
Another matter which deserves some attention is the presentation of variants. Evans-Pritchard writes that

"It is, of course, well known that there is much variation in the telling of the same folk-tale by different persons, ... but not much has been said on this topic in respect of African folk-tales. Usually the best variant is published."¹

In his analysis of the structural study of myth Lévi-Strauss says that "if a myth is made up of all its variants, structural analysis should take all of them into account."² Obviously this is not only true for a study of the structure of myth but for any type of oral literature. "There is no single 'true' version of which all the others are but copies or distortions", he says.³

In terms of function the variations of literary items may be likened to repetition in language. As Lévi-Strauss points out, repetition helps to show up structure.⁴ The comparison of variants may be useful also in the consideration of style, or historical validity. Variants presented in this thesis show that the advantages are diverse: they may show a comparatively rigid adherence to texts in poetry⁵ but differences in the styles of individual performers;⁶ a variety of informants may result in the improvement of information collected;⁷ and differences pertaining to similar texts may even lead to the discovery that the ritual which they reflect belong to different social categories.⁸ Publications of variants are still scarce, but

---

¹ 1961a, 103.
² 1963, 217.
³ Ibid., 218.
⁴ Ibid., 229.
⁵ Texts 111 and 112.
⁶ Texts 173 and 174.
⁷ Texts 90 and 91.
⁸ Texts 78 and 79, and 80 and 81.
Evans-Pritchard devotes a whole paper to the presentation of five different versions of a Zande tale.¹ This is rare but not unique. Over a century ago Black showed the way by presenting four Hottentot versions of the origin of death, together with a Zulu version which shows much resemblance.² From the advantages of collecting variants it follows that it is also important to use a variety of informants; the larger the variety the better.³

Principles and difficulties of translation.

Chatelain has argued that only literal translation can hope to transmit local colour (viz. p.95). Struyl, in his presentation of the oral art of the Bakongo, couches the same conviction in different terms: "if the Dutch suffers its scientific value can only increase."⁴ Whiteley quotes Itayemi

¹ On cit.
² 1864, 69-73, also p.14.
³ Radin, 1952, 11, complains that apart from an insufficient variety of informants, few data are usually given beyond a statement whether they are considered good or bad. Whiteley, 1960, pleads that "we should in future collections of African texts recognize the individual performer as far as possible, even to the extent of issuing accompanying records as supplementary material." In deference to this plea a tape recording accompanies this thesis (cf. Appendix XIV).

I have also tried to present material from a reasonable variety of informants who are geographically well spread. Appendix IV gives a list of the forty-five informants who have contributed the material, and map No.2 shows where they are from. Not all the forty-five are personally well known to me and in some cases I do not even know where they live. Indeed sometimes I was lucky to obtain only the name of the leading performer in some dance rites. Where their domicile is not known the places of recording are indicated.

⁴ 1908, XVI.
and Gurrey's warning against the dangers of translation into smooth English:

"Folk tales, of course, should be told in their vernacular idiom. Told in these translations, they lose two important things: they lose many of the jokes and the puns, and the funny twists of language that the listeners originally enjoyed, and waited eagerly for when the well-known story was begun. They lose, too, the special songs that are so often part of them."¹

The loss of the songs is particularly serious because often they play a central role in story-telling. In Sandawe stories the songs can even become quite dominant.²

Whiteley points out that translations should be direct and that translations via another language must be rejected.³ This sounds obvious, but it is perhaps less frequently realized that the urgency of this policy also applies to researchers in the field. A translation which is made with the aid of a third language which the vernacular speaker and the researcher happen to have in common, may lead to odd results. In a Hehe text published by Velten the word isomba (fish) is translated as 'shark' (Reifisch).⁴ It is easy to imagine how a Hehe informant who knew some Swahili, obligingly translated isomba for Velten into Swahili as nema (shark). Unfortunately the Hehe are a highland people who live no less than 300 miles from the sea.

It may now be agreed that translations should be both literal and direct. The main difficulty with Sandawe lies in the fact that it is an agglutinative language in which small word-elements retain a certain independence, and are charged

---

¹ Whiteley, 1964, 9, from Itayemi and Gurrey, annuli.
² cf. text No.12, notes 14 and 15.
³ Isamali, 11.
⁴ 1899, 211.
with meaning even though this may be extremely vague. In other languages such difficulties with meaning may also occur, for the literature on African folk-lore abounds in remarks that certain songs or sayings "have no meaning". It would not be surprising if this were the principal reason why so many translations of African folk tales simply omit any reference to the songs, in particular those that do not bother to present the vernacular. Those that do often leave the songs untranslated because they may be very difficult to understand, even to speakers of the vernacular. This is often the case in Sandawe songs, yet the argument for offering no translation appears to be only partly valid. Research is usually able to discover the meaning even if it is unknown to informants or too vague for them to explain.

The difficulty may be due to several causes:

1. **The diffusion of meaning**. A concept may include a wide range of images or values. We may recognize a term as covering only a few aspects of that range, and we are in trouble as soon as we come across a context where one of the unrecognized aspects is meant. If even informants who may be considered specialists offer no explanation a verdict of "no meaning" may be returned. But a categorical statement that the meaning is this or that may be equally misleading. Evans-Pritchard, on the subject of Zande proverbs, states that

   "It may be an obvious point to make, but only too often in the literature on African peoples we are given a single meaning, sometimes in the form of an English, or even a Latin, proverb to which a native proverb seems to correspond, though the correspondence can never be more than a more-or-less one."  

2. **The partial loss of meaning**. Archaic verse and songs which have been taken over from other peoples may cause the meaning

---

1 1963a, 6.
of a literary item to be unclear or confused. To the Penan of Borneo words which have no meaning in every-day speech are 'spirit-language'. Research into the origins of the text may then help. One method is etymology, the other is research into the language and institutions of another people from whom the obscure literary item may have been acquired. Occasionally a single key-word may do the trick for a whole text. Needham mentions an invocation in which one word only gives a clue about its meaning. Gutmann leaves those songs which he cannot translate in the vernacular, but Dempwolff tries to translate as much as possible of an unclear passage, leaving open what has no meaning to him. This occurs in one of Dempwolff's texts which has been incorporated in this thesis, but progress made in the understanding of some key words makes it now possible to complete his translation.

3. **Genuine lack of meaning.** Good examples of this may be found in children's ditties, e.g. of the kind which Olson renders as "hi, diddle-diddle". The threshing-party songs which have been mentioned on page 93 are another example. These sounds have in common with yells of pain or anguish that they are not uttered for the purpose of communicating something; they are not symbolic.

No clear division can be made between these categories,

---

1 Needham, 1964, 139.
2 Ibid.
3 Gutmann, 1914; Dempwolff, 1916.
4 Dempwolff, _op.cit._, 175-6, text 98; text 89 in this thesis. Text 91 is one in which Dempwolff's translation has been altered for the same reason.
5 1961 (Rimi songs).
6 Schaller, 1965, counts 21 distinct vocalisations in free-living gorillas. These cannot be translated since they are not symbolic.
but in the case of the first two categories where there is meaning, however rudimentary or confused, an effort should be made to isolate it because of its significance to the understanding of a class of literature or ritual. The problems which emerge from the foregoing may be summarized as follows:

1. **Meaning diffuse**: Translation is difficult and approximate only for lack of terms which correspond with the vernacular.

2. **Meaning rudimentary**: Translation is a reconstruction of meaning as well as a transposition of language. The obvious disadvantage is that success in interpretation causes the text to be clearer in translation than it was to the vernacular speaker in his own language. It loses its mystical vagueness.

3. **Meaning absent**: Translation should not be attempted.

### The registration of meaning and its interpretation in Sandawe

If vagueness of meaning complicates understanding, so does the fact that the Sandawe have to distinguish between at least nine expedients by which meaning is differentiated. Stress, tone variation and vowel length are common expedients in the surrounding Bantu languages. To this may be added stopping, aspiration and nasalization, but also vowel modification.

---

1 Ejection is an expedient which seems to be allied to stopping. Similarly, the formation of affricates must be included in this category.

Plosive sounds (called half-voiced consonants by Dempwolff) are the result of the absence of aspiration. Possibly there is some overlapping here with the results of stopping, for some plosive consonants may be the products of stoppage. Nasalized syllables may seem to end in ŋ (before syllables beginning with labial consonants), n (before syllables beginning with other consonants) or ñ (in final position).
agglutination (the combination of syllables into words) and
positioning (of syllables within the word, and of words in the
sentence) may determine the significance of a word. Often a
combination of these expedients is used. A vowel may be
lengthened in conjunction with stress, or the lengthened part
may be raised in tone and at the same time nasalized and
stressed.¹ The reason for this complicated system is not
difficult to see. The autonomy of syllables as meaningful units
is considerable, and without its high degree of agglutination
Sandawe might be thought of as a basically monosyllabic language.²
Since the maximum formula for a Sandawe syllable is only a single
consonant followed by a single vowel the number of basic syllables

1 Consider, for example:
(a) Sandaw‡u we are Sandawe
(b) Sandaw‡u but we are Sandawe (as you know)
(c) Sandaw‡u with us Sandawe
(d) Sandawe we, we are Sandawe
(e) Sandawe it is we, the Sandawe
(f) Sandawe we are Sandawe (you are not)
(g) Sandawe we who are Sandawe
(h) Sandaw‡u we who are Sandawe (as you ought to know)
(i) Sandaw‡u with us, who are Sandawe

Many more variants on this theme are possible.

2 This applies only to what may be called Basic Sandawe in
analogy with Basic English. It does not apply to borrowings.
The majority of words shown in Dempwolf’s and van de
Kinnen’s vocabularies are borrowings but the rate of
occurrence of Basic Sandawe words in ordinary speech is much
higher; even a cursory glance at a Sandawe prose text (see
for example text No. 1 of this thesis) will show this.

It may be tempting to speculate that Sandawe has once been a
monosyllabic language in the remote past. Such evolutionary
conjecture is dangerous for lack of proof, but also illogical,
for we would have to conclude that after the elimination of
all borrowings and doing away with agglutination, the language
must have been so limited as to be quite inadequate. The
available number of word stems would be literally decimated.
must be limited. If therefore other languages with dyssyllabic roots (Bantu), triconsonantal roots (Semitic) or other complex systems (Indo-European) have a sufficiently large reservoir of word roots which may be differentiated by sound quality alone, Sandawe has to rely on a host of differentiating expedients.

We may expect two results from this situation:

1. We may expect to find that utterances have to be repeated more often before understanding is achieved. Comparison suggests that this is indeed the case. Whereas Bantu texts are more repetitive than European texts, generally, Sandawe repeats even more. Some of the texts in the following chapters may

1 Some syllables consist of a single vowel or a single consonant (including clicks, as Sigmann and Jaeger had noticed). Affricates and aspirated sounds are single consonants for the purpose of this definition.

2 Most Bantu languages use tone as an additional expedient, and European languages use stress. What matters is that the number of expedients is small.

3 One would expect this also to be true for Bushman. Bleek and Lloyd, 1911, 261, show in a Bushman text that it is: "And the child's mother said: "Yes, my child, hadst thou not in this manner set the lion on fire we should have died. For thou didst set the lion on fire for us, for ( ) we should have died, hadst thou not set the lion on fire for us. Therefore it is, that we will break for thee an ostrich eggshell of "Bushman rice", for, thou hast made us live; we should have been dead, we should have died, hadst thou not, in this manner, set the lion on fire for us, we should have died." Such extreme repetition may also be found in Sandawe speech. The following is the translation of a recording I made in a Sandawe household. A mother instructs her children:

"Children, I shall be going out. Teresia, cook some porridge for your father, so when they (he and his sons) will come home they may eat. I shall then return at 4 o'clock. I shall go to work. Now when Mary comes back and returns, help each

[Cont'd. next page]
give a European the impression that the Sandawe are rather overdoing it. Yet repetition is of intrinsic literary value to the Sandawe, and much of the beauty of narrative and also of poetry may actually be derived from repetition. Slight changes are continually made so that the listener is given a better audible 'depth'. Repetition improves understanding, just as a good look at a visual object improves visual perception and a good look from different angles improves it still more.

2. We may also expect to find that the Sandawe have a well developed sense of interpretation; this is shown by their readiness to etymologize. Several examples have already been given of how words are dissected by them. It is only natural that this habit is also practised on words which are not of Sandawe origin. Etymologies may be quite wrong in such cases, but they are interesting all the same because they throw light on how the Sandawe mind works, and what meaning is perceived as a result. The example quoted under text No. 12, note 16 shows how a Sandawe seeks to prove that 'to emphasize' is a pure Sandawe word. As it happens the meanings of the English and the Sandawe 'original' coincide fairly well.

[Continuation of previous page]

other, together with her, to do all things together with her. When I return porridge will be ready so we may eat. When I come back you will have prepared it already. Lusiana too will have gone to school. When she comes back let her eat. Lucas too, goes to work. Joseph himself too, goes to work out there. When he comes back and returns let them eat porridge together. Then you leave some for me, so when I come back I may eat." This is not oral literature but common speech. The repetition employed most by oral literature is repetition of themes rather than sentences.

[Continuation of previous page]
There are in Sandawe many small word elements (single syllables) of which the meaning is diffuse, partially lost, or just vague. Especially in song combinations of these are often used as exclamatory words which are not entirely meaningless, and it is therefore advantageous to attempt translation. One feature of the language is particularly helpful in this attempt; this is the fact that some significance of meaning can be attributed to vowels. If we consider the examples

he-su there-she
he-su here-she

-ra invitation towards the speaker (from there, more urgent)
-re invitation towards the speaker (action takes place already here, urgency no longer there)

-ri invitation towards the speaker (action in process)

we discern certain correspondences in the changes of meaning which, although extremely subtle and difficult to pin down precisely, are significant. By comparing the word elements (syllables) from many combinations (words) the general ideas reflected in the use of particular vowels can be more or less isolated. We find that:

a implies 'there', something which can be pointed out, remoteness and urgency.

o implies 'here', something taken for granted, presence and steadiness or continuity.

i implies a general condition; Dempwolf recognizes its nature and describes it as the Latin esse.

u implies a condition as the result of an action, or the act itself.

i is the vaguest of all. It seems to imply vagueness or generality of place, purpose or condition.

These vowel values may be found to apply to almost any vowel in
purely Sandawe words. They play little role in the grammatical function of words because there is little fundamental difference between verbs, nouns, and other categories in Sandawe; the function of words is largely determined by placement in the word order, and by affixes which give them their 'aspects'.

In the following chapters crucial words are explained in footnotes; sometimes these give the basic meanings of component syllables but often these are too vague to be accurately pinpointed. In conjunction with the consonantal meanings of the syllables, considerations of their vowel values may then help to solve the problem.

The phonetic system and orthography.

It is well known that Sandawe is a tone language in the sense that tone alone can distinguish between meanings. Examples are found in the following pairs:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{\textit{i}n\text{\textit{a}}} & \quad \text{dove} & \quad \text{\textit{sb\textit{a}}} & \quad \text{fish} & \quad \text{\textit{i}n\textit{a}} & \quad \text{female breast} \\
\text{\textit{b\textit{a}}} & \quad \text{pond} & \quad \text{\textit{sb\textit{a}}} & \quad \text{aphrodisiac} & \quad \text{\textit{i}n\textit{a}} & \quad \text{soil, sand}
\end{align*} \]

Vowel length is equally important:

1 In his research into the languages of the Iraqw cluster Whiteley, 1958, 2, distinguishes between items and elements. Items are the minimal meaning-carrying units which occur in isolation. Elements cannot occur in isolation. Because the highly independent Sandawe minimal units may supply the foundations for words of virtually any grammatical category we need not be concerned with this distinction in Sandawe, and the term elements will do for both.

2 Text 1, notes 3, 5, and 8; text 2, notes 3 and 4; text 6, note 11, etc.

3 Text 8, notes 2, 4, and 6; text 9, note 7; text 12, note 6, etc.

4 Also heard as \textit{\textit{i}n\textit{a}} (dove) and \textit{\textit{b\textit{a}}} (pond), i.e. with high and low tones instead of descending and rising tones.
On the subject of stress, Köhler-Meyer mentions that "in Sandawe it seems to provide distinction between words". An example may show that this is indeed the case:

/\v\v\v to follow up (actively, to follow with purpose)
/\v\v\v followed (neutral active state)

No general rules for tonal behaviour have yet been isolated for Sandawe. The use of tone diacritics in the texts of this thesis is explained in Appendix X. As for vowel length, there may be a direct correlation between length and meaning. Long vowels are indicated by doubling the vowel signs (aa, ee, etc.). Stress appears to be often associated with a slightly raised tone but heavy stress may lower the tone; this matter remains far from clear. The influence of stress on meaning is considerable and perhaps of greater significance than may have been suspected; there appears to be a direct correlation between emphasis in meaning and stress in speech. Notwithstanding this, stress is rarely indicated in the texts since the use of a tone diacritic is usually sufficient for readability.

Another problem is provided by aspiration. In their discussion of aspiration in Swahili, Tucker and Ashton state that it "... is a difficult phenomenon to determine, because it is governed by the degree of aspiration in their unaspirated consonants", and because of the "tendency to aspirate unaspirated explosives in stressed syllables and not to aspirate them in...

1 Cf. p.77.
2 1947, 293.
3 A good example is ḳa ṭa, 'pond', and ḳa ṭa or ḳa ṭa, 'large pond, lake'; ma and naa may also be connected.
4 Cf. text No.2, note 7; text No.12, note 12; text No.15, note 14; and text No.48.
5 1942, 67.
unstressed syllables." This is precisely the difficulty which aspiration also presents in Sandawe, and it makes it difficult to decide upon an orthography which can withstand critical examination. The problem is whether an English word like 'pint' would have to be written \textit{pint} (with a plosive \textit{n}), \textit{pint} (explosive \textit{n}) or \textit{pint} (aspirated \textit{n}). Some distinction must be made because in Sandawe differences in aspiration may convey differences in meaning. Examination of the material of Dempwolff, Lemblé and van de Kimenade shows that they do not always agree on the aspirational values of consonants. The problem is what Jakobson and Halle refer to as the question of overlapping phonemes.\footnote{Cf. text No. 55.}

Copland reduces the number of aspirational types of Sandawe consonants to two: aspirated and unaspirated; he also reduces the system of lateral sounds to a simpler one. It has been found possible to adopt these simplifications in this thesis.\footnote{Op. cit. Minor modifications to Copland's classification of consonants are made in Appendix IX.}

In Sandawe strong aspiration may be the result of stress, as in Swahili, but heavy stress on unvoiced plosive consonants may cause them to become voiced. Such emphasis is an aspect of style which creates special effects to stimulate the listener's interest and which has therefore literary value. Where this is clearly the case it will have to be commented upon and the effects of such sound changes will have to be discussed. These conditions are perhaps best exemplified in texts Nos. 173 and 174. Like tone, length and stress, strong aspiration has an effect on meaning; since it is the result of stress this is what should be expected.\footnote{Ibid., 88.}

\footnote{1956, 14-15.}
An outstanding feature of Sandawe is the extensive use of clicks. These are injectives which have been described as follows by Westermans and Ward:

"Click consonants, ..., like implosives, are sounds of a plosive nature made with the breath going in instead of out. The peculiar smacking sound is due to their special formation. There are always two points of articulation, one of them being the velar stop (the k-position), and the other made by some other part of the tongue or by the lips. The air between these two points of contact is rarefied by suction: the more forward stop is released and the air rushes in from the outside to fill this rarefied space. The k-closure is released immediately after the front closure and generally quietly, so that one does not as a rule hear any k-sound. The following vowel is made on the outgoing breath and there is no perceptible pause between the click and this vowel. The tongue is tense during the production of the sound."

This is the basic, unstopped or integral click, of which there are three in Sandawe: the dental click (阐), the lateral click (阐) and the retroflex click (阐). Each of these clicks may occur in five forms: the basic or simple form described, as well as stopped, aspirated, nasalized and voiced, making fifteen different click phonemes in all. The method of writing them is shown in Appendix X.

Since the occurrence of these sounds is limited to southern and eastern Africa they have formed the basis for speculations that they characterize one linguistic family, a view which is now held to be of doubtful validity. Outside the South African groups of so-called click-languages with which Sandawe has been associated together with Hadza, click sounds

1939, 98. Illustrated in Appendix VIII.

Many Sandawe use an alveolar click (阐) instead, but since there is in Sandawe no phonemic difference between the alveolar and the retroflex click, a single sign (阐) may be used for both.
occur in such southern Bantu languages as Zulu, Xhosa and Sotho, and sporadically they also occur further to the north.¹

Ejective sounds are also common in Sandawe and one of them, the lateral ejective (ゥゥ) may sound so deceptively similar to a lateral click that Lembó speaks of 'pseudo clicks'. The lateral fricative (ゥゥ) has also given rise to some difficulties. This sound is usually enunciated much like a lateral affricate (with a 'hard release'), and different representations in writing have been the result.² Stops abound in Sandawe, and the general impression of the language is one of a series of sounds which does not flow smoothly, but is sharply divided into monosyllabic elements. This tendency appears to be particularly pronounced in women speakers since they usually articulate better than men.

The vowel system presents some problems of which nasalization, length, tone, and stress have already been touched upon. Differences in vowel quality are marked in the ə and the ë (open ə and closed ə, open ë and closed ë) but they occur also in the other vowels. Phonemically they do not appear to be distinctive, at least not as an isolated feature. Copland notes these differences in vowel quality, but he decides on a

¹ Schultze, 1928, 3, introduced the term Khoi-san for the peoples with click-languages (from Bushman and Hottentot words meaning 'people'); this term was given wide circulation by Schapera (cf. p.58, note 6). Differences in clicks occur. Berger, 1943, 100, says that it is remarkable that the lateral click of the Kindiga is not formed as with the Sandawe, but as with the Nama Hottentot. Cassian Spiss, 1904, 275ff., reports an alveolar click in Kirongi and Kisuto in southern Tanzania (related to Zulu). Fokken, 1905, 67 and 93, reports a single click word in Kisiiha, a Chagga dialect of Kilimanjaro. The occurrence of clicks in Sanyé has already been mentioned on p.58 (note 6).

² Cf. Appendix X.
The texts of the following chapters contain a few sounds which are not used in ordinary speech. They are:

1. A bilabial click (\o\); this occurs in only one instance.  
2. A smacking sound which it might be tempting to call a mono-
   labial click. The tip of the tongue is flattened against the
   inside of the lower lip and the tips of the lower incisors.
   Tensioning of the blade rarefies the air under it and the
   rim of the lip is sucked into the mouth. Release occurs while
   the mouth remains open. This sound does not quite fit into
   the definition of a click, perhaps, because the release is
   not made between the frontal point of articulation and the
   k position which may be absent. For this sound the lower
   half of the sign for a bilabial click is used (\o\); just as
   the latter it is rare.  
3. A scraping sound (a voiced glottal fricative) which may
   correspond with what Wuras calls a 'deep windpipe guttural'
   of the Korana. It is not uncommonly used by some minstrels
   to fill the pause between two stanzas; it may be extended to
   form a sort of breathy refrain, quite prolonged and repetitive
   at different tone levels. Bleek and Lloyd show that Bushmen
   make such use of throat sounds, and their sign to represent
   it is therefore taken over in this thesis (\v\).  

---

1 Cf. Appendix VII.  
2 Text No. 174.  
3 Texts Nos. 33 and 34.  
4 1920, 6.  
5 Cf. tape recording, side 2, text No. 158 (see Appendix XIV).  
6 1911, viii. They describe it as a strong croaking sound in
   the throat. A textual example is in op.cit., p. 220, The Cat's
   Song.
A schema of the phonological system of Sandawe is presented in Appendices VII (vowels), VIII (clicks) and IX (other consonants). Appendix VIII illustrates both varieties of the alveolar/retroflex click, since both are commonly used. Appendix X shows the orthography used in this thesis. In order to facilitate the reading of quotations from Dempwolff, Lemblé and van de Kimmenade their orthographies are also listed for comparison.

1 Johnston, 1924, 26, speaks of "the three or four 'clicks' used in Sandawi" (italics mine).

2 Dempwolff employs Lepsius' alphabet (1863, 53 and 208) as modified by Meinhof (1912, 5); Lemblé follows Bantu (Zulu) orthographical usage; van de Kimmenade returns to the standard click signs. His orthography and the one used in this thesis differ only in minor detail. It is felt that the simplifications made improve the system; the alphabet adopted follows closely the recommendations of the Africa Alphabet and the separate publication of the International African Institute, cf. Africa, 1935.
The stories.

This chapter and the next contain selections of ten stories each; the aim has been to make them as representative as possible both for type and for number. The first seven stories are 'pure' animal fables, i.e. tales in which all the principal roles are played by animals. This is a very common type in Sandawe oral literature, and it tends to be also the most simple. The remaining three stories of this chapter are of the type which Struyf classifies as apologues. 1 They are tales in which animals and people act together and, according to Struyf, these have a clearly moralistic purpose; with the same right, however, this can also be said of some of the 'pure' animal fables. According to an informant the Sandawe prefer to see stories with a mixed cast not as moralistic but as comical tales, and texts Nos. 9 and 10 would certainly qualify as such. At any rate it would be difficult to draw a clear line of division between such categories.

In this selection are included some texts which have been collected by Dempwolff in 1910 so that for comparison also older material may be presented which has not been collected by myself. It appears that the fifty years which have passed since Dempwolff collected his texts have not visibly affected the style and the

1908, XIV.
language of Sandawe story telling, even though this span of time comprises the better part of the period of contact with European and modern Swahili influences.

This chapter contains one of Dempwolff’s texts. Of these texts the vernacular is not presented again since this would be a needless duplication. The new English translations I have made from Dempwolff’s presentations of the vernacular, not from his German translations. It is gratifying to see that the new translations are in close agreement with Dempwolff’s German versions. In the few instances where this is not the case the reasons for the difference are explained in a footnote.

All the original story material is presented with the vernacular texts facing the translations, which have been made on a line-for-line basis. In a few instances cross-overs between lines occur; in places they are necessary in order to achieve a readable translation. They have been kept to a minimum, and anyone who should wish to use these texts for further linguistic studies should not find it difficult to find the corresponding Sandawe elements by reference to the translation. For easier reference and comparison the lines are numbered on both sides. The translations are literal; if fluent English has been achieved in places this is a happy coincidence. Where literal translations are impossible because of vagueness, as in some songs, explanatory notes are given. Completeness of the texts is a primary aim since this is necessary if they are to serve as a basis for analysis, and the risk of some texts becoming rather wearisome because of repetition, is therefore disregarded.

Although footnotes give explanations to the texts, a fuller analysis will not be given until we reach chapter IX.
Text No. 1. Told by Mr. Salim Maganga at Parkwa.

1 Utaa lólo //atsuĩ dóròkì aà khongomawuki, paa
2 dóronga ka': "Tsi //atsuĩ ba'ásìs'". 2 Paa ka':
3 "Ah hapú dórò hótsì ba'té, n/Ipo, hapú.
4 Tehí hapúts'sis 3 n'/indaa hambe.
5 Tsi ba'ásìs', //atsuĩ //wá'ó ke'èwatsìpoũ". 4
6 Paa ka': "Teiko dórò ba'ásìs' //atsuĩ'",
7 paa ka': "Teiko //atsuĩ dóròs' ba'ásìs'". 6
8 Pa ka': "Swéè nía ba'ásìpóï
9 //atsúnga hapúxseù húmaswankisù.
10 Hi'í húmaswankisùa?" Pa ka':
11 "Giribo húmaswankisù". - "Háñanaa?"
12 Pa ka': "Ta'ána tankulgesù".
13 "Ta'ána hákì?" - "Mangasìnxe". 7
14 "Aaare, ee." - lâwè //atsúnga:

"Doro kálalaa kálala 5
 doro kálalaa kálala
 na hisu: hó, hisu: hó.
 Séera séera kálala",
 5 himbó: "Kálala."

---

1 The 3 of //atsuĩ (lion) is an attention-focusing demonstrative, translated as a vocative ("ô, ").
2 I.e. 'bigger than you'. The comparative is emphasised by stress on ba'ásìs', 'I am big'.
3 n/I-ũ-aa = 'direct focus on the object— it is who'.
4 'Name' equals 'same'.
5 ka' may be translated in many ways. Basically it means 'to utter', but also 'to say, to sing, to add to a previous remark, to go on saying, to repeat, to confirm. Of lines 6 ('to add') and 8 ('to reply').
6 dórò-sì! ba'ásì-sì-sì!: This is a double 'tense' construction which is common in Sandawe. The first -si! means 'I have', the second 'I shall'. The total meaning is
The Lion and the Zebra. Recorded July 1963.

1. Long ago a lion and a zebra were debating together, and the
2. zebra said: "I, o Lion,1 I am big."2 And [the lion] said:
3. "Ah, you zebra, what, are you big; you are [just] meat, you.
4. I, I used to eat you,"3 I have eaten you indeed in the past.
5. I am big, the Lion, haven't you heard my name?"4
6. And he repeated: "It is I, zebra, who am big, I, the Lion",5
7. and he added: "I, Lion, I am bigger than a zebra."6
8. And [the zebra] replied: "How then, if you are bigger
9. then I, Lion, will compete with you.
10. How then shall we compete?" And he added:
11. "In running we shall compete." — "Where to, then?"
12. [The zebra] said: "To the watering place we shall run." —
13. "To the watering place?" — "[Yes], as far as Manganin!."7
14. "All right then." — And now the lion [sang]:

"Zebra come on then, run, come on, move;"8
zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
How he pants: he, pants: he
Give me then, give me the a good run", he roars out,9 "come on, move!"

'I have always been bigger and I shall remain so in the
future'. The obvious translation is the present tense, but
then the subtle implication of contempt is lost.

7 This is the name by which the Sandawe usually call their
tribal headquarters which is officially known as Kwa Mtoro.
Manganin' is derived from the German Magasin (store house)
which Sgt. Linke built there.

8 Kilala is never used in ordinary speech. H6 is h6 (urgency)
with vowel value a (there), plus -le-le (habitual or persistent
action, repeated, and with 'distant' vowel value a) it
forms the image of 'come on then, run!'

9 Himba: cf. Bantu imba 'to sing'. Sandawe tends to add an
initial h to some Bantu borrowings, e.g. Bantu andika, Sandawe
handika 'to write'. Himba is also a ritual name for 'Lion'.

Psax dérëka ka:
Séera séera kálala",

16 Ay héu //atsáko thágaa áara. Psax ka:
"Doro kálala kálala
doro kálala kálala
na hima: hó, hima: hó.
Séera séera kálala",

17 Psax //atsdéka ka:11
"Nimb4 kálala kálala", doro,
ka': "hima: hó, hima: hó.
Séera séera kálala",

18 Ah, doro wardënga; nise'na
19 Diddu n//esa,12 Psax swéa //atsúnga:
"Doro kálala kálala
doro kálala kálala
na hima: hó, hima: hó.
Séera séera kálala",

20 Ah, //atsá wardënga. Swé'na //utsuka //5
21 Tl'umpáko n//esa. Psax ta'ok',
22 swéa dóronga:

10 Like himba, nimbá is a ritual name for 'Lion'. Both terms are derived from the Santu nimba or nimbá. The story-teller lets the lion arrogantly call out his own praise name, to which the zebra contemptuously replies with a variant.

11 The story-teller slips up and says "and the lion said" instead of "and the zebra said", but he corrects himself by singing the zebra's song immediately after.
15 And the zebra too, he sang:
"Lion" come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: he, pants: he.
Give me then, given me then a good run, Lion, come on, move!"

16 Ay, this lion, he run really well. And he sang:
"Zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
Now he pants: he, pants: he.
Give me then, give me then a good run",
he roars out, "come on, move!"

17 And the lion said:\n"Lion come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: he, pants: he.
Give me then, give me then a good run, Lion, come on, move!"

18 Ah, the zebra has got far away; presently then
19 he reached the Ddu [River],\nand now the lion [sang]:
"Zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
Now he pants: he, pants: he.
Give me then, give me then a good run",
he roars out, "come on, move!"

20 Ah, the lion has got far away. Now then he has passed there,
21 at Tl'umpako he has arrived. And the [zebra] got up,
22 and now the zebra [sang]:

12 The route can be followed on map No. 2. The story-teller lives near Palkwa and he lets his heroes run to Kwa Mtoro along a route which is also followed by the modern road. All his listeners know this road which is the most important line of communication in south-eastern Sandawe country, and members of the audience can therefore easily follow the progress of the competitors in their imagination. The next place to be mentioned, Tl'umpako, is a hill halfway between Banguma and Kwa Mtoro (line 21); Poro Hill is off the road to the right, but the area near the road is also known as Poro (line 24).

23 Pa ş dórë te'sënambe, 13
24 pa ş ts'ok'. 13 Keena ñóro n/êda:
"Doro kálala kálala
doro kálala kálala
na hima: hó, hima: hó.
Sèera sèera kálala",
himba: "Kálala."

25 Ah, nógeko //atsë n/êceëma,
26 paa ts'ok' dórë:
Sèera sèera kálala,
nimbá kálala."

27 Keka tinëdë hóëtl' ëtha ime,14
"Doro kálala kálala
doro kálala kálala
na hima: hó, hima: hó.
Sèera sèera kálala",
himba: "Kálala."

28 //atsëna tátara; dórë //tëntë n/êce
29 pa ş ka:
Sèera sèera kálala,
nimbá kálala."

30 Pa hewë ts'ëgyco te'sëntëa, pa n/ëma,
31 pa //tsëntë, pa //êce //s'ëna.15
Sèera sèera kálala,
nimbá kálala."

13 I.e., he made a special effort. Common idiom.
14 The next song is sung softly to show the distance.
"Lion come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: hé, pants: hé.
Give me then, give me then a good run,
lion, come on, move!"

23 And the zebra was close to drinking [at the waterhole],
24 but [the lion] jumped up.13 Presently then he arrived at Póro:
"Zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
how he pants: hé, pants: hé
Give me then, give me then a good run",
he roars out, "come on, move!"

25 Ah, it looks as if the lion is about to arrive,
26 but the zebra then got up:
"Lion come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: hé, pants: hé.
Give me then, give me then a good run,
lion, come on, move!"

27 He pricked up his ears, and there far away [the lion] called4
"Zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
how he pants: hé, pants: hé
Give me then, give me then a good run",
he roars out, "come on, move!"

28 The lion then was tired; the zebra arrived at the well
29 and said:
"Lion come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: hé, pants: hé.
Give me then, give me then a good run,
lion, come on, move!"

30 And he drank and drank in the water, and he stood up,
31 and rested, and he looked in the distance15 [and sang again]:
"Lion come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: hé, pants: hé.
Give me then, give me then a good run,
lion, come on, move!"

15 //6-ana: lit. 'to there'. The word //6/, 'there' is often
used for 'distance'.
32 pax:

"Doro kálala kálala
doro kálala kálala
na himu: hē, himu: hē.
Sēera sēera kálala",

himu: "kálala."

33 Hia /'ee dore'I ni ngaa thāntsi'if
34 ka': pūkë pūkë. "Homē swe hēwé thāntöts'i'ı
35 thān'wa? Hāwé tehi dore n'os',
36 /'antsipone? Tai tan /'āndis'!
37 gi'ë /i. Swē tāngia' ta'ee. Swē hō ba'āsē"?
38 Pa ka':

"Nimbā kálala kálala", dore,
ka': "hima: hē, himu: hē.
Sēera sēera kálala,

nimba kálala."

39 Pa ka': telle /hime. Tahāa
40 tāngia' ta'ee. Hō ba'āsē? Tehī doreo' ba'āsīs'.

41 Thāntsi'if /ceki. Tai hāmbë
42 lōlotshokii girībots'e'; hia tānhii,
43 husats'ikase." Swē ë'
44 'imb'o tehekeka. Hēee dore ba'āse, //atsū
45 ta'āl. Be, 'okāgas'.

Text No. 2. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Segera at N/atsēhā.

1 Utaa lōlo hima' tākēka xengūkia //oots'a' 'okī.
2 Hia! 'okī pe tākelena xengūts'a ka': "Harē,
3 kē'ina?" Pa ka': "Hōbōna?"
4 Pa ka': "Holōts'ai n'waal tlaa'."
5 "Swē tākūkūle: n'omūse tāy n’/eesē
32 And [the lion] answered:

"Zebra come on then, run, come on, move! Zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
How he pants: hé, pants: hé
Give me then, give me then a good run", he roars out, "come on, move!"

33 When the zebra was looking [back] he saw the other run,
34 yapping: puk, puk. "Like this, now like this sort of running
35 are you running along? What, I, I am the son of Zebra,
36 haven't you seen? I have just arrived flying in the sky
37 at great speed. Now I have drunk first. Now who is big?"
38 And he said [triumphantly]:

"Lion come on then, run, come on, move!" Zebra [said]
and added: "he pants: hé, pants: hé.
Give me then, give me then a good run,
Lion, come on, move!"

39 And he said: "You have sung for nothing. It is I who
40 drank first. Who is big? I, Zebra, I am big.
41 You cannot run [because] you are heavy. I, in the past,
42 since long ago I have been running; when I am running ahead
43 [away from a pursuer], he is completely beaten." Now here
44 the story is finished. Now the zebra is big, and the lion
45 is small. Yes, I have finished indeed.


1 Long ago a certain hyena and a stork met on the road.
2 When they met the hyena spoke to the stork: "Friend,
3 have you heard?" And [the hyena] asked: "What then?"
4 And he replied: "At Belú an elephant has died."
5 "Now let us run in competition: the person who first arrives
6 pa n/I tafa sie." Paa zengungaa
7 ém'ese. Pa zengunga ka': "Tékele swé hapú
8 tankulelese' te rémasépo?" Pa ka': "Téhla
9 rémasó', hapú hóte ao daapo, zengúpoki." Paa
10 ka': "//ó'kwa'o bara." A' tl'l. Tékele
11 !'uma'inga iyé than pa zengúki '/ánk'a
12 kobá'inga iyé than: kobáwasá'ó
13 kobá'inga iyé than.1 Thásse têkele, pa íxa
14 /hime:
    Odmošhë2 tanángë, tanángë,3
    Odmošhë tanángë, tanángë,
    Odmošhë tanángë, tanángë.
15 Zengúki '/ánk' thanse hewóki íxa
16 /hime. Pa ka':
    Sëngule, sënguleele, Holôa.4
    Íyo,5 sënguleele, Holôa.
    Holôa, sënguleele, Holôa.
17 "Hóu Holôa i'I n/wá dla'sta'sëi'ë",
18 !'umats'ai'/hime. An nóde giribé
19 hía /i k'êsta'ë, tékele nmá
20 hêl' dlu'fa iyé than'. /hímetshë
21 ka':
    Odmošhë tanángë, tanángë,
    Odmošhë tanángë, tanángë,
    Odmošhë tanángë, tanángë.

1 Lit.: running on his wings.
2 tañángë refers to the distance they are still away from
    the carriion. Cf. p. 69 on the nature of the Sandawe
    locative.
3 tanángë is never heard in ordinary speech. The com-
    ponents are ta (into), na (toward), nasalization
    (isolative), na (affirmative); the stress on na strongly
    suggests a running motion.
he will take all the meat," [the hyena said]. And the stork agreed. Then the stork said: "Hyena, now can you, in competition, beat me?" He replied: "Completely I shall beat you, you, what can you do, you stork?" And he said: "At once let us start." They jumped up. The hyena was running on the land and the stork was above, flying on his wings: since he had wings he was flying on his wings. The hyena was running, and thus he sang:

To the carrion let there be running, be running, 3
To the carrion let there be running, be running,
To the carrion let there be running, be running.

And the stork while flying above, he too like this sang:

Wearer of manes, wearer of manes run on, [to] Holó, 4
Oh, 5 wearer of manes run on, [to] Holó.
[To] Holó, wearer of manes run on, [to] Holó.

"This Holó it is, the place where the elephant has died", sang the one on the ground. And they went on running [and] when he came to look back the hyena was there yonder, there far behind he was running. And from there he sang and said:

To the carrion let there be running, be running,
To the carrion let there be running, be running,
To the carrion let there be running, be running.

4 The component parts of manguardle(1a) are mangu (manes) and la-là (habitual or continuous action, repeated). Manes are attributes of lions and symbols of courage; they are worn as emblems by dancers in rituals of witchcraft exorcism (see text No. 65) and in the lion-game of miriá (see chapter VI, section D).

5 Oh (mother!) is a common exclamation; when enunciated without much stress, as in this case, 'oh' seems to be an adequate rendering.
22 Zengu pax mië pax ka:
Sängule, sängulele, Holá, lya, sängulele, Holá.
Holá, sängulele, Holá.
23 Hia táma /'ei, Holá bëëbasa.
24 N/wàsuki /nàswà pa fáa
25 pa //'akí. Hia //'akí pa /óóq;
26 /óó, /óó, pa n/á f'l n/wàsü tla'isotána,
27 paa niña titéa tüké.7
28 Tékele du'fa ná thantshë; hia
29 thaní', pa k'èste', ëntena /'ee
30 /'önk'na /'eci: zëngûshëe.
31 Paa ká: "Hë hëe, zengu swé rëmsag.'s.
32 Nambëë howë këbââ'I, hëkta iyë swë thàë?'
33 Swë dë'e te'ë'sa n/ingë.' Pa ma'âa, zëngu
34 níu ò'a /'inkë. Hia te'ë'sa /'inkei pax
35 zëngû /dënga, îî, tla'ëgékwe. Të'ubû d pa
36 ka': "Iyolbëë, n/wàs tshënk'sa
37 kamaënayëë." Ay, /'ëesë tähla dâmëxëc.
38 "Ay, dëkwe, bëo /'inkësëntëi." Hia
39 t'lësë /'inkei, pa /'ëee tänkë tse'ubû.
40 Pa zëngumëga tû', pa ká: "Tékele, hëk hla'ë?'
41 Hia' kisë' humèsë /'asmpo?
42 Pii ká' tähë'sa /'ëee kamaëxëe.
43 Tsëgasë'as tla'ëfëmëpo nákëpo swë.'
44 Nàsësî8 ò'ëga tshëekë. Ishak'ë tshëc
45 t'ëxë.9

6 The elephant is 'female' because it is dead and powerless.
7 Because hides are tough, carrion-eating birds like vultures and marabou stork like to attack corpses through the anus, picking out the fasces and tearing out chunks of meat from the inside.
22 The stork then laughed and said:

**Wearer of manes, wearer of manes run on,** [to] Holá,
Oh, wearer of manes run on, [to] Holá.
[To] Holá, wearer of manes run on, [to] Holá.

23 When he looked forward Holá was getting near.

24 Even the elephant, he saw her and he swished [his wings]
and he dropped down. When he had alighted he pecked,
pecked, pecked, and entered and came into the elephant's belly
and only his beak emerged. 7

25 The hyena, wonder at a distance he was running; and as he
ran he looked back, and here he looked and there he looked
and upward he looked [but] the stork was not there.

26 And he said: "Heh, heh, the stork I have now beaten.

27 Where then is he, with his wings, where to is he now running?

28 Now let me eat alone." But how he got hurt! The stork's
bill pecked him there. When he took his first bite, then
the stork, saw! pecked him in his eye. It burst and he
cried: "Oh mother dear, the elephant's fat has
really burnt me." Ay, the eye was totally broken.

29 "Ay, wait, this one I'll really bite to pieces!" When he
bit once more, then [also] the other eye was destroyed.

30 And the stork came out, and said: "Hyena, how is it?

31 When I said [that] I'd beat you, do you see it now [what I
meant]? And you said [that] the fat has burnt your eye.

32 It is I who have broken your eyes, you will suffer now."

33 The story has finished here. The monkey's head

34 has cracked.9

---

8 **Hadjë**: on p. 90 we have seen that the word for 'story' is
hadjë. The stress on the last syllable refers to the story
just told: 'the story'; it approximates the article in English.

9 This is a typically Sandawe way of finishing a story. Its
significance is explained in chapter IX, closing formulae.
Text No. 3. Told by Mr. Tlalo Udaki Solá at Parkwa.

1 ūtaa lólo sa'uta ha lá'e'ahl wamóki. Hía'  
2 wamóki !'okái pa īxa Isbo, sa'uta: "Lí'e,  
3 phes i/kó waré ñuk'se o hloné.³  
4 Pa swé ló'ea //'í. Hía ni ci paa  
5 góti'ox: "Ah, úte teā wa'mea kumba //'okúse.  
6 Swé teā hломónt'te'se, hikis' teā wa'moe  
7 ñuk'sana. Árenena ce." Paa hik'. Hía  
8 hik'í kwa sa'uta l'ooce. A' ni jë hloné  
9 hlonó'oo eë nañats'a n/ñee.² Pa tlo'óg ti'unga hánga.  
10 Pa īxa ēsho, ló'ea sa'adats'a: "Hí swé  
11 waré tlo'óg ti'ungu nàëgena hänga. Iswé  
12 hikis'? Kündá mbó'na hía //'akí,  
13 /*'eyoos' /'antshe. Hló'na hía //'akí,  
14 košóta mëëú?" Kwa ka:  
15 "Wamóó fíts'é hapi hlonóko, teá manásse'  
16 kündá. Árenena ce. Bas' hlonóko hapi  
17 meko iyë Isbo dòete'o taká.³ Teá úteas' ló'ois'  
18 //'ók'po. Kündákí teá Inboos'te'se."  
19 Àa hlonó nèē hlonó hlonó paa  
20 hló tlo'ónga //'akí. Tló'ónga //'akí //'ó.  
21 Hlé dráf //'ó tlo'óg. Pa īxa Isbo:  
22 "Hóko waré kündá'ës' Inbónati?"  
23 Pa ka: "Kündá hängoko?  
24 Tahí úte hlonónas' //'ok'po anká tlo'ónga //'óí.  
25 Hlonóko." Látta thál thee tehinats'a n/ñsee.  
26 Tló'ó nga héllé //'aká. Héllé wékónekis 1/1.

---

1 Líi: to help, so we may hoe.  
2 Líi: until it entered itself into eight o'clock.  
3 Counting the hours follows Swahili custom; periods of twelve hours begin at sunset and at sunrise. Six hours
The Hare and the Ostrich made Friendship. Recorded July 1963.

1 Long ago Ostrich and Hare made friendship. When they had
2 made friendship then he spoke thus, the ostrich: "Hare,
3 to-morrow you must come, [my] friend, to help me in hoeing."[1]
4 And then the hare [went to] sleep. When it dawned, then he
5 remembered: "Ah, yesterday indeed my friend invited me.
6 Now I won't hoe [in my own field], I am going to my friend's
7 to help. Really, indeed." And he went. When he
8 had gone he met the ostrich. [And then] they were hoeing,
9 and hoed on until two o'clock.2 And a rain cloud came up.
10 And he spoke thus, the hare to the ostrich: "Well now,
11 friend, the rain cloud has already come up. Now
12 what shall we do? The hut, why, [the one] I have been
13 looking for, I do not see [it]. Now then, when it falls,
14 at what place shall we stay?" But [the ostrich] said:
15 "Friend, not like this; you [just] go on hoeing, I know
16 [where] the hut [is]. Really, indeed. All right, you hoe
17 [and] do not ask too many questions.3 Only yesterday I have
18 invited you. And of a hut I cannot talk [now]."
19 And they went on hoeing, and they hoed and hoed, and
20 presently the rain fell. The rain fell and how it rained!
21 Now the rain fell very much. And [the hare] spoke thus:
22 "What now, [my] friend, about the hut of which you spoke?"
23 And [the ostrich] replied: "Why then must [you have] a hut?
24 Yesterday I invited you for hoeing even if the rain falls.
25 Just hoe." The hare ran [away] and stood under a tree.
26 And the rain now poured. Presently it came also with wind.

have to be added or subtracted from the time in order to find
its English equivalent. The Swahili maa (hours) mwezi (eight)
is two o'clock.

3 Liis: do not/ remain/ words/ profusion/ demanding.
27 DI'ekia // 'a:k, kā', kā', kā', kā', kā', kā',…
28 - "K'ed' kūr'ma:ko." Pa swēn sa'd'ata:
29 “Hāk̄una tēh̄la koseg' sīpots'e:ge;
30 tsi'na 6' hē' n//unē bā'ate's' /ānsiponga
31 kō bawamia' 6? Thānike.” Pa a hēnē'ata'a
32 thān'. Mīn thā'ā tā'la pa a swēn sa'd'ata
33 thgro. Mīn thoro'la pa a kōbā teng'āsē
34 ( ... ... ... )̣ lā'ena kobā'tana
35 n//ēē. Pa sa swēn
36 pumpēd5 kwa sa'dtā'kia
37 hēwē kūsēnga n//ēsukwe hēwē kobā'tana. Mīn n//esukwe
38 tl'o'd'g hile l̄ya // 'ō. Hile lā'e
39 ankē tā'ā's'āhē. Hīlē tl'o'd'g l̄ya
40 // 'ō, // 'ūyoo pa a tahē'kī, tl'o'd'g.
41 Mīn tahē'kī pa a hīlē. Lā'e:
42 "Mīn, wāmē kūsā hāpū hēwē hla'āpō.
43 hīf tahī dē'ē ƙarē wetshayoo 5 kūndā."
44 Pa a kē': "Thāi kūndā sīs', thāi wagōnzie sīs',
45 nās'. A'arena dē7 Swē'na
46 Imbōsipōnē" Pa kē': "Warē
47 Imbōsis'ta'e; hīf swē'na." Pa
48 kē': "Swē hīk'ko nān' thime. Pa
49 kē': "Warē tāl nūskii tēy tāyāri."8

---

4 The story-teller made a mistake; three words have been
 omitted here from the recorded text.
5 The storyteller explained later that Māre crossed himself.
 The term pumpēd (to offer a sacrifice) is used for even
 the smallest token of atonement, such as spitting. "To
 make the sign of the Cross" is also called pumpēd.
6 Wetshayoo: a word which gives the speaker time to collect
 his thoughts, and an expression of vagueness; it has
 much the same value as English 'eh'.
7 Aarena dē: animal 1 &
8 "If it take
 et. This in
 be very
 5 Sounds as
 6 Similar to
 8 Approximate
And it fell with hailstones: kā', kā', kā', kā', kā', kā',…

— "The flood has come right up to me!" But now the ostrich

[spoke]: "Aren't you completely lacking in thought,

am I not here as I stand here, a big[person], cannot you see,

you then, that I have wings here? Run up to me." And [the hare]

then, he ran. When he ran, the hare, then the ostrich

squat there. As he bent down he stretched his wings,

(...) (...) he the hare arrived

into [his] wings. And then he

made a [small] sacrifice and the ostrich, too,

made his neck go in under his wings. When he had tucked it

in, the rain went on falling. Now the hare

was not even in the water. And presently the rain went on

falling, and it rained on until it finished, the rain.

When it had finished [the hare] then sprinted out. The hare

[said]: "Hm, [my] friend, [so] you are really like that!

Had I only been at that time, perhaps, eh, such a hut!"

And [the ostrich] replied: "But I am a hut, I am the owner,

am I not? Really, so it is. Now then, have you

anything] to say?" And [the hare] replied: "Friend,

I have nothing to say; what should I then?" And he

continued: "Now go to cook vegetables." [The ostrich]

replied: "[My] friend, my porridge too, is already served." 8

7 Achara may also be interpreted as a rhetorical question:

"Is it not really so", but it cannot always be so translated,

cf. line 51. It should be noted that patterns of tone and

stress may change even in such stereotyped expressions as

this one, resulting in subtle changes of meaning.

8 inari: Swahili for 'ready'. The basic meal is a stiff

porridge which is made of millet flour and seasoned with meat,

sauce, and various vegetables. All these additions to the

porridge are collectively called mafiri or mafiri, cf. p.51.

Text No.66 shows how food is served.
The storyteller repeats himself. Wantsha // 'atá is 'they ate [until] they filled.'

Plural verb used here for a single person to describe his dawdling (seemingly a plural action).

On p. 77 (note 3) we have seen that -ko has been generally described as an imperative. Here its basic meaning (urgency, anxiety, adhortation) is clear: "How would it be if you came to stay with me?" is an invitation rather than an imperative. The element -baa which precedes -ko is a lengthened form of -ba, a very gentle adhortative.
And then they went on their way and they cooked and
the argument was finished. Really, indeed. And now they
went. When they had gone [and] when they arrived [at his
home], then the ostrich placed the pot [on the fire]
and he cooked for him, and in a while the vegetables
were indeed cooked and presently he placed the pot [on the
fire] and he cooked for him, and they ate their fill. 9
And at [his] departure [the hare] waited 10 and spoke thus:
"Dear friend, now we have been hoeing and the rain
has fallen much on us. If now to-morrow you stayed with me, 11
When the day after to-morrow dawns, come to help me. 12
so we may hoe. So be it indeed." When the hare
had spoken to the ostrich, then he went. 13
And then indeed he [went to] sleep. When the morrow
dawned the ostrich stayed in his own field and hoed on.
On the second [day] the ostrich then went. "Hare has
invited me yesterday, he who is my friend. Now I am going
to hoe." He told his wife. And his wife listened to him,
well then, and now he went. When he had gone [and]
arrived there, the ostrich that is, then they went to hoe.
He went very early. 14 As before they were hoeing the field

12 Lit.: come (singular), come (plural action), help me. The
middle verb is untranslatable in English, but in Sandawe it
provides the subtle implication of coming for an extended
stay, with much work to be done.

13 Informants say that mf is a mistake here and that the verb
bik' (singular) should have been used.

14 i.e. Hare, taking Ostrich along to his (Hare's) field. See
note 16 on the next page.
15 Lit.: 'as according to our custom it ia'. See note 19.

16 Not strictly logical. They have already met and gone to hoe, but in this repetition they meet in the field. In the next line it begins to rain, but in line 75 the clouds are approaching. This type of inconistency is common in Sandawe narrative. See chapter IX, individual styles.

17 Lik.: Ah/ friend/ be not/ being/ speak words/ you. The correspondence of 'words' with 'worry' or 'trouble' is
together, as it should be done according to our custom.

Very early in the morning he went, and he went and at the field he met him and they remained [there] hoeing, until like the last time the rain again began.

"Friend, the clouds are approaching", [Hare said] to Ostrich. And he added: "Ah, friend, don't you worry, let us hoe. As for the hut, I do not see it, friend," and he added: "Ah, [but] it does not matter [my] friend, [for] a hut, what [is it good] for? For am I not here; in a moment I'll show you a hut. Really, so it is."

Now they were hoeing, and with the hare he remained hoeing, and the rain came and fell again:

drop, drop, drop, drip drip drip,
drop, drop, drop, drip drip drip.

Again it caused the winds [to blow]. Then, when they came they troubled [the friends] with hailstones. "Well then, [my] friend, try then," [Ostrich said]. The hare came [and]

he spread out his ears. There was no place for Ostrich to stand. "Oh really [my] friend, so this is your hut?"

And [the hare] replied: "Certainly [my] friend, my ears really are very covering. I thought [that] now, at this time, you would be satisfied." But [Ostrich] said: "Friend, these ears are useless. How, the rain is drowning us!"

---

the words/trouble analogy in Swahili where *ama maneno,* 'he has words' means 'he causes trouble (to others)'. In Sandawe the utterance of many words may signify personal trouble.

The plural verb *ma* is used because Ostrich remains with Hare, and the two of them form a plurality. Sandawe uses the plural whenever togetherness is expressed, e.g. 'you and I together' is *tabi handya* (I and you are we).

*sf* is an emphatic 'to be'.

---

92 Pa'x ka': "Neko wae. /da
93 tl'esåa lá'ea /á kõlonga;
94 lõata'inga hëwë, l'imenga kongo'së.
95 Sa'dta n/umeta'e lõë. Hëså tleka
96 te 'e tlakí.20 "Hëså, wëmë\d
97 wak'apoihe tehe'i'naako maké te'geyoi. Sëv'na
98 teì hle' teì k'wës' n//eseuks' kobåtañas' hapú hikípoi"
99 Kwa ka': "så warëko, så hewë
100 ñara tehe'a lõata'ë." Paa sëvë
101 kõ'sa sa'dta kobåa tensesëkwë, paa sëvë
102 hëtl'a kõ'sa lõata'Its'a nida
103 paa så tl'o'anga // 'ooyoo híl ël'ëmenga kõ'sa
104 tehëkë. Bas' a sëvë' nif hîl'
105 biringa21 tõts'ukwe hësoi'a' sëvë' ni'
106 paa nida ñëntëkwë
107 paa màntësa. -- "Sëvë hik'is'." - "Sëvë warëë
108 hik'ko.22 Pa ka': "Neko warë lá'e
109 tl'esåë hëu mëxë hëu farë. Sëvë hëu kekënta
110 hëu n/omësë'sis' mësënsëwa. Hëtso tleekës'.
111 l'gwa pi tax këndako tlinë." Pa ka':
112 "Eee. Hik'ko warë." Hía hik'i bas'
113 hëëse hía hik'i hewë
114 kõsegrë tåa l'eoowe.23 ë'si' misho ga'.
115 Tehe'kë.
20 Lïia: she/ succeed/ cannot/ in vain. The sex of the ostrich has suddenly become female; this may be a mistake but it is not necessarily so. An informant said that in order to find a place under Hare's ears Ostrich must be small and therefore female, just as any small object in the sky (including the sun and the moon) and ordinary birds which are not particularly referred to as large birds of prey. Another informant pointed out that Ostrich was overcome; this obviously implies the femininity of weakness (cf. text No.2, note 6 on p.125).
But [Hare] said: "Do not make [such] tumult." He came once more, the hare, he came [and] tried hard; he stretched his arms, [and] he spread out [his] elbows. [But] the ostrich had no place to stand. He could not fit in at all. "Mm" [Ostrich said], "friend, it will kill you; I for myself, I have no worry. Now then, if I now tuck in my neck into [my] wings, what will you do?"

And [Hare] replied: "So it is, [my] friend, now this is really [where] it is I who am mistaken." And then the ostrich stretched his wings again, and presently, there again, [the hare] held fast in [Ostrich's] armpits and now the rain fell and fell, yes with hailstones again until it finished. Well, and then they went [and] now they finished the remaining bed and then they went [to the hare's house] and [Hare] cooked him porridge and they ate. - "Now I am going." - "Now then, [my friend], go." And [Ostrich] said: "Don't you, friend Hare, [try] once more your cleverness, this fraud. Now in these ears, such a big person as I, can I fit! How do I fit in? At that time you did not even build a hut." And [Hare] said: "Yes. Go then, [my] friend." When he had gone, well, then, when he had gone, this one [(Hare)] had [already] got some other idea. Here is the end, indeed.

---

21 Bed: 'Bed'. Before beginning to hoe Sandidge set themselves the tasks which they are to finish that day. To this end the leader of the hoeing party stakes out a plot which is marked with sticks and stones; such plots may be called 'beds'.

22 This is the usual way of taking one's leave and the reply to it.

23 Lit.: 'encountered another thought', i.e. he thought of another Hare's trick. Hare is the hero of many stories.
Text No. 4. - The Giraffe, the Hare, and the Dove.

Recorded by Dempewolf, 25th May 1910. Translated from Dempewolf's text No.58 (1916, 162-3).

The hare and the giraffe made friendship. Since he was friendly with him, he went to the giraffe's home. When he had gone and arrived, he was in luck, [for] the giraffe's wife was cooking porridge. When it was ready [the hare] said [to her]: "Collect relish." And then the giraffe spoke: "Do not [bother to] collect relish, [it is not necessary]." [The hare] asked: "Where do you take the relish [from]?" [The giraffe] replied: "For relish my leg is there. Bring me the dish." [The hare] gave him the dish. - "Give me [my] axe." And [Hare] gave him the axe. When he stood up he pierced [his] leg, and the marrow ran out into the dish; the dish filled up completely. And they ate and they finished, [and they went] to sleep. When they had slept the hare got up the next morning. When the hare had got up, he went home [telling the giraffe]: "Friend, wait until the second day, [then] go [and] come [to me] and visit me." And [the giraffe] said: "Alright." When he had waited, had waited until the second day, the giraffe got up and he went, and he arrived at the hare's house. When [Hare's] wife cooked food [the giraffe] asked: "Where is the relish?" And [Hare] replied: "Is not my leg the relish?" And the hare stretched [his] lower leg. When [his wife] took out the cooking pot [she said]: "Wait until my leg is pierced." When he pierced [his] leg [and] broke [his] leg open there was no marrow, not even a little bit. [The giraffe spoke]: "Friend, my leg has a large

1. The word used is nànd, which means either vegetable relish (collected in the bush or from gourd plants grown by the house) or meat. Marrow as a relish is a great delicacy.
shinbone [but] your shinbone is small. Let another do that."
And [their] friendship broke up.

When the giraffe had gone the hare bandaged his leg [and] the leg recovered. But he was bored, and presently the hare made friendship with the dove,² and then he went to the dove's home. When he was there [and said] "How are you", the the dove's wife replied: "He is not in."³ "Where has my friend gone?"⁴ She said: "His body has remained here [but his] head is there." She added: "He has gone to his mother's home." - "Has he gone there, has he gone?" She said: "We always go for a walk like that." - "Has my friend gone walking like that?" - She said: "We have always gone walking like that." And they chatted on. [Then] the hare went [away] to defecate. When he returned, his friend's head was there. She then said: "He has arrived," and [the dove] said: "I have just come." And they stayed [until] night [and they then went] to sleep, and it dawned. When [the hare] went, [the dove] said: "When two days have passed I shall come on the third." When the hare had gone

---

² In Dempwolf's Sandawe text this bird is called ṭasumti, which he tentatively translates as 'dove'. According to an informant the Swahili name of the bird is alamba; according to Archbold (1959, 7th page of the Appendix) this is the Drongo bird (Dicrurus adsimilis). Since this identification has not been corroborated by other evidence Dempwolf's translation is here followed; for the purpose of this story this is felt to be sufficient. Van de Kimmenade, 1954, 56, says that ṭlamante is a "sorte de pigeon sauvage".

³ Such greetings are called outside the house. It is customary to announce one's arrival in the courtyard; this elicits the occupant's invitation to enter.

⁴ The Sandawe text gives: ḫuku (where) ḥik'i (went he). The table on p. 75 shows that this is the emphatic form which is often associated with the future. Tense is only secondary.
he [Hare] spoke to his wife: "When two days have passed, take the chopping-knife and sharpen it. Listen, my wife, understand it well. When Dove has come, tell him [my] head has gone yonder [but my] body is here. Chop off my head [and] throw it into the storage-bin. When he had made her understand they waited. When the dove came, the hare lay down on the floor, his wife came, chopped off his neck, and threw the head into the storage-bin. The dove was there [and said]: "How are you?", and [she] said: "He is not in." - "Where has my friend gone?" - And she said: "[His] body has remained here, [but] his head has gone to his mother's home." [But the dove] exclaimed: "Woel! he went, he went badly; like that [only] we go walking." When the dove listened [it rumbled] in the storage-bin: "thun, thun." - "What is that then?" - She said: "A rat." And [Dove asked]: "What? a rat?" [and] he went on: "You haven't cut off his head?" - "No, [it is] a rat." And [the dove] looked there and he saw: "Woel! his head has been thrown away. What have you both done? Is it like that that you went for a walk? I then, right now I'll go home." The hare was dead. The friendship had destroyed him.

5 The Sandawe have large storage-bins in their houses for storing their grain; they are made of the inner bark of the Nyombo tree (Sand.: inea) and measure about 4 feet across; the depth is roughly the same.

6 This text has been discussed with Mr. Degera (informant 27, Appendix IV) who stated that he knew the story. He consented that its moral is that to imitate others is bad, and that it is no good trying to do what a bigger fellow (giraffe) can do, nor to try what clever people can do like Dove who can tuck in his head under his wings. Hares are stupid and birds are clever, he says. Animal representations are discussed in chapter X.
Text No. 5. Told by Mr. Salim Maganga at Parkwa.

1 Ut’aa !’ôd¹ ha !’orônd² sax sa:
2 “Tahi !’orônd’i iai’si’i.” [!’ôd³ sax]⁴ !’orônd sax
3 ka’: "Hapú !’isipô, há’i ba’ôsipô.
4 Taí te’saata’i iewa ba’ôsis’. Ókoko !’ôd’i hapú
5 te’ôiko. !’isipô.” Sax !’orônd
6 sax ka’:¹¹ "Taiko te’saata’i iewa ba’ôsis’. Taiko
7 ta’ôdi metémies: taí. Hapú te’ôdi ári. Hapú ta’ô
8 hî’hûa têtera mántana’ titea déapo, na’
9 te’ôd’ma h/wa’mánte hâ’i tite. Hlômèsipone
10 swé hapú. Taí ba’ôsis’ga. Ta’ôd’ônga hî’i //’oi
11 kwâ n’omósa’ hlonâwâ kwa taí pônawa,
12 hax hapúki h/wa’i hewê te’i mánte hâ’i. Tahi ba’ôsis’.
13 Háh, farí hapú.” —
14 "//’wa’ôndik’i /âsîpôta’o. Taí hapú te’saáti iyu.
15 Ta’ôdi hapú.” Sa ka’: “Swé’i hapú
16 n’omósoko hâ’âwa,” sa tô’nûâ sa.⁵
17 Swé’!’orôndga sa ka’: “Swé’i hâ’âwako, hapú
18 n’omósa.” Da !’ôd’i hî’i hâ’âga’i, sa’sa:

¹ !’ôd is the generic name for pigeons and doves, and in particular it is the name for a small blue pigeon (Columba sp.) which is a common bird in Sandawe country. Tl’agunte, a bird mentioned in the previous text, may be the drongo (Dicrurus adsimilis); it could conceivably be mistaken for a dove, cf. Archbold 1959, 30 and 82. Other dove names are more certain: j’âbôlo or j’ebâlo is used for the brown kinds of dove (Turtur sp.); swé j’âbâlo is the long-tailed dove (Cuna capensis) and k’anis’ôro is the ring-neck dove.

² !’orônd is the generic name for frogs and toads, and more in particular it is the name for a medium sized frog which is thought to be a messenger of the spirits since

1. Long ago [there was] a pigeon and a frog. [The frog] said:
2. "I, who am the frog, am big. [.....] And the frog said: "You pigeon who are downy-haired, what are you big!
3. I, who live in the water, I am big. Pooh, you pigeon,
4. you are only small. You are downy-haired." And the frog,
5. she said: "But I, who live in the water, am big. For I am the rain chief, I. You are small. You just
6. eat grass seeds, only that you can do, and
7. [you can] only eat someone [else's] millet. Can't you hoe,
8. now, you? I am the big one. It is when the rain falls
9. that the people always hoe and that all will be saved,
10. but even then at that time you eat the millet. I am big.
11. Hal! you are a liar!" - [The pigeon said]:
12. "You do not even know what millet is. You just sit in water,
13. you are small, you!" And she added: "Now then, you
14. call all your people," and she, the pigeon, had spoken.
15. Now the frog, she said: "Now then, call them all, your
16. people." And when the pigeon flew up, she sang:

it announces the arrival of the rain. It is used in the
rain-making rituals of rain priests, cf. text No. 78. Other
types of frog miss this significance although many types are
recognized by name: lomfo, a large edible variety; xidi, a
poisonous frog; hunadu, somewhat smaller than the former, kalamba, a bat-toed frog; mongon, a very small frog, and
kerkere, another small frog which makes a deafening noise
in ponds and marshes after rain has fallen (also gerek'erg).

3 The storyteller began "The pigeon said" by mistake.
4 Frog is female throughout this tale even though it is a rain-
chief, because it is only a small animal. There reference to
Pigeon's down is an insult since it also means pudenda hair.
5 Pigeon is also female throughout the tale.
Kùu kùu sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
kùu kùu sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
'tìayee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
t'sånt'ee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
kùu kùu sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
'tìayee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
koråmango sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
thwìyee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka.

19 Twì thè' tahìlla n/atì. Thè'sa' hòlonta'i.
20 - "Hapù n/o'màño
21 déénà"7 Sa' sa: "Ndí maà." -
22 "/hìmåko."
Kùu kùu sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka, sa-
tiayee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka, sa-
kùu kùu sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka, sa-
t'sånt'ee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
t'sånt'ee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka,
thwìyee sìngeruka, kùu kùu sìngeruka.

23 Swè'na thè' tahìlla tèhla hòlonta'i.
24 Tèhla hlamùsets'. Sa'sa
25 ka': "Dèénà hapù n/o'màño?" Sa
26 ka': "Dèèsà', dàre dèèsà', se, Swè.
27 heù o' humàsèpo tèf hëù dëèsà', se, dàre."
28 ka': "/hìmåko hapùkùia." Sa:
rrrrr, l'o ìhwe, l'o l'o l'o l'o, l'o,
àare kum' ti'dì, ìdì, l'ìdì, rrrrr kùmà.
29 Wekhengana i/ì tl'ånåga hìl:
tük', hlùk, hlùk, hlùk, hlùk, hlùk.
30 Di'ssa //o hìl:

6 Koråmango is a white-breasted black bird with a red
beak, also called koråmango; a similar but smaller
bird is called hòkòki. Both resemble, but are smaller
than the pied crow which is called xoropó.

7 I.e. "Do you call that mëny?"
Coo, coo, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
coo, coo, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
pigeons then, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
guinea fowls, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
coo, coo, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
pigeons then, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
blackbirds, pigeons then, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
all birds then, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up.

19 The birds then, all, all the birds came. The trees filled up
20 [with arriving birds]. [Frog said]: "Your people,
21 are they many?" [Pigeon] replied: "No, they are not." [Frog
22 taunted]: "Sing then!" [And pigeon went on singing]:
   Coo, coo, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up, -she sang;-pigeons then, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
coo, coo, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up, -she sang;-Sudan dioch,8 all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
guinea fowls, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up,
pigeons then, all fly up, coo, coo, all fly up.

23 Now then all, all the trees were completely filled[with birds]
24 They completely collapsed [under their weight]. And [Frog]
25 asked: "Are there [now] many [of] your people?" [Pigeon]
26 replied: "[Yes] many indeed, many. Yes, many. Now
27 can you beat me to this, this many, yes indeed!" And she
28 added: "Sing then, you too." And [the frog sang]:
   Krrrrrr, fill, [water]hole, fill, fill, fill, fill, fill, really hurt [them], cool them, cool, cool, krrrr, hurt.

29 The storm then came, and it rained now:
   Come out, drop, drop, drop, drop, drop.
30 With hailstones it rained now:

8 Ts'ets'ga is the name of the Sudan Dioch, a small bird with
   a red beak of the size of a sparrow; it flies in dense flocks
   of several hundreds and it is a severe agricultural pest.
   Great numbers are caught in traps and fried and eaten minus
   the head. Awar'kaka is similar but does not have a red beak.
lök', lök', lök', lök', ...

31 li'ôa n//oko te'hia tl'ọdji âi'senga wak'wawatô.
32 l'ôorô n/omôô, hewâ' //âńkîyoō
33 li'ôa n/omôô tâ', te'hia. Hele
34 li'ôa te'èxâa tikînast'é. ââ' niôa ââôntshees
35 têha ta'h mogongô'sa iye. Swé te'èxâa li'ôa tikînast'é.
36 "wamayyê //'âńko sêyoo tahawa wak'aas."  
37 Swé'sa //'âsaa hlooma hik'a.10
38 Mâ'sa niôa ô'sa n//eei sax màlakû sax
39 te'âsatanasa dûuq, pâx //'âsaa tehô.
40 Sax kwa hik': "l'ôorônges
41 //âńko se." - "Swégi et'êe //I hloome,
42 hós'niî //i?" Sax //'âsaa iye, sax
43 hik' niôdasa n//ee. sax
44 kô'sa màlakû, kwa //'âsaa tehô.
45 "ôô /ângi hî's'î' têf ba'ëafî?
46 Pi ki'ka': l'ôorôną te'ôî. Swé //âńkwa
47 ta'hîsa n/ômôô te'âs'a pônawa te'âs'a's', te'âsaki
48 te'âs'a. N/ômôsoki' hewê'inga hloomôô,
49 humbûki hewê's'â te's'êswà. Mâ'âa te'âsâoki
50 hewêngâ pônawañ, hîbûki hewêngâ //âróawa,
51 mâ'âa te'hia. Te'hî tl'ôânkîme ba'ësisi's.11
52 Ta'âs'a' li'ôa ke'ôî? Swé hâpô n/ômôô hambë'wà,
53 swé korômâgo tl'ës'ê
54 wetaháyoc,12 li'ôa kúsôsa swé'sa xé'î13

9 i.e. the elements.
10 Fire is carried by picking up an ember on a potsherid.
11 Lîhî: I am the one who is great over the rain.
12 Wetaháyoc: here translated as 'all the others'. It is
clatter, clatter, clatter, clatter,...

31 The pigeons' nestlings had all been killed off by the hailstorm. [As for] the frog's people, they battered on until the pigeon's people were finished, all of them. Now
32 [but] a single pigeon remained. Now the river was filled completely to overflowing. Now [only] one pigeon was left.
33 "Oh my friend, give me fire, I am dying from cold", [the pigeon pleaded]. Presently she picked up the fire and went.
34 When she arrived there by the river, she slipped and she plopped into the water, and the fire was extinguished.
35 And she went again [to the frog and asked]: "Oh Frog, please give me fire." - "Now you have picked up fire some time ago, why then have you come?" And she gave her fire, and [the pigeon] went and she arrived [again] at the river. And once more she slipped, and the fire went out. [The frog called]: "Pigeon, have you seen [now] how big I am?
36 And you had said: Frog, you are small. Now just see how I have saved all the people with water, this very water which is drunk. And the people farm with it,
37 and the cattle drink from it. And all the creatures are saved by it, and the grass grows because of it,
38 everything. I am the one who has the power over the rain. It is I, pigeon, do you hear? Now your people, where are they, now [where are] the blackbirds, in addition to all the others," And now, taking the two pigeons she

39 an expression of vagueness: 'all the what-nots' etc., cf. text No. 3, note 6.

40 An inaccuracy. Previously there had been only one bird left. Afterwards the storyteller defended his slip by saying that two pigeons were needed for re-procreating the species.
Text No. 6. Told by Mr. Thalo Mdaki Soli at Parkwa.

1 Utso lolo niyent. Hambu balóna kesé.
2 ni'su' //o'na habá. Na
3 //atekí o' bédá. A swése //atekia
4 i/f, aâ humbúkia mameñki ni balóna.
5 ò`tehewa waraâna ùri, ce, tuseme,2
6 Láli`take'sha' ni'.3 I///ó'a' nê' balowayo,
7 //atekí n/\wekia bâ' paa humbú n/\we-
8 kia bâ'e. Hambu n/\wekia hîa' bâ'e;
9 swe humbûsûs, hîsâ hik'ì balûngi, hesú humbusû
10 kîmba hîlasa hesw'isâ maana.4 Sa:
11 "Hâu n/\opo /'so hlaa." Manâke hîa
12 bâ'ei swe mësuki kôsê
13 dândânts'í. Manâke hîs' /'ei hlaa /'î hesowai

1 The use of the plural verb ni' implies repeated action: she had often gone.
2 tuseme: Swahili. Not used in proper Sandawe.
3 La'li'ta is in western Sandawa (see map No. 2), i.e. "very far". The story was told in Parkwa in the south-east.
went [home] and she made fire
and it glowed and she made it flame.
There they were teeth-chattering with cold, and those two
people of Pigeon recovered. Now the frog, she is big.
From that time until now she is loved by the people.
She is the one who has power over the rain.
[The story] is indeed finished now, at this spot.

The Cow and the Lion. Recorded July 1963.

1 [It happened] in days long past. A cow was herded to graze,
she went and there [in the pasture] she calved. And a
lion was also near there. And presently the lion, too,
came and made friends with the cow [and] they went grazing.
From there they wandered very far, yes, let us say,^{2}
they went as far as Baitta. And there they went on grazing
until the lion's child became big and the cow's child
became also big. When the cow's child had also become big
then the cow, when she went grazing, she, the cow, had
indeed learned her [lion's] tricks. And she [told her
child]: "You child, let us watch him well." Because, now that
her child] had become big, the mother's thoughts had now
become different. Because if I see it well, their pelts

4 Like: the tricks - here - she understood. The lion is female
here; its sex is inconsistently treated in this tale. A lion
is a 'masculine' animal in Sandawe but the present use of the
feminine gender shows that we have here to do with a mother
lion who has befriended a mother cow. In the remainder of
the story Lion is treated as male.
The storyteller's observation that their pelts did not go well together means that they were no longer seeing eye to eye.

Swahili, but occasionally used in Sandawe.

Swahili, but *suka* is now quite often heard.

*dáma*: a young cow, esp. a cow which has not yet
did not go well [together], and their thoughts were different. [The cow said]: "Perhaps they are different [and their] thoughts [may] differ [and they may] plan to finish us."

[Her child replied]: "As for me, I won't go far. Near here I shall graze." And then they went running about, all around.

And presently, during the running about, then, when the lion's child jumped up in order to catch the cow's child, [the latter] then struck out, and then he kicked him.

He kicked him in the eyes until both hooves stuck out on the other side at the back of the head, that is, the [hooves of the] heifer's child. And the lion died there, and then he was finished off there, [and the calf]
pushed him aside. And now he ran to his mother to tell, and they [both] got up [and] presently they [ran] to their home. The lion then, he had gone for afield,

being a hunting person. Now then, when

he came [back] from the hunting there, the child was a corpse. And now he followed [them].

"Ooh now this cow indeed! formerly we were in good relationship with each other, [but] now indeed

they have killed my son [and] run away.

Shall I not be following them!" And now he followed them, and he was following them, and he went on following them,

until they had passed Mangasín;
tač úra’a hesoki néè giribé. Swé’a hfa’

39 n/ati Duduséts’a hfa n//eei hfa n/ati Zosótena

40 n//eei Zosótena /’útsukuú n/ati,

41 š’nte hėu dúruna’i.10 Pax //’a’

42 ime; a’ hlee’ hèsokia /hima baara.

43 Mésu’k’ia /himesa baara:

Samúléda, samúléda
wére wére tumboo.12

Mámekina t’ala t’ala
wére tumboo, mááme,
ówé wére wére tumboo.

44 Pax //atsúk’ia f’xa Imbo, ka’:

Phũngèe ṣ’ũ, kúrun’ ku//g 11
phũngèe ṣ’ũ, kúrun’ ku//g

45 Sax k’ja’as:

Samúléda, samúléda
wére wére tumboo.

Mámekina t’ala t’ala
wére tumboo, mááme,
ówé wére wére tumboo.

46 Pax //atsúk’ia:

The whole route can be followed on map No. 2.

Samu’léda: A ritual name for Lion, cf. text No. 95. From a little-used verb samu,’to grunt’, cf. Dempsewolf, 1916, 50 and his text 109 on p. 178; -le indicates habitual action, lengthened to -lee to show duration; -da suggests 'doer', cf. the verb ñá, 'to be able' and ña, 'to have power, to overcome'. In circumcision songs the name Samúléda signifies latent danger, as of the lion who stalks around, head down, following the spoor of the fugitive cows of this story. The name appears to be unconnected with samu’, a tawny-coloured animal, from Nandi and Datoga samoi, a brindle-coloured animal, cf. Wilson, 1952, 36.

tumboo(tumbo), from tumbo,’to tilt’, 'to bend down',
but they too were running very [hard]. Now when they came,
when they came to the Zošó area,
and entered it, they came passing through the Zošó
and they were on this side here. And there [the Lion]
roared; and then they too [Cow and her son] began to sing.

And she who was the mother began to sing:

He Who Always Grunts, He Who Always Grunts, runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle [we run] in vain, in vain, he runs with his head lowered, oh uncle,
woe, he runs about with his head lowered.

And the lion too, he spoke thus, saying:

Charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!
charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!

And she again said:

He Who Always Grunts, He Who Always Grunts, runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle [we run] in vain, in vain, he runs with his head lowered, oh uncle,
woe, he runs about with his head lowered.

And the lion again:

also jumbe, 'to tilt'. Here is a common verb which means to walk about. Reduplication indicates stalking about.

13 Uncle is the maternal uncle, or the category of brothers of mother Cow to whom she runs for protection. The action is typical for women in distress; they run to their 'own people', cf. pp. 53-4 and 49.

14 Phunges: stressed form of munge, cf. mung, 'to beat up, beat violently' (van de Wijngaarden, 1952, 52); phunges is not found in ordinary speech. According to the storyteller phunges mung also suggests the sound of the heavy paws of the pursuing lion. Kērum was mimicked as the movement of an agile animal which moves up fast toward its victim, then stops dead in its tracks, crouches and slinks up for the kill. Also this term is not heard in common speech.
Phungo phu, kürú ku/ú
phungo phu, kürú ku/ú

47 -:
Samulëddä, samulëddä
wëre wëre tumboo.
Mámekina tl'ala t'I'ala
wëre tumboo, mánde,
ôwe wëre wëre tumboo.

48 Své'na bëbasa1' hesó khoc bëflakif.

49 AA swë'as: hesó ts'naakwa' //š'as:

50 "Hifs'kvaras keke tins. Nòtaoswaana

51 hlee ka' útasu's n'omeuša.15

52 òta hìkasus'saa? /hime 1/1."

53 Fål //atsu ka'1:
Phungo phu, kürú ku/ú
phungo phu, kürú ku/ú

54 Sàxsa ka'1:
Samulëddä, samulëddä
wëre wëre tumboo.
Mámekina tl'ala t'I'ala
wëre tumboo, mánde,
ôwe wëre wëre tumboo.

55 Fål ka'1:
Phungo phu, kürú ku/ú ...16

56 AA ka': "Ah n'omeu të'tëts'ëge

57 tëëla hes'wa /jìco. Ah laale

58 n'loowekwë'kweyoc wak'wakwe,

59 n'loowekwe. Sax ka' kës'saa:
Samulëddä, samulëddä
wëre wëre tumboo.
Mámekina tl'ala t'I'ala
wëre tumboo, mánde,
ôwe wëre wëre tumboo.

15 Lië: female person, i.e. the cow.
Charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!
charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!

And the cow cried:

He Who Always Grunts, He Who Always Grunts,
runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle [we run] in vain, in vain,
he runs with his head lowered, oh uncle,
woe, he runs about with his head lowered.

Now they have come near, they have come very near their home.

And now, they there [their relatives] at their home [said]:

"Attention, prick up your ears. For what reason,"

they now said, "had that woman of long ago

got lost in the past? [Now she] is singing and coming."

But the lion sang:

Charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!
charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!

And the cow sang:

He Who Always Grunts, He Who Always Grunts,
runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle [we run] in vain, in vain,
he runs with his head lowered, oh uncle,
woe, he runs about with his head lowered.

And the relatives said: "Ah, it is not another person,
it is really she who has come. Oh dear,
unfasten [the door] then for her lest she be killed,
unfasten it for her." And again the cow sang:

He Who Always Grunts, He Who Always Grunts,
runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle [we run] in vain, in vain,
he runs with his head lowered, oh uncle,
woe, he runs about with his head lowered.

The story teller dramatizes the suspense by breaking off the song.
The gate which has been opened is the one in the thorn fence which surrounds the cattle yard.

Final admission of defeat. Such endings of stories are discussed in chapter IX, closing formulae.
And [the lion] sang:

Charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!
charge on, charge, stalk [and] catch!

[And the cow again]:

He Who Always Grunts, He Who Always Grunts,
runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle [we run] in vain, in vain,
he runs with his head lowered, oh uncle,
woe, he runs about with his head lowered.

And now they have opened up, and she rushed into the yard.

And they took a mortar [and] threw it [at the lion].
And he took that mortar and then he swallowed it.

He said: "Alright, the good luck is yours," he said,
"you have escaped." And here then, here [the story]
is finished, enough!

The Honey-badger and the Lion. Recorded March 1963.

1 Long ago a honey-badger and a lion made friendship.
2 In the usual case they went every day into the bush,
3 and the lion went round this way, and the badger that way.
4 And then he said, [the badger] said: "Now then, if you
5 kill an animal, are we going to share it?" And [the lion]
said: "Yes." Then he caught [game] he called: "Badger!"
6 and he replied: "What?" - "Come to eat meat!" And he replied
7 "Alright, let me come." And he then went and they ate meat,
8 and the badger, he too, when[ever] he collected honey.

1 The Ratel or Honey-badger (*Hypammis capensis*) is a small
but powerful and courageous animal and a serious menace to
the bee-hives of the Sandawe, cf. text No. 152.
10 homá: "//ateshe", puy ka'.
11 "Hó", - "/i k'o," mántshayóó tehi.
12 Nigtu maa lá'ea ke'è. -
13 "Ah, hózwëna hótsokea sá'a'.
14 ne teia? ūr'ken' saibaki, dó'o n'ì
15 ke'e." Paa //yoko lói'la
16 //oote's a ò'a //oote'.
17 ō'nte /ates' herë ma'ë, zìr'bakì ō'nte,
18 katëa iyë keë ke'ë tine.
19 //atesda hìa n/ìnga wàk'wai kwàx hála: "¿ìr'hayëë'",
20 kwa lá'ea katëa ka': "Hóó?" -
21 "/fko mántshayó n/I." ka': "Ah, n/inko
22 hap'u hlìntënts'." - "Mìkà'ë". Kwa
23 ka': "n/inko hap'u hlìntënts'." - "Hìkìina
24 hlëe ìxì 'mbo?" - "À'd
25 hap'da ke'ë xe tux hëwë xe." Paa
26 k'ìll'ë paa hwàmu; hìk'ì /xì ìsì jëhë.
27 Kwa zìr'bakëa ō'ntea tæhëngu homá.
28 - "//atese, hó, /fko mántshayó tehi."
29 ka': "Thìì'ko hap'ù sëhënts'.
30 Hôa nìe teia mántshawàa hap'ù sëhënts'?" - "Hë, hëuna
31 hìkëa iyë, paa n'/ìndëe' ìxì 'mbo?"
32 "Ah," k'ìll'ëìnga.
33 Làe ò'a'ka katëa hwàmu iyë.
34 Hìk'ëa hìlé'ëa: "À'h, dòkwe //ìngë."
35 - "Hôsaa nìe teia
36 hlëa mántshë ma'ë, teaa mëkë ma'ë. hàxané
37 mántshëa hìi'ë ma'ë, /ìa n'//ìkoë.'"²

² Lit.: "I [have to] use ingenuity / to eat / when
10 he took it down [and called]: "Lion!", and he replied:
11 "What?" - "Come to eat," and then they ate honey.
12 But one day the hare heard them. [He said to himself]:
13 "Ah, these two then, what are they talking about
14 every day? They are far too friendly, wait, let us go
15 to hear [them]. And he came then, the hare,
16 and here, on the way, he hid himself.
17 The lion went round this way, and the badger that way,
18 and he [the hare] was in the middle pricking up his ears.
19 When the lion had killed an animal, he called: "Badger!",
20 and the hare in the middle said: "What then?" -
21 "Come then to eat meat!" And [Hare] said: "Ah, you eat
22 your tendons yourself!" - "What do you say?" And [the hare]
23 repeated: "You eat your tendons yourself!" - "Why then
24 do you speak like that?" - [And the hare said]: "No,
25 it is as you have heard, so it is." And [the lion]
26 became angry and kept quiet; he did not go to see.
27 And the badger, on the other side, took down honey [from a
28 tree]: "Lion, he! [he calls], come to eat honey!"
29 And [the hare] said: "You stuff yourself on your wax.
30 Who would eat your wax every day?" - "Ah, this,
31 how is this now that this person speaks like that?"
32 [Badger wondered]. "Ah," he said angrily.
33 The hare was in the middle and remained silent.
34 [The badger] then went, [fuming]: "Ah, wait till I see him."
35 [The hare mused]: "Why do they every day
36 go round eating well. I go round suffering. I have trouble
37 finding food when I go about, I [just] get some little leaves."

there is / going about,/ leaves' / children I [get].
38 Yoo paș //atsūkia //5'a niia
39 p/inga, hia hāla'i paș 'mbo:
40 "Thūk'ko hapū hlintōnts'.' Ah, k'ītl'étsheena
41 žīr'ba.3 Tēhla 'loose. //8'tshoa
42 nē'sa tēre hewē'wai'a hin/'āwa.4
43 //oct'sa' 'l'okī. Aā mōkolawankītsheoa'
44 k'ītl'éts'inga nī. Hīla n'/omēse hewē
45 k'ītl'éts'inga hik liye. Īkh, hia ni'i kamēts'a n/cei
46 tañ n'/omēse hewē misīgoa //2, "ūff." Kwač
47 hēukia hewē misīgoa //2, "ūff." Hīa
48 /I //mēnga //āwa'I wāmgga k'ītl'a
49 hēuki hīa //cei wā'se k'ītl'a
50 'Mboga dārāa kwač ka': "Ah, dōko //akāts'aš.'
51 "Hapūna hōtsa'i
52 ċī 'mbo?'
53 - "Sikia' 'mbo." - "Iswēgi kika':
54 Thūk'ko hapū sānānts'." - "Hapūgāpa ka':
55 Thūk'ko hapū hlintōnts'." - "Ah, ithekē's'po,
56 teś hā'sus' 'mbo.' - "Ah, swe ḥlōwī
57 warē, haa swe n//inkwanki tēhlo n/mi'ya.5
58 Hapū kamba teś hewē tētē kōsegaa ma'y?
59 Tassa ni teśa n/Ise'kweč makā
60 plī thūk'. Hapū swe teśa'ī ċī 'mbo.
61 Ah swe bas' tleca." Ah hewē' tleca,
62 žīr'ba !ā l'ā l'āwē
63 čaša'etsheea. Tswā'a n/sets'a xe'wā wē.
64 Ah, //atsū hīa /linti ni'aats'etsheea

3 žīr'ba (badger) should be //atsū (lion) in the text.
4 tēre, lit.: 'potters', often used for 'utensils.'
It was until the lion caught there

ean animal, [and] when he called out, the [hare] said:

"You stuff yourself on your tendons!" — Ah, how angry was

the lion.\(^5\) He was completely disillusioned. And from there

they [both the badger and the lion] picked up their things\(^1\)

[and went]. On the way they met. And without greeting one

another they went in anger. Each person of them, they

went in anger. Ugh, when they had gone and arrived in camp,

then this person threw down his bundle: "iff", and

the other too threw down his bundle: "iff". When [the one]

came to see his fellow's eyes he [saw that he] was angry, and

when the other saw his fellow [he saw that] he too was angry.

Then he spoke, really, and he said: "Ah, wait, I shall ask

him." [And he asked]: "You then, to whom [do you think]

you are talking like that?" — [The other replied]:

"Now, I talk like that!" — "Now then you said:

You stuff yourself on your wax." — "But it is you who said:

You stuff yourself on your tendons." — "Ah, you are mad,

when have I said that!" — "Ah, now you will be [done] right,

friend, for now we have completely broken with one another.\(^5\)

You, really, do you go about thinking that I am like that?

It is I who every day provide you with meat with great trouble,

and you stuff yourself. Now you talk like this to me, me!

Ah, now it is enough, finished!" Ah, the other then,

the badger, [let himself] fall and dropped on his back

scolding abuse. He was holding out his claws sharply pointed.

Ah, when the lion went for him there was nowhere to catch

\(^5\) Lit.: and / now / quarreling with one another / we have completely / done.
65 zf'éné. "/îk', /ôk'" ka', iyê
66 thâthâ. Kwa ñ'kêa
67 safaânkâa //âwa. Kwa haûkia
68 misigoa sâa hik', haûkia //aädka haowê
69 misigoa sâa hik'. ñ'a
70 kambênga hik.7 Minayo tei hadê' â'ga wasaa.

Text No. 8. Told by Mrs. Berta Kvelê at N/âshâ.

1 N/ômênu a//ôsêa haûyê. Pa a//ônts'êa
2 twia na'na'sêwa. Mìa iyê na'na'adyêëí
3 a//ô ba'ô ba'di hlee hìa
4 bimêna' tâî. Iyê na'na'sêê
5 pa sìya hêângaka. //baâska hâkêkê
6 mënênt'â ka': Swamê, //ônyêê.
7 N//ôsâ tshayyo, a//ô
8 tshes, a //âaysë tâîngâ /hîmê:

6 This vivid description of the badger's defence against the lion's attack appears to be an accurate account of the fighting tactics of these animals. It is said that honey-badgers are so fierce that they usually manage to inflict considerable damage on much larger opponents and to get away unscathed.

7 Kambê: From Swahili kambî and English camp; a term used by the Sandawe for a temporary camp used by hunters. The Sandawe word is kandâ, now mostly used for initiation camps. Bagshawe, 1925, 335-6 describes such camps of the old semi-nomadic hunting Sandawe
the badger. "Snap, snap" [the lion] said, and he was

running about [the badger]. And there

their friendship broke. And this one, he

took his belongings and went, and that one, the lion too,
took his belongings and went. Here then

they left the camp. Well, my story has ended here.


1 A woman gave birth to a child. And the child was
taken care of by a bird. While [the bird] was caring
the child grew bigger and bigger until [the moment] when
they went out to cultivate. He was still caring for it
and [then] he took it and went away. And he sent it to
a certain pond called Swaare, some distance away.

And they searched much for the child [but] the child was
not there, and they followed the bird [and] sang:

as tepee-like shelters. He refers to them as Amondii.

It is not clear which is the subject of the verb here: the
bird or the child. The sentence may also be translated as:
'while he [the child] was taken care of'. No sex is
indicated. We have seen that birds are usually treated as
female although large birds of prey are male. The child is
female in this story in lines 15 and 20, but no sex is
indicated in lines 1, 3, 7, and 14. The child's femininity
appears to be more indicative of smallness and helplessness
than of actual femineness. The bird appears to be thought
of as male in lines 4, 5, and 15, no doubt because its role
in respect of the child is that of an aggressor.
Swááde² pirimanyoo³
swé warériyoo⁴ swáá.⁵
Swááde pirimanyoo
swé warériyoo swáá.
Mónariyoo⁶,
swé warériyoo swáá.
Mónariyoo,
swé warériyoo swáá.
Habe⁷ tık’ko, ko
zwáa Kingeringe pirí,⁸
ko, zwáa Kingeringe pirí.
ko, zwáa Kingeringe pirí.

---

2 **Swááde**, the name of the pond, is derived from the verb *swáá*, 'to coax, to beg or persuade', cf. text No. 157, and -ra which is suggestive of the place to which the bereaved people are being lured in their desperate search for the child. The choice of the name adds greatly to the significance of the song. For the meaning of -ra see also note 4 below.

3 **Pirí**: explained as 'to circle round' or 'to whirl round like leaves caught in a whirlwind, which are first swept along the ground and then up, at great speed. Sudden whirlwinds are common during the dry season; from almost every vantage point overlooking the plains one may see several such duster riders at the time on a hot day. They carry up dust to a great height, in spirals. They are called kíramha. The term *pirí* is also used in the song of text No. 15.

4 **Mónariyoo**: from *waré*, 'circumcised person' or 'adult companion'; and -ra (invitation towards the speaker, action already in progress); -yoo shows intensity of action or the length of its duration, cf. p. 69. The meanings of -ra, -ra and -ra have been discussed on p. 109. Mónari are thus the adult, responsible persons who have been persuaded to take part in the search, needing only little persuasion.

5 **Swáá**: Informant No. 27 (Appendix IV) with whom the song was discussed, sees in *swáá* an abbreviation of the name *Swááde* which in a sense it is. The verb *swáá*, 'to coax' is here translated as an anxious 'go on and on'. Its
To J Swaarc 2 all swirl around and around.3
Now, all searchers go on and on.5
To J Swaarc all swirl around and around
Now, all searchers go on and on.
Try all your very best then,6
Now, all searchers go on and on.
Try all your very best then,
Now, all searchers go on and on.
The carrying-skin,7 bring it out
to take it round Ringeringe,8
oh! to take it round Ringeringe,
oh! they took it round, round Ringeringe.

occurrence here in isolation helps to bring out another aspect of the name Swaarc: this is not the name of any particular place, but rather it describes any place where the abductor may have hidden the child (cf. also lines 11 and 12), i.e. any place which seems a suitable one for the party to search, without being clearly defined. The searchers see many possible hiding places and they go from one to the next as if they were pursuing a fata morgana.

6 Monari: Má (attempt) -ma (direction to) -ma (action in progress as a result of persuasion). Má is another word element with a vague meaning which can best be isolated by comparison. The verb-ending -ma suggests active induction. Dempwolff, 1916, 35, describes it as an iterative suffix which gives the verb to which it is attached a variety of intensities: Má 'to take away'; Monáma 'to lead away'; Niíma 'to take in the hands, catch', Níilama 'to forge' or 'to strike with a clang'. When the a is replaced by an a then we have the action of induction, or intent, cf. p.105, the value of vowels. The term Monárioa, with -a indicating the intensity of the action, may now be translated as 'try (ye, all) your very best then'. The stressed form of má (ma or mā) means 'soul'; this is also heard as aí 'that which acts intently'.

7 Hāhā: a kaross, used by mothers to carry a child on the back, cf. note 3 on p. 196.

8 This name suggests not an aimless swirling towards some indefinite goal, but going around something definable, like the boundaries of a field. Ringe ma'o = 'to go around something'. This turns out to be the place where the child is found.
9 Ax u'du n'iyoo. Ax n'la'
10 it'ee na t'e'le' n/'le'. M'le' n'li:
11 "Sware... f'na ánka Swarey", ax ka':
12 "Sware taheee", t'Anna hik', Kingeringena
13 hik'. Ax paari':
   Swáwe pírimonayoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Swáwe pírimonayoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Mónariyoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Mónariyoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
14 Ax hänga. "Swáina n/'jo ánka Swarey?"
15 Ax ka': "M'la' iyé n/'joe huud'inga."
16 N'I'yéé, f'heka Kingeringeta's' n/'bá. M'la
17 n'la twi déketshe, twi tehi lá.
16 - :
   Swáwe pírimonayoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Swáwe pírimonayoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Mónariyoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Mónariyoo
   swé warúriyoo swáá
   Hágé t'ük'ko, ko
   mwa Kingeringe píri
   ko, mwa Kingeringe píri
   ko, na'a Kingeringe píri.
19 M'le', a'la ka': "N'éego
20 hevedta'a' n'lnaye. N/'o'mné a t'k'yeec,
21 a' sîye n/afí.
22 ò'a sele'.

9 Paari: from na-a-hi, (and - they - invitation with resulting action already in progress) with stress on
And they went on and on. And they went and 
they entered into another pond. As they went [they asked]:
"Swara... is there any Swara?", and they said:
"There is no Swara," and they went ahead, to Ringeringe
they went. And they got up and went on, [singing]:

[To] Swara all swirl around and around,
Now, all searchers go on and on.

[To] Swara all swirl around and around
Now, all searchers go on and on.
Try all your very best then,
Now, all searchers go on and on.
Try all your very best then,
Now, all searchers go on and on.

And they got up. "Now, is there any Swara with a child?"
And they said: "But he is going with her, with the child."
They went and went, until they entered Ringeringe. When
they went there were very many birds, all [types of] birds.
[And they sang]:

[To] Swara all swirl around and around
Now, all searchers go on and on.
[To] Swara all swirl around and around
Now, all searchers go on and on.
Try all your very best then,
Now, all searchers go on and on.
Try all your very best then,
Now, all searchers go on and on.
The carrying-skin, bring it out
to take it round Ringeringe,
oh! to take it round Ringeringe,
oh! they took it round, round Ringeringe.

And then, then they said: "Here it is [the child],
and they caught it. And they took out the child [from
there], and they took it and came [home with it].
Here it is ended.

---ri becomes the verb maeri, 'to go on and on'; also 'to get up
and go on anew after a rest'.

---
**Text No. 9. Told by Mrs. Berta Kwelé at 1//atasá.**

1 N/omac n/ámusuki. Saa n/ámusuki, na.
2 làa weroona hiki sa noowe.
3 Hisa noowe l'oká sa hiki wamésana.
4 kimba hesi wamóe: libe. Sa hiki.
5 l'ë lwesca n/umé l'egta iye.
6 Sa /hime:
   Kólóngac' iyánc
   hóó nóko r'beté'í
7 Pas tú'. Àx nis'wáñyoo pax.
8 xéa hiki. Sàx xéa.
9 hiki, lamúësa hisa hiki.
10 x'ántú. Hia mágac /i'... pa ka'.
11 "Héma nía hóó' l'è tite?" Sa kis'wa.
12 ka': "Mána hàpú n/okó íxa ru'sesai hía.
13 ma'alé //dúñkí ó'a //dúñkí //dúñki.
14 //dúñki àx.
15 Írumé !'è tite' x'ántú. - "Are?"
16 "È" - Mántsha, kwa l'oká.
17 Phé hía née híë túi sax noowe.
18 Noowyoo sax.
19 hési wamóe //qwene xéa hiki:
   Kólóngac iyánc
   hóó nóko r'beté'í
   Kólóngac iyánc
   hóó nóko r'beté'í.

---

1 Kólóngac: 'to trouble, dare, challenge'. The -ë is the vocative.

2 **Iyánc:** From comparison with Sandawe word elements this word cannot be explained, but Zache, 1899, 4, reports the same term in a Swahili song and translates it as *motune p passé.* Cf. also text 121: *Iyánc,* 'coitus'.
The Adulteress and the Hare. Recorded July 1963.

1 [There was] a man and [his] wife. She, who was his wife,
2 she ground [the flour] whenever he went for a walk.
3 When she had finished grinding she went to her lover,
4 indeed her lover was the Hare. She went and
5 stood at the anthill hole, he lived in the anthill.
6 And she sang:
   Emboldened one, \(^1\) randy one? \(^2\)
   Oh what forbidden words I utter. \(^3\)
7 And he came out. And they approached one another\(^4\), and he
8 took [himself] up and went. And she took [herself] up
9 and went [herself], and when she [took] the flour she went
10 to cook. When her husband came..., he said:
11 "This porridge then, why is it full of fur?" And she then
12 said: "Because your children make so much racket, when
13 any or them play together they play here, play [there],
14 play [everywhere] and so
15 I cooked this flour with some chicken down" - "Really?"
16 - "Yes." They ate and then they finished.
17 When the next morning dawned he went out and she ground
18 [flour]. And she ground, and [then] she
19 went to take it to her lover's [and she sang]:
   Emboldened one, randy one!
   Oh what forbidden words I utter.
   Emboldened one, randy one!
   Oh what forbidden words I utter.

\(^3\) m\(\text{a}\)ko: from the Swahili m\(\text{a}\)\(\text{a}\)\(\text{k}\)a, taboo; \(\text{f\(\text{a}-\text{m\(\text{e}\)-\(\text{m\(\text{a}\}-}\)l}\)l\)i\) voice or
utterance - activity - reciprocal form of \(\text{m\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{a}\)}\)\(\text{m\(\text{a}\)}\)\(\text{a}\), I. Together
these elements form 'words I utter'.

\(^4\) An euphemism, like 'they lay together'.
The woman's taking flour to Hare signifies a regular lovers' relationship: she feeds him. This is called *gafawank'la*, 'the condition of being lovers to one another'. Another term is *hivawank'la*, from the Sago phrase, 'regular lover', cf. Rigby, 1964. Texts Nos. 111 and 112 deal with this relationship.

As before she had taken porridge to Hare, and returned with some of Hare's fur on her (cf. lines 11 and 21). The word used for 'fur', *i'a*, also means
And from inside the anthill he emerged, and he approached her and she went [home] carrying some fur [on her], and she cooked. — "Aye, with this woman, what is wrong with her? Just wait till I track her down that I may see her!"

Then he stood behind the wall. When she was at the beginning of her grinding [duty], he then remained at the wall. She went on grinding until she had finished. Once again she took [some flour] to the anthill. And she went [and] there she stood [and sang]:

Emboldened one, randy one!
Oh what forbidden words I utter

This time her husband, on his part, was watching.

[And she sang on]:

Emboldened one, randy one!
Oh what forbidden words I utter

And [the hare] came out and they approached [one another]. She came [home] carrying [some fur] and when she had arrived she cooked. — "Indeed, you carry on like that? Behold, you take it to your companion, you go every day and you approach one another, and because of that the flour is in that state!" And here he caught her, and this is also the finish [of the story]; it ends here.


7 *thamo* 'companion', from *tham* 'to run (to)' and -ma, which indicates a purposeful action towards a distant goal, cf. p. 105, the value of vowels, and p. 163, note 6. With vowel change to -ma the idea of a remote companionship is abandoned; with the feminine affix -su the word *tham-su* then becomes the common term for 'woman'.

8 For the punishment of an adulterous woman see p. 48.
Text No. 10. Told by Mrs. Berta Kwëlé at 8//atatá.

1 Hisoki ma'âlå', umm, khoo hewêts1:
2 sëamikfo, /vëc te'ëxenga haká1.1
3 Àâ te'dâkâsana ni'wa.2 //‘aâ
4 Îtha Îtha 6' tshëkì'a. Hîa' ni',
5 saa 'ororônga kumbara ma'âlå 'tank'sa iye.
6 ìi 'tank'sa.3 Hëu /vëc hlëunga kesë.
7 Hîa humba kesë hik' hîa
8 hik'I //‘aâ ð'a bëbbawákí, pa
9 ka':

Irâmbo ire si'ta Ma'ânu,4
asi mëene,
Mëâna Ringëre,5 mëâ mu dëd.6
Îk' ni mukwáïye Iyangë,7
ni mërire, Iyangë,
Singa Marùnde.8

1 The storyteller begins in this somewhat cryptic manner after members of the family have been clamouring for this particular tale. One-eye is the traditional Little Runt of the Sandawe, the handicapped, the underdog who in the end proves his worth by succeeding where his big brothers have failed. Here he is the youngest of four brothers. Ma'âlå: cf. ma'âla,'sound-so', an unidentified person or object. The verbal form of the text means 'to do something unidentified, potter about, go about one's business.'

2 They go to water the cattle. Te'âsaku also means home, or homestead, cf. p.20. Here the word is used in its original meaning of 'watering place', from te'âa,'water'. In line 12 it occurs in the general meaning of 'home'.

3 Frog is grammatically feminine in lines 5, 6, 22, 55, 56, 61, and 67, but masculine in lines 8 and 51. In line 55 l'ororônga 'g is 'the-frog'. Feminine gender is only applied when the speaker's mind conceives a subject as feminine, cf. p.65.

1 And the others went about their business, mm, at that house:
2 there were three of them, One-eye being the fourth.\(^1\)
3 And they were going to the watering place.\(^2\) The well
4 was somewhat far from here [the homestead]. When they went,
5 then a frog, indeed, was staying on top of some object,
6 on top of a stone.\(^3\) The one with the good eyes herded
7 [the cattle]. As he went herding the cattle and when,
8 while going, he got there close to the well, he [the frog]
9 sang:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{This pond is not of Mångu,}^4 \\
\text{it is for me,} \\
\text{Child of Ringire,}^5 \text{ mña mu ágg.}^6 \\
\text{Wait, till I catch him, Iyangæ,}^7 \\
\text{let me eat him, Iyangæ,} \\
\text{[I], the Lord of the Clouds.}^8
\end{align*}
\]

4 This song is in a Rimi dialect (Bantu) which means little to the Sandawe; even the storyteller could not help much to explain it. Only after a considerable amount of research among Rimi-speaking Sandawe has the meaning gradually emerged. \text{Iramba} = \text{ilambo}, 'lake' or 'pond'; \text{Mångu} is the name of the father of the four brothers.

5 \text{Ringire} is thought to be the same as the Sandawe name \text{Ringerre}, cf. text No. 5, note 8 (p. 163), i.e. the target of each brother's journey, the well. The 'Child of Ringire' is the bullfrog who lives in the pond called \text{Ringire}. Its loud croak frightens One-eye's brothers.

6 \text{mña mu ágg} has defied translation.

7 \text{Iyangæ} is thought to be the name of the eldest brother. In his song the frog threatens to catch one of his cattle.

8 'The Lord of the Clouds' is an allusion to the fact that Frog is the Master of the Rain (see text No. 5, esp. note 2 on p. 141). Line 5 of the text shows that Frog is a \text{i茂ropán}, a rain-frog. "Let me eat him" suggests the sacrifice of a black steer to the Rain Spirits.
10 Pa'x kwása
11 tæ̇nki humbuts'a tankiil pa
12 hik'a ts'aaakwa n//eeewaka. Hfa
13 hik'ii n//eeewakí!:
14 "Hé'wina humbu ʁɛ'wâ /i?"
15 - "Tahuda ime..., afi n/óo."
16 - "Ah, hóte ho tahúdana ime, 9 hapáki
17 ñ'/
18 humbu kwam'áwa ʁɛ'wa /i,
19 târo'." Phë hfa nici
20 pa'x ténga nleew, pa'x kesé.
21 Kesse hik'iyyoo, hfa hik'i
22 //'anga bëčbayei', sa'x /hize:

Irambo ere af'ra Maängu,
së niñene,
Mëñna Hëngire, màn mu dđó.
Iká ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
nì mëriye, Iyange,
Singa Marùndé.

23 Pa'x kwása tanki.
24 Tankiyyoo pa'x hik'a
25 ts'aaakwa n//eeewaka. - "Ts'aa'kwa'ni?"
26 - "A'a." - "Hósé?" Ka': "Tahuda kôe'a iyé
27 ime //'antá." - "É'së."
28 - "Nfi hikina phee
29 humbu nòkwamse pa'
30 ts'aa gwâbô'i nëñ hlatë.'
31 Pa hlee hée sësâmikfënga nleew
32 phee. Pa kesse, kesse hik'iyyoo

9 Tahúdana ('animal-then'): the raised tone shows
10 And [the brother with the good eyes] leapt back and
11 he herded the cattle ahead and he herded them fast and he
12 went and made them enter the homestead. When he
13 had gone and made them enter, [the people at home asked]:
14 "For what reason have you come bringing the cattle [back]?
15 "An animal makes a sound..., that is why I am afraid."
16 "Ah, what sort of 'animal' was making a sound, and you,
17 there in the well, you were afraid and then
18 you turned all the cattle about, and you came bringing them
19 [home]. You liar." When the next morning dawned
20 then another unfastened [the gate], and herded.
21 And he herded and he went on, [and] as he went he
22 came close to the well, and [the frog] sang:

This pond is not of Maŋgu,
   it is for me,
Child of Ringere, mà mà dëdë.
   Wait, till I catch him, Iyange,
let me eat him, Iyange,
   [I], the Lord of the Clouds.

23 And he leapt back and [herded the cattle] ahead.
24 And he drove them ahead, and he went and
25 he made them go into the homestead. - "Have you watered them?"
26 - "No." - "What?" He said: "The animal is again
27 making a noise in the well." - "Well, well!"
28 - "And then how is it that you, on the next (second) day,
29 have driven back the cattle, for
30 they are dying of thirst for water."
31 And then, this one who was the third unlocked [the gate]
32 the next day. And he herded, and he went on and on herding
diabolical.
In river beds waterholes are dug out wide enough for the cattle to enter and drink.

The Little Runt of Sandawe folklore is usually presented as a fellow with one eye, or with one bad or shriveled eye. Eye diseases are common in central Tanzania, and not uncommon among the Sandawe. In some diseases the cornea discolours and becomes opaque; this condition is called sārūra. It is a word for a...
33 and the cattle are now even unable to graze.
34 He went on herding and he went to make them enter the well.

35 And he leapt back. He went [chasing the cattle] ahead and he went on and made them go in. Oh! wasn't his father furious. — "Oh, what sort of people are you that you are turning the cattle about so that the cattle have become so thin. Woe!"
36 And then he went out, the One-eye. [He asked his brothers]:
37 "When each time you went and when you turned the cattle about, what sort of animal then was staying there in the well so that you went on turning them about?" They replied:
38 "Pooh, you, you take them and go in vain! Once you go and make them enter the well, then [your] eye will turn rotten green and you will turn on your heels and come [back, driving the cattle] ahead even before [the animal] makes its noise." They slept and it dawned and the next day he collected [the cattle and herded them to the well]:

greenish colour with an unpleasant connotation. Disagreeable substances of a slimy nature are described by it, such as spittle and phlegm, and moist lichens under a wet stone. The brothers tell One-eye that his eye will turn rotten green for fear. The storyteller stresses the insult by enunciating sārūrū as a shrill arrrr! Her hand movements mimic the startling rush of a disturbed partridge which suddenly flies up from a bush in front of an unsuspecting traveller.
Irambo ere sii'ra Maángu,
asi mënene,
Miiána Ringire, maa mu dól.
Iká ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
ni mürire, Iyange,
Singa Mbirúnde.

51 Pax kesé'a tite. Pax ka':
Irambo ere sii'ra Maángu,
asi mënene,
Miiána Ringire, maa mu dól.
Iká ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
ni mürire, Iyange,
Singa Mbirúnde.

52 Humbu hlee hín//aka //’antá pa ts'ëswa.
53 Humbu née ts'ëswa pax iye hik'
54 hëweki tæx iyë hik'iyo hle' pa
55 l'ororónsu ô'a n/ce pa sî'su pa
56 humbu tìánana pëswu, ðfurë tìánana.12
57 Sa hle' ô'sa iye, pa humbu ts'ëswa' l'ókawa
58 kë'ke, pa
59 kesé. Te'áná kesë hik'iyo,
60 hia hik'I khood bëëbox'i' pax ka': "himeko,'" 
61 l'ororónsuts'a. Sàx kísa:
Irambo ere sii'ra Maángu,
asi mënene,
Miiána Ringire, maa mu dól.
Iká ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
ni mürire, Iyange,
Singa Mbirúnde.

62 Të'saakána e'ee nëëa' të'saaká kìkìaniki

12 Afuru is a castrated steer, here the leading animal, the ox which carries the cow-bell. The frog is given a place of honour by being placed on its horns. Apart
This pond is not of Maángu,
it is for me,  
Child of Ringire, māa nu dōć. 
Wait, till I catch him, Iyangge, 
let me eat him, Iyangge, 
[I], the Lord of the Clouds.

51 But he just herded on. And [the animal] went on:
This pond is not of Maángu,
it is for me,  
Child of Ringire, māa nu dōć. 
Wait, till I catch him, Iyangge, 
let me eat him, Iyangge, 
[I], the Lord of the Clouds.

52 Now he prodded on the cattle, into the well, and they drank. 
53 The cattle went on drinking and he went on going [in] 
54 himself, and he went on going, and presently he 
55 entered there by the frog, and he took her and he 
56 placed her on a cow's horns, on an ox's horns. 
57 She then stayed there, and the cattle drank and finished 
58 [drinking] and climbed up [out of the well], and he 
59 herded them. He went on herding them home, 
60 and as he went and approached the house he said: "Sing" 
61 to the frog. And she sang:

This pond is not of Maángu,
it is for me,  
Child of Ringire, māa nu dōć. 
Wait, till I catch him, Iyangge, 
let me eat him, Iyangge, 
[I], the Lord of the Clouds.

62 At home then, at this time, they were [all] gathered 

from being terrifying, the frog's song had to the brothers 
no doubt seemed a threat to this animal, the pride of the 
herd.
63 tafiaco heso étota kekejezi ni
64 hedže chesezi m'asuka tafiaco. Ka:
65 "lhám'kwe, lhám'kwe." - "Hotana?"
66 Aâ lhámû. Pa ka: "/himeko, /himeko."
67 Sa /hime:

Irambo ere ef'ra Maângu,
asi nêene,
Mûnda Ringire, màa mu dôô. Ikd ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
ni mûrîne, Iyange,
Singa Marûnde.

68 Ka': "Aî" - "Hîsî
69 tadsi //d'antaye, //d'antaye.
70 Tshuâ /f'tse'na hûmbunga tisâa. Hi
71 n'omosoki hî /ûcû ta'd'xenkei'." Hle'e hle'e...
72 têhla bôëba, bôëba n//ôsakûmaa.
73 Ka': "/himeko."

Irambo ere ef'ra Maângu,
asi nêene,
Mûnda Ringire, màa mu dôô. Ikd ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
ni mûrîne, Iyange,
Singa Marûnde.

74 Aâ xi'tû kheona. Nxâwa
75 bîr' tshinatana hin//ski,13 edkûndâwtshe ka:
76 "p', p', p',"14 - "Iywess trâsis'yoc."
77 - "/himeko, /himeko, /himeko." Had'îta:
78 - :

13 bîr' (or bîrî): the large Sandawe bed made of poles.
The family sleeps on top and the chickens sleep under it. The frightened people ridiculously behave like a flock of terrified chickens.
together, all those who had herded before, as well as
all their fathers and all their mothers. [One of them] said:
"Be quiet then, be quiet then!" — "What is the matter?"
And they kept quiet. And [One-eye] said: "Sing, sing!
And she sang:

This pond is not of Maángu,
it is for me,
Child of Ringire, add ny dôô.
Wait, till I catch him, Iyange,
let me eat him, Iyange,
[I], the Lord of the Clouds.

They [at home] said: "Oh!" [The brothers cried]: "Now you
fellows, [it is] the one of the well, the one of the well.
Isn't the animal coming to swallow the cattle. All because
of that person, since he is one-eyed!" And now, and now...
they are very near, very very near, on the point of entering.
[And One-eye] said: "Sing."

This pond is not of Maángu,
it is for me,
Child of Ringire, add ny dôô.
Wait, till I catch him, Iyange,
let me eat him, Iyange,
[I], the Lord of the Clouds.

[In panic] they surged into the house. Some of them
squeezed under the bed, and farting all the time they did:
"p, p, p!" — "Oh mother, I am finished!" [they cried, but
One-eye said]: "Sing, sing, sing." In the courtyard
[the frog sang]:

The Sandawe love using flatulence for descriptions of boundless fear. The image of panicky emissions of wind from the anus is also considered extremely funny.
Irango ere af'ra Māngu,
as i mēne,
Mānga Ringire, màa nu dō.
Ihá ni mukwatiye, Iyange,
i ni muire, Iyange,
Singa Marûnde.

79 "Iyo, tabâ, tlasis'you." Ka': "Iyoo
tlasis'you." Ka': "Iyoo... pif... pif...
pif,..." Fa ka': "Til'kwe,
tsalgas'aa /ikwe. Hōteo sīkūna
phidigo'o?"
84 Swōti' tleega tatlabe misenki 4'.
This pond is not of Madangu,
it is for me,
Child of Mingire, ééa mu ááá.
Wait, till I catch him, Iyange,
let me eat him, Iyange.
[I], the Lord of the Clouds.

79 "Mother, father, I am finished!" they cried, "Mother oh,
80 I am dying!" and they cried: "Oh mother,... fart,...fart,...
81 fart,..." And [One-eye] said: "Come out [of there],
82 it is I who have come to you. What is all this farting
83 trouble about?"
84 Now then it is finished, the tale has ended here.

The first seven stories belong to the category which I have loosely called miraculous stories. The eighth is an historical tale of which the main theme is an episode which has actually happened. The chapter next concludes with two myths of origin which are explanatory rather than historical.
CHAPTER IV
NARRATIVE
MIRACULOUS STORIES, HISTORY, AND MYTH

The stories.

The stories of the first chapter have generally been rather simple and lighthearted, but the tales which follow in this second chapter tend to be more serious. The heroes are either more tragic or more heroic, and the stories themselves tend to be longer and more complicated. The principal heroes are human beings; when animals occur in principal roles they do so as symbols rather than as simple animal characters which make fun of human types. The many-headed snake of text No. 12 is an all-devouring monster rather than a mere snake, and the snake of text No. 11 and the lion of text No. 13 are also symbols rather than just animals; the lion is really a human being who turns into an animal in order to portray the animal aspect of his character, and it is therefore quite different from the more naive kind of animal representations which we have encountered in the previous chapter. In text No. 17 there is a hyena in a principal role, but also this animal symbolizes an aspect of the human character, witchcraft in this case, and it may actually be identified with the human father of the story's tragical heroine.

The first seven stories belong to the category which I have loosely called Miraculous Stories. The eighth is an historical tale of which the main theme is an episode which has actually happened. The chapter then concludes with two myths of origin which are explanatory rather than historical.
Text No. 11. Told by Mr. D幔d Angdi at Bugênika.

1. Utaa n/cm.rct, n/cm.rct kl/wet/ds, tr'sa
2. hl/ve n//ok'tas, N//ok'tas na swc hék'ka'o
3. sa imbo/a iyë fa'ma. fa'sa iyë
4. fa'si' swé
5. wa'mak/a ts'aa'na ni'. Mfa nàa
6. f'icoi' paa /'Inga //anta iye. Ési',
7. hee'wé hlee' n//ok'tas' a hfa l'ok'ki', këke thee'.
8. këke'k'ësa hlee këke theesa tl'aa
9. hë n//ok'tas'i. Mfa kitatshe na sì'
10. hë ts'aa'anga hë'wai, hlee hësai'
11. /I phin'ì.
12. /'I //a këke theesa sa'sa:
13. "Së'wako." N/cm.rct' //Sanki Mirigi.'
15. "Pë'was'te'e." - "Së'wako." Pàx
16. ka': "Màankò oc ni'm'tana khë'se."
17. Sëa hee'wë hësai' pa /'Inga
18. ni'm'tana ts'ok'a kwelë. Hlee'
19. sa hee'wë hëk'. Ts'abisota iyë ka';
20. "Hë' moyë' /'inkepos'." Sawë
21. sa hëk'iyoo ni' hesë ts'askësa n//ee.
22. - "Hë hlee' nòai mántshëi ts'abisota /'inkepos'."
23. Mfa mantshehëa //ìë.

1. Her refusal to get married is stressed in repetition. It is considered normal, and the duty of a girl, to get married and bear children. This girl is very attractive and her behaviour raises many eyebrows. Texts Nos. 140 and 165 especially deal with such behaviour.

2. Ear lobes are perforated and wooden plugs are inserted as beautifications. Among the Sandawe this custom is far from general. Këke thee' is literally 'ear-wood(s)'. 

1 Long ago [there was] a woman, a beautiful woman, a very pretty girl. Presently [a man came] to take the girl away, but she was saying that she refused. She went on refusing [also other suitors] and she refused, and now she went with her companions to the water[hole]. When they were going there a snake stayed in the well. Well then, when she then had finished washing herself, her ear plugs\(^2\) were still in her ears and then she took out her ear plugs and washed them. When she had climbed up from inside [the well] she drew water [from it] and then she turned about and came [back to pick up the plugs].

Since the earplugs [were lying] near the snake she said:

13 "Give them to me." This woman had the name Himiri.\(^3\)

14 "Give them to me." And [the snake] said: \(^4\)

15 "I won't give them to you." - "Give them to me." And he said: "Gape, so I may throw them into your mouth."

And he then, while she gaped, the snake then jumped up, throwing himself into her mouth.\(^5\) And then she went on her way. He stayed in her belly and said:

20 "If you make a noise I shall bite you."\(^6\) He went with her and she went on and they went and she arrived at her home. - "If you now eat porridge I shall sting you in your belly."

22 She [went to] sleep without having eaten porridge.

---

3 The snake is masculine. Femininity would be illogical because of its phallic nature; informants say it is like a penis.

4 Informants say that her name is Himiri('Medicine') because she is administered medicine for her bad behaviour in this story.

5 An allusion to the snake-phallus taking sexual possession of her.

6 /'ink/ means 'to sting' (like an insect), not 'to bite', but it is used for the bite of a snake, cf. Dempwolf, 1916, 40. The verb has also a sexual connotation in Sandawe.
Phé: ‘Hése’na

Mëxigis? Sañ sa: ‘K’wawés’.” Àa hëse’ n/oméso

hëts’ëx mëwëx hëxí mëwëxte hëntë sa

tú’a’ mëndë’tana ni’. N//inessa hëse

khoétáso. Thëmpeskayoo.

Përo.7 Sañ swësa /wañ’as sa tl’ane

sokoraá dë’nasa8 tl’änk’atë noowe.

íxsa /hine:

Iñoxá mikëse,9

hëb ëff rombe;

eñ rombe, Mirig’you sëf rombe.

Yayáx wakëse,

hëb ëff rombe,

eñ rombe, Mirig’you sëf rombe.

Ttáx wakëse,10

hëb ëff rombe,

eñ rombe, Mirig’you sëf rombe.

íxsa iyë noowe /hine. Hëa golobéi’

noowe’onki !’okësa, pa ka’:

Mirigi hänko,

Mirigi hänko,

Mirigi hänko.

Sa hänkwa /da kwële, sañ hik’a n//ine.

Hëa hëce’ hëts’ëxä mëwëxte mëwëxte n//ati a’ ka’:

"Hëna Mirigi hëo noowe?" Sañ sa:

"Tëhëa noowe." - "Swëi e’ëeki:

7 Lik: [the field] is desolate.

8 Grain is ground on a large grindstone (dx) by rubbing small stones (dx n//oko, 'the stone's children') over it, cf. Tenraa, 1966c.
24. The next morning [her family asked]: "What is the matter, Mirigi?" She replied: "I feel ill." And then her people, all her fathers and mothers and also all her younger sisters went out and went to the field. And she then lay down in the house. And [the snake] then jumped out of her.

25. There was nobody around. She then brought grain for grinding on the grindstone and she started to grind.

26. She sang thus:

   All my mothers have left me
   oh, this is my lament,
   my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

   All my elder siblings have abandoned me,
   oh, this is my lament,
   my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

   All my fathers have abandoned me,
   oh, this is my lament,
   my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

27. Thus she was singing while she ground. When evening came she finished grinding, and [the snake] said:

   Mirigi, gape,
   Mirigi, gape,
   Mirigi, gape.

28. She gaped and he came and slid in, and she went to lie down.

29. When then her fathers and mothers had come, they asked:

30. "Who then, Mirigi, has ground this [flour]?" And she said:

31. "It is I who have ground it." — "Now weren't you saying:

---

9 Liel.: all my collective mothers. For categories see p. 32.
10 rombe: from ro (voice) and -be (activity). All rombe: 'my (stressed) - [sad] utterances.'
11 Liel.: all my collective fathers.
38 k'wawé's?" Saχ sa: "A'anko rd'ei
39 hânga noowe." Gôloba nuď' xőante
40 saχ sa: "Mântshas'ts'e'o." Aχ //’ā.
41 Phñe hia mîndana' nfi, saχ kō'ssa
42 tua haɓ. Kwaχ iyē tud'you
43 kwaχ kōtots'a n//ine.12 Sax heed kō'ssa
44 noowesa atsà n//ee. Ñes /hime:
Iyoχâ wakēse,
yoo sif rombe,
si rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.
Tatâχâ wakēse,
hê sif rombe,
si rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.
Yayâχâ mikēse,
yoo sif rombe,
si rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.
45 Hîde hia golobâi' kō'ssa hets'ēxēnso n/ati.
46 Pa ka':
Mirigi, haɓanko,
Mirigi, haɓanko,
Mirigi, haɓanko.
47 Sax kō'ssa haɓ paχ /ā kwelē tl'abisotana.
48 Sax khoonasà n//ee hewē n//ine. N/ati.
49 - "Hîkana iye Mirigi, hîkî hlaaponef?"
50 Sa'ësa: "Oris'ko k'wawé." Aā
51 nda xőante: "Mântshakwa." Sa'ësa:
52 "Mântshas'ts'e'e." Ñs swē hêts'ësa: "A'ā swēë?"
53 Mēsukia imbokwani. "Iswēē
54 phếu mîndanakwe nfi'ei." Dō'kwe, kwa swē
55 mënkoa aïye. Shengóó

12 Koko: the pole-and-thorn fence which encloses the
I am sick?" She replied: "Not at all. I was mistaken to get up and grind." In the evening they cooked porridge and she said: "I won't eat." And they [went] to sleep. The next day, when they had gone to the field, she again gaped [for him] to get out. And he was then coming out and he lay down on the fence. She then, once again she began to grind. And she sang thus:

All my mothers have abandoned me, this then is my lament, my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

All my fathers have abandoned me, oh, this is my lament, my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

All my elder siblings have left me, this then is my lament, my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

Now, when the evening fell all her elders came [home] again. And [the snake] said:

Mirigi, gape,
Mirigi, gape,
Mirigi, gape.

And again she gaped and he came and slid into her stomach. She entered into the house and she lay down. They came [and asked]: "How is it then, Mirigi, how are you getting on?" She said: "I am terribly ill." And they cooked porridge [and said]: "Please eat." She replied: "But I can't eat." So now her father [said]: "Oh, what now?"

And he conferred with her mother, and said: "Now then, to-morrow all of you go to the field." Wait, for now he took his chopping-knife. He sharpened and sharpened it yard (afu). Snakes are often found in these fences.
56 hlawesuke, sax šxsa //akáta'a: "Héngena,
57 tatí, senkó?" Pa ka:
58 "Ah míndata //š' n/ñetas's kose,
59 /'imde'. Phé hía
60 //ækuañ nleí', paa tháñeda dí'.13
61 Swé kumba ringosate' heerí
62 //ošxsa n/'ina. Pa ringoa iša
63 hérda iša hérda hik'a
64 gudana12 iša
65 kitóngga herékaa iye.
66 Aa hewé mésuñ's sa tía ni'. Tésaša ni'.
67 Hlee heswá n/'ina. Saañé
68 //waas s'že òte mésuñ ñokora?I'sa ñia,
69 zakhísa tía n/umé /'ddiyé háa póco.
70 Sa kío's sa háa. Pa tí'. Pa
71 kóto's ta n/'ina, sa n/'eza nooë:

Iyoñá wakése,
yoo sif rombe,
sí rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.
Tatóñá wakése,
yoo sif rombe,
sí rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.
Yayoñá mikése,
hó sif rombe,
sí rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.
N/ahlyñá wakése,
yoo sif rombe,
hó, sí rombe, Mirig'you sif rombe.

72 Heta's hlee' gurdates'a iyé k'ee. I/I
73 ñhwo'Inga hía sõx15

13 tém: at night. tháñędé: still a little dark.
14 Sandawe houses usually have two rooms: the front
  room by the door which contains the fireplace (mila)
[and] made it good, and she inquired thus: "What for then, father, [do you take] the chopping-knife?" He replied:
"Ah, there in the field there is [a job] to do,
I'll be rooting out [trees]." The next morning, when they had slept and it dawned, he went out before daybreak.

Now indeed, while he was going round she was still lying asleep. And he slunk around, he came, went round, came [again], and went on his round and came [back] into the bedroom and he circled round the storage bin and stayed [there behind it]. And then her mothers went all out. They all went [to the field]. Now she lay [there] alone. And now she took the grain which her mother had threshed before, and she went outside and stood there and there was nobody.

And again she gaped. And [the snake] came out. And he lay down on the fence, and she began to grind, [singing]:

All my mothers have abandoned me,
this then is my lament,
my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

All my fathers have abandoned me,
this then is my lament,
my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

All my elder siblings have left me,
oh, this is my lament,
my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

All my brothers have abandoned me,
this then is my lament,
oh, my lament, poor Mirigi, this is my lament.

Her father was now crying in the inner room. He came [to the wall] and when he peeped through the spy-hole and the inner room which contains the beds and the storage bins. This room is called gurda.
The windows of Sandawe houses consist of small round holes the size of a fist which are called kaër' ihwe.
a giant snake was lying on the fence. Then he came and came, sneaking up. She was grinding without seeing him. And then he was very near. Then her elders came from the field, and [the snake] jumped off the fence.

Mirigi, gape,
Mirigi, gape,
Mirigi, gape.

And then, the moment [the snake] sped from there [to enter her mouth] he pushed her back and he cut down the snake, and he cut him up with his chopping-knife, and he finished him off. Now they [the family] came from there and [the father] said: "It was he who was killing my daughter, who was killing your and my daughter." And then they, here they said: "Now what to do?" and they added: "Light a fire so that we may have flames."

They lit a fire and there, into it, they scattered wood which they brought from inside, and then [the snake] burned until he was finished. And now, whilst they were there, the rain fell and then they scattered pumpkin seeds. And the pumpkin came up and bore fruit. When it had borne fruit it remained and the pumpkin ripened. Now she [Mirigi] took a chopping-knife handle and went to knock, knock it..., knock, knock.

[She said]:

Well, this pumpkin is ripe on one side, the other side is still green.

And this one then, the pumpkin then, echoed:

Well, this pumpkin is ripe on one side, the other side is still green.

lit: 'joking holes' or 'conversation holes'. The text just mentions ihuw 'hole'.
96 Saa k'watī, kí sa: "Aā nī? Hēu
97 mātē īyoe, imbēgea īsū." Sāx sa:
98 "Mīkānā īsbo?" Sāx sa:
99 "Aā ī/sk, sa mēsā ī/ī. "Hīsākwa
100 ma'ē īwērē/īwērē/īse ē ē nīkē."
101 Mēsā ma'ē īwērē/īwērē/īse:
Mēgo ñ'nte //unū,
ñ'nte turnirūwe //obx'.
102 kwa ḫāsū. Sāx sa:
103 "Īsko hapīkiaa. Hīsākwa ēn."
104 "hare farf?"
105 Sā'sa: "Nō'kaako. Īwerēx'"  
106 Īwerēx':
Mēgo mātē ñ'nte //unū
Mēgo ñ'nte turnirūwe.
107 Sā'sa: "//dantspo'" Kō'sa ēlē hētsa'āa
108 ī/ī, sa kō'sa la'āqā. Īwerēx' īwerēx'
109 - :
Mēgo mātē hēu ñ'nte //unū,
ñ'nte turnirūge.
110 - :
Mēgo til'ātō til'āu til'ānte til'ānū,
til'ānte til'ūr'gil'ūrūge.
111 Saa kō'sa hētsa'āa sēnkaa sīe
112 til'āyumē ēlē mētōnqō ēlē // 'ek'ā tī'
113 mētōntatsē. Til'āyumēyo mētōa.
114 Wala walaqād ēlē // 'ek'ā iyē mēgōsōgo.
115 Hā k'ets'i sa n//ā'su
116 //inātanasa n//ee hik'... //inātanasa n//ee  
hik'..., n' ēlē mō'a nīsēnīa
She was frightened, and she said: "Aa, what then? This pumpkin, mother, it speaks!" [Her mother] said:

"What are you telling me now?" And she replied:

"Come quickly," and her mother came. "Well you then go round to knock it, take this handle then."

The mother went round and knocked it [and said]:

Well, on one side it is ripe,
the other continues to be quite green.

but [the pumpkin] remained quiet. She said:

"Now, listen you! Well then, there!" [And she knocked again, but no reply]. - "Perhaps you are lying?"

[Dirigi] then said: "Give it to me then." And she knocked, knocked, [and said]:

Well, the pumpkin is ripe on one side,
Well, the other side is quite green.

And she asked: "Don't you see?" And now also her father came, and once more she showed it. Knock, knock, [and she said]:

Well, this pumpkin is ripe on one side,
the other side is still green.

[The pumpkin echoed]:

Well, this pumpkin is ripe on one side,
the other side is still green.

And again the father took the chopping-knife and
then he hacked into the pumpkin and then blood came out of the pumpkin. And he hacked and hacked into the pumpkin.
He hacked it to pieces and now the blood ran in streams.
When he looked back, his daughter began to sink into the earth... she went sinking into the earth... and then they took hold of her fast,
Text No. 12. Told by Mr. Paul Lymo at Wapuró.

1 Utua loko n/osesa thametsa esetu, alafa
2 aal neewayoo saa tl/abiasa
3 "oowe.1 Sa thametsa' hisa eyewayooi'
4 sa hababi thametsa /osusaa, Hisa hababi 'dkai'
5 sa' fyesa ka': "Tsé ka', kelemba hau /'I
6 bahar'ta fyesa nokaxe tsangi.2 Hatá n/o hou
7 tikê'se'tse'e, wala sanzukus'tse'e.3 Rae', aà
8 n/osesa hisa kikizenki à ka': "Swé hikite'e;
9 Hesu n/osusa ta' fyesa k'e?" K'kwasa ta' tuse

1 Lit.: her belly she filled.
2 bahar't, from Swahili bahari, the sea. The Sandawe do not
know the sea and they have no word of their own for it,
but coastal people (swad n/o oko, 'the coast's children')
have been known for a long time. Swad is from Swahili.
The present storyteller is widely travelled, he knows the
coast well and he lives at present in Dar es Salaam. He
uses many Swahili borrowings, e.g. alari or alafi in lines
1, 11, 14, 21, and 69 (Swahili holary, afterwards); bak'
or baki in lines 78, 91, and 102 (Swahili ku-baki, to be
left over); baka in lines 7, 39, 45, and 127 (Swahili
baasi, it is enough, very well. This word is now almost
considered 'proper' Sandawe, and is commonly used); hata
in lines 6, 10, 44, and 46 (Swahili hata in the sense of
not even, even, at all); habar't in line 25 (Swahili
habari, news); kaifka in line 46 (katika, inside, among);
aferifa in line 50 (Swahili mserifa, plan); mafaha in
and from everywhere people ran together and took hold of her, but she entered into the earth until she was finished.

Well, the end is here, the tale is finished here.


1 Long ago a man took a woman [as his wife], and after that
2 they lived for a long time [together] and she became
3 pregnant. And after she had waited a long time the woman
4 bore a female child. When she had finished bearing it
5 she spoke thus: "I say, the skin of that snake
6 which lives in the sea, please bring it to me." I won't even
7 carry the child on the hip nor even on the back." Well then
8 when the people had gathered they said: "Now what to do?
9 This woman, must she be crying?" She just cried all night

line 128 (Swahili maisha, life); mūv in line 96 (Swahili mūv, force); nūw in line 91 (Swahili nūw, half); nūka
in line 154 (Swahili ku-nūka, to receive); nūn in lines 11, 27, and 53 (Swahili nūn, the Swahili-type cutting-knife.
The Sandawe use the type which is common in the central highlands, which they call mūnka); mībo or mību in lines 17
and 19 (Swahili ku-mību, to reply).

3 The mother is demanding a special kaross for her child.
In the past Sandawe children were carried on their mothers' backs in sheepskin karosses which are called habē, cf. note
7 on p.165; simple karosses without rattle-sticks are shown
by von Luschan, 1898, 326, and Dempwolff, 1916, 87; karosses
with rattle-sticks for keeping the child happy are described
in Tenrænt, 1963, 43 and 1964, 94. When carried about for a
short while children are usually placed on the hips, their
legs straddling the mother's waist.
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10 hatá k'imatéki; //'áki //'ós'te'e'e.
11 Afsu a n/omôso' kikisënsi pango t'asawa
12 zumba zumba4 na'd' hewéts'a ni'1,
13 bahár'na. Mia ni'a'
14 theó //'ünk'ta kë. Afsu a' bâara //hime
15 hesúaa iyë //himexë'
16 A ka':
   Zokia miambana,
   matzabe surdka kolonga naa matembe.5
17 Kwa //'j' //'inga bahár'ta zëbokwe'I; kwa
18 ka':
   Tsîri tshèd' mia naane,
   matzabe surdka kolonga naa matembe.6
19 A' tl'esëa //hime:
   Zokia miambana,
   matzabe surdka kolonga naa matembe.
20 Kwa ka':
   Tsîri tshèd' mia naane,
   matzabe surdka kolonga naa matembe.
21 Afsu' kwa hewéts'a //'inga tó'. Hono hínoa
22 hewéts'a n/omôso t'ayuma. N/omôse ts'ëxa kéka //'inkëkwe

4 Zumba: 'sub-chief' in government usage (Swahili juma),
but the Sandawe use the term to describe anyone who is
socially prominent, from family elders to the chief and
even area commissioners.

5 A free translation, since a literal one seems impracticable.
The song elements are: Zokia from the Bantu joka, a large
snake; mia-mb-âna: Bantu, 'he who has a hundred' or
'hundred'; matembe: Bantu for flat-roofed houses; surdka
from surú: Sandawe for 'wall'; kolonga: 'to challenge'; naa
from ná'a: 'he burns'. The walls and houses stand for
and even during the day; as for sleeping she could not sleep.

11 After that the people gathered carrying slashing-knives,
12 and all the headmen\(^4\) went, and they went on their way,
13 to the sea. When they had gone [and arrived at the beach]
14 they climbed up a tree. After that they began to sing
15 and she [who had remained at home] was also singing like this:
16 And they sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.\(^5\)

17 And there the snake in the sea was answering them, and he
18 replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

19 And again they sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

20 And he replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

21 And then he, the snake, came out. Slithering at lightning
22 sped he cut down the people. He but one man [only] in the

whole villages and all that is in them. Although the monster
of this song destroys villages by fire it is clearly
identified with the All-devourer of the rest of the tale.
The fire metaphorically devours its victims, just as it
commonly does in European imagery.

6 The snake's song follows the challengers' song in the second
line. The elements of the first line are: \(\text{ka}'\), 'I'; \(\text{-ki}\),
the self-encouraging \(-\text{ra}\) with \(-\text{i}\) vowel value; \(\text{bsha}\), 'heads';
\(\text{mi}\): Swahili for 'a hundred'; and \(\text{mapa}\): Swahili \(-\text{mapa}\), 'eight'.
Swahili and Bantu elements are freely mixed in both songs.
kwa hevôsa'a mikôts'e kwa
hevôsa'a n/omôse kwântyoe //ô'a. Kwaa hik'a
te'aa kwa habôra tî'ke'kwa'î. Aa n/omôso tl'ensá
kikisenki hînsaâ zimbe'a' 'mbo'aa. Aô
ma'dlea pânga tl'aswa aâ ni' bahár'na.
Bas' hîa ni'i n///ee' aô
thôô 'ônk'na ke, aô /hîne:
Zokfa miambana,
matêsahe surikà kîlonga naa matembe.

Kwax //ô'a /'inga zibû, kwax ka':
Tsirî tshôô e mia naane,
matêsahe surikà kîlonga naa matembe.

Aô tl'ensá' /hîne:
Zokfa miambana,
matêsahe surikà kîlonga naa matembe.

Fe'x ka':
Tsirî tshôô e mia naane,
matêsahe surikà kîlonga naa matembe.

Kwa hevôsa'a hôno hônova tî'ta
kôs'a n/omôso têsâ tl'seq'na kwax n/omôso te'êxâ
mikôts'e kwa hik'a 'mbo hle'na n/omôso
tôshi tsesh'ê //ô'.

Ka': "Swôô hifikte'e?" ka'ôa':
"Swôô tô't'seû kwa'kwe; thômets
thômesinki kwa' ni'i zaribûa. Bas'
hîa hînga ni'i n///ee' //ô'wai
aâ thôô 'ônk'na ke. Aô kôs'a' /hîne:
Zokfa miambana,
matêsahe surikà kîlonga naa matembe.
ear, and this one was [the only one] left over, and
this same man ran fast to there [his home]. And he went
to give them the news at home. And the people once more
gathered together and the headmen told them. And
others brought [their] slashing-knives and went to the sea.
Well then, when they had gone and arrived [there], they
climbed up into the tree and sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And there then the snake replied, and said:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And once more they sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And he replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And this [snake] then slithered out with lightning speed
and again he slew all the people and but one man
remained and he went to tell. This time [all] the people
were completely finished there. [The remaining old folk
and the women] said: "Now what to do?" And they said:
"Now then, you sisters, run back and go to try. Well then,
even all the women run back and go to try." Well then,
when they had got up and gone and arrived all there,
then they climbed up into the tree. And again they sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.
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42 Pw' ka':

Tsiiri tshêle mia naane,
matêmba suruka kûlonga naa matembe.

43 Ax /hime:

Zokia mimbana,
matêmba suruka kûlonga naa matembe.

44 Kwa tû'â', n/omâce tsiâ tî'ayûma hata ts'êxki
45 mik'she. Bas' aâ swé nêh //â' khotse'
46 /'eyeo hata n/omâce kwa/'î'tsehe. Katîka
47 hûu ma'lê n/omâce
48 n'/musuâte thots'ë xisaota tîê,
49 hees thots'ë têhla mûshots' iyê, gandaganda
50 /'see zanga. 8 Hewê kumbe ma'arifâ n/'sewa
51 zakhûta iyê tîâ tlinewa.10
52 Tlaa medêa tînge //ô'tsehe /ûa hewets'â
53 pûnga tî'as'wa shengîsa hewê hûnga.
54 Aâ ka': "Aâ hapûsi'yooy
55 /'see zangasipôwo, hôteo hik'î n/aif'iywâpo?
56 n/omâce /degi'assayâû nû hla'te
57 hûxseata'ô. Kwa ka'ka': "Hik'is'ko tsi,
58 mûxwe nêh ma'alê." Kwa hewê hûnga hik'

---

7 All the able-bodied people have perished. Those who remain are significantly described by the storyteller as 'relatives' (doros) in his comment. Being neighbours they share in relatives' duties of mutual support, and as such they are 'relatives'. The importance of being a 'relative' also emerges from line 14.

8 /See zanga: 'green eye', i.e. with a greenly opaque discoloration of the cornea due to an eye disease, cf. text No. 10, note 11, p.17h. The Sandawe folk-hero One-eye is not only physically handicapped by his eye but he is also thin and small. Line 69 shows that he is also the Benjamin of the family.
And he replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,  
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And they sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,  
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And he came out and slew all the people, not even one remained. Well then, they who now remained there at home, they saw not even one person who returned. Among [the remaining relatives] this certain man, who was a brother of one of the women, remained from among all of them, being their very last [youngest] brother, a thinnish fellow with a green eye. He indeed, made a clever plan while he was in the bush to build a wicker door. A very large wicker door he built, and from there he came carrying a slashing-knife, and he went out to sharpen it. And [the remaining people] said: "Ah, so it is you, you who have the bad eye, what are you going to do then? Haven't the people with [good] eyes long gone and died because of this?" And he spoke, saying: "I am certainly going, do not be in doubt." And he got up and went.

---

9 The cleverness of the plan is hinted at by the use of a plural object for the verb 'to make [a plan]' (n/Bee-wa), i.e. to make a plan which requires many thoughts.

10 *tlaa*: a wicker door; the shutter of a door made of wicker work. Sandans doors are sliding doors which are held in place by a pair of posts behind the door frame proper. The door is moved between these posts and the wall into which the door frame is built. One-eye uses such a door as a shield to fend off the attacking snake.
59 theē '/ānk' na kwa tlaanga hē' '/āwē
60 hēdē hakite'
61 //ō' na tēnīla /tsēngō /'ēsūke
62 bahūtena kwa hēdēra /'hīmē:
    Zokia miambana,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
63 Pa'ex ka':
    Tsirī tehēdē mia naane,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
64; Kwa 'l'ēsēnā:
    Zokia miambana,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
65 //ō' tēshea /'īngā fēsāk /'ā tēnēs'ā
66 tē. Mia iyē kwē'ī kwa tehēdē
67 miāngēnγa ɣō'ō. Kwa hē' miā sāba
68 tēnēgā kwēa'. //'ī
69 te'matēna lawē alā'ī kwa 'l'ēsē iya
70 /'hīmē, kwa ka':
    Zokia miambana,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
71 Kwa'ex ka':
    Tsirī tehēdē mia naane,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
72 Kwa'ex:
    Zokia miambana,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
73 Kwa'ex ka':
    Tsirī tehēdē mia naane,
    matēmbe surīka kōlonga naa matembe.
he climbed up into the tree and he tied the wicker door fast, and he sat himself firmly and he made his eye look thoroughly in that direction, into the sea, and he began to sing:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And again [he taunted]:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And from there the snake came, hissing, and he crashed into the door. While he was recoiling [One-eye] chopped off a whole hundred [heads]. And now seven hundred only returned [with the snake into the sea]. The snake fell into the water and after that [One-eye] was again singing, and he sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [One-eye] sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.
Kwaŋ hónohónowa tâ' k’itl’ekénsaako
75 tehédâ m/a’wakwi’, kwa /as
76 hevé tl’a tl’a’ta’sa. Hia iyé kwaai’
77 kwa tehédî míaγênka k’ósò. Kwa hlé’
78 mía kóa’ána danda ta’òwa tìkìnàtsi’i bakiwa.
79 Kwa ka’: “Ay’, hóuna hikika ko’ hísí iyé?”
80 Kwa tl’ësëa /hìme hóu /hëe zanga:
    Ṣokìa miambana,
    matéñe surúka k’ólónga naa matembe.
81 Ka’:
    Tehí teheéd mía na naïne
    matéñe surúka k’ólónga naa matembe.
82 Kwa //ó’tehe tl’ësëa kós’a hloooma
83 /as tl’a’ta’sa tl’a’. Hia kwañ iyé
84 hik’i kwa tehéd î mía hìngéξì
85 hìngéξì’ka k’ósò hle’ mía kóa’ána tìtsa tìkìnàtsi’i.
86 “î”, kwa ka’: “Kléa na hóuna swéni l’ocwekáts’e tì’ènes’?”
87 Kwa tl’ësë íyà /hìme:
    Ṣokìa miambana,
    matéñe surúka k’ólónga naa matembe.
88 Kwaŋ ka’:
    Tehí teheéd mía na naïne,
    matéñe surúka k’ólónga naa matembe.
89 Tì’ësëa /d’a’12 tì’lì tla’ta’sa
90 kwa hevé kwa’i iyëgí kwa hevé
91 xó’òsò teheéd hìngéξì’ka hëɛc núñ’sì’dì

11 kóa’ána danda ta’òwa: five and another one. The Sandawe
    use a quinary system of numerals: they count the five
    fingers of one hand and the numbers beyond are five-and-
    one, five-and-two etc. Beyond thirty the system becomes
And with lightning speed he slithered out, in a great fury because of the heads which had been cut off, and he came and he crashed into the door. When he was recoiling [One-eye] lopped off another hundred heads. And now [only] six hundred remained left over. And he said: "Ay, this one, how come that he is like that?"
And once more sang he with the bad eye:

You snake, hundred-headed one, the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

[The snake] replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads, the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And from there, once more, again he picked [himself] up and came crashing into the door. While he was recoiling and going, then [One-eye] lopped off another so many additional hundred heads, and now only five hundred remained. "Oh!" And he said: "What is this then now what has met me?"
And again [One-eye] was singing:

You snake, hundred-headed one, the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] countered:

Haven't I eight hundred heads, the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And again he came strongly, and crashed into the door and when he was then on his return, this one [One-eye] chopped off another so many heads and now [only] half cumulative to use and Swahili numerals are employed.

\[\text{Section A}: \text{This is } \text{A, 'he came' with a heavily stressed vowel ejection after a glottal stop. The stress is reflected in the meaning.}\]
92 bāk'. Kwa ka': "It is, he who is my [omēse] hēu
93 wa'c'ti lōtē'kē'ta'c'ti" Hle te'saki
94 //tēk'c'a ti+c'i. Kwa ka': "Ay hēu
95 n/oote'iga swe." /hime:

Zokia miambana,
matēmbe surūka kōlonga naa matembe.

96 Kwa l'ūna tinka.13 Kwa nguvu'Inga /hime:

Zokia miambana,
matēmbe surūka kōlonga naa matembe.

97 Kwax ka':14

Tsirī theshēe mī naane,
matēmbe surūka kōlonga naa matembe.

98 Kwa /hime t'eesēa:

Zokia miambana,
matēmbe surūka kōlonga naa matembe.

99 Kwax ka':

Tsirī theshēe mī naane,
matēmbe surūka kōlonga naa matembe.

100 //tēshea fiffi /dā', ti' kwaa'
101 theshē mī'xē hingeţēnka k'dōo. Kwa'ī
102 sōm'kīx titea' bāk'wā. Kwa ka': "Hambökina
103 swesi? ū n/oote'egēa." //tēk'atē'a hle'e
104 ts'adamente. Kwax ka': "Aywēō,
105 hēuna swesi' tēhla n'oote'iga," 'mbo hēu,
106 "Tahēkēgēa'." Kwax /hime hau /tēse zangē:

Zokia miambana,
matēmbe surūka kōlonga naa matembe.

13 Lit.: 'the country [was] cool'. Sandawe idiom for
dead silence.
23 remained. And he said: "Woe! what sort of a person is
this then whom I have met like that?" Now even the water
was only blood. And he said: "Ay, this is
quite frightening now." And [One-eye] sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And it remained silent.13 And with force [One-eye] sang:

You snake! hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] replied:14

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [One-eye] sang once more:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] replied [softly]:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

From there, hissing he came, crashed, and recoiled
and another hundred heardes were lopped off. And it was that
only three [hundred] remained. And he asked: "Where is he
then now? Eh, it does worry me." The blood now
filled [all] the water. And the snake cried: "Oh woe!
 isn't this now altogether frightening," said he,
"I am finished." And he sang, that one with the bad eye:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

---

13 The snake's song is rendered slowly and softly to show its diminished strength.
107 - "Tú'ko," kwa !'tima tóinka, kwa ka':

108 -
Zokìa miambana,
matèmba surùka kòlonga naa matèmba.

109 Kwa ka':
Teiri tehècé mìa naama,
matèmba surùka kòlonga naa matèmba.

110 Ti'ese'm /nìme:
Zokìa miambana,
matèmba surùka kòlonga naa matèmba.

111 Kwa ka':
Teiri tehècé mìa naama,
matèmba surùka kòlonga naa matèmba.

112 'Okanàsat'e ti'ese'm ì'mfànasì':
Zokìa miambana,
matèmba surùka kòlonga naa matèmba.

113 Kwa ka':
Teiri tehècé mìa naama,
matèmba surùka kòlonga naa matèmba.

114 //š'tshea fàsà /âa ti'dtìsà
115 tìlà. Kwa tehèçè hengeyéka hìle

15 The song is sung in a quivering voice. The snake's song gets gradually weaker as One-eye's song is sung with ever more force to induce the snake to carry on with the struggle till the end. At this stage of the tale the delivery of the songs has become all-important; it is the principal means to convey the length and the bitterness of the struggle. Repetition of the songs increases: One-eye has to repeat his singing challenge to make the snake go on. The function of the text has become virtually secondary to the mode of delivery and repetition.
107 - "Come out!", but it remained quiet, and he sang [more
forcefully]:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

108 And he, [the snake] replied [weakly]:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

109 Once more [One-eye] sang [very forcefully]:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

110 And [the snake] replied [in a quivering voice]:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

111 And he added once more to this with emphasis:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

112 And [the snake] replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

113 And from there he came, hissing, and he crashed into the
door. And another [hundred] heads were carried off and now

16 ūm'fasāla: The storyteller thought that this was a good
Sandawe word, and he set out to prove it. The component
parts are: ūm', 'to agree' as in ūm'aa, 'to agree' and in
(e)n'aa, 'to say'; ān, 'to make an utterance with unpleasant
insistence', as in the hiss of a snake,(cf. line 65), and in
fard, 'to lie'; ad, 'having'; i, 'that by means of which it is
had; and -ū, the first person singular (see the table of
person-denoting elements on p. 75). Thus the word reads
ūm'fasāla' rather than ūm'fasāla', and its meaning would be
'to insist in a somewhat unpleasant way.' Other informants,
however, agree that this is not a proper Sandawe word.
mía kísóx titse tikinata'i kwa ké ká': "Éh. Húna
117 xágæa /'Is'. Swéši' lótæ'igæ'."  
118 Kwa ké /híme:
Zokía miambana,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

119 Kwa ké l'úna tinka. Kwa ké tl'séda /híme:
Zokía miambana,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

120 Kwa ké:
Teérí téhéé mía naane,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

121 :-
Zokía miambana,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

122 :-
Teérí téhéé mía naane,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

123 Kwa fílí /ój tàdd' tla'ts'a, kwa
124 téhéé mía'ingæxënka' tó'tu'uke.
125 Hlé' ta'ëxé mía tæx; hewé
126 úr'ká'I hewé; kwa hía /ài
127 tó'te'u'kwáí bas' tleke'a hewé
128 máshákí. /híme tl'eséda, /úce ta'ëxé:
Zokíá miambana,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

129 l'úna tinka.
Zokíá miambana,
matémbe surúka kólónga náa matémbé.

130 ... pháka saá /'utshúkú. Kwa
and only two hundred remained, and he said: "Eh! Now this
is really bad for me, the snake. Now I am really done for."

And [One-eye] sang:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

But it remained silent. He repeated:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And [the snake] replied:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

[Once more One-eye sang]:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

[The faint reply came again]:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

And he hissed, came, and crashed into the door, and [One-eye] carrying off another hundred heads, finished him.

Now there were only one hundred; on that [hundred]
he now depended very much, but when he came
to be finished off, well then, he was sapped of
life. He then sang once more, One-eye:

You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

It remained still.

You snake! hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

... until the hours passed. Then [the snake]
Teirí tshëdë mia naane,
matëmbë surïka kôlonga naa matembe.

Zökfa miambana,
matëmbë surïka kôlonga naa matembe.

Teirí tshëdë mia naane,
matëmbë surïka kôlonga naa matembe.

//a tìili tìa', kwa tshëdë hìngëxõka
135 tô'ta'ëkwa kwa ka: "Äarakei
136 ñri/ce hapû tì'üne n/°we,17 Sìëëko //'eese, "
137 kwa tìëanga hëwëts'a hënga tata'wa.
138 //'aaka hìk'a xòria n/tëia,
139 //ô'tshea //á, hëwësure,
140 //I tändëana //I tì'ësake.
141 ... phëka kwa ð'a niets'ë. Tâ'ënga l'oka
142 ta'wëngà n/ëëa
143 hëwëts'a ñëu, n/omësonasoko hìë'tësexe
144 I'ëëi'sas'a tâx ni! n/ëxe. Kwa hëwë
145 n/omëso hëwë tots'ëkësòots'a baara tì'ëpë.
146 - "As, hëngëko hìk'a iye?" N/omëse hìa kai',
147 kwañ ka: "Ay, if, //ôkënes'nà.
148 Mìa kai' kwañ ka: "Ay, if,
149 //ôkënes'nà.
150 phëka n/omëso tòfa tshëksi. Hëwëts'a!
151 hëngë. Hëwëts'a' //Inga siya //'e'ewayaa
152 kelembënga siya, hëwëts'a' bełëkonga n/tìa,18

---

17 The ultimate abuse of the dying snake. The strongest insults of the Sandawe are based on witchcraft accusations.
131 replied with a tiny voice:

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

132 [One-eye said]: "I repeat:
You snake, hundred-headed one,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

133 - :

Haven't I eight hundred heads,
the challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses.

134 He came hissing, and he crashed, and the remaining heads
135 were finished off and [the snake] said: "You are really
136 extremely powerful, you son of a witch.17 Take me and skin
137 me." And he then, [One-eye], got up to unfasten the door.
138 He climbed down and went [away] to cut a hook, and
139 from there he came, he fastened [the wooden hook] properly,
140 and he began to pull the snake out [of the water], the snake,
141 ... until it then began to dawn. He finished pulling it out
142 and he then cut its tail,
143 and he went to all the people who had died [and who] were
144 lying everywhere, all the bodies. And he then,
145 he began to beat all those people who were his own brothers.
146 - "Aa, wake up, how is it?" Whenever a person got up,
147 [that person] said: "Ay, ow! How deeply asleep I must have
148 been." When [another] got up, he said: "Ay, ow!
149 How deeply asleep I must have been." [And he worked]
150 until he had finished [waking up] all the people. Then they
151 got up. Then they took the snake and skinned it,
152 and they took the skin, and they fashioned a carrying-sling

18 Balíka, also beríka, sometimes used for a karossa (cf. note 3, p.136), from the Swahili harama, 'railway carriage' and Dutch brenzen, to bring.
Text No. 13. Told by Mr. Manana Songolo at Ta'winkir'as.

1 N/om'antu máxasa iyë waké.
2 Motékánásana ndè n/atjé sax
3 iyë waké, tax dešén ndè n/atjé
4 humba' tuku sax iyë waké.
5 Hlaš tuku sax iyë waké.
6 Phésa tuku sax iyë waké. Alä
7 ka': "Swe hapú hi iyawuyoci', hó
8 lané sipoi thásoy'.

Pa' fára n/om'áso Mhánhatshe 1/1, kána

19 Lines 156-9 are a formal ending of the tale. The image of the finally crushed snake is consolidated by the use of another image in which objects are irrevocably shattered. See chapter IX, section 1.

1 We have seen that a woman's consistent refusal to get married is considered anomalous (cf. text No. 11, note 1 on p. 185; also texts Nos. 140 and 164). This story brings home the fact that such behaviour will bring dire results. The reference to
[for the child] and then they went on their way
and they gave it to her, the child's mother. And she
was receiving it laughingly, and then she carried her child
on the back.
And then he, Genasi, took the dish and he beat the
shinbone of Masageau to pieces. And she then,
this what-is-her-name took his bird-arrow and
broke his shinbone to pieces and then he too was finished.¹⁹
It is finished.


1 A woman was refusing [to marry] a husband.
2 They [the men] kept coming for her to carry her off, but she
3 went on refusing, and many [suitors] were coming for her
4 and they brought cattle but she went on refusing them [all].
5 They offered goats but she kept refusing.
6 They offered money but she kept refusing. And [her relatives]
7 said: "Now if you go on staying like this, who will
8 in the long run give you his testicles?"¹
9 And really, a man came from Somewhere;² perhaps³

reproductive organs is not unusual and there is nothing
obscene about it. Similar expressions are used also among
other peoples; Lienhardt, 1963, 87, shows us how the Binka
speak or 'bring us your vaginas'.

¹ Melenta: a term to indicate a far-away place the where-
abouts of which are vague.
² kama: Swahili, 'as if'.
Kiroosaa: the town of Kilosa in Usagara on the central railway. There are many vial estates around the town; several of these have attracted Sandawe emigrant labourers. Kilosa is 'far away' but the name is well known because of the emigrants. 'Sad people' usually have their origins ascribed to such far-away places. Having rejected many good local people the girl is soon to discover that the stranger whom she has finally married is a bad character.

The stranger's go-betweens had properly arranged the marriage and brought bridewealth.
he came from somewhere in the land around Kilora. He came, and then that man arrived and took her. And [his people] settled properly the bridewealth for her, and they returned and went. And he said [to her]: "We shall go [to my] home, grind some flour [for the journey], my home is very far. And they ground flour, two tins of flour they ground. And they got up and went. They slept several times in the bush, several times they remained to sleep in the bush. But [his] house they did not encounter. And now they went and entered a forest. And at night [while she slept] he got up, this man. When he got up, he said:

Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?
Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?
Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?

Thus he went on doing [and] when it dawned he turned into a human being. And they went on going, and then on the way the flour gave out. And [the husband] said: "I have a bow; even animals I can hunt." And truly, he took the bow, went into the bush and killed animals, and he came [back] bringing them. And then all of them,

---

6 The woman, helped by her sisters.
7 deka: a four-gallon tin, the standard commercial size in which fuel oils are sold. The empty tins are much in demand as household containers.
8 The husband wonders whether he should eat his wife or her brother. From line 29 it becomes clear that her brother accompanied the newly-weds. Sandawe custom demands that a brother (and if possible also a sister) go to the bridegroom's home to meet his family and to hand over presents at a greeting ceremony, cf. p. 46.
9 At night he was a lion.
26 tax n/inà ni' tax yó' . Sa hlee
29 n/ahlengsa imbo:10 "Swè's hòu n/onóse' tehuško
30 n/onóse'te'c. Tšené 'l'umzak'o /s'wa'idì?"
31 Pa ka': "Tši manáshë /'5e'." 32 - "Mandapo?" - Pa ka': "Manáshë tši,
33 /'5e'." Swè kúsha te'seeveyo //hatánasa hi/'akwe:ll
34 "Swè hla' hìa hánjàni'
35 /'èkupose' pil /'angapepo." Gólobasi
36 //hatánasa kó'asa te'seeveyo hi/'akwe.
37 Hísa hi/'akwe'i, hìa tûe
38 hângayoo milata lyei: 39 Sa lolesi pa n/ahlenga //šè, Hìa
40 hlee kongo ñóloai //atšà a iye mahém'kàa.
41 Pa niângà kiâ.12 Pa na hìše'
42 kwàa n///ino pa'x nìg. Phé tshùd
43 l'insema hìa hik'ì pa ka'kà': "Swè'na tšì
44 tûndu tlinè'si" - "Hângena'i" - "A'á, tši manásìs',
45 tûndu ta'sh tlinè'si." Swè n///swàa
46 tûndu... tûndu tlinèyoo, hìa bògenga 1/1'.
47 - "Hângena tûndu hëu?" - Pa ka':
48 "H/T ka'maðì kîtana."
49 Mën tâx tûndu. Tlinèyoo pa
50 these', phë hìa wreensà hik'i

10 Her brother travelled with them, see note 6 above.
11 There are many bark and fibre materials in the bush
from which ropes can be twined. Anyone can quickly
fabricate a good length of string.
they just ate, and then they just went on. She then
told her brother: "Now this person is an animal,
he is not human." Have you watched him quietly at night?"
He replied: "I do not know, I was asleep."
- "Don't you know?" - He repeated: "I do not know, I was
asleep." Now she fashioned a string and tied it to his leg
[and she told her brother]: "Now then, when he gets up,
I shall wake you so that you may see." In the evening
she fashioned the string to his leg and tied it fast.
When she had tied it fast, then at night [her husband]
got up and stayed at the fireplace. [He said]:
Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?
Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?
Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?

39 She tugged [at the string] and her brother woke up. When
then he raised [his head] slowly there was an enormous lion.
And he caught his mouth [in fright], and then he
lay back again and it damned. When the next day the animal
went to hunt [the brother] spoke and said: "Now then I shall
build a cage." [She asked]: "What for then?" - "Oh, I know,
I'll just build a cage." Presently the boy
built a cage... built a cage, until his brother-in-law came.
- "What for then is this cage?" - And he said:
"We shall put the meat [which you have hunted] into it."
But the cage was very big. He went on building and he
finished it, and the next day when he went for his walk,

12 The common Sandawe gesture of fright is to bring the right
hand over the mouth, cupped, as if to hold one's breath, and
stay motionless. This is called 'to catch one's mouth.'
The storyteller indicates with his finger the way in which the boy runs around in the cage, anti-clockwise.

For the meaning of pírîmo cf. text 8, note 3 (p. 162). The cage is moving like a whirlwind which rises up corkscrew-wise. The song is not just a fantasy which happens to occur in this tale; it has its base in the widespread Sandawe belief that the dustriders or funnel-shaped small tornadoes are instrumental in causing people to disappear if a male spirit called hâba is met in the bush. They wander about in these dust tornadoes, and they are malicious spirits who kill and bring disaster. There is also a female hâba who is beneficial. She protects from danger and bestows riches provided sacrifices are made to her every dry season. These sacrifices consist of seeds which must not be red, for the hâba gives in return fertility to the seeds from which the crops of the next rainy season are to sprout, and she protects against danger and the spilling of blood. The inclusion of even one red seed in a sacrifice to her would cause disaster. The name hâba has obvious connotations with fertility: the verb hâba means to give birth. We may now see that the visual manifestation of this spirit, the dust tornado (mirambe) has two distinct qualities: aggressive and destructive (male), and protective and fertile (female). The cage which the boy has built can be identified with the female tornado which protects its inmates against the danger of the lion in the form of a womb, i.e. in the identity of the hâba who gives birth etymologically.

Van de Kinsenade, 1954, 61, describes the spirits
he said: "Sister, now we shall go back home,
by means of this cage." -  "How shall we go
by means of this cage?" He replied: "I know how."
And then the boy entered into the cage. When he had entered
then he just ran slowly round like this,\(^{13}\) and he sang,
saying:

\[
\text{Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,}
\text{swirl up then, high up, swirl up.}^{14}
\text{Cage, swirl up like chaff,}^{15}\text{ carry us then, cage.}^{16}
\]

called \(\text{Hoba}\) as a luminous light which appears at night (the
male spirit) and also as a woman who is carrying a child
(the female spirit). Informants confirm that these are the
shapes in which the \(\text{Hoba}\) spirits manifest themselves, or at
least the most common forms in which they are seen, for there
are also other forms. The dust tornado represents an
instrument or a vehicle of the spirites rather than the
spirites themselves.

The spirites appear at night at any place in the bush, and
during the day in dust tornadoes. These have in common with
the nocturnal bush that it is 'dark' in them: one has to shut
the eyes to protect them from the swirling dust, and the
Sandawe actually say that it is dark inside. The heroes of
the tale use their cage during the day to flee from the lion's
reach. At night they sleep in its protective womb on top of
a baobab tree, the unclimbable tree on which the cage then
settles down like a roasting bird. The woman's husband first
begins to change into a lion at night; later he becomes a
lion all the time (cf. line 76). In this form he is the
very embodiment of Danger (cf. chapter X, the lion as a
symbol). The cage within the protective dust tornado stands
for the female protective womb (also discussed in chapter X).

\(^{13}\) \text{Sorori: the same word as }\text{sokora}\text{ (with plosive k), 'to thresh'.}
\text{cf. text No. 12, line 68, in which the final vowel has}
\text{changed to }\text{i; this is the vowel value of the Latin }\text{a},\text{ cf.}
\text{p.75. Sokori or }\text{sokori}\text{ thus means a general condition of}
\text{threshing, when the chaff blows up high in the wind.}

\(^{14}\) \text{tusaara: cf. Swahili }\text{tusaara (twala), 'to carry away'.}
57 Sax sa:

Pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
tundu pirimo, sogori tsaare tundu.

58 Hlee' ta' sa ta' do'a'yoo, a //akika.

59 Pa //t'she a 'i'i'.

60 Pa ka': "Swé n/i kawasú." Pa

61 ka': "Kawasú. Phé kawasú."

62 Hfa //t' paa nidi, hfa

63 'inoona hiki a lá hlé' tundutana n//ee, hesé.

64 Hfa n//ee' pa /hime, n//ahle, pa ka':

Pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
tundu pirimo, sogori tsaare tundu.

65 Sax sa:

Pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
tundu pirimo, sogori tsaare tundu.

66 Hleé'na ma'ssa iyé. Ma'ssa iyé ta' joo'd

67 tl'ungusa n//ee. Sa hewé 'hik'

68 te'anné kwa' hlee. Kita'a'

69 né/e /hime; sax ka':

Pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
tundu pirimo, sogori tsaare tundu.

70 Sax sa:

Pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
pirimo na yece'e pirimo,
tundu pirimo, sogori tsaare tundu.

71 Ta' yéé sa n/atá gélena

72 //'dime sa' è'a //'. Njukina hlee
And she said, [the bride, who was now also inside]:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

Then they went just slowly round, nearby, until they came down.
And [the lion] came from there [where he had been hunting].
And he said: "Now we shall put the meat in it." [The brother]
replied: "We shall put it in. To-morrow we shall put it in."
When they had slept and it had dawned [and] when he [the lion]
went hunting then they entered into the cage, the other two.
When they had entered the brother sang, and he said:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

And she sang:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

Now then she was turning round. She just went on flying round
until she [the cage] entered into the sky. So she went
back home then. Inside it they
were singing; and he sang:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

She added:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

And they [flew] on and on until they came to alight on a
baobab tree, and there they slept. But the other one then
73 n/weta'sa //atafa ilya hlee' ilya than'
74 l'amat'a. hla gëtëta'a
75 //akimo no dë pëx hewkia
76 sehinieta //'. Tahda hëmbet'sa taç
77 //atafa, úte hansa mëxoe mëddal.
78 n/mënuma iyë wakosëta's. kokësa imëdâ
79 tañ mat'l'ëa butl'isë, aë hëngë. Paç
80 /hmë n/ahe:

Përimo na yëddë përimo,
Përimo na yëddë përimo,
tëndu përimo, sogëri tënaare tëndu.

81 Saç sa:

Përimo na yëddë përimo,
Përimo na yëddë përimo,
tëndu përimo, sogëri tënaare tëndu.

82 Tañ yëddë, wa //aküä
83 gëléna', gëléna n/atî hìa
84 n/ee //akümëi, tëë hìa //akümëi
85 pëx hewkia n/ee. Paç kita's iyë
86 hax //atau hewf e'dëi. Taç
87 //'adë'iyë te'dëa. //'dyoc hìa
88 nleî këkoaa imëna mat'l'ëa butl'isë,
89 ax hënga. Paç bëara /himenga:

Përimo na yëddë përimo,
Përimo na yëddë përimo,
tëndu përimo, sogëri tënaare tëndu.

90 Saç sa:

Përimo na yëddë përimo,
Përimo na yëddë përimo,
tëndu përimo, sogëri tënaare tëndu.
was turning himself into a lion, and then he was running
[after them] on the ground. When they had landed on the
baobab tree they stayed there [high up in the tree], and he
[the lion] slept at its foot. He was [now] just openly
a lion, he whom they had loved before as a husband. [Other]
men she had been refusing for him. When the cocks crowed
and the first daylight became red they got up. And he
sang, the brother:

swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

And she [also] sang:

swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

And they [flew] on and on, until they landed on [another]
baobab tree. They came to the baobab and when they
arrived and landed [on it], when they landed at night,
then he [the lion] too arrived. And he stayed right at [its
foot] and he was a lion at that time. He just
went on following them home. They slept again, and when
it dawned and the cocks crowed and the daybreak reddened,
they got up. And [the brother] began to sing:

swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

And she repeated:

swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.
91 Íxíyoc séqèna //`akime.
92 Hia! //`akumei' pax hewèkia
93 n//eí kita'a, hax
94 a'é //atsd hewè hax kësa daitx'e'e.
95 Páx ó'da //'tó aó ó'da //'tó hewèkia, phè
96 ax hánga. Hlee'yoc tóx //hime hewè:
   Pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   tóndu pírìmo, sogóri tūaare pírìmo.
97 saax sa:
   Pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   tóndu pírìmo, sogóri tūaare pírìmo.
98 saax sa:
   Pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   tóndu pírìmo, sogóri tūaare pírìmo.
99 -
   Pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   pírìmo na yeèeè pírìmo,
   tóndu pírìmo, sogóri tūaare pírìmo.
100 Táx yóóó hlée' ta'sakó kúmbuts'.
101 Pa hlee' sakhtá hia i/í n//eèi
102 pa n/wetsí n/omósea. A ka';
103 "Ihmè'keré. Hót'saa //`akí kúmbuts'!
104 Hia tóyóoi hlee' n/omóso utáxé
105 hewèkia' nèè ał hlée
106 !'úmaa //`akume. Hia //`akumei', -
107 "Hót'sa hlee peê ñx n/atí?" A'
108 ka': "Ah, Jhmè'kwe."
109 Faa hewèkia n//eèi; hlee'
Thus they [went] on and landed [once more] on a baobab.

When they had landed, then this one [the lion] too arrived and sat right at [the tree's] foot, and he was that lion as before, but he was unable to climb up.

And here he slept and here they slept too, and the next day they got up. And now again, then he [the brother] sang:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

and she repeated:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

and she went on:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

[And they went on singing]:

Swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
swirl up then, high up, swirl up,
cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage.

Until finally now [they arrived] at home on the roof.

And then, when he [the lion] came to the forest and entered it, he turned into a man. [At home the relatives] said:

"Be quiet then. What then has landed on the roof?"

When they went out, then those people who had been [lost] long ago, they were both there, and then they got down unto the ground. When they had got down [the people asked]: "Why then have you now then come like this?" And they said: "Ah, be quiet," [and they listened to what happened outside]. For he too, [the lion-husband] had arrived; now he
Text No. 14. Told by Mr. Tiolo Moko Sola at Parkwa.

1. Útsa 15lo6, n/omèse n/umènda sa. Hfa sigi'
2. sa swè mënewoo saa tl'abisosa loowe.
3. Hfaa tl'abisosa l'ooowi' sa swësa iwayoo
4. Habó nlees'i saa tsheë nere'sa habëa. Paà hewë
5. tsheëkfi. Àx nè ë 'aa, saà

17 muk'ka: Swahili mkoka, a plaited mat. Sandawe tradition-
110 had turned into a human. And they said: "Come in, come in,"
111 and he too, entered into the house. Now then in the evening
112 they [were all told] the story and they followed its words:
113 "This person was in fact bad and indeed he was a lion,
114 a human who turns into a lion. He took us away and
115 on the journey he said:

Whom shall I eat, whom shall I leave?
Whom shall I eat, whom shall I leave?

116 and then the boy, as a matter of fact, was making a cage,
117 and now we have come in that cage and arrived here.
118 Had it not been for that, we would have perished long ago."
119 - "Well then," they [the relatives] said then:
120 "What shall we do?" They said: "Now then,
121 dig out an enormous hole, and press down pointed pegs
122 [in its floor] and also spears." And then they dug the hole.
123 And then they prepared food and then, [over] that place they
124 spread a mat. 17 And he then, [the lion] came there to [the
125 food] and as he sat on the mat, then he sank in.
126 There he pierced himself [on the stakes in the pit].
127 The tale is also here ending, here. This person died.
128 Then here the discussion ends.

The Grumble who became a Handsome Youth. Recorded July 1963.

1 Long ago, a man took a wife. When he had taken her,
2 then they stayed for some time and she became pregnant.
3 When she had become pregnant, she then stayed for a time.
4 On the day of giving birth she bore a potsherd. And that
5 perished. And they followed on waiting, and she

ally use hides; pit-traps are used for catching large animals like lions.
tl'abisosa l'oce. Xöö..., sax kérem'sangasa habåa.
Kérem'sanga habåa sx nêwaa,
nêwaa sx kós' tl'abisosa l'oce som'kiensa.
Has hewé hlak'asë, sax ñi n/òkosa habåa.
Ach tà nëh hia
nëyo hàkaiensi' kós' tl'abisosa l'oce.
Tl'abiso hewé hísa l'oce, kumbá hewé
n/omëse kós' habåa. N/omëse hewé hísa
habå' makâwa' //hatseets'e.
Tl'dúkti tehe'wa. //hatëkí tlakfe
aëka'inga werëwá'. //d'a
khòc'ë'a bëchë tæxl hísa dëola bë'ë ba'ë
d'a werë masëktë tengë xe'a
tæxl bëchë. Swëa nëe tur'tëwa tur'tëwa
tur'tëwa narágë nigë swë
narágëse hlak'e l'úma. Paa niwamë
l'oxë hik'iyo khùruxë
paa thòn'ga l'oce.3 Thënta
hìa keets'i paa swëa laláng4
thëeë /d'wà.5 Hëex lalánga hewëxë'tëa niwamë hëk'iyo
paa lalánga siye. Hìa
lalánganga n/ò'owai paa hewëx'd'inga

1 tl'abiso as l'oce: Lii.: 'a stomach she got'. The
succession of strange objects to which the woman gave
birth serves to convey the image of a woman who has
trouble in bearing children. Each object describes a
different abortion. The potsherd is broken and useless.
The watermelon signifies an empty womb. Stones are
barren and lifeless. The eeriness of the description
strongly suggests that the mother must have been
bewitched. Successive stillbirths and abortions are
certainly ascribed to witchcraft: there must be some
reason or another for them to occur.
became [again] pregnant. Until... she bore a watermelon.

She gave birth to the watermelon and then they stayed,

they stayed and once more she became pregnant for the third
time. And like that she was, and she gave birth to grind-
stones. And then they stayed another time and as they
waited once again for the fourth time she became pregnant.

When she had got this pregnancy, indeed, this [woman]
at last gave birth to a human being. When she had borne
this human being, as a matter of fact, he had no legs.

And also hands he did not have, and his legs were absent
and he moved about on his chest. There then, here
near the house he then, when he had slowly grown a bit,
moved about here, that is to say, like a tortoise
and only nearby. Presently they were idling and idling
and idling [during] the days of famine and now
the country was in a famished condition. And he just crept,
he went shuffling along on his buttocks like a tortoise
and he found his way to the black-soil plain. In the plain,
when he turned his head, he now saw [some] white sorghum
plants. Then he went on creeping towards those sorghum
[plants] and he took the sorghum. When he
rubbed the sorghum fine then there were of all those

2 tur'tid, or jurrid: to pass the time talking. Since there is
a famine on there is no harvesting to be done.

3 In the recorded text the storyteller says thḗta before he
corrects it to thōnga.

4 Lalenga (white sorghum) is the principal food staple, cf. p.
52. The few ears of sorghum which the cripple had found are
a treasured possession because of the famine.

5 [Aíwa] has been added to the recorded text on the authority
of the storyteller ('he saw', plural object).
He rubbed the grains out of some of the ears of sorghum and ate them; after that, there were three left.

Sitawulume or sita’wulume: from the Bantu sita’kaki (I do not want) walume (men, or husbands).

Kelünkaka: No reliable etymology has been found, but the name has been described as 'He is like an ina’ nomzola'.
Now, when he went on going he happened to [come to] the well. He thirsted for water. Now all the people [who had been drawing water there] pulled up their water gourds and went [away]. Among them there was a woman, say, a beautiful one. And she, they say, she refused men [suitors] every day. This person's name, this woman's name was: Sitawalume. And then, as they waited, now when her companions climbed up [out of the well to go home], when they placed their gourds on their heads, they then left her behind while she took her gourd [to fill it], and her companions spoke thus [to her]: "Now you go and draw water and give [some] to this person." She, she said [to the cripple]: "I won't draw water, you move over there." His name was, they say, Kalünkaka. They [the others now also] said: "Move up," they said, "Kalünkaka, do not come near here." But he came approaching [her]. - "I say I won't draw him [water]," but [the others] said: "Draw and give it the man." But she said: "I won't draw [water], why don't you draw it for him?" And now he descended [into the well]. Then she, on her part, took her gourd and placed it on her head, yes indeed, and when he had descended into the well, then he drank. When he had drunk his fill he straightened himself up with difficulty. She then, this

which is a wood-boring grub. Possibly kalünkaka is a hybrid of kalûsa (intestinal worm) and kalânkoko (a small, flat beetle, about half an inch in length which moved about rather jerkily and plays dead when touched. For this reason children use it as a plaything. There appears to be no animal or object which is called kalünkaka like the name of the cripple.
Sitawúlumény saa kumbá hexwe
lalánga com'kix xě'̓sa tl'aa,
mínwéla iye. Své hia kitatchea hängai
lalánga té n/omóto
héu híxwe tl'adsa pa ka':
"Lalánga tafi'wei hákú?" A' swéa wá'masa:
"Bésé Sitawúlume, a'̓ híona šmboi'!
hé'wi tahí'ne lalánga tl'aa? Ta'da hawé'óki
fá'kwegi swé hé'wi tl'aa? Pa ka:
"Taf lalánga héu ta'ěxenki ninas'χe, héu
kíoxenki tl'aaaq. Saa hík'10
hésé tsa'anasa ñax ñ'a /híme //'/aa:
Tándo za kutoola,
tahá walume, tahá walume.

Aχ ka': "ché Sitawúlume, /ántsipomé?
Swé a'̓ híó šmboi': hiki swé

Sitawúlume-ny: the feminine -ny suffix in the Sandawe text cannot be rendered in translation; it shows that the name is understood as 'She who refuses men'. The fact that the Bantu ñita(ki) means 'I do not want' (first person singular) does not disturb the Sandawe to whom the niceties of Bantu grammar are quite meaningless.

The point is that Sitawúlume has taken a precious thing off him. Her friends see this as her acceptance of a gift, and they make this clear in lines 59 and 60. When a girl accepts a gift from a man and this becomes public knowledge, it is explained as her assent to marriage, cf. p.41. Kaldúnkaka thus establishes his claim on her.
52 Sitawdlume, indeed she took all these three [ears of] sorghum, she took them and carried [them off], and she went on her way. Now when she emerged from inside [the well] the other sorghums which had been crushed [were there], but the remaining ones she had taken and he asked:
57 "Where are my sorghums?" And then her companions said:
58 "Ooh Sitawdlume, this one whom we spoke to before,
why have you taken the sorghum from him? To draw water for him you refused, now why have you taken it?" And he said:
61 "I won't even take back one of these sorghums, these other two, take them too. She [Sitawdlume] went to her home and he, singing, he followed her there:

The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

64 He went on:

The ear of sorghum is mine,
of your husband, of your husband.
The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

65 And [her friends] said: "Ooh, Sitawdlume, can't you see?
Now, already in the past we have said: how is it, do you

11 The song is made up entirely of Bantu elements. Sandawe disregard for Bantu class prefixes shows up clearly.
lingu: cf. Gogo lulumu (cf. Claus, 1911, 17) = lalanga, white sorghum.
tahangu: cf. Swahili changu, 'mine'. The possessive pronoun -angu with ki-class prefix ki-angu = changu.
tah: cf. Swahili cha, 'of'. This is -a, 'of', with ki-class prefix ki-a = cha.
valume: from Bantu -ume or -lume, 'male' with plural ma-prefix.
lúda za kutosha; cf. Swahili ma-ndi ya ku-kailla, 'the fruits for taking out', i.e. the fruits which have been given.
phakashu Sitawâlume heâo ta’akása n//ee,\textsuperscript{12} paš tewêkia

\textsuperscript{12} \textit{liî}: their home, i.e. of Sitawâlume and her family.

The term heâo (their) no doubt also refers to some of her companions. Water-drawing is a social occasion where women of several households meet to exchange gossip. The women and girls of one homestead go there together, for many gourds have to be filled. All go,
see now, and now this what-not is following you; this one you will have to take." And they went on going [on their way home], and he sang, following all the time:

The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.
The ear of sorghum is mine, of your husband, of your husband.
The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

And her companions said: "Sitawálume, haven't you seen then? Now, as we have said in the past, and now then, now here he is. Go and take him, this person, to your home.

And [the cripple] went on:

The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.
The ear of sorghum is mine, of your husband, of your husband.
The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

until she, Sitawálume, arrived at her home and he too entered there. Then they went on acting like this.

There by the wall he remained, singing, and they [all] said:

"Sitawálume, give him [his due]. When you took the sorghum,

where did you put it?" And she said:

"Oh dear, where shall I then take him? [And then she added]:

"I did not take that sorghum. There at the well

I left it for him." But he stood by the wall and repeated:

The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

for no-one would like to miss this social contact with others.

Sitawálume has eaten the sorghum. In doing so she has irrevocably accepted it.

Pa ka' is a mistake; the storyteller should have said sa'sa or say sa ('and she said'). Pa ka' is 'he said'.

And then she added:
The mother calls Kaldinka 'Tshëwalume' after his song. If the first syllable is taken to be tshë, the Sandawe 'it is I who(se)', the meaning becomes 'it is I whose husband he is', i.e. the mother tells Sitawalume that she is indeed his, whether she likes it or not.
The ear of sorghum is mine, of your husband, of your husband. The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

And then her mother said: "Give Tahawalume his things, this what-not. Now then, what sort of hunger has killed you[r sense] so that you take sorghum from someone, and you eat it, and now what will you do? Since it is like this, where are you going to take him?"

And [other members of the family] went to cut three ears of sorghum and they came and gave them to him, but he stood there, and shrugged his shoulder and said:

"I won't be tried [by them], I won't." [And he insisted]:

The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband. The ear of sorghum is mine, of your husband, of your husband. The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

"Tahawalume, what shall we do now? Now then we have cut off these sorghums and given them to him but he refuses. Mother! what to do now? Now, is it not like this, since you have been refusing [suitors] since long, that this one here now, he whom it is that you love, isn't he then now to be your husband? What shall we do?"

Then they came to the house and entered, but he just remained there singing. Like that he waited by the wall until the hour when she went to her bedroom, at that moment

---

16 Sandawe shrug one shoulder only.

17 This is not clear. Possibly the storyteller means: "About Tahawalume, what shall we do now?"

18 darimo: the hut of the unmarried girls.
100 /himé //'aa 3'aa. Su'mása iye
101 pax ls'. Pā' ē ka':
   Tōndo za kuthola
   tahá walume, tahá walume.
   Lēngu tshángu,
   tahá walume, tahá walume.
   Tōndo za kuthola
   tahá walume, tahá walume.
102 Hlēš'yo phāka saa Teháwalume
103 khoomása n//es a dél nā ∫antēa
104 tshále terets'a f'we, 20 pa
105 tshále terets'a mánte. Pa //ē. Pa
106 tēx iyē /himé:
   Lēngu tshángu,
   tahá walume, tahá walume.
   Tōndo za kuthola
   tahá walume, tahá walume.
107 Isež'ena nig kísōxa tahēnk, som'kēnts'ī'
108 Teháwalume sau kūmba gōlobasi tūsî' hīa hāngai'
109 kūmba k'ātl'a kwaats'e pax hēwē swē sīyaa
110 hēwē hābē's'īgā k'waak'wa. Hīa k'waak'sī'
111 hleš'na k'arē hlawēkētshe'e. 21 Hlešna

19 This is an insult, for sī'na is a small hide for sitting on; too small for sleeping. A sleeping hide is called tēlāddī.

20 This is another insult. A man is given a proper bowl of porridge together with a small dish for vegetables.

21 The man was born deformed because of witchcraft or sorcery, cf. note 1 (p.229). Sorcerer's medicine is often thought to be hidden in the roof. The flat roofs of Sandawe houses are the most likely hiding places: the main beams are overlaid crosswise with many parallel rafter poles and these are overlaid with a dense row of battens which are covered with grass. Termite earth covers it all. From an old roof bits of bark, grass and earth come down regularly. At times of misfortune
he followed her there, singing. She gave him a piece of hide [to sleep on] but he refused. He said:

The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.
The ear of sorghum is mine, of your husband, of your husband.
The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

And then afterwards she and Tahávalume entered the house and they cooked porridge,

and she gave him [his food] on a potsherds, and he ate from the potsherds. And he [went to] sleep. But he just went on singing:

The ear of sorghum is mine, of your husband, of your husband.
The fruits which have been given are of your husband, of your husband.

Now then when two days had passed, then on the third,

indeed during the long night, Tahávalume then, he got up,

and indeed rubbish fell on him, and presently he took his covering skin and threw it off. When he had thrown it off he became at once a handsome youth.

some of this may be recognized as sorcerers' medicine which must have been hidden there by an ill-wisher. In this story similar rubbish with medicinal powers falls on Kálnkaka; it breaks the spell which had bewitched him and made him a cripple.

In tales, not only Sandawe, ugly features often peel off like snake skins (cf. chapter IX). Here the 'ugly skin' is referred to as hab: this is the skin in which babies are carried on their mothers' backs. The hab: is therefore a temporary garment which a child will grow out of eventually. Kálnkaka is here shedding his 'ugly skin' just as a child sheds its birth-skin, the hab:.

He emerges from it as a handsome youth, free from the ugliness which had covered him so far. In lines 149 and 150 the girl's relatives confirm this when they say that the young man had until then been going about covered in rubbish.
112 Sitawalaume mēnas. Bān' sa phē
113 tho'sūkūngsa Imbo, tho'osākkia: "Māama,
114 i/f'k'o ts'ambahi //‘ō." Swēsa tho'osā i/f.
115 Hlee /hēmekina wassānga
116 hlee' n/omēnta'a' nēt //‘eci.
117 Aa swēa hlee tho'osūkūngsa Imbo aē kumbe
118 hēts'ōx'mea, n/ahlōx'mea Imbo, aē
119 bant'a tūdayo. Bā'n'āga ba'ē aē //‘ī'a lheweyō, 119
120 //‘ī'a' tēesē. Swē gōlobasi hlee'
121 tūda hīn' kphaana' n//ce //‘ısanai'
122 //‘jwasisa' thō'suke nēyyoo, a sīa'
123 hōwē habē'ē xē //‘ī'na.
124 //‘Inga hlee' lēh, lēo, lēb. Hlee hīa
125 kitatsha'a ts'okī sa hīf nīsa
126 paa fyē k'ak'ne'ki
127 humba n/wēts'. Aā nīnk'ā, paa
128 dīnga n/wēts'. Aā nīnk'ō paa
129 thōdā n/wēts'. A' nīnk'ō paa
130 kīnonga n/wēts', a' nīnk'ō
131 paa twīa n/wēts' a' nīnk'ō
132 paa n/wāa n/wēts' aā nīnk'ō.
133 Hlee' 1x nīsā'wasas'i' būs'
134 pā ka': "Ah, swē bās' tīlā. Swē
135 tahēkā. Swē tl'ēsē bō'sīs'ī's'e.
136 Swē bās' hīa hllaki swe'na
137 tahēkā. Tīlā swē wēksa;
138 bās' swē tahēkā.22
139 A swēa hlee hōwēta' a gitl'a fye l'ānda;

22 The storyteller states that had the young man not
been caught by the others, he would have jumped
into the fire, after his skin, or else he would
112 Sitawdlume loved him. Well then, the next day she
113 told her sister, and to her sister [she said]: "Friend,
114 come to sleep at my home. And now the sister came.
115 And then the song had ended [as the man had gone to sleep]
116 and then they remained looking at the man.
117 And now, then they told their sisters and indeed
118 all their fathers, they told all their brothers, and they
119 dug a deep pit. When the pit became large they lit a fire
120 [in it], and they readiness the fire. Now in the evening then,
121 at night, when they entered the house and went to sleep,
122 they remained awake with their sister, and they took
123 his covering skin and carried it into the fire.
124 The fire then crack, crack, crackled. Then, when he
125 jumped up from inside then they caught him
126 but he went on asking [about his old skin] and
127 he turned into a cow. They caught him firmly, but he
128 turned into a stone. They caught him firmly, but he
129 turned into a tree. They caught him firmly but he
130 turned into a storage bin, and they caught him firmly,
131 but he turned into a bird and they caught him firmly
132 but he turned into an elephant, and they caught him firmly.
133 Then, as they were holding him like this, well then,
134 he said: "Ah, now it is enough, finished. Now it
135 is all over. Now it is enough and I have nothing [more]
136 to say. Now, well then, if it is like that, then now it
137 is all finished. Enough, now [you] have overcome me;
138 well then, now it is finished."22
139 And now then he, his father-in-law gave him a cloth;

have escaped. For this would have been the result of the
medicine's action had it been allowed to complete undis-
turbed the changes which it had set in motion.
Text No. 15. Told by Mr. Nama' Maganga at Farkwa.

1 Útaa n//oo thámes' n//óóu hláwesankí, aâ
2 mésuuki //áana nif'wa ts'áana.
3 Mnyángale n/dámmu.1 //íá Mnyángale //íáa
4 théé ahléé. Mnyángale n/dámmu, swé
5 n/dámmu's' Kiddlo Mnyángale, ahléé.2
6 Swéé n/óóse hewó hláwesankí k'aré, pa

---

23 The young man’s refusal to come out is a show of reluctance to marry the girl who had at first despised him and treated him badly. His honour is bought off by the gifts of cattle, and followed by his gradual emergence.

1 Since she went to the well with her mother she was still staying at her parental home. Married women do this before childbirth, cf. p. hó.
140 they had told his father-in-law and he bought him a cloth
141 and he came and gave it to him. [But the young man]
142 did not come out of the house, and [the family]
143 produced a heifer and he showed them a hand, and they
144 produced [another head of cattle] and he showed them his
145 face, and they produced for him one more heifer, and he
146 came out as far as his chest and showed it to them,
147 well then, and they said: "Now it is enough, you will be
148 our son-in-law. Really you were a very handsome person,
149 even in the past, but you were going about [covered]
150 in rubbish." And he said: "Now [you] have overcome me,
151 it is enough."
152 Here [the story] is finished.


1 Once there was a young woman, a very pretty girl, and she
2 went with her mother to the well for water. She was
3 the wife of Mnyángale. The name Mnyángale is the name of
4 the candelabra tree, Mnyángale's wife, now she who was
5 his wife was Kiddle Mnyángale, the candelabra tree. 2
6 Now then, this man [Mnyängale] was a handsome youth, and

2 Ahlé is the Sandawe name for the Candelabra Euphorbia; this
tree is called mbangali in Nyamwezi, a name which is
identified by Burtt, 1936 (No.133), as Euphorbia bilocularis
or the Greater Euphorbia. Mnyángale is also heard; this
variant is enunciated as Mnyángale by the present story-
teller.
Kiddle is also Bantu, cf. Swahili kidde, finger. The
branches of the candelabra tree point up like fingers.
7 twa /’tswa/. Mf
8 ta’dama n’i pa twa mtém’a /ánga.
9 - “Hif hapána hó n/umusupo?” Sa ka’i:
10 "Nyángale n/umusus’i.” - “Ah, hóu Mnyángale
11 mak’asets’e, mas’kin’ phó. Biri /’čona n//inewa
12 misilonto’ts’a.3 Hwóki swé móñata’se?
13 Nó’ tef te’ána. Móto /’čona n//inepo,
14 gádáro /’anki, tsíái te’sè, mukatóó, mëtchóóé
15 thimepo, pi mántsha, n/íngi tówé,
16 hisai n//íns. Hóu hik’i n//íns lënga
17 li’ba’áwayoo. Manka’áisaa i/i
18 ta’dama. Ah, hewékina swé n/omése?”
19 Sač sa: “Ah, ko hí a di tìf
20 moje, tefko n’isú.” Sač ta’dama hawé
21 sač hik’. Phëydó saá hësë n/atits’ents’
22 wetshayóó, sáa sîta’, hí’ n/atí’
23 haw kós’ koose. - “N/umusupo hápú ár’gi
24 hlawé. Nó’ ta’dama.” Sač sa:
25 “Hik’is’ts’éko.” - “Hóu n/omése x’e’ote
26 hewá /’upó? Tëhí’ úrís’ hlawé.
27 Tef ta’daküki bëre makáa mántsháki.
28 Tef mëtémbé’i. Hida n//inepo sax.” Swé hlé’
29 sicsú. Móóu Mnyángalensta xó
31 Swé hí’ n//éeká’ kitáa peekwe,
32 kitáa peekwe. Saa hákita’l ah swé’a’

3 Biri or bir’. is the traditional bed made of poles,
of note 13 on p. 178. The construction is simple:
two or three pairs of upright poles with forks at
the top form the legs; two main beams are laid to
rest in the forks, and the joists called misilonto
are laid across these main beams. Some hides serve
now he had married her. When they [all the women, including
his wife] went to the water hole, then the headman saw her.
"Hey, you then, whose wife are you?" She said:
"I am Mnyángale's wife." - "Ah, this Mnyángale
has no wealth, he is a bare pauper. He sleeps on a pole bed,
on rough joists. How is he then [a man] to love?
Let us go to my home. You will lie down on a pillow, [lie]
on a mattress, drink tea, there will be bread, and rice
I shall cook for you, and you will eat, have meat as relish,
and you will sleep well. If you go to him to sleep your ribs
will just be sore. You will come with markings [all over
your body] to the water hole. Ah, now is he then a man?"
She replied: Ah, although he may be imperfect, he is my
husband, I must go now. And she drew [her] water
and went. The next day, at the time when they usually came,
well let us say, at twelve o'clock, when they came
he was again present. [He said]: "You woman, you are very
beautiful. Let us go home." But she said:"
"I really won't go." - "This very inadequate man,
is it he who married you? I am very handsome.
Also, at my home [all] things are free and so is food.
I am the chief. You will just sleep well." And now then
he took her. This Mnyángale's wife, he carried her off
and he went, the chief. He already entered his home.
And now, when he had entered he put down a stool for her,
he put down a stool for her. She sat down, and now they

as a mattress. Since the joists are rough poles the comfort
is not great. In a majority of households the Swahili kitanda
a rope-sprung frame bed, has now replaced the hiri which is
still found in the poorer homes.

ni'akili, lit.: 'we are going'. The plural is sometimes used
after -ko (urgency), showing a multiplicity of reasons for
going.
These are luxury goods available in the shops at the trading centres. Onions are not grown by the Sandawe. 
Bímání is a ground condiment, a yellow powder for seasoning sauces. Tehan is ghee (boiled or clarified butter). These may be the multiple reasons referred to in line 20 (cf. note 4 above).
slaughtered a chicken, and he went and bought onions, and
he bought binzari, and he brought back boiled butter.  
and they fried it, and she cooked for him, and they ate
and they finished. By now her husband was looking [for her,
but] she was not there, until the sun set,
and he was looking [for her, but] she was not there,
until the sun set. — "Ah, this wife, where is she?"
He [went to] sleep, and it dawned. Presently he
followed her footsteps, and so going he arrived at the well.
When he had gone and arrived [there] the water gourds
were still there. — "Ah this wife, where has she
gone?" And now he followed the tracks as far as
the chief's home. — "Ah, is it here then why my wife
has not come, the chief?" [And he addressed the chief]:
"Ah, what are you, haven't you a wife, you who
are in wickedness?" — "And you then, now, are you a man?
You who have bulging eyes. Ah, be good and go away.
What is this [crying] 'my wife, my wife, my wife, she is here'
It is I who took her and [made her] come. You just go,
I shall give you your belongings." How much then have you
paid at that time? Only that one goat,
that one with the green eye? And that one too, which lit
the fire, that sheep of the past with the one horn,
that one, are you proud of that one? Just speak up
so I may give them to you. Take them."
And [the chief] gave him a goat which had a bad eye
and a sheep with one horn which it had once broken

6 The bridewealth which Mnyángale had paid for his wife.
7 By offering to compensate Mnyángale for his bridewealth
the chief proposes to marry his wife legally. For the one
who lights the fire, cf. p.43.
The husband's song is entirely made up of Bantu elements. He addresses his wife as Nyangale which is possibly short for Kidolo Nyangale (see line 5); although the storyteller has told us that her husband's name is Nyangale this is really the name of the wife, and the husband's name is Tembo which means 'Elephant'. After he had finished his story the storyteller agreed that he might have had his names mixed up at the beginning before he arrived at the part where the songs are sung. The wife's identity as Nyangale becomes clear later when she turns into a candelabra tree. From the next song, and from line 74 we see that the husband's name is Tembo and not Nyangale.

Rizi (or Arizi, as in line 59) is protective medicine of the kind which is often worn on bead strings,
in a fight with a fellow [sheep]. And he now took them and went. He went until he arrived at home. When he had arrived he thought and thought: "So this chief has really taken my wife? Bah! just wait." And now he was getting up and he went and returned [to the chief's house], he arrived and sat down outside. [He then sang]:

On Manyangale, Manyangale,
On Manyangale, Manyangale,
Give me my amulet, Manyangale,
Give me my amulet, Manyangale,
Come on, Manyangale.8

And she, the wife, sang while she was in the house sitting on a stool:

Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.9

"Ah, [the chief said], what kind of property has he? This amulet [business]? What sort of amulet is it then? Go out then and give it to him. I'll give you much [more] of it." But she was silent. And [her husband] sang:

in elephant-hair bangles, or in necklaces, cf. Swahili hirizi, 'charm, amulet' (Johnson, 1951, 134). The usual Sandawe term for medicine is mirizi.

The wife's song is also entirely Bantu. Ryoc is a corruption of the Swahili niko, 'come'. Tétle, 'take out' or 'give' is from ku-té(t)ulà, cf. note 11 on p. 236. Téte: 'Elephant' is Bantu but commonly understood by the Sandawe; it is the usual ritual name for an elephant. Since it is not used as a proper name but clearly understood as 'Elephant', the name has been so translated in the song. Akosai is translated as 'friend' because this is the meaning which the storyteller attributes to it. However, cf. Swahili mkosai, 'a bad omen, bad luck' (Johnson 1951, 287); considering the end of the story this meaning would fit the situation rather well.
Although the Sandawe are surrounded by some large Bantu tribes, Bantu words in songs are often not understood. As a rule the literal meaning of story songs is not perceived by the audience when the elements are Bantu. Here the storyteller finds it necessary to explain (rather than translate) Mgosi wáne, and to tell his audience that Tembo is a man's name; without this explanation they might see in their imagination a physical elephant.
Oh Nyan'gale, Nyan'gale,
Oh Nyan'gale, Nyan'gale,
Give me my beads, Nyan'gale,
Give me my beads, Nyan'gale,
Come on, Nyan'gale.

72 [And she replied]:

Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.

73 "Friend of mine", they say, is her husband, and
74 the husband's name, they say, is Elephant.\(^{10}\) [The chief
75 said]: "Ah, give him his [things]. Now then, where are
76 those things?" She then took out the beads and she
77 gave them to him, he took the beads and put them into [his]
78 box.\(^{11}\) And he sang:

Oh Nyan'gale, Nyan'gale,
Oh Nyan'gale, Nyan'gale,
Give me my beads, Nyan'gale,
Give me my amulet, Nyan'gale,
Come on, Nyan'gale.

79 She then said: "I have already given you your beads,
80 so what beads [do you want now]?" But she sang:\(^{12}\)

Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.

---

11 The Sandawe make cylindrical boxes for personal belongings
out of tree bark. The joints are stitched together with
thin strips of bark fibre and any remaining narrow openings
are plastered over with termite clay mixed with fat.

12 Pay, kal! (he sang) in the vernacular text is a mistake of
the storyteller; this should read may an (she sang).
81 - "Ah, f'wako head mabo.\textsuperscript{13}
82 Nòtsa na pìi ma'ale mak'ò, ti'òakò
83 f'wa." Pax lu'okì.
84 -

Mnyángalóye, Mnyángale,
Mnyángalóye, Mnyángale,
Nipe rìsi yàngu, Mnyángale,
Nipe rìsi yàngu, Mnyángale,
Ha' hè, Mnyángale.

85 -

Dyòó tòole Tembo,
Dyòó tòole Tembo wàne,
Ngosi wàne,
Dyòó tòole Tembo.

86 - "Ah, f'wa'ko'kò irisi,\textsuperscript{14} howd'h
87 irisìna hìnex swò'o?" Sax ka':
88 "Èh, hayìka' maracipo? Zìgìdàga òare
89 hìa ka' iyò: irisi, irisi, pìi
90 kà' hòbe?\textsuperscript{15} zigìda hìkì tu'kò
91 iye's? Swè òare hled'
92 zigìdas' tu'kò iye'wa'...
93 aare hììì hle', manda po tsi
94 wa'sa:" Pa hìììì nòtìmu,
95 thàmesuunaako òànài'. Iye'si' intòi
96 wa'sàì iye. Pax jìme sàkhì iyò:\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{13} head mabo (her properties) should read howd makò (his properties).

\textsuperscript{14} -ko means urgency, and with an additional -kò it indicates extreme anxiety. The meaning-value is as strong as 'for heaven's sake'.

Irísì: the word irísi, 'protective medicine', is given the female suffix -ay in contempt.
81 - "Ach, [the chief said], give him his properties."
82 Why then are you being troublesome in such a way. Take them
83 and give them to him." And he fell silent.
84 [But the husband sang]:

Oh Muyangale, Muyangale,
Oh Muyangale, Muyangale,
Give me my amulet, Muyangale,
Give me my amulet, Muyangale,
Come on, Muyangale.

85 [And she replied]:

Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.

86 - "Ach! oh give him then his amulet, his amulets then, how many are there then? She replied:
87 "Well, have you then [no] intelligence? He means my heart
88 when he is crying: amulet, amulet, and you,
89 what will you say [to that]? How shall I take out my
90 heart and give it to him? How really if I then
91 take out my heart and hand it over to him...
92 will that then be all right, do you understand my
93 predicament?" And he was silent, the chief,
94 how did he love that woman! If he'd say [any more]
95 she would be making a fuss. And she who was inside, sang:16

15 Like western Europeans the Sandawe believe that emotions, character and love reside in the heart.
16 Another inaccuracy of the storyteller: the vernacular text says: 'And he who was outside, sang' instead of 'And she who was inside, sang'.
Dyūū tōole Tembo,
Dyūū tōole Tembo wáne,
Ngosi wáne,
Dyūū tōole Tembo.

97 Fex Tembonga ka'!

Mnyāngaléye, Mnyāngale,
Mnyāngaléye, Mnyāngalé,
Nipe rizi yángu, Mnyāngale,
Nipe rizi yángu, Mnyāngale,
Ha' hé, Mnyāngale.

98 Sax /hime khotoasa iye:

Dyūū tōole Tembo,
Dyūū tōole Tembo wáne,
Ngosi wáne,
Dyūū tōole Tembo.

99 - "Ah, f'wako." Swé'sa zigidasa niye
100 sa tl'ö'sa yse iye.
101 "Aare hlái mütésu múña hou tay zigída
102 hou hlái mütésa?" Pa ka'!
103 "Ah, f'wako. Rewe zigída hótao'd.
104 iye ko." Sax sa: "A'á iywe' te'eko."
105 Fex sakha iye /hime:

Mnyāngaléye, Mnyāngale,
Mnyāngaléye, Mnyāngalé,
Nipe rizi yángu, Mnyāngale,
Nipe rizi yángu, Mnyāngale,
Ha' hé, Mnyāngale.

106 Télíma k'ee iyé.

Dyūū tōole Tembo...

107 Neáiki tshaa télíla //'akí.

Dyūū tōole Tembo,
Dyūū tōole Tembo wáne,
Ngosi wáne,
Dyūū tōole Tembo.
Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.

97 And Elephant replied:

Oh Mnyàngale, Mnyàngale,
Oh Mnyàngale, Mnyàngale,
Give me my amulet, Mnyàngale,
Give me my amulet, Mnyàngale,
Come on, Mnyàngale.

98 And she who was in the house, sang:

Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.

99 "Ah, give it to him." And now she took her heart and she was holding it in her hand, [and she said]:

100 "Do you really love this well, chief, this heart here, do you really want it all right?" And he replied:

101 "Ah, give it to him. This heart, what is its use?

102 Give it to him." And she said: "No, I could not give it to him." But he who was outside, sang:

Oh Mnyàngale, Mnyàngale,
Oh Mnyàngale, Mnyàngale,
Give me my amulet, Mnyàngale,
Give me my amulet, Mnyàngale,
Come on, Mnyàngale.

103 He then was completely weeping. [She began to reply]:

Come and get it, Elephant...

104 And she too, her tears dropped abundantly.

Come and get it, Elephant,
Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Come and get it, Elephant.
Having torn out her heart and handed it over to her husband, Mnyángale dies and her husband bids her farewell. The song describes her departure into death.

The Sandawe have no traditional chiefs, but their southern neighbours the Dogo have. The chief's house of the tale is one with a second floor and a tin roof; this is what the Sandawe of the bush believe an important chief must be living in. Residential houses are only known from the tales of people who have travelled far afield and who have been to towns. Within
And when she then gave him the amulet into his hand, and when he then shut it into his box, he said:

"Good-bye, Mnyăngale." [And she sobbed]:

Come and get it, my Elephant,
Friend of mine,
Mnyăngale, good-bye Mnyăngale.17

Now then, when he got up, he went away, and when he had gone and arrived at home, she then, the Mnyăngale who was his wife, the wife of Elephant, got up and now she changed into a candelabra tree.

She broke the tin-roofed house [of the chief by growing through the roof] and where the storied [house] had been, there stood a shady candelabra tree.18 Now the chief was frightened and now he beat the drum [to call up the people]: tom, tom, tom, tom tom tom ...

[And the people wondered]: "At the chief's house, what is wrong, what is wrong, what is wrong?" When they came out hastily there stood an enormous shady candelabra tree. "What then is the matter with the chief?"

And [the chief] said: "It is Elephant who indeed has carved out a candelabra tree [into a woman], and then he married her and I thought she was a human woman,

the tribal area there are only two buildings with a second floor: the extended primary school at Kurio and the presbytery of the mission at Parkwa where the priests live. It is quite inconceivable that an ordinary Sandawe countryman could ever live in such a grandiose edifice which to him is an object of wonder and admiration. Marshall, 1962, reports that the IKung Bushmen believe that God lives in a storied house with a tin roof.
19 *hâwâ*: to wail like a hyena. Hyenas are thought to be the familiar of witches, and by using this term for the sobbing of the woman the chief implies that she was a witch.

20 In lines 117, 122 and 131 the tree is described as shady. After finishing his tale the storyteller commented that the tree had a large dark shadow. Shadows are associated with spirits, death and witchcraft, but the tree itself has the same significance.

The wood of the candelabra tree is extremely light and can be carved easily. A Sandawe victim of witchcraft uses it to make an effigy of the person whom he believes to be the witch, and then he will place it at the witch's door in the small hours so that the latter will see it first thing in the morning, and take fright. For an arrow is made to point at the chest of the carving, killing the witch in effigy.

Also for real witch-killing the candelabra tree serves as a medium. The witch will be lured to the foot of the tree which has been half cut through in advance; it is then made to fall on top of its victim, burying him alive in the bush. Without being given a proper burial the bodies of witches are thus left to be devoured by hyenas, their own familiars. The tree is also said to look like a ghost (*lëta'ima*) in the darkness of night; its branches point up like long
a beautiful one; I took her but [her husband] kept singing,
and she gave him the beads, and she gave him the amulet,
and he got up and went to his home, and when he arrived
back she wailed like a hyena
and rose up with a rustling noise and at the same time a shady candelabra tree stood
there. Indeed, a candelabra tree this Elephant had married.
I see indeed [why] human people are warned for this,
now. As for me, my words are now finished.

The ending is here.

mensacing fingers. Having no leaves but only succulent green branches set with thorns, this anomalous tree seems to assume eerie human shapes in the dark. The candelabra tree is thus thought of as the witches' tree par excellence, but it is associated with death in yet another sense. The sap of one variety, called dodóma, is extremely poisonous and forms the principal ingredient of Sandawe arrow poisons.

Informants have given further comments to this tale which boil down to the following: Since Elephant had carved the woman out of wood she was not a human being with her own rights and her own free will, but her husband's property like no woman can ever be. When a girl is given beads these become her own absolute property and a husband cannot demand them back in a divorce. Since Kindigale was Tembo's property her beads were his too; she only handed them back because she was an un-person. When she also handed over her heart she became completely de-humanized and all that remained was the wood of the original tree she had been made of. Quite significantly this was a witches' tree. Her act of giving her heart to her husband has therefore a significance which is quite different from the European idea of giving one's love or loyalty.
Text No. 16. - The Jealous Brother.

Recorded by Dempwolff, 4th May 1910. Translated from Dempwolff's text No. 54 (1916, 152-5).

[There were] two youths. The one youth's name was Ule, the other's was Lue. The youth [called] Ule was very handsome, but he, Lue, was ugly. Two very beautiful maidens turned up to conclude friendship. When they had turned up, they asked: "All youths make [girls] beautiful, they tie beads [on them]; don't you bind them round the waist?" When the maidens had turned up and posed the question, they [the youths] then both stood closely next to one another and asked: "Girls, which

1 Dempwolff's text reads a wam /nuia. This may mean either 'so they may make love' or 'so they may conclude friendship'. From what follows we may conclude that the second translation is to be preferred, cf. note 2 below. Dempwolff chooses the same translation (Freundschaft schliessen, 'to conclude friendship').

2 Girls obtain their bead-strings by receiving presents from their parents, visiting relatives, and from admiring youths as tokens of friendship. In this way they may collect a considerable bundle of strings in due course. Beads are also given in marriage proposals (cf. p. 41) and in lovers' situations. A bride who is not a virgin has to indicate who has taken her virginity (cf. p. 44). She proves the man's identity by producing the string of beads he has given her on that occasion. Sandawe girls are taught that they must always secure a gift for their virginity; traditionally this is a string of beads. When youths openly give beads to a girl during the day this is merely an acknowledgement of the girl's popularity or a sign of friendly respect. This is the case here. The significance of Sandawe bead symbolism is thus entirely dependent on its context. The transfer of an especially valuable set of beads, or of any other significant gift, would amount to a proposal, even if it is made openly and by day (cf. the gift of sorghum in text No. 14).
of us is the most handsome?" The girls said: "The most handsome is Ule, he is very handsome." [And Ule then asked]: "Is for you then Ule handsome or ugly?" [The girls replied]: "Wait until [other] girls have come." So they waited anxiously until the [other] girls had bound their beads around the waist, and came.  

- "Who is the most handsome?" - "The handsome one is Ule, he is the most handsome." Ule was tired of it, ay! Each time when girls came, then next [they said that] Ule was the most handsome. He was really annoyed [and thought]: "Wait, Ule, till I revenge [myself]." [Another day Ule said]: "Get up, Ule, let us go herding." And they went to herd. They found a well. The well was deep. [and] the water was far below.

When girls go out to a dance or to meet the boys they make themselves pretty by donning their beads. Even though they wear them around the loins the beads are plainly visible if a girl is dressed the traditional way. Nowadays loin beads are covered by the wearer's dress, but in the past the customary leather apron only partly covered them. There were also special aprons in use which were made entirely of beads (yovó sambahë, 'bead apron(s)'). Even men wore beads, cf. Fonck, 1894, 292; Baumann, 1894, 112, gives an illustration. A good bundle of beads is not only an ornament but also a status symbol because it suggests that the owner is a popular person. On festive occasions many bead strings are also worn around the neck. When a girl comes out of the seclusion of her initiation, or when a bride is taken out of her confinement, her family heap on her as many beads as they can find so that her wealth of beads may be admired by all and sundry. This not only serves to make the bride look beautiful and to present her as a popular person, but it also shows up to advantage the wealth of the family. Photo No.10 shows a girl in her finery after initiation.

Dempwolf's text gives tatámara. Tatara-me means 'having tiredness', i.e. 'being tired of something'. The suffix -me intensifies the meaning to 'being fed-up'. Dempwolf translates Ule 'was furious' (war wiltend).
They let down a long pole and put it up [firmly].

"Wait with drinking from this far-away deep-away water," Lue said.

"Ule, wait, drink afterwards, wait so I may drink first."

Lue drank first and climbed up [the pole, out of the well].

"Ule, go down then." And Ule went down. Lue [then] took that long pole out of there, and went to throw [it away]. Ule said:

"How shall I climb up?" And Lue [replied]: "Each day when we went, the girls said: 'Ule is very handsome, Ule is the most handsome. How I have had enough of it, I shall make you suffer.'"

- "Oh woe, you make me suffer like that?" And [the other] said: "Yes." And he followed the cattle, and he killed a head of cattle, [saying]: "Oh yes, oh yes, I shall do this properly." And he took the skin and he placed it on top of the well as a cover, he applied it to the well's opening as a cover, he took pegs and he pegged down the sides [of the skin] properly; while he returned [to the well] he fastened them properly. He [then] got up and herded [the cattle] home, he herded on until he arrived at home. Ule's mother inquired:

"Where is Ule?" - "No, no, I do not know, Ule has come ahead

---

5 Ankermann, 1906, describes excavated pit wells in Turu (Kimi country, west of Sandawe); Fonck, 1894, mentions similar wells further east, and Koenig, 1952, describes the deep wells of Maasailand. Proper pit wells are usually less than three feet in diameter and they may be quite deep. Ankermann mentions 3/4 metres diameter and a depth of 14 1/2 metres, i.e. a diameter of approximately 2 1/2 feet by a depth of over 40 feet. Many of these wells date from before the arrival of the present inhabitants in the areas where the wells are found, and therefore they are often referred to in terms like 'the work of God' (e.g. Ankermann's Turu wells, cf. op.cit.; 48). The Sandawe know how to make them and also some of the neighbouring peoples still construct them, e.g. the Gogo at Loje (cf. Rigby, 1964) although at the latter place the wells are of a shallow depth.
[of me], I do not know." The moon went down. 6 [Another day]
he milked the cattle and herded them, and as he arrived at the
well he came [there and called]:

Ulees, Ule!

The country remained silent. [Ule said]: "Oh Ule, who then
went like every day [eliciting the girls' reply]: 'Ule is very
handsome'? Now I have had enough. Ule, who then, who?"

[And Ule sang in the well]:

You people, you people,
Now I must die.

[And Ule told him]: "You suffer, you suffer, you who were the
most handsome Ule every day, you suffer." And then again he
herded [the cattle] and arrived at home. Ule remained [in the
well] and the month came to an end. He ate his nails, and he
ate them up, he ate up his bead strings, 7 he ate up his apron,

6 Lii: 'finished' (lit). Thirteen lines further down in
Dempwolff's text the moon (moon) 'came to an end' (tabeki).
The former expression usually describes the setting of the
moon, the latter the passing of the moon's phases to the
new moon. It is significant here that the moon sets, i.e.
the night becomes dark rather than that the next day dawns,
as in other stories. The setting moon brings the darkness
of night (death) and the new moon marks the end of the moon's
phases (its death). Ule finds himself in the land of
approaching death, and moon symbolism is effectively used
here to dramatize this. The land of death is often reached
in tales through holes in the ground or through caves; in
text No. 12 we have seen how Mirigi sinks into the ground
when she dies. Ule's pit, of course, is homologous to the
ground. In the next story, text No. 17, we shall see further
examples of this representation of the pit.

7 In the past beads were made of bored pieces of ostrich shell;
these were strung on grass threads or on narrow strips of
hide and separated from one another by discs of hide. Ule
ate the hide components.
and he ate up his own hair. Ule became emaciated and death was near. What then could he eat to fatten up? He arrived [into the state of] a corpse. One day a certain youth, [still] a child, a brother of Ule's — of the same father and the same mother, of Ule's same mother — this child turned up. Ule herded [the cattle] to their grazing and [he called] Ule's brother: "Come to herd." And they herded and they herded and they arrived at the well. When they had arrived at the well [Ule said]: "Wait then, there by the well." The child waited there, [he who was] Ule's brother. Ule went on [as far as the covered opening of the well itself], he arrived at the well [and called]:

Ulee, Ule!

and he knocked on the stretched hide. Ule sang:

You people, you people,
Now I must die.

The child listened: "Eh? What does this say? My brother has long been dead, what then speaks [there]? Wait then, let me hear well", [and Ule called again]:

Ulee, Ule!

[And Ule replied]:

You people, you people,
Now I must die.

The child said: "Oh no, no, wait." And they herded the cattle home until they arrived. The mother gave [the child] porridge but the child just cried. [The mother inquired]: "What then, father?" She gave him milk, but he refused, she gave him honey, but he refused, she gave him fat, but he

8 *Tatá,* the form of address for 'father' is also used as a term of endearment for children.
refused, she gave him meat but he refused, and he just cried.
She inquired: "What then?" [The child replied]: "Oh mother, my brother who died long ago, what then [has become of] Ule? While we were herding Ule was knocking and called 'Ulee, Ulee!', and he replied: 'You people, you people, now I must die'." - "Where did you hear that?" And [the child] said: "Mother, at the well, truly." And she said: "Well, you aren't lying?" - "No, no, I am not lying." [Then] the people were gathered, the relatives came, and they inquired from the child: "What have you heard?" And he replied: "Ule, my brother, is alive." - "You are not lying?" - "No, no, I am not lying, he is alive, how then could he speak? As soon as Ule had knocked," - "Yes, let us all go, we shall find him, yes, we shall find him, you relatives!". And then they got up and they went and went, and arrived at the well. [The country] was deserted but then this one [the child] stooped down and showed them by knocking:

Ulee, Ulee!
They were pricking up their ears.

Ulee, Ulee!
[And the reply came]:

You people, you people,
Now I must die.

- "Yes, well! he is really alive." And they pulled out the page of the hide and they pushed it aside. Ule was totally emaciated. They went to take the pole and let it down, but he could not climb. A relative of his went down and took him

---

9 The text reads *ma'ana līwa*, which has been left untranslated by Dampwolff. The meaning is 'it is wide open', i.e. without a living soul. Ule's well was invisible as it had been covered up.
and hoisted him on his back and climbed up, and they went home and brought him in. They had pegged down the hide [again] and put the well's opening in order. When the next day had dawned, Ulee arrived having come [to the well] herding. [He called out]:

Ulee, Ule!
Ulee, Ule!

but the country remained silent. "You have suffered enough and thus you have died, you have suffered enough and for a long time I made you suffer thus." That he had been taken away before, he did not know.

[At home] Ule stayed and stayed in the inner room and ate porridge; Ule fattened up again and his body became beautiful. When one day Ules came [he, Ule] took an axe and Ule took [also] a whetstone [to sharpen the axe]; in the inner room its edge sounded: "nech, nech." [Ule asked]: "What is that for?" - "The inner room's storage bin creaks." Ule's mother applied water to millet for [making] burial beer, beer for Ule's burial.11 Another day [the people] gathered together for the beer [ceremony]; together with them [was] also Ule, he who had slowly killed Ule before, to fill himself by drinking the beer. When they had [all] come, they locked the house. "What for then?" [Ule asked]. - "Wait here and drink, do you want to run from the room?" Ule then cut him down with the axe.

10 The usual Sandawe word for a grinding sound.

11 Dempewolf's German translation is more effective than mine: 'Ules Opferleichenbier' is 'Ule's sacrificial corpse-beer.'

12 At mourning ceremonies beer is put in the inner room of the house; guests sit in the front room and outside, and are given their beer there, but relatives and close friends sit in the inner room to drink in honour of the deceased. Informants with whom I have discussed this text of Dempewolf's say that Ule and Lue belonged to the same homestead (they may therefore be half-brothers).
[saying]: "You then, who have been killing me, [now] I revenge myself on you." This man Lue [then] died. The tale ends here.

Text No. 17. — The Witch and the Fire-oracle.
Recorded by Dempwolff, 17th May 1910. Translated from Dempwolff's text No. 56 (1916, 159-61).

Some time ago there was a man who had married [several] women. When he, Selegende, went out, then his principal wife Masawa cooked beans. When she had cooked them her husband came back from the path of his stroll, and he said: "Who has gone out for [getting] beans?" The principal wife then took a mouthful and yawned. While she yawned the husband had to vomit.

13 The names Ule and Lue are not usual ones among the Sandawe, and it would be strange if they did not have a special meaning. *U-le* could mean 'vague place or condition' — 'habitual action', i.e. 'He Who is Somewhere' (in the well?); *Lu-e* would then be 'He Who puts [Someone, i.e. Ule] Somewhere', cf. p. 105, the meaning of vowels.

1 In Dempwolff's translation this passage has been left open.

2 The husband is a cantankerous man who carps at his wife or wives that they have to go out to get beans. The woman in the text has beans (*kosa*, or *goza* in Dempwolff's text) in her mouth and the sight of them causes her husband to vomit; this proves him to be a witch. Had he not been guilty of witchcraft he would have been able to bear the sight of them. The woman has common, edible beans in her mouth (*kosa* are cow peas, *vigna unguiculata*); but an informant with whom this text has been discussed says that it is as if divination (*kalou-a*) is being held to prove that the husband is a witch. Proper divination beans are called *tanatana* (cf. note 12); some diviners use these beans to find out the cause of the difficulties which beset their clients. In the following lines the husband takes revenge for his exposure, and the mode of his revenge further proves that he is indeed a witch.
And then he said: "You make someone else vomit, am I not [allowed] to eat?" and he added: "Am I then not to taste it myself?" She sat down on a stool, and then her husband was preparing sorcery and the stool then went [down] into the earth. When his wife had gone [down] into the earth, then the husband caught the children and he took them [by the hand] and ran [away]. And then her, Masawa's father came, and he called:

Masawa, hey, Masawa!

[The reply came from inside the house]:

Yes, she is here.

[He called again]:

Masawa, hey, Masawa!

[And she sang]:

Father, I am dying, Selegende causes me suffering.

And her father then gave her porridge and she ate. And then he, her father pulled her, but he was unable [to get her out]. And then he said: "My child, I am going now." When he had gone [home] he told his wife: "Cook porridge, I want to take it to my child." And she cooked, and he came [to Masawa's house with the porridge], and he called:

Masawa, hey, Masawa!

[And the reply came]:

Yes, she is here.

[He called again]:

---

3 Her head had remained above the ground.

4 Dempwolf's vernacular text says: teinkinga]okomo isme (I want to take it to my child). n//oko-gi (my orthography) is not the plural n//oko (children) plus -gi (1) but n//a (child) plus -ko (anxiety) plus -gi (1). The form n//oko does not necessarily have a plural meaning, cf. p. 66.
Manawa, hey, Manawa!

[And she sang]:

Father, I am dying;
Sorcerer causes me suffering.

He gave her porridge, and then he went on his way. But now a hyena wandered about there. When he had come, the hyena called in a deep voice:

Manawa, hey, Manawa!

But she kept quiet, [thinking]: "That is not my father."

And then [the hyena] went back along another path. When the hyena had gone he went to a sorcerer's home [and called]:

5 Manawa's husband had returned in the form of a hyena.

6 The vernacular text shows the word *nambu* which Dempwolff translates as *Kamberpriester* (magician, sorcerer). The usual meaning of *nambu* is a type of small ant which carries a nasty sting causing itchy swellings; van de Kimmense, 1954, 51, mentions *nambu*, with a raised tone on the *n*. Informants state that the name of the ant and the term for sorcerer are the same word, without tonal distinction. They say that 'ant' is the real meaning of *nambu* but that the term may also be used for implying that certain people cause others to suffer. In this sense it may mean a witch (*tlude*) or a sorcerer (*misabde*), but usually the latter. The distinction which the Sandawe make between witches and sorcerers is extremely vague and many will argue that the two are identical. Yet the etymologies of the two terms show us that Evans-Pritchard's principal distinction between witchcraft and sorcery among the Azande also applies to the Sandawe situation, and informants confirm this. *Tlude* means 'having bitterness' or 'having nastiness'; *misabde* suggests 'having arrow-like magic', *misab* being derived from *misob* or *miasob*. *Sumbu* is a special type of arrow which is associated with witchcraft (cf. text No. 157). The *tlude* (witch) uses no rites or spells but psychic powers; whereas the *misabde* (sorcerer) employs techniques of magic by using medicines (cf. Evans-Pritchard, 1937, 387). The *nambu* (ant) inflicts suffering by its sting which is like using a bewitched arrow (*sumb*).
"Hey, sorcerer!" And [the sorcerer] asked: "Who is there?"
[The hyena then said]: "Make me another voice, will you?"
[But the sorcerer said]: "I don't know." [The hyena replied]:
"I shall show you [a place] with meat."7 And then he made him, the hyena, a [new] voice. And [the hyena] went. When he had
gone [back to Masawa's house] he called:

Masawa, hey, Masawa!

[The reply came]:
Yes, she is here.

[He called again]:

Masawa, hey, Masawa!

[And she sang]:

Father, I am dying,
Selegende causes me suffering.

And he entered from that side, and he entered from that side,
and he went [up to her] and he caught the wife, he pulled her
up, and then he put his teeth into her,8 and he stuffed himself
and he ate her flesh until he had finished her. When he had

7 The hyena promises the sorcerer some of Masawa's flesh in payment.

8 Denzowolf's vernacular text uses the term dlam which literally
means 'to [pierce with an] arrow'. By implication the
hyena's teeth are likened to arrows, i.e. to the type called
sund (cf. note 6 above, and text No. 157); if arrow-teeth
are associated with witchcraft, hyena's teeth carry a doubly
strong association with it since the hyena itself is a symbol
of witchcraft (cf. chapter X). From the wording of the text
clearly emerges the image which the Sandawe have of sorcery,
which is effected as if the victim were shot at with an arrow.
This instance of witchcraft (or sorcery, with the use of the
teeth) is a particularly bad one because the anthropophagous
hyena is identified with Masawa's witch-husband.
eaten her and had his fill, then he went away on another path. And after him came Masawa's father, and when he had come [he called]:

**Masawa, hey, Masawa!**

The country remained quiet.

**Masawa, hey, Masawa!**

The country remained silent. [He thought]: "But here was my child, why wait for it? Let me enter so I may see." When he had gone in the hole was empty. "Oh mother, the hole is indeed empty, who then has pulled up my child?" He added:

"The hyena has walked about here, perhaps, possibly he was here, the hyena has at that time walked around here, why do I wait? I shall go to ask him." And then he went and he met the hyena. "Hyena! - "Who is there?" - "My child, who has pulled my child from the deserted house, taken her from the pit in the deserted house and pulled her out? The hyena said: "I do not know." And then he, the child's father said: "Hyena, you have pulled her out yourself." But he said: "No, no, I have not

---

9 I.e. the normal path on which the father came.

10 Dempwolff has left open the translation of this passage. People do not enter without calling first. When there was no reply the father decided to go into the house anyway.

11 Dempwolff translates: 'who has taken my child out of the house'. The vernacular text shows *tonga* which is a deserted house, a ruin, or even the site of a former house which is recognized only by the grindstone which has been left in its place. The term *tonga* is used rather than the usual word for a house (*khon*), no doubt because of its association with death. For the significance of *tonga* as a sacrificial place, cf. texts 90 and 91. Deserted houses and grindstone sites are associated with witchcraft because this causes death, and the sites are inhabited by the ghosts of the deceased.
pulled her out." But [the father] said: "Now, to-morrow there will be an oracle." And [the hyena] said: "Yes."

12 Oracles are greatly feared and a refusal to submit to such a trial would have dire consequences since this would amount to a public admission of guilt. Trials by oracle are no longer held because they have been forbidden by the government; in the past they were resorted to only if an indictment obtained by divination was denied by the accused. In this tale the episode of the beans has already shown Masawa's hyena-husband to be a witch.

As among the Azande diviners and oracles are mainly consulted about matters of health and witchcraft, i.e. things which cannot be found out by normal judicial processes (cf. Evans-Pritchard, 1937, 3). Like the Azande, the Sandawe have a number of oracles which may be graded according to the severity of the accusation on which judgment is to be passed. Bagshawei, 1925, 332-3, lists four Sandawe oracles which were commonly used in the past: trial by hot iron, by boiling water, by scorpion, and by lizard. Van de Kinnen mentions the first, the second and the fourth of these (1951, 52) but neither of them mentions the fire pit, and neither of them arranges them in order of severity:

In the lizard oracle the reptile is applied four times to the chin of the accused; if he is bitten or if he flinches he is held to be guilty but if he is innocent if he gets through the ordeal unharmed. In the scorpion oracle the insect is placed in the accused's cupped hand; he has to hold the scorpion in this way four times, each time until it crawls out of his hand. In the hot water oracle he has to fish four bits of medicinal wood from the bottom of a pot with boiling water; he has to pick them out separately with his right hand, and scalding or the development of blisters proves his guilt. In the hot iron ordeal a red-hot oracle knife (nogó moco) is caressed over the accused's tongue (three times according to Bagshawei, four times according to my informants). The fire pit was the most severe oracle of all; it is said to have been used for trying people accused of lion-murders (these are briefly discussed in chapter X). This oracle was consulted only rarely; the accused had to jump across the pit four times. Failure to do so would not only prove his guilt but also put him to death.
And then Masawa's father went. When he had gone [home] he [went to] sleep. And then it dawned, and he came [to the hyena's house, and called]: "Hyena!" - "Who is there?" - "Come to the oracle. You sorcerers, come all of you." And they came the usual path. When they had come, then Masawa's father dug a large pit. When he had finished digging it, he lit a fire [in it] and he said [to the sorcerer]: "Now you sorcerer start off," he spoke. And then the sorcerer got up, and when he had got up he jumped across the pit. And [the father] said: "As far as you are concerned, your oracle has been satisfied. Now you come too, hyena." And [the hyena] got up; since he was in great fear he was jumping on the way [before he reached the edge of the pit], he was unable to jump [well] and he fell into the [fire] pit, and he died.14

13 Masawa's father demands the presence of the hyena as well as the sorcerer who gave him his deceptive voice, and possibly this passage means that he also calls any other known sorcerer. The repeated references to the various paths which the story's protagonists follow may be symbolic. First the father follows the usual path, then the hyena follows a devious path; when he follows the usual one after that he promptly meets the father who then begins to find out about him. How all follow the usual path so that the truth may come out and the country be cleared of the witch. The Sandawe word for 'path' (/koo) is also used for 'way' in the sense of a person's moral conduct.

14 One who knows his guilt is bound to be hindered by his conscience during the trial, say Sandawe informants in defence of the trial by ordeal system; the outcome is also influenced by the Spirit of the Oracle (nom lita'ima) or by the clan spirits (gana lita'ima). In this final sentence the storyteller throws a clear light on the psychological basis of the institution.
Text No. 19. Told by Mr. Tálo Mdáki Soló at Parkwa.

1 Útás 1dá n//âm. Útás 1dá dí'sé
2 íxa' Imbo: N//âm hángá'o
3 xa'nta hess sunkume Îmbá'nta
4 pôö sunki ke'ë'nta.
5 íxa' Imbo: Muganga'ê
6 ka' útás: Sémo úra ba'á.2
7 Hewé n//âkis 0'a 0' n//eitshe'e, hewé
8 hewá îye'ê. Â swé
9 kimá hess n//âkoissscco taq'sesso hfa' n/atíá
10 'dmank'oa' ní'. Àa ní'a
11 fütít'sa humba' tl'aa
12 á swé kese. Àá swé ní'i
13 /'d'awayoc ankhâki '!Ô'watsho
14 â kese. Iswé' híà
15 mãnawânti híà /ânts'itshe'i.
16 hê'tshe'a hangoâ mphàka j'
17 /'îtsukü háku ke'ë'ë hewá n//eëté.
18 Mìnaatshö mëho hewâ'ê'. Àá
19 íxa Imbo: /'lawë rápido jiwà'ê
20 kumba tósungá. Owáâbó.
21 Isewé hikieó? Ñína haphinge mugangaâpo.

1 The presence of some Baraguyu, a Maasai-like people, among the Sandawe and the surrounding tribes has been discussed on p. 14; Maasai and Baraguyu are both called Gwâbó by the Sandawe who do not distinguish between them. The origin of the name Gwâbó is mentioned in note 1 on p. 14. It is a moot point whether the people referred to in this tale are Baraguyu or Maasai proper; because of the distribution of the populations it is more likely that they are Baraguyu than Maasai, the latter occupying the plains beyond Surunge country (see map No. 1).

2 The saying...
The War with the Massai. 1 Recorded September 1963.

1 Long ago [there was] a war. Long ago then, the old men
2 said [it was] like this: The war started up
3 and was brought upon us, as they have told us in [their]
4 stories] and as we too, have heard it in listening [to them].
5 They said [it was] like this: There was a magician,
6 they said, long ago [called] Sono who was very great. 2
7 When there was a war on he would not enter it, but he
8 stayed where the others [stayed, at home]. And they now,[the]
9 Massai] indeed, these first bringers of war, when they came
10 they went [on their way] silently. And they went
11 to the other side [our side], and they took away cattle
12 and now they herded [them away]. And then [our people] went
13 and they followed them but they found not even one,
14 and [the Massai] herded on. Now then when they [the Massai]
15 were on the cattle track this was not [even] seen.
16 They [our people] got up [and went] from here as far as there
17 passing yonder, listening all the time until their arrival
18 [back home]. They did not know its end. 3 And they
19 spoke thus [to Sono]: "Now then, father, aren't we now then
20 completely finished. The Massai! Now
21 what shall we do? But aren't you a magician?

2 The storyteller is not certain about the clan membership of
Sono; he says that he was "from somewhere near Alagwa
country". Deapwolff, 1916, 115, text 12, makes reference of
two lineage heads called Wuno and Sono who provided
protective war medicine for raids against the Datoga.
Possibly the two Sono's are identical.

3 I.e. the end of the trail leading to the place where the
Massai raiders had taken the cattle.
Herenda: a medicine stick consisting of a long pole, the thin end of which has been wrapped in a bundle of protective medicine by a magician after he has made a sacrifice to the clan spirits. The leader of a raiding party provides the sacrificial animal and is given the medicine stick by the magician to take it along with him on the raid. After the successful completion of the expedition he returns the stick to the magician, and also the captured cattle are then herded to the latter's homestead so he may distribute them among the raiders. Dempwolff's text No. 12, cit. supra, mentions this usage.

Medicine sticks may also be planted in cattle tracks in the surrounding bush; they are then made to point in the direction from which enemy raiders may be expected. This is believed to make them drowsy, careless and conquerable, and according to the storyteller this is what has happened in this tale.

The roof of a house, and the gate of the cattle enclosure are yet other places in which medicine sticks may be planted as a defensive measure; they are supposed to make the house and the cattleyard invisible to invaders.

The original and most common meaning of the term herenda is 'fire drill'. This is a longish stick which is twirled between the palms of the hand so that the end of the stick bores into an underlying plank of wood; the friction produces glowing wood dust from which a fire is then carefully kindled. Fire, of course, is a magical substance of great power, cf. p. 46, note 4.

On that page it is also shown how a medicinally treated fire drill is used as protective medicine for a new homestead.

The use of protective medicine sticks has now become extremely rare. Von Luschan, 1896, 344, gives an illustration of a whole stick and of the heads of four other sticks; he refers to the Sandawe medicine
Cannot you even erect a medicine stick?" And he replied:

stick as \textit{papawatna}. This word appears to be quite unknown to the present Sandawe; possibly his informants have pointed out the end of a stick to von Luschan who then understood this to mean the Sandawe term for a medicine stick \textit{(tioxidum)}, 'that which finishes it', i.e. the end of the stick.

Both the fire drill and its derivative the medicine stick are made of the wood of a tree called \textit{loboke}; this may be \textit{Anogeissus striopholus} (Claus, 1911, 21, mentions that the tree which the Dogo use for fire drills is called by them \textit{veri-veri}; this tree is identified by Claus as indicated). The plank into which the fire drill is bored is made of a tree called \textit{aihie}; according to a botanical identification obtained by Mr. J.L. Newman of the University of Minnesota this is \textit{Camphora mollis} (Oliv.) Engl. (pers. comm.).

For making the medicine the magician slaughters a black goat and prepares the stomach contents with the roots of several trees or plants (my informant did not know which); the preparation is then wrapped in a piece of skin taken from the goat's forehead, and tied around the head of the stick. The procedure largely agrees with what von Sick, 1915, 28, tells us about the war medicine of the Rimi: The root of the \textit{papawatna} tree and the stomach contents of a black sheep are used, which is sacrificed at night. The warriors eat from the meat and go home. They have to abstain from beer and from sex. In the morning, before setting out for their raid, they gather together again, the medicine is tied to a piece of skin from the sacrificial animal which is then tied to a stick, and the stick is handed to the man who has been chosen as the warriors' leader because of his courage. Upon leaving the warriors are aspersed on their backs by the magician; from now on none of them is allowed to turn back lest the medicine lose its power. Upon return from the raid the medicine is given back to the magician who places it in a cave, together with a sacrifice for the wargod (the Sandawe sacrifice to their clan spirits).
23 "Tsí dágas' n//áko //tséö/ sárena ee" 5
24 Swéa hevet'áa níí, ak Swéa kos'áa n/ató.
25 Híí n/ató' ak níí háma tlííáa.
26 Híí tlii'áí hlee híí tlííáa
27 kozé ni'i
28 hérénde hlee n//Ínket'eesens.
29 Swéa híí ni'i' hlee' Swéa néea
30 //"5"// 'owa. Hárasats' híí ni'i
31 gelé tahinats'áa 6/a' tumaató kaáwa,
32 ak híí n//ópái paa swé gelé

5 The word which the storyteller uses for 'enemy' is n//áko, but in lines 1, 2, 7, and 9 the same word is translated as 'war', in line 66 as 'raid', and on p. 22 its meaning is given as 'clan' in the sense of a corporate group based on neighbourliness; in note 1 on p. 23 mention is made of the meanings listed by Dempwolff and van de Kinnenade; and in line 72 of this text the form n//ákoö is used in the meaning of 'enemy'. The literature provides a variety of forms of this word which suggest that more than one term is involved (my thanks are due to Dr. J. C. Woodburn for drawing my attention to this). These forms are the following:

Dempwolff, 1916, 40-41:

//ní fem. //naka, plural //nako, Stammesgenosse.
//ná, plural //nako, Freier, Feind.

Lemblé (quoted in Bagshawe, 1925, 38):

Nákoö plural Náko, an enemy.

Drexel, 1929, 56:

//nako
//ná
//nako plural Náko (misprint?), a com-

plurale Náko, Krieger, Feind.

Van de Kinnenade, 1954, 67:

n//áko
n//ákoö
n//ákoö voisin, homme de la même tribu.
ennemi.
guerre.
"I have the power to foil the enemy, so it is indeed."

They then stayed at his place, and the Masai came again.

When they had gone they went taking away cattle.

When they had taken them, this time, when they had taken them and went away herding them [off]

wasn't this time the medicine stick standing up!

When the Masai went this time the Masai then continued drowsily. [already] in the beginning when they went they prepared tobacco there at the foot of the baobab tree and while they smoked, now then, as they stayed.

Yet according to the storyteller and also according to informant 27 (Appendix IV) the single term n//ako covers all these meanings. A brief consideration of the nature of the differences may show this statement to be essentially correct.

The differences between Dempwolff's /n- and /n- and between Drexel's /n- and /n- appear to be the result of the placement of stress on the following vowel. Dempwolff's difference in tone between two variants may be due to the same factor, and may in fact be a difference in stress. Informant 27, with whom this matter has been discussed, is not sure whether tone is the differentiating agent, or stress, or both. He does agree that there is a relation between tone and stress, and meaning; cf. p. 107. The stressed variants of the word appear to imply anxiety, a warning of danger, and enmity.

The singular form /n- according to the same informant, is used next to the 'plural' form /nako which is not a real plural since it is used in singular as well as plural meanings (cf. p. 66 for plural formation; note 14 on p. 255 for anxiety; note 4 on p. 271 for -ko as a non-plural element). Thus it means clansman, compatriot, war-clan or corporate neighbourhood group, war, raid, enemy, and also warriors. To show the singleness of a warrior the demonstrative -a or -we may be added, cf. the forms Enako and n//ákoa quoted above. Finally, van de Mierenade's term n//ako is really n//ako' a, the act of waging war.
33 tshina nee'onta paa kita'a
34 ta'wama izo. 6 Aa Gwabha fxa nese
35 //uwanki xo'xse nee' Paa
36 ta'wama ka': "Ta'wasa." Aa Gwabha
37 ni'seta'a' horo' aax ka': "Muteena
38 hdu kita?' Aa tl'onge. Kumba
39 hewo' Sono' k'unk'ad'f. 7
40 Ise' heso' makavavalsino
41 n/atshena'. Swoa Gwabha //a'amadwa. O'a
42 gwabha tik'. Gwabhe
43 paa ta'wasa kita'tha pooná. Paa hewáu thaa,
44 thayó'. Pa hik'a //O'a n/~ce.
45 hfa n/~isi ko n/omosekina
46 kówa', hisabuki kwa'me'na'.
47 - "Ise' hixo?" 8 Aa ka':
48 "Swo hfa blak'el' hewo' muganga'di' súnti
49 muganga itshenú." An swo'a' muganga itsha
50 hese'kina. //O'ayó' a1 muganga'el'a' l'owwe
51 a1 swo'a' //O'tahesila' n/ati.
52 hso n/atfypo së ni'a hóse'a' húsha tll'an.
53 hse' hfa n/ati së ka': "Swoó
54 hese' hóshu fikwe híe níí," hese'
55 mugangafanga //O'a Gwabhekte b'wanga fxa l'mbokwe;
56 "Híe nil pco hese' muganga'inge l'owwe wak'waškwe.
57 Híe wak'wai' tshutshu hwe'inkwe sii'yé níí
58 kókó n/seekwe ní n/átekwe n/seekwe níí

6 Swynnerton, 1946, identifies ta'wama (chvanna in his orthography) as the dwarf-mongoose (Nllocolea undulata).
7 Forgetting their watchfulness, Sono's magic causes them to play playfully into the tree trunk with their sticks.
at the foot of the baobab tree, then in there
a dwarf-mongoose cried. 6 And the Maasai stayed thus,
they stayed playfully knocking [the tree], and the
mongoose said: "Ta'fèè," and the Maasai
rolled down with laughter and said: "What is it then
in there?" And they pricked [with their sticks]. Well then,
it was because of his, Bôno's concocting [medicine]. 7
Presently they [the Sandawe], the owners of the wealth
were coming. And now they foiled the Maasai. There they
finished off the Maasai completely. From among the Maasai
but one out of their midst survived. And that one ran,
and how he ran! And he went and he arrived there [at his
home]. When he had arrived then even all his people
had been finished off and the cattle were returned.
[The Maasai then said]: "Now what shall we do?" 8 They said:
"Now if he is like that, that magician of theirs, we too
shall seek a magician." And then they sought a magician,
they too. And then really they had found a magician
and now they came from there [in a new raid].
They went on coming and they went away again taking cattle.
This time, when they had come they said: "Now then,
cattle of theirs, go while you are going," and their [own]
magician was talking there to the Maasai, speaking thus:
"When you go then you find their magician and kill him.
When you have killed him take his penis off him, and go
cut off his ears, and go cut off his nose, and also go

8 All the Maasai of the raiding party had been killed by the
Sandawe. Those who had stayed behind in their own camp had
not been annihilated and are now wondering how to organize
a new raid.
These mutilations are not meant to be a mere disfigurement by way of revenge, nor are they just an obliteration of Somo's identity. By the removal of these parts the Maasai preclude the propagation of his power, and they ensure the discontinuation of his dangerous senses, according to the storyteller. The underlying idea seems to be not dissimilar from that of the Nyoro who stop the mouth and the anus of the body of a man who had been particularly ill-disposed during his life; this is supposed to prevent his ghost from coming out to do harm, cf. Beattie, 1961, 174. In this tale too, ghostly vengeance is sought to be prevented.

The removal of the forehead is of particular significance. In note 4 above we have seen that war medicine is wrapped in a piece of skin which has been taken from the sacrificial animal's forehead. To the Sandawe the forehead is the seat of virtues like intelligence and honour (both of these are rendered in Sandawe with the word mara), and power of the mind (adiri).

Mara means in the first place a blaze, the white patch on the forehead of cattle; it also means bright and beautiful, and it is the common term for 'beauty'. Text No. 36 shows the word mara in the sense of the beauty of patches as part of a colourful design; in text 136 it expresses handsomeness (of a person); and in text 175 it describes the beauty of an object (a musical instrument). An expression like 'he has honour' or 'he is honourable' is rendered in Sandawe as mara-nna, feminine mara-nna.
cut off his forehead too. After that, yes, there you will obtain your safety. If [you act] not like that they will finish you off." That one was a very great magician, so he was indeed. And he said: "All right." And now they came and again they went and really when they had come and arrived taking cattle, now when they had come to take cattle they herded them [away]. And now again [the Sandawe] cried out loud. While they cried out loud, now these, the Sandawe with their [remaining] cattle jumped up and ran. "The Maasai raid has arrived!"

Of a person who is socially objectionable it is said that 'he has no honour', mara-si-te's, feminine mara-si-si-te's. This also means 'he (or she) has no good sense'.

The blaze is associated with a light colour, clarity and whiteness (the word for 'white' as a colour is not mara but khoo). We have seen that the Sandawe prize a light complexion in their women (pp. 33-43). The Sandawe say that 'real Sandawe' are light skinned like the people of Bas'ko and Bugénika who are yellow rather than brown like the aboriginal M/ini hunters (cf. p. 11). The culture hero Katunda (see texts Nos. 19 and 20) is said to have been light skinned, or to have had a high forehead with a receding hairline; both qualities may be described as mara. It seems relevant that the Barabaija, the tribe from whom the priestly Alagwa clan claim descent, say that God is bald or has a bright patch on his head (informant: the Rev. H. Faust of the A.L.M. Mission at Balángida Lealu.

The term dágh, which means the power of the mind, also means medicinal, magical or mystical power (cf. line 30 of the text). The patches of forehead skin taken from sacrificial animals are called 1ágo; these are used not only on medicine sticks but also worn as protective amulets round the wrist. The name 1ágo is related to 1ábo, 'moon', 1á 'moonlight', and 1á 'lightness', 'wellbeing' and 'healing power'.

It may now have become clear that the forehead is closely associated with a person's power. Since Sóno's powers reside in this part of his body his forehead has to be destroyed so that it cannot continue to be harmful to the Maasai.
69 Mi‘a Sónots‘a‘ imbo pas Sóno

70 ñxuo imbo: ‘Ánh, Gwáá hótso n/wfai?

71 Tef‘ dáíte‘a‘. Háta tél‘séhenaaki.” – “Oko

72 k‘u n//skoe n//nees nél‘ ó‘ báába. Sóno hángako

73 ní‘.” Sóno wá‘a n//uwe pa ka‘:

74 “Nik‘is‘te‘a‘. Tef ñxuo.” – “Sóno, ké lêlìle, n//sko

75 n//sá‘.”10Swé hle‘d‘ n/atú‘ kálonga‘I

76 a‘a til‘únts‘a‘ nísa hángasuká

77 paa ríxi‘ pas m//ok‘o til‘úntats‘a

78 paa l‘awé. Aa sá‘ wá‘masote‘a‘;

79 “S̃iríl‘óna saas‘ Sóno, bikópo hápú

80 hápú dágú hdu. Swé /ásá‘ hi‘ kama

81 darai pono‘d‘.” Aa hísó‘a‘

82 zigáa nínk‘on‘a12 n/atú nísa, tánne,

83 tlaki‘ Sóna kí‘ti‘, Gwáákí n//ees‘

84 al bikáa gírbé.

85 Aa Sóna hle‘d‘ til‘óngimé á‘a. Tl‘óngimé‘óo

86 a‘a wák‘wa‘ teháts‘hanga‘ n/sekwe‘á,

87 n/stinga‘ n/sekwe‘á, hó‘l‘óngá n/sekwe‘á,

88 bas‘, a‘a hle‘d‘ húmbuyenta‘a késé.

89 ó’ga‘ hewáns‘ mísá‘. Téhárágá. 13

---

10 Kó is translated as 'oh!'. The meaning of ké lêlìle would be rendered more adequately but less literally as 'for heaven's sake', cf. text No. 15, note 11 (p.255).

11 This is not strictly logical. They addressed Sóno, not their fellows.

12 i.e., they took courage.

13 There can be no doubt that this is a historical tale. Bagahawe, 1925, 221 mentions that the Alagwa headman Amá‘ and his brother Sóno were successful against the Datoga because the latter were at that time weak, having suffered from Masai raids. Robinson, 1957, shows that not only the Datoga but also the Sandawe...
And they went to Sono's to tell [him] but Sono
spoke thus: "Ah, what could the Maasai do?
He cannot beat me. Not even once." - "Come on,
this enemy who has come is here, nearby. Sono, get up
and go." [But] Sono stood there fast and he said:
"I won't go. I'll stay." - "Sono, oh! alas, the enemy
has arrived." Now this time they came [really] bothering
him, and they caught him by the arms, they stood him up,
but he slid back down and he slipped from their hands
and he fell down. And now [they said] to their fellows:
"We are going to run now, Sono, you just stay, you
and your magical power. Now we shall see whether
you can really survive." And others then
tightened their hearts and came to catch him, and pulled
in vain; Sono slunk down and the Maasai arrived,
and they left him and ran.
And then [the Maasai] stabbed Sono there. And they stabbed
him and they killed him, they cut his penis off him,
they cut his nose off him, they cut his forehead off him,
well then, and they herded off all the cattle.
Here then is the end of this [tale]. It is finished.

were bothered by their incursions. During one raid the
Sandawe surrounded and defeated a band of Maasai at Kiolí,
but a subsequent affray was won by the Maasai. In these
skirmishes 'Liam' (Limb) the son of Ama' was killed and
all the cattle the Maasai could lay their hands on were
driven off by them. Robinson further mentions two Maasai
raids during the time of Xahliki the second son of Ama'.
The Maasai then tried to capture the cattle at Xahliki's
residence at Por5 but the raiders were beaten, ten of them
were killed and the remainder fled to the north, only to be
wiped out at Mbulu in Iraq. Since then the Maasai have
stayed away, being afraid of Sandawe arrows.

[Cont'd. next page].
[Continuation of note 13].

The present text appears to describe the first war. According to the storyteller the Sandawe followed the tracks of the Masai cattle raiders as far as Kioli; here they surrounded them while they were resting and killed them with their poisoned arrows. Some time after this event several Alagwa were killed in a new Masai raid when the latter had been fortified by counter magic of their own. Presumably Limë was among those killed, but the storyteller does not confirm this. Being a jata'as'tá clansman he may be ignorant of some details of the story which are important to the Alagwa; his clan has never acknowledged Alagwa leadership before it was imposed on the whole Sandawe tribe with German support (cf. p. 50).

The event is of interest to the jata'as'tá because the Masai are traditional enemies of all Sandawe, because the skirmish at Kioli occurred in an area where jata'as'tá clansmen from Parkwa take their herds when during the dry season the wells in the hills dry up, and because several jata'as'tá clansmen have taken part in the defeat of the Masai. These jata'as'tá were from /'iti:ká, which is between Kioli and the Alagwa country of Poor and therefore on the route of the raiding Masai (cf. maps 2 and 3).
Text No. 19. - The Creation Myth.

Recorded by Dempwolff, 26th April 1910. Translated from Dempwolff's vernacular text No. 43 (1916, lls-85).

At first Matunda emerged from the inside of a baobab tree;1 God opened the gate, and then he stood on the earth. Then he had stood up completely he stood at the opening. While he stood there, then the hyena ran out first. And he let

1 Matunda is the name of the Sandawe Creator, but some other names and epithets are also heard: Ha'mna (The Great One, or the Ancestor); Mar'kawe (The First One); and Mungu (the proper name of Matunda). Dempwolff, 1916, lls, states that Wungu was the name of the first man, the one who was set out of the tree by Matunda.

The name Matunda is not of Sandawe origin. Tastevin, 1936, 467, points out that the Baganda call the Creator In Tondi, and that the Ya-unde of the Camerouns call him In Tondi t which, he says, is "évidement le même mot." According to Kohl-Hansen, 1956b, 45, Itonda is a sort of Colista of the Tindiga, and according to the same writer, 1957a, 26, Itonda is the name for the baobab tree among the Isanza, the southern neighbours of the Tindiga. Still nearer to the Sandawe, among the Kini, the Creator is called Matunda, according to von Sick, 1915, 45, or Matunda in the spelling used by the Augsburg Lutheran Mission, 1959. The Sandawe Matunda is obviously the same as the Creator of the Kini, the Bantu tribe who have influenced the Sandawe most. The meaning of the name is 'progeny', cf. Swahili matunda, 'fruits'. The hole in the baobab is referred to by the Sandawe as an aboriginal 'womb' (amba). The connection between the Creator and Fertility is evident.

2 The word for God used in Dempwolff's vernacular text is \'maranda\' (marumbe in my orthography; also heard as marongwe). This term which is composed of wa-kongu-z, is not Sandawe but the same as the Bantu mu-lumbar (Swahili: Mungu) which means 'in the sky' (Werner, 1933, 21).
him go, and [the hyena] ran away. And then sheep came out [of the tree] and he stopped them and held them fast. And immediately after a woman with children came out. And now he held them fast and he inquired: "Where is your husband?" - "He is inside the house." And he too came out, and [Natunda] held him fast. And then all the creatures came out; then the cattle came out and he held them fast. And then all the creatures together came out in turn: then the snake came out, and he let it go and it ran away; and then the lion came out, and he let it go; and then the leopard came out, and this one he let go; and the rhinoceros came out and he let it go; and the elephant came out and he let it go; the buffalo came out and he let it go; and the gazelle came out and he let it go; all the birds came out and he let them go [but] the chicken he held fast; and the giraffe came out and he let it go; the eland came out and he let it go; and the zebra came out and he let it go; and all the animals came out and he let them go.  

3 Several variations of the Sandawe creation myth are available in the literature, but only Dempwolf gives authentic vernacular material. The other versions are:
(a) Dempwolf's text No. 42 (1916, 144). This is a simpler variant than the text which has been presented here. It gives a similar enumeration of animals which came out of the baobab tree, but it is less detailed. It mentions the donkey, which is not included in the present text.
(b) Van de Riezenwâde, 1936, 407, gives the following version in French (translation mine):
"There is in the country a tree called gille: this is the baobab. It is known that this tree lasts for centuries, it is often hollow and its cavity is sometimes so large that one could put a table and a bed in it. The Sandawe do not say who has made the baobab, but they let everything that exists come out of it."
Ma Tinda (is this a name which is given to God?) stands in front of the baobab. Then a hyena emerges from it, which he lets go, then a sheep which he keeps; and then a woman with two children. Ma Tinda asks her: 'Where is your husband?' - 'My husband', says the woman, 'is in the tree.' The man comes out of it. After that all sorts of animals come out of it, which Ma Tinda lets go except a cow and a chicken which he also retains."

(c) Bagawame, in his diaries (1925, 63), writes:

"Matunda Nyusu, now the sun and his wife Quabso, now the moon, came from inside a hill and begot 4 sons and 4 daughters. When those were old enough their father again opened the hill and let out the animals warning them to catch the herbivores but to let the carnivores go past. After the cattle and sheep came the hyena and the children made a mistake and tried to catch it which is why the hyena is always looking over its shoulder,' and in the confusion many useful animals escaped. Matunda Nyusu received of everything else himself, but gave to his wife the task of arranging for the propagation of the various species which is why the moon's phases are related to the age of the moon.' The children quarrelled and scattered, and because they obeyed the moon, their women had very many children, and all the tribes were founded.'

This version by Bagawame is interesting because of its explanation how the moon's phases are related to the fertility cycle of women, and therefore with fertility itself.

3 See p. 13, note 9.
4 See p. 13, sup. note 3.
Text No. 29. - The Origin of All the Tribes.
Recorded by Dempwolff, 26th April 1916. Translated from Dempwolff's vernacular text No. 84 (1916, 145).

This Matunda lived at one rock; and he built a house [there] and he killed a black cow and sacrificed it. Now the other people [also] sacrifice, because God made the opening.¹ And now he reared people, he reared many people, and there were many. Now when there were many, then this one went to Burunge, and that one went to Irangi, and that other one went to Gogo, and yet another went to Hi,² and yet another went to Ndugwe and still others went to Konongo³ and these others went to Tatum¹⁴ and yet another

---

¹ The black colour of the sacrificial animal may be an allusion to Matunda's power to make rain. All rain sacrifices use black victims (cf. van de Kinnen, 1936, 407), and this passage could be an explanation why rainmakers carry out their rites the way they do.

² Dempwolff's vernacular text gives waching; wachi-na is 'to [the land of] the wa-Hi. Dempwolff translates this as 'Mangati', i.e. the Barabaiga shown on map No. 1, but the wa-Hi are Hadza or kindred people. Woodburn, 1956, 2, sums them up as follows: "There is in addition [to the Hadza proper] another group of people living by hunting usually known by the Sukuma name Wahi who are to be found near Kimali and the Becu River on the other side of Lake Eyasi in Sukuma land. The Wahi refer to the Wahi as Hadza, but say that their language is slightly different." The Sandawe describe their habitat as being somewhere in or beyond Barabaiga country. The name is or has been used over a wide area for hunting people, cf. the use of the term Bahi by some local people for the Wamia of Bahi (referred to on p. 8).

³ See p. 13, note 9.

⁴ See p. 13, esp. note 3.
went to Iramba. And then the earth had sufficient people. But these, some others have remained, and our people too remained here, our forebears were left here; they reared us, and now then our forefathers reared us. It was enough, and then we were many.

Riddles belong to the oldest extant of Malawi. Together with traditional stories, and they are necessarily presented first in this chapter, before the material on divination the presence of a category of their own. Riddles are played in a stylized way but they are subject to a strict rule. The game or playing riddles is prominent during the planting season, and this lapse is maintained until the harvests are collected. Even quite small children are firmly discouraged by their parents from playing the game because it is said, 'birds would die not eat or all the seeds.' Obviously there must be underlying beliefs which entail this attitude, and we shall therefore first attempt to find out what is behind the threat of the birds, so that the reasons for the ritual taboo may become clear.

Men writing on the subject of riddles, writers have generally confined themselves to the presentation of collections - often interesting - and many of them have added some explanatory notes so that the reader may better understand the solutions. Fewer attempt have been made to investigate the nature of the riddles of other peoples. In respect of such a task the Malawian riddle is of the lowest category in

---

5 See map No. 1. The Bantu-speaking Iramba are joking relatives of the Sandawe; both the Iramba and the Sandawe say that they have once been a single people.

6 The implication is that the Sandawe have always been where they are now, cf. p. 18. P. lun den 1965 p.

7 Palimbana 1963 p.
CHAPTER V
RIDDLES AND PRAYERS

The procedure of playing riddles.¹

Riddles belong to the Sandawe category of tāntabule, together with traditional stories, and they are therefore presented first in this chapter, before we shall begin to discuss the prayers which form a category of their own.

Riddles are played in a stylized way and they are subject to a strict taboo. The game of playing riddles is prohibited during the planting season, and this taboo is maintained until the harvests are collected. Even quite small children are firmly dissuaded by their parents from playing the game because, it is said, birds would come and eat up all the seeds.

Obviously there must be underlying beliefs which cause this attitude, and we shall therefore first attempt to find out what is behind the threat of the birds, so that the reasons for the riddle-taboo may become clear.

When writing on the subject of riddles, writers have generally confined themselves to the presentation of collections - often interesting - and many of them have added summary explanations so that the reader may better understand the solutions. Fewer attempts have been made to investigate the nature of the riddles of other peoples. In respect of east African tribes a good example of the former category is Beidelman's Kaguru collection;² of the latter, Gutmann's writings on the psychology of Chagga riddles must be

¹ I have re-written the first two sections of this chapter for publication in Man (N.S.), cf. Tenraa 1966 b.
² Beidelman 1963 c.
But on the procedure of riddle games little has been written beyond brief descriptions of the opening moves and the replies thereto. Yet, an analysis of the form in which the game is played may give us valuable clues to the meaning of riddles.

Among the Sandawe the game is in the first place a children's game, but grown-ups of all ages also like to amuse themselves with it. It is open to anyone, and there are no special types of riddle, such as the song-riddles of the Makua which may only be played by the initiated. Neither are Sandawe riddles sung or chanted; they are spoken in the ordinary voice but the style of the game is rigidly formal.

The language of riddles is in general that of everyday speech, but for special effects terms may be used which are rarely heard. Challenges are made in short, often cryptic sentences (sometimes consisting of a single word) which may seem vague until the riddle is completed by the addition of the reply. Adult Sandawe, having grown up in the habits of their language, will normally understand the meaning of a completed riddle if they have not heard it before. Yet they may have to be thoroughly familiar with some riddles before they appreciate the finer points, for involved punning may also be employed. Sometimes the language of riddles is therefore more like that of poetry, especially topical poetry. It often implies more than it states.

1 Gutmann 1911.
2 Further south the form of riddles has received somewhat more attention, cf. Schapera 1932, Cole-Beuchat 1957, and Blacking 1961.
3 Harriss 1942 a.
4 Also special sounds, cf. Texts Nos. 33 and 34.
The Sandawe riddle is played in the form of a parable. The poser makes a statement rather than ask a direct question, and his opponent completes the parable by adding the answer. To talk in western terms of questions and answers is not wrong, but we should be aware of the different method of questioning. The Sandawe themselves speak of *saving* a riddle (bá) and sometimes of *asking* one (abá), but the usual expression is *I give you* a riddle (poswá:). Perhaps the best thing to do is to speak of challenges and replies, and in the following texts we shall use 'C' for the challenger, and 'R' for the reply of his opponent.

The rules of the game are the same throughout the tribal area. Anyone may open a riddle by making a challenge, and the person who accepts the challenge first should then be allowed to try and complete the parable while the others listen. Of course, this rule is not always strictly adhered to and the game may easily develop into one of those occasions where everyone talks at the same time.

The procedure of the game is generally as follows:

**Text No. 21. — The Riddle Procedure.** Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degere at N/atahá, July 1960; completed by other participants.

1 C: Tántabule
2 R: Tánkwetá
3 C: Rforfo
4 R: Léfa thwif
5 C: Tántabule
6 R: Tánkwetá
7 C: Tsf khoo niñets'ê:ô
8 R: ..................
9 C: Hùmbuko séé
10 R: Hùmbud
11 C: Hápì hùmbus' n/Ige 'ókai,
12 tsì khoo niśets'di: Dí'a.

Translation:

1 C: [Here is] a riddle.
2 R: Forward with it.
3 C: Ròfòga.
4 R: The bird of the fig-tree.
5 C: [Here is] a (the) riddle.
6 R: Forward with it.
7 C: My house has no mouth.
8 R: ....(No reply, or a wrong one).
9 C: Give me a cow.
10 R: Here is [your] cow.
11 C: As for your cow, I would have eaten it,
12 if my house had had no mouth: An egg.

The riddle is now finished, and the same challenger, or anyone else, may proceed to pose the next one. The first two lines are always spoken again, but lines 3 to 6 are normally omitted in subsequent riddles. Failure to solve a riddle always results in the demand for an imaginary cow, and the beaten opponent verbally pays the cow as a fine for not having solved the riddle. The challenger may even hold out his hand when demanding it, and the opponent may make his payment seem a little more realistic by picking up a pebble or a lump of clay from the ground and giving it to the challenger. The latter then goes on to give the solution, which is always done in the way shown in line 11: 'As for your cow, I would have eaten it, if..',
followed by the original question to which the solution is then added in the same breath. The i which is added to the end of the riddle-question (see text) is the result of Sandawe grammar which demands repetition of the final i in Î'okaï which is rendered in translation as 'would have'.

The simple egg-riddle of the text is very common all over Africa, and there is nothing of any particular interest in it. This is why it has been quoted in the text, for what interests us here before presenting some fifty riddles is the procedure of riddle-playing and the symbolism involved.

**Etymology and symbolism: the bird-riddle.**

The leading challenge and its acceptance (lines 1 and 2) call for some etymological explanation. We have seen that the opening word iántaba means a riddle, and the challenger therefore simply says 'Here is a riddle'. But the term also has shades of meaning which are not immediately apparent from its use in ordinary speech. A possible etymology of iánta-hu-le is 'that which is in front - place(d) - usually', from iÁ or ian, 'in front' and ian, 'in'. When the challenger opens the game by saying 'Here is a riddle', he does in effect say 'Here is a problem which I place before you to solve', i.e. 'I challenge you to solve it'. One informant who knows some English actually used the word challenge. In accordance with this etymology the word iánkuwa-î of line 2 would mean 'go forward with it', just as it has been translated in the text. î or ian may also be used as a verb in the meaning of 'to be in front' or 'to go in front'. Ana is an adhortative, and ian indicates place. The translations of the challenge and of its acceptance are thus straightforward enough. But as van de Kimenade reports in his
vocabulary, tãnkwetå is also the name of a bird.¹ The Sandawe say that this is a grain-eating bird which looks somewhat like a partridge or a bush-fowl. This is a real bird, not just a fictional or a mythical one. But tãnkwetå is also said to be one of the names of the riddle-bird which is mythical and which we shall discuss in the following pages.

The bird-identity of tãnkwetå raises the question whether other etymologies of the words tãntabule and tãnkwetå are not also possible. The place-indicating syllable ta means 'at' or 'in' as we have seen, and more specifically 'there at' or 'there in'.² Reduplication accompanied by nasalization and the placement of stress on the first syllable is the common method by which the Sandawe construct relative sentences. Tã-ta or tãn-ta would thus mean 'that which is there in', and tãn-ta-bu-le becomes 'that which is there in - placed - usually'.³ The acceptance of the challenge, tãn-kwe-ta would accordingly mean 'place it in - do - in there'. In the light of the meaning of the riddle-bird this makes sense. The challenger, who calls out 'Here is a riddle', does in effect say 'Here I have a bird which is at large, and I challenge you to catch it and place it into the bag'. His opponent, who says 'Forward with it', also says 'Let it fly up so I may catch it and bag it for you'. The opening lines of the Sandawe riddle thus contain a pun in which the riddle is equated with a bird, and the bird has a name which is the name of a bush-fowl.

The image of bird catching may well be analogous with

1 van de Kimsenadé, 1954, 54.
2 Cf. p. 105, the meaning of vowels. 'Here at' or 'here in' is in.
3 On p. 107 it has been noted that stress may be associated with a raised tone, hence the tone diacritic on the first a in tãn-ta.
something which is found in the Swahili riddle. This opens
with the challenge kitandwili, '[here is] a riddle', to which
the reply is tegn. The meaning of tegn is given by Johnson as

"(1) set ready, put in position, prepare, esp. of a trap,
and so (2) snare, entrap, decoy, catch...", and

"Tegn ndere kwa tanzi, snare birds with a noose".¹

To this may be added that tegn is a common word for bird-lime
in the central parts of Tanzania, and that it has also found a
place in the Sandawe language; indeed it is listed by van de
Kimmende as 'bird-lime' in his vocabulary.²

We proceed to line 3 of the text. The word pircio which
has been left untranslated is said to be the cry of the bird in
the fig-tree. At first sight it looks like a mere onomatopoetic
rendering of a bird's cry, but there is a verb pircia which means
'to chase off birds'. Van de Kimmende lists it in his
vocabulary as "chasser (les oiseaux dans le champ)".³ In cor-
respondence with this, pirc would then mean 'the act of chasing
birds', even though the term is not so used in isolation. Once
more we are faced with an image of birds, who now have to be
chased off rather than be caught.

Line 4 mentions the bird as well as the tree in which it
is supposed to sit and utter its cry. The Bird-of-the-Fig-Tree
is here represented as an anonymous bird which is identified
with a particular species of tree. Its central position in
Sandawe riddle symbolism is recognised in the fact that it is
the subject of a special bird-riddle which is in effect an
extension of the normal opening procedure of a game of riddles.

¹ 1951, 458.
² 1954, 55.
³ Ibid., 52.
but it is often played as a separate riddle at any time during a session of riddle-playing. It may be repeated several times in a game, because any small child is supposed to know it. Knowledge of the bird-riddle and its meaning explains the meaning of the bird and the tree, and therefore the bird-riddle will now be discussed. It normally runs as follows:

Text No. 22. - The Bird-Riddle. Told by Mrs. K'ats'awa d/o Zuma Kungé at Kwa Ktoro.

1 C: Tántabule.
2 R: Tánkwetá.
3 C: Riöfo.
4 R: Lófa thwif.
5 C: Thwìsu na?
6 R: l'erek'dnde.
7 C: Há'ntenasa /'ee?
8 R: Thó'na'sa /'ee.
9 C: l'erek'dnde iyasu?
10 R: Tharí.
11 C: Há'kunasa iye?
12 R: Lófa thó'ce.

Translation:

1 C: [Here is] a riddle.
2 R: Forward with it.
3 C: Riöfo.
4 R: The bird of the fig-tree.
5 C: What bird is she then?
6 R: The l'erek'dnde-bird.
7 C: Where-to then does she look?
8 R: She looks toward the east.
9 C: [And] the l'erek'ënde-bird's mother?
10 R: It is the bat.
11 C: Where then does she live?
12 R: [In] the fig-tree.

The first four lines follow the usual pattern which has already been discussed. Line 5 inquires after the nature of the bird. Here we note that the question employs the feminine gender -äm. On p. 61 it is mentioned that birds are normally 'female' except when they are large birds of prey. This is in accordance with the image which we are beginning to acquire of the riddle-bird, a smallish bird which eats seeds.

Line 6 gives us the name of the bird, l'erek'ënde; this is said to be the proper name of the bird, even more so than tšinjwati, the name of the bush-fowl. Most people have nothing very definite to say as to what sort of bird the l'erek'ënde really is; it is variously described as small, gregarious, and a pest to crops. Some people say that it must be like the kwàpákà (the Sudan Dioch) or similar small birds which fly about in dense flocks and attack the ripening crops. Toward the end of the rains large-scale bird chasing operations have sometimes to be mounted in order to protect the crops from destruction. Every man, woman and child of a village area is then engaged in shouting, sling stones, and whistling from dawn to dusk, and the birds still do a lot of damage.

Others say that the bird of the fig-tree, whose song sounds like xírìgo, is a small, green, dove-like bird which is rarely seen in the dense foliage of the tree because of its colour. There is a bird called the fig-tree dove (lêfa lëdi) which according to some is identical with the l'erek'ënde.
but others deny that it is the same. Finally, the l’erek’ende is described as a small green bird whose cry sounds sometimes like moro, sometimes like l’ryk, l’ryk, hence the name l’erek’ende. Thus we have the bush-fowl, the gregarious flocks, the dove, and the small green bird, all of which are representations of the riddle-bird whose true identity is shrouded in mystery. Nobody has ever been able to point out to me a live l’erek’ende bird. The bird is a true riddle.

Having dealt with the matter of the bird’s name the challenger asks his opponent in what direction it looks, and the answer is east. No informant could explain why the bird looks to the east, but some of their comments and the subsequent lines of the text are helpful. An informant stated that the bird looks to the east ‘like a woman’. Women are oriented towards the east in marriage and in death ritual. In ritual, the east is generally associated with light and life, just as the west is associated with the setting sun and death. Women are associated with the east as the givers of life, they face east on their marriage beds, and they are buried facing east with their heads pointing north. Van de Kimmende writes that

‘Les hommes sont couchés sur le côté droit, le visage vers le soleil couchant, les femmes sur le côté gauche’.

and he adds that the position of corpses is the same as that of a man and a woman on their marriage bed.1 Bagshaw also refers to this positioning in burials, saying that

“The Sandawi set great store by the position of a corpse. They have been known to disinter the corpse of a Christian native, buried in the usual Christian position, in order to rearrange it according to tribal ideas”.2

1 1936. 414.
2 1925. 336.
The directional orientation is no doubt as important to the Sandawe theory of riddles as is the burial arrangement to their theory of life and death. The life-giving woman and the bird, both females, face the east, but this does not satisfactorily explain the orientation of the bird.1 The next two lines throw some more light on this question.

Lines 9 and 10 tell us that the bird's mother is the bat. Sandawe folk tales describe the bat as the enemy of the sun. It quarrels with the sun about stomach medicine for its children, and when it does not get the medicine it turns away from the sun in disgust. It goes away to a dark spot where the sun cannot reach it, hangs itself in an upside-down position, and enjoys itself whenever the sun dies. The light of the sun is life-giving, but the bat is clearly on the side of life-destruction. The riddle-bird is the child of the bat, and is therefore to be placed on the same side.

Another informant's reply to the question why the bird looks to the east is 'The bird watches out for the dry season', and when asked for what reason, he said 'because it comes and eats our millet during "the drizzles"'. The drizzles (Sandawe: mud?) are the period of light showers, cold morning fog, and spells of drizzle which conclude the rainy season. The crops

---

1 In this connection it may be relevant to mention that Hertz, 1960, 110, notes that most sacred buildings, in different religions, are turned toward the east. But he refrains from trying to establish a universally valid relationship between the right hand, superiority, good, sacred, on the one side, with the east on the other, because orientational systems often run contrary to theories concerning right and left (an. cit., note 86 on p. 159). Sandawe women, being feminine and therefore 'inferior' are associated with the left hand, but being life-giving they are associated with the east. We cannot contend that therefore the east is associated with the left hand.
have grown and are ripening, and this is the time of the greatest bird danger. When the bird is watching out for the dry season, it is clearly waiting for the end of the rainy season, the time when it can eat its fill on man's crops. When asked why the bird looks to the east, our informant did not say that it is looking forward to the latter parts of the rainy season, but rather to the beginning of the dry season. The logic of the substitution is not difficult to see, for the dry season is the time of plentiful sun and light, while the rainy season is the time of cloud and relative darkness. The bird is sitting in this relative darkness (non-life) and is looking for the first signs of the light of the dry season (the east and life) to eat its fill on the then ripe crops. Once the dry season has properly arrived and the harvests are in there is nothing left for the birds to destroy. The bird danger is now over and the riddle-playing taboo is lifted, for riddles can now be safely played.¹

If the identification of birds with riddles and the reason for the taboo have now been cleared up, what has the tree got to do with it all? Not only is the bird called the Bird-of-the-Fig-Tree, but the last two lines of text No. 22 make it expressly clear that the bird lives in this particular tree which the Sandawe call Ngga. Neither Dempwolff nor van de Kimmenade identify the tree in their vocabularies, although the latter vaguely refers to it as 'Caequichouquier sauvage'.² The Sandawe say that its Swahili name is njumba, and that this is also the name given to it by the Rimi. The existing

1 This theory has subsequently been confirmed by Mr. Pius Duma of Mōto with whom I have discussed it.

2 1954, 47.
literature does not appear to make any reference to this name in either language, but Hora and Greenway mention *murumba* as the Nyamwezi name for *Ficus thonninzi* and *Ficus glumosa*. But lists *murumba* as the Luguru name for *Terminalia sericea* (which, according to him, is called *nounu* in Rimi), but the tree is very obviously a fig species, and the *Terminalia* clue can be discounted. The tree bears small, sweet figs in January-February, and the description of *Ficus thonninzi* given by Brenan and Greenway fits the *lifa* tree so well also in other respects, that we may safely assume that this is the Sandawe riddle-tree. Bird lime is not mentioned, but van de Kinnen and de description of the tree as a wild rubber tree clearly suggests the rubbery nature of its latex. The Sandawe collect this and smear it on sticks which are put into the bushes near wells where birds come to drink and fly up into the bushes for a rest between their drinks. In this way the riddle-tree's latex catches many of the small birds which ruin the crops. Fig-tree latex is called *lifa tega*, and we have already noted the possible relation between the word *tega* and the solving of riddles.

But there is another association of the tree with riddles. Let us return for a moment to the question why the bird looks to the east. An informant states that 'it is caught in the fig tree, and looks to the east' (*lifa thedwa hin/aa, sa thedwa /'aa*). This statement is supplemented by a remark that rain comes from the east. This is literally true, for in Sandawe country the dominant winds are easterly ones, and rains arrive from anywhere between the north-east and the south-east, except

---

1 Noha and Greenway, 1940, 276.
2 Burtt, 1936, No.238.
3 Brenan and Greenway, 1949, 360.
for a usually very brief period about March when westerly winds may blow. Since practically all rain comes from the east the informant's remark that it does would seem rather insignificant. But rain is life-giving and as such it is clearly associated with the life-giving east; also the last rains of the 'drizzle' period - when the birds begin to do most of their damage - never comes from the west. The westerly winds are then over and the last rains always come from the east. Meanwhile the bird sits in the fig tree in which it is caught, looking to the east. The fig tree is the bird-like trap in which the riddle-bird is caught; from its dark shadows it looks longingly forward to the time when it can escape to the beckoning millet fields to enjoy life.

Some tribesmen say that the fig tree has a 'brother' (jostale) which is called tenatina. This is a large tree which has large, downy, maple-like leaves, and bears large quantities of red beans which are set in masses of tangled stalks. These beans are used by some diviners to expose witches by causing them to vomit, and the 'brother' of the riddle-tree thus turns out to be a divination-tree. The relation between the two trees has been described as 'the lifa tree's fruits are sweet (but) the tenatina tree's fruits are bitter' (lifa thc n/oko ma'm'wa, tenatina thc n/oko m'la ili'bed'wa). As opposed to the business of solving witchcraft problems the game of solving riddles is sweet. But even the sweet figs have a dangerous aspect. The riddle-bird eats them and thrives on them, and then goes on to destroy man's crops. The tree feeds danger, and even the tree itself is a danger, not only to the bird which it entraps in its latex. For the tree is a parasite. Some people plant it as a shade tree by their homesteads, but according to the Sandawe this is the only non-parasitic way in which it can grow.

They say that its natural manner of reproduction is always that of a parasite. Bremner and Greenway say that it is "sometimes epiphytic." Birds eat the figs and deposit the seeds on other trees in their droppings. If a seed falls in a favourable place such as a hollow in the joint of the trunk and a branch, a young sapling will grow up which at first lives entirely off the host tree. Soon it begins to send down aerial roots, and when these reach the ground the young tree starts its independent life. It sends down more and more roots around the trunk of the host tree, gradually engulfing it and strangling it to death. In this way the riddle-tree brings destruction to many good and useful trees; even as large a tree as a fully grown baobab may be swallowed up and destroyed. The tree is as destructive as the riddle-bird which it sustains with its fruit, and by whom it is given its own life in return. Its nature is as strange and puzzling as a riddle, and it is a fitting companion to the bird as well as its master, for it lives off other trees like the bird lives off man's crops, and the bird is its captive tool.

The tree and the bird supplement one another like the two halves of a parable. Although the tree is a riddle-tree, it is in particular the bird which is symbolically equated with the game of riddles. To play riddles is tantamount to calling up the riddles' symbolic namesakes and alter ego, the birds. We have seen that the songs of traditional stories, and the stories themselves, are also called *matabula*, like riddles. Of these songs it is said that they fly like birds, and this may be the reason why, like playing riddles, story-telling is also taboo during the rainy season. But the story taboo is more like a joking taboo and it is not strictly enforced.  

2 Harries, 1942 b, 275, states that the Makua jokingly say that to play riddles and to tell stories in daytime is taboo.
In the following pages fifty riddles will be presented. In order to avoid needless repetition of procedure only the challenges of the riddles proper and the replies will be reproduced. The riddles have been arranged according to the categories proposed by Schapera, and adopted by Harries and Blacking. 1

(1) Natural phenomena.

Text No. 21. Told by Mr. Bakari Tamba Songo at Kwa Mtoro.

1 C: Tundrine bā'das'wa i/l.
2 R: I'oso.

1 C: The mother of the night has come.
2 R: The moon.

The moon is clearly seen as a female person here. The term bā'das'wa signifies a female ruler, 'she who has greatness over [the night]'. The femininity of the moon is discussed on p. 64.

Text No. 21. Told by Mrs. Dalakwi ..(?). at Sugñika.

1 C: /ɪkāsû say: "I'dma n//inetsta's èlinone' ni'kwe".
2 R: /o'da báars.

1 C: The sun says: "Go to hunt in the flat plains."
2 R: The dry season has begun.

The dry season is the principal hunting season, the grass is dry and short, and animals are better visible. The verbal form say (she says) shows the femininity of the sun.

1 Schapera 1932; Harries 1942 b; Blacking 1961.

1 Cr. p. 106; note 11.
Text No. 25. Told by Mr. l'umphá Petri Salia at Niaxuwe.

1 C: Warexesí ñ obisa bint'i.
2 R: Hángakwe o hloomé.

1 C: Friends, the new moon is glimmering.
2 R: Get up so we may hoe.

The Sandawe believe that when the moon is new during the rainy season, the rain will fall because it is brought by the nascent moon. The new moon, it is said, brings the rain clouds, and this is the sign that it is time to go hoeing so that the seeds may be planted in time.

Text No. 26. Told by Mrs. Lucía w/o Gawa Sindá'ó Solá at Parkwa.

1 C: Mis' hik'i hay hewexáu.
2 R: Birimbiri.

1 C: Whenever I go, I'll just be with it.
2 R: [My] shadow.

Text No. 27. Told by Mrs. Berta Kwelé at Dantláwa.

1 C: Ó/íg/í sumaréóda.
2 R: //ógána //óo.

1 C: Descend, descend, grunting lion.
2 R: The road to the rock-hollows.

Sumaréóda is the same as Samulóóda, a ritual term for 'Lion', which in text No. 6 is translated as He Who Always Grunts. In Sandawe country there are many bare rock surfaces which show irregular or circular depressions which look like animal footprints; the riddle evokes the image of such a lion 'spoor'.

1 Cf. p. 150, note 11.
(2) The vegetable world.

Text No. 28. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at M//atsalé.

1 C: Nhü, pa sóló' //atsé'.
2 R: Géle.

1 C: Kick, and then white cattle emerge.
2 R: Baobab [seeds].

When the dry fallen seed pods of the baobab tree are kicked the shells will crack open, exposing the seeds. Although the seeds proper are black they are encapsuled in a powdery white substance which has a pleasantly sour taste; this is a favourite sweet of the children. Bolf is the term for white cattle; in their games Sandawe children use small lumps of clay as toy cattle, and the white baobab seed lumps serve as white cattle.

Text No. 29. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at M//atsalé.

1 C: Fere'gùo //3'.
2 R: Sonía.

1 C: It whistles shrilly on and on, there.
2 R: [The seeds of] the gall-acacia tree.

Sonía is the name of the common gall acacia (Acacia drepanolobium) which is a very thorny shrub or tree, often found in pure stands on hardpan soils.¹ Its seeds are roughly the size of a marble and set with three large thorns; they are also holed, as a rule, as a result of the boring activities of a small beetle. These hollow bored seeds form natural whistles; when the wind blows they emit a typical shrill whistling sound.

¹ Burtt, 1936, No.6.
Text No. 30. Told by Mr. Elia Asse at Tönkolo.

1 C: Páxti, mamá.
2 R: Jwörk'o.

1 C: Pop! grandmother.
2 R: A wild melon.

The explanation given to this riddle was a laughing: 'Grandmother has no longer a womb; grandmother has finished bearing [children]' (mamá qubaand'at'l'e; mamá habó l'ókana). Jwörk'o is the name of a small wild melon with a leathery wrinkled skin which pops loudly when trodden upon. The image is a double one: the empty womb of a woman past the menopause, and the exceedingly wrinkled skin which some Sandawe women tend to develop at an advanced age. The hollow sound of 'pop', of course, represents a gross irreverence; this is the normal attitude toward grandparents, cf. p. 35.¹

(3) The animal world and hunting.

Text No. 31. Told by Mr. Paul Lymó at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Thúinaatsúo tipa'Insa 1/1.
2 R: Toró.

1 Blindly, in corkscrew motion she comes.
2 A cicada.

The insect moves in the way described, hitting anything in its way with such force that it will fall down on the floor. Lying on its back, it has to wriggle itself up before it can take off for another flight which may again end in a collision.

¹ The informant almost states in so many words that a melon is a symbol of the womb.
Text No. 32. Told by Mrs. Maria w/o Tahori at Weneko.

1 C: "nééla' khaa sikára' // mats'.
2 R: Gelema.

1 C: I beat the baobab fruit and out come the soldiers.
2 R: The Gelema beetle.

The Gelema is a small, slender rod beetle with a tiny black head which normally inhabit baobab seed pods when they have been lying on the ground for some time. When the pods are kicked open the beetles come running out; often they are locked together in pairs. The riddle likens them to the pairs of soldiers or policemen who swarm out of the government post in all directions, at the order of the government.

Text No. 33. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at N//atsahé.

1 C: Hube ts'elé.
2 R: /his nokándo.

1 C: The roofbeam's clanging sound.
2 R: The dwarf-antelope's footprints.

Ts'elé means 'the clang of metal', like the sound of a coin which drops on stone or an arrow which strikes a rock. The informant explains that this riddle poses an impossible question which requires an impossible reply. Roof beams are wooden poles; they are fixed and they do not clang with a metallic sound. The dwarf-antelope is a little animal which moves about silently; since it makes no noise its footprints can only be seen, not heard. Another informant explains that a roofbeam is impossibly large for use as an arrow. It cannot be shot off and it cannot clang like an arrow. A third informant gives yet another reason...
why the association of sound with the dwarf-antelope's footprints is absurd. Cattle litter their tracks with droppings as they go along; these clack when they drop (although not metallic, the informant describes this sound as itself). The dwarf antelope never deposits any droppings in its tracks; instead, it always runs to one of its special dropping spots in the bush which it marks as its own by smearing an excretion from a facial gland on a twig; this smelly excretion is called l'ëkhe.

Text No. 33. Told by Mr. Khawa Sôno at Têkele N/atói.

1 C: Hûbu nea hûbu.
2 R: Kûto mkôndô.

1 C: Wham, and wham!
2 R: The bush-pig's footprints.

This simple onomatopoeic riddle suggests the sound of the ungainly gait of a bush-pig. Pigs are nocturnal raiders of the fields, and usually they are not seen but they may be heard. This is why it is the sound of the passing animals that matters, rather than their visual spoor.

Text No. 35. Told by Mr. Ali N'rama Húngë at N/Îkese, Kîranbe.

1 C: Ka!: ṣ, ṣ, thûnûk'û dëwe a weđ.
2 R: Têkele n/I'sa'nà nî'î'îf'.

1 C: He says: "smack, smack", the witch goes about stealthily.
2 R: Hyenas go to and fro, to eat meat.

For the way in which the smacking sound ṣ is produced, see p. 111. Possibly this sound is similar to a sound which Bleek describes as occurring in Bushman:
"A most curious feature in Bushman folk-lore is formed by the speeches of various animals,... said to be peculiar to the animals in whose mouths they are placed. It is a remarkable attempt to imitate the shape or position of the mouth of the kind of animals to be represented."¹

The sound produced in this riddle appears to be an effective imitation of a hyena which smacks the lips in anticipation of a meal. It also appears to be used only for imitating a hyena.²

Being a familiar of witches, the hyena walks about stealthily in the dark (tšéntš a wënd), and its gait is like that of a person who has bad designs, nervously walking to and fro all the time.³

Text No. 36. Told by a boy whose name I do not know, at Mûgâmore.

1 C: Ka: " Invocation", kwa: " Invocation".

2 R: Tëkële.

1 C: He says: "smack, smack", and says: "smack, smack".

2 R: A hyena.

The following explanation is given: 'The lion eats meat while the hyena is here waiting [for the spoils]' (//atû nû a/le! tëkële 4lé Ayë Mara). The lion hunts its prey and kills it, but the hyena is a coward and waits for the lion to finish its meal so he may feed on the spoils afterwards. Meanwhile he sits at a distance, smacking his lips.

¹ Bleik, 1875, 6.
² Its word is reproduced as hûm, cf. text No.19, note 19 (p.261)
³ Informant's description. Velten, 1900, 193, writes that a European who was in the habit of sneaking up to his labourers to see if they were at work, was nicknamed Mr.Hyena by the Swahili.
Text No. 37. Told by Mrs. Yustina //'oká at Mindiga.

1 C: Inwegda !'dmasa tóu.
2 R: Tókela.

1 C: A hornless cow finishes up the country.
2 R: A hyena.

A hornless cow is an incomplete animal, an anomaly. Of young girls it is said that 'they have no horns yet' (//cny ilfnawasota's) which means 'they have no breasts yet', i.e. they are still incomplete. Initiates in circumcision camps are called hyenas (tókela) as long as they have not been ritually cleansed at the conclusion of their initiation period, i.e. as long as 'they have not become complete [people]' (//cny ilem'swatosota's), re-integrated into society. Hyenas are anomalous as witches and socially incomplete as outcasts, and therefore hornless cows.

The expression 'to finish up the country' is Sandawe idiom for pacing up and down, up and down, in a restless manner, the way hyenas do (see also text No. 35 above). 1

Text No. 38. Told by Mrs. K'ats'awa d/o Zuma Mungá at Kwa Mtoro.

1 C: Tántabule !'dman'k'o 'boxpos'.
2 R: Siriko.

1 C: I shall tell you the riddle in secret.
2 R: The siriko-bird.

Siriko is a small bird whose name is of Bantu origin, cf. Swahili shiriku. Johnson tells us that this is the "name of a bird, 1

1 The Swahili use the same expression (kusaliza mchi).
Finches - Fringillidae; Archbold describes it as a Canary (Serinus); and Damaann identifies Miriko as Serinus citrinelloides hypostictus. During the rains when the game is forbidden, a riddle has to be told in secret, like a bird which brings a secret message. Birds as carriers of secret messages are common in folklore all over Bantu Africa; of course the riddle itself is also a bird, as we have seen. The name of the bird in this riddle involves a pun: siri is a Bantu word which means 'secret'; -ko is a Sandawe adhortative, and siri-ko thus means 'do it in secret'.

Text No. 39. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Thontasa kesh'esa ni amé.
2 R: Tlankáa.
1 C: In the plain she is ringing: "kë, kë."
2 R: The francolin.

This simple onomatopoeic riddle reproduces the sound of the francolin. These birds are common in plains and valley grounds.

Text No. 40. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Kig'ango t'sa mara'd.
2 R: Ts'ank'á.
1 C: At Kigango she is beautifully-patterned.
2 R: A guinea-fowl.

1 1951, 57.
2 1956 (appendix).
3 Damaann 1938, 3.
4 Cf. chapter IX.
The speckled pattern of the guinea-fowl's plumage is considered very beautiful (mara'īf). Kigango is an area near Dédu in central Sandawe which abounds in guinea-fowl. As usual the bird is feminine.

Text No. 61. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Bar es Salaam.

1 C: Kutukutu.
2 R: Sindhi lima.

1 C: Little fists.
2 R: Puppy's paws.

Text No. 62. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at N/ atshá.

1 C: Palapalasé.
2 R: Insalá da shansaa habi.

1 C: It has the legs apart.
2 R: A sheep gives birth on a flat rock.

Flat rock expanses are the best places where birth-giving can be supervised. If an animal of the herd is about to give birth in the bush the herdsman will try to get it to such an open space if there is one nearby; here the newborn animal can be cared for and chances are better that it will not be lost. There are several places in the country which are named Fálá or Phálá.

Text No. 43. Told by Mr. Paul Lyimó at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Gáwanas' ké sógoro k'oxis' t'ítima.
2 R: Dak'wé '/ína.

1 C: I climbed up the hill; two pestles I cut.
2 R: A mule's teats.

A mule has only two teats; these are likened to the pestles which women use to pound grain in a mortar. They carry out this work in pairs, each of them pounding their pestle in turn.

Text No. 44. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at N/álatshá.

1 C: Ná hubu n/I zakhá, kelemba kitéte.
2 R: Kóko ts'obór'so.

1 C: My cow's meat is outside [but] the hide is inside.
2 R: A chicken's gizzard.

The rough inside of a slaughtered chicken's gizzard reminds the Sandawe of a cow's hide.

Text No. 45. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Tsahupe tsahupe góro x'alá.
2 R: Kóko musúntí.

1 C: Clatter, clatter, the posts surround [it] closely.
2 R: A chicken's tail.

The quills of a chicken's large tail feathers are like the massive wooden main posts of a Sandawe house. The verb x'alá suggests wrapping a tight bundle, like bundling together a pile of firewood which has been collected in the bush, so that the women can carry the bundles home on their heads.
(4) Crops, food, etc.

Text No. 46. Told by Mr. Bakari Tamba Songo at Kwa Mtoro.

1 C: Ts'i khoo niu /ˈʔinkina/ /ʔi/. Miseiko.

2 R: A beehive.

Beehives are made of hollowed-out lengths of tree trunk and placed in the branches of a tree or suspended from them on a rope. The hive is actually so placed that the opening is facing slightly down rather than up; this is done to keep out the rain. ¹

The term 'looking up' is the result of an image transfer from the observer on the ground who is looking up, to the hive above.

Text No. 47. Told by Mrs. K'ats'awa d/o Zuma Mungé at Kwa Mtoro.

1 C: Tshupö ihwa.

2 R: Mamá nán'aa k'ani'aa.

1 C: Glapping; handclaps.

2 R: Grandmother has ground vegetables.

Grandmother has finished grinding, she gets up and shakes the dust of the pulverized dried vegetables off her hands.

Text No. 48. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Ta'máj n/ˈsákia //sákia/. 

2 R: Tahama kididáki.

1 C: To-cook some eggs early in the morning so we may hang up some. 

2 R: The food pot and the vegetable dish.

¹ The usual position of a hive is as described and illustrated by Culwick, 1938, 66-7.
Food is dished up in two vessels: the large one with porridge and the small one with relish. Pots are feminine, like gourds, pumpkins and melons. The small dish is the 'child' of the large one. The name Kala'at appropriately means one 'who has smoke (or steam').

Text No. 49. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Begera at N/atahá.

1 C: Pándepinde phá pho.
2 R: Káza.

1 C: The cleft ones are open and exposed.
2 R: A drying rack.

Heat is dried on a rack above the fireplace where it is all open and exposed to the smoke. The rack is referred to as 'the cleft ones' because it is made of sticks which are stripped of their bark and then cleft into chips; these are joined crosswise to form the rack. Van de Wetering gives the meaning of máná or pándima as 'to cleave', but it also means 'to be apart and parallel', cf. the Námi iphúnía, which Obst translates as 'a road with rows of euphorbia hedges on either side'. Phá is a contraction of na-báá, 'and it - gaped'; pho is literally 'white', but it also means 'clear, open, exposed'.

Text No. 50. Told by Mr. Khawa Síno at Tékele N/atahá.

1 C: Phá ti'lí'ko labé /l o máná sura.
2 R: Zungá.

1 C: To-morrow come early in the morning so we may hang up [the food] on the rack. In isolation this is phá, 'the beer filter' which is meant, or talked

1 The food is described in text No. 3, note 8 (p. 130).
2 1934, 51.
3 1911, 88.
Beer has been brewed and it has been put ready in large pots and gourds, filled up to the brim and covered with the froth of fermentation. The next morning the first guests will start to arrive early, and the beer is then filtered in front of the drinkers. To this end it is poured into plaited beer strainers or filters (günd); these are wrung out over the beer pots so that the chaff and other impurities stay behind in the filters. When the filters have done their work they are hung up on pegs in the wall, looking old, used and wrinkled like grandmothers.  

Text No. 31. Told by Mrs. Fustina //toku// at Windiga.

1 C: Shmboriro.
2 R: Póudé te'uk'd.
1 C: Craving spiralling up.
2 R: Pipe smoke.

No informant has been able to explain the meaning of shmboriro but analysis shows the following: mb is an aphrodisiac, or any medicine which produces a craving; mb- is the action of the medicine; cf. p. 105, the meaning of vowels. mb is the action of chasing up birds, or flying up, cf. text 21, line 3, and its explanation on p. 301. shmboriro thus suggests the craving caused by the tobacco smoke which is spiralling up from a pipe. Informants later agreed with this, but say that the challenge may also be posed as smboriro, 'that which comes forth and spirals up'.

---

1 The word for 'beer filter' in isolation is günd; its variant gund in the text means 'the filter which is meant, or talked about'.
2 Cf. note 5 on p. 116.
3 Cf. the value of vowels; p. 105.
Text No. 52. Told by Mr. I’umphá Petri Salim at Niaxwe.

1 C: DI 'hante'is' //êx'a remänko' tuk'a.
2 R: I’ask'ū tuk’ā.

1 C: On the flat rock I spat out a blood clot.
2 R: I’ask'ū-bark spittle.

I’ask'ū is a shrub which somewhat resembles dock or sorrel.¹

Many Sandawe chew it because its juices seem to contain a mild stimulant. Chewing it causes one's spittle to become very red.

A flat rock is of course the place where the result of this colouring action can be best observed.

(5) The body and its functions.

Text No. 53. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Lonţó carimo tát'ōna n'ume.
2 R: N/atf.

1 C: Lonţó's sleeping hut stands out foremost.
2 R: The nose.

The parable of the sleeping hut is based on its function; it is the resonator box of a person who snores. The name Lonţó supplies the clue, for it means 'that which is habitually quiet'.

The first syllable indicates its habitual function, cf. lon-khá, 'that which habitually beats', i.e. a fighting stick.² The element -la indicates habitual action,³ the vowel change to ɑ shows the action or function itself,⁴ and the nasalisation of

---

² Cf. text No. 58.
³ Cf. note 8 on p. 116.
⁴ Cf. the value of vowels, p. 105.
the vowel has an isolating meaning. an means the action of being quiet, cf. gung, 'a stagnant pool', i.e. quiet water.1

Text No. 54. Told by Mr. Paul Motu Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Tesi khoo yeeyhla'ingga swe'swe'me.
2 R: Il'aká.

1 C: My house has its walls with white stones.
2 R: The teeth.

Text No. 52. Told by Mrs. Maria w/o Tshorí at Weneko.

1 C: Tl'ankhoo'sa núnaá n'ink'e.
2 R: Kesewá tl'ani.

1 C: At Tl'ankhoo the vegetables dry up.
2 R: Kesewá's tooth-gap.

The Sandawe cook their vegetables mostly as a finely ground mash, like spinach. The informant explains that when vegetables are left over in a dish, hollow crusts of dry vegetables will eventually form if the dish is left unwashed. These hollows resemble gaps between the teeth which are encrusted with the remains of vegetables after eating. The name Tl'ankhoo is deliberately chosen. This is the name of a place in central Sandawe where there is a double-humped hill. During the rainy season the gap between the humps is concealed by vegetation but during the dry season this dries up and the gap becomes visible like a tooth-gap. Tl'ankhoo (tl'an(i)-khoo) means 'the house of the tooth-gap'. The gap in the hill has evidently supplied a name for the place where local people had built their

1 Cf. text No. 154.
homestead. Kagenwa is the name of a girl who herded her flock by the gap (small animals may be herded by girls); the name means 'One Who Herds'. Kagenwa had unclean teeth with a gap.

Text No. 56. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at N//atshá.
1 C: Ta½ n/omso tofa' nif'ta n/i'vase.
2 R: ins.

1 C: My people, they all have hurt in the mouth.
2 R: The tongue.

Text No. 57. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.
1 C: K'ithi.
2 R: Moroso sera.

1 C: Aggressive braggart.
2 R: Moroso's reads.

This riddle ridicules the Masai (or the Baraguru). K'ithi suggests terrifying anger, cf. k'ilil'd, 'to be angry'; -thi is an emphasized -ti, 'in a state of', cf. -ta in or 'at' with the vowel i which has the meaning of the Latin an(a) (cf. p.105). K'il is a furious person, and K'il thi intensifies the meaning to that of an aggressive person or a braggart who is quite terrifying. Morso is the name of a type of reed which grows in marshes. The informant says that these reeds look like a Masai warrior's headdress, for they wear long skeins of twined hair on their foreheads and down their necks. He also says that the water reeds called Morso are 'cool' (titka). The image of this kind of vegetation appears to provide effective deflation to the effect of terrifying anger conjured up by the challenge.

1. See plate III.
The informant did not know the meaning of the name ‘Morάö’, but he said that the Massai wear their hair like girl’s chains (Φ/etwork morάö). This is an old type of necklace from which many iron chains are suspended, forming a small curtain. In the past girls also used such curtain aprons to cover their pudendas; if received from a lover such chains had the same significance as beads or strings. ¹ Dempwolff tells us that the word ‘morάö’ means ‘barrenness’ or ‘infertility’, ² and also that it is a male proper name. ³ This is indeed the case, for the name is given to children who have been born when the land is barren during a period of drought. Van de Kimmenade records that the verb ‘more’ means ‘to abort’; the term morάö or morάö then means the act of aborting. The name Morάö is used by some Sandawe as a general nickname for Massai or Baraguyu; any resemblance with the Massai term for ‘warrior’ (Il-murení, plural l-muren) may be coincidence but it has no doubt helped to make the name stick. Checking up with other informants showed that there are several words which are different but related: morέ, ‘to abort’ or ‘to be barren’; moráö, ‘the act of aborting’; morάö, ‘barrenness’; Morάö, ‘Barrenness’, a nickname for the Massai; but Morάö (rather than Dempwolff’s morάö), a Sandawe proper name; and morάö, a neck chain or a pudenda curtain.

Thus it appears that the Sandawe make a subtle difference between a proper name which is given to their own children in times of drought, and a nickname used for the Massai which

1 Redmayne, 1964, 102, illustrates “a small girl wearing a traditional string apron (usako)” of the Hehe tribe; this corresponds closely with the Sandawe chain apron shown in plate III. For Sandawe bead symbolism see pp. 41, 44, 263, and 264 of this thesis.
2 1916, 49.
3 Ibid., 133.
4 1954, 49.
insultingly implies barrenness. As we have seen, our informant's first reaction was to associate the Maasai nickname with a girl's chain or pudenda curtain; it seems safe to assume that the nickname is hardly a flattering one. The Maasai are, of course, traditional enemies.

Text No. 58. Told by Mrs. Yustina //'oká at Mindiga.

1 C: Tagá lonkhá.
2 R: Wasungu nlaaxI.
1 C: Tagá's fighting stick.
2 R: A European's nose ridge.

Stick fighting is a traditional Sandawe game of agility, not unlike fencing. Informant No. 16 (Appendix IV), who lives in western Sandawe, says that the game is of Rimi origin and that it has often been fought in earnest to settle quarrels in duels. Each contestant carries two sticks, a hitting stick in the right hand and a shield-stick in the left. Dempwolff shows four photographs of such a stick fight;¹ von Luschan gives a good illustration of the two sticks used.² The Rimi used sticks as their main weapons in war; first they threw their spears at the enemy and then they went at them with their fighting sticks.³

The Rimi term for the word lonkhá is similar: Acna-mlança according to von Sick,⁴ but a Sandawe etymology can be applied to the term. La-n-kaa means 'that which habitually beats'.⁵

---

¹ 1916, after the text.
² 1898, 340.
³ 1915, 14.
⁴ Ibid., 13.
⁵ Could the Sandawe term have been derived from the Bantu, having been changed somewhat in the process to make it fit the Sandawe pattern of meanings for word elements?
The choice of the name again completes the image created by the riddle. *Torē* means 'it does stick out'. The fighting stick of course represents the narrowness and the straightness of the European's nose.

**Text No. 59.** Told by Mr. Bakari Tamba Songo at Kwa Mtoro.

1 C: Hand hà'si //dse?  
2 R: Ef!.

1 C: Grandmother, why have you thrown me down?  
2 R: Snot.

A Sandawe blows his nose holding it between the second and third fingers while the back of the hand rests against the brow. Any mucus which may attach itself to a finger is thrown off with a flicking movement. The flicking movement is said to resemble the tottering gait of an old woman. To associate grandmother with an unclean action is of course a show of disrespect which is quite in accordance with normal grandchild-grandparent relationships.

**Text No. 60.** Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Tàntabule ba'áds' boxpo aa mandpone?  
2 R: Gāba.

1 C: If I give you a big riddle, then would you understand?  
2 R: The womb.

The explanation given is that the womb is great, because all living creatures are fruits of the womb.  

---

1 The left hand is not always selected for this unclean action; many Sandawe even use either hand for eating.

2 Text No. 19 shows that the hollow baobab tree is the Aboriginal Womb.
Text No. 61. Told by Mr. Paul Lyimo at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Tsi //'anga zūārea khwats'e.
2 R: K'idu l'u.

1 C: My well indeed is covered with grass.
2 R: Pudenda hair.

Zūārea is a type of grass which grows in moist, lowlying areas, near wells, but it has even more associations with the pubic region.1 Some girls are said to take a sedative prepared from the grass, before submitting themselves to clitoridectomy. A particular species of Zūārea, which is called //ho//ňa, is a star-grass which initiates chew before circumcision takes place, to stop the bleeding quickly.2

Text No. 62. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Tšrdth'abiyoo.
2 R: N/atá.

1 C: It goes on: 'clack, clack'.
2 R: Diarrhoea.

Text No. 63. Told by Mr. Paul Lyimo at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: KhomáaÁ rógo khoosoa šents'e.
2 R: Tshéé.

1 C: Khomáašo has forgotten his knife-handle.
2 R: Excrement.

---

1 Newman, 1966 (No.147) identifies it as Cynodon dactylon (L).
2 Not identified botanically. //ho//ňa is also the name of a tree (Combretum spp.)
The likeness of the knife handle to excrement is straightforward but the fun of the riddle lies again with the choice of the name. Khomáao is a male proper name which means 'the house's fly-switch' (khoq mofeq). The fly-switch is an emblem of dignity, and the 'fly-switch' of the household is its head and quite likely the grandfather of the riddle-playing children. Here he has to swish the flies off the excrement left behind by a small child.¹

(6) Domestic life etc.

Text No. 64. Told by Mr. Khawa Sono at Tokele N/ata.

1 C: Khu'út'.
2 R: Ko'd'o ko'd'o.

1 C: Kick!
2 R: Slamming, slamming [into something with the feet].

Text No. 65. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at N/atahá.

1 C: Khu'út'.
2 R: Mamá ko'e't's'.

1 C: Kick!
2 R: Grandmother has crashed [into something].

Text No. 66. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at N/atahá.

1 C: Hláp'hláp' kinam'bír'.
2 R: Dí'afa' máan'mán'na gir'bé.

1 C: Patter-patter, continuous running.
2 R: The elders run to the battle.

¹ The word tahá is the Bantu shoo.
When danger threatens children hide themselves with their mothers in the bush, or in the house. Inside they can hear the trampling feet of the men who are running past, on their way to the battle. 'Patter' (hlán') is normally used for the sound of the feet of children and dogs; 'trampling' is mlána. Possibly this is a riddle couched in children's terms, but perhaps the use of the word hlán' (patter) implies disrespect.

Text No. 67. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: K'as' ka'gwa tl'aaskweepone?
2 R: Dagó.

1 C: If I put up all the pegs, can you take them all?
2 R: Debts.

The hides of slaughtered animals have to be sun-dried properly before they can be sold. This is done by stringing them up in a circle of pegs which are driven into the ground; this keeps the skins just off the ground as they dry. If many hides are sold perhaps all the arrears in taxes can be paid.

(7) Utensils and other objects.

Text No. 68. Told by Mrs. K'ats'awá d/o Zusa Múngó at Kwa Étoró.

1 C: Tsí n'omóso som'kif úrá' is'abéwa.
2 R: Kfóba.

1 C: My three people do very much work.
2 R: The hearth.

The Sandawe fireplace is of the usual African type of three stones between which the fire is lit, and on which the pots rest. It is almost continuously in use.
Text No. 69. Told by Mr. Ilumphi Petri Salim' at Maxuwe.

1 C: Degerata /n/a l'war'kaka ta'egsu.
2 R: Phálo.

1 C: In the Acora-bush the dwarf-antelope has but one jaw.
2 R: A wood-carving knife.

The Sandawe have two special carving knives, the xorita'ima and the phálo. The former is bent round so that the blade forms a loop; this implement is used for carving out hollow shapes like wooden bowls (la'ae). The latter, the phálo, is a special wood-carving knife with an elegantly curved blade which is not bent sideways, but straight. The dwarf-antelope of dikdik is a common animal and most Sandawe children have seen its bleached lower jaws in the bush. When the halves are separated a single jaw has a shape which resembles the phálo: the complete jaw would be more like the xorita'ima with its U-shape.

Dwarf antelopes are vulnerable animals who like to run for cover into the thorny, dense Acora-bush (Dichrostachys Acora). Most of the animals who do get caught by their pursuers, are killed in the thornbush. This is the place, therefore, where their remains are usually seen.

Text No. 70. Told by Mr. Ilumphi Petri Salim' at Maxuwe.

1 C: Huru l'ë.
2 R: Ùsuli.

1 C: The hide-hair scatters.
2 R: Wooden-headed arrows.

Both knives are illustrated by von Luschan, 1898, 341 (fig. 18 and fig. 19). He refers to them as' koletzima and abala (p.340).
Mauli is the name of a type of arrow which has no metal head. It is used for shooting birds, and for hunting small animals among rocks where arrows may get lost in places from which they cannot be recovered. Iron heads are precious, but wooden-headed arrows can easily be kept in quantity. Children do their practice shooting with them, and when they do this the wooden arrows may fall down in swarms, scattering all over the place like hair which is falling out of an old hide.

Text No. 71. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degere at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: Kokó khotá, déra zakha.
2 R: Tl'esci.

1 C: Grandfather is in the house but his beard is outside.
2 R: Rafters.

The flat roofs of Sandawe houses have rafters which project outside the walls where they support the eaves under which people like to sit and talk. The rafters which are placed close together are like the stubbly goatee of an old man. Grandfather is the owner of the homestead and the rafters are therefore his beard. An element of mild ridicule may well be present.

Text No. 72. Told by Mr. Bakaré Tamba Songo at Kwa Mtoro.

1 C: Tef galama selé'sets'ë.
2 R: //o/o.

1 C: My climbing rope has no end.
2 R: A path.

Common shapes of the arrow are illustrated by von Luschan, 1898, 330, and by Tanner, 1953, 65 (Sukuma examples of shapes also common among the Sandawe).
The Sandawe make long ropes out of the fibre of the inner bark of the baobab tree; these ropes are provided with a weight at one end. This is thrown across the branch of a tree where a beehive is kept and the doubled rope is then used as a climbing rope to reach the hive; such a rope has been described by Hunter. \(^1\) Paths between the fields wind endlessly, like a long rope.

Text No. 75. Told by Mr. Paul Koto Degera at R/\(\text{atsh}i\).

1 C: K\(\text{mabuna}'\) k\(\text{a}\) d\(\text{oro mok\(\text{on}d\)os}'\) /\(\text{aware.}\)
2 R: K\(\text{undu.}\)

1 C: I climbed on to the roof, and I saw zebra tracks every- \(\text{[where.}\)
2 R: Weed heaps.

When cultivation plots are hoed the weeds are thrown on heaps; when the work is done the whole field is covered with weed heaps at regular intervals. Zebra are gregarious animals; where a large herd has passed their track is littered with their droppings.

Text No. 76. Told by Mr. Elia Esso at Dar es Salaam.

1 C: M\(\text{lwehlwes}'\) /\(\text{'ank'na}'\) /\(\text{'h\(\text{we.}\)
2 R: I\(\text{'ee ih\(\text{we.}\)

1 C: Pretty-pretty is married upwards.
2 R: The anthes\(\text{ap's hole.}\)

Informant explains that the girl lies the wrong side up. The anthes\(\text{ap is of course a phallus. We have here an image transfer from the question to the answer, in which it is reflected, as in text No. 46. In the smallness of a Sandawe house there is little privacy and quite small children are fully aware of the facts of life.\)

\(^1\) 1952, 93.
PRAYERS and spells.

Stories and riddles together form the large Sandawe category of oral art called *Amsi abule*, but prayers do not belong to it. Although prayers are not *Amsi abule* they are *ka*, that which is spoken; they are not *chime*, that which is sung, and they are not *ima*, that which is danced. Since they form part of the category of that which is spoken I shall now conclude that category with a presentation of prayers.

There are several terms which a Sandawe may use for prayer. It is a 'pronouncement' (//i and) but since prayer is usually accompanied by some sort of sacrifice it is also referred to as 'sacrifice' (mumag). Christian and Islamic prayer is referred to by the Swahili word for 'prayer' (sala); sometimes this type of prayer is more explicitly described as 'prayer of religion' (dini sala). Sandawe prayers are not made in isolation but always as a part of ritual, and they are not chanted or even spoken in an ordinary quiet voice but shouted out aloud in order to make sure that the spirits to whom they are addressed, or divinity in general, will get the message.

The one exception is the silent song or prayer which is called *mirigos* /hime ('medicine song'). There appear to be three principal uses of this special type of prayer.

1. At exercising illness. The doctor (*augers*) who conducts the medicinal rites after his patient’s recovery says or sings his secret and inaudible medicine song in order to ensure that the ailment will not return.

2. At divination. The diviner is said to make his divination (*//mano*) effective by 'singing for the magic power' (*mirigos* or *adaga* /hime). This too is done quietly and the prayer song is not heard by the client.

3. At death. Bagawabe says that "The Sandawi bury their dead
with considerable ceremony" some details of which he describes but he does not refer to any prayers during the burial, the sacrifices, the mourning period, or its conclusion. 1

Van de Kimmenade says that when a person has died "un court A la saison mortuaire on pouvant des cris lugubres" 2 and Bagshawe agrees that "women weep at intervals". 3 Van de Kimmenade further refers to the meeting which is held at the day of the burial during which the nature of the deceased person's illness and the cause of his death are discussed. 4 But he mentions no prayers; he only says that the people who are present express in words that 'his shadow (spirit) is there' and that 'he has pierced the shadow'; the latter expression indicates that the deceased has been killed by sorcery. 5

Fr. van de Kinmenade would certainly have mentioned prayers had he come across them, because of his special interest in the religion of the Sandawe. Dempwolff's text No. 39 also mentions that 'When a person has died, the belief says, his shadow is there (alive)', but again there are no references to any prayers. 6 Yet the Sandawe say that when a lineage elder (tatašetka di'nd) conducts burial ceremonies, he quietly sings a magical song (mirigieš /himé) which can be heard by him alone. He also does this when he lights the fire which is to keep the dead man's ghost away for the duration of the mourning period. 7

1 1925, 336.
2 1936, 413.
3 Loc.cit.
4 Ibid., 414.
5 Loc.cit.
6 1916, 142.
7 Van de Kimmenade, loc.cit., refers to this fire. It is not the fire of baobab seeds of which Bagshawe, 1925, 337, speaks; this is lit at the end of the mourning by two old men and two old women for roasting the meat of sacrificial animals.
At circumcision ceremonies the Sandawe do not shout any prayers, at least this was not the case in the dozen or so ceremonies which I have attended. Von Sick gives us a Rimi circumcision prayer and it may therefore be possible that such prayers could also be found in those parts of Sandawe country which have been influenced most by the Rimi.¹

In this discussion we have quietly assumed so far that the Sandawe medicine song may be a form of prayer. Now we have to consider whether it really is, and if it is not we shall have to separate it clearly from prayer. We have seen that prayer belongs to the category of that which is spoken (kis), but the very name of the medicine song shows us that it belongs elsewhere, in the category of that which is sung. It is not shouted nor spoken inaudibly, but sung inaudibly. Informants also agree that it is neither a 'pronouncement' (famf) nor a 'sacrifice' (numam); the only term which could be equally applied to both prayer and medicine song, is nala. Although this means 'prayer' it should be recognized that it is a modern term of foreign origin which covers what is in fact an alien type of prayer; actually it does not really cover either the traditional Sandawe prayer nor the medicine song, and the two categories are therefore quite distinct. The medicine song is 'sung' with the purpose of securing certain results such as the banishment of harmful influences, or to prevent the return of ailments which have just been exorcised. The medicine song is therefore really a spell rather than a prayer.

Since they cannot be heard I am unable to present texts of medicine songs, and I shall now proceed with the texts of various types of Sandawe prayer.

¹ 1915, 9; he gives the Rimi text. The prayer is 'We circumcise our child's foreskin, may it not become ill, we seek the foreskin [to be] clean' (my translation from von Sick's word-for-word German translation).
Wedding blessings.

Wedding blessings are pronounced in all Sandawe homes when daughters-in-law are received into the family. These prayers are said by women; the bridegroom's sister calls out the blessing while aspersing the newly-weds in the presence of members of both families, the go-betweens, and friends and neighbours. Those relatives with whom the newly-weds stand in an avoidance relationship stay out of sight in the dark interior of the house. The following texts show the remarkable uniformity of these blessings.

Text No. 75. Called out by Mrs. Mwanaisha Bula at Kwa Mtoro.

1 Neckwe pùtl'uma nie tsa
2 ts'aa hewed'e tinkase,
3 mèkwe bonki'o, pùtl'umakwe tur'id.¹

4 Tur'idkwe pùtl'umañi,
5 ts'aa hewed'e tinkase
6 mèkwa ts'a' əahlik'i khooa nee.

1 Remain in well-being all days
2 like this water is cool,
3 leave off quarrelling, and stay in well-being.¹

4 Stay then in well-being
5 like this water is cool
6 let there not be any bad feeling remain in [your] house.

This prayer was recorded in July 1962, but the following two have been collected by Dempewolf and van de Kimenade at much earlier dates; Dempewolf was in Sandawe country in 1910 and van de Kimenade wrote in 1936.

¹ Pùtl'uma means safety as well as good health.
Text No. 76. Reproduced from Dempwolf's text No. 50.

1 Ke'ena.
2 Turtekwe pu't'uma, ts'a hewxe tinkase.
3 Mekwe boiko, pu't'unakwe turte.
4 Mekwe tesu xasiki kho ne.

1 Listen then.
2 Stay in well-being, like this water is cool,
3 Make no quarrels, stay in well-being.
4 Let there not be any bad feelings remaining in [your] house.

Dempwolf's text goes on to say what the bridegroom's sister does when she blesses him and his bride:

'Your sister draws water, she takes an amulet and puts it in a winnowing trough. And then she, your sister, comes [to you] and she pours out the water [over you].'

Dempwolf's informant goes then on to say that the groom then escorts his bride to his house; presumably he means his own sleeping hut (darima). He does not mention the eating ceremony which is held first.

Text No. 77. Reproduced from van de Kismenade.

1 mf-kwe bokhi;
2 turute-kwe ptil'uma;
3 ts'a hewxe tinkase.

1 Do not quarrel;
2 stay in well-being;
3 like this water is cool.

1 1916, 136. The arrangement into lines is mine. Dempwolf's orthography is compared with mine in Appendix X.
2 1936, 401. The arrangement into lines is mine. Van de Kismenade's orthography is compared with mine in Appendix X.
Van de Kijnenade's translation reads: "Ne vous quellerz pas, vive bien en paix, norez calme et froid. A la maniere de cette ass fraische". He mentions that this prayer is said after the bridegroom has introduced his bride into the homestead of his parents, and that the groom and his bride are asspersioned while the prayer is recited.

Rain and hill prayers.

The first of the following texts is an incomplete one from the highly secret ritual of Alagwa rain priests. The informant is the late chief Issa Selemani who was also a principal Alagwa rain priest; in a confiding mood he once began to give me details but this was cut short when someone else came too close.

Text No. 78. Dictated by Ex-chief Issa Selemani, June 1961 at Kwa Mtoro. -  Rain prayer I (Alagwa).

1 Piti'usa sênga warongwépo,
2 hâtsâo loata, sângewá,
3 tl'oânga '/â warongwâyâ,
4 piti'usâgâwà, a tl'oânga '/â.

1 Give us well-being, you Divinity,
2 what have we misdone, give it to us,
3 let the rain fall, of Divinity,
4 give us well-being, let the rain fall.

A continuation which I could not take down in time refers to Chief's Rain Frog (Mâlemausu loorôga). Secret Alagwa rain rites are performed in a rain hut; an informant of Dempwolf's says of this: 'It is said that rain [magic] is only known to one [Alagwa] man and one [Alagwa] woman; all other Alagwa do not know anything about it; this is hidden even to the Alagwa."

1916, 142 (Dempwolf's text No. 37).
Text No. 79. Reproduced from Dempwolff's text No. 40. Told by Mr. Nabuni. — Rain prayer IJI (Non-Alagwa).

1 'Warongope,² /Natiyoso pumpumsono
2 Tongo sungewai no
3 Pdi'usumakwa, G'tonga /'o.
4 Hoteso !'wata
5 Tsia suñ *juan te'ey.

1 You Ancestor-spirit,² we come to sacrifice
2 at the ancestral dwelling place [gathered] we are,

¹ 1916,143.

² 'Warongope (warongope) is translated here as Ancestor-spirit, but in text No. 78 it was rendered as Divinity. This reflects the different levels at which the sacrifices are made, involving different types of supernatural being. Dempwolff's informant Nabuni was not an Alagwa but a Warihba clansman (om. ni., 142) and it is likely that he directed his prayer at his own ancestral (hill) spirits rather than to the divinity of the Alagwa priests who claim that they sacrifice to them on behalf of the whole tribe, a claim which is not at all universally accepted. Yet such a supernatural being must be something more than the ancestral spirit of just a few clansmen. The term Supreme Being seems not a very satisfactory translation for it. Firth argues against it in a context which fits the present situation: "Evans-Pritchard has pointed out that to translate the Zande Mbori as Supreme Being tends to ascribe to him personality, omnipotence, benevolence and other divine qualities which are by no means clearly formulated by the Zande themselves. When the Zande call upon Mbori it is in a situation of fear, anxiety and despair, but the doctrine about him is vague, and the concept of him overlaps their ideas about ghosts to a large degree." (Firth, 1938, 180). The term God also seems too personal. Various spirits are called warongope; this word, to borrow the words of Lienhardt "is meaningful in relation to a number of terms with which our 'God' has no such association" (Lienhardt, 1961, 29). Following Lienhardt, I prefer the term Divinity to God here. It seems unlikely that the Alagwa rain priest's nominal Mohammedanism has influenced his ideas about is own Divinity very much.
3 give us well-being, let the rain fall.
4 What have we done wrong?
5 Of all of us the mouth is one.

Dempwolff's informant Habuni describes the sacrifice which is made when this prayer is recited. The sacrifice is made at the place where the ancestor has once lived, the site of the old homestead which is still marked by his grave stone.

Sacrifices to clan spirits are made on the clan hills. Bagawa refers to sacrifices made to lineage ancestors (at their graves) as well as to sacrifices made to clan spirits (on the hills) when he says:

"everyone present takes a handful of the contents of the paunch, and, shouting prayers, scatters it over the grave or the top of the hill."

No sharp distinction is made between the two kinds of spirits, and both are called warongwè. While text No. 79 refers to a lineage sacrifice, the following two prayers belong to clan sacrifices.

Text No. 80. Called out by Mr. Senagwa at Bugimala in January 1962. - Clan hill prayer I.

1 Pè warongwè hapi, khe'eni?
2 hotsè locata,
3 puf ìx n/wesè?
4 Sswai makaa sîngwèpo
5 hotsè locata
6 sù hapúgè noko tsìa glatsì.

1 And you clan-spirit, you, are you listening?
2 in what respect have we done wrong,
3 that you act like this?

1 Cr. van de Kooten, 1954; hotsè hambilà = toughness; Dempwolff,
1916, 53; ìchamit = rain magic.
4. Now then give us riches,
5. in what respect have we done wrong;
6. our, your and our children are all dying [of famine].

This prayer was recited by the informant, a Kwankwá clanman, at a sacrifice made by him on his clan hill after the first rains had been insufficient. A black goat was cut open alive and the stomach contents (sanka) were scattered by everyone present, all of them repeating the prayer in more or less the same words as they did so. Afterwards a second prayer was recited at the cave beyond the sacrificial spot, which contains the remains of an old drum or hive. This prayer now follows:

Text No. 81. Called out by Mr. Sen/wa Swága at Bugánika in January 1962. — Clan hill prayer II.

1 Humbalónga na'aséwa
2 hew'xe' pit'umakwa
3 sanaka'iso pumpuséwa.

1 The drum-splinter has been lit,
2 like this one give us well-being,
3 we have made sacrifices of the stomach-contents.

Humbaló is a splinter of wood which the sacrificer knocked off the cave drum, he then took it to the fire where the sacrificial goat was being roasted, and lit it. He brandished the glowing splinter while shouting his prayer. The wood of the drum is believed to have magical powers and it is thought that anyone who would damage the drum while not on sacrificial duty would certainly die. The drum cave is held in great respect and people normally avoid it, and trees may not be cut in its vicinity since it is the dwelling place of the spirits.

1 Cf. van de Kimenade, 1954, 42; humbaló = torch; Dempwolff, 1916, 53; umbalo = rain magic.
The following prayer to a deceased close relative concludes this series of prayers. It is noteworthy that the spirit to whom it is addressed belongs to a woman.

Text No. 62. Reproduced from Dempwolff's text No. 37.¹ Told by Mr. Arangi. - Prayer to an ancestor.

1 Mama, ke'ena.
2 hambeki 'ixso punpusewa.
3 'warongo hego, ke'eni?
4 suh !uko //eas.

1 Grandmother, listen then.
2 Often we have sacrificed like this.
3 You ancestor-spirit, do you listen?
4 Follow [the needs of] our mouth.

Since Dempwolff does not indicate the tone of Mama it is not possible to say whether a grandmother (mamú) or a great-grandmother (mama) is addressed. The prayer is from a text supplied by Dempwolff's informant Arangi who may have been a Moxsa clansman.² He describes a rain ceremony conducted by Alagwa ritual leaders; he tells us that only selected Alagwa know the secret of these rites;³ and he adds that the other people stay at a distance and eat some sacrificial meat; the next day they sacrifice unblemished black cattle, goats and sheep (i.e. animals without clips in their ears as identification marks). The prayer is then recited, and rain falls shortly after.

¹ 1916, 142.
² Ibid., 126.
³ Cf. text No. 78.
When the Holy Ghost Fathers started their missionary activities among the Sandawe in 1906, they made as much use of the vernacular as they could, under the direction of Fr. Lemblé, they even produced a catechism in Sandawe. They have had considerable success; Bagshawe estimates that in his time 25% of the tribe were strongly under the influence of Christianity, if not baptized Christians. ¹

When the Italian Passionist Fathers took over in the 'thirties they adopted Swahili as a medium of religious instruction but the Sandawe version of the Lord's Prayer is still reasonably well known. The first time I heard it was when it was being recited by a man who had consulted a diviner about the illness of his young son. The sacrifice of a goat and the repeated recital of the Lord's Prayer were prescribed. The child's father would not dictate the prayer to me, apparently because he believed that this would harm the magical properties which he attributed to it. The present informant then dictated the prayer to me; he also told me that the child's father had at first not known it well, but that he had been taught it by the diviner who must have been a good Christian. The Lord's Prayer is therefore not included in this chapter as a mere curiosity or as an example of Sandawe church literature, but as a genuine part of Sandawe folk literature in which it has acquired a traditional place. The Swahili version which is at present being taught by the missions obviously does not have this value. The Sandawe spirits to whom the child's father no doubt made his sacrifice cannot be expected to understand Swahili.

¹ 1925, 335.

"and..." from the Swahili, which is "weak, untrustworthy, false, weak, deceitful," according to Johnson (1917, 162).

² Akiika, 'to arrive along the cattle track', cf. Akamba, "cattle track" (van de Wouw, 1935, 65).
Text No. 83. - The Lord's Prayer. Dictated by Mr. L'umpa
Petri Salim' at Nizume, November 1962.

1 Sú Tatá tl'ingute'i' iyesisi'pómò,
2 hapá /3á tefas'akwa halisè,1
3 hapá metésmute'o tefas'akwa mána'e2
4 hapá itsihatsha tefas'akwa n/hìsà
5 S' !'ámats' tl'inguteki iyesè'.
6 Nie telako sú mántsha /iwakaghĩ,
7 ni'ko sú lòòtatsisce tòòkwa'úkwa,
8 sú warèxi'so sú //ána l'òòtatsisóso
9 mónakuwísísósóxe';
10 Sú Tatá tl'ingute'i' iyesisi'pómò,
11 S' mè lòòtatsisè ki'íse kitana n/õë,
12 ankha ñà'wase kitats'ê póonasùko.
13 Ámina.

1 Our Father, You who are staying in the sky,
2 Your name, be it hallowed everywhere,1
3 Your chiefship, may it arrive everywhere,2
4 Your striving, may it everywhere be done,
5 here on earth like it is in the sky.
6 All days make our food come to us regularly,
7 and all our misdeeds, take them off from us,
8 we who have friendship for them who have done misdeeds
9 forgive them like we do them all; [towards us,
10 Our Father, You who are staying in the sky,
11 Prevent that we enter to throw ourselves into misdeeds,
12 equally make us escape from within evil.
13 Amen.

1 'To be hallowed': halisè is an adaptation from the Swahili halisi, which is "real, genuine, true, exact, precise, accurate" according to Johnson 1951, 125.
2 Mána: 'to arrive along the cattle track', cf. mánawa, 'cattle track' (van de Kimmenade, 1954, 48).
This text is in remarkably close agreement with the missionary version of the prayer in the catechism; line 16 is a repetition which is not found there and the only other differences are minor syllabic differences, and orthographic ones.  

The material.

This chapter and the next present the poetry of dance
songs, i.e. songs which belong to the principal Sandawe
category of that which is danced (/\'\'fa) as well as to that
which is sung (/\'hima). There are many categories of dance song,
each of which takes its name from the dance to which it belongs.
Comparison shows that the songs of some dances tend to be
concerned with the accompanying ritual, while those of other
dances are of a more topical nature. The present chapter deals
with the former, that is, non-topical song. This may be divided
into two broad categories: (1) songs which describe the rites
themselves, or express the ideas which lie behind them, and
(2) songs which provide instruction and wisdom about life and
society to the participants in the rites, the initiates.

The following categories of ritual song will now be
presented:

A. Songs of witchcraft exorcism, which clears the air for
   further ritual;
B. Songs of circumcision, a prerequisite to fertile adulthood;
   of these the rite-descriptive songs are presented first,
   followed by the instructive songs.
C. Songs of the fertility ritual of the moon;
D. Songs of the secret ritual of fertile motherhood (the lion-
   game, or the dance of the foetus);
E. The dance of the phallus, which is related to the former;
F. The songs of twin-birth ritual; and
G. A song of initiation into male elderhood.
It will be noted that this sequence does not include such important ritual as betrothal and marriage, but the poetry associated with those occasions is of a topical nature and it will therefore be found in the next chapter.

A. The possession cult of sihâ.

Dempwelff's great collection of texts contains three songs which he calls sihâ songs, although one of them may actually be a circumcision song.¹ The other two are sihâ texts which in discussions with informants proved to be valuable material for gaining further insight into the nature of this rite; the new translations presented in the following pages now allow these texts to be better understood. Dempwelff had the impression that sihâ songs are directly connected with circumcision, but although there is a link their real significance is quite different.² However, Dempwelff was careful not to associate sihâ too closely with circumcision, and in his vocabulary he translates the word sihâ simply as 'the name of a dance'.³

The discovery of the true meaning of sihâ was made by van de Kemmenade. He defines it as "danse, pour assurer des mauvaises espèces".⁴ He also gives a vivid description of the dance which I reproduce here in full (translation mine).⁵

---

¹ Oe.d. 175. The doubtful case is his text No. 97; he has attempted translation but succeeded with no more than about half the words in the text. Informants with whom I have discussed it do not appear to know this song; they suggest that it may be a circumcision song.

² Cf. texts Nos. 89 and 91 in the following pages. My new translations differ slightly from Dempwelff's, yet these differences are so significant that text No. 89 acquires an entirely new meaning.

³ Oe.d. 50.

⁴ 1936, 412-3.

⁵ 1936, 412-3.
"simbó is the name of the greatest dance of the country. Its purpose is to safeguard oneself, or to be delivered from the wrath of sorcerers or the spite of evil spirits who find pleasure in doing harm to the living. When someone has felt ill at ease for several days he will go to consult the **ganga**. The latter will tell him whether his troubles are caused by sorcerers or not; in the affirmative case he will prescribe that a **simbó** be held. This is not danced at any other time of the year than during the months of February and March when the corn grows up. This is the time when malaria occurs. When now a sufferer from some ailment feels that he is under the influence of witchcraft all his relatives will set out to help him get rid of it. To start with they will bring corn into the house with a view to make a sacrifice of a very large quantity of **nombe** (beer). The sick man is then told to scoop up sand from the grave of his ancestor and to take some white stones out of it. The fact that some white stones are invariably found in the sand of the grave is proof, so it seems, that the **ganga** has hidden them there himself. As soon as the patient finds them he enters into convulsions; he runs home like one possessed. In the evening a horn is beaten; the faintest sound of this causes hundreds of dancers to jump up. They run, with a horn in their hands, to the house of the sick man. They are all as if possessed; they have left off their clothes and have rubbed themselves in with hot ashes, hot enough to cause burns. Others have chewed a caustic plant which burns the inside of their mouths

1 Diviner or witch-doctor. The Sandawe normally use the full Bantu term **musanga**.

2 The validity of a connection with malaria does not necessarily have to be accepted. The drug of the roots of the *mwar* plant mentioned below may be at least partially responsible for the stimulation of the hallucinatory state which van de Kimmenade describes.

3 Sandawe for 'beer' is **k'umf**; the Bantu term **nombe** is not used.

4 This is denied by my informants whose denial may, of course, be guided by faith, but their denial may be acceptable since bits of white flake are inevitably found in almost any sand. The white stones need not be pebbles; almost any fragment of shell or other light-coloured material will do.
and causes them to emit froth like lather. They bring along with them any sort of object which they have been able to unearth on their way along the fields or by the road: sorcerers' medicine, so they say. Once they are gathered together at one place they become more and more possessed by their fury, for they are given beer into which the roots have been put of a plant called méran.¹

Méran has hallucinogenic properties and it is probably stronger than opium. They dance and jump until they fall to the ground exhausted. Then a woman will take a twig of méran. immersion it in beer and asperse the dancers with it. Gradually they recover from their exhaustion and rise up. Then all the bewitched objects and the white stones from the grave are carefully put together in a horn after they have been anointed with butter, and the ganga returns the horn to the sick man.² He will recover and will never again be troubled by sorcery, nor by spirits. The magical horn is considered a great treasure.

Several times I have ventured among the dancers. Some of them became calm again and talked to me; others however continued with their dance not even noticing that I was present. One day I met on a narrow path some entranced runners who knocked me off my bicycle and pushed me into the thorns; I felt it necessary to box some ears. But after the dance they assured me that they had not seen their Father and that they did not know that they had been slapped."

So far Fr. van de Kimmendae. In the District Book of Kondo there is an essay on Sandawe tribal customs in which reference is made to the fertility aspect of Simba.

---

¹ This is a strong-smelling shrub which occasionally attains the size of a small tree; Allophytum rubifolium (Hochst.) Engl., according to Newman, 1966 (N/S); his No. 123.

² It should be noted that the dancers also collect stones at the dance itself. They do this in two ways. They dig up stones (kisange) with the points of their kudu horns (Atokomi tiana) or waterbuck horns (sika tiana), and they scrape up sand with their feet, chicken fashion, and then pick out the white pebbles and flakes. The kudu and its horn is also encountered as a fertility symbol in Phak'umo ritual, cf. text No. 114.
"These ceremonies usually occur annually at the beginning of the rains — in the planting season — to placate the spirits and ensure a good crop."

Informants variously describe simbō as 'spirit' (warongō) or as 'illness' (k'wavo) but a possessed person is not 'mad' (iškeq); instead it is said that 'he has simbō' (simbō si'). The term is a contraction of simba-ō, which means 'the state of being a lion', from the Bantu word simba, 'lion'. They say that the sons of famed simbō dancers are often possessed with this gift but that anyone who is not the son of such a person may also become possessed. Such a person feels by intuition that a simbō dance is on the point of being held somewhere; he knows it even though the distance is too great for the horn to be heard. When they get the message they will drop anything they are doing, go into a trance and run off to join the simbō. It is said that in doing so they follow a rolling stone which only they can see.

Ahlefeldt-Bille describes what appears to be such a seizure by a simbō dancer but he misunderstood it completely. His prejudiced account is unfortunately not at all untypical of the writings of some who travel to Africa and arrogate to themselves the right to ridicule what they do not understand.

He says that he went hunting for kudu

"... with one of the local [Sandawe] inhabitants, a born hunter by instinct, whom I called the 'Stone Age man'. Suddenly and without evident reason he would stop and refuse to go further. Sweat stood out on his brow, his eyes rolled wildly, half insanely, and with his bow he would point ahead and mumble dark words about 'simba' (lion)."

---

1 Entry by an Assistant District Officer, unsigned and undated. It adds that "music for the dancing is supplied by hollow cattle horns beaten with sticks (known as simbo in Kisandawe)". My informants say that buffalo horns are preferred.
The possibility of meeting lion in these parts, especially up in the mountains, was as slight as that of meeting a polar bear in Mombasa.\(^1\)

There is no need to quote this authority any further.

The trees, the rock, and the cleft.

Great feats are ascribed to simbi dancers in their state of dissociation. According to the Sandawe they manage to ford rivers in flood when anyone else attempting this would surely be swept away and drowned. Some are said to have run all the way from Parkwa to a dance at Wapur, a distance of over twenty miles, and it is even believed that a dancer from Arusha has run without even a pause to central Sandawe; this is obviously a mythical performance since no less than two hundred miles separate these places.

These simbowaiso, as the dancers are called,\(^2\) cannot speak when possessed; they can only grunt and growl, but they do hear other people when they speak (I go on following the statements of informants). In Wapur they climb a tall and smooth isolated rock which ordinary people cannot possibly mount, and they also climb smooth-barked trees and then proceed to hop around in their branches like birds, discovering and destroying sorcerer's medicine as they go along. The rock at Wapur is known as the Simbé-dancers' Rock (simbowaiso BF), it is pear-shaped, and it is said to have a deep cleft in its pointed top which nobody but the dancers can see. In it there is a snake which they are trying to reach with their arms; it bites them but they are not harmed by its poison although anyone else would quickly die if stung by it.

---

1. 1951, 158.
There are several such climbing rocks and trees in the country which are often called 'The Snake's Rock' (Namba Ṣi) or 'The Snake's Baobab' (Namba Salle) after the mythical snake. The climb of the dancers is called néré, a name which may be translated as 'the cleft'.

It is thought that witches may sometimes try to join the dancers in order to convince the people that they are not witches; for this reason the dancers make sure that there are no witches present by sniffing at the anus of those people whom they might suspect, and they sniff at their fellows in the first place to see that there are no impostors among them. If a witch is caught he is beaten. Witches are said to be in great fear of simbô and powerless to do anything against it. Simbô should therefore be performed in areas where circumcisions are going to be held later in the year, so it may 'purify the country' (l'deek hlwesuha'ẽ). Simbô thus paves the way for children to be initiated into adulthood with the minimum of danger, and it contributes to the fertility of the people.

1 Cf. van de Kimmenade, 1954, 53: néré, nom d'une danse; néré, crevasses dans un rocher. He does not connect the two.

2 Field, 1960, 79, says that in Ghana "false prophets...[are]...often denounced by the true prophets because 'they prophesied out of their own hearts without either dissociation or hallucination, and might fake a spirit-driven run to bush'. These fakes, she says, are "sniffed out".

3 The fact that witchcraft is said to be a more severe problem now than in the past may well be ascribed to the missionary opposition to simbô; at least it may be an important contributory factor. Recently some people have set themselves up as professional witch-hunters, even though this is opposed by the government. One witch-hunter who has now been exiled from the area, has told me in so many words that there is now more witchcraft than there used to be, because of the repression of simbô. Notwithstanding this, the cult is far from extinct and its feasts are still frequently held.
When circumcisions are held, the guests in the courtyard sing simbé songs as well as circumcision songs, because their magic helps to clear the atmosphere of witchcraft fears.

The sacrificial aspect of simbé, and its symbolism may become clear from the texts which will now be presented. These have been arranged in their ritual sequence; included are two of Dempwolf's texts which have been re-translated and annotated.

The songs of simbé.

Text No. 84. Preparation to attend. Songleader: Mrs. Ihaia Bari at K'ats'áwase.

1 Simbóna hik'ís'yyo
2 (1st chorus): hhá hólo- hóloowéé,
3 (2nd chorus): hóloowéé.

1 To the simbé I am going
2 (1st chorus): and, all right, let us go,
3 (2nd chorus): let us go.

The song is repetitive and new elements are not introduced. Its translation involves the problem of diffuse meaning which is discussed on pp. 102-4. The term hólóowéé and its variants are only used as exclamations in poetry, never in ordinary speech, but even though it is largely of an exclamatory nature it does convey a meaning. Hó is an exclamation of encouragement; -lo represents the action of continuous movement; and -we indicates a form of address. Most informants find the meaning of hólóowéé too vague for explanation and say that it has none, but one has been articulate enough to come up with a good translation: 'all right, let us go' (sára hásí, hó). He also explained that the song describes how the women have heard that a simbé dance is about to start, and now tell one another to
get ready to go. They sing this song as they go to the dance
ground in a shuffle-dancing procession. They bring along their
wooden bowls which every now and then they put on the ground
in front of the throng, rubbing them furiously with sticks, so
that the bowls emit the roar of a lion before they go on. This
is called 'roaring the bowl' (la'ag nianf'o).¹

Text No. 85. To the dance. Sung by Mr. Roki K'aya Angelo at
Boseto in March, 1962.

1 Simbóna ni'súngo laale, ni'súngo,
2 Sórowe díngóna nee ni'súngo.
3 (Refrain): ñà, ñé, hik'íí ñoróó, kiándoree.

4 Simbóna ni'súnga tatæ, ni'súnga,
5 Sórowe ni'súngo nee ni'súnga
6 (Refrain): ñà, ñé, kiándoree, kiándoree.
7 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 Simbóna ni'súngo, simbó, ni'súngo
9 Simbóde súngo kiándoree
10 (Refrain): ñà, ñé, hik'íí ñoróó, kiándoree.

1 To the simbó we are going, onwards, we are going,
2 To the shuffle-stones we are, we are going.
3 (Refrain): ñà, ñé, he goes like a Maned-Lion, Striding
[Maned-Lion.
4 To the simbó we are going, oh father, we are going,
5 A shuffle we are going indeed, we are, we are going.
6 (Refrain): ñà, ñé, Striding Maned-Lion, Striding Maned-Lion.
7 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
8 To the simbó we are going, simbó we are going,
9 Oh simbó we are indeed, Striding Maned-Lion
10 (Refrain): ñà, ñé, he goes like a Maned-Lion, Striding
[Maned-Lion.

1 See photo No. 4.
The term ágro dí (shuffle-stones) in the second line is related to ágro, the cleft in the rock and the climbing dance referred to on p. 355 (note 1); with vowel change to ø the word ágro means the act of dissociation dancing, of going in an entranced procession, entranced shuffling, and any kind of dancing with an element of entrancement in it. Here it refers to the chicken-like shuffling which the dancers do to scratch up white stones with their feet.

The really significant term of the text is kiándoree (Striding Maned-Lion); to understand its meaning is basic to the understanding of much of the poetry of witchcraft exorcism. It is found in several other texts in this thesis, especially in circumcision songs. This particular passage is the only one which reveals its true meaning. Dempwolf notes the term, but he cannot give a translation. He states that when he questioned his informants about it they repeatedly mentioned the word ward which means 'to circumcise, circumcision prepuce'. All they tell him is that the symbolism of ánhá dances is also found in circumcision ritual. No doubt this has contributed to the formation of Dempwolf's opinion that ánhá is essentially associated with circumcision.

The etymology of kiándoree is not understood by informants, who say that it means a lion, a lion's head, or lion's mane. The third line of the text shows that kiándoree is a contraction of nik'íd 'ndoréé. Nik'íd is Sandawe for 'goes he', while 'ndoréé or ándora is Rimi-Sandawe for 'zebra', cf. Sandawe díro.

1 Om. cit., 176.
2 Cf. p. 350, esp. note 2; also text No. III.
3 díro means 'zebra', cf. Swynnerton 1945 and 1946; van de Kimmensade 1954, 37; Dempwolf 1916, 43; cf. also -dou in Bushman (Bleek, 1929b, 94). But Rimi ndórwe means donkey (Obst 1911, 88, note 4); also ndogowe, 'ass' (Last, 1885, 157) and Gogo ndogowe, same meaning (ibid., 223). Iraqw dagowy is also 'donkey' (Whiteley, 1958, 2), and so is Ngomvia dagwagwaike (Pearce, T/S, n.d.).
Donkey and zebra manes and tail hair are widely used in dances, especially in circumcision and other ritual which incorporates lion symbolism. The Mwera of southern Tanzania use a headdress called lichenge which is worn by the circumcisor,¹ this is the same as that which occurs among the Sukuma² and among the Rimi.³ According to informants the Rimi call this headgear ndírwá ('donkey'), and according to Claus a similar ornament is called ndole by the Gogo.⁴ The Sandawe use the same crown as do the Mwera, the Sukuma and the Rimi (see photo No. 3); sometimes this crown is adorned with cowrie shells or chainwork. Such a crown is called gangu in Sandawe (cf. the Mwera li-chengo) and the wearer is referred to as díra, ndore or ndole (cf. the Rimi and Gogo terms mentioned above), i.e. he is maneled like a lion.⁵ Lion's manes are called assengo or assangui, which is obviously the same word as gangu.⁶

The Lion as a symbol of danger has been less well documented, but Kohl-Larsen presents us with an Isanzu tale in which an anti-social woman is married by a lion ('a Maned Lion'). It is this Maned Lion which is associated with lurking danger by the Sandawe,⁷ and with dangerous activities of a sexual nature.⁸ Since dangerous and antisocial activities are equal to

¹ Own investigations in Mwera country.
² Kollmann, 1898, 106/8.
³ Rechs, 1914, 82.
⁴ "Halsband aus Kettenliedern und Perlen", 1911, 71.
⁵ The wearing of manes is referred to on p. 124, note 4.
⁶ Van de Kissen, 1954, 53, mentions the latter variant. The similarity of the Mwera term has already been noted; the Swahili use shinga for 'neck' and manzova va shingoni for 'manes'.
⁷ Cf. texts Nos. 95, 96, 97, 121, 122, 123, 153.
⁸ Cf. texts Nos. 111 and 170.
witchcraft the ritual Maned Lion is also associated with combating danger and witchcraft.

The remainder of text No. 85 is simple and straightforward.\(^1\) The informant, who is now very old, is reputed to have been a famous exorcism dancer in his younger days. He explained that the song describes the moment when a dancer is inspired by the spirit of \(\text{simb}\). When the dancer becomes inspired other people prepare to go to the sacrifice and the dance, which is held at the rock of the cleft after the nocturnal sacrifices.\(^2\)

Text No. 86. The praise. Song led by Mr. Ibias Bar at K'ats'awase in March, 1962.

1 Hódľaľə dóŋ, hês.
2 (Chorus): Hódľaľə dóŋ, hês.

1 Go on then, zebra, hês.
2 (Chorus): What, onwards then, zebra, hês.

---

1 But the following may be noted:
   (a) In places the vernacular uses \(\text{ni'sím}'\) instead of \(\text{ni'síng}'\), i.e. without repetition of the element -\(\text{síng}'\), 'we'. This is a typical feature of the Sandawe idiom; such suffixes as those which indicate person or gender may be omitted when not required for clarity. The nasalisation diacritic (\(\sim\)) is not necessary in the orthography, but it is shown because the informant clearly nasalises the vowel before the following nasal consonant.
   (b) 'Father' in line 4 is injected into the text as a token of respect for 'fathers' in general, i.e. living elders as well as ancestors; an invocation, according to the informant.

2 This song was recorded when it was sung by the present informant upon request. He accompanied himself on the stick-lyre (\(\text{símb}\) or \(\text{zdž}\)) as shown in photo No.11) and he connected the stanzas by the hissing sound \(\text{ssś}\); this takes the place of a choral refrain in a spontaneous performance. The hissing refrain, which is common in minstrelsy, is called \(\text{ssś}'\). Hissing a song at work is called the same, cf. p.52-3.
The zebra is considered a beautiful animal, and 'zebra' is a term of praise for the dancers who have smeared themselves in with ashes and dust and who now, with sweat pouring down their bodies, appear somewhat striped. Stripes caused by running perspiration can be discerned on the body of the dancer shown in photo No. 15. This song describes the stage where the dance is in full swing; the women produce a loud roar on their bowls while others beat buffalo horns, and the chorus (also women) sings the praise of the men by repeating the text over and over again. Every now and then they punctuate their song with shrill ululations for encouragement; to ululate is called grand.

Text No. 57. The fremsted lion-dancer. Sung by Mrs. Sita Niamahla-iyo at X'ats'awase in March, 1962.

1 Eeé kiándoré néu-ce
2 (Chorus) Ee
3 Eeé kiándoré solia 'ndama
4 ee kiándoré néu-ce
5 (Chorus) Ee

1 Eeé Striding Maned-Lion, go forth, ee
2 (Chorus) Ee
3 Eeé Striding Maned-Lion, white-coloured heifer,
4 ee Striding Maned-Lion, go forth, ee.
5 (Chorus) Ee

The white-coloured heifer is a term of praise with double reference: (1) Beauty; the dancers covered with white ashes are likened to white cows (this is a favourite colour for cattle), and (2) Purity; white is the colour of animals sacrificed in situations of serious distress brought about by witchcraft.
Thus the dancers appear to be fierce lions which can destroy witchcraft while at the same time they represent ritually pure white sacrificial animals, chosen to placate the spirits. The pebbles (kidanga) which they dig up and place into their horns because they are such strong anti-witchcraft medicine, are also white, while it is said that the sorcerers’ medicine which they smell out and destroy, is always black.

The stage of the rites which this song represents, is where general frenzy begins to set in. The scratching up of pebbles begins, and some dancers suddenly run off into the bush or into the homes of people where they seek out and destroy anything which they consider to be the medicine of sorcery.  

**Text No. 52. The Frenzy of the Flying Dancers.** Song led by Mrs. Sita Namahla-icye at K’ats‘awae in March, 1962.

1 Áywee hewé wédle hó gweresifee,
2 (Chorus) A leleyoo hónae.
3 Áywee hewé wédle hó gweresifee
4 (Chorus) A leleyoo hónae.
5 Áywee hewé wéleyoo, zéngúá lele
6 (Chorus) A lele zéngúá lele
7 Áywee hewé wéleyoo, zéngúá lele
8 (Chorus) A lele zéngúá lele
   ...(ata)...
9 Áywee hewé wédle, hó, miángwe
10 (Chorus) A leleyee miángu
11 Áywee hewé wéleyedé dádava lele
12 (Chorus) A lele dádava lele

1 I have witnessed a dancer digging several holes in the floor of a house, each more than a yard deep, until he had made an indescribable mess. When he failed to find any suspect matter there he went back to search the smoke-blackened rafters of the roof. Finally he produced some black substance which he dropped into his horn, after which he left.
1 Aywee, this one, how he flies around, [like] a vulture.
2 (Chorus) He flies on and on. What [a bird], he.
3 Aywee, this one, how he flies around, [like] a vulture.
4 (Chorus) He flies on and on. What [a bird], he.
5 Aywee, this one, he flies around and around, [like] a marabou-stork he flies on.
6 (Chorus) He flies on and on, [like] a stork he flies on.
7 Aywee, this one, he flies around and around, [like] a marabou-stork he flies on.
8 (Chorus) He flies on and on, [like] a stork he flies on.
...

This song describes the stage where some of the dancers have climbed up into the trees and they are therefore like birds. Each bird in the song represents a dancer, and the bird names are thus praise names for them. The women make the bowls roar furiously and some of them shout further praise at the dancers, calling them /atsë (lion) or simba (lion, Bantu term).

In between their climbing forays the men scrape up white pebbles and manage to fortify themselves with helpings of beer from large gourds which have been put ready. Others begin the most difficult part of the dance, the climbing of the rock.

Informants agree that the birds of simbə songs are always

---

1 Bird identifications are difficult to establish. Not all Sandawe apply the same name to the same bird, recognition is often imperfect, and Swahili, Rimi, and other equivalents given are rarely dependable. Check lists and other writings on birds usually disagree on the vernacular names of birds in African languages, presumably for similar reasons. I have arrived at the translations shown here with the help of Archbold, 1959, and Wistelton, 1960, but the English translations of midnañ and dadawa are still tentative ones.
large birds of prey which like eating carrion (k'ulmu). The
significance of this is probably twofold: being large birds of
prey they are strong and courageous, and as carrion eaters they
are associated with witchcraft, or rather with its destruction.

Text No. 80. The climax: the cleft in the rock. Reproduced
from Dempwolff, 1916, pp. 175-6 (his text No. 98), with a new
translation and annotation.

1 Lelio, 'olale ha'a 'olale;
2 ketume simba, 'olale
3 simbayo, 'olale ha
4 'waywaye, ketume simba
5 kpa, 'olele
6 ketu ketusa lelio
7 'waywaye 'waywaye
8 ketu ketusa ketumbe
9 simba, 'olale.

1 Onwards, go on then, it is open, go on then,
2 the top, Lion, go on then,
3 oh Lion, go on then, it is open,
4 oh companions, the top, Lion.
5 On he goes, on and on.
6 The cleft, she is open, onwards.
7 Companions, companions,
8 the cleft, she is open, the top.
9 Lion, go on then.

The first line is left untranslated by Dempwolff. Lelio means
'the act of going on', cf. lela, 'to go on' or 'to fly on', lela-
text No. 58. Lelio-a, 'the act of going on', has become lelia.
'olale is an exclamation of encouragement, cf. text No. 86.
The second line is translated by Dempwolff with "Den Scheitel scheert der Löwe", but if the image of the crown of a head is replaced by that of the top of a rock the sentence begins to make sense, for the song describes the climactic stage where a dancer (the Lion) has reached the top of the simbó rock. The word kariwane usually means a fontanel, the top of a baby’s head. Since this is the place where the bones have not yet knitted together, leaving a cleft, it is easy to see how this image is applied to the rock.

Having referred to the difficulty of translation, Dempwolff comments that the song ‘seems to be connected with puberty rites’. My informants agree that this song may also be used as a circumcision song. In that context the rock is obviously a phallus, and the cleft in its top becomes the cleft in the glans penis. Its openness is then a reference to the fact that circumcision has left it uncovered, while the Lion becomes a symbol of danger which is its usual role in circumcision songs. We have seen that simbó songs are a common ingredient of the repertoire of circumcision festivals because witches fear simbó, but this song evidently acquires a whole new meaning as a circumcision song; the text lends itself eminently to a double meaning.

The previous texts all describe the progress of the dance ritual rather than the sacrificial aspect of simbó, and it is in accordance with this progress that they have been arranged. In practice, there is no such an arrangement. At any stage any of the songs may be sung, but it seems possible that there may be a natural preference for those songs which are more relevant to the occasion.

In effect the rites consist of two main parts: the sacrificial part and the festival. All the stages which have been described so far in the songs, are in fact gone through
before the sacrifices are made at the patient's ancestral graves, and the sacrifices conclude this stage. The next day, when the sacrifices are done, the festival is held at the dancing ground. To this event people come from afar, and the crowd may number well over a thousand. Here the whole process of dissociation is re-enacted, as it were, in a final outburst of relief which is staged somewhat like the grand finale in an opera.

The next two texts present versions of the song of the sacrifices.

**Text No. 30. The sacrifice and the reward - 1.** Song leader Mrs. Ihsia Bari at K'ats'âwase in March, 1962.

1 Mombokwe n//ûnke;
2 hó sie sîeyoo, tongo k'âmé,
3 tongo k'âmêyoo;
4 (Chorus) Tango k'âmé
5 hó, tongo k'âmé.
6 Warwayee, mombokwe n//ûnke;
7 hó sie sîeyoo, mombokwa n//ûnke,
8 tumbetumbesayoo.
9 (Chorus) Tumbetumbesayoo,
10 hó, tumbesayoo.

1 The beer gourd, make it stand;
2 who takes it, takes it, the ancestral site's beer,
3 the ancestral site's beer then?
4 (Chorus) The ancestral site's beer,
5 oh, the ancestral site's beer.
6 Companions, the beer gourd, make it stand;
7 who takes it, takes it, the beer gourd, make it stand;
8 she spills over softly.

9 (Chorus) She spills over softly,

10 oh, she spills over softly.

Large quantities of beer have been prepared, and a large pot is put by the graves together with a small one. The small pot contains the sacrificial beer to which the third line refers. All take a sip from it and spit out the beer over the grave stones, enjoining the spirits not to trouble the patient again; then they drink from the large pot. Dancers in dissociation are rewarded with good helpings of beer for finding kisang'eb pebbles and for destroying witchcraft substance. This is what the second line refers to: the dancers are encouraged to do their best by holding out before them the prospect of a reward. Line eight reminds them that there is plenty of it.1

Text No. 91. The sacrifice and the reward - II. Reproduction of Dampwolff's text No. 99 (on cit., p. 176), re-translated.

1 Mombosa //nuṅke;
2 ho sié sie?
3 tanga k'amo, 'waxwai, mombosa
4 //nuṅke, ho sie?
5 kambaye mombosa //nuṅke
6 'waxwai, tumbetung'onga.

1 The beer-gourd, she has made it stand;
2 who takes it, takes it?
3 the ancestral site's beer, companions, the beer gourd she has made it stand; who takes it?
4 Really then, the beer gourd she has made it stand.
5 Companions, she spills over softly.

1 As usual the gourd is feminine. The verb tumbetung'onga has been translated in a different way by Dampwolff (see next version).
2 This is also the old Sandere shelter, cf. Sausene 1888, 355-7.
(referred to on p. 130, note 7).
Dempewolf translates *humuhumnua* as 'she asperees the crown of the head' ("...die den Scheitel benetzt") and he adds in a note that his informant told him that *tumbe* refers to the crown of a head which is aspereed with beer by the priest, but actually such an aspereion is not done at *gimbü* but initiates are so aspereed at circumcision by their initiator. In *gimbü* beer may be thrown at the dancers 'to cool them', but this is done by the women and not by a priest. It is true that *humuhumba* is connected with *katumba*, fontanel, and there is no grammatical reason why *tumbe* could not be used as a verb in the meaning of 'to asperse the fontanel' but usually it describes the throbbing movement of a baby's fontanel over an underlying bloodvessel. The transfer of this image to the present situation then shows us a beer pot which is full to the brim; having just been put down the beer is still in motion and it spills over softly with a throbbing motion. This is the common meaning of the verb, and my informants agree that in the song it simply describes the beer gourd rather than an aspereion.

Dempewolf's translation has been further influenced by his belief that the poetry of *gimbü* belongs to circumcision. In respect of line five, he notes that *kumba* is the Bantu (Swahili) word for 'camp' but that here *kambave* is to be understood as the Swahili *kumhini*, 'in concealment' ("im Versteck"), i.e. the concealment in which circumcisions are carried out. Claus reports that *ikumbi* is the Gogo term for a fence of millet stalks which forms an enclosure for initiates to shield them off from the outer world. ¹ This might seem to support Dempewolf's ingenious explanation, but the Sandawe do not call such enclosures *kumbi* or *ikumbi* but *kambi* or *sundu*. ² The sacrificial beer pots are not hidden and the aspereion theory need no longer be maintained.

---

¹ 1911, 66 and 70.

² This is also the old Sandawe shelter, cf. Bagshawe 1925, 336-7 (referred to on p. 160, note 7).
Circumcision ritual: gôû and keram'ta.

Both Dempwolff and van de Kimmendaal say little about circumcision. According to the former the name of the rites is gôû, and the latter says that the name of the dances of circumcision is gôû or gôi. Bagshawe reports that "the Sandawi circumcise both boys and girls, the latter in the house of their mothers, but the former with considerable ceremony in the bush, the function lasting about a month, and finishing with a big beer drink." He adds that "I have an impression that circumcision is a practice only recently adopted by the Sandawi from their neighbours."4

Even to-day not all Sandawi are circumcised but such cases are rare and generally such an omission is frowned upon. Van de Kimmendaal says that the term i'wâ (clitoris) is an abusive term which is used for an uncircumcised person. Some Sandawi agree with what Bagshawe says about the foreign origin of the custom, saying that it was originally introduced by the Nimi but that it has been a Sandawi custom now for many generations. The word for 'to circumcise' is warâ; this looks indeed like a non-Sandawi word which may be of wide currency among other peoples, cf. the Yao wâri, 'boys who have just been circumcised'. Yet it is a term of importance in Sandawe, it is often used and it has a variety of meanings. Warâ is a circumcision mate, one who has been circumcised together with the speaker, one who is a confidante in love affairs, and one

---

1 1916, 44.  2 1954, 39.  3 1925, 342.  4 Ibid. Kohl-Larsen says that the Hadza have also adopted circumcision only recently (1956b, 226).  5 Stuhlmann, 1910, 39.
whose help one may expect in securing a bride; its plural is
the social group which is formed by the initiates.\footnote{Dempwolf: "Beschneidungsgenossen", \textit{op. cit.}, text 30, p.134.} Ward also
means any circumcized person, a person who is entitled to be
treated with respect; in fact it is the most respectful term
by which any stranger may be greeted. To be called ward by the
grown-ups after the conclusion of his initiation period is a
young man's proudest moment. After this he is considered a man
and he is entitled to marry and set up his own household.\footnote{In practice he never does this. Sandawe boys are circumcized
before puberty, but they rarely marry before their twenties.}

Baumann states that circumcisions are held in November
at the beginning of the sowing season.\footnote{1894, 44, \textit{mit der Ausaasai}.} Actually this is the
very latest month for circumcisions; they begin to be held as
soon as the dry season is well established, and the height of
the Sandawe circumcision season coincides with the height of
the dry season, from July to October.\footnote{Because of the school holidays there is now a tendency to
postpone the late circumcisions until the end of December.
Of the Rimi circumcisions, which are similar in many respects,
Wyatt says that they are held "yearly at the beginning of the
harvest" and that "they extend over a period of about two
months" (\textit{W/S}, 1929, 112).} Often they are held
during the first week of the new moon.\footnote{Also among the Rimi, cf. Wyatt, \textit{loc.cit.}.}

The Sandawe call their ceremonies \textit{gôô}, \textit{gôô} or \textit{gôô}, a term
which appears to have been borrowed from the Rimi.\footnote{The Rimi term is \textit{môô}, according to Wyatt (\textit{op. cit.}). He says
that "the word also refers to the dance which takes place
when the actual circumcision is complete, and in which both
sexes, young and old, participate, with exception of the girls
who have been circumcized, who however are permitted to be
present and to watch the dance." The Sandawe definition of
\textit{gôô} differs slightly from this, as we shall see.}
that the songs of circumcision may be better understood I shall
describe the ceremonies briefly.

After consulting a diviner and making a sacrifice the
parents decide that their children are old enough to be circum-
cized. From the diviner the father receives a small stick
which is called the initiate’s medicine (iikala miria); this
he ties to the initiate’s wrist. It signifies the child’s new
status of an initiate; from now on he will not be allowed to
stray far from home, and according to some, he is even supposed
to remain confined inside. When it is learned that a suitable
neighbour or relative is organising a circumcision festival
the initiate is sent to his homestead for circumcision. The
organiser also consults a diviner and makes a sacrifice in
addition to any sacrifices he may make for children of his own.
A prayer is recited which contains the phrase: “the procedure
of circumcision in our clan has thus been prescribed by the
spirits”;¹ this shows whence the authority for the rites is
derived.

At the homestead the mothers of the children begin to
prepare large quantities of beer. The day before the actual
operation the initiates are formally led into the house under
cover, a cloak having been thrown over their heads. They are
naked, and spend the night in the inner room (gurua).² In the
afternoon before the operation the parents and the adult
relatives of the initiates are all gathered at the homestead;
the men go out to select a suitable baobab tree in the bush
under which a site is cleared for the operation.

¹ “Naro kalë an bovota! yva’ warongë andikawë”. Unfortunately
I am not in possession of the complete prayer text; this is
why it is not included in chapter V.
² The symbolic womb from which they are to be re-born.
If girls are to be operated upon in the bush the women do the same, but they select a tree called [∆amaka]; often they do not go out however, for girls may also be operated upon in the cattle yard or in the inner room of the house. In many parts the latter procedure is the usual one for the girls' rites. As a rule the girls are done some days after the boys, but on occasion they may be subjected to their ordeal on the same day.

In the evening the guests begin to dance to the songs of circumcision which are called ḡu'a, but gisbê performances are also enacted, without the actual dissociations. The antics of exorcism dancers are imitated in a jocular way and "sorcerers' medicine" is even "found" and destroyed. The roar of the bowls and the accompanying frenzy may be considerable.

When the moon is up a circumambulation is made of the homestead and the circumcision sites, and some beer is sacrificed by the operator; the circumambulation is referred to as ṛinga ma'd ('circling round') but its proper name is said to be kerem'ta (said to mean the same as ṛinga ma'd). The Sandawe do not circumambulate in all parts, and the meaning of kerem'ta as a circumambulation is not everywhere known. To-day the most general meaning of the term appears to have become any circumcision song, but in particular song of the instructive type. ḡu'a is also a general term for circumcision song, perhaps even more general than kerem'ta, but its more specialized meaning has become circumcision song of the rite-descriptive type. The two terms are not sharply defined, yet the dichotomy appears to be generally made, for Sandawe may be heard to remark that such-and-such a song is kerem'ta rather than ḡu'a, or vice versa. After the circumambulation, which is carried out in a shuffling procession, the participants wash their hands and pegs are driven into the ground at the entrances of the homestead, the cattle yard, and the circumcision sites. This is referred to
as fixing the pegs (ke'a niawa'o) or securing the sacrifice (numu'aua niako'a); the latter term expresses well the nature of this rite as the sacred-making of the precincts. Dancing and drinking goes on till daybreak. The initiates are then fed and shaved clean by the initiator, and their elders (or their own sex) spit the juices of chewed /ho/Â—root on their heads and rub it in while the initiator completes the anointment by aspersing them with butter. Finally the initiates are smeared in with ashes, and then they are led to the site of the operation, naked and under the cover of a cloak, in a procession which is called mólolo (the accompaniment). The procession is shielded off by stick carriers, because the initiates who walk between these portable fences have been separated from the rest of their society; the cloaks ensure that they are not seen by the others, for they have not yet been re-born. Some of the men who accompany the throng guard it with sticks to fend off any member of the opposite sex who might venture too close. Women beat buffalo and cattle horns with small batons, as in simhâ. Initiation songs of the mó type are song (songs which describe the procession are also called mólolo songs). The horn-beating accompaniment is called wakhunga niâmá (beating the procession); this term is also applied to the procession but others say that it especially refers to the procession in which the initiated are returned home at the conclusion of their initiation period. The origin of the word wakhunga is Rimi; in that language it appears to

1 Silent prayers are sung during this rite which is said to prevent too much blood from flowing, and to cause the wounds to heal quickly. The spitting ceremony is called a sacrifice to the spirits (ita'ima numu'aua). The plant /ho/Â— is a type of star grass, cf. text No. 51 (p. 330).

2 Text No. 96 is such a song. Photograph No. 5 shows the procession.
mean not the procession but the initiates; in Sandawe the latter are called *tekete* (hyenas). ¹

At the place of the operation members of the opposite sex make a seemingly determined mock attack on the guardians of the initiates; especially the women make a great show of this when they try to liberate their sons, ululating 'I am the child's mother, father!' (*Iyo-yoo, Iyo-yoo, Iyi!*). During much of the proceedings the women go on rubbing their bowls, supplying the background noise of an ever-present lion's roar. The songs of circumcision show important a part the image of lion-danger plays in the rites.

When the intruders have been chased away the operations begin. The first initiate is placed between the legs of his father who sits on the ground holding his arms around the boy's shoulders and his legs over the boy's knees, forcing his legs apart. Girls are held in the same way by their mothers. At boys' circuncisions a mother's brother assists the father holding the victim; in girls' operations the father's sister does this.² The boys' circunciser then removes the foreskin (*tse'ro*) with a knife, a razor blade, or even with scissors. One after the other all are circuncised, and then a chicken is sacrificed on the spot and its tail feathers (*mishthi*) are used to make fly-switches (*mose*). Each initiate is given such a switch to keep flies off his wound.³ Each of them is also

---

¹ According to my Sandawe informants the Rimi name for initiates is *akhungu* or *arunga* but Wyatt refers to them as *shungu* (*U/S, 1929, 117), "the initiate stage of the youths".

² The mother's brother represents the mother's lineage in looking after the boy's welfare (cf. *p. 34*); in the case of the girls the mother's assistant is not her own sister but the father's sister, for she represents 'the other side'. A woman is not absorbed into her husband's clan.

³ See photo No. 6.
given a piece of black cloth (kexiki) and is then led to the other side of the baobab tree where a shelter (kambi or ginda) is erected over their heads while they wait and the remaining boys are being circumcised. For the boys' site a baobab tree is selected because of its vast size which suggests strength and masculinity.

If girls are operated upon in the bush the tree selected for a site is not the baobab but a /Amaka tree. This tree is almost certainly the Lannea stuhlmanni. It is considered to have 'cool' (healing) properties, it is thought to be purifying because of its effectiveness against witchcraft (from its bark and roots vomiting medicine is made to remove the effects of witchcraft from a bewitched person's stomach), and it is closely associated with femininity, being soft (the bark is soft and smooth and has soft juicy wood under it) and mild (its bark tastes pleasantly bitter and although a vomitant, it is a pleasantly mild one). The tree's medicinal and magical uses are many; it need only be mentioned here that the pegs driven into the ground at the entrances to the cattle yard and the operating theatres are made of its wood. Some people prefer not to use /Amaka pegs at the boys' site because of the strong feminine associations of the tree.1

Like the men, the women chase away any member of the opposite sex who comes too close, and the throng shields off the proceedings from view but they do not build a shelter.2 In the operation, the clitoris is pulled out with a thorn and then cut

1 The tree's identity is virtually certain. It's Gogo name is said to be muwumbu; Rigby identifies this as Lannea stuhlmanni. (priv.com.) Burtt (op.cit., No.172) records the Nyamwezi name muwumbu for what he describes as "the Greater Lannea", and Newman has obtained a sample of the /Amaka, the provisional identification of which is Lannea stuhlmanni (priv.com).
2 See photo No. 8.
with a special circumcision knife (qondu). The women accompany their ritual with singing and ululations. The songs are mainly of the g60 type, and those songs which describe the occasion are referred to as /Amakata, 'at the Amaka-tree'.1 Unlike the men, the women do not slaughter a chicken at once but they first pummel it to death by swinging it around until it dies. The reason given for this is that the flow of blood from a still living chicken would be too much like the flow of menstrual blood; apparently the women wish to avoid the possible effect, by the magic of similarity, of the slaughter of a live chicken on the initiates, whose operation is supposed to be life-giving by enabling them to be reborn. The chicken's tail feathers are used for the same purpose as with the boys. The boys spend their first nights in the camp, but the girls are taken home and are cared for in the inner room. They are not supposed to be seen by anyone who is not a member of their immediate family, until the final washing ceremony.2

The day after the operations, a sacrificial goat is slaughtered which is called thuk'usi, i.e. 'the one for gorging oneself on'; the stomach contents (ganka) are distributed among the initiates to eat. The animal is killed with a hot knife 'to cool the wounds'; it is called 'the knife through which is cooled' (rágo 'l'wa'ku/l'). This eating feast concludes the period of the operations during which the guests have lived

1 Text No. 100 is such a song. The equivalent of the boys is called gilatu, 'at the baobab tree'; an example is presented in text No. 101. At the boys' operations most of the singing is done by women but they have to stay at a distance. The boys' operations are therefore less noisy than those of the girls, where the singers are crowded around the operation theatre.

2 In practice this conclusion is often relaxed after a few days. In theory the boys are to stay in the bush as long as their initiation period lasts, but also this is never enforced.
mainly on beer, some porridge, and the meat of the sacrificial chickens. The guests go home, and the period of instruction now begins for the initiates; for the boys in their camp, for the girls in the inner room at home. This includes little or no direct sex instruction as is the case among some neighbouring Bantu tribes.\(^1\) Sandawe instruction is indirect rather than direct, the medium not being physical examples but songs of the kere'mita type. Both the boys and the girls spend a considerable amount of time singing these instructive songs which teach them about life, and thus prepare them for it. Further practical instruction of the boys consists of archery and hunting birds with throwing sticks (m\(\text{\textcopyright}\)goro); the sticks they have to make themselves. The boys must address their camp master and anyone else who instructs them, as 'grandfather' (kokó); the girls call their instructors 'grandmother' (mamá). These 'grandparents' allow themselves rude and obscene practical jokes which the initiates must endure. Any grown-up, even any youth who has already been circumcised the year before, may go into the camp and arrogate himself the right to tease the initiates. The latter's relationship with the camp master is easier; this soon assumes much of the mutual joking intimacy of a grandson/grandfather relationship. Their circumcisers they call 'uncle' (máma, i.e. maternal uncle) and the girls call theirs 'aunt' (áva, or mother's sister); these relationships last for life.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Cf. Cory, 1954.

\(^2\) On p. 372 we have seen that a boy's father is assisted by his maternal uncle (máma) but that a girl's mother is aided by her paternal aunt (áva). The honorific titles for the circumcisers are also máma and áva but the meanings of áva differ. The circumcisor of a girl is like a mother's sister and not like a father's sister, the Sandawe say, because she is (usually) not a member of the girl's own clan, which is the clan of her father. It is even said that therefore a father's sister is a more real mother than a mother's sister, although both are called áva.
At the end of their initiation period the boys go to their baobab to perform the ceremony of throwing their knives into its trunk. They do this while carrying the nests of weaver birds in their left hands; after that they light a fire with fire drills (*herende*) and burn the nests. Obscene jokes are cracked during the whole procedure, and references are made to the burning of the skin of their old (uncircumcized) genitals; the ceremony signifies that the boys have now become sexually developed men. It is said that now 'the youths have become big' (*k'ar'de ba'd ba'dwe*). Finally they walk around the baobab (*gola ma'dka'll*) and dance around it (*pirim*); this dance is the subject of the last of the *gol* songs in the following pages (text No. 104). In parts of central Sandawe country the baobab is stabbed with specially made ritual spears, and after this the young men enact a battle with the arch-enemy, the Barabaiga, whom they overcome and kill. The part of the enemy is played by some of their elders.

The initiation is now finished and the youths are washed and anointed and given new clothes to wear. They take their knives (or the spears) from the baobab, and then they are carried home on the backs of their elders while they hold their knives (or spears) high up in the air so that everyone can see that their initiation is finished. While being carried they are under a strict taboo not to look back; they have been told

1 The sexual nature of this ceremony's symbolism is obvious. The birds are of the species called * côke * or * piṅgiwad*; these birds build nests which resemble the male organ. For the association knife = penis, see text No. 100. For burning = sexual penetration, see text No. 113, for the purifying properties of fire and the idea that it represents the start of a new period in life, see p. 46. Fire also symbolizes the finality of destruction (of something detested), cf. line 123 of text No.14 (p.244); lines 87-8 of text No.11 (p.192); and the end of text No. 17 (p.276).

2 See photo No. 12.
that they will die if they do. There can be no looking back to their boyhood any more; they have become men.

The procession is headed by the circumciser (/akane, rem. /akans/) who leads them into the courtyard of the homestead where the parents and the relatives of all the new post-initiates are once more gathered for a big feast which is called m/óko's, 'the washing', after the ceremony through which the young people have just passed. The latter are put down on the ground by their elders, formally led through the gate, presented to the gathered clansmen, and given beer as equals. All sorts of circumcision songs are sung, the bowls are made to roar, and the feast goes on until all the beer is finished.

Of the circumcision songs which will now be presented the first thirteen are of the rite-descriptive type while the following nine inform the initiates about the various aspects of adult life.

The rite-descriptive songs of circumcision: gôô.

Text No. 92. The circumciser's acceptance. Sung by Mr. Salm' Maganga at xwarants'èse, July 1962.

1 Sôrōwë warëkoyoo, laale.
2 (Chorus) m Tauládë êë, ee.
3 Nãmîwëyeec warës'koyoo laale.
4 (Chorus) m Tauládë êë, ee.
5 Sôrōwë warëkoyoo, laale.
6 (Chorus) m Tauládë êë, ee.
7 Hîfîwëec warës'koyoo, laale.
8 (Chorus) m Tauládë êë, ee.
9 M/îheleyec warës'koyoo, laale.
10 (Chorus) m Tauládë êë, ee.
11 Ëëён, warëkoyoo, laale.
12 (Chorus) m Tauládë êë, ee.
13 Áfraa wardás'koyoo, làale.
14 (Chorus) hà Taliëcë éë, cc.
15 Bábæ wardás'koyoo, làale.
16 (Chorus) hà Taliëcë éë, cc.
17 Ñámeysë wardás'koyoo, làale.
18 (Chorus) hà Taliëcë éë, cc.
19 Áfraa, Talïkëcë, wärë.
20 (Chorus) hà Taliëcë éë, cc.
21 Taliëcë làalee, wardás'.
22 (Chorus) hà éë.

-------------------

1 Let us go in shuffle-procession to circumcise, come on.
2 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
3 Yes, Náä, I shall circumcise, come on.
4 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
5 Let us go in shuffle-procession to circumcise, come on.
6 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
7 Yes, sister, I shall circumcise, come on.
8 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
9 Yes, brother, I shall circumcise, come on.
10 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
11 Really, I shall circumcise, come on.
12 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
13 I shall really circumcise, come on.
14 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
15 Oh father, I shall circumcise, come on.
16 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
17 Yes, uncle, I shall circumcise, come on.
18 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
19 Really, do it then, Taila, circumcise.
20 (Chorus) They say: Taila, say yes. - Yes!
21 Yes, I, Taila, shall indeed circumcise.
22 (Chorus) They say, etc.
The text has been reproduced at some length because it can easily be followed on the enclosed tape, and because it gives a good idea of the way in which repetition often makes the song in Sandawe. Tadla is the name of a famous circumciser of the past. He is persuaded by his sister Nam and by other relatives to perform the operations on a new batch of boys, and he finally gives in. This is the explanation given by informants who also suggest that the song expresses the reassuring feeling that the services of a good surgeon have been obtained. It represents the preparational stages of the ritual.

Significant is the choice of the name of Tadla's sister who is said to have been a girls' circumciser. Her name is a common one, derived from a tree called namb; this is a very red-fruited tree with paired branches from which stirring sticks (hlebeya) are made, the branches forming the legs. The red fruit and the spread legs provide a good example of how the Sandawe express their imagery in nature-symbols.

The lines of the song leader and the chorus overlap.

Text No. 93. What is the hear for, are they circumcising?

Song led by Mrs. Alusia Kozigá at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 Háa wadyoo, háana wadyoo,
2 hó k'améyyoo, fyo, háana waré,
3 háana waré, háana waré, pembe?
4 (Chorus) Há hologálogo, hologálogo, hó pembe.
5 (2nd chorus) Háana waré, háana waré, pembe?
6 Háana, fyo wadyoo, háana wadyoo,
7 n/oke améyyoo, fyo, háana waré,
8 háana waré, háana waré, pembe?
9 (Chorus) Há hologálogo, hologálogo, hó pembe.
10 (2nd chorus) Háana waré, háana waré, pembe?
11 Háa wadyoo, etc.
1 Who is circumcising, who then is circumcising,
2 what is the beer for, mother, who then is circumcising,
3 who then circumcises, who then circumcises, the glans penis?
4 (Chorus) And he is curing it, curing it, what, the glans penis.
5 (2nd chorus) Who then circumcises, who then circumcises, the glans penis?

6 Alas mother, he is circumcising, who then is circumcising,
7 the children are held in check, mother, who then circumcises,
8 who then circumcises, who then circumcises, the glans penis?
9 (Chorus) And he is curing it, curing it, what, the glans penis.
10 (2nd chorus) Who then circumcises, who then circumcises, the glans penis?

11 Who is circumcising, etc.

Two explanations have been given of this song, both of which appear acceptable: (1) the children are worried and ask what all the preparations are for, and (2) the grown-ups who are singing in the courtyard during the operations reassure themselves. The two words which give the song its full meaning do not occur in ordinary speech. They are nembe and holomoloza.

The meaning of nembe is variously explained as 'horn' (glans), 'penis' (tshutshu) and in particular the circumcized, exposed penis (tshutshu phoe; phoe is white or bare), or the glans penis (tshutshu tsho; tsho is head). Nembe is further described as 'the end of sickness' (k'wa'o tsho), 'the absence of sickness' (k'wa'o tshak), and as 'fertile' (n/ase).

The combination of the first-mentioned meanings becomes at once clear from the Bantu origins of the word. Meinhof gives the meaning of Bantu -nembe as white or shiny;\(^1\) Seidel translates the Rangi nembe as ivory;\(^2\) von Sick the Rimi nembe as rhino;\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) 1904, 142.
\(^2\) 1898, 427.
\(^3\) 1915, 23 (in his translation of a song of elephants).
Bemprolff presents the Kinh nambé as horns, nambé as rhino, and uľembe as horn, from the hypothetical Bantu verb -phansa, to shine. Johnson lists the Swahili nambé as 'horn, tusk, projection.' For comparison of the remaining meanings of the Sandawe nambé we may have a look at what Turner writes about the Ndambu idea-associations of this word:

"nambé: lumps of white clay, purest expression of the principle of whiteness,...white symbol...stands for strength or firmness, goodness, good luck, to have power, to be free from death, to be free from tears, to escape being laughed at, political authority, meeting together with the ancestor spirits, life, strength or health, procreative capacity, huntsmanship, giving, remembering, to laugh, to eat, to multiply in children, to make visible, maturity in old age." 3

Although I cannot claim that all these meanings are applicable to the Sandawe term, we do have here a remarkable parallel with the Sandawe set of associations. Not only the word nambé itself appears to have been taken over from the Bantu but a whole category of ideas with it.

Kolomogo is said to be a Gogo term. Clause records that the Gogo word gulačula means 'to heal (someone)'. Further associations of this term and its variants are discussed under text No. 101.

---

1 1914/5, 290.
2 1951, 372.
3 1962, 142.
4 1911, 69.
Text No. 94. The guests are clamouring for beer. Song led by Mrs. Alusia Koziga at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 Holo hahdeo tondoyo, holo hahdeo tondoyo.
2 (Chorus) Haa haa haa.
3 Holo hahdeo tondoyo, holo hahdeo tondoyo.
4 (Chorus) Haa haa haa.

det.

1 What, hurray, the beer vat, what, hurray, the beer vat.
2 (Chorus) Open, open, open!
3 What, hurray, the beer vat, what, hurray, the beer vat.
4 (Chorus) Open, open, open!

det.

On the accompanying tape this song is sung as a continuation of the previous one. The sudden change-over to this text is accompanied by a corresponding change of the rhythm; this is a style figure which the Sandawe like much, especially if the rhythm is quickened. This is called hitlimapo.

The song refers to the stage where the guests have arrived before the morning of the operations. They spend the night sitting by fires, talking, singing and dancing, and drinking beer. Here they are clamouring for more.

The word tondoyo is also heard as tumdu or mitundu, 'box'.¹

This is a container which is made of the bark of a tree called inda (Brachytesia itolensis or the downy-leaved mimbo) which is called mitundu in Sukuma, according to Hurtt.²Hora and Greenway say that the Sukuma term mitundu (with m) stands for a Brachytesia sp. tree, while mitundu is Ischeberlinia globiflora.³

1 Cf. text No. 15, line 73 (p. 253), and p. 254, note 11.
2 1936, No. 66.
3 1940, 300.
Whoever is right, the term *londo* appears to be a Bantu tree name which is used for 'bark'. The bark containers are very large and used for storing grain; from this the beer is brewed. The size of the containers is suggestive of the quantities of beer for which the guests are hoping.

**Text No. 95. The danger of circumcision.** Song led by Mrs. Alusia Kogigá at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 iyowee hoo wered?
2 Thonte'iyoo hoo wered?
3 Imekoyoo Samuledayee
4 //atsadeyoo, hoo wered?
5 Himbayoo hoo tehuyoo, Samuledayee.
6 (Chorus) Ahese Samsuledayee.
7 iyowee Samsuledayee,
8 Himbayoo Samsuledayee,
9 Imekoyoo Samsuledayee,
10 Himbayoo hoo tehuyoo Samsuledayee,
11 Thonte'iyoo Samsuledayee,
12 //atsanakoo Ay werdyoo,
13 Imekoyoo Samsuledayee.
14 (Chorus) Ahese Samsuledayee.
15 //atsunayoo Isenayoo, etc.

-------------------------------
1 Oh mother, it goes around, what is it that goes around?
2 In the black-soil plains, what is it that goes around?
3 Help, it roars! He Who Always Grunts it is,
4 Oh, it is the lion! What is it that goes around?
5 Oh Lion, oh animal. It is He Who Always Grunts.
6 (Chorus) Yes, it is He Who Always Grunts.
7 Oh mother, it is He Who Always Grunts.
8 Oh father, it is He Who Always Grunts.
9 Help, it roars, it is He Who Always Grunts.
10 Oh lion, oh animal, He Who Always Grunts.
11 In the black-soil plains he is, He Who Always Grunts,
12 oh help, what lion then, ay! goes around there,
13 Help, it roars, He Who Always Grunts.
14 (Chorus) Yes, it is He Who Always Grunts.
15 Oh, what lion then is roaring there, etc.

The children have been led to the circumcision place and the singers express their worry over the dangers of it. It is out in the bush, like the black-soil plains which are outside the inhabited areas; this is where the lions roam. The song is sung at the circumcisions of boys and girls, but some say that properly speaking this is a song of the girls only, suggesting that the lion represents the clitoridectomy knife (mandu) as well as men (who pursue women) and danger in general (with sexual connotation). Wyatt mentions that among the neighbouring Rimi the girls sing a lion-danger song before they are led to the operations. They dance a sinuous dance called isamuga.

"The neophyte dances, [her] mother is pleased, ale...
the lion meets me, ale."

"The lion meets me" well expresses the same feeling.

The operative term of the song is of course sibula; this we have already encountered in the form of sibulidjda in the song of text No. 6, and the word is explained on p. 150. The text uses two words for 'lion': himba and /atsi/. The latter is the ordinary Sandawe word for the physical animal, but himba is a ritual term only, derived from the Bantu where it is also common.

1 See note 6 on p.116. In the translation of himba (lion) I have used a capital H for the ritual case.

1 1929 (A/S).
in the forms sīmba and mīkha. To the Sandawe mīkha may also mean 'to roar loudly', from the Shona verb imba; this fact obviously adds to the value of the term as a ritual name for lion. 1

Text No. 96. Leading the initiates to the circumcision. Song
led by Mrs. /'eré'e Maria-īyo at Bugénika, August 1965.

1 Sá Riangombe ee, ee, ee
2 (Chorus) Sá Riangombe yóó,
3 sá Riangombe ee.
4 (Second chorus) Sá Riangombe helóó,
5 sá Riangombe, sungyee
6 Sá Riangombe ee, ee, ee, sic.

1 To the Initiate-Devourer, yes, yes, yes.
2 (Chorus) To the Initiate-Devourer, oh!
3 to the Initiate-Devourer, yes.
4 (Second chorus) To the Initiate-Devourer, come on then,
5 to the Initiate-Devourer, give them to us.
6 To the Initiate-Devourer, yes, yes, yes, sic.

This song is a procession song called mólolo; to most Sandawe the meaning is so vague that they cannot explain it. Some think that its operative term is a name Sáriya Jombe [sic] which has 'no meaning'. Some old men state that Riangombe means 'the Lion's Roar' (//atam iro), that it is the 'voice of the bowl' (la'gā rā) which is like a Spirit (waroné), and that it is also a praise-name of the bowl (la'gā //ri, the bowl's name). They think the song is of Nyamwesi origin, and say that the first

1 See note 9 on p. 116. In the translations of mīkha (Lion) and //atam (lion) I have used a capital L for the ritual name.
part of the name corresponds with the Swahili ku-lia, 'to cry' or 'to roar'. Others, however, believe that the name represents the danger of the lion to the initiates, which could devour them all like a lion-murderer (hiza, from the Bantu mbiga, a lion-man who kills his victims in the shape of a lion).\(^1\)

Although the informants did not say so, we see here that there is an association with a Devouring Danger.

The name Mfangose is found among the interlacustrine Bantu tribes as the name of the chief of the amandwa (ghosts) whose proper place, according to Werner, is among the heroes.\(^2\)

Great adventurous feats are ascribed to him, and he could speak before he was born. Werner also tells us that the meaning of the name is 'Eater of an Ox'.\(^3\) Its component parts would then be, of course, ku-lia, to eat, and nombe, cattle. A difficulty with the application of this etymology to an interlacustrine name is, however, that these languages do not use the stem nombe for 'cattle', but ona.\(^4\)

Czeckanowski records that cattle feature as functioning participants in secret societies among the interlacustrine Bantu, and that these societies are called after the ancestor Fvangombe.\(^5\) He also says that in Usuwi the female impersonator of the cult hero of the Mfangombe society imitates the roaring of a lion during the ceremonies of initiation into the society.\(^6\)

An anonymous writer mentions a Nyamwezi Ilimang'ombe in a text which describes the fetching-away of children after an eight-day confinement (in initiation ritual?), and he says that

---

1. See chapter X, lion murderer.
2. 1933, 49.
3. Ibid., 115.
5. 1917, 315.
6. Ibid., 311-3.
The Nyamwezi writer Tongolo throws a little more light on the matter. He says that there is a sacrificial ceremony in which all the rulers of the Nyamwezi share, which is called *nyami'endar*.

It includes the laying down on the ground four horns and four sticks in an oblong pattern and the taking of an oath; it also involves danger, a threat of death, and an inspirational oracle which will help the initiate in his later life should he run into trouble, e.g. if he loses his way in the bush.

At one Sandawe circumcision site which I saw, the pegs (**kam**) which were driven into the ground formed an oval, and the initiates' camp was erected within its confines. This was called the 'inner room of the initiates' (**jikali amura**); we have noted that the inner room represents a womb in which the initiates are secluded before their re-birth. The text of the procession song now confronts us with an echo of **Nyangwwe** in which many of its associations may be recognized: fetching children, the oblong womb, seclusion, roaring lion, danger, the devouring lion, threat of death, initiation, spirit, and the inspirational oracle; the latter in the form of the instruction which the initiates receive to prepare them for their life after re-birth, so that they do not get lost. Not yet solved is the etymological poser whether **ria** in **Nyangwwe** means 'to cry' or 'to eat', as in Werner's translation 'Eater of an Ox': for either meaning there exists a Bantu stem -**lia**. The problem is not important in so far as both elements are elements in the Sandawe ritual symbolism: the roar and the devouring lion (or womb). But a clue is given by **nombe**. Why does the Danger

---

1 Anon., 1961, 30.
2 1953, 32.
3 Ibid., 30-1.
or its embodiment swallow a cow? The answer may be given by the Sandawe initiates themselves. They are swallowed by the danger in its embodiment of the Womb and they are called hyenas (tëkela). Hyenas, we have seen, are hornless cattle, hornless because they are still incomplete, immature, and uninitiated.\(^1\) Riangome thus means childhood which is devoured in the ritual, in order that the initiate may be reborn from it as an adult.

If this interpretation is correct and may be applied also to the mysterious Riangome of the interlacustrine Bantu and the Nyamwezi, then the original Riangome would not be a mythical hero at all, nor an ancestral chief, but initiation itself.

Initiation into the imandwa cult, into the ranks of Nyamwezi chiefs, or into Sandawe manhood would then have been derived from the same set of images and beliefs, but their ritual manifestations and the myths attached to them differ.


1 Simbané, Simba néné? 
2 (Chorus) Haya hóóe, tahée kitara, 
3 Simba néné? 
4 Simbye, Simba néné? 
5 (Chorus) Haya hóóe, tahée kita, 
6 Simba néné? 
7 Tell n'we ñena. 
8 (Chorus) Haya hóóe, tahée kita, 
9 Simba néné? 
10 Aarai wéré, Simba néné? 
11 (Chorus) Haya hóóe, tahée kita, 
12 Simba néné? 
13 //atnd n'we ñenayoo. 
14 (Chorus) Haya hóóe.

1 Cf. text No. 37 (p.317).
15 Sìmba nene?
16 //atù kò imenayoo, etc.

1 Lion then, is it not the Lion who is there?
2 (Chorus) Hey well then, isn't his head in there,
3 is it not the Lion who is there?
4 Oh Lion, is it not indeed the Lion who is there?
5 (Chorus) Hey well then, isn't his head in there,
6 is it not the Lion who is there?
7 It is my own child who cries.
8 (Chorus) Hey well then, isn't his head in there,
9 is it not the Lion who is there?
10 Truly he walks about, is it not the Lion who is there?
11 (Chorus) Hey well then, isn't his head in there,
12 is it not the Lion who is there?
13 The lion's child, how it roars!
14 (Chorus) Hey well then, isn't his head in there,
15 is it not the Lion who is there?
16 The lion, oh! how it roars! etc.

This is a praise song for the bowls which are rubbed by the women; they roar out loud, like lions. In line 13 the bowl is referred to as a physical child of a lion (without capital L), and in line 16 simply as a lion. This suggests that the roar is so good that the bowls are not mere ritual lions but real animals.

Some informants have suggested that the song's main theme is "I am a Lion" (sìmba nene), but this is a Bantu interpretation. Nene means 'I' in such languages as Nyamwezi, Gogo and Isanzu, but in Sandawe the reduplication of the interrogative ng, 'is he here?' with stress on the first syllable forms a relative sentence.

1 Nyamwezi: Anon., 1901, text 1 (p.45) and text 24 (p.50); Gogo: Last, 1885; Isanzu: Kohl-Larsen, 1937a, 64 ("I am it").
Text No. 98. **Who are being circumcised?** Song led by Mrs. Victoria Mýá at Parkwa, July 1962.

1. N//átsánae ko, hóna lamboyoo?
2. (Chorus) Àh hóč.
3. Iyo, hóće?
4. (Chorus) Híída' lamboón.
5. Thónga-e ko, thónga ba'cóo.
6. (Chorus) Àh hóč.
7. Iyo, hóće?
8. (Chorus) Híída' lamboón.

**Etc.**

1. In the grit-soil bush, oh, who is initiated then?
2. (Chorus) They are bare.
3. Mother, who then?
4. (Chorus) It is they who are initiated.
5. In the black-soil plain, oh, the plain is so large!
6. (Chorus) They are bare.
7. Mother, who then?
8. (Chorus) It is they who are initiated.

**Etc.**

This is another song of worry. The explanation given is that the boys have been circumcised and are staying in their camp in the bush, and their parents worry about their well-being. Some of the chorus break in with anxious ululations: *iyo-iyo-iyo-iyo-vayayo*, 'Oh mother, mother, mother dear!'.

The operative term of the song is *lambo*, another term which is never used in ordinary speech. It appears to convey the idea of the separation of the initiation period. Claus mentions the Gogo term *l-lambo*, the meaning of which he gives as 'finery made of straw stalks'.

---

1. 1911, 70, "Schmuck aus Strohstengeln".
Text No. 99. The fright of the initiates. Sung by Mr. Tlalo Mâuki sold at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 Yâmuleeâ sangaâda, hâô yâmulee.
2 Yâmulee sanga môôga, hâô yâmulee.
3 ââ hââ hó yâmulee, sanga môôga.
4 Yâmuleeâ, âââ.

1 Oh sorrow, that Lion mane, what sorrow,
2 Oh sorrow, they fear the Lion mane, what sorrow,
3 and they are bare, what sorrow, they fear the Lion mane.
4 Oh sorrow, âââ.

Yâmulee is said to be an expression of sorrow for the suffering initiates, a lament. Môôga is from the Bantu, cf. ku-ââpa, to fear, and ku-ôôpa, one who fears; sanga-ô môôga is they fear the sanga, or lion crown. These terms are not used in common speech but in ritual only.

Text No. 100. The pain of the operation. Songleader: Mrs. Aluefa Kozigâ at N/âââd Nîû, August 1963.

1 Iyowee hla'ô'gâyoö, ko mëndu hûoolalee.
2 (Chorus) Sumâângale hûûeree.
3 (Second chorus) Hûûeree sumâângale.
4 Kûmâyû hla'ô'gâyoö, mëndu hla'ô'gâyoö.
5 (Chorus) Sumâângale hûûeree.
6 (Second chorus) Hûûeree sumâângale.
7 Tûtûyû m/ôâlyû, mëndu hla'ô'gâyoö.
8 (Chorus) Sumâângale hûûeree.
9 (Second chorus) Hûûeree sumâângale.
10 Iyowee hla'ô'gâyoö, âââ.
Oh mother, how the pain scars, help, the knife, hool-aee.

(Chorus) It is bleeding, oh, on and on.

(Second chorus) Oh, on and on, it is bleeding.

It pains, and doesn't the pain smart, the knife, how it scars

(Chorus) It is bleeding, oh, on and on.

(Second chorus) Oh, on and on, it is bleeding.

Oh father, brother dear, the knife, how it scars.

(Chorus) It is bleeding, oh, on and on.

(Second chorus) Oh, on and on, it is bleeding.

Oh mother, how the pain scars,  

This șati (circumcision) song is also referred to as a șakata ('at thebanana-tree') song, because of its direct reference to the operation on the girls. While the men use almost any cutting instrument the women conservatively use only the traditional șardu. This instrument is made of native iron in the shape of a traditional razor (like a 35° circle segment), an arrow head or an obovate shape; it occurs over a wide area and also its name has been reported from elsewhere (șardu).  

Among the Sandawe the word șardu means both a circumcision knife and a razor blade of the traditional kind. The șardu also has strong phallic associations, for an informant states

---

1 Dempwolf, 1916, 82, shows a circle-segment shape (rounded); Wyatt, W S, n.d., 108, shows a similar Kini sample (not rounded); Weule, 1908, plate 17 fig. 8 shows a straight-edged sample of a 'shaving and tattoo knife' of the Makonde; Czekanowski, 1958, 104, shows Nilotic 'women's knives, carried from the waist' ("aaka kobiet, nozonge za nase") from the Sudan; all these shapes are represented among the circumcision knives of the Sandawe, which are shown in plate III (the phallic shape may also be seen in photo No.7). The name șardu is reported by Stuhlmann, 1910, 28 and 51, who refers to it as a slashing knife (Neusesser) in Central East Africa.

2 Dempwolf, op.cit., 48.
that ndatu also means glans penis (nembo), an arrow (samu), and a bull (k’amba). On the subject of Adembu circumcision Turner writes that

"...the arrow is held in the right [hand]. The arrow (nawwu) is masculine. The term for marriage payment is nesu, and in the circumciser’s medicine basket two arrows are inserted at each end, representing nywala, which means both 'masculinity' and 'penis'.'

Although the Sanzawe material presented here does not show all the same implications there appear to be elements in symbolic representations which are similar to those found among the Adembu. The Sanzawe reference to a bull (k’amba) was made in a jocular way, but it betrays the symbolic function of the knife, which is to deflower her, as it were, and so to initiate her into womanhood. The same idea appears to be held among the neighbouring Rimi. Wyatt records that they call the knife kashakoo which means a ram, and Obst also states that the Rimi call the knife a ram (the Sandawe word k’amba, ‘bull’, also has the general meaning of ‘male animal’). We have seen that the Sandawe sometimes give the knife a clearly phallic shape.

The term sumuncala in the text is a ritual one which does not occur in ordinary speech; it is explained as ‘bleeding much’ (spaa /‘sh’aa). The first part appears to consist of sumu (Bantu, poison) plus the 3rd person formative element -a. The second half, gala, has many associations with blood, menstruation and circumcision (see the following song). The original meaning of sumuncala appears to have been ‘the poison bleeds out’, in which ‘poison’ could stand for pre-initiate impurity (this is speculative and has not been confirmed).

1 Turner, 1962, 133.
2 Wyatt, op.cit., 113; Obst, 1915a,11.

1 Omdeyooy ko hik'isipaa naa hameyoo.
2 íyo than'asipaa hoota wadmeyoo.
3 haa galagalala.
4 íyoko hik'isipaa nako hameyoo.
5 (Chorus) Haa galagalala aok'omboo.
6 Hameyoo ko than'asipaa wadmeyoo.
7 (Chorus) Haa galagalala aok'omboo.
8 Haa íyo hik'isipaa hlma wad.
9 (Chorus) Haa galagalala aok'omboo.
10 íyo hik'isipaa hameyoo.
11 (Chorus) Haa galagalala aok'omboo.
12 ítsiyoo paa than'asipaa í/yoco, ho, ho.
13 (Chorus) Haa galagalala aok'omboo.
14 Omdeyooy, aic.

1 Oh woe then indeed. He went to me, and then did he abuse me!
2 Mother, he ran to me and in the house he cloaked me
3 and he circumcised.
4 Oh mother dear, he went to me, oh! and he abused me.
5 (Chorus) And he circumcised me naked.
6 And he went on abusing. He ran to me, oh! and he abused me.
7 (Chorus) And he circumcised me naked.
8 And he, mother, he went to me, abused and cloaked me.
9 (Chorus) And he circumcised me naked.
10 Mother, he went for me and did he abuse me!
11 (Chorus) And he circumcised me naked.
12 He did me and did me, and ran to me and he came, oh then!
13 (Chorus) And he circumcised me naked.
14 Oh woe then indeed. aic.
This song of the göö type is also referred to as mäkela, 'at the baobab tree'. Having been caught and put under a cloak, the initiate has been led to the baobab and circumcised; now he protests his indignation.

We have seen that the element gela in amängala (text No. 100) has been explained as 'bleeding much'. This reference to blood appears to be of Bantu origin, but there it seems to be associated with female rites rather than with male ones.

Paulsen records that kalakala or kalakala is the Gogo term for 'the first day of menstruation', and that this is a feast day. Claus says that the Gogo 'ufina wa kalakala lipale' is a 'dance at first menstruation' and that ngala is a headdress (Kopfschmuck) worn on such occasions. It appears that the adoption of this term and its variants has resulted in a divergence of meanings. In Sandawe galagala now means 'to circumcise' (ritual term only), but there is also a term kalakala (used also in ordinary speech) which means 'to roll on the ground or in the dust, as in pain (as when circumcized)'.

In Burunge the term galagala means 'to gather together', e.g. children into their initiation camp. The Sandawe holoziloza and the Gogo galungula, 'to heal someone' appear related. The healing or purifying element also emerges from the Kaguru term puhäi kalakala, 'a burned witch', in a reference to the burning of a witch with boiling water. These variants, together with the context of the term galagala in the text, suggest that

1 1922, 168.
2 1911, 72 and 69.
3 Also in Burunge galungula is not exclusively a ritual term: galungula numahe is commonly used for 'to gather together' (i.e. 'in numbers'). Own fieldnotes.
4 Cf. p. 351.
5 Beidelman, 1963e, 71.
in Sandawe it means 'to circumcise' in the sense of bloody circumcision and purification, as opposed to lambo which indicates the separation of circumcision. 1

Text No. 102. The crying initiates. Song led by ..?.. (name unknown) at Mugomere, August 1963.

1 Hâde têkele hâde
2 Tëhinana gombe maliso
3 Hâde.
4 (Chorus) Iyo-ye-yoyoyo.
5 Hâde têkele hâde, etc.
6 (Chorus) Ye it is hulale.

Hâde is an onomatopoeic verb which describes the wailing of hyenas, cf. the Swahili haw. 2 The buttocks are a reference to the initiates who are naked, their heads covered under a cloak, and the cattle stand for hornless cattle which represent the hyena-initiates in their still immature state.

Text No. 103. They will blossom. Song led by Miss Beatrice Intôri Te'âwa at Bugônikâ, August 1963.

1 Hôlalee.
2 (Chorus) ëëa hôlalee.
3 ëd'ëëë hôlalee.
4 (Chorus) ëëa hôlalee.
5 ëd'ëëë hôlalee.
6 (Chorus) ëëa hôlalee.

1 Cf. p. 390. 2 Velten, 1900, 125.
7  Naa hólalee, oyoo.
8  (Chorus) Aywé hólalee, éda hólalee.
9  Naa hólalee, oyoo.
10 (Chorus) Aywé hólalee, éda hólalee.
11 Hólalee.
    etc.
1  Hólalee!
2  (Chorus) Yes it is hólalee.
3  They will blossom, hólalee.
4  (Chorus) Yes it is hólalee.
5  They will blossom, hólalee.
6  (Chorus) Yes it is hólalee.
7  And hólalee, there then.
8  (Chorus) Oh woe! hólalee, yes it is hólalee.
9  And hólalee, there then.
10 (Chorus) Oh woe! hólalee, yes it is hólalee.
11 Hólalee!
    etc.

Hó (low tone) is 'hymen' and also 'marriage'. The verbal form hó thus means 'to be marriageable' and also 'to blossom'; in this sense it may be used for flowers. This song, which is sung at a slow pace, is used as a means of entertaining the girls after the operation. The slow beat enables them to sway with the song rhythm, the idea being that this will make them forget the pain. This type of goó song is called /asukwa/, 'away then', or /asuká/, 'for making [them] away'. Any circumcision song with a suitably slow beat may be used for this purpose; the previous text (No. 102) is used as a swaying entertainment for boy-initiates.

---

1 Cf. van de Kimsenade, 1934, 35.
Text No. 106. The dance around the baobab tree. Song by Mr. Roki Angelo at K'atš'ąwace, July 1962.

1 Pirimó, pirimó, pirimó,
2 hó pirimó.
3 Kó hamsa tl'erek'ą.
4 Pirimó, etc.

1 Circling round, circling round, circling round,
2 what, circling round,
3 well, it takes away the curse.
4 Circling round, etc.

This is the song of the final round dance around the baobab, just before the initiates are carried home on the day of the washing ceremony. The dance is also called gólí ma'čka', 'turning around the baobab'. The curse (hamsa, curse, impurity, insult) is the unclean state of initiation.

The instructive songs of circumcision: kereš'ta.

Text No. 105. The watchful initiates. Song led by Mrs. Yuliana Lóbasu at Ferkwa, August 1963.

1 Twiyoo wenkiyoo, addawaye wenkiyoo,
2 twiyexe wenkiyoo.
3 (Chorus) À háá, à háá,
4 mará'inga wenkiyoaxe,
5 iyo, wenkiyoo.
6 Twiyoo wenkiyoo, miánguye wenkiyoo,
7 twiyé wenkiyoo.
8 (Chorus) À háá, à háá,
9 mará'inga wenkiyoaxe,
10 iyo, wenkiyoo.
1 The birds are dozing, all the snake-eagles are dozing,
2 all the birds are dozing.
3 (Chorus) They are bare, they are bare,
4 they are all dozing on the alert,
5 Mother, they are dozing.

6 The birds are dozing, all the kites are dozing,
7 the birds are dozing.
8 (Chorus) They are bare, they are bare,
9 they are all dozing on the alert,
10 Mother, they are dozing.

11 The storks are dozing, they are dozing on the alert,
12 all the birds are dozing.
13 (Chorus) They are bare, they are bare,
14 they are all dozing on the alert,
15 Mother, they are dozing.

16 The kites are dozing, all the snake-eagles are dozing,
17 all the pelicans are dozing.
18 (Chorus) They are bare, they are bare,
19 they are all dozing on the alert,
20 Mother, they are dozing.
21. The pelicans are dosing, 

The song suggests to the initiates in their camp that they must be alert hunters who are never so fast asleep that they could be taken by surprise by the dangers of their surroundings. The snake-eagle, the kite and the stork appear also in the exorcism song of the flying dancers (text No. 88); oróra (the pelican) is identified by van de Kissenade. ¹ These birds are mighty birds of prey with whom the initiates are identified. The word mara in the second line of the chorus means 'on the alert' as well as 'with good sense'.²

Women of the chorus express their anxiety for the welfare of the children in the camp by interspersing their refrains with ululations: Ixa-ixa-ixa-xo ('Oh mother, mother, mother then')

Text No. 106. The braving donkeys. Song led by Mrs. Ku'úná ...

1 Nódu dlomáá, zumbe hadots'a
2 imwaybô.
3 (Chorus) Hóólaale;ê hâ hóólaalee xibxibi.
4 Íwóódé nódu imewayso, nódu laaleye
5 imwaybô.
6 (Chorus) Hóólaale;ê hâ hóólaalee xibxibi.
7 Daka we hëxwe Matka hadots'a
8 Imwaybô.
9 (Chorus) Hóólaale;ê hâ hóólaalee xogxogô.
10 Nódu dlomáá, etc.

¹ 1954, 51.
1. He had bought them, and in the headman's cattle yard
   they are braying.

2. (Chorus) Well then, yes well then, in his dug-in house.

3. Oh mother, they are braying, they indeed

4. (Chorus) Well then, yes well then, in his dug-in house.

5. These donkeys in Matika's cattle yard

6. are braying loudly.

7. (Chorus) Well then, yes well then, in his dug-in dwelling.

8. He had bought them, etc.

The previous song has brought home to the bays the fact that
they are going to be watchful hunters; this song teaches the
girls that they are soon going to be marriageable women. The
key words of the text are hado, 'cattle enclosure' or 'courtyard';
xi:bi•xi:bi or xo:xoxo, 'dug-in house or dwelling'; dakwe,
'donkey'; and alama, 'to buy' or 'to exchange'.

The Sandawe keep their cattle and donkeys in a circular
yard which is placed in front of the house and surrounded by
a palisade or fence called kaito, 'fence'. The enclosure is a
cultural acquisition from surrounding peoples, and the Sandawe
call both the enclosure and the courtyard hado, 'yard'.

Before the modern type of flat-roofed house with a separate,
enclosed cattle yard was adopted, some Sandawe had taken over
from peoples of the Iraqw cluster a type of dug-in house which
is still in use among the Iraqw, the Gorova and the Alagwa (Wasi)
the Burunge have changed to a type which is not dug in, like
the Sandawe. There are many sites in Sandawe country where

1. Van de Kimmonge, 1954, 40, gives the meaning of hado as
   'hasee-cour, enclo.ate, enclos, couv'; Dempwolff, 1916, 45,
   simply as 'hof'. Weinhof, 1901, 331, translates the Burunge
   word hado as 'fence'.

the outlines of this type of house can still be seen. It is called *vibvib* or *vritibviri* (the verb *vib* means 'to burrow'); unlike the modern type of house it also contained the family cattle.¹

Donkeys (*jakwe*) are domestic animals, like cattle, and like hornless cattle they may be used to represent initiates. Since there are no horned donkeys the term *jakwe* does not so much imply the immaturity of the initiates as the fact that, as housewives, they will have to carry water gourds from the well and firewood from the bush. Donkeys are beasts of burden, used for the transportation of honey gourds and building poles. An informant adds that donkeys are ash-coloured, like initiates.

In the first line of the song we find the donkey-initiates in the cattle yard; this is the place where girls are often operated upon. The chorus, in line three, transports them to the inside of the dug-in house; here they may still be donkeys but this is also the place where they grow up to be marriageable women. The verb *dlik*, 'to buy' really means 'to exchange something for goods', and wives are, of course, acquired in exchange for bridewealth.

*Matika* in line 7 is a woman's name, and it is said to be the name of a circumciser who operated on the girls in her husband's cattle yard. The choice of the name seems significant, for it is thought to mean 'the rainy period', from the Bantu term *matika* (Sandawe Bari), 'the period of the long rains'. This is not the sowing season but the growing season, the time when the harvest ripens and begins to bear fruit; this is in

---
¹ The dug-in type is illustrated by Jaeger, 1911, 97 and 103. Roche, 1914, 25, describes the Sandawe house as semi dug-in ("Einsitzhütte") but his photographs show the modern type of house. The dug-in type provided good defence possibilities against raiders.

² See photo no. 3.
analogy with the stage of development of the girls.


1 Parkwathë kanga lasale, êê,
2 ñara käd'o hósiaale, êê,
3 ñara'0 ni'o, laale, êê.
4 Arago kâlê
5 ñara käl'd'o hósiaale.
6 Parkwathë etc.

1 From Parkwa, printed cloth indeed, yes,
2 really well-patterned, come on, yes,
3 really then, let us go, indeed yes.
4 Really, let us be well-patterned,
5 really with nice patterns, come on.
6 From Parkwa, etc.

Parkwa is the headquarters of the south-eastern part of Sandawe country; apart from a local court, an enclosure for a cattle market, a mission and a school, a dispensary and a permanent borchel, there is a trading centre with two shops. Here the people from the surrounding country buy their clothing. Sandawe women wear colourfully printed cloth, called by the Swahili name kanga; this is thin material which is imported from Japan, Lancashire, and Holland. The cloth is sold and worn in pairs of two unassembled prints of 68" x 48" each; in 1965 local prices ranged from 3s 10/- to 8s 18/- a pair.¹

The explanation for the song is that it teaches the girls that, as wives, they will have the right to be clothed well by their husbands.

---

¹ See photo No. 3.
Text No. 162. The famine-relief train. Song led by Mrs.

Nyanzi Dudi at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 iyowee ná'ayoo tatóyee,
2 hólowee biríana ímísa,
3 (Chorus) Elele, sa Mambayoo.
4 Sórowee hólowee heloo,
5 habáriye hólowee ná'ísa.
6 (Chorus) Elele, sa Mambayoo.
7 Elele, sa yóóbo, tatóyee,
8 helele, biríana ímísa.
9 (Chorus) Elele, sa Mambayoo.
10 Sórowee Mambona galayoo,
11 helowee, biríana ímísa.
12 (Chorus) Elele, sa Mambayoo.

sta.

13 Helowee hólowee, dílees,
14 Tatóyee hólowee, dílees,
15 Sórowee hólowee, dílees,
16 Helowee hólowee, dílees,
17 Elele, habáriye, dílees,
18 Sórowee galayoo, dílees,
19 Sórowee íseyayoo, dílees,

sta.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1 Oh mother, it is belching up smoke, oh father,
2 let us go, doesn't the train whistle?
3 (Chorus) Onwards, she says, to Mambó then.
4 On, shuffle, going on then, going,
5 oh tidings! tidings that the smoke surges up.
6 (Chorus) Onwards, she says, to Mambó then.
Onwards, she says, hurrah! oh father,
onwards then, doesn't the train whistle?
(Chorus) Onwards, she says, to Nambo then.
Oh, ahuffle, to Nambo to circumcise,
onwards then, doesn't the train whistle?
(Chorus) Onwards, she says, to Nambo then.

On, going on, going on then, onwards,
on father, going on then, onwards,
on, ahuffle, going on then, onwards,
going on, going on then, onwards,
going on, oh tidinge, onwards,
on, ahuffle, circumcise then, onwards,
on, ahuffle, it is whistling, onwards,

etc.

Nambo is the name of the place in southern Sandawe country where there is a local trading centre, a court, and a number of store houses for grain. It is about thirty miles from Saranda which is a railway station on the central line; the road follows the old German track from Kilimatinde to Kondoa. The southern slopes of the Sandawe hills look out over the flat and featureless bushland beyond which the smoke of the trains can often be seen.¹ The song refers to the famine of 1949/50 which is called the famine of Nambo because the stores by the courthouse held enough reserves to tide the population over the worst of the famine; much of these reserves had been built up from consignments of relief grain which the government sent to Saranda by train.² Although there was starvation among surrounding tribes the Sandawe generally managed to survive on roots and small game,

¹ See maps 1 and 2.
² See appendix III.
bulbs and grass seeds, but there was no possibility of brewing sufficient quantities of beer for the circumcision rites. The arrival of the relief grain changed this position, and the first concern of many Sandawe appears to have been that maize should be obtained for beer brewing.

Text No. 103. According to the dance. Song led by Mrs. Alusia Kozigé at Ferkwa, July 1962.

1. Hindeyééé hó hindeyoo.
2. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.
3. Aandíína hó be hindeyoo.
4. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.
5. Hindeyééé hó na dabeyoo?
6. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.
7. Kokoyééé hó na dabeyoo?
8. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.
9. Hindeyééé hó hindeyoo.
10. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.

...... (etc.)

11. (Second chorus) Beahé ahdéaa
12. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.
13. Haa hindelaa hinde,
14. (Third chorus) Beahé na hóch ahdéaa
15. (Second chorus) Beahé ahdéaa
16. (Chorus) Haa soro hindelaa.
17. Haa hindelaa hinde,

...... (etc.)

2. See lines 16 and 18 of the song text. Government officials despaired at "the squandering of relief grain on beer making" (Distr.Book, loc.sit.).
1 On joy, what! oh joyful expectation.
2 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.
3 What, co-wife, hey! oh joyful expectation.
4 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.
5 On this joyful expectation, who then is it who prevails?
6 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.
7 Oh grandfather, who is it then who prevails?
8 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.
9 On this joyful expectation, oh joyful expectation.
10 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.

......(gloz)
11 (Second chorus) Well, come on then.
12 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.
13 And they go to the dance, joyful expectation.
14 (Third chorus) Well come on then, what, come on then.
15 (Second chorus) Well, come on then.
16 (Chorus) And as shuffle they go to the dance.
17 And they go to the dance, joyful expectation.

......(gloz)

The song leader explains that this song tells of an old man who had two wives whom he forbade to go to the dance, but they are persuaded by others to go anyway. A woman cannot be prevented from going to the dance, she says, and this appears to be the lesson to the initiates. When women go together to some joyful occasion some distance away, they like to go in a shuffling dance gait, the whole throng of them waving green branches and yodeling ululations. This shuffling pass is called soro. This term has been explained as any dance with an element of entrancement in it: the cadence of their feet, the heat and the dust, the ululations, and the endless repetition of the songs they sing, certainly provide this element.

Cf. p. 358.
As in the previous song the text and the rhythm suddenly change; this is called \textit{ni\'i li\'m\'i\'s\'i}, 'to stumble into [a faster rhythm]'\footnote{Cf. p. 382; there it refers to the joining of two different songs with the same effect.}. In processions the women like to sing circumcision songs of the type here presented.

\textbf{Text No. III: Lover, Buy Me Beads.} Song led by Mrs. Alusia Koziè during a dance. A girl expects her lover to give her a string of beads, and she sings the following to propitiate him so that he is given one.\footnote{Song led by Mrs. Koziè. A stock expected by the girl is given.}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
1 & \textit{Lîdlook, dômókwa,} \\
2 & \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
3 & (Chorus) \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
4 & \textit{iyê\'yoo, dômókwa.} \\
5 & \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
6 & (Chorus) \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
7 & \textit{Sâmôkwa, dômókwa.} \\
8 & \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
9 & (Chorus) \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
\end{tabular}

\textit{Ala.} \\

\begin{tabular}{ll}
1 & \textit{Come on then, buy it then,} \\
2 & \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
3 & (Chorus) \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
4 & \textit{By mother! buy it then,} \\
5 & \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
6 & (Chorus) \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
7 & \textit{A string of beads, buy it then,} \\
8 & \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
9 & (Chorus) \textit{liyê\'líyê\'yoo liyê\'líyê\'yô.} \\
\end{tabular}
There are two kinds of mandakina beads; one which is no longer seen and one which has become rare. The name mandakina means 'for the box' (from the Swahili mandaika, 'box'); the beads are so called because they are too delicate and beautiful for everyday wear. The disappeared type consists of ostrich shell disks, like bushman beads; the other of imported beads made of a fragile, hollow glassy material.1 A girl expects her lover to give her a string of beads, and the song teaches the initiates that a girl must make sure that she is given one.2


1 Sóma hólaale lándé, ëë.
2 sóma hólaale lándé, ëë.
3 (Chorus) Góima marimonga sómaa.
4 sómaa ñi n/ osu safadé, ëë.
5 (Chorus) Saíba Góima marimonga sómaa.
6 sómaa díi súnges'ea tí' zómadé, ëë.
7 (Chorus) Sómaa marimonga sómaa.
8 sómaa m'bíli súngi tétu ëë, ëë.
9 (Chorus) Góima marimonga sómaa.
10 Hó sómaa mántéba kíándóré, ëë.
11 (Chorus) Góíma marimonga sómaa.
12 Auywó hólaale lándé, ëë.
13 (Chorus) Góíma marimonga sómaa.

1 For the 'bushman beads' see p.266, note 7. The material of the glass beads is like that of Christmas tree decorations. The old-time boxes for keeping them are called ñílé. For everyday wear grass strings were used, later cheaper types of imported bead strings.
2 Cf. p.44.
14 Sa: Aywè Gòima marimônga sómas.
15 (Chorus) Safìa Gòima marimônga sómas.

---

1 He instructs, well then, alas, yes.
2 He instructs, well then, alas, yes.
3 (Chorus) The teacher of Gòima does instruct.
4 He instructs, he is the rock child's Fornicator, yes.
5 (Chorus) The Fornicator, the teacher of Gòima does instruct.
6 He instructs, from giving us religion he went out to instruct.
7 (Chorus) He instructs, the teacher does instruct.
8 He instructs at 8 o'clock, he and I, at 9 indeed, yes.
9 (Chorus) The teacher of Gòima does instruct.
10 What, he instructs, he eats, the Striding Maned-Lion, yes.
11 (Chorus) A lion he is, the teacher of Gòima.
12 Oh woe, well then, alas, yes.
13 (Chorus) The teacher of Gòima does instruct.
14 She says: "Oh woe! he is the Fornicator of Gòima, yes."
15 (Chorus) The Fornicator, the teacher of Gòima does instruct.

Gòima is the name of a neighbourhood in the south-east where a
religious teacher had an adulterous affair with a woman whom he
took to the rocks after lessons. The word safìa may mean 'close
friend' or 'friendship', but its usual application is to illicit
love.¹ The Sandawe say it is a proper Sandawe word, but Stern
records that in Nyamwezi mu-chihîna means an adulterous woman
and that its active form mu-chihîna means a male Fornicator.²

A 'rock child' is a girl who goes to a rock cluster to meet her

¹ Cf. text No. 7, line 1 (p. 154).
² 1906, 146.
lover; it is an expression which implies disapproval. Informants say that the lovers act badly because they meet by
day; Kempwolf states that this is taboo (moku).

1 By allowing
herself to be seduced in daytime the woman exposes herself to
the danger of punishment;

2 the temerity of her lover finds
reflection in the epithet which he is given in line 10. The
term Striding harned-Lion (kihirori) is associated with dangerous
activities of a sexual nature.

The use of this term introduces
a ribald element into the song which would be lost without it;
it is strengthened by the reference to eating in the same line.

Velten shows us that also in Swahili ribald verse Lions (and
cattle) represent illicit lovers; the use of references to
eating as representations of sexual activity is common in vulgar
Swahili idiom, and the Sandawe employ such references in the
same way.

The lesson of this song to the initiates appears to be
that adultery is acknowledged to be common, but that to commit
it by day is dangerous. The song is said to be a common woman's
grinding song. When women grind flour for beer parties the
monotony of the work is relieved by singing, and songs are
sung about affairs which the men are not supposed to know about.

Initially these songs are personal songs which may catch on and
be taken over by others if they are good. This song has become
a well known initiation song of the girls (karen'ia), but it is
also a grinding song (maaye /hima/) or 'flour song' (jiwaa /hima/).

1916, 139.


3 Cr. p. 359.

Text No. 112. The secret lover. Version XX

Song led by Mrs. Kātorikē at Mirase, October 1962.

1 (Chorus) Sōmayo ćèleale, ćèleale sōmaa.
2 (Chorus) Sōmayo marimōnga sōmaa.
3 Gōma marimōnga sōmaa, ha hé.
4 (Chorus) Sōmayo marimōnga sōmaa.
5 Dīne buyane, dīne saiba.
6 (Chorus) Dīne buyane sōmaa.
7 Gōma dīne mungata'ena tī' paa sōmaa.
8 (Chorus) Gōma marimōnga sōmaa.
9 Sōmayo ćèleale, etc.

1 Instruct then, come on, come on, instruct.
2 (Chorus) He instructs then, the teacher does instruct.
3 The teacher of Gōma instructs, ha hé.
4 (Chorus) He instructs then, the teacher does instruct.
5 [My] Fornicator, the teacher of Gōma does instruct.
6 (Chorus) The fornicator, the teacher does instruct.
7 This is a rock lover, a rock fornicator.
8 (Chorus) The rock lover instructs.
9 At Gōma, from giving us religion he goes out and instructs.
10 (Chorus) The teacher of Gōma does instruct.
11 Instruct then, come on, etc.

In this version the song leader delights in expressing encouragement for the lovers' illicit action. *Buya* in line 8 is a Gogo term for a mistress, or an institutional lover. The great similarity with text No. 111 illustrates the fact that song texts are faithfully adhered to within the freedom allowed to the performer, of choosing his exact words according to his own taste and style.

1 Rigby, 1964.
Text No. 113. The ahoy phallus. Song led by . . . (name unknown), at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 hó hiyóó, hó hiyóó, hó hiyóó, hó hiyóó.
2 hó hiyóó, hó hiyóó, hó hiyóó, hó hiyóó.
3 (Chorus) Kòoy.

4 Thé moyóó, áy we Baryoo.
5 (Chorus) Moó, áy we.
6 ñowóó, áy wo Baryoo.
7 (Chorus) Moó, áy we.
8 Thé moyóó, áy wo ñalóóndaa.
9 (Chorus) Moó, áy we.
10 Thé moyóó, nìù.

-----------------------------------

1 What, so it it is, what, so it is - what, so it is, what, so it is.
2 what, so it it is, what, so it it is - what, so it it is, what, so it is.
3 (Chorus) What then?

4 The tree's heartwood, oh you Bari.
5 (Chorus) It is open, oh wee.
6 Oh mother, oh you Bari.
7 (Chorus) It is open, oh wee.
8 The tree's heartwood, oh wee, the tree's foliage.
9 (Chorus) It is open, oh wee.
10 The tree's heartwood, nìù.

Tree wo is the core or the heartwood of a tree, especially core wood which in a cut tree trunk is distinctly seen because its colour is darker than the rest of the wood. It is said that the best heartwood is found in the trees called ti'ò.
and tamba. These two are both ebony-like trees, the heartwood of which is black. 1 The black heartwood of these trees is much in demand for logs in the fire, especially tamba, because it burns with almost invisible smoke and a pleasant smell, and the spirits (Idia'isa) are said to like it; this wood has therefore a function somewhat akin to that of incense.

When bush is cleared for cultivation and the useless cuttings have been burnt, charred tree trunks are left which may go on smoking for days. These stumps are called cuba but because of their blackness they are also referred to as 'black heartwood' (twe me), or more obscenely as penises (inhuishu). When asked why they are so called informants did not say, as expected, that their shapes are like penises, but because they are black and because they burn. The darker pigmentation of the male organ in relation to the rest of the body is indeed noticeable in many Sandawe with their light skin colour.

Black, according to an informant, is the colour of burnt wood, and his remark ties up with the information that penises burn. The verb 'to burn' is vulgarly used for 'to penetrate sexually', and the Sandawe term for a burning iron (lakaa, for burning holes into ax handles so that the blade can be fitted in) is also the term for a patrilineage, i.e. a group of people who...

---

1 According to Sandawe informants ti'aa (or tin) is called pinga in Swahili, and the Swahili pinga is identified by Johnson (1931, 297) as the ebony tree, Diospyros ebenum and Dalbergia melanoxylon; according to Greenway (1947) the latter is the African ebony tree. Burt refers to Dalbergia melanoxylon as 'Pod ebony' and says that its Hima name is monka (1936, No.122). Some Sandawe agree that the Hima monka is the same as the Sandawe ti'aa, but others say that it is what the Sandawe call tamba. Newman agrees with the former, saying that ti'aa is indeed Dalbergia melanoxylon, but he identifies tamba as Dalbergia arbutifolia (W/2, 1966). Both trees would therefore be ebony species, although Dampwolff translates tamba as 'an acacia' (1916, h4).
are descended from the same penis. One of the people present during the discussion remarked that 'the kamba tree's heartwood does burn but it has sweet smoke' (kamba finge moda /t’inge nigaiti, ray tebuku na). and under general hilarity a boy remarked upon this that this means coitus (/njiv). The smoking tree stump thus has sexual as well as spiritual significance. Its spiritual associations are shown not only by the fragrant smoke but also by the fact that no means more than just 'heartwood' or 'core'; it also means 'soul' or 'vital principle'.

The song mentions a girl’s name, Bari. The meaning of this name is Rainy Season; it is given to girls who are born during the rains. We have seen that the rainy season is the fertile season of the ripening crops, but an informant has explained the presence of the name Bari in the song by saying that ‘Bari puts out the fire just as the rain extinguishes it’ (Bari /fi’ea nta’i’am, ti’anga /’i’aa taheg’u’). The fires of bush clearing prepare the ground for putting in the seeds; the rainy season then extinguishes the fires and causes the seeds to grow. The song makes a double reference to agricultural fertility and female fertility. As in Swahili, 'fire' has a connotation of sexual desire. The following explanation of the song by the informant now clears up the whole of its meaning: Bari’s mother asks her: "Did you see that the tree has a mo (core, soul)?" Bari replies: "No, I see the foliage but I did not see that it has a mo (core, soul, penis)." The mother then says: "You have the foliage and when the leaves lay down (fall off) you will bear fruit.”

We are now able to see that the heartwood of the tree

---

1 Van de Krimmenade, 1954, 49. Mo may be compared with the Burunge mūna, 'heart'(Steinhof, 1910, 495) and the Ngovian mūnako, 'heart' (Claus, 1910, 492).

2 Informant 36 (cf. Appendix IV).
in line 4 represents the male principle, and the foliage in line 8 the female principle. The latter satisfies the former and bears fruit, and the song may be interpreted as embodying a whole set of symbolic associations in dual opposition: on the one side we have heartwood, hardness, blackness, tree stump, standing up, verticality, above, the male vital principle (spirituality), smoke, fire, sexual desire and aggression; on the other side we have foliage, softness, fresh colour, lying down, horizontality, below, the female vital principle (fertility), birth, rain, sexual satisfaction and conception. These series connect with what we found in the procedure of the Sandawe riddle game, that masculinity is associated with the West and with darkness while femininity relates to the East and with dawning light.

We should be careful to avoid the assumption that the Sandawe apply dualistic oppositions to everything and that they always think in these terms, but where such sets appear to be present and can be shown to exist they can be illuminating and do much to explain the nature of Sandawe symbolism.

If we have another look at the text of this seemingly very simple song it will now appear to be no longer meaningless. We may recognize in it an admonition to the girl initiates to get married and bear children.
C. The fertility ritual of phek'umo.

Phek'umo is largely a thing of the past and even the songs are remembered by only a few. Of all Sandawe dances this one has perhaps encountered the strongest discouragement from the missions. Its suppression has been so effective that even Fr. van de Kimmendaõe appears to know little of its nature; he does not describe it in his chapter on Sandawe dances and in his vocabularies he dismisses it as "nom d'une mauvaise danse". Bagshawe makes no mention of it at all and also Dempwolf does not seem to know its significance. Although he provides us with four interesting texts he avoids comment and he defines phek'umo, not too accurately, as a women's dance.

The dance is only rarely performed at present, and only in some of the remotest parts of the country. Many Sandawe even deny that it ever existed, and sometimes this denial takes the form of a statement to the effect that members of one's own clan did not perform it, only members of other clans.

In other words, phek'umo has generally come to be regarded as something shameful.

I have seen only part of a single performance and I have not been able to collect more than three texts, but together with Dempwolf's four texts they give a fairly good picture of the proceedings and with the aid of some additional information, also of their significance.

1 1936, 412-3.
2 1954, 51.
3 "Weibectanzart", op.cit., p.49. Dempwolf's texts are reproduced in subsequent pages, with notes added.
4 The dance I saw stopped as soon as my presence was noticed because it was at first thought that one of the missionaries had arrived. Efforts to start the dance again were unsuccessful, for the spell had been broken.
The dance is held without fire, by the light of the moon only, and it takes place about a week after new moon when the waxing moon has gathered some strength and the country is no longer dark after sunset. The dance is begun by women and unmarried girls who go round in circles, carrying their arms up in a stance which represents the horns of the moon; at the same time this is said also to represent the horns of cattle and of game animals. As the dance warms up their movements become more and more suggestive, and they begin to imitate the movements of animals on heat like cows in a cattle enclosure. Some women then turn to the men and begin to dance in front of the partners they select. The men then join in the dance, holding their arms like bulls' horns. Movements become more and more erotic until finally the men embrace their partners and the covering of the heifers is mimicked. The whole procedure appears to be remarkably similar to the eland-bull dance of the girls' puberty ceremonies among the northwestern Bushmen, and even its significance appears to be similar.\footnote{Baumann may be referring to this dance when he states that 'at a girl's puberty, dances are held which are performed with singing but always without the accompaniment of drums', but he says no more.\footnote{An informant thought that \textit{phak'umo} could mean a betrothal; van de Klimmenade gives in his vocabulary the meaning of \textit{ndkwanki} as "se promettre mutuellement" and of \textit{ndkwankiq} as "promesse mutuelle".\footnote{It soon transpired that this is not the case, for the term \textit{phak'umo} has no connection with these words; it is derived from \textit{phak'umo} which means 'to hover' and \textit{phak'umo} describes the hovering of a bird which}
has discovered birdlime on the branch where it is about to rest. The erotically dancing women are about to be caught by the men in the same way.

About the significance of the dance an informant stated that it was held because a year ago boys and girls had been circumcised at the same place. Uncircumcised children are not allowed to take part but the circumcised may, because 'they have been made ready [for marriage]' (tlem'sato). The dance is held 'to make the country fertile' (l'doq n/fasu'ke'mâ) and in order to achieve this sacrifices are made to the ancestors. Others describe the dance as 'the dance of the moon' (l'doq //'/fa) and as 'kusu's heat' (giokomi gwasésa). From the following texts it will be seen that game animals like the kudu form the focus of all this preoccupation with fertility.

The phek'umo thus appears to be an old Sandawe fertility rite; possibly it is a puberty rite which dates from the days when the Sandawe had not yet begun to circumcise. Its songs are of two types, those which describe the rites and those which provide tuition as to what it is all about. They will be presented in this order.

The songs of phek'umo.

Text No. 114. The dancer's horns. Sung by Mr. Roki K'aya
Angelo at Boseto, August 1963.

Text No. 114, the transcription. Reproduced from Dempsey's

1 Giokomi tlanayoo, tlan.
2 hahse giokomi tlan.
3 (Chorus) Iyaya iyaya,
4 giokomi tlan.
5 Gâwa tlanayoo, Gâwayee,
6 hahse l'doso di tlan.
7 (Chorus) Iyaya iyaya,
8 Gâwa tlanayoo.
1 The kudu's horns then, the horns,
2 hurray, the kudu's horns.
3 (Chorus) Randy, randy,
4 the kudu's horns.
5 Gáwa's horns then, oh Gáwa,
6 hurray, the moon-rock's horns.
7 (Chorus) Randy, randy,
8 Gáwa's horns then.

The song describes the dance in the horn stance. An informant's comment is that Gáwa has horns like a kudu, and that Gáwa is very much a male kudu (ôraâ k'amba, very male). From this remark the phallic associations of horns may again be recognized. The choice of the name Gáwa may support this image, for the meaning of Gáwa is 'hill' or 'mountain', and a good tall hill is called sáwa tlanâse, 'a pointed hill' or 'a horned hill'.

The reference in line 6 is to a large rock in a hill in southern Sandawe country which has the shape of a crescent moon, with two horns sticking up. In tropical countries the horns of the crescent moon stick up, not sideways as in northern latitudes. The moon, of course, is the fertility symbol under the aegis of which the dance is held, while at the same time the crescent's shape resembles the arms of the dancers. The term sáwa is discussed under text No. 9. 1


1 Musa /aneo, museo
2 ha musa /ani.

1 Musa's bow, the one of Musa's,
2 ha, [this is] Musa's bow.

1 Note 2 on p.166.
Dempwolff offers no explanation for this song, but from what we have seen in the previous text it has now become clear that the bow is the same as the moon rock, the crescent moon, the horns, and the dancers' arms. Musa is an Islamic male personal name, and this appears to be a praise song for the male dancers who resemble bulls.

Text No. 116. The graceful jumpers. Sung by Mr. Roki K'aya Angelo at Boseto, August 1963.

1 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
2 གཞི་མ་ལོ་, ཚུ་མ་བདེབས་.
3 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
4 སྨ་ལ་བྱུང་, སྨ་ལལས་.
5 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
6 སོགས་སྦྱོད་ སྦྱར་དེ་
7 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
8 སོགས་སྦྱོད་, སྨ་ལལས་.
9 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་, ཡིད་

-------

1 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
2 The Greater Kudu, what, he is a bull.
3 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
4 The Lesser Kudu, what, she jumps gracefully.
5 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
6 The Grant's Gazelle, well, she is beautiful.
7 རི་ཁའི སྨ་ལོ་ སྨ་ལོ་
8 The Water Buck she, well, she jumps gracefully.

The deep throaty noise རི་ཁའི is said to imitate the noise which animals make when they are on heat. For establishing the names of the animals in translation I am indebted to Swynnerton. The song describes how a male, the Greater Kudu (the female of the species has no horns) is seduced by some graceful females.

1 1946.
Text No. 117. The lithe dancers. Reproduced from Dempwolff's text No. 91 (op. cit., p. 174).

1 Mama'e
2 hau hombomboa
3 'iyowe lale homboe.

1 Grandmother, yes,
2 this one dances lithely,
3 oh mother, well then, lithely.

Here the animals have been replaced by their human counterparts, the actors themselves. Dempwolff translates hombopo as 'to be flexible, supple' (gelenkig seien), cf. van de Kimmenade, who lists hom'sé in his vocabulary as 'muscular'.

Text No. 118. The animals on heat. Sung by Mr. Roki K'aya

Angelo at Boseto, August 1963.

1 Héé mamayee, tatá,
2 /llilisa mara'dé.
3 (Chorus) Iyaya, iyáyáyae.
4 Látile tehínáa weré,
5 l'andúsá hómboe.
6 (Chorus) Iyaya, iyáyáyae.
7 Glókomi /'ánk'naa kee,
8 /we'daust ár'sá hláwd.
9 (Chorus) Iyaya, iyáyáyae.

1 What, of grandmother, father,
2 she is beautiful with speckles.
3 (Chorus) Randy, randy one.
4 Come on, [with her] buttocks she walks around,
5 mother-in-law dances lithely.
6 (Chorus) Randy, randy one.

1 1916, 46. 2 1934, 42.
The Greater Kudu climbs up,
the one with the paunch, she is very beautiful.
(Chorus) Randy, Randy one.

The reference in line five to a mother-in-law is as remarkable
as it is revealing. This lusty song shows that the nature of
these fertility rites tends to be somewhat orgiastic and that
people behave in a manner which would normally be taboo.

Mother-in-law avoidance is rigorously practiced by the Sandawe,
and a man does his best to stay out of her sight and not to see
her himself, but during the moonlit festival of *phek'umo* he even
watches her while she dances unashamedly.

**Text No. 119. Seduction at the well.** Reproduced from Demp­
wolff's text No. 93 (*op.cit.*, p. 174).

1 Tuwesa tsi Melenga
2 dambinga //ansa 'wasage.
3 "tsi dambineye
4 ha, ha, tsi 'wereleye."
5 Tuwesa, mama, tataye,
6 hik'ih dambinesa.
7 "Tsi Melenga
8 tsih tatane?"

1 At night my Melenga
2 impudently at the well is undressed.
3 "I am here boldly
4 ha, ha, I loiter about."
5 At night, grandmother, father,
6 she goes impudently out.
7 "I am Melenga;
8 aren't you my father?"
Melenga is a female proper name which means 'elbow (or ankle) windings of brass wire'; this is a type of beautification which is now out of fashion with the Sandawe. The choice of the name no doubt serves to stress the beauty of the girl.

This translation is in complete agreement with Demp-wolff's, but he offers no explanation for the last two lines. It seems that these refer to a meeting of Melenga with a man who is a 'father', i.e. a paternal relative or a clansman with whom common descent can still be traced and whose place in the common genealogy would be one generation higher than the girl's. Such a relation would be incestuous, but in the context of shok'umo it would be indicative of the licence then prevailing.

Text No. 120. The resulting marriage. Reproduced from Demp-wolff's text No. 92 (op.cit., p. 174).

1 //'ets' 'i/'iyo
2 ho kho mumbuyo?
3 kameki mumbuyo.
4 bulah //'ets' 'i/'iyo
5 ūna xōgge,
6 bula bulaye
7 kameki mumbu
8 ūna xōgge
9 bula bulaye.

1 The bridewealth comes!
2 What house's cattle are they?
3 Kameki's cattle they are,
4 Bula's bridewealth is coming,
5 the long-horned ones.
6 Bula, oh Bula,
7 Kameki's cattle,
8 the long-horned ones,
9 Bula, oh Bula.
Dempwolf offers no comment on this text. *Kemek* is a male proper name which is suggestive of men's occupation of going round visiting one another and drinking beer (*kand*, beer, and 

*ki*, reciprocal). *Bula* is a female proper name which suggests the women's work of digging up roots with a digging stick (*buluf*). The two names appear to have been deliberately chosen to emphasize that the girl is going to be a housewife after her marriage, and that the man is going to do the husband's social rounds. Another significant image is provided by the long horns of line 5. *T!ana* (*jana* in Dempwolf's orthography) are horns; these are further described by the term *xonzo* (long-horn). *Xono* is a large black scorpion with wide-sweeping arms.

Most Sandawe cattle are shorthorns, but it is the longhorns which fit the Sandawe image of what a good fertility symbol ought to be like. Longhorns are considered beautiful and they are much prized in bridewealth, for they look like the fertile crescent moon, the horned game animals, and the dancers with the outstretched arms.

---

1 *Baumeister, 1895: 40.*  
2 *Baumeister, 1893, 50.*  
3 *Baumeister, 1895, 56.*
Miririd is a secret ritual of the women which may on no account be witnessed by men. The Sandawe say that a man would be killed by lightning if he ever saw any part of the proceedings, even if this should happen by accident. The women jealously guard the secrets of miririd and there are not many men who can supply much useful information on the subject; it seems that the few who might have some knowledge of it are most reluctant to share it with anyone else. The texts of the songs in the following pages have been obtained from an informant who no longer lives in Sandawe country and she is married to a non-Sandawe; these circumstances may have helped to overcome her reluctance to give this information.

Dempwolff and Bagahawe do not mention miririd at all and Father van de Kimmenade gives no details although he mentions the term 'mirima' as a "mauvaise danse des femmes". Obst says that the mirima dance of the neighbouring Rimi is a 'dance of the women, which must positively be seen as a phallus cult', and he adds that a necked gourd covered with bead adornments is placed in a newly married woman's lap, and that the songs which are sung at the occasion praise her husband's sexual prowess in a most direct manner. Of the same mirima dance von Sick says that it is a rite of initiation into the ranks of mothers. The Sandawe miririd only occurs in the western part of the country, which is the part which has been influenced by the Rimi most; in the central hills and in the south-east the dance is unknown and many people do not even know its name.

In Sandawe the necked gourd is called miririd but also

---

1 1954, 49.
2 1923, 224.
3 1915, 24.
imdr, imda or mdra. Wyatt describes the hni ceremonies of imala, "the Lion's play", an annual event some aspects of which he recognizes as being closely related to the rites of twin birth, in particular the propitiation of the god of lightning. Elsewhere he defines imala as a fertility rite, necessary to placate spirits who may have been angered by twin births.

The Sandawe lion game also has elements in common with twin-birth ritual, and both are deeply concerned with fertility.

The Sandawe miriny ceremony is said to be an initiation into the ranks of married women of proven fertility; these women are the elders among Sandawe women and from their ranks their ritual leaders emerge. The chief instructress of girl initiates is always a woman-elder, and clitoridectomy must only be performed by an elder. A woman who has not borne at least two children cannot become a proper elder, although an old woman who is barren may be called an elder as a matter of respect. Elder women are called kwéntand, a term which appears to be of Bantu origin.

For the ceremonies first an enclosure is built of maize and millet stalks; this enclosure is called melda. Then the initiates are sent into the bush, wearing their husbands' weapons; they are sent there 'for catching a lion' (simba niaswako). Some of the elder women wear 'lion manes' (sangu) and ankle bells, they beat horns with sticks and produce a

1 N/D, n.d.
2 1950, 8.
3 Kohl-Larsen, 1937a, 59, mentions that the Isanzu call their married women, especially elder women, swangu (singular term). The -su of swangu is the Sandawe feminine gender affix.
4 The term is simba niaswako, i.e. 'for catching a [ritual] Lion' rather than /atad niaswako, 'for catching a [physical] lion', cf. p. 384 and p. 385, note 1.
lion's roar by rubbing their wooden bowls (la'af) with sticks.\(^1\)

In the bush the initiates sing the lion-danger songs of their circumcision days as well as the songs of mirim, and in the evening they return in a shuffling dance procession. They form a throng of closely packed bodies, shielding off from view the lion which they are supposed to have captured. Since the lion is Danger it would bring disaster to the uninitiated if it were seen by them; this lion is said to be a drum, a large gourd, or a mortar, covered with a cloth. The women carry it into the enclosure which is guarded against men by unmarried girls and by young married women who do not yet qualify to be initiated. Once the lion is safely inside it 'gives birth' (hambu) to a number of smaller necked gourds: the elder women produce one of these mirim gourds for each initiate and place them in their laps. The phallic nature of the gourds in this position is obvious, but at the same time they may equally well represent babies, newly born from the lion-danger which, as we have seen, symbolizes among other things the dangers of male sexual aggression.\(^2\) The widespread use of fertility dolls in a

---

\(^1\) The practice of rubbing the bowl may be far from general. Although the Sandawe say that some Rima also use bowls as friction ideophones, the bowls are rarely heard in western Sandawe country. They are common in the south-east and in the centre, and they are said to be typically Sandawe instruments which other tribes do not have (but some Burunge also use them). The literature does not mention them but this is hardly proof of their absence elsewhere; even for the Sandawe the bowl as a musical instrument has only recently been recorded (Tennae. 1961, 92). Trowell and Wachsmann (1955) report that immigrants from Kenya have introduced into Uganda friction ideophones which are in the form of boxes rubbed with sticks, and that at certain ceremonies Lugbara girls use rubbing boards which are basically similar.

\(^2\) Von Sick, 1915, 24, records some Rima songs which are sung when the gourds are put into the initiates' laps; e.g.:

"The phallus with the acorn has fallen on the bedspread, the child has woken up."
variety of shapes among the peoples of Tanzania suggests this, and information obtained from the Sandawe confirms it.

Fülleborn describes an elongated phallic-shaped doll of the Hehe which is made of basketry and used as a children's doll. ¹ Harding shows us so-called mwali-dolls of the coastal Zaramo tribe with similar shapes but the phallus has here become a recognizable human form with head hair.² Johnson lists the meaning of the Swahili word mwali as "girl or boy before or while in initiation rites, also flame, tongue of fire."³ Stuhlmann also shows such Zaramo fertility dolls, which he says are carried by young women on their backs until the birth of their first child.⁴ Olson has collected some Rimi specimens which are used in the same way.⁵ In western Sandawe country, where there are many Rimi, young married women sometimes wear them if they do not conceive, for to carry a representation of a child on the back is believed to ensure by the power of similarity magic, that a real child will soon take its place. These dolls are said to be the same as those which the initiates of mirimé receive in their laps, and the initiates pick up the gourds from their laps during the ceremony, and place them on their backs like babies.⁶

---

¹ 1906, 48.
² 1961, 72-3.
³ 1951, 318.
⁴ 1910, 32. He says that the name of the Zaramo doll is mwana kití. Mwana means child; the word kití which usually means a stool, also refers to a person who is being exercised (cf. Johnson, 1951, 210).
⁵ Shown to me at Thanja Mission, Singida, 1962.
⁶ Olson's back gourds fit the description given by Wyatt of the lap gourds. Von Sick also illustrates a Rimi doll (1915, 25), but this appears to be not a gourd but made of wood.
The Sandawe say that the mirimé gourd or doll represents a foetus or 'the womb's child' (gumba bwe) but also a penis (tshutshu). Wyatt describes the Rimi phallic gourds in the initiates' laps as being covered in wax and adorned with beads like the spots of a python. The gourd in the lap is apparently a phallus, a womb, and their offspring merged into one. This merger may account for the fact that sometimes the gourd in the lap is replaced by a phallic snake, a wooden penis which is decorated as a snake; it is said that this phallus is not merely placed in the initiate's lap but actually inserted into her womb. Further use of the phallus is made in the production of a lion's roar, not, this time, on wooden bowls but on the drum or the mortar which symbolizes the captured lion; this process is the subject of text No. 123.

The mirimé proceedings are also called wasonco ivari, or ameméh ivari, which means 'the female elders' rituals'. Von Sick reports that the Rimi hold their rituals toward the end of the dry season; Wyatt remarks that this is the time when the chances of thunder are the greatest. The Sandawe rituals of mirimé are held in the same season, i.e. from August until the end of November.

The imagery of the following texts supplies further detail of the symbolism of mirimé, much of which is already familiar from the poetry of circumcision.

1 Wyatt speaks of mirimé gourds; this is obviously the same as Obst's amimé and the Sandawe mirimé.
2 Although it is said that for reasons of secrecy Sandawe women destroy their phallic gourds and snakes after use, I have been able to collect a specimen of a mirimé snake.
3 1915, 24.
4 Loc.cit.
The songs of miriá


1 Iyáya-ýáyá, iyáya'ee.
2 (Chorus) Hóee.
3 Yeyáxe giribó nó'oyoo.
4 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
5 Símba //atsúnga xá'te'ee.
6 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
7 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
8 Hó símba 'i'sawayoo.
9 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
10 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
11 Yeyáxe giribó nó, ho hó.
12 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
13 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
14: Simba hó kiándoréé'ee.
15 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
16 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
17 Moróónga khot'sa //'o.
18 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
19 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
20 Minó malédayee iyáya'ee.
21 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
22 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
23 //atsúnga //ó' xá'te //'o.
24 (Chorus) Hó kiándoréé'ee.
25 (Second chorus) Iyáya-ýáya'ee.
26 Léále n/tkwa n'ínaakwa, yáyá. (etc.)
1 Coitus, oh coitus, it is coitus.
2 (Chorus) What then?
3 Sisters, let us go running away then.
4 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
5 Lion, the lion, he is in badness.
6 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
7 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
8 What, the Lion is rearing.
9 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
10 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
11 Sisters, let us go running away, what then?
12 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
13 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
14 Lion, what, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
15 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
16 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
17 Barrenness is sleeping in the house.
18 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
19 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
20 [In] the lion game's enclosure then, it is coitus.
21 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
22 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
23 The lion, he sleeps there in badness.
24 (Chorus) What, it is the Striding Maned-Lion.
25 (Second chorus) Coitus, it is coitus.
26 Come on, take the penis then, sister.

gia.

The running away is explained by the informant as the ritual expedition of the women into the bush, and the Striding Maned Lion (kiandore) as the mortar on which the pestle is rubbed in order to produce a lion's roar (see text No. 123). She says
that the initiates exclaim "Lwà-vàrà'se" when they sit in the enclosure and the gourds are placed in their laps.

The last line of the song literally says 'take the meat then' (n/Á is meat); this is a vulgarity since a Sandawe slang expression for the male organ is 'men's meat' (n/omágo n/Á). The barrenness mentioned in line 17 is evidently what the rites seek to prevent.

Text No. 122. The lion has been captured. Sung by Mrs. Nwanaisha Bula at Dudumera, September 1963.

1 /'a/'Unga simba i'yoo.
2 (Chorus) H3 //uma magenge.
3 Mòsiaale póngolo ìsenayoo.
4 (Chorus) H3 //uma magenge.

It begins to darken, the Lion has come.

2 (Chorus) What, consult the diviner.
3 Well then, the quiver calls out.
4 (Chorus) What, consult the diviner.

The song continues in alternate repetition of lines 1 and 3, followed by the choral lines. The informant explains that after it has become dark, women become pregnant. When they are pregnant a diviner ought to be consulted in order to make sure that no witchcraft is at work which may prevent normal childbirth. If there is, sacrifices have to be made.

The quiver is an obvious phallus which contains fertilizing arrows, causing pregnancy. It is also a ritual instrument.

Like the previous text, this song has a double meaning; it describes human fertilisation as well as the ritual which symbolizes it. The women return from the bush in the evening.
with the captured lion and put it down in the enclosure.

In text No. 123 this is a mortar, but it may also be a drum. The drum is of the hourglass type with a membrane covering one side (see photos 2 and 3); it is put upright so that the membrane is on top. An arrow–quiver is then produced and placed vertically on the membrane of the drum, and rubbed vigorously. The quiver is again phallic, and rubbing it causes the drum to rumble; the quiver in line three now calls out with the voice of the captured ritual lion.

**Text No. 123. The pestle is rubbed.** Sung by Mrs. Mwanaisha Bula at Dudumera, September 1963.

1. Théd moë imenayoo.
2. (Chorus) Owë kiândoréë simbayoo.
3. //stränga öëxawayoo.
4. (Chorus) Owë kiândoréë simbayoo.
5. //stränga awë imenayoo.
6. (Chorus) Owë kiândoréë simbayoo.

**sic.**

1. The tree's heartwood is crying out.
2. (Chorus) Oh woe, Striding Named Lion, Lion then.
3. The lion is crying out loud.
4. (Chorus) Oh woe, Striding Named Lion, Lion then.
5. The lion is now calling out.
6. (Chorus) Oh woe, Striding Named Lion, Lion then.

**sic.**

In this song the captured lion is a mortar, according to the informant, and the tree's heartwood is the pestle. The women put the mortar down in the enclosure and put the pestle into it, but they do not stamp the pestle as they would when pounding maize or millet. They take it in their hands and rub it.
The dance of the phallic man: the sangoona.

While mirim is a ritual of the western Sandawe, sangoona belongs to the south-east, and in particular to the flat bush country of the southern borderland. Like mirim, it is hardly known in the central parts of the hills; while mirim is thought of as a Sandawe ritual of Imi origin, sangoona is said to be not really Sandawe at all but Gogo. Like mirim, it is a women’s dance, but unlike it, there is little secrecy attached to it. Young girls, and even children and men are not prevented from seeing it; although the participants and the singers are women who form a dense cluster around the central rite, men are allowed to mix with them and to have a look if they wish. When they do, this usually causes much hilarity, for the central object of the rites is also a man. There is no fenced enclosure.

There exists no reference to sangoona in the literature on the Sandawe, and also in the literature on the Gogo I have found no mention of it except one possible reference by Paulsen, who says that among the Gogo on the first day of menstruation of a girl the Nkina na lu-zona is danced. ¹

Sandawe sources have failed to provide a clue to the etymology of the term sangoona, and Gogo informants have not been able to help either. The proceedings are basically similar to those of mirim. The women go out into the bush to catch a ‘lion’, but the role of the lion is enacted by a man in sangoona. He is taken into the circle of women and subjected to good-natured jockeys, which include being rubbed over by the women. He endures this with a straight face and keeps his body rigid, with his arms stiffly pressed to his side. As he is rubbed he calls out his ritual name Simba (Lion), he grunts and roars like a lion, muttering “//simba!” (I am a lion).

¹ 1922, 168.
The women abusively call him a penis (tahutahu), and while they sing the song of amkoa they push him over so that he topples stiffly from the arms of one woman into those of another. At irregular intervals the Lion relinquishes his stiff posture, jumping up suddenly as if he were trying to catch and maul one of the women, and sometimes he acts like a man who tries to take a woman by force. Shrieking ensues, but then he is pushed back into place and he resumes his role of the phallus which is being pushed around.

During the rites several men are made to perform the Lion's part. As their phallic doll the women select any man of proven fertility. The men cannot resist because the throng of women simply overwhelms them, and they do not want to because being caught is a sign of recognition; they are also plied with beer. At the occasion which I witnessed only one song was sung in endless repetition.

A SONG OF AMKOIA

Text No. 12h. Pushing the Lion about. Song leadership is exercised collectively and in alternation by a few elder women; at K'ats'awase, August 1963.

1 Haydyoo hayoa,
2 (Chorus) hâhâ hayahâ.
3 (The lion) uh, uh; uh, uh.
4 Haydyoo hayoa,
5 (Chorus) hâhâ hayahâ.
6 (The lion) simba, simba.
7 Haydyoo hayoa,
   etc.
Translation:

1 Hayyëco hayea.
2 (Chorus) hdaa hayaëh.
3 (The Lion) Uh, uh; uh, uh.
4 Hayyëco hayea.
5 (Chorus) hdaa hayaëh.
6 (The Lion) [I am a] Lion. [I am a] Lion.
7 Hayyëco hayea.

To translate the first line as "Well then, well then it is" would be in order if we compare this text with others where the elements of this line have been so translated, but it would be stretching the meaning too much. Sandawe informants say that the song has no words and the essential accuracy of this statement is not doubted.

Instead of "Simba" ("I am a Lion") the Lion sometimes calls out "/stilë/" ("I am a [real] lion"); increased hilarity shows that this is considered a bit of a joke. The joking abuse which the women heap upon the Lion includes hílsa (thief), wak'wama (killer), and imf (clitoris). The first two are references to male sexual aggression and the last is a common term of abuse.
The Sandawe have two names for the rites which accompany the birth of twins: ida and ivari. Ida is their proper name; ivari simply means ritual but many Sandawe use the word especially in connection with twin-ritual.

Kohl-Larsen’s film of the Sandawe contains a few scenes to which he refers as “the Yali dance, which is a women’s dance; it is a circular dance.” He also comments that “when a woman bears twins who die and are buried under the leba tree, this dance is performed. Also when people are born in the form of animals (abortions) the hour of the Yali dance has come.”

To this it should be added that the dance is not performed exclusively by women and not only at the occasions of stillbirths and miscarriages; they mark the occasion of any birth of twins. Dempwolff’s informant Habuni tells us that “when a woman has borne twins, the ida ceremony is held.”

The most important aspect of the ceremonies is propitiatory. Van de Kissenade acknowledges this when he defines ida as “nom d’une danse, avec sacrifice aux manes.”

---

1 In expressions like ‘rites of the elder women’ (masono ivari or masogo ivari, cf. p. 430) the word only means ritual. Compare avu-nc, custom. Van de Kissenade, 1954, 43, defines inao as “habitude, accoutumance, vertu, mesure, usage, maniére, traditions.”

2 Film taken in June/July 1935, fig. Kohl-Larsen, L. and M., 1958, 76-91, and also 1938, 115-35. The film is commented upon in Kohl-Larsen, 1941; the quotation is from p. 5 of this commentary (translation mine).

3 Ibid., loc.cit. A better spelling for Yali is ivari, and the leba tree is actually called leba.

4 Photo No. 14 shows a man among ida dancers; this is common.

5 1916, text 34 (p.140).

6 1954, 54.
An informant states that more twins die at birth than babies who are single-born; the Sandawe therefore realize that there are dangers attached to twin births but they consider the event a lucky one, and unlike their neighbours they rejoice in it. Van de Kinnenade says that

"when a woman has the good fortune of putting twins into the world, [the] dance is held under the tree called [leba]."\(^1\)

Elsewhere he says that this is

"a large evergreen tree under which many sacrifices are made for barren women as well as for twin births."\(^2\)

The Sandawe sometimes call the leba tree by the name zimmbura which they say is derived from the Rimi who, they say, call the tree mibmbura. This name does not appear in the literature, but Burtt mentions a Rimi name mejula which he identifies as Cotryoderris stuhlmanni, the Ash-like cotryoderris.\(^3\) Newman has recently confirmed that it is indeed this tree.\(^4\) It has a red resin which is referred to as blood, and its ever-green foliage is apparently seen as a life-symbol. Although the botanical literature does not seem to mention it, its most important feature in relation to the rites must be that the trunk always seems to divide in two at some distance of the ground; leba is therefore a true 'twin-tree'.

Van de Kinnenade gives a brief account of the rites,

---

1 Baumstark, 1900, 55, reports that twins are not liked by the Rangi; von Sick, 1915, 42, writes that among the Rimi twins are unloved because of the danger of lightning; and Wyatt H/S, 111, says that they are considered bad luck by the Rimi.

2 1936, 401.

3 1936, 185. The name zimmbura is mentioned in text No. 126 below.

4 H/S, 1966 (No. 28).

5 H/S, 1966, 102. For the shield in the left hand see photo page 342.
which I quote in translation:

"The leba is the only tree, perhaps, which is always green even during the dry months. Does one believe that it is inhabited by a powerful spirit, or is the tree only a symbol of fertility? A sacrifice is made there at the occasion of the birth of twins. In front of the house of the mother a sheep or a goat is killed; its intestines are taken up which are [then] lowered slowly on to the mother through a hole in the roof. She wraps herself in them; after this the animal is beheaded and eaten. Together with the placenta the stomach contents are taken under the leba tree and placed in an old pot; the pot is then turned over and, if it is not already holed, it is perforated. Sacrifices are never made twice under the same leba tree; for another twin birth one goes to another tree. It is believed that the mother and her twin children are particularly exposed to the danger of lightning throughout their lives. During a thunderstorm they rub their foreheads with charcoal, making with it a mark in the form of a cross. Why this extraordinary fear? I have been told that this tree is often struck by lightning. A black colour is considered effective against the danger. For the sacrifices black animals are preferred."\(^1\)

Dempwolff also mentions the placement of the placenta in the pot.\(^2\) He also says that to him the jga dance was described as a women's dance for which they paint their faces with chalk, put bead strings crosswise across the breast, and carry either an axe or a shield in the left hand. This dance, he says, is performed around the leba tree, the resin of which is said to look like blood.\(^3\)

Van de Kimmende asks whether the tree is perhaps inhabited by a powerful spirit, and what the reason could be for the fear of lightning. The fully grown leba is a very tall tree, and like other tall trees it forms a good target for lightning. When a tree is hit it normally splits, but as we have seen, the

---

1 1936, l11.
2 1916, l40 (text 34).
3 Ibid., 103. For the shield in the left hand see photo No.14.
| leha is a split tree by nature. The leha is a twin and has blood like twins, and human twins must therefore be in danger of being hit also. Lightning is bright, and to offset its effect the Sandawe paint dark images of it on their foreheads with charcoal so that the lightning cannot see them, they say. Usually these images are in the form of long vertical lines which run down the forehead and the nose, but they may also be crossed as van de Kremenade says. When lightning strikes a house its roof will be holed, and the intestines of the sacrificial animal, which are long like lightning, must be passed through the hole as proof and a reminder to the lightning that it has been properly propitiated. The grave of a twin must be covered by a holed black pot, black because of the lightning’s brightness and holed in analogy with the roofhole sacrifice, and also, the Sandawe say, to allow the ghost of the buried twin to breathe under it. Not a belief in tree spirits, but the magic of similarity underlies Sandawe theories of cause and effect, and these theories find their logical expression in the rites.

1 They by the same reasoning the birth of twins is thought to be caused by an excess of sexual prowess; such zeal is normally attributed to monkeys and therefore we shall see that the songs of twin birth make obscene references to monkeys. Some of these references are centered upon the fruit of the rate tree which is the sausage tree (Kigelia pinnata); these fruits look like large penises. At the birth of twins fruits of the rate are ground and cooked in a pot; the resulting

1 Obscenity seems to be widespread. Cory (1944) reports that in Sukuma twin ceremonies the songs are extremely indecent and that during the ceremonies people may use obscene words. Beattie (1962b, 3) mentions that in Bunyoro the rites "include a formal exchange of obscenity between the two parents".
porridge is then used as a seasoning for beer which is sacrificed and drunk during the gãa rites. This is believed to result in increased fertility for all, so that more twins may be born.1

Some songs of gãa.


1 Tshã tere xumits'mee n/ineyoo.
2 (Chorus) Áywee min'/a //δ' n/ecte.
3 Tshã tere /'ãk'naee /'ceewayoo.
4 (Chorus) Áywee min'/a //δ' n/ecte.
5 Tl'ôdenate min'/a bintl'lintliyoo.
6 (Chorus) Áywee min'/a //δ' n/ecte.
7 Áywee hódlale min'/a miniminiyoo.
8 (Chorus) Áywee min'/a //δ' n/ecte.
9 Tshã tere, gãa.

1 The pot sherd is lying on the roof.
2 (Chorus) Oh woe, the sheet-lightning in the West.
3 The pot sherd is facing upwards.
4 (Chorus) Oh woe, the sheet-lightning in the West.
5 Around Mount Hanang the sheet-lightning is flickering.
6 (Chorus) Oh woe, the sheet-lightning in the West.
7 Oh woe, well then, the sheet-lightning is gleaming quietly.
8 (Chorus) Oh woe, the sheet-lightning in the West.
9 The pot sherd, gãa.

1. A reference by von Sick, 1915, 42, indicates that this is also a Hima custom, but since they do not like twins (cf. p. 439, note 1) their theory about the practice is likely to be different.
The anxiety suffix -yoo at the end of the leading lines is not translated here. The repeated reference to the West is a reference to death; the potsherd on the roof, which is black, must protect the inhabitants against the threat of death by lightning. Mount Manang is a large volcanic cone in the North; it is often capped by a cloud in which lightning can be seen.


1 Zemura hece.
2 (Chorus) Leliyoo lelinayoo.
3 Inka'da tahóraa n/we.
4 (Chorus) Leliyoo lelinayoo.
5 Fasa hubay sánkakif.
6 (Chorus) Leliyoo lelinayoo.
7 Fasa pata n/we draa ba'd.
8 (Chorus) Leliyoo lelinayoo.
9 Inka'da tahóraa n/we.

This song presents an aspect of twin imagery which has not been mentioned in this text. The translation "Give it us then" is based on the informant's
own; she says its meaning is *singokwera,* 'give it then to us,' which means that the sacrificers at the tree are asking for wellbeing or safety (*niluma*). Line 5 is a direct reference to the sacrifice, while the choral line brings in the prayer element.

**Text No. 127: The singing birds.** Reproduced from Dempwolf’s text No. 96 (op. cit., p. 175).

1. Thwiya myaŋgu ‘imenayo,
2. thwi dadawa homise
3. ha myaŋgu ‘imenayo,
4. thwiya dadawa homise
5. thwiya dadawa ‘embonoiye.

1. The bird, the kite caws,
2. the eagle bird replies
3. and he, the kite is cawing;
4. the eagle bird, he replies,
5. the eagle bird, he speaks to him.

This song presents an aspect of twin imagery which has not yet been discussed. Dempwolf offers no explanation of this text, but it should be noted that the actors in the song are two birds. Both are large masculine birds of prey who are quite similar. The call and the reply of these two birds make it difficult to believe that the presentation of a pair is not intentional, and they obviously represent twins. Informants confirm this but their explanation of the birds does not, as might perhaps be expected, link the birds of the sky with other sky phenomena such as lightning and spirits.

The kite (*mianyo*) and the snake-eagle (*dadawa*) are described as beautiful birds with a large wingspan, whose wings are bent up at the tips as they hover; these wings are like the horns
of long-horned cattle (*yonge* or *xongoro*, cf. p. 424), and as horns these wings are twin phalluses (*pemba*, cf. p. 380-1).

In the exchanges of obscenities between members of the father's and the mother's lineages these long horns take a central place. References are made to the insertion of long horns and snakes, of the two birds in the song, and of two other birds which are called *tropic* and *khongoro*; these have also large wings with up-turned tips. The names of the *khongoro* bird and the *xongoro* long-horn are the same, for long-horn cattle may also be referred to as *khongoro*.

A symbolic twin-bird link in African imagery would not be novel, viz. the well-known symbolic identification of twins with birds among the Nuer, but the fact that the Sandawe also make this identification does not necessarily mean that they are the same, for the underlying associations may be quite dissimilar.  

Modern practice appears to be quite different from this. Just initiated young men and even women the old plant, which is an execration, and children may be scolded. In the old days I witnessed older women take part with the men, while men of any age forced the charge. The dance was a slow and solemn one, circular in form with men and women executing ourselv[es].

1 The exchange is not just between parents, as in Bumyoro. Before the dance (during and after the hole-in-the roof sacrifice) there is a ceremony in the house in which two members of each lineage take part: the mother, the mother's brother, the father and the father's sister. They sit on the bed, exchange obscenities and act obscenely. Outside this is reflected in similar exchanges between other members of the two lineages.

2 Evans-Pritchard, 1956, 128-9.
3. A dance of the elders, the mudanza.

The mudanza is a dance of the elder men, i.e. of those who possess their own households, but its original nature of a dance ritual has been lost. Nowadays it may be performed at any beer party, but this is rarely done; neither Despwoif nor van de Kinnenade make any mention of mudanza. It is said that the dance is supposed to be held in the evenings in a malada, a special enclosure or a clearance in the bush, where only elder men (di'ag) ought to be present. The participants, according to this description, are established elders, and other men who have their own households. The latter are junior elders who in this ceremony are accepted into the ranks of elders 'who walk in front' (ti'na were). The elders walk or slowly dance in a circle, and the initiate elders then join in behind them. According to another description the elders walk around so that their sons may follow and be circumcized; during this ceremony the initiate elders are addressed as 'father of so-and-so', the names used being the names of their sons.1

Modern practice appears to be quite different from this. Newly initiated young men and even women can take part, there is no secrecy, and children may be present. In the one dance I witnessed elder women took part with the men, while women of any age formed the chorus. The dance was a slow and stately one, circular in form with men and women entering crosswise and then pairing off in parallel rows. As in most other dances, the music of mudanza is distinguished by a rhythm of its own.2

1 Hollis, 1935, 29ff., says that among the Masai a boy cannot be circumcized (and a girl not undergo clitoridectomy) unless the father has performed a ceremony which is called "passing over the fence".

2 Cf. chapter IX, Stylistic differences between song types; rhythm.
The Sandawe say that mudanga (also called mudanka) is an old Sandawe dance, but that its origins may be Nyamwezi or Rimi. No explanation has been offered for the meaning of its name, and I have been unable to find in the literature on the Nyamwezi and Rimi tribes any references to song and dance categories which could be identified with mudanga.

A song of mudanga.

Text No. 128. The elder walks in front. Sung by Mr. Manzo Zenobia at Tl'untú, August 1963.

1. Mèè, mèīaya wèrd.
2. (Chorus) mèīaya wèrd, mèīaya wèrd.
3. Mèè mèīaye yà wèrd.

[Repeat]

1. Mèè, oh he walks in front.
2. (Chorus) oh he walks in front, oh he walks in front.
3. Mèè, oh he walks in front then.

[Repeat]

Whala, 'in front', is Bantu; proper Sandawe would be tāyana yà wèrd, 'he walks in front'.
The Material.

Like the previous chapter, this chapter presents the poetry of songs which are danced. The difference is that the texts which will now be presented are generally of a topical character rather than rite-descriptive or instructional. This does not mean that they belong to dances which have nothing to do with ritual; the contrary is true.

The four dances to be discussed are:

A. The waná'ga, which celebrates the conclusion of a communal effort;
B. The manção, a dance of youths who have become men;
C. The landá, which is a harvest and courtship dance; and
D. The nindo, a marginally Sandawe dance which is the equivalent of the landá in the southern borderlands.

The dances have been arranged in this order because the songs of the waná'ga stand closest in relation with the events which lead up to the dance, while the songs of landá are purely topical and quite unconnected with preceding events or the ritual itself. Yet the dance ritual of landá shows more symbolic significance than that of the others. The one text of the nindo, the borderland counterpart of the landá, is not clearly topical since it also describes the behaviour of the dancers. The same can be said of one of the manção texts. Most of the waná'ga texts show an element of expectation, a looking forward to the beer with which the participants of a joint enterprise are to be rewarded.
A celebration of the success of mutual aid: the wayá'ga.

The literature on the Sandawe contains no reference to the wayá'ga, a name which is also heard as wi'ma, yet this is one of the most frequently performed song types of the Sandawe. Wayá'ga appears to be derived from wi'ma-na, which means 'they do make noise', from wi'ma, 'to make noise'. The Sandawe describe its nature and purpose simply as 'beer dance' (kland ///-a), but observation and text analysis soon reveal that the beer parties of wayá'ga are normally held as counter gifts for aid received from neighbours and clan fellows. They constitute the execution of a moral duty, and at the same time they may enhance prestige. The wayá'ga is the Sandawe social party par excellence, and it plays a vital part in the maintenance and strengthening of social relations in the way gift exchanges do as shown by Hauser. The potlatch-element is not entirely absent; especially near the centres of population and the local courts there are people to be found who derive much of their prestige from frequent parties, organized on a commercial basis, where the beer is plentiful and good. Text No. 134 suggests that the advent of a money economy among the Sandawe enhances this element. Significantly, these parties are described as 'beer dances' or simply 'beer' rather than proper wayá'ga.

It is said that wayá'ga was originally an elephant hunt in which spear hunters attacked elephants with much noise after they had bolstered their morale with fermented food (maika'dal). Later the term came to be applied to beer which was given in payment for aid in bush clearing, hoeing, threshing, house building and such activities. The songs of wayá'ga tend to describe such events which precede a beer drink, and the

1 This verb is listed by van de Krimenade, 1954, 60.
2 1954.
poetry is therefore topical in nature even though it is focused upon expected social behaviour. Its main theme is mutual aid and its reward. The last two texts of Mvá'ga to be presented, Nos. 134 and 135, are concerned with the beer and the party itself rather than with what precedes it and justifies it.

The songs of Mvá'ga.

Text No. 129. There will be work to do. Sung by Mr. Tlálo Máláki Sóla at Parksa, February 1962.

1 Kázaa mitondoyoo
2 těhla Bangani phe.
3 ) )
4 Kázaa mitondoyoo no'í
5 těhla Bangani,
6 Kázaa ka' kusba ni kwéli.
7 ) ) )', etc.

1 Work there will be [at the] work-giver's,
2 certainly, at Bangani's to-morrow.
3 ) )
4 Work there will be, let us go to the work-giver,
5 certainly, to Bangani's;
6 work there is, he says, indeed it is true.
7 ) ) )', etc.

Although the text of this song is made up almost entirely of Bantu elements it neatly summarizes the character of Mvá'ga. The informant states that it refers to a bush-clearing job which had to be done near the home of a man called Bangani. The text has been taken down and recorded on tape from the informant when he sang it as a minstrelsy song after the party where it had been danced. The throaty sound ( ) fills the places where the chorus replies to the song leader.
Text No. 130. Hunting together. Sung by Mr. Francis Sode

Tomas' at Bughinka, August 1963.

1. Təmbula de, təmbula-se, təmbulaye.
2. təmbulaye de, təmbulaye, təmbula.
3. miŋu-
4. (Chorus) Ḥo.
5. miŋu-ʊuí.
6. (Chorus) Ḥo.
7. Təmbula etc.

1 Fly out, hey! Fly out, yes, fly out then,
2 oh fly out, hey, oh fly out, fly out
3 kité!
4. (Chorus) What!
5 Oh kité!
6. (Chorus) Whay!
7. Fly out, etc.

The explanation of this song is that the kite represents a hunting leader. The song encourages him and expresses the wish that the hunt be successful so that every participant may be rewarded accordingly. This wəm'ga song is often heard in the circumcision camps when the youths are sent out into the bush to hunt, and it is used therefore as a kambi ḍihee, a camp song of the kerem’ta type. Wəm'ga and kerem’ta songs (and circumcision songs in general, including those of the miñ type) resemble one another closely in form and rhythm, but the Sandawe can usually tell the two apart at once by the rhythm which is faster in the wəm'ga (see chapter IX, stylistic differences between song types: rhythm). The identification of hunters with birds of prey is discussed on p. 400.

1 The recording of this song shows a straight beat of the kerem’ta type rather than the double beat of the wəm'ga.
Text No. 111. Praise for the elephant hunter. Sung by Mr. Titlo Njiki Sool at Pankwa, February 1968.

1 Ziwa fundi tatá,
2 Ziwa kiaba fundi laale,
3 Mikira, mikira tatá,
4 Ziwa fundi laale,
5 Ziwa kiaba fundi tatá,
6 Ziwa Ziwa fundi laale,
7 Mikira mikira tatá,
8 Ziwa Ziwa fundi tatá,
9 Mikira, mikira tatá,
10 Ziwa kiaba fundi yayá,
11 Tembowee ‘mabo tatá.

...SING...

12 Mám, Ziwa,
13 Mám, mikira,
14 Mám, tembowee,
15 Mám, mikira,
16 Mám, fundiye.

...SING...

1 Oh Ziwa, he is a great hunter, father,
2 Ziwa indeed is a great hunter, well then,
3 [Hunting] party, party, father,
4 Ziwa is a great hunter, well then,
5 Ziwa is indeed a great hunter, father,
6 Ziwa, Ziwa is a great hunter, well then,
7 [Hunting] party, party, father,
8 Oh Ziwa, he is a great hunter, father,
9 [Hunting] party, party, father,
10 Ziwa indeed is a great hunter, elder brother,
11 Oh elephant, elephant, father.

...etc...
12 Mh, oh Zifa,
13 Mh, [hunting] party,
14 Mh, oh elephant,
15 Mh, [hunting] party,
16 Mh, oh great hunter,

The Swahili word fundi (Swahili: a skilled person, craftsman, specialist) normally means a hunting specialist in Swahili, a recognized, courageous hunter, and in particular an elephant hunter. The elephant is the most respected of all animals, and to be called a specialist elephant hunter or just an elephant is the greatest praise a hunter can earn. The song commemorates the hunter Zifa who often was the first to spear an elephant.


1 Témbé nihspa nihspa
2 kísha te'áána //'á'kímaa.
3 (Chorus) Témbé dééé,
4 tómbé bárunburéé.
5 Mára nihspa nihspa
6 kísha te'áána //'á'kímaa.
7 (Chorus) Témbé dééé,
8 tómbé bárunburéé.
9
10 (Chorus) Náa niímaa,

1 The elephants trample, trample
2 indeed to the water, because of the well.
3 (Chorus) On these elephants,
4 the elephants root up the earth.
5 Really, they trample, trample
6 indeed to the water, because of the well.
7 (Chorus) Oh these elephants,
8 the elephants root up the earth.

Eldphants were damaging cultivations, whereupon the owner organized a hunt; this is celebrated in a *MA'AM*. Others say that this is an old song of the original Sandawe elephant hunt, when the Sandawe hunted for meat and for ivory. The ivory was traded in for beads to Nyamwezi traders and later to the Arabs of Kondo. It is said that it is this ivory trade which has lured the first Nyamwezi settlers to Sandawe country; they founded the settlements of Kipili, Tewera, and Mtoro, and also the Kiabu settlement at Seke.¹

---

**Text No. 113.** Backing for mine relief. Sung by Mr. Ta'awu Sa'id at Boseto, March 1962.

1 Kíoga'na ni'ɑ,  
2 Márka'na ni'ɑ,  
3 Oṣwe lâllee,  
4 Iyowee ki ni'su,  
5 (Chorus) Aana minzo.

6 Kíoga'na minzo,  
7 Márka'na minzo,  
8 Oṣweye nàrag’ ba'ɑ,  
9 Iyowee lâllee,  
10 (Chorus) Aana minzo.

11 Márka'na minzo no',  
12 Kíoga'na minzo no',  
13 Iyowee, iyowee,  
14 O'koyee nàrag’ ba'ɑ.  
15 (Chorus) Aana minzo.

---

¹ Cf. Obst 1915b (map).
To Kiloga we go,
To Parchua we go,
Oh we, alas!
Oh mother, you too go along.
(Chorus) The maize journey.

To Kiloga is the journey,
To Parchua is the journey,
Oh we then, the famine is great,
Oh mother, alas.
(Chorus) The maize journey.

To Parchua journeying let us go,
To Kiloga journeying let us go,
Oh mother, oh mother,
Here indeed then, the famine is great.
(Chorus) The maize journey.

This song of recent origin refers to the "American Famine" of 1962 (cf. Appendix III). People organized parties to go and seek famine relief hand-outs at Kiloga and Parchua. Success was celebrated with a beer party and commemorated in this song.

The use of the word *juma* for maize characterizes this as a song of the south-east.¹


1 Tlásayoco, 88 Mondice,
2 (Chorus) 'Jan sľngea the', Mondice,
3 Tlásayoco, 88 Mondice,
4 (Chorus) 'Jan sľngea tla', Mondice.

etc., ad infinitum.

¹ Cf. p. 52.
1. It is finished, oh Mondi!
2. (Chorus) Our country is indeed finished, oh Mondi.
3. It is finished, oh Mondi!
4. (Chorus) Our country is indeed finished, oh Mondi.

e tc., et cetera.

Mondi is the name of a former local headman who, because of his office, was seen as the government representative against whom grievances can be protested. The song laments the fact that the authorities have imposed a beer tax. Anyone who brews beer must buy a licence to do so, at the local court. At the time of recording this song (1962) the costs of brewing licences, according to a court elder, stood at

Shs 5/- for brewing for just one occasion;
Shs 30/- for a commercial licence valid for half a month; and
Shs 60/- for a monthly commercial permit.

Since then the fees have doubled, according to information received in 1963. The Sandawe complain bitterly about the system, for, if beer is brewed without a licence, a *MULAREWA* (a government-appointed headman for a village area) is sent to confiscate it and to impose a fine. It ruins the country, they say.

The beer tax has had a profound effect on the original *NARASI*; in the areas near the local courts many parties are no longer given purely and simply as a just reward for services rendered. In order to cover the costs of the licence most beer is now sold there after an initial free gift, the price being 50 cents (= 6d.) a *KUNZA*. The *kunza* is a standard measure for beer of about four pints; the name is derived from a commercial brand of cooking fat which is sold in the tins which provide the measure. Many beer-socials are now run on semi-commercial lines and for the purpose of making a profit (and also for gaining prestige by the quality and the quantity of the brew).
We have seen, on p. 465, that such parties are no longer proper conclusions or communal actions (MATe'ia) but simply beer dances (blang ///ia). This particular text is properly speaking a 'beer song' (karn /Nina) rather than a MATe'ia song. It is one of the few songs of which the composer is known: he is a man called Hig (now deceased) who was a younger brother of Loxi.


1 Hoo Mambigwe ho'o Mambeye.
2 Hoo Mambigwe ho'o Mambeye.
3 Hoo Mambigwe ho'o Mambeye.
4 (Chorus) Hoo Mame tshina Makua.
5 Hoo kelele tshi, ho'o Mambeye.
6 (Chorus) Hoo Mame tshina Makua.
7 Hoo bonko kwa nasni, ho'o Mambeye.
8 (Chorus) Hoo Mame tshina Makua.
9 Hoo Funga kwa kamba, ho'o Mambeye.
10 (Chorus) Hoo Mame tshina Makua.

1 What, what is this then, Mambé, what oh Mambé?
2 What, what is this then, Mambé, what oh Mambé?
3 What, what is this then, Mambé, what then Mambé?
4 (Chorus) What, Mambé-with-the-bare-buttocks, Makua!
5 What, what noise, what oh Mambé?
6 (Chorus) What, Mambé-with-the-bare-buttocks, Makua!
7 What, what for quarrelsome noise, what oh Mambé?
8 (Chorus) What, Mambé-with-the-bare-buttocks, Makua!
9 What, tie him up with rope, what oh Mambé?
10 (Chorus) What, Mambé-with-the-bare-buttocks, Makua!

eio.
This song, which consists largely of Sango elements, describes a man called Mambe who, it is said, was often drunk and quarrelsome at beer parties. In contempt he is called a kaku. The Kaku are a far-away tribe who are known to the Sandawe because of their elephant hunters and charm traders, and their name has become synonymous with "stranger.1 The choral lines use it to add contempt to ridicule. The song is said to refer to an occasion, under German rule, when a headman called Degera who was a strict disciplinarian, had Mambe tied to a tree and caned. In Despommier's text No. 70 Degera commands that a man called Mambe be put in chains and caned on the buttocks.2 His rough treatment of Mambe is remembered with obvious glee.

At one beer party this song was used as what Nadaliffe-Brown calls a diffuse negative sanction, a spontaneous action by the crowd to restrain a particularly objectionable character.3 The man had been an irritating nuisance locally, and had been fined by the neighbourhood elders for various offences. Having made a nuisance of himself again at the party, the house owner had first let it be known to him that he was no longer welcome. When he refused to go he was forcibly removed from the courtyard by two strong men, yet he came back again. Then someone began to sing the song of Mambe, but with the offender's name in it, and this was immediately taken up by all the guests. This unexpected show of unanimity was effective, for the man became furious and abusive but he went away.

---

1 Cr. p. 16.
2 1916, 168 (Degera also appears in texts Nos. 137, 143 and 182 of this thesis).
3 1952, 206.
1. The dance of the young herdsmen, the *mangən*.

Dempwolff gives us one song text of the "men's dance *mangən*"; this is reproduced in the following pages as text No. 137. He defines the dance as a 'bell dance' in his vocabulary, but van de Kimmenade translates its meaning as "danse des jeunes gens". The meaning of the term *manogən* appears to be indeed a dance of the circumcized, i.e. of youths who have passed through their initiation ritual and become men, cf. the terms *ndō*, *ndę*, or the Rimi *ngoi* which mean initiation ritual. Dempwolff's text supports this interpretation, for it expresses the pride they take in their young manhood.

The *mangən* is the dance of the young herdsmen, hunters and warriors, and the traditional time for its performance is said to be during the hot evenings of the last part of the dry season. This is also the time when the washing ceremonies (*n̄̄o ko'qo*) have just been performed, marking the transition of the initiates (*təkела*) to the status of young men (*k'ard*) and their incorporation into adult society. When these young men are put in charge of the cattle to herd them, they like to take them some distance away, spending the night at the homestead of a clansfellow which then serves as a cattle camp. This is said to be the proper occasion for the *mangən* to be danced, with all the young people of the neighbourhood flocking to the

1 1916, 48.
2 1954, 48.
3 Cf. p. 370.
4 The Sandawe have no age sets and no warrior class; the hunters and the herdsmen are the warriors. In cattle raids some of them have established reputations as great war leaders. Among the Alagwa these had considerable status and were buried in a special way, but among most of the other clans good hunters enjoy the same reputation as war leaders; where hunting was more important than cattle raiding it was the hunters who provided dominant leadership.
occasion and the young herdsmen forming the centre of attraction. Together with fully developed adults they form the company of dancers while the girls and the women look on and encourage them with ululations. The dancers do quite a lot of showing off in front of the girls, jumping up high and brandishing their bows and arrows, and the dance goes on well into the night.

In the southern borderlands the manco is not known, nor is it in the Burunge borderland of Tumbakose and in the southeastern extremities of the hills. Here it is replaced by the maphéna which is considered to be not a Sandawe dance at all, but Gogo or Baraguyu. This is a jumping dance of young warriors who do not exist as a social group among the Sandawe. Its singing is wordless and consists of sequences of melodic exclamations (*hà, hà, hà, etc.) which are ejected forcefully in canon form by the dancers themselves as they jump.

The songs of manco are centered upon the individual young men (praise songs) and on events in their herdsmen's lives (topical, historical). The following texts give an example of each type.

**Songs of manco.**

**Text No. 136. The proud young herdsman.** Sung by Mr. Francis Kumani Salulá at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 Sagùa hlâe kàrayoo
2 Gawé mara,
3 laale yede, sângedo.

4 Hlee hego kérâmíse,
5 Gawé mara,
6 laale yede, mmmm.

---

1 In Dompwolff's text No. 20 (1916, 121) a girl is asked where she received her pregnancy. Answer: 'At the manco'.
Well then, now he scorches then,
the handsome Gawë,
well then, oh, the haughty.
Now then he was scorning all,
the handsome Gawë,
well then, mmmm.
And then, now, mocking he was,
Gawë,
well then, mmmm.
Gawë and his fellows are wearing the finery with which they have emerged from their initiation period, and now they are dancing the mangda. Resplendent in his new white loin-cloth, bead strings, and new weapons, Gawë jumps proudly and disdainfully, and the song praises his handsomeness. The word mangada in lines 3 and 7 of the text, which is used to convey haughtiness or disdainful mockery, still carries associations with the images of its component parts, sàndu-gú, 'he with the Lion manes' (from sàndu, Lion manes), and ìgu, 'the condition of power' (from ìgu, power). Young herdsmen in their finery are shown in photo No. 13.

Text No. 138. The return of the cattle. Reproduced from Dempwolf's text No. 89 (1916, 173–4) and retranslated.

1 Hindilo 'we, džumbeye,
2 laleye, yânhese.
3 Sògowe, bana riškè, 'elale, Ìaušyo
balabalats'yo ʃɑːhkeše.
5 balabalats'e, /nini 'wamoe 'a 'embo,
6 soŋowe dzumbewe, ʃɑːhkeše.
7 heso'we, dzumbeye, lala, ʃɑːhkeše.
8 ŋ试e balabalats'yo
9 /nini 'wamoe, 'alale, ke'ekoyo.
10 kadiya bori 'were.
11 dzumbe 'wa'amo, 'elale.
12 mamaye, 'elale,
13 mwanahgwaye, 'andelawe,
14 soŋowe, hewa 'wa'amo.
15 degera, 'e 'elale.
16 'agida dasenayo,
17 soŋowe, dzumbye 'wa'amo;
18 ke'ekoyo.

1 Oh joy, oh sub-chief,
2 oh come on, he is bringing [the cattle] back.
3 Oh Songo, Mr. Linke's representative, hey, come on,
4 he is bringing them back on the road.
5 The beloved sustenance is on the road, they tell [us],
6 oh sub-chief Songo, he brings them back.
7 They then, oh the sub-chief, onwards, he brings them back.
8 The representative then, is on the road,
9 the beloved sustenance, hurray, listen then.
10 They go about gathering [the people] for the work.
11 The sub-chief, he is close then, hey, come on,
12 Grandmother, hey, come on!
13 Oh village-head, oh co-wife,
14 oh Songo, it is he who is close.
15 Degera, yes, hey come on,
Dempwolff comments that this song celebrates the return of cattle which had been confiscated by the authorities on an occasion unknown to him. This confiscation appears to have occurred at the time of the Sandawe insurrection against the Germans under Xahliki. Informants with whom I have discussed this text say that the country was ravaged at that time, houses were burnt, the people fled into the hills, and the cattle was driven off to Kilimatinde. The Alagwa leader Songo, the son of Xahliki, made peace with the Germans, and secured the return of the Sandawe cattle. He got himself recognized as the chief of all Sandawe by the Germans, but he also gained great prestige among the Sandawe themselves by his success. Mr. Linke (line 3) was the German N.C.O. who built the post at Kwa Mtoro, and Degera and Dasena (lines 15 and 16) were appointed headmen under chief Songo.2

The re-translation of this text shows no significant departures from Dempwolff’s German translation except the new translation ‘beloved sustenance’ for /mini wa none in lines 5 and 9, which he translates as ‘the maize-friend’ (der Maisfreund). The Sandawe word /mini does mean maize, but it also means food in general, that which provides people with nourishment and sustenance, both as food and as a means for maintaining the fabric of society. Cattle are sustenance to the Sandawe, a vital basis for their economy. The arrival of the herds, guided by Sandawe herdsmen, is excitedly anticipated, and in line 10 the people are being called together for the distribution of the cattle.

1 Cf. p. 30.
2 Referred to as Taongo by Bagshawe (1925, 334).
2. A harvest and courtship dance: the landa.

The landa is one of the best known dances of the Sandawe, but its performances have become rare. The songs, however, show no signs of dying out and many of them are well remembered. The Sandawe say that the missions have suppressed the dance because of the late hour until which they go on, and the ensuing courtship activities. The missionaries deny that they ever forbade the landa, but the dances which I witnessed were all held at considerable distances from the nearest mission. Recent signs seem to indicate that the Sandawe are becoming less hesitant again to hold the festival.

The season of the landa begins as soon as the first harvests are in, and it is said that its purpose is to celebrate the collection of the harvest after which the time comes for the people to enjoy themselves. A quotation from van de Kimmende in the first chapter of this thesis describes the atmosphere which then prevails, and shows how important an institution the dance is in the laying of foundations for betrothals and marriage. ¹ An anonymous writer says that

"[The] landa ... is for the mutual choosing of mates by both sexes. Married people may participate, but only as it were for the fun of it, — as a business proposition [it] is applicable only to the young unmarried youths and maidens." ²

The landa is indeed a great dancing feast in which anyone may take part, and the atmosphere is relaxed. Dempwolf states that it is the only dance which he has witnessed himself, and he gives an account of two of the dances which he saw. ³ Of the first dance he gives the following description:

1 pp. 40-1.
2 Anon., n.d. (Kondoa District Book).
3 1916, 102-3.
years of age, to the cattle enclosure for the dance. The song leader then separates the sexes and places the men to the north and the women to the south in long rows which together form a circle. He leads the song, which the chorus repeats. The men stamp the rhythm with their feet while the women stand still. Three to five men then come forward at a time and begin to dance around in the circle. Each of them carries in his right hand a stick which he lays on the shoulder of a woman. The men stay in front of the women they have selected for the duration of several movements of the song. Meanwhile the song has ended and the song leader has set in another song which is taken up by the chorus who at the same time mark the rhythm with hand-clapping. After a pause (the dancing has been going on for about half an hour, from 10.30 to 11 a.m.) groups of six to twelve women go up to the men and each of them touches a man on his left arm, and then they go back; after that they form two closely linked rows by gripping one another around the waist. Then the men come forward one by one and approach the row of women and form pairs with them; again they hold one another by the waist, the men standing on the left, the women on their right. Gradually they form a throng which begins to follow the song leader. In the meantime another song, which had already been sung before, had been taken up again. At last the throng dissolves; the men separate from their partners and all form rows again. Once again the women come forward to choose their partners, and the chosen men hold them by the waist until finally the throng of stamping pairs is

1 I follow Dempwolf's account in free translation, leaving out such detail as which song texts were sung at what particular moment because this is not relevant here. The song leader may initiate the singing of any landé song he chooses at any stage of the proceedings.
ready again, and so on. The first dance which Dempwolff so describes was stopped by a shower. His second dance took place in the afternoon, but he adds that other dances last longer and that he heard them go on in the distance until midnight.

Dempwolff witnessed his first dance on the 26th April; this is about as early as one may expect to see the land, but sometimes the dances may begin to be held even earlier if the harvests are in early. They continue until the end of November when the first rains put an end to almost all dancing activities.

A few additional comments have to be made on the sticks and on the orientation of the dancers which Dempwolff describes. In the dances which I have seen the dancers' orientation always agreed with Dempwolff's description. Initially the men stand in a half-circle to the north, with the women opposing them. The contours of the terrain seem to have little influence on this arrangement. When they pair off the men remain on the north side, so that when the throng starts moving with the men on the left and the women on the right, they advance towards the east. Eventually the throng swings back to the centre of the dance place, making a right hand turn of 180°, i.e. the dancers move first to the east, then south and finally west. Sometimes the procession ends at the end of the western movement, and sometimes it continues around the dance floor in a clockwise motion. The explanation why this is so, it is said, is that 'the sun dies in the West' ('akšan n'eenatasa ilas') and it is added to this that for this reason the dance really ought to end at the end of the movement to the West. In reply to the question why the men should initially stand in the northern half of the dance floor, it is stated the people of old have originally come from the north. It is also said that in marriage people face east.
The movements of the dance may thus be interpreted as symbolizing the course of human life. In the beginning man arrived from the north, perhaps emerging from an aboriginal womb represented by the circle. He seeks his female partner in the south and pairs off with her, facing the east in their marriage which is life-giving. Together they resume their southward journey through life, to end up in the west which represents death.

Man's arrival from the north in the dance appears to be founded, at least partly, on a myth that all the people, or perhaps the earliest Sandawe, came originally from the north. But there is another explanation. It is said that in the beginning the Creator lived in the north. He was Matunda, who was also the sun. In an aboriginal paradise there was only the moon in the sky, and she was a woman. The Sandawe say "When Matunda saw her, the moon lived in the sky, and he followed her to the south, and he married her" (Matunda bia /esi lâbiso ti'inguts'aa fye, naa khuats'ayâsatena /'ük'su, naa /'uk'ésu). The moon, benign and cool, is associated with the rainy season and fertility. The first rains begin in the end of November when the moon stands in the southern hemisphere. The hot dry season which is associated with the sun, occurs when the sun rules the northern half of the sky. Since the sun is associated with masculinity and the moon with femininity,
it is no longer difficult to see why the men should stand to
the north in the dance, and the women to the south. Like the
aboriginal sun, their creator, the men follow the women to the
south and marry them.¹

The sticks are also highly symbolic, but they are more
exclusively associated with marriage. It appears that cuttings
are taken from only a few plants for making them. These plants
are the /Amaka tree (Lannea stuhlmanni), the l'akwa shrub (not
identified), and the stalks of millet and maize plants.
The /Amaka is associated with healthy womanhood by virtue of
its healing and anti-witchcraft properties;² the l'akwa is
symbolic of male virility;³ and millet and maize stalks carry
the fruits of the field, providing the sustenance of life.
The act of touching a woman on the shoulder stands for the
man's proposal to marriage before he pairs off with his partner
in the dance. It is said that if a girl and a youth take a
liking to one another, they will select one another repeatedly
as partners and go through the stick ritual; this may then lead
to formal abduction and marriage.

There is also a competitive element in the landá. Youths
who are vying for a girl's favours will try to outdo one another
when dancing in front of her. Stickfights are often held at
landá festivals, and on more than one occasion these fights
have been the result of intense competition on the dance floor.⁴

¹ The myths of origin presented in this thesis (texts Nos. 19
and 20) do not mention mankind's northern origin, but in
Bagshaw's version (p.292) the creator Mutunda is the sun
who marries the moon. This may account for the belief held
by some people, that the people are ultimately of northern
origin.
² Cf. p. 375.
³ Cf. minstrelsy text No. 166.
⁴ For landá (stickfights) cf. text No. 58 (p. 328).
The *landa* is thought to be of Rimi origin, and its name corresponds with the Rimi *ilanda*. Among the Rimi competition appears to be equally fierce, and Olson presents us with a Rimi initiation song which has this competition as its subject:

"At the *Ilanda* I shall outdo you,
Yes, at the *Ilanda* I shall outdo you,
As the braided feathers of the *harumbo* bird
Yes, as the braided feathers of the *harumbo* bird
As at the *omo* I shall outdo you."

Just as the ritual of *landa* expresses the course of a man's life, so the songs commemorate noteworthy occasions in it. They are not concerned with the symbolism of the rites, but they are purely topical; they describe incidents which have left a deep imprint on the memories of the tribesmen, or which have affected the life of the tribe as a whole. The following texts have been arranged in a sequence which shows aspects of warfare, social behaviour, the advent of government and pacification, famines and prosperity, and labour.

1 Olson, 1961, 185. It will be noted that the songs of the Sandawe *landa* are not competitive at all. Competitive songs are well developed further north. Koritschoner (Cory), 1937, 47, gives us a number of "competition songs" of the Sukuma, as well as "songs of a boasting character". The latter evoke reminiscences of the exaggerated self-exultation which is so very marked a feature of the heroic recitations of the Bahima who live still further away (Morris, 1964).

2 Well be, Kini wa [sala]; "To Kina wae I shall go then."
3 Well be then, this Kina wae boy, well be now.
4 he then, Kini wae, oh, the Kina wae [boy].
5 to Kina wae really he run to inspire their help,
6 "Bab", he exclaimed. "Am I not [a] great [man], indeed?"
7 Well then, he, this Kina wae boy

8 "Te Kina wae I shall go then."
The sense of landa.

Text No. 118. Seeking aid in war. Sung by Mr. Tlalo Ntsuki at Farkwa, July 1962.

1 Bánguma n//weč
2 áwa Hlík’wa: “Kóngonas’ hik’is’yoo”.
3 Aya hóće, Bánguma n//weč, áwa hlee
4 hó Hlík’wa, hó Bánguma
5 Kóngonas’a kímba tháa a ’mbóriyoo.
6 Awa th’ka má ‘ba’énés’yoo?”

7 Aya hóće, Bánguma n//weč,
8 áwa Hlík’wa, “Kóngona hik’is’yoo”.
9 Hó Wá’dé hólélé, “Kóngonas’ hik’is’.”

Kímba tháana ’mbóriyoo.

sic.

1 He, the Bánguma boy
2 well he, Hlík’wa [said]: “To Kóngose I shall go then.”
3 Well then, this Bánguma boy, well he now,
4 he then, Hlík’wa, oh, the Bánguma [boy]
5 to Kóngose really he ran, to implore their help.
6 “Bah”, he encountered, “Am I not [a] great [man], then?”

7 Well then, he, this Bánguma boy
8 he then, Hlík’wa [said]: “To Kóngose I shall go then.”
9 Oh Wá’d, onwards, ”To Kóngose I go”.

10 indeed, running there, to implore their help.

sic.

Clansmen and good neighbours are expected to help one another when they are threatened by raids. When the people of Bánguma were attacked by Datoga raiders the boy Hlík’wa was despatched
in haste to near-by Kôngose to get help. Their headman, who was called Kemba according to the informant, declined disdainfully the way it is shown in line 6. His show of bad neighbour-ship is commemorated in the song which stigmatizes him each time it is sung.

The name Wāf in the ninth line has nothing to do with the song. This is the Sandawe name of the Alagwa headman Selamani who was chief of the Sandawe from 1915-40. The song leader honours him by invoking his name; this is fairly often done in topical poetry, as we shall see. Wāf died in 1940 but the song was recorded in 1962, and respect is therefore paid to his ghost.

Text No. 139. The abandoned baby. Sung by Mr. Francis Kumané Salulá at San'kwaleto, July 1962.

1 Ts'inte, ts'inte, Makda, ts'inte.
2 Kéme ihants'a n/n'ayoo,
3 Ts'inte, ts'inte, Makda, ts'inte.
4 Makdayése hénets'ina '/se
5 i/imé '/se pa k'éyoo
6 Taturúônga i/imé ihants'ayoo.
7 Makdayése dah lihle
8 n/atimé ni' pa k'éyoo,
9 Taturúônga i/imé ihants'ayoo.

etc.

1 Baby, little child, the stranger [is there], little child.
2 At the rock expanse of Kéme it is lying;
3 Baby, little child, the stranger [is there], little child.
4 Oh the stranger, why then does he watch it,
5 He has come for it, watched it, and lifted it up,
6 The Taturu indeed, he has come for it at the flat rock.
The song describes an episode when Taturu raiders had invaded an area of western Sandawe country near the rock of Keme, and the local Sandawe had hidden themselves in the bush and between the rocks. This is a traditional reaction to intruders of the Sandawe who are described by Meyer as "sehr schüch" (very shy).\(^1\) Women had been collecting wild vegetables and roots near an expanse of bare rock where one of them had put down her baby. When the strange warriors arrived it was too late to fetch the baby from the rock, it was left behind and the warriors found it.

The strangers are referred to as Makua and as Taturu. The term Makua, although the name of a tribe, simply means stranger. Taturu means a Taturu or Datoga tribesman, but as Obet notes, the term is widely used for any non-Bantu.\(^2\)

According to Robinson slave raids seem to have bothered the Sandawe at the time of Amás', but the latter soon put an end to this by threatening war.\(^3\) Some people think that the intruders mentioned in this song were 'coastal people' (swān/-oka, lit. children of the coast), a term which includes Swahili, Arabs, and Europeans, but the supplier of the text says that they were Mang'ati (Barabaiga).

---

1 1914, 297. Cf. also Fontck, 1894, 292.
2 1913, 196.
3 1957b (W/8).
Text No. 110. The non-refuser. Sung by Mr. Francis Kumanj
Salulá at Sankwaletó, July 1962.

1. Wenté, Wenté, hó Wenté-éé
2. ts'ós ús'wa húmbusa //'ets'wayoo,
3. haya hó-c-cí.
4. n/omáa kíne i'úmsa n/'ínsyoo
5. Lonzó kíne i'úmsa íhá.
6. Íwayoo hého Warímba k'aré mak'énes'yoo
7. hó mak'ed'éd'é
8. ts'ós ús'wa húmbusa // 'ets'wayoo,
   ...etc...

9. Hó kú n/omáa kíne i'úmsa
10. Nwáa Lonzo kíne n/'ínsa.
11. Íwayoo kígo Warímba k'aré mak'éyoo
12. Hó'na mak'éd'éd'é
13. ts'ós ús'wa húmbusa // 'ets'wayoo,

---

1. Wenté, you Wenté, what, you Wenté,
2. our younger sister, they bring her cattle all the time
3. well then yes indeed.
4. But on account of the man she lies on the ground;
5. on account of Lonzo she sprawls on the ground.
6. Oh well then, the Warímba youth was truly amazed,
7. oh yes he was truly amazed.
8. Our younger sister, they bring her cattle all the time.
   ...etc...

9. And the next day again, on account of a man she is on the ground,
10. even on account of him, Lonzo, she lies still.
11. Oh well then, the Warímba youth was truly amazed,
12. How then he was amazed!
13. Our younger sister, they bring her cattle all the time.
The girl Menté has refused many suitors. Then comes Lonzó, a handsome young Warimba clansman who is very eligible, but she refuses also his cattle because she does not want to become his bride. Girls are expected to get married and bear children, but Menté's odd behaviour only deprives her family of bride-wealth. The song therefore ridicules her. Stupid or unreasonable unwillingness to go along is expressed in the Sandawe idiom in terms like the ones used in this song. In the story of the Kaaswi war the stupidity of the magician Sono is effectively portrayed when he 'slinks down' (limply) or 'slides down' after being stood up (like an unweaned child which cannot even stand on its own feet). In the minstrelsy song of the unwilling hunting dog the pride of the family is lying down uselessly 'and stirs not'. Here the girl Menté also 'lies down on the ground' (in stupid, childish recalcitrance) and 'sprawls on the ground' (as if she has dropped down in an ungainly manner). The Sandawe do not stand alone in mocking marriage aversion like Menté's in fine irony. A Dinka sings:

"...Big girl, dances waddling/ As a hippopotamus farting in its tracks/ I move my cattle to the pastures of Lacul..."

The Sandawe do not only deride such behaviour. In stories they show that it may bring dire results: in text No. 11 a girl turns down suitors until she ends up being taken against her will by a snake at the well, and in text No. 13 the man-refuser is landed with a lion-husband.

1 p. 288, lines 77 and 83.
2 Text No. 165.
4 p. 184, lines 1-6 and line 18.
5 p. 216, lines 1-8 fr.
Text No. 164. A European has passed on the road. Sung by Mr. Sen/-a Siwga at Sugéni, August 1963.

1 Habé thönts'a kâneč,  
2 ñwa Kuzumâ //c'na /'ee,  
3 sâ'na n//wa, benege n//we.  
4 K'arâne k'ârâ singe tûkâ,  
5 hôô theâkwa, hôô wagâ i/iyoo,  
6 Kâa dâkweâ. Tailá zumbe //c'na /'ee.  
7 Hôô wazungu i/iyoo?  
8 Hââlaâle, Habé thönts'a kâneč,  
9 ñwa Kuzumâ //c'na /'ee.

1. The black-soil plain of Habé he has passed,  
2 for he, Kuzumu, had looked out over the road,  
3 the neighbour's son, the rich man's son.

4 The youthful one, you youths, [arrived when] it was [still] dark,  
5 what, it was still dark, what, and the visitor came,  
6 the one with the iron mule. Headman Taila had looked out over the road.  
7 What European has come then?  
8 Hââlaâle, the black-soil plain of Habé he has passed,  
9 for he, Kuzumu, had looked out over the road.

An iron mule is a bicycle. When in 1897 the Germans of Kilimatinde had opened a subsidiary post at Kondoa, military government traffic developed along the mule track through Sandawe country which connected the two posts. Bicycles appear to have been used at an early date.

The area of Habé is in southern Sandawe around Sanzawa. Taila is the Sandawe name for the Nyamwesi headman Tovera who lived to the north of Sanzawa (cf. map No. 2). The song describes the arrival of a youthful German officer who travelled from Kilimatinde to Kondoa. The Sandawe had not seen bicycles
before, and had not yet adopted the term bakhili from the Swahili. People who travelled used to break up camp well before daylight in order to reach their next camp before the heat of the afternoon. There was a rest camp at Sansawa where the German had no doubt spent the night. Talia's home was only a few miles from Sansawa, which is the reason why he passed there so very early.

Text No. 142. Mr. Linke's district tour. Sung by Mr. Thilo Mdaki Sold at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 Háya hóde, Bana Ringe Imbós'ats'a
2 ka' zmabe tsa hágida kwahériyoo.
3 Háya hóde, Bana Ringe Imbós'ats'a
4 ka' zmabe tsaia,...
5 Néala le Mdaki k'aré łumé lemépotse
6 kimbé Sold hembets'í n'ëké ni'kwayo.
7 Háya hóde, Bana Ringe Imbós'ats'a
8 ka' zmabe tsaia,...
9 A' zmbeoyéde, aa laale Mdaki k'aré
10 ka' zmabe tsa hágida kwahériyoo.  

**Sig.**

1 Well then, Mr. Linke addressed them all,
2 saying good-bye to all the sub-chiefs and headmen.
3 Well then, Mr. Linke addressed them all,
4 speaking to all the sub-chiefs,...

---

1 Cf. Obst, 1915 b (map).
Oh really, the youthful Mński was bringing him flour.

Indeed, into Solé's area he made them enter, [saying]"Well go then".

Well then, Mr. Linke addressed them all,
speaking to all the sub-chiefs... 

They [said]: "Oh sub-chief", oh well, the youthful Mński,... 
saying good-bye to all the sub-chiefs and headmen.

Under the authority of the military government station at Kendoa the German F.G.O. Sjt. Linke had opened a post at Kwa Mtoro, and under the German system of direct rule he had appointed a number of sub-chiefs and headmen for village areas who were all directly responsible to him. The sub-chiefs were called jumbe (zumbe in Sandawe), and the headmen for village areas adía (usually hamida in Sandawe). Before setting out on his district tour Sjt. Linke called together the local headmen around Kwa Mtoro and gave them his instructions.

Two persons, Mński and Solé, are called by name in the song. Mński was the headman of Tóre in Manyonda, in the Lal’ta area of western Sandawe (Manyonda and Lal’ta are shown on map No. 2). Mński is a not uncommon Sandawe name; the present informant is also so called. Sandawe informants, including the supplier of this text, think that the name has been derived from the Swahili mdachi which means a German (m-dachi = deutsch) and some children appear to have been so named because of the presence of Germans in the area at the time of their birth. The Mński of the song was a headman under Linke, and therefore he cannot have been given his name for this reason (Mński was his proper name, not a nickname). Actually the name is of pre-German Bantu origin, cf. the Nyamwezi mu-dacji, 'a cocky, proud person';¹ the Makonde Rimadachi, 'you are much too cocky';²

¹ Stern, 1906, 142. ² Weule, 1908, 99.
and the Swahili ~akisi, 'eavesdropper, gossip-monger'.

Gold was the influential headman of the Xats'anitá clan mentioned on p. 29. He had been made sub-chief of the south-east, with his court at Tl'untú; later this was moved to Parkwa.

Text No. 112. Game hunting expedition with guns. Recorded by Dempwolff in January 1910, cf. op. cit., 170 (text 78), but re-transcribed from his recording in January 1965.

1 Thats'ena, thats'enayoo Tl'ééna niáá'Inte
2 acrikara'na básba nê that's'e,
3 Thats'ena, thats'enayoo Tl'ééna niáá'Inte.
4 Hóóliéé Singóoac thats'enayoo
5 (y) wagwi bunduka sé ni' thats'e.
6 Deégáaye éé laale húmawanki
7 gwara weréna thats'e: "tóts'sukwe."
8 Thats'ena, thats'enayoo Tl'ééna niáá'Inte
9 acrikara' niáá'I básba nê that's'e.
10 Hóóya hóóbó, etc.

1 Johnson, 1951, 68.
2 Bangsawo, M/3 (1920)
3 This has been made possible by Professor Kurt Reinhard who has kindly sent me a tape recording made of Dempwolff's original wax roll recording which is still preserved in the Museum für Völkerkunde in Berlin. The recording is so good that I have been able to transcribe the text directly off the tape. Only line 5 was not sufficiently clear; this I have marked with a question mark, and I retained the corresponding line of Dempwolff's published text. Modern tape recorders clearly lend themselves much better to the painstaking work of playing back song fragments over and over again, and this new transcription is therefore somewhat more detailed than Dempwolff's own. The smallness of the differences testifies to the impressive accuracy which Dempwolff has been able to attain with the apparatus at his disposal.
1. To shoot, to shoot then, within reach of Tl'déna
2. the soldiers stood there close together to shoot,
3. to shoot, to shoot then, within reach of Tl'déna.
4. well then, Singáno, he was shooting,
5. (?) the Nyamwezi took [their] guns and went to shoot.
6. On Degera, he then, well, he rivalled them,
7. he went about pointing out, [saying]: "finish her off."
8. To shoot, to shoot then, within reach of Tl'déna
9. the soldiers stood within reach, close together, to shoot.
10. Well then, sig.

A hunt organized on military lines was novel to the Sandawe; no wonder the impression it must have made on them has been expressed in a song. Tl'déna is Mount Hanang, the large volcanic cone which stands fifty miles to the north of Kwa Ntoro; with an altitude of 11,215 feet it is clearly visible from the Sandawe tribal headquarters. The land in between is sparsely inhabited and is good hunting country.

Degera is the station overseer who is also mentioned in texts Nos. 135, 137, and 182. Singáno is a messenger-policeman of the German post at Kwa Ntoro; we shall meet him again in the minstrelsy text No. 180. Nyamwezi settlers had been present in Kwa Ntoro for some time, and since the emergence of Ntoro as a would-be leader of the Sandawe they had been close to the hub of power; the German Sgt. Linke continued to rely on them. Singáno was a Nyamwezi.

The translation of the seventh line differs basically from Dempewolf's who renders it as 'they shoot at a wandering Hartebeest'. A hartebeest is called a avará in Sandawe, but the expression avará were describes an overseer who goes about (warg) pointing out what has to be done (aavard, 'to point out').
1 Doro lemo bangana bana Ringe,
2 Sanzawa ts'aana //’o n/’ekayoo.
3 Doro lemo bangana bana Ringe,
4 Sanzawa ts’aana,
5 N₀laale k’ard teinge, hâya
6 lemeeyoo bómanite’o
7 n/’eeka” nâte túnyco
8 ringo ma’ôyoo Nanakiki ts’aana.
9 Zûmba //’sene tl’aphé, embo: “ke’setshepone,
10 mûbe Mwembesi?” - Gogo fundîsa
11 za sâna, za sâna
12 ò’ha kazi ulaya.
13 Doro lemo bangana. sic.

1 Leading a zebra he broke up camp, Mr. Linke,
2 into the settlement Sanzawa to sleep he took it.
3 Leading a zebra he broke up camp, Mr. Linke,
4 into the settlement Sanzawa...
5 "Come on, my youths, come on, well,
6 lead it then to the base so we may
7 take it in”; he stayed [the night] and went then out
8 and he went out on his tour to the settlement Nanakiki.
9 The fugitive headman he camed, telling him:"Don’t you hear,
10 headman Mwembesi?” - to teach the Gogo
11 to know well, to know well
12 this work here of the Europeans.
13 Leading a zebra he broke up camp. sic.
Headman Nkenbazi of Manakiki was a Gogo tribesman who had run foul of the German authorities, and Sgt. Linke went to find him and had him captured. Gaining is still remembered as a favourite disciplinary method of those days.

The route of Sgt. Linke's journey can be followed on map No. 2: from Kwa Mboro to the south-west as far as Sanzawu, where the German road camp stood near the place where the school now stands, and from there to the south-east across the Dulu river to K'ats'awase. Manakiki is an area on the hill slopes above K'ats'awase. For transporting his gear he used a zebra. The Germans experimented with the domestication of zebras with a view to use them as pack animals on a large scale, the advantage being that they appear to be immune to tsetse.

Like the previous text this is a new translation from a re-transcription made from a tape recording which Professor Reinhard has made of Dempwolff's original wax rolls. The whole text was sufficiently clear for transcription, and there are no significant differences between this new translation and Dempwolff's original one.


1 Mraga ba'do lhole.
2 Mankasitse'atydo handika;
3 Nyia hodea, Mraga ba'go
4 Lhole, Mankasitse'a.
5 'A lhole Goro hants'a kundeuyoo,
6 ec' Gumba hdo Gumbu'atydo:
7 "Hikima?" - Lhole, l'umanga tinka.
8 H' wegadydo mokolagas'uyoo,
9 A'ra Mraga ba'go.
10 Mankasini tara'se
The famine has become great, alas.

At Mankasini we were all registered;

well then, the famine has become great

alas, at Mankasini.

And alas, at the Rock of the Post they were stooping,

yes, at Gumbo, oh at Gumbo then [all said]:

"How are you?" - Alas, the country remained cool.

What, only strangers I was greeting,

really, the famine had become great.

[At] Mankasini they stood in rows

and now then they were registered.

Oh woe, well then,

the famine has become great, at Mankasini.

The song describes the great famine of 1919, which lasted for a number of years and which was perhaps the worst in historical times.\(^1\) The Rock of the Post and Gumbo are places along the German military route from Kilimatinda and Saranda to Kwa Mtoro and on to Kondoa.\(^2\) Relief maize was unloaded at the railway station of Saranda and brought up by donkey and porter caravan. The stooping in the fifth line of the text refers to the rows of porters bent under their loads. Most of these porters were Nyamwezi, and the lack of reply to the greeting in line 7 is a

---

1 Cf. Appendix III.

2 Gumbo is shown on map No. 2. The Rock of the Post is not far from there and is so called because there had been a wooden post (or posts) of a long-abandoned house near it.
reference to this. The country remained 'cool' (quiet) because there were no Sandawe to be seen. This may be partly poetic exaggeration, but many people were emigrating to Fiono (Gorowa) country at the time to find a better life; this is why this famine is called the Fiono Famine.

Mangasini is the same as Mangasiri, the Sandawe name for Kwa Mtoro, the tribal headquarters. Kwa Mtoro and the mission at Kuro were principal distribution points for relief grain and this is where the people had their names registered. Local conditions are described by Bagshawe, who records that he spent an afternoon at the mission disentangling a hundred loads which had arrived from Saranda; practically every load had been breached. Two days later he records in his diaries that a second hundred loads had arrived, and that chief Selemani at Kwa Mtoro had received a further 209 loads the day before; a letter from Kilima-Dinde told him of the arrival of another three thousand loads. He writes:

"Amongst the troubles of an officer dealing with famine may be enumerated hungry porters who broach their loads (especially women, who can't be strafed), others who simply clear home with it, highwaymen who cut off stragglers, children abandoned by their parents who crawl between your feet and pick up mealies in the dirt and eat them raw, wives whose husbands have left them, liars, people who are too lazy to help themselves, people who are too feeble to go for food, and the political Department at Dodoma."

In further repetitions of the song the name Wali is invoked; this is the Alagwa chief Selemani mentioned above.

1 This name is explained on p. 116, note 7.
2 M/S, entry dated 19-4-1919.
3 Ibid., date 21-4-1919.
4 Cf. p. 471.

1. Hólaale, Wahindi'Á1 gitl'ékwe dloono,
2. wa-xa' sandúkunakwe pee,
3. Hólaale, Wahindi'Á1 gitl'ékwe dloono,
4. wa-xa' sandúkunakwe pee,
5. Ulayats'ó //'anki,
6. //'anki hóbets'ó //'anki,
7. wa-xa döwe xirenga,
8. xirenga de mak'éshyoc, ee kimba
9. munakweraa dloonoone pee.
10. Móya hóóde Wahindi'Á1 n/atifyooy,
11. wá tlaasyooy, n'áa gitl'é nfragú,
12. n'á imbé n'á n/wé6.
13. Móya hóóde Wahindi'Á1 n/atifyooy,
14. wá tlaasyooy, n'áa ceé.
15. Hólaale, wáenzi siinge gitl'ékwe dloono,  
    
1. Come on, you Indians, buy clothing [in town],
2. friends, put it in boxes [and bring it here].
3. Come on, you Indians, buy clothing [in town],
4. friends, put it in boxes [and bring it here].
5. In Europe they fight one another,
6. they fight, what about then do they fight,
7. friends, oh woe, it is a holocaust.
8. A holocaust it is, it is disturbing, yes really;
9. buy it then in gunny bags and put it in [them to bring it here].
10. Well then, the Indians have come,
11. but it is finished, they go and clothing is scarce
12. and they explain [us] and they make it.
Well then, the Indians have come,
but there it is finished, they go, indeed.

Well then, you poor devils, buy clothing.

The song describes the scarcity of imported goods during the first World War, and it shows how quickly the Sandawe had abandoned their traditional goat skin clothing in favour of imported textiles. Local shopkeepers buy their goods in the provincial towns of Dodoma and Kondoa, but when supplies had dried up and the shelves in the local shops were bare, the traditional dress made a brief come-back. Line 12 refers to local manufacture by the shopkeepers; what they did was to fashion rough clothing out of sacking.

The song refers to Indian traders. Nowadays there are none within the tribal boundaries but there are many in the towns. Within Sandawe country the shopkeepers are now Arabs, a few Chagga, an occasional Somali and a single Gikuyu. A few Sandawe have recently begun to set up very small shops in the countryside, away from the established trading centres.

Text No. 147. The prosperous year. Sung by Mr. Tlilo Nduki
Sold at Farkwa, July 1962.

1 Háya hóðëa, Borínce lídíle
2 kalánga hogoríi ñráa hláwé.
3 Háya hóðëa, Borínce lídíle
4 kalánga hogoríi,...
5 Aa lídíle sána'íngo hóó nádiyoo
6 síkaríni bóma /'tííta'sukúyoo.

1 The vernacular term used is wagensi, from the Swahili -sheni, 'Barbarous, uncivilized, uncouth' (cf. Johnson, 1951, 419). In Sandawe the term means a poor devil, a person who is powerless, or a civilian (as opposed to government officials).
A n ·~ . . .. 

Well then, oh Borono indeed,
the groundnut price is very good.
Well then, oh Borono indeed,
the groundnut price, ...
And then with beeswax, yes, we do go to the auction,
at the government yard we meet all together.
Well then, ... 
... and, Wa'f ... 

Borono ('Borono') is the name of the man who was sub-chief at Parkwa during the good years which followed the disastrous famine of 1919. He was probably installed in 1923, for it is said that he succeeded Nanekwa of whom Baghawe had such a low opinion that he wanted to replace him in 1922. ¹ Beeswax and groundnuts are still important cash crops but oil seeds have now surpassed them in importance.

The name Wa'f is invoked in subsequent repetitions of the song text.

Text No. 115. The produce auction. Sung by Mr. Tidlo Ndjki

Sold at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 Háya hôte, Dódoma kímba
2 a' këa swíma iyë ts'ënts'ësee.
3 Háya hôte, Dódoma dë kímba
4 këa swíma'ådë,...

¹ Baghawe, /8, entry date 19-5-1922. It seems that in 1925 Borono had been in office for some time (ibid., 31-3-1925).
5 He little k'ard'singem Dodose namah
6 Hla awina'inga lya ta'intelesa.

All.

1 Well then, at Dodose indeed
2 the narrow metal was clanging.
3 Well then yes, at Dodose indeed
4 the narrow metal...
5 Well, you young men, the Dodose you know
6 with the narrow metal it was clanging.

All.

Before the advent of motorized transport the Sandawe used to
load their produce on their backs and walk to the government
auction at Dodose to sell it; occasionally donkeys were used.
This is a journey of seventy miles from Farhwa. At the market
they put down their bundles, tired and dusty, and waited for
the gong to signal the opening of the auction. The gong was
a length of rail which was suspended from a tree and hit with
a stick.

Text No. 110. We crept on our knees. Sung by Mrs. Victoria
Wiyá' at I/wad Nia, August 1963.

1 As likile, tl'agē kita
2 k'i'inga niamá, awa tshoró,
3 Wagó singe tshoro n/wets'iyo,
4 ko, tshoró n/inkese n/cowsetshet!
5 ko wagó, tl'ingó papata.
6 Mba: "Swanabóriyoo",
7 as bana k'arenja: "Swanabóriyoo",

The song describes the ascent of the Nkhia occupant above
8 haya híde, "Mwanabóriyo!";
9 haya híde, bana k'arenga.
10 Rur little tl'agà kita
11 k'Ingo izwánda, a'wa tshóre;
12 waxó eInge tshóre n/wates'íyo,
13 //atañna n//inkwe n/coweketshoon,
14 waxó tl'Ingo papata.
15 Ha! "Mwanabóriyo!",
16 za bana Ring'Inga: "Mwanabóriyo!"

1. And also, in the thornbush
2. we crept on our knees, with much trouble.
3. You strangers are causing us much trouble,
4. well! fierce animals we do not fear.
5. Oh, the strangers! We lead [one another] by the hand.
6. And [he called]: "Mwanabóri!"
7. and the youthful master [called]: "Mwanabóri!"
8. well then, "Mwanabóri!"
9. well then, the youthful master [called].
10. And alas, in the thornbush
11. we crept on our knees, with much trouble,
12. You strangers are causing us much trouble;
13. of a fierce lion we are not afraid.
14. Our companions, we lead them by the hand.
15. And [he called]: "Mwanabóri!"
16. and Mr. Linke [called]: "Mwanabóri!"

The song describes the ascent of the Kuhia escarpment above
the Dadu River (shown on map No. 2) where Sgt. Linke's porters had much trouble with rolling stones and slipping back. Unlike the Nyamwezi, the Sandawe have a reputation as bad porters. Bagshave comments that

"though unwilling to work as porters they will travel any distance through the bush, hunting or to visit a festivity."

It is said that after this episode Sgt. Linke employed Nyamwezi porters, and also Kimbu people from Såke.

Nyamhóří is the nickname which the Sandawe gave to their Nyamwezi overseer; the name means 'he who has it for saying', i.e. he who hands out the commands. The term Nâmi, which literally means a member of the Gogo tribe, is used in the meaning of strangers.

Text No. 159. Work on the railway. Sung by Mr. Marimo l'umphá at Pangwa, July 1962.

1 Hôlóla le rédi ya'ahó
2 ñyasa'tse ñódonats'a
3 maká taia sómanaa.
4 Wahindia' n/atíyoo
5 sómakweréd
6 addókwe //hemé.
7 Háya hoćeè,
8 Wahindia' n/atíyoo,
9 sómakweréd.

Sig.

1 Well then, the work on the railway,
2 we are unable, at Dodoma,
3 to learn all those things.

1925, 224.
1. The Indians have come,
2. so learn it then,
3. attention you must pay.

4. Well then,
5. the Indians have come,
6. so learn it then.

At the construction of the central railway many of the foremen and skilled workers were Indians. A number of Sandawe had been lured to the construction work by the wages, and they received their instruction from the Indian foremen. Most of them worked on the stretch between Dodoma and Seranda, i.e. not too far from Sandawe country. This must have happened in 1910-11, for Leverett records that a further extension of the line inland from Morogoro was authorized and begun in 1908, and that the line reached Tabora in July 1912.¹ The railway episode marks the beginning of the Sandawe colony at the town of Dodoma.

This is the Cape minda, but in the Sandawe minda which I have witnessed the movements of the farmers are not unlike the limit. The men advance from the north, and the women from the south, and they pair off as in the inland facing east. The stick ritual was present in some instances, and absent in others, and the movement of the group was anti-clockwise as often as clockwise.

¹ 1911, 67.
² Like 78. I take it that this means 'celebration of the marriage feast'.
¹ 1917, 224. 'marriage feast'.
³ N/A, 1927.
⁴ 1955, 3-9.
II. A harvest and courtship dance of the southern border: the nindo.

To the Sandawe of the southern borderlands the nindo is what the lamá is to the hills, but not even the border people recognize it as a Sandawe dance; all agree that it is Gogo. In other parts of the tribal area the term nindo is completely unknown.

Glaum defines the Gogo nindo as a wedding dance, and he gives the full Gogo description of it as *uumba wa nindo.* Hartnoll describes the meaning of nindo as "marriage and general rejoicing." The only writer who gives any details of the proceedings is Rigby, who says that

"In nindo dancing, which takes place during the dry season after the main harvest and is intimately associated with love-making and potential marriage alliances, men always dance on the east, in a line facing the girls on the west. The two lines dance towards each other and away again, but their orientation does not change."^4

This is the Gogo nindo, but in the Sandawe nindo which I have witnessed the movements of the dancers are not unlike the lamá. The men advance from the north, and the women from the south, and they pair off as in the lamá, facing east. The stick ritual was present in some dances, and absent in others, and the movement of the throng was anti-clockwise as often as clockwise.

The following example of a Sandawe nindo song has a text which is basically Sandawe, but it shows a liberal admixture of Gogo words.

---

1 1911, 47.
2 *Ibid.*, 72. I take it that this means 'celebration of the wedding' or 'marriage feast'.
3 N/B, 1927.
4 1966, 8-9.
A song of the wedding nihino.


1 Wanzako eko káwako, kólonga sea, 2 marino mkaase-ru.
3 Wantuva.
4 Wantuako siwam'ko káwako, kólonga sea, 5 marino mkaase-ru.
6 Wamasaadó.
7 Wamasaadó ninyi siwambo hikiana, 8 eko káwako kipone n/uphau,
9 hikia sayoo.

síí.

1 Friend, give me tobacco, for trouble there is,
2 you rich teacher then,
3 man!
4 You man, give me sixpence, tobacco, for trouble there is,
5 you rich teacher then,
6 giver of help!
7 You giver of help, I am all right, how are you,
8 give me tobacco and a pipe so I may smoke,
9 what is the matter!

síí.

When a groom takes his bride home in procession he is expected to hand out little presents to friends, neighbours, and his new relatives. The song describes the occasion when a teacher

---

1 Cr. pp. 45-6.
married and was badgered by his acquaintances. To a Sandawe from the hills this text sounds horribly mixed up with Bantu terms.  

CHAPTER VIII

MINISTRY

In the introduction on p. 52 it is explained that the Sandawe term for trough either song (alma Ama) may be used as a general term for ministrancy, but that the Sandawe qualify this term by mentioning the ministrant's instrumental whenever its identity is known.

Thus they talk of ministrant bow song (nenonenda Ama), knife song (albali Ama or albi Ama), stick song (nenonenda Ama), and so on. A summary of the instruments of ministrancy is given in Appendix XIII.

The Sandawe themselves think of the ministrant bow and the trough either as 'real' Sandawe instruments, the others being consideration taken that they are religious in origin. They use them only in their religious service, or for periodic or seasonal activities connected with religious festivals, or for libations taken over from the religious service.

1 Jemada: Bantu, 'your friend' (companion). The Sandawe do not recognize the meaning of -alma or -ama as 'your' and use it as a Sandawe -ko adhortative. The elements of the sequence wamad-ko diik-ko hama-ko read in literal translation: 'companion-then,give-then,prepare toacco-then'.

2 Mufara: (Bantu mukamia), 'teacher', is accepted Sandawe.

3 Wanyak: Bantu, a plural form which means 'men' but the Sandawe have a fine disregard for the niceties of Bantu grammar and use the term as a singular for 'man'.

4 Shumaa: Swahili shumaa, originally 'an eighth' (Arabic) of a coin worth four shillings. Accepted Sandawe, although many Sandawe prefer shuka which literally means a leopard. The East African shilling and the 50-cents coin both show a lion on the reverse, and a shilling is therefore called 'a lion' (//akiny) and the half-shilling 'a little lion' or a leopard.

5 Wamwenda: Bantu, 'he who helps'.

6 Liwiri: Bantu, 'you' (plural).

7 Ikawbo: Bantu, the Swahili sijawbo, 'I am all right'.

8 1935, hot.

9 Oldu, 75.
CHAPTER VIII

MINSTRELSY

The instruments.

On p. 92 it is explained that the Sandawe term for trough zither song (tota /hima/) may be used as a general term for minstrelsy, but that the Sandawe qualify this term by mentioning the minstrel’s instrument whenever its identity is known. Thus they talk of musical bow song (rumburuswa /hima/), stick-lyre song (ambi /hima/ or geze /hima/), fiddle song (sosozogo /hima/), and so on. A summary of the instruments of minstrelsy is given in Appendix XIII.

The Sandawe themselves think of the musical bow and the trough zither as ‘real’ Sandawe instruments, the others being comparatively recent cultural acquisitions taken over from the Bantu, especially the Gogo who rightly have a reputation of being great musicians. In actual fact the musical bow and the trough zither are no more typically Sandawe instruments than stick lyres, fiddles, and hand pianos, in the sense that they are not the cultural property of the Sandawe alone. Ankermann shows similar musical bows from South Africa, and Trowell and Wachsmann from the Kiga in Uganda, to mention only two instances which show their wide distribution. Ankermann states that musical bows occur from the Cape to the Sahara.

The trough zither appears to vary a good deal in shape

1 In other respects the Gogo tend to be somewhat despised by the Sandawe who say that they are dirty.
2 1902, 3.
3 1953, 406.
and execution but the surrounding tribes all have the instrument in the same form as the Sandawe. Baumann shows a Rimi example, and Ankermann illustrates a Sukuma specimen; both are virtually identical with the Sandawe instrument. Claus mentions a 'guitar-like' trough zither of the Gogo, i.e. one with a gourd resonator attached to it. The Sandawe rest the zither against a gourd for better resonance, or more commonly they use a wooden bowl, the laddé, instead.

Stick lyres of the same type as the Sandawe lyre are found as far afield as the country of the Yao, the Makonde, and the Sambaa. The Konjo instrument from Uganda shown by Trowell and Wachsmann is remarkably similar. Fiddles and hand pianos of the types used by the Sandawe are also found among their neighbours, and similar instruments are used over a wide area.

In most Sandawe households at least one musical instrument can be found, and music making and good instruments are deeply appreciated among the tribe; the song of the beautiful lyre in the following pages (text No. 175) eloquently illustrates this point. The instruments which are held in the highest regard are the traditional Sandawe instruments, the musical bow and the through zither; of these the latter is considered the

---

1 Own observation.
2 1894, 190.
4 See plate I in this thesis.
5 See photo No.1.
6 Ankermann, op. cit., 6.
7 Own collection.
8 Karasek, 1922, 61.
most noble (dīr'aa'hlaaw). This nobility must not be understood in the sense of high technical refinement, or that any sort of religious reverence is attached to the instrument; it is simply a matter of its tone being much liked and of being thought of as the best available instrument for quiet personal music. Stumme says of the Schlup that the violin occupies such a place of honour among them, for it is the instrument of the troupes of wandering minstrels who specialize in poetry with an eschatological theme, and in historical and mythological verse.

Some Sandawe minstrelsy songs are also old and connected with beliefs but their minstrels do not specialize in these themes and there is little professionalism among them. It would be better to say that Sandawe minstrels show a preference for the zither because it is seen as their own traditional instrument, and more versatile than the musical bow. It seems appropriate that traditional songs are sung to the accompaniment of a traditional instrument rather than some new-fangled foreign assimilation.

Tracey says that it is considered right that some African instruments should be played by older people, in particular those instruments which have been played for many generations and those which are used for religious purposes. The Sandawe preference for the zither is traditional rather than religious; since it is the older people who know the traditional songs best the instrument tends to be played by older people, but younger men may also play them. Among the Sandawe one must not look for religious instruments in minstrelsy, but rather in ritual; the lion bowl and the buffalo horn in the exorcism rites of Simbi may well be termed religious instruments.

Very few Sandawe minstrels use the fiddle or the hand

1 1948, 70.
2 1948, 70.
3 1911, 30.
piano. These instruments are in the first place the solo-instruments of young herdsmen and of those who while the time away during long journeys. ¹

The minstrels.

Dempwolff knew a blind bard called Ngonza 'whose art was not without material interest', for, Dempwolff writes,

"he received such ample gifts for the songs which he annually produced at harvest feasts, often on topical themes, that he could afford to marry a beautiful woman of good family."²

Dempwolff adds to this that some jealous tribesmen looked askance at Ngonza because of that.

Of the Gogo, Claus says that

"Professional musicians wander about the country and delight old and young. Often they are invited to a feast and for their performance they receive a goat or a sheep."³

If we accept this statement as correct we have to conclude that there exists a class of professional minstrels among the southern neighbours of the Sandawe. Among the Sandawe there is no such class of wandering musicians, although some minstrels may become sufficiently renowned to derive substantial benefits from their art. One of the contributors to the texts of this thesis, Mr. Francis Kuman Saluá (informant No. 11 in Appendix IV) is often invited to beer parties as a minstrel and to ritual dances as a song leader. His art has earned him gifts

¹ There is said to be a good minstrel in the Dédou area who uses the hand piano, but I have not heard him. Mr. Elia Essou, the young man who has supplied texts Nos. 7 and 30, has aspirations to fame as a minstrel by singing to the fiddle. He is said to have performed on the wireless in 1962 but his recognition as a minstrel is mostly confined to the small Sandawe colony in Dar es Salaam where he now lives.

² On cit., 164.

³ 1911, 30.
as well as prestige, and his home has on several occasions been the scene of circumcision feasts which bring him further rewards and enhanced status. He is the instructor and camp-master of many local youths whose ritual grandfather (koká) he is. 1 If we compare his rendering of a well-known song with that of another minstrel the quality of his minstrelsy may be appreciated, even in translation. 2 Two other informants (Nos 32 and 40 of Appendix IV) are said to have been in great demand when they were younger, and both are also renowned ritual leaders.

Minstrelsy is a prerogative of the men, and minstrel's instruments are never played by women, not even privately or at the secret women's dances. Performances are often private affairs at home, but passers-by will stop and drop in to listen. The minstrel's home thus becomes a social centre where old acquaintances meet and new ones are introduced. From his visitors the minstrel gets to know about places where beer is being brewed, whether the quality is expected to be good, and whether there is going to be plenty of it. He is a receptacle of knowledge on social and ritual activities, he gets the gossip and because he receives the details of interesting news he is well placed to select the material on which to base new poems.

The songs.

Some songs are the minstrel's own compositions, but the number of well known songs which can be pinned down to any

1 Cf. p. 375.
2 Cf. texts Nos. 173 and 174. Whenever tape recordings of Mr. Francis Kumanji's singing were played back to Sandawe, the outstanding popularity of his minstrelsy became evident at once.
minstrel's individual authorship is small. Many of the best known songs he has learnt from others, but he renders them in his own way. This apparently contradicts Dempwolf who says that the composers are mostly known. Often minstrels do indeed sing their own songs, and within the circle of their own friends and relatives his authorship of these songs will be known, but this is not the case outside this circle and of the widely known songs the authors are generally unknown in other parts.

In subject matter the minstrel songs show some resemblance to the songs of the harvest and courtship dances of Landi, but their range is greater. Not only do they commemorate incidents of general interest but they also describe private drama and such things as the beauty of an animal, a girl, or an object. This variety is large enough for some minstrels to betray their own predilection for one type of song or another. Dempwolf recognizes two types of Sandawe minstrel. He says that

"Wugonza was an epic poet, so to say, but] as a lyric poet Gelao, who was a young man in his twenties, supplemented him. Gelao sang his songs accompanying himself on the musical bow. He was very popular. Whether he was paid for his performances, is not known." 2

Among the minstrels represented in the following pages, Mr. Gawa Ginda's Solá belongs to the lyrical category, whereas the others verge towards the epic type. However, as it is said on p. 1, all Sandawe poetry is minor verse and there exists no real epic poetry.

In accordance with the method followed in previous chapters the texts of minstrelsy have been arranged according to subject; first those which deal with beliefs, nature and hunting, then feasting and material possessions, and finally discovery and the advent of government.

1 1916, 164.
2 Ibid., 165.
MINORITY SONG: BELIEFS, NATURE, AND HUNTING.

Text No. 152. *The ancestor is dissatisfied.* Sung by Mr. Francis Salulé Kumanf at Sankwalet, July 1962.

1 Horógo, Horógo,
2 hewé sokosok'a k'olimyoo.
3 Horógo, Horógo,
4 tataf sokosok'a t'ere'dyoo.
5 kumba sokosok'a owee tatde lâldyee.
6 sáyoo Horóga bías'yoo...

7 Horógowóe hó,
8 Horóga miséseyoo;
9 lâldfe Horóga bías'yoo.
10 Songó, télha ziriba
11 tax hánzo kalandé.
12 Wàxa'ayó kwa ka' ziriba
13 tax hánzo kânsé;
14 pe ke há; n'/áhla tumuts'a.
15 Tshf'f n'/umeyoo.
16 6'uf thats'dyoo,
17 na láâle pe ke.
18 Horóga bías'yoo,...

stá.

1 Horógo, Horógo,
2 he, the mantis has brought bad tidings.
3 Horógo, Horógo,
4 oh father, the mantis is wailing on.
5 Indeed, the mantis, oh woe, oh father oh alas.
6 really then, Horógo is dissatisfied...
Oh Horógo, what then,

Horógo has [been given] sweet beer,

but alas, Horógo is dissatisfied.

Songó, the terrible honey-badger [is there]

and has opened up [the hive] with sharp kicks.

Oh the relatives, they say the honey-badger [is there]

and has opened up [the hive] and passed;

he climbed up and opened it; brother, he stooped on it

and then he stood on [top of] the honey.

And then, he shot at him

but alas he climbed up.

Horógo is dissatisfied...

e tc.

This is said to be a very old song which describes how a family was struck by the disaster of a honey-badger getting at the beehive and stealing the honey. Songó, the owner of the hive, went out and had a shot at the badger but missed; this double misfortune is then attributed to the spite of a revengeful spirit. The name of the aggrieved ancestor is Horógo; he was dissatisfied even though he had been propitiated with beer. The sacrifice had apparently not been sufficient to make up for past neglect.

When the disaster struck a mantis was seen in the house; this convinced the family that divine action was the cause of it all. The mantis is believed to be a messenger of the spirits. There are several insects whose presence may, under the right circumstances, be attributed to divine action. Foremost among these is the mantis religiosa or praying mantis which is called hîkata'î in Sandawe; there is also the desert grasshopper or locust called šhindî; a soft green grasshopper
named 'headache' (xamal kree); and a red grasshopper called "lola" or "lola." These are the names of insect species, but any of them is called by what may be termed their messenger-name when conditions of anxiety call for an explanation of their presence. When the tidings are bad the insect is referred to as gokoag., a name which is derived from a verb which means 'to threaten.' Good tidings are usually brought by the h'katsi'; the meaning of its name may be translated as 'what is it then?' or how is it then?' Any one of the messenger mantises is called an [emissary of] divinity (waromkoo, lit. a female divinity), and may be referred to as a [messenger of] a spirit (lelalma). When such a divine messenger appears in a house small sacrifices are made to it. This consists of spitting or sprinkling some beer next to it, and of anointing it carefully with some butter. After that, the reason for its appearance will normally be found out by consulting a diviner.

When a mantis is found by children in the field there is no special meaning attached to it and there is nothing to be feared if it is eaten by children. Other locusts and similar insects which have no significance are the ratsa thwinti ('the thornbush grasshopper'), the l'inthwinti ('the sand grasshopper') and the tshilimo, another species of hopper. These never appear in a house, which may be the reason why they are not significant. Of the species which are significant and which do enter houses the mantis is by far the most important. The thin brown mantis, the 'walking stick,' is not important. When found in the house this common insect is usually crushed because, it is said, it is a false messenger.

1 Cf. Dempwolff, 1916, 51, soki, 'to threaten'; van de Krimmena, 1951, 54, soka, 'to dispute, quarrel.' According to some, sokoaska is also the name of a specific type of locust which is rarely seen, and which occasionally emits a shrill cry.

1 Simba N'doreyo,
2 k'otoleyee, k'otoleye,
3 Simba N'doreyo,
4 h'o, k'otoleyee, k'otoleye,

Lion, the Maned Lion then,
2 oh he prowls around the fence, around the fence,
3 Lion, the Maned Lion then,
4 what, he prowls around the fence, around the fence.

The informant says that once a lion prowled around a cattle enclosure for a whole night. The song uses the ritual name for Lion (simba) rather than its physical name (/atsa/), presumably because of its identification with Danger. Koto is a fence, and koto-le is 'one who frequents the fence'. The meaning of N'dore is explained on p. 358.


1 Kamba n/wa'd, n/waayoo, t'ehla n/waayoo,
2 hego n/waayo, n/waayo, t'ehla n/waa,
3 kamba zo'o kita' a 't'axawayoo,
4 kamba zo'o kita' a 't'axawayoo,
5 k'eramowee mesa'wa 't'axa w'ere.
6 Tsh'wee n/waayo, n/waayo, t'ehlwwe n/waa,
7 n/ann'as'aowa n/waayo, n/waayo, t'ehla n/waa;
8 k'eramowee mesa'wa 't'axawayoo.
1 Indeed elephants, and elephants, enormous elephants then,
2 well there are elephants, and elephants, enormous elephants,
3 indeed in the stagnant pools they are trumpeting,
4 indeed in the stagnant pools they are trumpeting,
5 oh the elephant cow who is the mother goes around trumpeting.

6 Oh what animals, the elephants, the elephants, oh what [animals, the elephants; enormous elephants then, enormous elephants then,
7 in the brushwood they are, the elephants, the elephants, [animals, the elephants; enormous elephants then, enormous elephants then,
8 oh the elephant cow who is the mother is trumpeting.

9 Oh what animals, the elephants, the elephants, the thorn-
10 indeed in the stagnant pools they are trumpeting, [bush's elephants, enormous elephants then, enormous elephants then,
11 well, in the stagnant pools they are trumpeting.
12 oh the elephant cow who is the mother goes all over, trumpet-
13 In the red-soil bush there are elephants, etc.

The informant explains that it is a beautiful and awe-inspiring
sight to see the dark shapes of large troops of elephants at
their drinking places in the small hours of the morning. They
trumpet, and the whole surrounding bush seems full of them.
The stagnant pools (zoza) are the deeper parts of river beds
which retain water in the dry season; several watercourses are
called Zoza, two of which are shown on map 2. According to the
minstrel animals must not be hunted at the waterholes because
that would disturb them and cause them to move away so that
the hunting becomes too unpredictable.
Text No. 155. An unknown animal has been killed. Sung by Mr. Tidi Njìki Solà at Parkwa, February 1962.

1. Sówaye ndée,
2. simangier, têndesa,
3. Sówaye ndée,
4. simangier, têndesa,
5. wakwa simangier?

7. Têndesa wak'wayoo ñyee
8. simangier, têndesa.
9. ñyee

10. Tshìwayee Sówaye ñyee
11. têndesa wak'wa.
12. ñyee

etc.

1. Oh Sówa, there then,
2. that elusive thing then, the unknown creature,
3. oh Sówa, there then [what is it then],
4. that elusive thing then, the unknown creature,
5. which has been killed, that elusive thing then?
6. ñyee
7. An unknown creature has been killed then, yes it has,
8. that elusive thing, the unknown creature.
9. ñyee

10. Oh the animal, oh Sówa, this here,
11. the unknown creature, which has been killed.
12. ñyee

etc.

The minstrel explains that Sówa, a hunter, is questioned by his wife about the animal he has killed in the bush. Sówa says that
he does not know the animal and that other people who have seen it also do not know it. His pregnant wife is worried because she fears that her husband may have killed a pangolin (Smutsia temminicki or scaly anteater, kwx'kaka or kdrukaka in Sandawe).¹ This is a rare and strange looking nocturnal animal which is seldom seen or caught, and because of its rarity and anomalous appearance it is considered by some to be a divine messenger (warongogá) but unlike the mantis, its tidings have always to do with childbirth. Douglas tells us that among the Lele the pangolin is associated with fertility, and this is also the case among the Sandawe.² When a hunter sees the spoor of a pangolin leading into a burrow, this signifies to him that his wife will conceive. He may on no account kill a pangolin and bring it home while his wife is pregnant, for it is believed that if he does, she will miscarry. The expression used for to miscarry is 'to bear a potsherld' (tëra haka);³ and this explains the significance of the pangolin. Sowa's wife is afraid because a pangolin looks like an aborted foetus with a skin like potsherds and the magic of its resemblance convinces her that she would lose her baby.

Similarly, the pangolin's spoor which enters into the hole convinces the hunter that his child is safely in his wife's womb. As long as his wife is pregnant he must therefore not dig up the pangolin and kill it.

The operative words in the text of this song do not occur in ordinary Sandawe speech. Sëmangira conveys a sense of elusiveness, cf. adma, 'to avoid'.⁴ Tëndesa may literally be 'she who is some other', from të, 'some other'.

¹ Scientific name from Swynnerton, 1945. The scales of fish, etc. are called wákaka or wákhabá.
² Douglas, 1957, 50.
³ Cf. p. 230 (Text No. 14, line 4).
⁴ Van de Kimmenade, 1954, 54.
Text No. 136. The dead giraffe. Sung by Mr. Gaia Cinda’a
Soli at Parkwa, February 1962.

1 Ts’amasu hóólaale tshdana /ili’e
2 Kirongósetse’aa laamu n//ineyoo.

3 Ts’amasuwe, hóólaale tshdana laamu n//ine
4 Ḥywe tholongwésétse’aa
5 mara’d na laamu n//ine.

6 Ts’amasuwe, hóólaale tshdana laamu n//ine
7 Ḥyo, tholongwés thó
8 mara’d na laamu n//ine.

9 Ts’amasu hóólaale tshdana /ili’e
10 Ḥywe tholongwésétse’aa, ści.

1 The giraffe, oh alas, the gracefully patterned animal
2 in the land of Kirongo she is lying, silently.

3 Oh the giraffe, oh alas, the animal lies there still,
4 oh woe, in the endless plain country she,
5 the beautiful one then lies there silently.

6 Oh the giraffe, oh alas, the animal lies there still,
7 mother, in the endless plain country she,
8 the beautiful one then lies there silently.

9 The giraffe, oh alas, the gracefully patterned animal
10 oh woe, in the endless plain country she, ści.

The poetry of this song is much enhanced by the place
descriptions. Kirongóse in the second line has a controversial
meaning. The minstrel says that the place is so called because
the hunter who killed the giraffe had a field there which had
been cleared all round (minda kironzo-ge). Kironzo (or kiringo) is the circumference of a field, and the name would thus mean '[a place] which has a [wide] circumference'. But it seems at least as probable that the meaning is '[a place of] the hunt leader'. The Nyanwesi word kironzo means a guide,¹ and the Swahili kiongozi is a leader of a caravan.² In Sandawe kironzo may be used in the meaning of a hunt leader.

The name Tholongwda in the fourth line means 'having endless plains', from thɔ̃, black-soil plain. No Sandawe appears to be certain which places are meant, but the minstrel thinks that they may be beyond Bangani. To the north of this mountain there are large black-soil marshes covered in thorn bush which form part of an entire belt of similar black country (see map 2). The place description conveys a sense of bleakness which adds much to the mood of the song.

The genuine compassion for a killed animal of which this song obviously speaks may seem a surprising thing to find in the poetry of a hunting tribe. Sandawe like the inoffensive giraffe. The pattern of its hide is considered very beautiful, and female beauty is often described in terms of giraffe patterns.

Text No. 157. The reluctant hunting dog. Sung by Mr. Gawa Ginda's Sold at Jarkwa, February 1962.

1 Thila káka, thila swaaswaa
2 káyê laale kimba supó hólale
3 ti' káka, ka' hámuni n/ine
4 ka' t'akhângâ supôleyo
5 kimba supó hólale.

1 Seidel, 1898.
2 There are more allied meanings; cf. Johnson 1951, 355.
Dogs are kept for hunting as well as for guarding cattle, and a good dog can be an object of considerable pride. Although the average Sandawe dog is fairly small it is usually not quite so emaciated as the dogs of neighbouring tribes because many Sandawe actually feed their dogs and look after them reasonably well. The song tells of a man who had a larger than average dog of which he was very proud, but when he was to take it along to a hunt it lay down, refusing to stir and showing its teeth. The fine irony of "my dog" in lines 3, 7 and 12, and its implied self-derision brought appreciative sniggers from the audience.
The image of the arrow-like teeth is effectively used to contrast with the dog's cowardice. *mbó* is a type of arrow which consists of a pointed wooden shaft only; it is smooth and sharp and used for rats inside the house, or for getting rid of screeching owls in the courtyard ("they bring witchcraft"). For shooting owls the tip is heated in hot ashes until it glows. The term *mbó*-le in lines 4 and 10 thus suggests a repetition, or a multitude of arrow-pointed teeth which emit a fiery glow but alas, the owner of this imposing array of teeth was lying down on the ground and did not stir.

**Text No. 156. The elain hunter.** Sung by Mr. Tálo Mákí Solá at Parkwa, February 1962.

1 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
2 Kamba Maangiyó, dl'ongí,
3 kimba dl'ongí.
4 T'eyee kimba Songé n//ahlangi wak'wa.
5 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
6 Hapá n//ahlangiI,
7 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
8 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
9 Kamba Maangiyoo,
10 kimba dl'ongí.
11 Keremwéec kimba Songé n//ahlangi wak'wa.
12 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
13 Ka' hapá n//ahlangi.
14 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
15 Ka' Songé n//wá k'ambayoo.
16 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
17 Kimba hapá n//ahlangi.
18 〈〈′′ 〈〈′′
19 Ka' Songé n//wá k'ambayoo.
1 For indeed, oh Maongi then, he has been pierced.
2 indeed pierced.
3 Oh at night indeed Songë who was our brother, was killed.
4 You who were our brother,
5 For indeed, Maongi then,
6 indeed he was pierced.
7 Oh elephant-cow, indeed Songë who was our brother, was killed
8 It is said, you who were our brother.
9 It is said, Songë, the elephant bull.
10 Indeed, you who were our brother.
11 It is said, Songë, the elephant bull.
12 It is said, Maongi,
13 indeed, Songë.
14 Oh elephant-cow, indeed Songë the elephant bull.
The minstrel explains that long ago a famous elephant hunter called Songot had been killed. Praise is accorded to the deceased by referring to him as 'elephant bull'. The 'elephant cow' is not a female elephant who has gored and killed him, as may perhaps be expected, but Songo's daughter Naoni. The song is a lament addressed to her, and in accordance with the praise given to her father she is referred to as 'elephant cow'.

Text No. 159. Honey-collecting expedition. Sung by Mr. Tsilo Mediki Soli at Jarkwa, February 1962.

1 Zakhana' n'i'yo o n'i',
2 têhla Kundamosa' bamba'ets'a.
3
4 Ka' hego Tibitsa'na //6' n/ati,
5 ka' hego Tibitsa'na //3' n/ati,
6 wamde têhla Kindamosa
7 bamba'ets'a' Mônamakhô.
8 Zakhana' n'i'yo, sig.

1 They went on then into the bush, they went,
2 quite as far as Kundamo, near to it.
3
4 They said, well, to Tibi, to there they came,
5 they said, well, to Tibi, to there they came,
6 oh Friend, quite as far as Kindamo,
7 near to it, as far as Mônama.
8 They went on then into the bush, sig.

The placenames Kundamo in the second line and Kindamo in the sixth line are the same. Tibi is a large conical hill in western Sandawe country where the hills end and the flat bush expanse of the Kponde plains begin (see map 2). Sandawe go
hunting and honey-collecting in this uninhabited wilderness. 

Nutsara is the name of an area in the bush which is called after a man who has once had a small cultivation there.

Text No. 160. The unwilling donkey. Sung by Mr. Gáwa Ginda's
Sold at Parkwa, February 1962.

1 "Kwénto no", na ni'you
2 ko Dóyots'o n/ee,
3 ka', tóó n/atiyoó.
4 Kamba, "kwénto no", na ni'you
5 ko Dóyots'o n/ee,
6 ka' tóó n/atiyoó.
7 Sónowe, Kúriose ts'aa
8 náá ime.
9 Hó dakwe, kamba tsóó tsóó.

10 Ka', Míndigats'o n/ee,
11 ko tóó n/atiyoó.
12 Ka', Míndigats'o n/ee,
13 ko tóó n/atiyoó láále,
14 ha, hó, Kúriose ts'aa
15 náá ime.
16 Hó dakwe, kamba tsóó tsóó.
17 ... Mariyec,... aka.

"Let us go on an expedition", and we went on,
right until we arrived at Dóyo,
they said, - in the dark we were arriving.
Indeed, "Let us go on an expedition", and we went on
right until we arrived at Dóyo,
they said, - in the dark we were arriving.
Oh Sóno, at the waterhole in the Kurio area
he just brayed harshly.

What a donkey, indeed he just defecated excrement.
10 They said, at Mindiga we arrived, 
11 right when darkness was coming. 
They said, at Mindiga we arrived, 
just when darkness was coming, alas. 
and what, at the waterhole in the Kurio area 
he just brayed harshly, 
what a donkey, indeed he just defecated excrement.

... Oh Morfi,... etc.

The minstrel comments that this expedition of honey collectors left central Sandawe country, passing Doyo where they spent the night. The hills called Doyo and Mindiga are both shown on map 2. On the way back they reached Kurio, which is also shown on the map. Here the heavily loaded donkey refused to go on. 

In further repetitious stanzas the name Morfi is mentioned instead of Sono, as in line 7. Morfi is said to be the name of the collector who used Sono's mule in one of the expeditions.

Feasting and courting.

Text No. 161. The end of the party. Sung by Mr. Ti'lo Haksi 
Sold at Parkwa, February 1962.

1 Tī'ik'yo /ē'ēa n/a, Lulāde,
2 Tī'ik'i /ē'ēa n/a, Lulāde,
3 Tī'ik'yo /ē'ēa n/a, Lulā'ye, 
4 Tī'ik'yo /ē'ēa n/a, Lulā'ye /ē'ēa. 
5 r) r) 
6 aha, aha, nāyoo 
7 Tī'ik'yo, etc.
1. Very early then, he closed his eyes, this Lulá.
2. in the early morning he closed his eyes, this Lulá.
3. Very early then, he closed his eyes, this Lulá then,
4. very early then, he closed his eyes, this Lulá, his eyes.
5. 
6. Ah, ah, well then.
7. Very early then, etc.

According to the minstrel the song commemorates a successful beer party given by a man called Lulá. The guests did not leave until daybreak.


1. Ka' Múdè kiamba 'jetaóx'ëna
2. n/sëce tindílásä, Múdè.
3. Múdè kiamba, etc.

1. They say, Múdè indeed, she is like a klipspringer,
2. that child has a graceful swagger, Múdè.
3. Múdè indeed, etc.

The klipspringer (Oreotragus oreotragus, called j'etad or j'etad in Sandawe) is considered a very graceful animal.

To compare a girl with it is to pay as great a compliment to her gait and figure as to compare her with a giraffe is to her features. The minstrel's comment is eloquent, he says:

"She runs as if she were in a fertility dance, she walks with a klipspringer's swagger, she is very beautiful" (nhek'umota //'fassvá'as word, tindílásä tindílásä, Mú'sá blawá).
Text No. 163. The young dandy. Sung by Mr. Gëwa Ginda'ê Soldà at Parkwa, February 1962.

1 Deriyee balôdna kesseyo,
2 ha'ya hêj Deriyee ka' xomba lemboyoo,
3 Deringa balôdna kesseyo, etc.

1 Oh Deri, he was herding [the cattle] to [their] grazing,
2 Well then, hey, this Deri, yeh, with cockfeathers awaying,
3 Deri was indeed herding [the cattle] to [their] grazing, etc.

Deri has been circumcised and has concluded his initiation period, he has become a man. Wearing his finery he is ready to join the mëngä. Dangling cockfeathers are recorded by Baumann¹ and Roche² as a means of covering the genitals.

Baumann also says that contrary to the Kimi the Sandawe suspend a scrap of material ("sin Zeuffetschen") in front, instead of the formerly usual neckfeathers of a chicken, while the women wear aprons from the waist.³ According to the minstrel the youth also wears cockfeathers on the head; this is still done by some youths to-day.

Text No. 164. The lovelorn youths. Sung by Mr. Tlalo Ndàki Soldà at Parkwa, February 1962.

1 Kaméyyê lâhle //ootshipa kîs'a,
2 ka' yayá lâhle.
3 Ams'yyê lâhle //ootshipa iyê,
4 nunudîma.
5 Ams'yyê lâhle //ootshipa iyê, kîsba

1 1894, 112.
2 1915, 256.
In further repetitions of the song a third girl's name appears, Halpe. This turns out to be the poet's elder sister whom Kamé loves in the first two lines of the text. Eventually yet another moonstruck young man appears in the tape-recorded text; his name is Rank'ana. The theme of the song remains unaltered, and the names already mentioned are repeated many times.

1 Tsugdā hö'sa sitaki'you kanāngire? - - -
2 - - - - - - - - -
3 Tsugdā hö'sa sitaki'you kanāngire? - - -
4 - - - - - - - - -

1 Tsugdā then, why isn't she willing, what then for? - - -
2 - - - - - - - -
3 Tsugdā then, why isn't she willing, what then for? - - -
4 - - - - - - - -

In this song the minstrel wonders what is wrong with the girl Tsugā rather than tries to ridicule her behaviour, as happens in the landa text No. 140.

The song provides an outstanding example of the way Sandawe sometimes treat Bantu grammatical items. The Swahili ni-tak-i (I do not want) is adopted by the Sandawe as a verbal infinitive (to be unwilling), and to this new stem the usual Sandawe suffixes are added. After finishing the song the minstrel elucidated the position by stating that the girl 'does not want a husband' (māva-ni fa); he went on to show his knowledge of Swahili by repeating this statement in "Swahili" as dīva-ni a-na-sitaki (male-she he-present time-I do not want). One has to know Sandawe before this kind of Swahili can be understood.

Marriage, adultery and kinship relations:


1 Welaa, há Welaa.
2 há Welaa ges'wa Welaa Welaa Welaa.
This is another song of deceptive simplicity, in which it may seem, perhaps, that a girl called Welaa is watching some flowering trees. The giggles of the audience show that this explanation is not very likely to be correct.

The *'Adwa* tree (species unidentified) is fairly common in the form of a small shrub, but when it develops fully it has strong and tough wood which is used for making hoe handles, and if the tree is large enough, for the upright poles of houses. It blossoms with a profusion of white flowers. It is a 'masculine' tree (*mik'a*e) and its name is given to male children. Its ritual use is associated with masculinity, and phallic sticks are made of its branches which are used in the harvest and courtship dances of *landi*.

The *geleedia* (or *gelleicht*) tree is the *Cassia sinuosa* (*Cassuliniaceae*). It is little more than a large shrub, and

---

1 Newman, 1966 (U/S), No. 68.
its wood is used for making tooth brushes and for firewood. It blossoms with yellow flowers which turn orange when the seed pods develop, and dark shrivelled red when the pods are fully mature. The tree is 'feminine' (\textit{m\'as\'a}) and its name is given to female children. Its ritual use is associated with womanhood. When for clitoridectomy operations in the bush no suitable lancea tree (\textit{\textdi painter}) can be found a \textit{colecole} tree may serve in its stead, for like the \textit{\textdi painter} the \textit{colecole} is smooth-barked and 'cool'.

Not too much importance must be attached to the fact that one of the trees of the song is 'male' and the other 'female' because many trees are associated with the sexes in similar ways, but further clues to their significance are found in their medicinal roles. The bark of the \textit{\textdi painter} tree contains a white sap which the Sandawe use as a medicine against gonorrhoea and against impotence. The \textit{colecole} provides a medicine from its roots which is called \textit{n\'ango miraf\'a}, a term which has a double significance. \textit{N\'ango} is the usual term for caterpillars, grubs and woodborers, and \textit{n\'ango miraf\'a} thus means medicine for intestinal worms. The second meaning of \textit{n\'ango} is 'belly rumbles'; the Sandawe attribute these to the emptiness which is left inside because of the passage of real or imaginary \textit{n\'ango}, like the inside of a log of wood where the boring grubs have been active. In a more vulgar sense this belly rumble is used to express lack of sexual satisfaction, i.e. the unsatisfied belly of a woman. If we now return to the flowers of the two trees the meaning of the song becomes clear. An informant confirms that the white flowers of the \textit{\textdi painter} tree represent male semen (\textit{k'\'a}), and that the red flowers of the \textit{colecole} stand for menstrual blood which is called 'the forbidden illness' in Sandawe (\textit{m\'oko k\'i\'wa\'o}), i.e. the period when illicit relations are forbidden.\footnote{Cf. p. 49.} The appearance of the
the trees in the flowering season shows that the song's symbolism is based on obvious similarity. The *l'ik'wa* tree flowers in June, and in July the seed pods are fully developed. These have a circular section and they grow up to a foot in length with a diameter of no more than \( \frac{1}{4} \)". The pods develop from the flowers, hanging down like snakes, and when they are mature the white flowers still sit on top of the upper ends of these phallic pods. The *malerola* begins to bloom at approximately the same time as the *l'ik'wa* but its flowering continues until August. In September the shrinking flower remnants on top of their seed pods assume the appearance of menstrual blood on phalluses the way it is shown in photo No. 16.\(^1\)

The song refers to a girl called Malaa who had relations with a lover during her menses.

**Text No. 167. The returned bride.** Sung by Mr. Gawa Ginda'á

Soli at Bawkwa, February 1962.

1 //o'we kimbá k'ense;
2 Sónia kimá k'á.
3 Ka' humbukiná k'dayoo lââle
4 Sónia kimá k'dayoo lââle
5 Ka' humbukiná k'dayoo lââle.
6 Aýwee Sóniats'o lââle
7 humbukiná k'dayoo lââle.
8 Sónia kimá k'dayoo lââle,
9 Dô humbukiná k'dayoo lââle.
10 Sónia kimá Sóniayoo lââle. sfr.

**afr.**

---

1 Sexual imagery expressed in terms of flowers has also been reported from the Rimi, cf. Olson, 1961, 185 (in a footnote to a circumcision camp song).

6 Ta'dayoo. Ta'dayoo shiço'á /lit's.
1 Over there, indeed, there is sorrow,
2 Sónia indeed, he cries.
3 They say, because of the cattle he is crying alas,
4 Sónia indeed, he is crying alas,
5 they say, because of the cattle, Sónia then, alas.
6 Oh woe, at Sónia's alas,
7 because of the cattle he is crying alas,
8 Sónia indeed, he is crying alas,
9 because of Dë's cattle he is crying alas,
10 Sónia indeed, Sónia then, alas.

The circumstances of this drama are still well remembered. Sónia is the name of a Wapurd clansman who lived at Yuba in Ilave, in western Sambia. He had a daughter called Mida who was courted by a well-to-do youth named Dë. They were engaged and a generous bridewealth settlement had been agreed upon. After five nights of marriage Sónia's daughter proved unwilling or unable to consummate the marriage, and Dë sent her back to her father whereupon the cattle had to be returned in ignominy.

The present minstrel has witnessed the event which, he says, caused some bad feelings between the two families, and the song has been used by clansfellows of Dë's to taunt members of Sónia's clan. The minstrel says the recording of the song should not be played back to Wapurd clansmen.

**Text No. 163. What is wrong with those women?** Sung by Mr. Jëwa Ginda'd Sold at Parkwa, August 1965.

1 Oh Shëf, it has long become dry, what!
2 Shëf, you've forgotten your plow.
3 For indeed, if you half-missed, you half-wasted.
4 Shëf, you've forgotten your plow, ha've,
Ya'da's husband watches her painful movements at the grindstone and wonders whether she is ill. Erenge (a relative?) also appears to be sick.


1 Oh Dadiyee, ni'ce rayo hii,
2 ni'ce rayo xanda xanda hewa noowe.
3 Kamba Dadiyee ni'ce rayo,
4 d’ko xanda xanda hewa noowe.
5 Ayee ni'ce rayo hodlaale
6 d’ko xanda xanda hewa noowe.

1 Oh Dadi, it has long become day, what!
2 the day has broken, this vain one, let her grind.
3 For indeed, oh you Dadi, hasn't the day long broken,
4 here then, this vain one, let her grind.
5 Oh woe, it has long become day, come on then,
6 here then, this vain one, let her grind.

etc.

A good wife gets up at dawn and begins her household chores.
A woman who just likes ornaments is referred to as xandeyanda.
xanda are any type of bead ornaments, cf. Sisi xandeyanda, leather
wristlets.\footnote{1}

Text No. 172. Adulterers are caught by surprise. Sung by
Mr. Gama Jinda's Sold at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 Sfamba kidolye singa l'as',
2 Sfamba kamba lhamuni n//ins.
3 Sfamba kidolye singa l'as',
4 Aywee óweyoo.
5 Mondye hóodiyo, laale.
6 Sfamba kamba lhamuni n//ins.
7 Sfamba kidolye singa l'as'ksi,
8 Aywee óweyoo.
9 Mondye hóodi, hólasale,
10 Sfamba kamba Matówe.
11 Sfamba kidolye singa l'as',
12 tshina kamba lhamu n//ines'.
13 Pondina hóddinó hólasale,
14 Mondye hóddi hólasale. \( 
\text{etc.} \)
2 l'andedyo helloo.

1 Oh in the Lion's claws did I lie,
2 the Lion indeed lay in silence.
3 Oh in the Lion's claws did I lie,
4 Aye we, oh was then.
5 "Oh Mondi, let me come in then, come on";
6 [but] the Lion indeed lay in silence.
7 Oh in the Lion's claws did I lie, I,
8 Aye we, oh was then.
9 "Oh Mondi, let me come in then, what, come on";
10 [but] the Lion indeed[said]: "Oh Mato!"
11 Oh in the Lion's claws did I lie,
12 on [my bare] buttocks indeed I lay silently.
13 The Hunter then demanded from him "let me come in! what, come on".
14 "Oh Mondi, let me come in, come on".

This song is said to have been originally a women's grinding song. Mato, the wife of Hunter is with her lover Mondi, but her husband has found out where she has gone and has followed her. Now he is standing at Mondi's door demanding to be let in. As Mato's lover, Mondi is referred to as a Lion, but when Hunter suddenly arrives his reaction is far from courageous. He lies still on the bed, and all he manages to say is a trembling "Oh Mato" to his companion, in line 10.


1 l'amésýchoo býyoo,
2 l'amésýchoo býyoo,
3 kwa kamba ka', ró manaà.
4 l'amésýchoo býyoo,
5 kwa kamba ka', ró manañ.
6 'anäsúyoo báyoo, hàà.
7 'anäsúyoo báyoo.
8 kwa kamba ka', ró manañ.
9 'anäsúyoo báyoo.
10 kwa kamba ka', ró manañ.
11 Àyoo, báyoo, hàà.

Mère in-law then, is speaking,
Mère in-law then, is speaking,
for indeed she talks, her voice is known.
Mère in-law then, is speaking,
for indeed she talks, her voice is known.
Mère in-law then, is speaking, hàà.
Mère in-law then, is speaking,
for indeed she talks, her voice is known.
Mère in-law then, is speaking,
for indeed she talks, her voice is known.
Oh woe, she is speaking, hàà.

Dempwolf's informant Mahuni states that "I and my parents-in-law may not speak to one another, that is taboo". Further details on this avoidance are given in chapter one.

Text No. 172. Complaint against the mother's brother. Sung by Mr. Mr. Údwa Ginda'd Solà at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 Tèf ñaama kamba ñàayoo,
2 kamba tèf ñaama himbu ñàayoo.

1 1916, 126 (text 128). 2 pp. 36 and 42, note 3.
3 Tsina bardzana ka: "Ndibuna xhwayne?"
4 Ns, tsf masme kamba xhayoo.
5 Tsf masme, dyöwee, ka: "Xenio láale?"
6 Swes masme //N xhayoo.
7 Tsina bardzana, sita.

1 My mother's brother, indeed he has taken them.
2 For indeed, my mother's brother has taken the cattle.
3 I then [go] to court to say: "Hasn't he taken the cattle?"
4 What, my mother's brother, for indeed he has taken then.
5 My mother's brother, ay oh woel [I'll] say: "Hasn't he taken
6 Now [my] mother's brother's name then is Xhwa.
7 I then [go] to court, sita.

Sandawe usually farm out their cattle among members of their clan as an insurance against theft and rinderpest. Here a maternal uncle has borrowed cattle which he has never returned, and this family wealth now finds itself in the hands of the wrong lineage. Even though the borrower is a mother's brother the wronged son of his sister decides it is time to place the matter before the elders of the court.

Cultivation and material possessions.

Text No. 173. The distant farm, version 1. Sung by Mr. Tëlo

1 Kindots'if //'inga nkats'î
2 a'ded Bëngani, //'inga
3 Bëngani, bahdee Bëngani //'inga,
4 Bëngani, bahdee Bëngani //'inga,
5 Bángani, hahdee Bángani //‘ınga.

6 Ta’ents’élats’a ndá //‘ınga niats’i,
7 Kindots’i //‘ınga ts’uk’a.
8 Bángani, hahdee Bángani //‘ınga.

1 It is in kindo that the fires burned,
2 at that time, [at] Bángani, the fires [could be seen],
3 Bángani, from there, Bángani, the fires [could be seen],
4 Bángani, from there, Bángani, the fires [could be seen],
5 Bángani, from there, Bángani, the fires [could be seen].

6 And there, at Ta’ents’élata the fires burned,
7 at Kindo the fires smoked.
8 Bángani, from there, Bángani, the fires [could be seen],

The meaning of this text will be discussed under the next song which is a variant of this one, and sung by another minstrel.

Text No. 17a. The distant fires, version II. Sung by Mr. Francis Kumańi Salulú at Sankwaleto, July 1962.

1 Bánganiyee hóce Bánganiyoo, hó Bángani,
2 Bánganiyee hahdee Bánganiyoo, hó Bángani.
3 Léece Kindots’ana //‘ınga hego niats’yoo.
4 Hláwats’ //‘ınga niats’; Kindots’ hikiana ná’yoo?
5 Hó Bángani, sú Bánganiyoo.

6 Bánganiyee hodé member Bánganiyoo hó Bángani,
7 Bánganiyee hahdee Bánganiyoo, hó Bángani.
8 Léece Kindots’ana tata //‘ınga ts’uk’a,
9 Ta’ents’élats’a //‘ınga tata,
10 Hláwats’yoo //‘ınga niats’,
11 bahdá Bángani, bódó Bángani.

12 Ta'ktaa' Bángani, fita.

1. On Bángani, on what, Bángani then, what Bángani,
2. on Bángani, from there, Bángani then, what Bángani!
3. On Lado, towards Kindo the fires, well, are burning then.
4. At Ilówa the fires burn; at Kindo, how is it there then?
5. This Bángani, our own Bángani then!
6. On Bángani, oh this here Bángani then, what Bángani,
7. on Bángani, from there, Bángani then, what Bángani!
8. On Lado, towards Kindo, father the fires smoke,
9. towards Ta'enta'ilá there are fires, father,
10. and at Ilówa there are fires burning,
11. from this Bángani then, this Bángani [they can be seen].
12. And I add again, Bángani, fita.

Bángani is one of the largest hills in the country; it stands at eleven miles to the east of Kwa Mtoro (see map 2). From its slopes the view to the north-west is virtually unlimited. Fires can be seen as far as Kindo and Ta'enta'ilá, places which are beyond Léoda near the Rima borders. Ilówa is in northern Sandawe and shown on map 2. Fires are lit to clear the bush for cultivation, and also for getting better pastures on the burnt patches when rain has fallen on them. In either case the fires mean that there are people who cultivate or keep cattle. According to the minstrel this is a very old song which describes how many years ago the Sandawe of Bángani saw fires in the north-west where kima immigrants had arrived. Others say that it was not necessarily the activity of cultivating settlers which caused the fires; according to them they may very well have been due to Sandawe bunting practices. Even to-day
Sandawe hunters like to light large fires which burn the undergrowth and blacken the soil of large expanses of bush during the dry season, because when the ground gets hard it becomes more difficult to pick up the tracks of game animals. Their spoor is easily seen on the blackened patches; here they pick them up and follow them into the bush to track down the game.

The second version of the song is considered the better one by all Sandawe who have heard the recordings. The second minstrel uses a greater variety of vocabulary and makes better use of interjections and exclamatory items. He also uses to good advantage an exaggerated plosiveness of the \( \beta \) in \textit{M\'angani} which at times sounds like an injective sound (\( \mathbb{C} \)) rather than a mere implosive. This is much appreciated by the audience who think it funny and archaic ('like some very old people still call the hill'). In imitation of the minstrel, the listeners referred to \textit{M\'angani} as the name of the hill after hearing the recordings. Nowadays many Sandawe have moved to the other extreme and enunciate the name, Swahili fashion, with an almost aspirated \( \beta \) (\textit{M\'angani}).

The second minstrel also uses tonal effects. He lowers the first \( \alpha \) in \textit{M\'angani} so that it is sometimes hard to decide whether to write \textit{M\'angani} or \textit{M\'angani}; this is much liked by the audience who find it very funny. The second minstrel's general vivacity of diction is greater than that of the first one. Yet the minstrel of text No. 173 is also acknowledged as being quite good.

---

1 For the bilabial click, cf. p. 111. The change from \textit{G\'angani} to \textit{P\'angani} invites speculation on the possible loss of a bilabial click in favour of explosive consonants (Stopa's theories come to mind). Parallel can be found in other click consonants, e.g. \textit{l'erek'ende} - \textit{k'erek'ende} or \textit{l'erek'ende} (the name of the riddle bird); \textit{giongowa}! - \textit{gongowa}! (another bird name); \textit{giond} - \textit{gond} (to shoot an arrow into a target); \( g/1 \) - \( s/1 \) (to descend); cf. also \textit{gil'Î} and \textit{giri'bê} (to make haste, see Appendix VI).
Text No. 175. The beautiful lyre. Sung by Mr. Tlamo Mdoki

Solá at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 "Mará ningoo sāmbi tatá,
2 ńoowe",
3 Ka'': "Kongifs'i náa sāmbi mará,
4 ńoowe,
5 Mará ningooma sāmbi mará,
6 ńoowe",
7 Kwaka': "Kongifs'i náa sāmbi tatá,
8 ńoowe,
9 Sāmbīye sāmbi tatá,
10 ńoowe".

11

1 "Beautiful, over there, there is a lyre, father,
2 ńoowe",
3 He said: "At Kongf there, there is a beautiful lyre,
4 ńoowe,
5 Beautiful, isn't it over there, the beautiful lyre,
6 ńoowe",
7 And he said: "At Kongf there, there is a lyre, father,
8 ńoowe,
9 Oh lyre, lyre, father,
10 ńoowe".

11

The minstrel explains that a man called Mungonge had heard of beautiful lyres being made at Kongf and he longed to possess one, for they were as beautiful as the Gogo make them. Kongf was far away in the northern hills and he did not like to stay the night in that dangerous wilderness. After he had been
visited by a spirit-messenger in the form of a mantis who told him that he would be a great minstrel if he overcame his fear and went to get the lyre. He consulted a diviner who told him to take two goats with him, and that he was to stay the night at the rockshelter of Kongi before going on. At the shelter he was to sacrifice one of the goats, the other being the payment for the lyre. He did as the diviner told him, took the goats and went, but one of them escaped by the rock. He stayed the night and when he saw that no misfortune had befallen him because of his failure to sacrifice, he went on and bought the lyre for the remaining goat. Soon after that Mugonze became blind, but he also became a famous minstrel.

Stumme records a remarkably similar story of initiation into minstrelhood among the Schlup. He says that one who wishes to become an esteemed andam singer goes to a cave in Wad Sus, and sacrifices a black ox. He has to stay there for three nights; spirits invite him into the cave and bring him kusikus to eat. If he shows fear and does not eat the spirits will kill him, but if he passes through his trial he will be given his powers to become a successful singer.¹

It seems not unlikely that Mugonze and the blind bard Hugonze whom Dempwolff knew, are the same person.² Kongi is the name of a place in the fly-infested wilds of northern Sandawe near the overhanging Rocks of the Zebras (MaRo diVa) which have rockpaintings on them. They are situated where the map of Rock Painting Sites in the Kondoa District shows the site numbers F3-7, but the map records the name of the place as Tonogil instead of Kongi.³

¹ 1895, 8.
² 1916, 164 (and p. 499 of this thesis).
³ Tanganyika Dept. of Surveys, 1950.
The girl Makána has been given ear spirals by the young herdsman Kinanda, who has made them by coiling metal wire. The girl is wondering whether it is really true, for such a gift would imply a marriage proposal. 1

---

1 Perhaps to most common proposal gift is a string of beads, cf. p. 41.
Text No. 177. The red shirt. Sung by Mr. Tshlo Mdiki Solá at Parkwa, July 1962.

1 Walambo'se kimba diruts',
2 giti'è buti',
3 Yaye kimba bënege.
4 Hôleale kamba bënege,
5 hôleale kamba bënege,
6 n/wì, mm, kamba bënege.
7 Walambo'se kimba diruts',
8 yoo, giti'è buti'.
9 Tatýee kamba bënege.
10 Hô yayá, kamba bënege,
11 tatýee, kamba bënege.
12 )j/j, mm, kamba bënege.

1 Here at Walambo indeed, at the other side [of the valley]
2 [there is] a red shirt.
3 Oh brother, indeed [he is] wealthy.
4 Well then, for indeed [he is] wealthy,
5 well then, for indeed [he is] wealthy,
6 the child, mm, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
7 Here at Walambo indeed, at the other side
8 then, [there is] a red shirt.
9 Oh father, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
10 What, brother, for indeed [he is] wealthy,
11 oh father, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
12 )j/j, mm, for indeed [he is] wealthy.

1 Here at Walambo indeed, at the other side
2 [there is] a red shirt.
3 Oh brother, indeed [he is] wealthy.
4 Well then, for indeed [he is] wealthy,
5 well then, for indeed [he is] wealthy,
6 the child, mm, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
7 Here at Walambo indeed, at the other side
8 then, [there is] a red shirt.
9 Oh father, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
10 What, brother, for indeed [he is] wealthy,
11 oh father, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
12 )j/j, mm, for indeed [he is] wealthy.
Traditionally, *gal'a* is the Sandawe term for any garment made of hide, but now it is generally used for woven garments, especially men's shirts and women's dresses, including the cotton prints called *kanga*. The song describes the first appearance at Walambo of a red shirt worn by the son of a local cattle owner (the minstrel identifies the garment as a shirt: *shaat'i* from the Swahili *shati*, English *shirt*). Walambo is two miles north of Sanzawa and the first place in the Sandawe hills along the original German caravan route from Kilimatinde to Kondo. Being closest to the outside world, it is not surprising to see the shirt appearing for the first time at this place. Baumann, who paid his visit to Sandawe country in 1892, gives an illustration of a man wearing earrings, bead strings around the loins, and arm and wrist bangles.\(^1\) In 1914, Reche mentions that both men and women wore mostly loincloths.\(^2\) The song appears to date from the turn of the century.

A song from Nyamwezi country also shows the son of a headman proudly singing of his red shirt,\(^3\) and the minstrel says that among the Sandawe red was a favourite colour for shirts before Swahili and European styles of clothing became commonly accepted. The speed with which the traditional clothing habits were discarded suggests that the real distinction was the possession of imported clothing, rather than red clothing. Witte presents us with an Eweh song from West Africa in which a house servant sings of his rich and elegant pants and jacket.\(^4\) Nadel tells us that "in a Nuba group where people still go naked or scantily clothed, the possession of Arab dress is regarded as a sign of distinction."\(^5\) In times

---

1 1894, 112.
2 1914, 30.
3 Anon., 1901, 50.
4 1906, 73.
5 1947, 81.
of social and technological change clothing may obviously become an early, prestige-giving symbol of association with a new society.

**Discovery and the advent of government.**

Text No. 176. Strange footprints. Sung by Mr. Tlalo Madiki Solá at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 Mokóndo si //‘aṣékwe,
2 tēhla Nakua mokóndo.
3 Mokóndo si //‘aṣékwe,
4 tēhla Nakua mokóndo.
5 Maa Madûmats’ise, Madûmats’ise,
6 tatá, Nakuyee,
7 etc.

The footprints, do you not know them then,
they are very strange footprints.
The footprints, do you not know them then,
they are very strange footprints.

5 All over the land of Madûma, the land of Madûma,
6 father, oh strangers!
7 etc.

The minstrel states that this is a very old song which describes Sandawe wonderment about a new type of strangers who had been reported, the Germans. They had been sighted and spied upon in the land of Madûma which is supposed to be somewhere in the south-east, but all inquiries as to its whereabouts met with negative results. The name appears to mean 'the land where
shots are [heard], cf. *dum-a Büyük), 'to shoot with a gun' or 'to bang'. Guns were known to exist. Muzzle-loaders were in the hands of Nyamwezi and Arabs, and the Makua elephant hunters also seem to have owned them. It is even possible that one or two Sandawe hunters owned muzzle-loaders, but the supply of ammunition must have been very erratic and a succession of shots was quite a novelty. The Germans had rifles and ammunition, and the route of their passage may have been referred to as Maduma for that reason. Their footprints were very strange, because they wore boots with nails in them. Sandawe sandals (sil'amaud) are made of leather soles bound to the foot with strips of hide. The footprints left by nailed boots are referred to as *mokände, which means 'speckled footprints'.

Baumann's expedition reached Kwa Mtoro at the end of 1892, and the account of his travels were published in 1894, but this was not the first time the existence of the Sandawe had been reported. The first reference is in Last's Polyglotta where he writes that

"Numbers of [Makua] hunters leave their homes in South Sagalla every year, and go to Rangi, and Sandawi, in search of elephants."2

This was 1885. In 1886 a map was published on which is shown a settlement named 'Gangue' on the place where the Sandawe neighbourhood of Gongaa is situated.3 Kiepert's map which mentions 'Sandawi' also appeared before Baumann's book.4 This map shows the route of an expedition led by Fisher, who travelled from Kondoa to Uveriveri in southern Rimi land through what appears to be south-eastern Sandawe country.

1 Lusch, 1896, 343, records that children were sometimes named Makua ("Schütze").
2 Last, 1885, 24.
3 Engelhardt and Wenserski, 1886.
4 Kiepert, 1893.
It seems probable that Fisher reached Sandawe territory before Baumann and that he was the first European to visit the tribal area, for the earlier references show no evidence of any direct contact. Since the song describes the arrival of strangers in the area which Fisher must have crossed it may well be the earliest description of Sandawe-European contact, preceding Baumann's, but the contact may have been one-sided. The Sandawe of this area owned little or no cattle and they had few, if any, cultivations. They may well have hidden themselves from sight, for there appears to be no account extant in which Fisher mentions the Sandawe. This Sandawe account of their discovery of the Germans apparently precedes the first German eye-witness account of the Sandawe.

Text No. 179. What sort of people are the Germans? Sung by Mr. Owa Cinda're Sold at Parkwa, August 1963.

1 Sandawëxe' n'omëse Zoëremaani,
2 Sandawëxe' n'omëse Zoëremaani,
3 am xië' n'omëse?

1 Is the German a human being like the Sandawe,
2 is the German a human being like the Sandawe,
3 are they human beings like they?

Not only their footprints, but their general appearance and behaviour caused wonderment among the Sandawe.


1 Dank'ama délaale,
2 tl’ik’a labé wordyoo,
3 tl’inkdyoo kímba
4 Déduahe labé.
5 Singáno délaale,
6 tāda weréyoo hō weréyoo,
7 tl'ík'iyoo kimba
8 Dank'ámayee.

9 Dédutshe nā na lālāle
10 tāda weréwayoo
11 tl'ínk'éyoo kimba
12 Singánoyee, mmm.

13 Tl'ík'iyoo hō
14 Dédutshe nā,
15 Dédutshe nā na lālāle
16 tāda weréwayoo.

17 Tl'ínk'éyoo kimba Singánowé.

5 Singáno, yes, well then,
6 was going around in the dark, what, he was going around
7 very early then, indeed,
8 oh Dank'áma.

9 From Dédu he too, alas;
10 was going around everywhere in the dark,
11 he was stamping around indeed,
12 oh Singáno, mmm.

13 Very early then, what,
14 from Dédu he too,
from Déau he too, alas,
was going around everywhere in the dark.
He was stamping around, indeed, oh Singâno,

 Déau is a place in west-central Sandawe country (cf. map 2). Dank'âna is the name of a government-appointed headman, and Singâno is the messenger-policeman whom we have encountered in text No. 143.

The minstrel says that people were rounded up for wood-cutting duties; with the logs they produced the buildings and the palisades of Sgt. Linke's post at Kwa Mtoro were to be constructed. The work had to be done every day before midday when the sun gets too hot, hence the early hour. The episode is referred to by Bagahawe who says that

"the forced labour of the Sandawi, who had never before laboured at all, built the Boma (a fort, the seat of European authority) near Kwa Mtoro".1

According to Bagahawe the post was built after the Alagwa headman Sonco (referred to as Taongo by him) had made peace with the Germans at Kilimatinde; three Germans then arrived with a number of soldiers to have the fort constructed.

In further repetitions of the recording of the song the verb këndëma ('to hobble') is used to describe Dank'âna's limping gait.


1 hâ kômëmë dî'dë'së ni gâvo,
2 al'dfu tâhâgà sa nëngâwëë.
Well, come astir, you elders, for it has become day,
and then, to elect we must go then,
you elders, here come on then,
yes, yes, onwards then.

Maddi, Maddi then, what, Maddi then, oh mother,
yes, yes, onwards then.

You elders, it has already become day.
To elect we must go then, oh mother,
yes, yes, onwards then.

etc.

Maddi is the name of a man who is said to have been a sub-chief at Gongda and later at Parkwa before he was dismissed by the government. The minstrel comments that he was very dejected about his dismissal; this is indicated by the lament in the fifth line of the song. The episode happened under the rule of the British; under their indirect system of government appointments were made following local elections (but if the elected headman was considered unsuitable his appointment would not be confirmed). In German times appointments had been made by Sgt. Linke direct, according to the minstrel.
Text No. 182. Official's brutality. Sung by Mr. Tlalo Madki
Sold at Berkwa, February 1962.

1 Tatayee lâlleye, tatayee lâlleye,
2 tatayee lâlleye, tatayee lâlleye,
3 hets'ena muraana pce,
4 dlo'ina /'uayoo.
5 Dégera serikàrei Tshangats'a /'ua 'mbo,
6 Dégera serikàrei Tshangats'a /'uayoo,
7 hets'ena muraana pce,
8 dlo'ina /'uayoo.
9 ṣe ṣe se ṣe, ṣe ṣe ṣe
10 ṣe ṣe se ṣe, ṣe ṣe ṣe
11 ṣe ṣe se ṣe, ṣe ṣe ṣe

Tatayee, etc.

1 Oh father, oh alas, oh father, alas,
2 oh father, oh alas, oh father, alas,
3 her father then, he put him in chains.
4 and after that, he married her then.

5 Dégera the soldier says that he will marry Tahânga,
6 Dégera the soldier is marrying Tahânga,
7 her father then, he put him in chains.
8 and after that, he married her then.

9 ṣe ṣe ṣe, ṣe ṣe ṣe
10 ṣe ṣe ṣe, ṣe ṣe ṣe
11 ṣe ṣe ṣe, ṣe ṣe ṣe

12 Oh father, etc.
Degera, the government headman at Kwa Mtoro under chief Songo and Sgt. Linke, is remembered as an unpleasant individual who liked to take an unfair advantage of his power.¹ Informants with whom this song was discussed, referred to Degera as a '"[brutal] lion" (âte), and they were quick to point out that he was not really a Sandawe because his father had been a Nyamwezi. The minstrel explains that he wished to marry the girl Tshânga, but she did not want him and her father supported her refusal. Degera then had the father put in chains under some pretext and he married her anyway.

Dempwolff's texts Nos. 70, 72, 73, and 85 show that he acted as an interpreter for Sgt. Linke, as an overseer for various construction jobs, and as a general troubleshooter. Dempwolff himself says that he was the station overseer and that "in 1910 he was retired and living as a well-to-do settler among the Sandawe, a woman of whom he had married."² This was Tshânga, and the circumstances of his marriage are exposed by the song.

1 This is the same Degera whom we have already met in texts Nos. 135, 137, and 143.
2 on cit., 168.
CHAPTER IX
FORM AND STYLE

Opening and closing formulae in narrative.

The Sandawe storyteller begins by placing his tale well into the past; thus he avoids the danger that any of his characters might resemble members of the audience too closely. The wide distribution of this method needs little illustration. The English 'once upon a time' and the Swahili 'once there was' (palikuwa or pawka)\(^1\) hardly differ from the Sandawe 'long ago' (dina lolo) or the Hanga 'long long ago'; the latter is an example from a Bantu tribe in Nyasaland who use the same phrase as the Sandawe.\(^2\) The popularity of this phrase with Sandawe storytellers is obvious; at least twelve of the stories presented in this thesis begin in this way.\(^3\) Occasionally the tale starts off a little more dramatically by getting straight to the point, this may be a matter of personal style. Mrs. Kwelé, who has supplied texts Nos. 8, 9, and 10, does this in all three of her stories.

The end of a story is usually marked by a phrase like 'I have finished my story' or 'the tale ends here'. All texts presented in this thesis have such closing phrases except four (Nos. 4, 17, 19, and 20) which are all Dempwolf texts. Possibly he did not take them down or omitted them in his published reproductions of the texts. Even a storyteller with

\(^1\) Velten, 1907, 1.

\(^2\) Rushby 1949, 80 (he does not present vernacular texts).

\(^3\) Texts 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 14, and 18 use 'long ago'; 17 uses 'some time ago'; 15 begins with 'once there was'; and 6 is more elaborate with 'it happened in days long past'.

p. 192.
such a sober style as Mrs. Kwelo uses them in all three of her texts. Most African narrative appears to use them, among nearby tribes as well as far-away ones, but they are generally only met in publications with complete texts.

More interesting than these obvious phrases are the various closing formulae which have the function of consolidating an image. For example, the story of Hyena and Stork is finished when Stork has picked out Hyena's eyes. The eyes are stated to have burst in the story, but this end is followed by another statement to the effect that "the monkey's head is cracked". This destruction of a skull has nothing to do with the story itself, but it serves to consolidate the image of the destruction of Hyena's eyes. Monkeys are associated with mischief, and the mischievous nature of Stork's act is brought out by the use of this particular closing phrase.

The story of the snake with the eight hundred heads (text No. 12) ends with the final defeat of the snake; this end is then followed by the shattering of various objects in what appears to be a scene of slapstick in a domestic quarrel. The tale of the woman and the snake (text No. 11) is really finished in line 88, when the father has killed the snake which had come out of Mirigi's mouth, and burnt it to make sure that it was truly finished off. But then a new element is suddenly brought in and in fact a whole new story is begun. Pumpkin seeds are planted, the plants grow up and bear the bewitched fruit which bleeds when it is cut up, and at the same time the woman sinks into the earth. This separate tale serves to round off the story which has just been told. It stresses the

1 p. 126.
2 p. 216. For monkey's mischief cf. pp. 441, 443; it is also mentioned in Dempwolff's text 94 (op.cit., 175).
3 p. 192.
finality of its end, it brings home to the audience the moral of the story by the use of the well known symbolic imagery of the womb, and it also stresses the association of the woman with witchcraft. Sandawe symbolism is discussed in chapter X; here I only want to point out that stories may be ended by phrases and even whole sub-stories which are unconnected with the tale itself. These are not irrelevant but they conclude the tale in a significant way, and they may even help the listener understand the point of the story.¹

Such image-consolidating endings need not necessarily be structurally separate; they may be incorporated in the end of the tale itself. When in text No. 6 the pursuing lion is foiled in her plan to catch and eat the cow and her calf, the inhabitants of the cow's homestead throw a mortar at the lion. It hits his mouth and he swallows it. At the end of the story it is explained that this expression conveys an image of final defeat.² It does this by humiliating the lion who is given a mortar to swallow instead of a cow, and the ridicule in which the lion is placed is obvious. In text No. 14 we have seen how a cripple has miraculously changed into a handsome youth; the story winds up with the scene of the youth wildly changing from one thing into another many times in rapid succession. Thus the image of the Miraculous Change is consolidated in the minds of the audience.

¹ Unconnected endings are not at all particular to Sandawe narrative. Evans-Pritchard, 1960, 128, draws the attention to such an ending in a Sande tale: "a conventional ending, common in fairy tales, to the story, with which it has nothing to do."

² p. 154, note 18.

³ Ibid., 62-1.
The development and the conclusion of the plot.

Beginnings of stories like 'Once upon a time' are separate formulas, and the endings which have been discussed are quite unconnected with the development of the plot of the tale. Yet the plot, which is defined by Vansina as the ordered unfolding of the narrative, must obviously have a beginning as well as an end.  

The exordium of a plot is to be found in the presentation of the situation. The recorded Sandawe stories show a predilection for such eminently suitable presentations as primeval friendship, birth, and marriage. The first seven stories in chapter III all begin with animals who were or became friends, or as acquaintances who started a debate. Texts Nos. 8, 11 to 15, and 17 begin with birth, marriage and birth combined, or with non-marriage (11 and 15); the creation myths presented in texts Nos. 19 and 20 also have obvious birth-beginnings.

Conclusions of plots are formed by destruction and death in some stories, and by the consolidation of achieved positions in others. The latter are typical of stories which seek to explain why things are the way they are.

Vansina has pointed out that

"the chief artistic requirement of all tales is that they should be able to hold the interest of the listener and keep him waiting with bated breath for the denouement. Hence the construction of a tale pivots on the attempt to attain this end."  

One may expect to find, therefore, that the end of a tale tends to be more dramatized than its beginning. In the end death is

1 1965, 60.
2 Loc. cit.
3 Ibid., 60-1.
dramatized by the sinking of one of the actors into a pit (texts Nos. 13 and 17), sinking into the ground (text No. 11), utter destruction by piercing (text No. 13), cutting down with an axe (text No. 16), cutting off the forehead and the penis (text No. 18), and burning (text No. 17). The burning of the snakeskin (text No. 14) is a similar dramatic denouement.

Achieved positions are consolidated in final statements such as "now Zebra is big and Lion is small" (text No. 1), "She [Frog] is the one who has power over the rain" (text No. 5), "They left the camp [i.e. erstwhile friends parted for good]" (text No. 7). Sometimes a story ends with what almost amounts to a plainly stated moral. In the story of the giraffe, the hare, and the dove, Hare suffered from the delusion that he could do everything as well as his friends, and when this proved fatal the storyteller concludes that "The friendship has destroyed him" (text No. 4). In the tale of the chief and the poor man's wife the final disaster is couched in an elaborate symbolic image (text No. 15). While the initial presentations of the plots belong to only a few types which are generally undramatic, the more dramatized conclusions are almost as varied as the themes of the stories.

The cycle.

While stories may thus be terminated by plot conclusions with unconnected endings, the story of the Hare and the Ostrich shows that Sandawe narrative also employs what may be termed non-endings as separate end-formulae (text No. 3). This tale ends with a final light-hearted remark of the "but that is another tale" variety to suggest that Hare's adventures are not really finished with what appears to be the end of the story. The narrator says literally that Hare "had already got some
other idea". Rather than the rounding-off of a separate tale this forms a connecting link with other stories in a cycle. Here the trickster, One-eye the human folk hero, and Matunda the mythical creator form the centres of story cycles and as such they possess fixed characters; this is also the case with many other animal and human prototypes which have become caricatures for human characters, and symbols for sets of values. These will be discussed in chapter X.

The story-song (tántabula).

The importance of the song in Sandawe narrative is evidenced from the fact that traditional narrative is called by the same term, tántabula. Song is a prominent feature of African narrative in large parts of the continent, and the comments which it has drawn from a number of writers supply us with clues to its significance.

Torrrend speaks of "anxiety song" in the context of Bantu folklore from Northern Rhodesia, now Zambia.¹ In her treatise on the wider field of Bantu literature in general, Werner stresses the important function which song plays in the transfer of the anxiety of the story's protagonist, through the storyteller, on to the audience.² Thus the song is a vital tool in the creation and the maintenance of audience participation. Herskovits sums up that

"Associated with narratives, as integral parts of them, yet distinct and with their own franchise in the life of the people, are riddles, proverbs, verses, and invocations, often in verse, that are chanted or sung. They serve to forward action, to provide an interlude of suspense, to give point to a resolution, and to bring the audience into close participant relationship with the teller."³

¹ 1921, 9.
² 1933, 109 ff.
³ 1958, 54.
Carnell says of Gogo story-songs that they form a "special feature" of the narrative with which they form an integral part, "usually coming at the critical points in the narrative", e.g. lion-men sing a refrain when they undergo metamorphoses at midnight; the disobedient wife of an absent elephant hunter invokes her husband's aid by singing a song when she is about to be devoured by a monster.¹ "Critical" indeed appears to be the word when we consider the structural implications of the songs. Berry writes that "...strikingly effective... is the interpolation of songs and structural jingles at key points in the narrative"² and elsewhere he says that they help in "cutting the story".³ They do this by providing dividing lines, as it were, between the episodes of the narrative which Vansina defines as "sequence in the action which can be regarded as a functional unit of the narrative, each episode providing a new development in the plot. If the narrative were to be compared with a game of chess, the plot is the equivalent of the entire series of moves, and each episode the equivalent of a single move."⁴

The Sandawe material shows that the story-song can become a dominant element in the story: the tale of the snake with the eight hundred heads depends entirely on it. In its later stages the tale becomes in fact a mere repetition of the songs, interspersed with narrative commentary.⁵ The song is all-important; it transfers anxiety, it creates the mood, it describes the state of the protagonists, and it illustrates by

¹ 1955, 30.
² 1961, 19.
³ 1948.
⁴ 1965, 59.
⁵ Text No. 12, esp. note 15 on p. 209.
voice modulations the development of the plot. The weakening song of the snake and the increasingly forceful reply of One-eye tells the listeners exactly what the state of affairs is.

The story-song is also an important aid in memorising a story. Vansina points out that "In all traditions that are sung, mnemonic aid is found in the melody and rhythm of the song."¹ Of the Kaguru Beidelman says that some of their texts begin with a song which later figures again in the story.² This does not appear to be the case in Sandawe narrative, but it shows that songs may be used by a storyteller to bring back to his mind stories which had completely eluded him. The song is equally important in creating a lasting impression on the minds of the audience because of its imitative qualities. It achieves most of its effect by letting the protagonists speak for themselves. The song not only describes the actor, it is the actor.

Song and actor: the form of the song.

If the song is really so closely identified with the actor, we may expect to find a correlation between the characters of the actors and the forms of the songs. Comparison shows that this is indeed the case.

The first two tales are of simple running competitions. In text No. 1 Lion challenges zebra:

Zebra come on then, run, come on, move!
How he pants, hē, pants hē,
and the zebra replies with a very similar song:

Lion come on then, run, come on, move!

The basic equivalence of the two actors in the tale is reflected

¹ On cit., 39.
² 1964, 16.
in the equally matched pair of their songs. In the beginning it is not clear whether Lion or Zebra is going to win the contest.

In the second racing contest, in text No. 2, we have a little less equality because the actors differ widely in character. While Stork is a noble bird of prey which flies high up in the sky, his opponent is the contemptible Hyena who is earthbound, and the former addresses the latter somewhat mockingly as a Wearer of Manes, a term which is usually reserved for the mighty lion. Hyena, whose only concern in life is to get at the meat first and to have it all for himself, replies to Stork in a song which exposes his greedy monomania. It consists of no more than a repetition of "To the carrion let there be running, be running". The songs differ, and the difference makes it at once clear to an understanding listener that Hyena is not likely to get the better of Stork in this tale.

The challenge-and-reply songs of One-eye and the snake in text No. 12 are also very similar. The snake’s song has the form of an affirmation of the text of the challenger’s song, and the similarity between the two songs reflects the initial equivalence of strength between the two contestants and the doubt about the outcome of the struggle. After all, One-eye’s predecessors had all been slain by the snake.

Like the songs which have been discussed, the songs of a number of other texts are also paired, but with different themes. Also in form the two songs of each pair differ widely. They will be discussed in the order of progressively wider divergence.

In the story of the poor man’s wife (text No. 15) the husband who has lost her to the headman sings

Oh Mnyangale, Mnyangale,
give me my amulet, Mnyangale, etc.,
and his wife replies, "Come and get it, Elephant." Both songs show considerable anxiety, but the anguish of the husband is mixed with a demand for his wife's life while that of the wife shows an element of defiance which is combined for her fear of death when she is asked to rip out her heart. The two principal actors share much distress and the songs of both are full and melodic.

Human drama is less, but difference in power is more evident in text No. 5 where Pigeon calls up all the birds in a futile effort to challenge Frog, in reply to which Frog calls up a rainstorm to destroy Pigeon. The latter's desperation is reflected in its long, melodic song:

Goo, coo, all fly up, pigeons then, all fly up, etc.

The superior power of Frog is shown in its much shorter song which is more like a confident command:

Krrrr, fill, waterhole, fill, fill, fill, really hurt them.

In the tale of the cow and her calf who are pursued by a lion (text No. 6) the opposition between menace and anxiety is quite obvious. While the cow sings

He Who Always Grunts
runs about with his head lowered.
To our uncle we run in vain, in vain, etc.,

the lion replies with a brief

Charge on, charge, stalk and catch!

This opposition is similar but even more pronounced in the tale of the bride who flees from her lion-husband in a flying cage (text No. 13). The fugitives sing their full-size, melodic anxiety song:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Song</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Goo, coo, all fly up, pigeons then, all fly up, etc.&quot;</td>
<td>Human drama, with a powerful melodic song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Krrrr, fill, waterhole, fill, fill, fill, really hurt them.&quot;</td>
<td>Demonstration of Frog's superior power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;He Who Always Grunts runs about with his head lowered. To our uncle we run in vain, in vain, etc.,&quot;</td>
<td>Cow's anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Charge on, charge, stalk and catch!&quot;</td>
<td>Lion's confidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The songs reflect the characters' emotions and situations, with the cow expressing anxiety and the lion showing confidence and power.
Swirl up then, high up, swirl up, cage, swirl up like chaff, carry us then, cage, etc.,
but the husband's song is only a repeated, gruffly spoken threat:

Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?
Which one shall I eat, which one shall I leave?

In text No. 11 the snake's song is represented by a repeated curt command:

Mirigi gape, Mirigi gape, Mirigi gape!

and the anguished girl vents her feelings in a full song:

All my mothers have abandoned me,

etc.

In texts Nos. 16 and 17 one of the two songs of each pair is reduced to a single call; this is answered by full anxiety songs which are sung by the persons called. Since the callers are not the persecutors but worried relatives their calls are not curt commands but anguished cries. Ule's relatives call "Ulee, Ulee!", and Ule in his death agony replies to it in a song:

You people, you people,
now I must die,

and Masawa's father calls out "Masawa, hey Masawa!", and again the song of the tormented girl is a melodious anxiety song:

Father, I am dying,
Selegende causes me suffering.

Although songs may be reduced to simple threats, commands, or anxious calls, they are always concise portrayals of the actors who utter them and of the circumstances in which they find themselves in the tale. When differences in these circumstances increase the differences in the songs of each pair tend to increase accordingly, until one of them is no longer a song in the usual sense. Sometimes both songs in a
pair are such non-songs. In the quarrel between the honey-
badger and the lion (text No. 7), repeatedly shouted insults
form a slanging match which replaces a pair of songs which are
sung. In the tale of the giraffe, the hare, and the dove (text
No. 4), the critical points are formed by a repetition of
crucial questions and the replies to these. The final part
of the story of Mirigi and the snake (text No. 10, where the
pumpkin enters the scene) also employs the device of 'spoken
songs' in the form of utterances which are replied to by the
rumbling echo of the pumpkin.

Songs need not necessarily be paired. The single song
of the child-seeking party in text No. 8 describes the anxiety
of the participants about the endless search. The song of the
adulterous woman in text No. 9 conveys the stealth and the
forbiddenness of her visits to her lover Hare. In text No. 14
the cripple ominously asserts his right to marry the girl who
had accepted what he considers to be his gift. Even where
there is no dialogue the song shows the implications of the
plot, and provides background information which may not be
explicit in the narrative. It does this in the manner
characteristic of poetry, by implying more than it states.

The general character of the story-song.

Repetition and melody appear to be an integral part of
the song's poetry. In paired songs, the songs of the suffering,
the persecuted and the agonized are the full and melodious
ones which are sung and cannot be spoken, and the melodious
song is the one of the actor who deserves the sympathy of the
audience.

Songs are repetitious, and by repeating themselves they
consolidate the portrayal of the character of the actors, the
the nature of their fears, and the stage of development which
the plot has reached at the conclusion of each of the episodes
marked by them. They throw a spotlight on the situation in a
far more certain way than the narrative itself can do. Thus
they are audible illustrations in much the same way as pictures
are visual illustrations in a fairy-tale book. They provide
the magic which keeps the audience spell-bound, and they
facilitate their participation because the songs are known and
the words unchanging. Members of the audience often join in
singing the songs.

The songs also tend to be highly condensed, cryptic,
and full of words which do not occur in ordinary speech, and
the words of many songs are not clearly understood by most
Sandawe listeners. Only people who have heard a story often
and know it well understand the meaning and the implications
of those songs. Translation is almost invariably difficult,
and inquiries into their meaning are often met with the reply
that they have no meaning, and comparison and analysis have to
take over. This means that when the translation is successful,
the song has gained in clarity but lost in mystique, and as a
consequence its translated presentation invariably differs from
the original. In addition to this, the values of the song's
melody and the modulation of the storyteller's voice are
inevitably lost even to the reader who can fully appreciate
the written vernacular text.

Important though they may be, songs are not an essential
feature of all tales. We have seen how they may be reduced to
exclamatory lines, or onomatopoetic imitations of rainstorms.
The story of Ostrich and Hare who shelter under Ostrich's
wings (text No. 3) has only the sound of falling rain and hail,
and the historical and mythical tales of texts Nos. 18, 19, and
1 Hidi: 87.
2 Hidi: 92.
4 Hidi: 95.
20 (the War of the Maasai and the origin and population myths) have no songs at all. This indicates that story-songs belong to fiction (isiidi) rather than to non-fiction such as myths and historical tales (jina nihe m/wata'). Songs represent the actors, and relations between actors are reflected in the relations between song forms, but this form of representation is used only when the actors are fictional; when they are historical or mythical, songs are dispensed with. Analysis of symbolism and the meaning of names in Sandawe oral art will show that this is not accidental.

Notices: the African scene.

Of African folk-literature Radin has said that

"A salient trait to be stressed is that ...[it] constitutes a single unit. Of no other region of comparable size in the world does this hold true. The similarities extend not merely to the types of plot-construction and to specific subject-matter, but to literary devices as well - for example the role played by songs in the prose text, the frequency of moralistic endings, and the marked prevalence of etiological explanations."1

The role of the songs has been discussed; with regard to the motifs we shall see that Sandawe literature fits equally well into the larger sphere of African oral literature.

Some of the most general motifs are almost universal. Werner describes a Chagga story as "an African 'Holle' story";2 others are termed "false bride" stories in analogy with European fairy tale motifs,3 and of yet another she declares that "This story reminds one of Grimm's 'Goose Girl', because of the actions of its hero."4 Carnell classifies his Gogo tales

---

1 1952, 4.
2 1933, 93.
3 Ibid., 91.
4 Ibid., 93.
as having a "Cinderella or Cawupela motif", while others have a "Red-Riding Hood flavour" because of the hairbreadth escapes which occur in them from lions, men, hyenas, men and other menaces, and he also refers to the wicked stepmother theme. 1 Block entitled his collection of Hottentot fables "Reynard the Fox in South Africa" because of similarities in the representation of human characters in animals, and the portrayal of some of these characters by Reynard in Europe. 2 Yet these general similarities correspond only with the basic similarities of human feelings, fears, and aspirations. For closer resemblances we have to compare Sandawe story motifs with African motifs, more in particular with those found in the large Bantu area from the northern borders of the Congo down to the Cape, and especially with those of the oral traditions of neighbouring tribes. Here are meant motifs in the sense of Vansina's definition, that is, simply the stylized contents of an episode. 3

It appears that narrative has generally been better documented than other forms of African literature, yet the available data are still patchy and the presentation of the material varies a great deal in quality. Berry complains that

"... we cannot assert with accuracy that a form or a theme... is not found in a given area and we cannot, therefore, as yet delineate our subprovinces by motifs occurring and not occurring." 4

For our purposes this is not necessary, but the delineation of separate motifs is also a difficult matter because of the extent to which they overlap. However, it may be said with

---
1 1955, 31.
2 1864.
3 1965, 60.
4 1961, 4.

...
reasonable plausibility that the greatest number of story-motifs which the Sandawe have in common with others, are found among their neighbours towards the north-west. Sansmann was struck by the fact that Sandawe material culture resembles most that of the Rimi, 1 Trevor concludes that physically the Rimi resemble the Sandawe more than other tribes he has measured, 2 the Sandawe culture hero Natunda is of Rimi origin, 3 and we have seen that many Sandawe story-songs, rites and customs are wholly or partly derived from the Rimi, 4 but no systematic collection of Rimi oral literature is yet available except one splendid collection of proverbs, but this is precisely the aspect of oral literature in which the two neighbouring tribes differ most, for the Sandawe have no proverbs. 5 The Isansu, whose language is closely related to Rimi, have many story-motifs which are the same as those found in Sandawe narrative. 6 The stories of the southern neighbours of the Sandawe, the Gogo, also have a considerable number of motifs in common with the Sandawe, but further afield the incidence of correspondences decreases markedly. 7

Common Sandawe motifs and themes, and their occurrence elsewhere.

There are examples galore to show that the common opening motifs of primordial friendship, followed by competition and

1 1894, 192.
2 Omiss., 76. Only the Nama Hottentots are more similar.
3 Cf. text No. 19, note 1 (p.290).
4 Wyatt 1929 (M/S) and n.d. (M/S), and von Sick, 1915 are the principal sources for the Rimi.
5 Olson, 1964. He has also collected a number of songs and tales for use by the Augustana Lutheran Mission (M/S/1961).
7 For Gogo literature cf. Claus, 1911; Carnell, 1955.
strife, are common among African peoples and also outside the
continent; this sequence is in particular associated with
animal fables. In the present collection of Sandawe stories
all of the first seven texts show it more or less clearly, but
in the subsequent stories it is not evident. The first seven
texts are the seven pure animal fables. In his collection of
Hottentot fables, Bleek tells us that all animals are depicted
as having once been friends;¹ in Kohl's tales from the lower
Zambezí they also live in friendship at first, and then they
quarrel.² In Rushby's Kenga stories from Hynsaland Rabbit and
Hyena are friends who walk, play and talk together until Hyena
wants some goat meat; Rabbit then plays the mirror trick on him
so that Hyena falls into the water trying to get it.³ In Claus' Gogo
tales Cat, Hyena, and Man start off as friends, Monkey and
Tortoise break off their friendship, and the good relations
between Hare and Hyena come to grief when Hare persuades Hyena
to eat his mother.⁴ All these motifs can be found in other
literatures besides those from which examples have been quoted.

The second motif, that of the competitive race, is held
by Nezhof to correspond entirely with its European counterpart.⁵
Obviously it is of such a general nature that it can hardly fail
to correspond with similar motifs elsewhere. Competitive
imitation may be regarded as a special form of it; Hare's

¹ 1864, l.
² 1905, 4, 30.
³ 1943, 80.
⁴ 1911, 51ff.
⁵ 1911, 10. He adds that this does not mean that the motif may
be a European one, but under the influence of the monogenetic
diffusionist theories of his time he speculates that both may
be derived from a common Asian source. More sceptically, he
offers as an alternative that such stories as these may have
grown from a common psychological need.
efforts to imitate Ostrich, Giraffe and Dove will be discussed in the next chapter as a significant expression of his character. 1

The motifs of Trickster, One-eye and the Cripple are all related to the general theme of the underdog; he represents the last-born, the weak little fellow, or the physically handicapped who shows his worth by cleverness and persistence and thus prevails over his brawner brothers. Of Carnell's collection of thirty-two Gogo Stories, seven are classified by him as belonging to what he calls the Cinderella or Camulelo motif. Camulelo means 'he of the scabies', and this character corresponds closely with the Sandawe cripple who is clad in rubbish. 2 About the nature of the motif, Carnell speculates that

"the theme of the despised one opens conjecture as to how far it may be a compensation for the low esteem in which the Gogo have, in the past, been held by their neighbours the Nche and the Nasi, a low esteem of which they themselves are acutely conscious. Much more certainly it is connected with the position of Muzivanda, the youngest son, in Gogo customary law." 3

The themes of the underdog, the Benjamin, Tom Thumb, Little Runt, and of the various animals which play their roles in world folklore, are too universal for it to be supposed that a national inferiority complex can be the main reason for its existence. Everywhere such tales console the weaker individual by demonstrating that he may be superior in other respects. 4

No doubt they can be used as boosters of morale in situations

---

1 Section "Animal caricatures and the Trickster motif''.
2 1955, 489.
3 Loc. cit.
4 Werner, 1933, 253, names many animals which play this role in various parts of the world.
of adversity. Mohl tells us that among the Tate of Zambazi, Hare is even made to represent the black man as the underdog in relation to the white colonial rulers. The Sandawe are aware that in open battle they are militarily inferior to such peoples as the Barabaiga, and an informant has said that the sea where One-eye overcame the snake with the eight hundred heads must have been Lake Balángida Laalu where the Sandawe have once lost many men and innumerable cattle to the Barabaiga. A truce was treacherously broken by the Barabaiga who suddenly attacked the Sandawe on the salt flats by the lake and beat them badly, but later the Alagwa headman Amás’ got his own back and vanquished the Barabaiga by ambushing them in a large thorn fence which he had previously built. Whatever the merits may be of linking One-eye with the exploits of Amás’, this is an eloquent example of how a folk tale can be applied to a historical situation, and how a story-motif can become a clan myth.

Werner categorises story types according to content. She singles out the Swallowing Monster as belonging under the heading Legends, being "of a more or less religious character". The snake which One-eye kills, is of course a Swallowing Monster but it may be argued that the Sandawe tale is more like a wishful fairy tale than a legend of some heroic saint.

In this particular case it would be the mythical association of Amás’ with One-eye which would cause the fairy tale to become a legend.

1 1905, 2.
2 Cf. Robinson, 1957a. The story has been confirmed by Barbaiga informants and the Rev. H. Faust of Balángida Laalu.
3 1933, 2h.
4 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines legend, lit. legenda, 'what is read' as (1) The story of the life of a saint; (2) a collection of saint's lives or of similar stories; (3) A story, history, account; etc.
The motifs of the story of the cripple who became a handsome youth (text No. 14) are much the same in a Hehe tale recorded by Dempwolf. A woman who had given birth to chords and stones finally bore a cripple who grew up in the form of a snake, and the girls were afraid to marry him because of the ugly snake-spots of his skin. In an Ilaamu tale recorded by Kohl-Larsen the snake turns out to be a handsome youth after he had married a girl. Her people then anxiously urge one another to make a fire in order to burn the snake-skin which he had shed. Also in the Hehe tale his wife takes the skin and burns it, so that he cannot revert to his snake identity.

The motifs of the Miraculous Change are explicit in the tale of the Cripple, but also in the tale of the Lion-husband (text No. 13), Mirigi's pumpkin (text No. 11) and the poor man's stolen wife who became a tree (text No. 15) we see the same motif. In a Hottentot story a man asks his wife to turn into a lion, knowing that she can do this. She obliges and goes out catching game for meat, but the man becomes afraid and beseeches her to change back into a woman. In an Ilaamu tale three men meet three girls and marry them, but they turn into lionesses. The men go out to cut wood for making mortars, and then they fly up into the air in them while the lionesses give chase. The cage of the Sandawe tale and the mortars are clearly the same protective wombs.

We have now arrived at the Escape motif, to which Carmell refers as tales with a Red-Riding Hood flavour. Text No. 6 is

1 Dempwolf, 1913, 145.
3 Bleek, 1864, 57-8. 40-4 (tale No. 32).
4 Kohl-Larsen, 1937a, 53-4 (tale No. 39). The same motif also occurs in a Kaguru tale published by Beidelman, 1964a, 12
5 1955, 31. 40-7 (tale No. 38). (tale No. 3).
an escape story where Cow and her calf enter their homestead just before Lion reaches them. The principal motifs of this story are also found in a Boende tale recorded by Dammann. Cow and Lion are friends, but on one hungry day Lion eats one of Cow's children. Cow kills one of Lion's in retaliation, and flee together with her calves. In the end they are saved by Cock who intimidates Lion so that he is afraid to enter Cock's home where Cow and her calves have found shelter.¹

One of the best known motifs is that of the All-devouring Monster. Werner states that

"the legend of a monster which swallows the population of a village - or, indeed, of a whole country - and is subsequently slain by a boy hero seems to be current all over Africa."²

The songs in the tale of One-eye and the snake clearly establish the identity of the latter as the All-Devourer. In an Ijanzu tale he has eaten all the people except one woman who then bears a child which grows up to kill the monster and free the people.³ In another tale the end-motif is the same as in the Sandawe story: the boy-rescuer cuts open the back of the slain monster to let the people out who then return home.⁴ Werner tells us that in Usambara a gourd or pumpkin appears as the Swallowing Monster.⁵ In an Ijanzu tale a big pumpkin is smashed with an axe whereupon the All-Devourer comes out and eats all.⁶ This is, of course, the same motif as the one which is used as the end-motif in text No. 11 (Mirigi and the snake).

Variants of the theme are found in Ronga tales recorded by

---

¹ Dammann, 1938, 14.
² Werner, 1933, 206.
³ Kohl-Larsen, on cit., 40–2 (tale No. 32).
⁴ Ibid., 17 (tale No. 16).
⁵ On cit., 216.
⁶ Kohl-Larsen, on cit., 44–7 (tale No. 34).
Junod, and in yet another Isanzu tale the pumpkin itself is the All-Devourer, which is also the case in an Iramba story.

End-motifs are often expressed by sinking into a pit or death by burning; on p. 548 an account was given of the ways in which death is dramatized. Digging pits for trapping game is a well known hunters' activity, and the Sandawe practice it. The motifs of Ule-in-the-pit (text No. 16) and the lion-husband-in-the-pit (text No. 15) are well founded in normal tribal practice; running home or flying home in cages when danger threatens is like the normal practice in war when the people run home to defend themselves or hide in rock shelters to stay out of sight; the identification of the snake with the pumpkin is also found in the merging of the ritual penis with the womb in the dances of miriri; and miraculous changes like witches becoming hyenas or lion-men are as much part of the haunting images of fear experienced by the tribesman travelling in the bush at night, as the candelabra trees which suddenly assume eerie human forms when they unexpectedly loom up in from of him. A people's customs and environment help to explain their story-motifs, and understanding of the story-motifs helps to gain further insight into their culture and anxieties.

We find, then, that the principal motifs found in Sandawe tales also occur in other African literatures and that the greatest correspondence exists with neighbouring Bantu tribes, most of all with those situated to the north-west. Well-known motifs are intertribal and they transcend language barriers, just as well-known novels and books of fairy tales are international because of translation.

1 1897, 198-200.
3 Johnson, 1931, 327.
Riddles: Form of procedure and cultural background.

Achebe says of Igbo riddles that they are cast in a rigid mould which cannot be varied at will. This appears to be also the case in other parts of Africa. We have seen that Sandawe riddles are played as a game which has fixed rules at least in theory, and that they are presented in the form of birds, a presentation which is so suggestive that the game may not be played during the planting season for fear of calling up the birds which would destroy the crops. To my knowledge the existence of a link between riddles and birds has not been demonstrated in other literatures, but it may also be present in the minds of Swahili riddle-players because the opening formula "Here is a riddle" (ka tandawili) is countered with "Put up the trap" (tanza). From the verb ka-tanza which is used for putting up traps which ensnare their victims with bird-like via the birds, riddles are thus associated with the danger of destruction, but this is not all. Riddles also enlighten.

In Bantu stories the function of birds as messengers is widespread; they bring vital information to men, and their vehicle is the story-song. Werner's work shows how common this function of the birds is, and she also acknowledges the existence in Bantu tales of birds which bring rain. We have seen that the Sandawe riddle-birds are also birds of the rainy season, and the Sandawe also say that story-songs (which are called tinkabule, like riddles) fly like birds. The Bakongo do not refer in their riddles to flying birds which bring enlightenment; they open the game with "A ring!", and the reply to this

1 1964, vii.
2 Velten, 1907, 335.
3 Cf. p. 301.
4 1935, 230.
5 Cf. p. 309.
is "Forge it!" Possibly this is a reference to a blacksmith who forges a recognizable object out of amorphous iron.

Although the riddle-ideology appears to differ from the Sandawe one, the opening procedure is similar. Among the Yao the challenge is a straightforward "I want to tell you something", which is countered by "Come out with it". This is not a very imaginative opening perhaps, but it is still a formal procedure.

The riddle itself appears to be posed everywhere in the form of a statement rather than a direct question, and the solution completes the parable. Of Yoruba riddles Beier states that they are often posed in sets of two sentences, but this does not constitute a basic departure from the general pattern. The structure of the opening gambits of the game and the form of the riddles proper thus show basic similarities among various African peoples, but the ways in which beaten opponents are made to admit defeat show significant differences. The cattle-owning Sandawe ask for, and receive, imaginary cattle. They stress victory by mentioning the receipt of cattle when they present the solution. The cosmopolitan Swahili say "Give me a town as a present", and the Chagga with their many chieftains demand and get a chief's homestead. The fierce, riverine Bakongo require a village 'to beat to pieces', and when the defeated opponent has made his imaginary transfer to the challenger the latter rubs in the defeat by referring in his solution to the conquered villagers' bodies which float down the river.

1 Struyf, 1908, 163.
2 Weule, 1908, 66.
3 Beier, 1959, 59.
4 Velten, loc.cit.
5 Gutmann, 1911, 523.
6 Struyf, loc.cit.
Various aspects of African riddles have been studied in considerable detail: Blacking is concerned with the function of Venda riddles in terms of their educational value, 1 Cole-Beauchat with the linguistic structure of the riddles of a variety of Bantu peoples, 2 Schapera with the content of Xhosa riddles, 3 and Gutmann with the underlying psychology of Chagga riddles. 4 Detailed studies of the procedural form and its situational setting are scarce and complete riddle-procedures have been recorded of few African peoples, possibly because of the rarity of complete procedures being gone through by the players. Yet it transpires that, unlike the opening and the posing technique, the giving-up procedure of riddles tends to be typically inspired by the players' cultural environment. As for the Sandawe, it suggests how central cattle have become in their lives.

Nature and special effects in riddles.

Riddles are in the first place a children's game, its subjects tend to be simple ones, and deeper symbolism as used in ritual poetry and in miraculous stories must not be sought in the average riddle. The essential unity of the large African cultural area suggests that we may find similar treatment for at least some of the simpler riddles, and obvious similarities can indeed be found.

Velten gives us a Swahili egg-riddle which is identical with the Sandawe approach of "my house has no mouth". 5 The

---

1 1961.
2 1957.
3 1932.
4 1911, cit. supra.
5 Cf. text No. 21 and Velten, 1904, 2.
Sanadwe describe teeth as "My house has its walls with white stones", and the Duala of the Cameroon say "Thirty two white stones are in a hole, there is no water yet they are wet".1 But the image of something which is densely packed is represented among the Duala by (a) children, (b) the young offshoots of a plantain, (c) death, and (d) the teeth, while it is chicken's tail feathers to the Sanadwe.2 The plantain shoots are of course a cultural image of a banana-growing people. A comparison of the nature of the death-image can only be made when we have sufficient knowledge of both the Sanadwe and Duala representations of death. Children and teeth are the two images of the Duala which are not culturally influenced, and it would be conceivable that these images might provide the solutions also to the Sanadwe riddle. However, they prefer the chicken's tail; chickens are, after all, the most common animals in a Sanadwe homestead. To the forest-dwelling Duala girls' breasts are "Two plugs from one (tree) trunk, but the Sanadwe interest in animals likens two pestles which have been cut in the bush with a mule's teats."3

The African three-stone hearth is of virtually identical shape throughout the continent, and its use is also the same. Many of its representations in riddles are therefore expectedly similar, yet in sufficiently different cultures its representation may differ markedly. To the Sanadwe the hearth stones are "My three people [who] do very much work". A similar Swahili riddle says that "there were three children, but if one goes away, the work cannot be done", for the cooking pot cannot be placed on two round stones; it has to rest on three for

---

1 Cf. text No. 54 and Ebding, 1911, 174.
2 Cf. text No. 15 and Ebding, on cit., 161.
3 Cf. text No. 43 and Ebding, on cit., 172.
stability.¹ The Duala riddle is also similar: "My mother gave birth to three of us: when one is missing, the other can do nothing."² In this imagery the hearth is the homely fireplace on which the food is cooked, but the hearth-riddle of the warlike Massai conjures up warriors who are planning a cattle raid: "I have three warriors. What is a conversation between two of them when the third is not there?"³

When we compare the riddles of the Sandawe with those of West Africans, Bantu, and even East African Bantu like the Chagga, the Makua or the Kaguru, we find a considerable variety of approach; linguistic and cultural differences combine to produce riddles which look strangely unfamiliar.⁴

The Sandawe riddles of chapter 7 have been arranged according to Schapera's categories. The largest group is formed by the animal world and hunting, notwithstanding the fact that the two informants who contributed the greatest number are educated young men who are now town-dwellers; many other riddles are concerned with the body and its functions, nature and simple objects. Thus the motifs of the riddles give a fair indication of what is culturally important to the Sandawe.

A feature of Sandawe riddles is the direct imitation which is sometimes made use of. The two riddles which represent the Hyena by the sound rendered as ṝṷ, Ṝṷ, are not merely onomatopoeic in the ordinary sense but more or less accurate enactments of a hyena's behaviour when it snarls its lips.

1 Velten, 1907, 340.
2 Ebding, op.cit., 170.
3 Fuchs, 1910, 66.
4 Sandawe with whom Kaguru riddles (Beidelman, 1963 d) were discussed not only could not solve most of them, but also required explanation after the solution was given.
This is reminiscent of the Bushmen who also use sounds in their oral literature which are not otherwise heard in their languages.\(^1\)

Some difficulties in understanding Sandawe riddles are caused by artfulness of speech practiced in a manner which is also common among other African peoples. Berry attributes much difficulty to "the erotic double-meaning so frequently associated [with riddles]."\(^2\) The riddle of the patella hair (text No. 61) and of the anepa's hole (text No. 74) show that double meanings of this kind are also present in Sandawe riddles. Another kind of difficulty is noticed by Berry when he writes that

> "Interesting but, I suspect, minor forms of riddle, based not on visual but acoustic images, have been noted among the Gio of Liberia, the Fulani, and Yoruba."\(^3\)

One example which he cites is that the answer to the Gio riddle "\(\text{\textit{moza}}\)" is "The sound of a falling banana tree."\(^4\) The Sandawe riddle "\(\text{\textit{ti\text{\textasciitilde}i\text{\textasciitilde}la\text{\textasciitilde}la}}\)" to which the answer is "Diarrhoea" (text No. 62) belongs to the same category, and similar elements are found in text No. 66 where \(\text{\textit{t\text{\textasciitilde}i\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}t\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}t\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}t}}\) stands for "patter of the feet".\(^5\) The riddle of the falling roof beam (text No. 55) derives its effect from the use of a word which is an onomatopoeia for a metallic sound (\(\text{\textit{\textasciitilde\text{\textasciitilde}e\text{\textasciitilde}l\text{\textasciitilde}e\text{\textasciitilde}l\text{\textasciitilde}e}}\)).

Another, and more sophisticated type of acoustic effect is provided by what I propose to call a tonal pun. The riddle of the aggressive braggart called \(\text{\textit{m\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}d\text{\textasciitilde}d}}\) (text No. 57) suggestively exploits the tonal values of words with different

---

1. Bleek, 1875, 6.
2. 1961, 11.
4. Ibid.
5. But, as it is noted on p. 382, the word \(\text{\textit{t\text{\textasciitilde}i\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}t\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}t\text{\textasciitilde}p\text{\textasciitilde}t}}\) may also be used in ordinary language.
meanings which are primarily distinguished by tone.

Direct acoustic effects do not make use of symbolic language, but tonal puns do, for they are plays on words which are symbolic. Punning will therefore be discussed in the next chapter which deals with symbolism.

Categories and motifs in song.

(Narrative is all in the category of "that which is leading up to something" (Nimabula), but songs are divided into as many categories as there are dances to which they belong, each with its own name. By motif they may be divided into three principal parts: songs in which the dominant idea is the imagery of the dance rite itself, songs in which events of instructive value form the main theme, and songs in which events are merely recorded as a matter of interest; these are the topical songs with the greatest historical value.

Categories overlap, lines of division are vague, and songs belonging to different categories may have the same motifs. Women's grinding songs are grinding songs as long as they are performed at the grindstone but they may also be taken over by minstrels and become minstrelsy, and they may even become circumcision songs because of their educational value. 3 Siphë songs are performed at circumcision and circumcision songs may be sung at waya'ga beer drinking dances and at the fertility rites of mimiy. Lines of division are not always easy to draw between mimis and korom'ita songs. The rite-descriptive and the instructive songs of circumcision, and the same is true for the division between korom'ita and waya'ga. Songs which belong to

1 Chapter X, section "Name-punning in riddles.

2 This is another possible translation of the word which means 'that which is placed (usually) in front', cf. p. 299.

3 Text No. 170 is a minstrel song which once was a grinding song (cf. p. 525); text No. 111 is now used as a circumcision song (cf. p. 411).
different categories may have the same subject. Thus the theme of the harvest and courtship dances of *landid* deal with the same subject-matter as the songs of minstrelsy, and the songs of *marida* may also be highly topical. Yet subtle differences may be distinguished even where correspondences and overlap are greatest. The best way to illustrate this is by an example.

The theme of the famine is found in an instructive circumcision song (*marida*), in a topical dance song (*marida*), and in a topical harvest and courtship song (*landid*); their subjects are the famine relief train (text No. 133), seeking famine relief (text No. 133), and the great famine (text No. 133). In all cases a principal motif is that of people who go to collect relief grain. Although the motifs are similar differences can be seen in the underlying purposes of the songs. The circumcision song teaches the initiates that life may be hungry at times, but that the rituals of life must continue; the *marida* song suggests that seeking famine relief is also a communal effort which is to be celebrated accordingly if successful; and the *landid* song commemorates one of the important events which the people have witnessed and survived. The purpose of the accompanying dance thus forms part of the song's meaning, a meaning which is translated to the listener by the subtle method of suggestion rather than by explicit moralizing.

The theme of the man-refuser is found in a *landid* song (text No. 149) and also in a minstrelsy song (text No. 165). Both songs are topical, but the *landid* text appears to describe a rather notorious case where a most eligible suitor was rebuffed even after a handsome bridewealth had been agreed to, whereas the minstrelsy song describes a more intimate family drama. This accurately reflects the general difference between the topical songs of the *landid* type, and those of minstrelsy. The former belong to harvest dances in which whole crowds of
people take part, but the latter are of a quiet and intimate nature and are sung in the first place by musically inclined people at home, perhaps accompanied by one or two people who happen to be present. The songs of Ampel describe, more than narrative can do this, the whole life of the tribe as witnessed in important events; minstrelsy also does this, but it tends to look at it from the private point of view.

In narrative there is a great variety in the styles of individual storytellers; they range from the very attack to the repetitive and the verbose. Different uses of idiom, such as the clever manipulation of little meaningful syllables, or the lack of it, can make the same story seem interesting or dull. Much of a story's beauty can be preserved in writing if it is faithfully reproduced with all the storyteller's interjections and varied repetitions, and only the extra colour which is derived from the storyteller's inflections of delivery need be lost. Oral literature can therefore only be recorded properly from a live story-telling session, and not from dictation. Dempwolf fully understood this, and whenever possible he recorded spoken texts as well as songs on Edison wax rolls, using these recordings afterwards to check on the initial transcriptions which he had made with the aid of dictations by informants (comparison of his published texts with the original dictated transcriptions of his recordings immediately show up the improvements).¹

¹ I am indebted to Professor Reinhard of Berlin who has kindly sent me copies of Dempwolf's notes together with the taped copies of his surviving wax rolls. From Reinhard's paper (1964) I had learned that some rolls had survived the war.
leaders, and these differences include variations in melody, rhythm, and instrumentation. Variable repetition is an important stylistic element both in song and in narrative, but in song it not only makes a valuable contribution to the mood of the text; it also is essential to basic understanding. It is in the repetitions that new words are introduced at irregular intervals, and the real meaning of some often becomes clear only after several repetitions have been heard in which these significant words occur. In this respect Sandawe oral art does not differ from that of other peoples in Africa. Hartert holds repetition to be the most typical element of African music in general:

"In the music-making of the blacks one may mark out changed repetition as the basic principle of compositional procedure. And here one must once more admire their mastery. Mastery of the thousand nuances of the most delicate finesses."

**Melody as a stylistic differentiator.**

The proper category of some songs can be recognized at once by the melody alone. In the case of the lándá recognition is brought about by two different melodic features of the song. The first is the stereotyped tone sequence of the nárá nárá-nárá which introduced the new stanzas; if a minstrel presents his audience with a lándá song, they know at once that it is lándá because of this. The second feature is the typical form of the tone sequence of the textual part; these form irregular patterns as in spoken language. Thus the melodic form of the most topical of all Sandawe dance songs accurately reflects the narrative nature of its poetry.

The melodies of símbó songs also have a quality which sets them apart at once. These songs have a somewhat lilting

---

1 1957, 50 (translation mine).
quality which is usually the result of a flight of tones which runs up to a high pitch and then goes down again to normal level; it is as if the melody describes the soaring heights which the simba dancers reach when they climb rocks and trees in their state of dissociation. Some Sandawe say that these are their most beautiful songs, and Sandawe in the towns usually ask first for simba songs when tape recordings are to be played. It seems that these songs evoke strong nostalgic feelings more effectively than other types of song.

Between Sandawe music and the music of their Bantu neighbours there appear to exist differences in tone scale which have not yet been analysed. Sandawe listeners in the central hills where the mndo and the sanzonga are unknown, at once recognize the songs of these dances as a Gogo type of music even though they may recognize the texts as Sandawe. They say that it is not only the rhythm which is different, but also the tone. The tuning of a hand-piano and of a trough-zither which I had obtained in Gogo country was recognized by the Sandawe as being of the Gogo type, and they immediately proceeded to rectify this defect.

Rhythm.

It is generally recognized that rhythm is of vital importance to African music. Jones writes that

"Rhythm is to the African what harmony is to Europeans and it is in the complex interweaving of contrasting rhythmic patterns that he finds his greatest aesthetic satisfaction. To accomplish this he has built up a rhythmic principle which is quite different from that of Western music and yet is present in his simplest songs. His rhythms may be produced by the song itself, or by hand-clapping, or by stick-beating, beating of axe-blades, shaking of rattles or of maize seeds on a plate, or pounding pestles in a mortar. The highest expression is in the drums. Whatever be the
devices used to produce them, in African music there is practically always a clash of rhythms: this is a cardinal principle. Even a song which appears to be monorhythmic will on investigation turn out to be constructed of two independent but strictly related rhythmic patterns, one inherent in the melody and one belonging to the accompaniment. The usual and simplest accompaniment to a song is hand-clapping: so a study of hand-clapping is our best entry into African rhythmic technique.\(^1\)

Rhythm is undoubtedly also of great importance to Sandawe music, yet this is precisely where it differs most from the music of their Bantu neighbours. Unlike the Bantu, the Sandawe have no complicated rhythms in the accompaniment in which different sets of beats intermingle and conduct lively discussions with one another. The Sandawe hand-clapping or stick-beating is straight and uncomplicated, often stark and rigid. The only instances where this is not the case are found in borderland music which is not really Sandawe at all. The cases in question are the *níndó* and the *sanzaona*, the two types of dance songs which, as we have seen, are recognized as Gogo also by their melodies. The tape recording which goes with this thesis includes an example of either of these borderland dances.\(^2\)

Rhythm is also the most important single element of style by which the various types of Sandawe song can be told apart. How then is it done? The original, ritual type of circumcision dance (*gdi*) has a slow single beat, with intervals which may be as long as a full second and even longer. The longest of all are the intervals in the songs which are to entertain the newly circumcised children (*/esukwa* or */esukú*). The rhythm of the instructive type of circumcision song (*kerem’ita*) tends to be faster. The rhythm of the witchcraft exorcism rites...

---

1 Jones, 1954, 26-7.
2 See Appendix XIV.
(gimbi) is also a straight beat, with intervals which are longer than half a second. This beat is produced with horns only. More lively is the rhythm of the beer-drinking songs of the communal effort celebrations (wayá'ga); the typical wayá'ga beat is a double one which consists of a stressed main beat at intervals of half a second plus an unstressed upbeat. It must be pointed out that nowadays many circumcision songs are performed in the more lively wayá'ga fashion, and that wayá'ga songs are sometimes accompanied by a single beat. Many of the younger Sandawe are unable to tell the difference between the rhythms of circumcision songs and beer-drinking songs but older men are rarely in doubt, and when asked about it, they are apt to point out that patterns are changing.

The lively wayá'ga beat belongs to a dance which is originally a jumping dance of elephant hunters, whereas the circumcision songs are performed by people who sit in the courtyard, or crowd around the operation, or instruct the initiates in their camps. The original distinction between the rhythms is therefore quite a natural one.

The rhythm of the fertility rites of mhak'wane is very different. Their songs use a rhythm of five claps and three rests in a bar of eight crotchet beats at a speed of just over two beats a second, as follows:

[Music notation]

This rhythm is identical with a European eight-four time.

The dance of the elders (mudanga) uses a bar of simple duple time, with the first beat divided into two, and the second into three quavers:

[Music notation]

while the rhythm of the mangoa is different again.
All these rhythms are simple rhythms, and the only poly-rhythmic accompaniments in Sandawe music belong to the nindo and the sangaona which, as we have seen, are not Sandawe types of dance at all. Minstrels also use simple rhythms to accompany themselves on their instruments as a rule.

The unity of the African cultural area in respect of its folk literature, as stressed by Radin, was discussed on p. 557. Jones says virtually the same in respect of the musical side of the picture:

"Africa is a large country; tribes living in various parts have widely differing musical practice; yet there is sufficient evidence to warrant the suspicion that underlying these practices there is a common ground of rhythmic structure."¹

Although it would be incorrect to say that Sandawe music is entirely devoid of composite beats, - even in the central parts they have crept in to some extent - it seems that Sandawe music provides something like an exception to the rule on the face of it. The single main beat is what Jones characterizes as the principle of European rhythms as opposed to the African principle of multiple main beats.² Is Sandawe music then a European type of music, or rather, an un-African type of music? Gogo and Nyamwezi listeners to Sandawe recordings have agreed that they strike them as different from the Bantu music they are accustomed to. Yet Sandawe music fits into the general African type if we consider that the singers normally use a free rhythm for their texts; this is particularly true of the songs of londë, as it may be expected from what has been said about the melodies of londë. The vocal rhythm of Sandawe song contrasts freely with the stark, simple rhythms of the accompaniment.

¹ 1958, 60.
² Ibid., 8.
Another marked difference between Sandawe singing and that of their Bantu neighbours is to be found in the instrumentation they use. Two of the most typical African instruments, the drum and the hand piano, are not Sandawe instruments although they do now occur among the tribe. 1 Neither of the two traditionally belongs to any type of Sandawe music and they are still regarded as foreign instruments. The drums which may be found are of the hourglass type and are said to have been acquired from the Gogo. 2 The Rimi may well have helped to introduce them because of their use in the miriā dances which are of Rimi origin. 3 Drums are called sama if large, and kitaka if small; in the southern borderlands the sama may be held between the knees but elsewhere it is held under the armpit or on the hip, and used by women only. 4 Its use in ritual is restricted to representing a roaring lion in the women's fertility rites of miriā and in the circumambulations of kerem'ta at circumcision festivals in the southern borderlands. Here drums may also show up in landā dances or more often in the Gogo type nindo, but traditionally the Sandawe are drumless. 5

The hand piano, called marimba in Sandawe, is also a recent arrival. Although some Sandawe like to use a local variation which they have evolved from the Gogo original, the

---

1 Tenraa, 1963, 37.
2 Ibid., 39.
3 But the Rimi themselves are said to have acquired drums only recently (Olson, priv. comm.)
4 See photo No. 2.
5 This also seems to be the case with the non-Bantu neighbours of the Sandawe, the Nilo-Hamitic Barabaiga, the Burunge and their fellow tribes of the Iraqw cluster, and also the Nilo-Hamitic Massai (own observation).
marimbe is not often used and only a few people own one. Yet instruments are important accessories to many types of song, and some instruments are typically used in some songs and not at all in others.

In the central hills the only instruments used at the exorcism rites of simhâ are horns which are beaten by the chorus of women; ideally these are buffalo horns (kaî tâna) but cattle horns are easier to obtain and are often seen (kumby tâna).

In the south-east the women also play the rubbing-bowl (ja'sâ) to produce the sound of a roaring lion. The circumcision songs (sâhâ and karâm'âta) are accompanied by handclapping, stick beats and especially in the south-east also by the rubbing-bowl. The procession of the initiates to the site of their operation (mâîlolo) is headed by a hornblower; horns are also used for calling people to a hunt and in the elephant hunters' dance of mâyâ'sâ. In the beer-dance mâyâ'sâ the songs are usually punctuated by stick beats. The dhek'uma is accompanied by handclaps only, and the traditional accompaniment of the landâ is foot-stamping. At the mangôa bells are usually fastened to the dancers' ankles and also to their sticks, and bells are also common at dá and mundaya dances. The instruments of the phallic rites of the mirimâ are a mortar and a pestle, or a drum and a pestle. The singing of the sangoona is accompanied by the grunts of the phallic man who plays the role of the pestle in mirimâ, but also the songs of simhâ are enlivened by the grunts of the dancers in dissociation. The instruments of minstrelsy have already been discussed.

1 In the recording of text No. 84 an hourglass drum is beaten; this recording was made at K'ats'awase near the southern border; in central Sandawe this is never done.

2 The type of horn is illustrated in Plate II (centre fig.)

3 Dempwolff refers to mangôa as a bell-dance (cf. p. 139), and his recorded song was accompanied by bells (1916, 173).

4 Pp. 494 ff.
Although there are traditionally certain types of instrumentation which are appropriate to each type of dance, there are no rigid rules and instruments are often used which do not, strictly speaking, belong to the occasions on which they are played. Yet instrumentation is still a criterion by which Sandawe songs can be told apart. Some types of song, like the *sikul* in the central hills, are almost invariably accompanied only by those instruments which are thought to be the appropriate ones.

Harmony is not a distinctive feature in Sandawe oral art, but perhaps it may help to distinguish Sandawe song from non-Sandawe music. As Jones points out, there are signs that Bantu music is beginning to make use of polyphony (quite independent from the influences of European music), but the Sandawe do not do this.\(^1\) Also canon-type of singing is much more in evidence among the Gogo than among the Sandawe. Also in these respects the two examples of "non-Sandawe" music in the tape recording (*sangoma* text No. 124 and *nindo* text No. 151) are distinct from the other songs which are more traditionally Sandawe.

The subject of a song as well as the type of its chorus, its melody, its rhythm, and its instrumentation all contribute to variety, and it is obvious that each type of song has therefore a character of its own which is immediately recognized by the Sandawe themselves. If a non-Sandawe listener says that it all sounds the same to him, his judgement must be based on the fact that he is unfamiliar with any of a wide variety of styles. Unfamiliarity is the only common denominator which they all have to him.

\(^1\) Cf. Jones, 1958, 12.
Chapter X

Symbolism and Meaning

Symbols and interpretation.

Beattie points out that Radcliffe-Brown's definition of what is a symbol is far too wide ('whatever has meaning is a symbol, the meaning being whatever is expressed by the symbol'). He eliminates first signals, which would qualify as symbols under Radcliffe-Brown's definition (signals give information about some state of affairs, convey a specific meaning), and he goes on to say that signs (usually merely conventional, as in language: why should the sound 'man' in English stand for Homo sapiens, and not some other sound?) are not the same as symbols. As the three main characteristics of a symbol he gives

(a) some real or fancied resemblance with what is symbolized,
(b) it commonly stands for something abstract, and
(c) what is symbolized is always an object of value.

He adds that

"Symbolism is essentially expressive; it is a way of saying something important, something which it is impossible or impracticable to say directly. What is said symbolically must be thought to be worth saying."\(^1\)

This is what I have in mind in the following discussion of symbols in Sandawe oral literature. The verb "saying", as used by Beattie is to be understood in its widest sense of "expressing"; it includes representation in ritual and even representation in thought.

By considering Sandawe symbolic thinking, that is, by

\(^1\) 1964, 69 ff.
tracing image-associations, we can discover patterns of thought which are typical, and which as their cultural heritage form sets of collective representations. These are important because they set the members of the tribe apart and identify them as Sendaws, and so form a principal cause of social cohesion via et via the exterior world. Since they are expressed through the signs of language, which are also very much their own, these symbols allow the tribesmen to communicate with one another more fully than they may hope to do with outsiders.

Turner tells us that the structure and properties of ritual symbols may be inferred from three classes of data:

(a) External form and observable characteristics.
(b) Interpretations offered (1) by specialists.
(2) by laymen.
(c) Significant contexts largely worked out by the anthropologist. The obvious method for working out these contexts is, of course, comparison.

The same method can be applied to the study of symbols in literature. In narrative the spoken text is the dominant source of information, but in poetry, and in particular in the poetry of ritual, more is usually left unsaid than is said and a consideration of the rites must therefore supply a supplementary source which is indispensable. Both the texts and the rites should be investigated. In order to gain an understanding of the system of symbolic associations which is common to the whole tribe, narrative alone cannot supply the material, and ritual poetry together with its associated rites, minstrelsy, riddles and idiom also have to be studied.

Key concepts form a first consideration. Evans-Pritchard enjoins us that:

\[1 1964, 21.\]
"As every fieldworker knows, the most difficult task in anthropological fieldwork is to determine the meaning of a few key words, upon the understanding of which the success of the whole investigation depends."¹

This means a study of idiom and metaphor, and etymological dissection whenever practicable. Durkheim and Mauss maintain that "Metaphors originally meant what they said,"² and this is the justification for the etymological inquiries with which the notes to so many of the preceding texts have been burdened. At another level the characters of the heroes of the story-motifs form the subject matter for comparison.

The hero-myth, and cycles of tales.

Henderson states that "The myth of the hero is the most common and the best known myth in the world", and he goes on to say that

"...hero myths vary enormously in detail, but the more closely one examines them the more one sees that structurally they are very similar. They have... a universal pattern. Over and over again one hears a tale describing a hero's miraculous but humble birth, his early proof of superhuman strength, his rapid rise to prominence or power, his triumphant struggle with the forces of evil, his fallibility to the sin of pride (hybris), and his fall through betrayal or a 'heroic' sacrifice that ends in his death."³

Four types of cycle have been distinguished by Radin into which the representations of the hero may be grouped; he recognizes these in the tales of the Winnebago, and he arranges them in an order which shows an evolution of psychological development. "It represents our efforts to deal with the problem of growing up, aided by the illusion of an eternal

---

¹ 1951, 50.
² 1963, 81.
³ 1964, 110.
fiction", he says of the psychology of this evolution.  

Henderson takes up the idea and goes on to show that Radin's cycles have universal value in the psychological evolution of man:

"The Trickster cycle corresponds to the earliest and least developed period in life. Trickster is a figure whose physical appetites dominate his behaviour; he has the mentality of an infant. Lacking any purpose beyond the gratification of his primary needs, he is cruel, cynical, and unfeeling. (Our stories of Brer Rabbit or Reynard the Fox preserve the essentials of the Trickster myth). This figure, which at the outset assumes the form of an animal, passes from one mischievous exploit to another."  

Radin's second cycle is the Hare cycle (Trickster is represented by the coyote among the Winnebago). Henderson describes its protagonist as follows:

"He, like Trickster... also first appears in animal form. He has not yet attained mature human stature, but all the same he appears as the founder of human culture - the Transformer. The Winnebago believe that, in giving them their famous Medicine Rite, he became their saviour as well as their culture-hero. This myth was so powerful..., that the members of the Peyote Rite were reluctant to give up Hare when Christianity began to penetrate the tribe. He became merged with the figure of Christ", and:

"This archetypical figure represents a distinct advance on Trickster: One can see that he is becoming a socialized being, correcting the instinctual and infantile urges found in the Trickster cycle."  

---

1 Radin, 1948. In 1956, he holds the Trickster theme to be the "earliest and most archaic form" in stories.

2 Ibid., 112.

3 Ibid., 113. Archetypes are described by Jung, the originator of the term, as "archaic remnants" or "primordial images"; they are "conscious representations" which must not be understood as meaning certain definite mythological images or motifs. They can vary a great deal in detail without losing their basic pattern (Jung, 1964, 67).
Red Horn is the Youngest Brother who meets the requirements of the archetypal hero by winning a race and by proving himself in battle. He defeats giants with the aid of superhuman powers or tutelary gods. He belongs to the world of men, but in an archaic world.

The Twins represent Radin's fourth and most highly developed hero. The Twins theme, according to Henderson,

"raises in effect the vital question: How long can human beings be successful without falling victims to their own pride or, in mythological terms, to the jealousy of the gods?"

All four stages are represented in the heroes of Sandawe narrative: the Sandawe Hare is the typical Trickster. The second group is represented in a variety of heroes who range from Ostrich via the adulterous woman to Matunda. It should be noted that also among the Sandawe the equation of Matunda with Christ is made; they have a tendency to merge into a single identity of creator and culture-hero. The third evolutionary stage is occupied by One-eye and the Cripple, whereas the last stage is exemplified by the magician Sono.

According to Radin, Jung and Henderson the hero-figures are symbolic for the stages of human maturity which they represent. This seems to be confirmed by the Sandawe, who may say of a person that "he is a person like a hare" (hawd la'dye' p/omdeś), meaning that he is a trickster. Similarly, Ostrich may stand for the second category and One-eye for the third. Only of the fourth type no such characterization is perhaps used, but since this represents the fully evolved human it is only to be

1 Loc. cit.
2 Among the Bini the Missions have adopted him as the Creator, e.g. Mwen Matunda Tata Niyu (God the Creator, our Father), cf. Augustana Lutheran Mission, 1959.
expected that more specific characterizations should be employed.

**Motifs as symbols.**

The motifs which have been discussed from a structural point of view also have symbolic significance, and as symbols they may be likened to the motifs of a dream. On the subject of the symbolic value of dreams, Jung tells us that

"It is true that there are dreams and single symbols (I should prefer to call them ‘motifs’) that are typical and often occur. Among such motifs are falling, flying, being persecuted by dangerous animals or hostile men, being insufficiently or absurdly clothed in public places, being in a hurry or lost in a milling crowd, fighting with useless weapons or being wholly defenseless, running hard yet getting nowhere. A typically infantile motif is the dream of growing infinitely small or infinitely big, or being transformed from one to the other – as you find it, for instance, in Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland.”

The first three motifs are common in the Sandawe tales which have been presented, and the last mentioned motif of the continuous change is equally common, but the clothing and the hurry motifs are absent. The being lost motif can be recognized in the search for the baby in text No. 8, and the useless weapons motif in text No. 18 of the war with the Maasai.

Jung’s distinction between what he calls natural symbols and cultural symbols provides the answer why the two absent symbols are not to be found. The natural symbols are derived from the unconscious contents of the psyche while the cultural symbols are those “which have gone through a long process of more or less conscious development, and have thus become collective images accepted by civilized societies.”

---

1 Jung, 1961, 93.
2 Ibid.
hurry motifs belong to societies in which clothing and hurry are associated with important emotional values, which are worthy of symbolic representation. Just as dream motifs should be seen in their own context, so the story motifs must be considered in the context of the story itself and its cultural environment. As Jung says of the dream motifs, they are not self-explanatory ciphers.

Animal caricatures and the Trickster motif.

When the author of a novel stresses that any resemblance of his characters to living persons is purely coincidental, he defends himself in advance against possible attacks by those who may have grounds to suspect that their characters have been slighted. By disguising the characters as animals this difficulty is avoided. In the simpler fables animals thus serve as human caricatures. In miraculous stories, and even more so in the songs of ritual they tend to lose this harmless character and to become the serious symbols of whole sets of values. The image of the actual physical animal tends to become blurred until only the character remains which is attributed to it.

In their capacity of caricatures animals act just as their human counterparts would, though perhaps in a somewhat exaggerated manner. They talk, act cleverly or are stupid, they compete and are treacherous, they love and take revenge. There is nothing incongruous about a lion grazing peacefully like a cow, or in a rabbit eating meat. Yet these

1 I.e., they fulfil Beattie's third requirement for symbols.
3 Text No. 6, line 4 (p. 147).
4 e.g., in Rushby, 1949, 78.
caricatures are also symbols: as we have seen they symbolize the hero-myth to which they belong.

The animals to which human characters are attributed vary, of course, with geographical areas. Werner writes that

"In India it is the jackal who plays clever tricks on the stronger and fiercer animals; in Europe the fox; in New Guinea and Melanesia yet others. The jackal is the hero of the Hottentots, and also for the Galla and Somali of North-eastern Africa, who consider the hare a stupid sort of creature."¹

Berry says that

"By far the best documented of West African prose narrative is the animal trickster type. In the north it is Hare, further south: spider, then tortoise."²

Among the Sandawe the outstanding trickster type is the hare, but he is also stupid. He is the perfect trickster in text No. 7 where his mischief breaks up the friendship of Honey-badger and Lion. He is the libidinous adulterer in text No. 9, and the woman whom he seduces is caught and beaten in the end. His cleverness is also useless. At the end of text No. 3 he tries to think up something new when his futile and pedantic efforts to build a shed for Ostrich have ended in humiliation. In text No. 4 he first makes a fool of himself trying to emulate giraffe, and then he perishes as the foil of his own stupidity when he tries to imitate Dove.

This image is confirmed by descriptions given by Sandawe informants of Hare's character, which differs from the Swahili image to a degree. Both the Sandawe and the Swahili use Hare in everyday speech as a characterization for human types. The Sandawe say of him that "he has no good intelligence" ¹ 1933, 253.
² 1961, 7.
(maraad'ta'e'ga), "he cannot think properly" (/ma'/ma'ad'ta'e'ga), "he is bad" (nyasa), "a seducer with vain words" (tl'alo sawo-sikwea), "oh he, he is an imbecile" (sh hawu, k'atl'ii), and "the Ostrich is big, but Hare is small" (ma'itaa ba'das, la'a te'axu). This verdict is considerably more negative than the Swahili one: expressions like "this person is as smart as a Hare" (mut huyn miana kama sungura) are applied to someone who has cleverly managed to extricate himself from an embarrassing situation. On p. 587 we have seen that a similar expression is also used by the Sandawe, but the Swahili characterize Hare as 'cunningly clever' (miana) and 'resourceful' (awerevu) although he is also a 'cheat' (mdangayifu). The name which he is given is Abunawae; Johnson describes this as

"the name in stories of Arabic origin, of the character who invariably comes off best owing to his shrewdness like the sungura (hare) in stories of Arabic origin."¹

Thus the Swahili Hare is accorded grudging admiration for his trickery and he is held up as a hero to live up to; his cleverness is fine as long as you are clever enough to get away with it. An element of adoration cannot be altogether denied the Sandawe Hare, for he is certainly funny, but he is not an idol in the Swahili sense. His cleverness is little more than silly self-deception. The Sandawe Hare belongs firmly to Radin's first cycle, the sub-human Trickster. The Swahili Hare is also a Trickster and belongs to the same cycle, but he verges decidedly toward the Hero of the second cycle.

As part of the Trickster-motif the Sandawe Hare fits very well into the pattern of a wider range of African folk literatures, but with which character does he correspond most closely as a caricature? Werner describes Hare as the most

---

¹ 1951, 1.
prominent hero in Bantu stories. Lion, Elephant, and more frequently Hyena are its foils, and "inoffensive creatures like duikers, lizard, bush-buck occasionally fall victims, sad to say", but Tortoise is too sharp for Hare. His West-African equivalent, Spider, is described as stupid, glutinous, selfish and irresponsible, consistently outdone by his wife Kayi who is both bigger and more clever than he, but whom he continuously tries to outwit. All spider stories are found funny. Berry says that Spider functions as the symbol of the freedom from physical limitations and moral restraints. Thus the character of the West African Spider is perhaps as close as any to that of the Sandawe Hare-Trickster, whereas the general Bantu Trickster agrees more with the Swahili Hare rather than with the Sandawe one. The image of the latter lacks the idol-element which is so obviously present in the Swahili (Bantu) Hare.

A secondary Trickster in West Africa is 'Cunnie Rabbit', identified with the royal antelope and almost lovable, according to Berry, but no corresponding character emerges clearly from the available Sandawe literature.

The simpler animal symbols.

The first animals to be mentioned under this heading serve in the first place as models for human types; they are caricatures rather than symbolic representations. The Sandawe express the universal tendency to sympathize with the underdog by giving in their tales, a measure of superiority to peaceful herbivores over the powerful beasts of prey. Straightforward examples of this are, of course, Zebra who wins his race

1 1933, 254.
2 1961, 7.
3 Loc. cit.
against Lion in text No. 1, and Cow and her calf who thwart
Lion’s attempt on their lives in text No. 6. Both animals are
considered intelligent (maraq). Their names are used as terms
of praise and may imply the attribution of courage. Exorcism
dancers are praised as zebras and virile men are praised as
bulls. 1 The greatest virtue of zebras and cows lies in their
beauty. Zebra’s stripes are outstanding marks of beauty, and
Cow is admired as a fair white-coloured heifer. If she is not
white-coloured, her pretty speckles are likened to female
beauty, and long horns also stand for beauty. 2 Giraffe emerges
as beautiful and sympathetic, and being also intelligent, he
foils the pretentious Hare. 3 If in terms of beauty Giraffe
signifies noble beauty, Klipspringer is the enticer. 4 In Kudu
we reach an animal of significant ritual and symbolic value.
Kudus and gazelles stand for female grace, 5 but the kudu also
portrays the erotically procreative urge, 6 and its horns
symbolize fertile phaluses. 7 In the dances of ochek’ume, the
images of kudus, gazelles, and water buck are used to convey
a promise of fertility and procreation. 8 Apart from the erotic
aspect of fertility the kudu also symbolizes fertility as a
life-giving power over the destructive powers of witchcraft;

1 Cf. texts Nos. 86 and 116.
2 Zebra’s stripes: cf. text No. 86; white heifer: text No. 87;
pretty speckles: text No. 168; long horns: text No. 120.
3 Sympathetic beauty: text No. 156; better than Hare: text No. 4.
4 Cf. text No. 162.
5 Cf. text No. 116.
6 Cf. text No. 118.
7 Cf. texts Nos. 114 ff.
8 Cf. text No. 116.
this is evident from the use of the kudu's horns in the witchcraft exorcism ritual of *simbi*. This ascent on power may be the reason why buffalo horns are also used in these rites; they provide the musical instruments for them. The Sandawe image of deer-like animals is quite different from the image of Deer in West Africa, which is thought to be helpless and stupid. Erotic excess appears to be associated with abnormal fertility resulting in twin births, and the mischief-maker who causes it is represented by Monkey. Also associated with fertility is the pangolin who may be seen as a divine messenger, but the best known messenger of the Sandawe is the mantis. Among the Bushmen the mantis is so central a figure in folklore that Bleek and Lloyd entitle a collection of tales after him. Describing his character they say that Mantis shows supernatural powers but also great foolishness; he is mischievous, sometimes kind, and always very human. He is not divine himself, and he is far from invulnerable. In a tale recorded by Bleek he behaves too much according to this mythological character, and in doing so he incurs the wrath of mother Lioness and has to take flight. This is in accordance with the character of the Sandawe Mantis. He is only held in awe when circumstances warrant the belief that he has come with a message from the spirits. When he is only a little insect in the field, or when he foolishly appears by a house without justifying his divine messengership, he is liable to be eaten by children.

1 Cf. p. 351; 352 note 2; 362.
2 Berry, 1961, 7.
3 Cf. text No. 126.
4 Cf. p. 506 (text No. 156).
5 Cf. p. 501 ff. (text No. 152); also p. 532 (text No. 175).
6 1923, The Mantie and his Friends.
7 Ibid., v.
8 1875, 6.
In the identity of **Muku**² he is kind, but as a **kokoroko** he brings mischief.

Frog stands in quite a different relationship to divinity. He is the powerful rainmaker who can summon the elements at will.² He is probably the only animal which has a special connection with one particular Sandawe clan, the Mungó Alagwa. He symbolises the rain-priest and the authority he wields.

Alagwa clansmen sometimes refer to water as "the frog's bedspread" (**l'orónó ka'adá**), and this expression is exclusively an Alagwa one in so far as that it causes amusement when a non-Alagwa says "give me a frog's bedspread" (**l'orónó ka'adá** sa) for "give me a cup of water". Frog is powerful, and so he instils fear into man, but he is beneficent and does him no harm. In the tale of One-eye and the Frog it takes One-eye's courage to overcome this fear. When he has retrieved Frog from the well he gives him the place of honour on the leading ox's horns.³ Other peoples also attribute superior qualities to Frog. Beidelman reports that among the Kaguru he is too clever and wise for Leopard,⁴ and Werner says that as a Bantu character "Frog rivals tortoise in astuteness".⁵

The elephant is equally respected, but he has magical strength rather than religious power. He is strong and firm, and his name is used as a praise name for a courageous hunter or for a righteous husband.⁶ In the tale of the poor man's stolen wife, "my elephant" in the wife's song carries the

---

1 Cf. p. 501 (text 152).
2 Cf. p. 140, note 2. Alagwa rain-chiefs use the frog in their rainmaking ceremonies.
3 Cf. text No. 10.
4 1963b, 135-46, tale No. 4.
5 1933, 300.
6 Cf. texts Nos. 131 and 158.
significance of "my worker of magical power". The elephant is the Lord of the Bush, and the object of awed admiration. The bush is his kingdom, and "the elephant's bedspread" (v/bég le'ndég) is a common name for it; its special meaning is a place where adultery takes place in secret, i.e. outside the realm of human authority and social control. In his quality of the Lord of the Bush (zakhi me'ndam), Elephant reigns during the night even where Man is the master during the day. Some Sandawe use fresh elephant faeces as a medicine for infants who have fits. The juices are squeezed out and administered to the eyes or internally; this is believed to be very effective and Sandawe in the towns have been known to pay two shillings for a small quantity of fresh faeces. Alagwa warriors are entitled to wear ivory (and iron) armrings which are thought to give them strength, and other Sandawe wear bangles made of elephant hair which they put under their pillows at night to safeguard them from witchcraft. The elephant in West Africa is described by Barry as "strong but slow", but Woolf reports that among the East African Yao the elephant is held in the highest esteem.

The honey-badger is thought of as being courageous and tough, but this animal does not emerge from the available material as a significant representation of man, nor as a ritual animal or a symbol for certain values or ideas. It represents mainly itself. The badger is small but equal to a

1 Text No. 15.
2 Text No. 154.
3 Cf. p. 48, esp. note 2.
4 Referred to on p. 28, note 5.
5 1961, 7.
6 1908, 64. Mentioned in one breath with Baboon.
lion as a fighter, and is a menace to man's beehives. But these are no more than observations of the animal's nature.

The hyena.

The most inglorious character of all animals is accorded to hyena. He is stupid and greedy, and the foil of other animals. He is a coward, and inferior to lion, and he does not speak properly but makes funny noises which may be likened to lies. He is an incomplete animal and is referred to as a hornless cow. Being incomplete, he is a social outcast, and as such he is both an initiate and a witch. Initiates are called 'hyenas', as we have seen, but witches are not; they are referred to as people who harbour nastiness (NABU) Yet hyena's identity as a witch is well established. In the story of the Witch and the Fire-oracle the killer-husband returns as a hyena, and also in a riddle the hyena is a witch, if he is not a witch himself, he is at least a witches' familiar whose cry is 

Initiates are going through a period of ritual impurity; this impurity is attested by the fact that at its conclusion

1 For Badger's courage, see text No. 7; for his method of defence, Ibid., note 6 (p. 160); as a menace, cf. text 152.
2 In text No. 2 he is the foil of Stork. Sandawe say that any animal would foil him.
3 Text No. 36.
4 Text Nos. 35 and 36.
5 Text No. 37. Donkeys are also hornless cattle, but only in the sense of immaturity (cf. p. 402).
7 Text No. 17.
8 Text No. 35.
9 Text No. 15, note 19 (p. 261).
10 1875, 12.
they are ritually cleansed and literally washed and dressed anew in a ceremony which is called 'the washing' (n'!ka'ta).\(^1\)

Thus Nyena, the initiate, symbolizes the state of being unclean. The idea that Nyenas are unclean also finds expression in the now widespread revulsion from the use of Nyena meat as a food. This has not always been so, and it is whispered that Nyena meat may still be eaten on occasion in some remote parts. It may well be that the whole set of idea associations is of Bantu origin.\(^2\) We have seen that circumcision ceremonial is known under non-Sandawa names and that it may have been adopted in comparatively recent times.\(^3\) It is even said that in the past the Sandawa ate Nyena meat, and that this is the reason why one Sandawa clan, the Walamit, were given their name by the Rimi.\(^4\)

Thus we have the likelihood that an old Sandawa image of Nyena, in which he was not despised, has been replaced by a modern one in which he is despised. This new image may have arrived with the introduction of rites in which Nyena symbolizes all that is despicable and unclean. From a fine Bushman fable presented by Bleek, Nyena does not at all emerge inferior to Lion. Instead, he takes the place of the underdog who takes revenge on the physically more powerful Lion.\(^5\) The Bushman Nyena is not unclean. Planert gives us a text in which a

\(^1\) Described on p. 377.

\(^2\) Cf. p. 369.

\(^3\) There is a term /ak'ua/, fem. /ak'una/, circumciser, which literally means 'one who causes [it] to be open (or visible)', from the verb /ak'u/, 'to excise the clitoris' or 'to circumcise' (usually the term is used for the female operation). This may well be a Sandawa descriptive term applied to a non-Sandawa custom. The idea of openness or uncoveredness is discussed on p. 369.

\(^4\) The meaning is 'Nyena-eaters' (mentioned on p. 52, note 1).

\(^5\) 1875, 12.
Bushman sets out with the express purpose of hunting a hyena; he then kills it and prepares it for food. The Bantu hyena differs markedly from this image and corresponds well with the modern view which the Sandawe have of this animal. A Nakanai riddle shows that Hyena is identified with initiates; the Gogo hyena is a cheat and he lies; a Kaguru tale shows Hyena's typical selfish greed, and the Hyena of the Tete is described as representing servile knavery. It is well known that Hyena, as a coward and an outcast, is associated with witches and witchcraft. Kohl-Larsen says with reference to the Hadza, that the role of the (European) Wolf is played by the Hyena, whose character is to be the most stupid, usually the foil, and excessively greedy. This describes the Sandawe Hyena only as a caricature; we have seen that as a symbol he stands for much more.

The lion as a caricature and as a symbol.

As a caricature the lion is a big brute, but also the foil of weaker animals. In text No. 1 he loses the race against

1 1905, 176.
2 Harries, 1942a, Riddle No. 6 (p.37): "Let the preparation be made for us, let us be circumcised." Answer: "Hyena."
3 Claus, 1911, 50.
4 Carmell, 1955, 32 (tale No. 3).
5 Beidelman, 1963b (tale No. 2).
6 Kohl, 1905, 2.
7 Cf. James, 1966 (R/S). It is remarkable that Straube in his book on animal representations (1955) only mentions hyenas as ritual animals in secret societies (p. 22). Being mostly concerned with the roles played by animals, or parts of animals, in ceremonial, he hardly touches upon their roles in witchcraft and sorcery.
8 1956b, 157.
Zebra even though he arrogantly calls out his own praise name. ¹

In text No. 6 another weaker animal, Cow, comes out better than he does, and in text No. 7 he is fooled by Hare into a quarrel with Honey-badger.

Endemann tells us that among the Sotho, lustful man is conceived of as a red-eyed lion. ² This is also a prominent function of Lion in Sandawe imagery. He is not just an irresponsible lecher like Hare, but he is a more dangerous sort of adulterer. In the circumcision song of the teacher from Goima, he is the lover who seduces his girl-friend in the wilds of the bush and the rock clusters. In text No. 170 he is the lover in the dangerous position of being found out with Hunter's wife. In either case Lion is associated with dangerous action, and in particular, with dangerous places in connection with love-making. The Sandawe have a name for such places, 'the lion's bedspreatr' (/aetä ts'adj), in analogy with the 'elephant's bedspreatr' (mäa't ts'adj) which suggests that the lovers are out of reach of human authority. Rock clusters which are known to be used by lovers as a rendez-vous, are referred to by the former term, and an adulterous woman may similarly refer to the homestead of her lover as her lion's den.

Here we begin to touch upon the symbolic value of Lion as a general representation of Danger. In text No. 153 he is still a physical animal, the dangerous animal which prowls around the fence at night in search of a kill. But in text No. 13 he is the Lion-man, the representation of the brutal husband who is about to kill his wife. 'Lion' (/aetä) is a term which is used for a bad suitor whom a woman would be ill advised to marry. The term is also used for a rapist, or a man who carries off a woman into marriage against her wish. ³

---

¹ Cf. text No. 1, note 10 (p. 117).
² 1928, 24.
³ Cf. text No. 182, esp. p. 543.
The symbolic value of Lion emerges from the rites of circumcision, the women’s fertility celebrations of mirimb, and the witchcraft exorcism of simba. These rituals are pervaded with lion symbolism, but in each of them Lion conveys a different shade of meaning. The common denominator is Danger.

The Lion of Circumcision is met with in text No. 95; the subject of the text is the danger of circumcision in its various aspects. 'He Who Always Grunts' (Sāmūlēda) is the ritual name of Lion which suggestively describes the latent danger which it represents. The Bantu terms for Lion (nimba or simba) also serve as ritual names; the Sandawe, who do not speak Bantu, use the terms metaphorically rather than in their original meanings of physical lions. We have seen that a variation of this term, nimba, is felt to mean the loud roar of a lion as well as the animal itself. To the initiates 'Lion' means the danger of things to come in their initiation. It implies fear for the circumcision knife as well as fear for their naked seclusion in the bush. Lion thus represents Danger in any form which threatens the initiates in their period of transition, while the seclusion itself is symbolised by Hyena.

In the women’s fertility celebrations of mirimb Lion symbolizes male aggression as well as the pleasures of sexual union, and also the dangers of childbirth. The former elements are expressed by what may be called the phallic Lion, i.e. the pestle or the quiver which is placed on top of a drum or in the hollow of a gourd or a mortar, and then made to roar by rubbing it obscenely. In the sanzoona Man himself takes the place of the pestle. In the mirimb song of text No. 121 the (physical) lion sleeps in badness, and he is also roaring

1 Cf. pp. 384–5 and 150.
2 Ibid.
3 Lines 5 and 23, p. 432.
as a (symbolic) Lion, while the use of the ritual name 'Striding Maned-Lion' (Kándoré) signifies the latent danger implicit in the reproductive process. The two manifestations of Lion, the phallic pestle and the uterine gourd, merge in the proven fertility of the women.

In witchcraft exorcism Lion also has a dual symbolic function. He is the Danger which is so powerful that it requires complete dissociation on the part of the exorcizers, to overcome their fear for it and tackle it. Once dissociation has dissolved this fear, Lion's aspect which is allied with the exorcizers becomes the power which vanquishes the dangers of witchcraft. We may recall that the name of the exorcism rites, simbó, literally means 'the state of being a Lion', and that the rites are held 'to purify the country', so that the atmosphere will be clear for the subsequent circumcisions. The Lion of simbó minimizes the dangers of the Lion of circumcision. By climbing the phallic rocks the simbó dancers, who are the Lions, clear the way for the unobstructed fertility of the country.

With all its sexual connotations, Lion has little to do with fertility itself. Lion is conspicuously absent from the fertility rites of nheku-mo which are the purest Sandawe representations of fertility nge nge, and in the songs of mirimó he is actually equated with barrenness. What Lion does, is to symbolize the dangers of witchcraft, of man's transition into adulthood, and of his pro-creation in childbirth. Dangers constitute a power, and Lion is powerful; when these powers are properly harnessed and used constructively, as in simbó, they

1 Line 6, p. 432.
2 Chorus lines, loc.cit.
3 Cf. p. 355.
4 Cf. p. 355.
become beneficial and see Man successfully through the
processes of reproduction, as witnessed in the celebrations of
mirimé. Even though Lion can be phallic he is not a fertility
symbol, but rather a symbol of power which is essentially
dangerous.

Sandawe representations of the lion have much in common
with those of many other African peoples. Straube points out
that the lion and the leopard are both African initiation animals
which are portrayed by wearing the animals' skins. Their
functions overlap, and the two animals are given similar
characters. Among the Sandawe, too, the leopard is seen as
a little lion; this is evident from terms used for coinage, but
the leopard is not a ritual animal, nor does it appear to
be symbolically important.

Elsewhere initiates are taken to a place of crocodiles,
where they are circumcized by operators who "have a fearful
appearance, their heads being covered with lion's manes." The
crocodiles are obviously homologous with the snake which in
Sandawe animal symbolism represents the All-Devourer as well as
sexual danger. Among the Sundang the circumcizer wears a piece
of lion skin on his head, according to Probenius, and among
the Katla-Nuba he wears a leopard skin. Holleis tells us that
among the Nandi the master of ceremonies holds court in the
circumcision hut wearing a lion skin on his head. The Sandawe
say that the Barabaiga, who are their northern neighbours and
related to the Nandi, do the same. Straube states that the

1 1955, 5 ff.
3 Junod, 1913, 76, discussing circumcision among the Thonga.
4 1913, 149.
5 Ibi., 115.
6 1909.
girl-initiates of the Yao are attacked by a man dressed as a lion, thorns in hand.\footnote{1} Gernann records that Pare boys are threatened with being eaten by lions.\footnote{2} Although this is not common now, crowns of lion manes made of zebra hair (\textit{sanara}) are also used on occasion by Sandawe circumcizers.

To Straube, the circumcision ceremonies represent the 'mythical death' of the initiates, their sojourn in the other world, and their return to the world on this side.\footnote{3} Van Gennep, on the subject of Australian peoples, says that

"In some tribes the novice is considered dead, and he remains dead for the duration of his novitiate,"\footnote{4} but as a principal thesis he holds that

"Rites which involve cutting something... are generally rites of separation."\footnote{5}

No doubt the Sandawe rites separate the initiates from childhood. At the end of their novitiate they are reborn as young adults and therefore they obviously find themselves in a ritual womb during their seclusion, but there is little evidence to show that they are thought of as dying a ritual death at the beginning of this seclusion. Rather than going to the other world of the spirits they go to the other world of the bush, i.e. they go out of human society to become Hyenas or outcasts, but not into the realm of death. They do not die, but have to face the threat of death represented by Lion.

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item [1] 1955, 6.
\item [2] 1912, 74.
\item [3] \textit{ibid.}
\item [4] 1960, 75 (italics mine).
\end{itemize}}
The Lion-danger and sorcery.

The omnipresent fear of Lion-danger presents a situation which malevolent people may readily exploit by means of the intimidation of sorcery. The country of the Nimi, and also parts of south-western Sandawe have been notorious for outbreaks of lion-murders; the victims were killed by people dressed as lions who were believed to be real lions. Several women and some men have been convicted as the instigators and possible perpetrators of these murders, but no killer has been caught who could be identified as a 'lion' with any certainty. It seems certain that the killers were dressed as lions; footprints and claw marks found on the victims were those of lions, but knife wounds and other evidence proved the killings to be the work of humans. 1 Much about these lion-murders remains shrouded in mystery but they appear to represent cases of sorcery in which the sorcerers have made effective use of the popular beliefs about lions and Lion-danger in order to trap their prey and to intimidate the neighbourhood into silence. Although knowledge of the role of Lion in Sandawe oral literature does not solve the details of this sorcery, it may help to understand the circumstances which have made it possible.

The snake and the gourd, and similar symbols.

When the phallic symbols of the Sandawe are considered, it becomes clear that we have to do with a considerable variety of forms. Some have an obvious phallic shape; the

---

pestle or the quiver of the dance of the feetus (miring) is perhaps the most obvious of all. The phallic nature of the anthemp in which the adulterous hare lives finds its confirmation in the riddle in which it proves to be the simple, obscene phallos. In the story of the woman and the snake the latter is clearly phallic, but so are the circumcision dancer's rock with the cleft, animal horns, and even bird's wings. In witchcraft exorcism dances trees may function in the same way as the rock, and thus they are phallic; this is also the case in the song of the ebony phallos. The horns of the moon may be identified with the phallic horns of hornhorn cattle. Even liones and man himself may be used as phallic symbols, as we have seen, and also the phallic opposite, the womb, may merge into a phallus. The more obvious the symbols are, the more readily they are likely to be used as vulgar references to sexual pleasure but all may help to express, at a deeper and more truly symbolic level, the deep concern of the Sandawe with fertility and the continued existence of their tribe.

The snake may be used as a vulgar referent, but it may also symbolize ugliness rather than obscenity. When in text No. 11 the snake enters the woman's mouth, part of its function is no more than to transfer an obscene image; associated with this is the warning of the dangers of a refusal to marry. In the tale of the cripple who becomes a handsome youth the position is different. Here the skin of the snake is the rubbish, the ugly skin, with which the youth had been covered. Thus obscenity and ugliness combine to find their expression by means

1 Hare in anthemp: text No. 9; Anthemp = obscenity: riddle text No. 74 (p.355).
2 The cleft: pp. 354-5 and 365; horns (mambe) = aiane penis: text No. 93 (pp. 379-81); bird's wings: pp. 444-5.
3 Trees = Rock: p. 355; tree's heartwood = ebony phallos: text No. 113 (pp. 413-6).
4 Cf. pp. 118; 420, and 425.
of the same animal representation. Although the common use of
the snake no doubt helps to associate the two referents in
Sandawe thought ("Symbols direct and organize"), we have here
to do with two different symbols. Ogden and Richards insist
that
"When a symbol seems to stand for two or more referents we
must regard it as two or more symbols, which are to be
differentiated."2

Use of the snake as a sexual symbol is found in all Bantu
literatures; as a referent to ugliness it is less common but
not confined to the Sandawe. In a Hehe story recorded by
Dempwolff, which is virtually identical with the Sandawe tale
of the cripple who becomes handsome, the 'ugly skin' which the
cripple throws off is explicitly a snake-skin.3

Among the Sandawe the snake also represents the All-
devouring Monster who swallows people and burns their houses.4
The snake-monster puts an end to all life, and the snake is
therefore the exact opposite of the life-giving womb. In this
connection it seems highly relevant to note that the sexual act
is also associated with burning;5 the phallic snake is thus a
symbol of death rather than of life, and the sexual act is
dangerous and destructive rather than creative; this may be
compared with the danger which is expressed by Lion as a sexual
symbol. The rock of witchcraft exorcism is also a barren
phallus; it contains witchcraft in the form of a deadly snake.
The phallus is not just a snake; it is the home which harbours
the Life-destroying Snake. Only when this bewitching substance
is removed from it the phallus can begin to have a fertilizing

1 Ogden and Richards, 1946, 9.
2 Ibid., 91.
3 Dempwolff, 1913.
4 Cf. the song of text No. 12.
Although sexual penetration is referred to as burning, and burning is thus associated with obscenity, destruction and death, burning is also a purifying act. The firedrill (horomade) which is used at the inauguration of a new household, may be seen as a phalrus which purifies by fire. Fire is deadly but it also destroys impurity. In the ceremony where the initiates prepare to leave their camp they burn a weaver bird’s nest which has the shape of a male organ. They cleanse themselves ritually of the impure state of their initiation period, and they sever themselves irrevocably from their boyhood. The tree under which the rite is performed, the baobab, is a symbol of male strength and in this quality it may acquire phallic qualities; its opposite number, the /saka tree and its substitute the nollegela tree, under which the female rites are held, are usually small and slender. Yet the "female" /saka tree also provides the male symbols of the sticks which are used in the courtship dances of landé. As Beattie points out, the touching of a woman’s shoulder is a widespread symbol for sexual intercourse, and there cannot be any doubt about the phallic nature of the sticks, even though they are made of the wood of a 'female' tree. The use of sticks as a symbol of masculinity is as obvious as it is common. When a Tallensi becomes a father he announces the fact to his parents-in-law in this form: "Your daughter has born a calabash" - if it is a girl; "a staff", if it is a boy. In Basutoland the birth of a son is announced by beating the father with a stick; the birth of a daughter by drenching him with water. Yet it would be wrong to see phallic symbols in

1 But on occasion the /saka may reach a considerable girth when it grows in favourable conditions.
2 Beattie, 1961, 177.
3 Fortes, 1945, 61.
4 Ashton, 1952, 29.
all sticks and trees; even the trees of the exorcism dances and the baobab of the circumcised must be seen as assuming phallic shapes only in the proper contexts, and then only as symbols which in general represent ideas which have to do with clearing the way for healthy fertility. In neither case must they be seen as mere obscene allusions. This is not to say that these allusions are not made; they certainly are by some of the boys who throw their knives into the baobab before they are carried out of their confinement. To quote Jung, "much depends upon the maturity of the dreamer who produces such an image."¹

Another phallic object is the knife which is used in clitoridectomy, the mendo: it produces a searing pain and it stands for a bull which symbolically deflowers the girl-initiates.² Circumcision's symbolic function of paving the way toward fertility is expressed in the song which says that the newly adult maidens will blossom forth after the ordeal,³ and the person who paves the way is called the /ak'una/, 'the one who causes [it] to be open (or visible)'⁴.

It may sometimes be illuminating to draw up series of symbolic associations in terms of dualistic oppositions, but it would amount to rather an oversimplification if it were attempted to place such oppositions in two simple linear sets. Coomaraswamy has pointed out that a thing may be female in relation to one thing, but male in relation to another.⁵

Not only do symbols and their referents cross sides according

---

¹ Cf. p. 92.
² Cf. p. 393.
³ Cf. p. 397.
⁴ Cf. p. 598, note 3.
⁵ Cf. p. 64, and p. 65, note l.
to the contexts in which they are used, referents may also merge in the same symbolic representation. The phallus merges with the womb in the lap-gourds of miriná. Gourds usually represent the womb and thus fertility, but in the Lion-game of miriná the gourds in the initiates' laps are phallices as well as foetuses. The substitution of the pestle-plus-gourd or drum in miriná by the phallic men in enngona further suggests the essential unity of the attributes of miriná.

The womb is usually a life-giving symbol, but it can be as infertile and destructive as the phallus. In the tale of the woman and the snake it is the womb-gourd (the pumpkin) which finally destroys the girl Mirigi by swallowing her into the earth. Ogden and Richards' injunction to distinguish between symbols when their referents differ proves to be valid once more. This structural problem of symbolism may also be approached from the psychological side for, as Jung says, every thing that appears as male may have a female element in it ("anima"), and vice versa, every female symbol may have a male element ("animus").

The snake as a Sandawe symbol fits in well with what it represents among surrounding tribes. Beidelman writes that among the Kaguru it represents maleness, and "giant snakes are said to dwell atop mountain peaks (a male symbol for Kaguru) and, in tales are sometimes described as coupling with women, with dire results". He also states that "An enormous snake with seven heads is a fairly common motif in Kaguru stories. Just as birds represent beneficent factors of luck, so these snakes usually represent malevolent forces, in some sense associated with men."
The number of eight hundred heads given in the Sandawe story is obviously a modernism, used to stress the size of the monster. The Hadza attest to its enormity as a destructive power by letting an elephant battle with it in a tale; the elephant is then promptly swallowed up.¹

The meaning of birds.

Like other animals, birds appear in Sandawe oral literature either as animals with characters of their own, or as symbols. But here the analogy ends, for birds as a class of animals can be split up into two main categories of different type. One of these corresponds in general with the group of animal or human caricatures, while the other category provides representations of the symbolic type. The first group consists in general of some of the more conspicuous species of birds; these are represented as individual beings with characters of their own. The second group consists of more anonymous birds, such as small and gregarious birds of the field, and also high-flying birds of prey.

The individual birds of the first group have characters which are generally favourable. The stork, the ostrich, the dove and the pigeon are all attributed a certain superiority or cleverness. Stork defeats the greedy Hyena in text No. 2; Ostrich humbles the pretentious Hare in text No. 3; Dove does something which Hare cannot emulate in text No. 4 and the latter perishes trying; and Pigeon is also said to be clever, but text No. 5 shows him to be not so powerful as Frog. The guinea-fowl is considered beautiful because of its speckled feathers² and the cock, which plays no role in the texts presented, is said to be a clever animal and to act as a guardian against enemies and witchcraft; because it is a witchcraft-destroyer (ti’ind’内地) it is used in circumcision ritual, according

¹ Kohl-Larsen, 1956b, 48-57. ² Text No. 40 (p. 318-9).
to informants who say that Cock is bigger than Lion.\textsuperscript{1}

In the symbolic category the songs of circumcision and of witchcraft exorcism mention several large birds of prey which possess watchfulness and are hunters; they eat carrion (death) and therefore they destroy witchcraft.\textsuperscript{2} Their names are used as praise-names for the \textit{simh\textordmasculine} dancers who climb (fly up into) trees; the dancers become bird-people who acquire the powers of the birds, and they become destroyers of witchcraft, just like the real birds of prey.\textsuperscript{3} It is said of the rites of \textit{simh\textordmasculine} that they purify the country, and the birds are symbolic of this purification by identifying themselves with the birds, the dancers overcome the powers of witchcraft. The condition of being a Lion (\textit{simh\textordmasculine}) is supplemented by the condition of being a bird of prey.\textsuperscript{4}

The unspecified birds of the second group have a number of mysterious properties; the ideas which other peoples of eastern Africa have about them generally agree well with those of the Sandawe. Beidelman states that the Maguru see birds as omens, and that their folklore has many instances of birds showing magical or unusual powers.\textsuperscript{5} Werner speaks of the unnamed birds in Bantu tales which reveal the secret of a murder, and she says that a favourite incident is the sending of birds with messages.\textsuperscript{6} Kohl-Larsen says that among the Tindiga (Nadza) birds are often the helpers of man in tales.\textsuperscript{7}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1} This agrees with the usual position in Bantu tales, cf. the intimidation of Lion by Cock referred to on p. 56b.
  \item \textsuperscript{2} Cf. text No. 105 (initiates are watchful hunters); text No. 88 (dancers are witchcraft destroying carrion-eaters).
  \item \textsuperscript{3} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{4} Purification; cf. p. 355.
  \item \textsuperscript{5} 1963c, 46.
  \item \textsuperscript{6} 1933, 303.
  \item \textsuperscript{7} 1956b, 157.
\end{itemize}
The Sandawe appear to agree with this, as is witnessed by the
riddle of the *miriko* bird which is a carrier of secret
messages.1

Messages, stories and songs fly. Black and Lloyd record
a Bushman text which says:

"My fellow men are those who ( ) are listening from stories
from afar, which float along; they are listening to stories
from other places."2

The Sandawe say the same about songs, for 'songs fly up high,
they run like birds' (*himo /'tank'as il'iniri, ak thwilix: mirilix*).
3 This flying action is either divinely inspired
(*marongo ia'abo*, the work of divinities), or the work of
spirits (*laks'ima ia'abo*), or just mystical (informants have no
explanation). Andrzejewski says that among the Somali

"poetry spreads so quickly across vast distances that some
people in the nomadic interior believe it to be transported
by jinn, or even by God himself."4

Among the Bantu speaking Zaramo the process is a more mystical
one. Werner quotes the story of the enslaved Kwége who had been
sent bird-watching in the fields. He sat down, looked at the
hovering flocks of birds and wept bitterly. Then he sang:

"I Kwége, weep, I weep!
And my crying is what the birds say."5

To the Sandawe birds also have a supernatural quality, for
"the going of the birds is the work of divinity" (*thwi mirihó
ka' varongwe ia'abo*), and "the birds and the hornets help the
inspirational diviner" (*thwi nt ziiff ‘laura megangenca’ ñuk'è*).

---

1 Text No. 38 (pp. 317-8).
2 1911, 301.
3 I have heard a similar remark about news which flies.
5 1933, 89.
This is reminiscent of what Culwick has to say about letter-writing, which is another form of transmitting information:

"A letter is a supernatural agent whereby the writer transmits his thoughts to the reader, and reading partakes of the nature of divination, more particularly to that form of divination which consists of holding a string of beads in the hand and waiting for the thought it inspires in the mind."¹

He adduces no conclusive evidence for the accuracy of this statement, but some Sandawe also show amusement at the power of literate tribesmen to understand news from far away, and to read the letter-writer's thoughts. Mystic communication, by bird-flight, as it were, thus includes that which is transmitted by divination, by song, and by letter.

No identification of birds with riddles has so far been documented from elsewhere, as far as I know. The link between the two, as symbolized by the Sandawe riddle-bird, fits in well with the association of birds with supernatural agencies. Supernatural agencies are usually spirits of some kind or another, and to break the riddle-playing taboo is to offend the spirits, thereby calling in the birds who will then come to destroy the crops. Birds are therefore not exclusively a force to the good; rather than being the helpers of man they may be hostile if the spirits wish it.

The link of birds with supernatural forces is vague and difficult to establish by solid evidence. In the rites of twin births the song of the twin birds suggests, on the face of it, a link between birds and other sky phenomena such as lightning and spirits, but information supplied by informants links the birds with phallic images instead.² Since the link of birds with supernatural forces is such a subtle one, we must be

1 1938, 79.
2 Cf. p. 444.
careful not to depict birds as playing the role of spirit-messengers like the sarties.

In text No. 8 a newborn child is taken care of by a bird and eventually abducted to a place vaguely described as Sware, a place to which the child has been coaxed, or an undefined place which seems to be receding while the searchers approach it, like a fata morgana. Rather than being spirit-messengers, the role of the birds appears to be the symbol of mystery itself.

Symbolism and the use of names.

In the example just quoted the use of the name Sware has helped us to discover the meaning of the birds as a symbol. This suggests that names may be valuable auxiliaries to symbols in oral art. From the discussion of some Sandawe symbols it may have become clear that the use of symbols contributes considerably to the conveyance of meaning as expressed by plain language. This "extra meaning" is conveyed not only by the use of appropriate symbols, but also by the artful selection of names. Like symbols, names can therefore fulfill an important purpose in oral literature, but unlike symbols, which express something of general value or importance, the value of names applies only to the particular subject which happens to be under discussion.

The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines a name as

"1. The particular combination of vocal sounds employed as the individual designation of a single person, animal, place, or thing. 2. The specific word or words (term) used to denote a member of a particular class or being or object." If symbols are expressing general values, names designate specific or particular objects.

1 Cf. p. 163.
2 1944, reprinted 1959 (3rd ed.).
The poetry in names.

Although the study of names and their uses in oral literature is a fascinating one, little systematic work appears to have been done on it in respect of African literatures. Beier, when discussing the poetry in names in the context of Yoruba poetry, points out that "we are not always aware that Emmanuel means 'God is with us' or John means 'The beloved of God', and he says that the names of Yoruba children may have meanings such as 'Joy enters the House', or 'I have someone to pet'. He also mentions the difficulties which may be found in the interpretation of the meanings of names; in this respect he refers to the variety of popular explanations of the meaning of the Yoruba word for God.

Sandawe names are as meaningful as those of any other people, but in oral literature there is more to these names than their intrinsic meanings alone. A point to be stressed is that the real poetry of names does not lie so much in the meaning of each name in isolation, but in the way it is used in a tale, a song, or a riddle. A name's poetic potential is fulfilled only in its artful application to a meaningful context. Many items of oral literature would lose much of their beauty and significance if the names occurring in them were omitted or altered. Just as symbolic representations express whole complexes of thought, names characterize people or places by the use of a single word. The clever use of one particular name may provide wit or salt, and its imaginative application may add a leavening of relevant idea-associations. A name may be circumstantial or symbolic of what it represents, but in either case it may bring in an enjoyable element of poetry.

1 1959, 6-7.
2 Ibid., 5.
Nouns in Sanxaro narrative.

The names found in the story texts are mainly place-names and the names of the tale's protagonists, but a few ritual names of animals also occur. When place-names are used to show the route of running competitors, as in text No. 1, well-known names are preferred which are familiar to everyone. Everyone in the audience can therefore easily follow the progress of the competitors in their imagination.\(^1\) In the first text Lion and Zebra follow such a well-known route, and in text No. 6 Cow and the pursuing Lion follow the same route but in an opposite direction. This is significant. In the story of Lion's pursuit of Cow the route begins in distant Lelita; this is the place where the danger of Lion's threat to Cow develops (the story is told at Karova in south-eastern Sandawe, but Lelita is in the west). From there Cow and her calf flee from Lion, and they get nearer and nearer to Karova until at last they reach home and safety. What is a safer place to the Karova audience than Karova itself? The association of distance with danger is also evident from the story of the Lion-husband, whose home is placed in distant Kilosa.\(^2\) This is the place to which he almost manages to entice his bride and her brother before the latter escape in the flying cage. Unnamed places may be used in a similar meaningful way. The sea in which the many-headed snake lives is a far-away place, and if this "sea" is interpreted as a large lake this fact remains unaltered.\(^3\) Other associations than the danger of distance may be implied by a place-description: the unnamed place where the woman-seducing Hare lives is a phallic antheap.\(^4\)

---

1 See note 12 on p. 118.
2 Text No. 15, note 4 (p. 217).
3 Text No. 12; cf. also p. 562.
4 Text No. 9.
Since the most significant part of a tale is usually the
song, it is not surprising to find that names are often used
in the most significant way in the story-song. Nolka, which
is the name of the place to which Yena and Stork are racing
in the song of text No. 2, may be explained as The Place Which
You Cannot Miss. By selecting this name the storyteller suggests
that his protagonists have one clear goal in mind from which
they do not deviate. Nolka beckons them, clearly visible.¹

In the tale of the abducted child two names appear in the
song, Swarna and Ringeringa. The subtle contrast between the
meanings of the two names conveys the difference in the
atmosphere of anxiety during the search, and the relief when
the searchers are closing in on their target. Swarna is the
name which suggests the undefinable nature of the place where
the child has been hidden whereas Ringeringa is a name which
suggests a visible target, or at least a target which is well
defined. Without these two names the beauty of the song would
be lost, and with it, much of the significance of the tale.²

The name of a story's principal hero is often found in
the song, and the choice of the name is usually highly meaning-
ful. In the tale of the chief who stole the poor man's wife
the poor man is called Elephant which, as we have seen from
elephant symbolism, means an Upright or Courageous Hunter.
The wife's name, Anamala, which means Candelabra Tree, is
equally significant. Either she was a witch and the seducer
got his due by getting a wooden witch (the tree) instead of a
live woman, or she may have become de-humanized in her raped

¹ Literally: That which is in a continuous state of being open. Ne
signifies a state of being open (cf. na, to be open); lo
is a continuous state (cf. 1a, continuous action); a is the
3rd person singular.

² The names are analyzed in note 2 on p. 162 and note 8, p.163;
see also note 5 on pp. 162-3.
condition after she had handed over her heart to her husband. The precise interpretation is a matter of personal opinion, just as the precise interpretation of poetry (which implies more than it states) is also largely left to the imagination.\footnote{Text No. 15, notes 20 and 21 (pp. 261-2).}

In the story of the woman who is possessed by a snake, the former's name is Mirimi, which means Medicine. According to informants she is administered medicine for bad behaviour, but they do not say what the nature is of this behaviour.\footnote{Text No. 11, note 4 (p. 184).} The answer is supplied by the first five lines of the tale, where it is explained that she was a very pretty girl, but that she consistently refused to get married. This is a form of behaviour which is thought of as decidedly anti-social.\footnote{Ibid., note 1 (p. 183).} The medicine which she is administered consists of the treatment which she receives from the phallic snake, and her consequent suffering. The name Mirimi thus expresses the association which exists between the girl's anti-social behaviour, her placement outside normal fertile society, the snake-medicine, and her resulting sickness and misery. The incurability of her aversion is shown by the end-motif, where she is hacking at the ground-womb in a last futile effort to overcome it, but which results in her own final destruction. The name of the girl helps to clear up the function of the snake-symbol; the nature of this symbol is quite clear without the name, but its purpose is not.

In the tale of the many-headed snake the snake's name is simply "Hundred-headed one" in the first line of the song, but the second line reveals its nature as the All-devourer: "The challenger of whole villages and the burner of houses" is in fact also a name in the sense of a significant appellation or an epithet.\footnote{Text No. 12.}
The significance of the assumption of new names in tales has been noticed by Boas in Tsimshian mythology.\(^1\) Sandawe oral art also uses this expedient to good effect. In the tale of the cripple who became handsome, the cripple's name Kalunkuka probably suggests his lowly condition.\(^2\) The girl whom he pursues but who rejects him is called 'I do not want men' (Sikumiluma), but the greatest significance lies in the new name which the storyteller applies to the cripple later on in the story. At the point where the girl's mother realizes that his claim to the girl cannot possibly be refuted, she calls him Tchawaluma. The meaning of this may be translated as 'It is I whose husband he is'.\(^3\) The change of the name reflects the changed situation in the tale, and to the knowing listener it subtly expresses this fact.

Not all names in stories are subtle references to contextual situations. Some are simple, even crude characterizations. 'One-eye' simply indicates a physical handicap, and 'Green-eye' adds insult to this.\(^4\) Nakunda, the name of the creator, means progeny and implies fertility; this is a name which embodies its poetry in isolation, and it is not dependent on meaningful placement in an appropriate story-context.\(^5\)

In the tale of the war with the Masai the name \(ba\) is not at all relevant to the story as an expressive medium, because here we have to do with a historical figure whose name happened to be \(ba\).\(^6\)

---

1. 1916, 417 ff.
2. Text No. 14, note 8 (pp. 233-4).
3. Ibid., note 15 (p. 239).
   Green-eye: text No. 10, note 11 (pp. 174-5) and text No. 12, note 8 (pp. 201-2).
5. Texts Nos. 19 and 20.
6. Text No. 18.
Name-punning in riddles.

Harry is one of the few who have drawn attention to the importance of name-punning in African literature, by classifying West-African riddles into true riddles, riddle-questions and "conundrums, or riddles that involve puns and plays on words."

On the subject of the psychology of Chaga riddles, Gurney says that the greatest joy in solving a riddle is that, by discovering the essence of its similitudes, one has recognized the nature of an object itself. Solving riddles thus helps to gratify the human mind's quest for wisdom, the ultimate achievement of which lies in recognition. And, he says, "The key to everything is in its name."

More than anything else, name-punning gives riddle-playing its special character of a clever art. Riddles are not just questions which require an answer; they are also parables which consist of two essentially equivalent parts, like a mathematical equation. In this clever art of the Sandeec, the significance of a riddle does not lie in the solution alone. It lies in both sides of the parable, in the question as well as in the solution. Posing a riddle cleverly is therefore just as commendable as solving it correctly, and clever name-keys to the nature of the likenesses are often used in posing the question. Names add the fun of a pun to riddles, but they also add cognitive values of their own.

In one riddle "Triumph is the name of a woman who always emerges from the kitchen together with her child. The answer is the large main dish for porridge and the small one for vegetable relish. The parallel is easy enough to see, but it

1. 1961, 11. The distinction between True riddles (logically solvable) and Riddle-questions (can be answered only by the initiated) is not relevant to the present discussion of name-punning.

2. 1911, 522.
is solely the choice of the name *Naamë* which adds the image of a steaming dish, for the name means (One) Who Has Smoke (or Steam).¹ In another riddle, "the nose" is the reply to "Lamii's sleeping but stands out forward." The role of the nose in snoring is sufficiently obvious, but the name provides the image of snoring quietly, like a quiet water, and adds a modicum of ridicule.² The noses of Europeans are made fun of by the use of the name *Toma* which means 'it does stick out'.³ The use of the name *Mahahlav* ('Pretty-pretty') for a girl in an obscene riddle causes the resulting image to be more plastic than it would have been without it.⁴ The choice of the name *Homa* in the parable of the water-reeds and the Maasai warrior alludes to barbarism and implies an insult to his tribe.⁵

The riddle of *Hogad* who has forgotten his knife-handle and its solution (excrement) make nonsense of the dignity of a homestead-owner by linking his name with the unclean act of wiping away children's excrement; this is a women's job anyway. Since *Fly-Switch*, i.e. the head of the Household, is usually the middle-playing child's grandfather, this pun also reflects the disrespect which is commonly shown for members of the next ascending generation.⁶

Punning on place-names can be equally involved. In the riddle of the many beautifully-patterned objects at *Kipyuka* the solution is a guinea-fowl.⁷ The abundance of these birds at this place has been referred to under the text, and it gives a sufficient first explanation why the name *Kipyuka* has been...

¹ Text No. 43.
² Text No. 53.
³ Text No. 58.
⁴ Text No. 71.
⁵ Text No. 57.
⁶ Text No. 63.
⁷ Text No. 40.
chosen. But the choice of the name is also significant in another respect. The element *kango* in the name suggests the shooting of arrows into a tree (*ki-* is a Bantu class-prefix which adds no significant meaning to the name in Sandawe).\(^1\)

Shooting for practice entails frequent searches for lost arrows, and the use of brightly speckled guinea-fowl feathers in the arrow's tail fins makes the search easier. Sandawe preference for guinea-fowl plumage is so strong that they use special boxes for storing them.\(^2\) Thus the name *Kigango* refers not only to the abundance of guinea-fowl at that place, but also to the fact that the birds which are so plentiful there, are those which supply arrow-feathers.

In the riddle of the dry vegetables at *Tl!ankhoo* the geographical name supplied the image of a tooth-gap, which is the solution to the riddle.\(^3\) The explanation given for the personal *Koswa*, which also occurs in the riddle, may be incomplete. The name means One Who Herds, and although the riddle is said to describe a girl with unclean teeth, it seems not unlikely that the name has been deliberately chosen to add something to the total image. "One Who Herds" may be a reference to herding animals at a place where the vegetation has dried up, adding a suggestion of incompetence to the image of dirtiness.

---

1 Although vowel changes have occurred in each syllable the name is homologous with *Gongaa* (mentioned on p. 537); cf. also note 1 on p. 530. For the meaning of vowels, cf. p. 105.

2 The National Museum at Dar es Salaam has such a box on display, with the following caption:

"A box made from a small log of wood split in half and hollowed out. These were used for storing guinea-fowl feathers, used by the Sandawe, for their arrows. The bright colours of these feathers make lost arrows easier to find. Such 'feather boxes' are no longer made. D.V.159."

An illustration of such a feather box is given by von Luschan, op.cit., 334. It may be added that a feather box is called *kila* and that such boxes are still being made, although only rarely.

3 Text No.55.
Ritual names.

In chapter VI songs have been collected which are principally associated with ritual, and not unnaturally this is where ritual names are used most. It is a striking feature of these songs that so few personal names occur in them, and also place names do not abound. Most names are those of animals, plants, and objects which are used as representations of wider idea-complexes and associated values. They are therefore highly symbolic. What has originally been the name of an animal or an object, may also be combined with a verb to form a complex ritual name. Even verbal forms which are used only in the context of ritual, may function as ritual names.

In the song which praises the ash-coloured excrcism dancers, the term for 'zebra' (Lion) is a ritual praise name. In various other excrcism songs, and also in circumcision songs, the names of birds, in particular birds of prey, fulfil the same function. Even the name of the rites which achieve excrcism by dissociation, sikha, is really a ritual praise name. Sikha, 'the condition of being a lion', means in effect 'to be as brave as a lion'. It is no accident that the Bantu term sikha forms the basis for the name, rather than the Sandawe //atex (lion), because the latter simply means the physical animal. To the Sandawe who do not speak Bantu, the Bantu term has a more mystical value. Yet we have an example on hand where theSandawe term is used to express the highest possible praise for the Ritual Lion. In the song which likens the sound of the rubbing-bowls with the roar of lions, the term for the physical lion (//atex) is suddenly used instead of the usual term for the ritual Lion (sikha). This is an intensification of the praise for the fawn-coloured, elongated wooden bowls which emit the

---

1 Text No. 96, The Praise.
2 Text No. 97, The Lion-bowl roars.
sound of the symbolic ritual lion. The bowls roar so well that they actually resemble the physical animals. The symbol is substituted by the common object; the sacred is displaced by the profane. 1

Objects and plants which supply names for ritual symbols are the clitoridectomy knife (Mandu), the horn which is identified with the Elama semen (namba), and the heartwood of a tree (rice no). 2

Complex ritual names are Manderig (Striding Harned-Lion), Mbitidun (He Who Always Grunts), and Riangome (Initiate Devourer). Meaning-shifts have occurred in these names which mask original Bantu terms. The zebra, represented by the element ngora in Manderig, still supplies the material for a ritual crown, but the image created is that of a lion, and the ritual attire represents lion-skins. 3 The element mith in Mbitidun has not been derived from a brindle-coloured animal as it is thought by some young men, but from a little-used verb which means 'to grunt'. 4 The term Riangome contains the Bantu element namba, but this does no longer mean 'cattle' but 'initiates'. 5 The principal association of the first of these

1 Needham, 1960, ascribes the great significance of the left hand of the Mugwe (a prophet of the Meru of Kenya) to an intensification of the sacred role of the right hand in ritual; the analogy with the care of the physical lion lies in the consideration that the left hand of the holiest priest of the Meru can do the ritual job even better than the right hand of an ordinary priest. Priesthood corresponds with the Ritual Lion (sacred); the left hand with the physical lion (profane). As Needham says, the Mugwe himself is symbolic; his use of the left hand does not mean that the left hand as such is sacred. The Ritual Lion of the Sandawe is symbolic, but the common wooden bowl is not sacred at all.

2 Texts Nos. 100, 93, and 113.

3 The term is analyzed on pp. 95-9.

4 Cf. p. 150.

three terms is with the Danger of the Bush (powers not controlled by man), of the second with the Threat of Danger, and the third with the Danger of the Ritual. Especially in the last case meaning has become so vague that the Senzeni themselves are no longer able to explain it.

Ritual terms derived from various verbs and other words are: Lampa (initiation in the sense of separation), Kalanala (refers to bloody circumcision), Kamukana (blood and menstruation), and helenflango (healing; etymologically this seems to be related to malagnala and punukala). 1

Lampa in the Lion-game refers to coitus; in the song of the story of the adulterous woman and the hare it signifies readiness. 2 Pirima is the circling movement of the searchers in the tale of the abducted child, and of the cage which flies up in the tale of the woman who married a Lion-man. In the ritual song of the dancers' circling movement around the baobab tree is the dancers' circling movement around the tree. In the song itself the reason is given for the movement: it removes 'the curse' (of the period of pollution which is the initiation-period). This shows the importance of ritual circumambulation. It focuses the attention on that which is circumambulated, and it emphasizes its significance by setting it apart from that which is unimportant. 3

2 For the Lion-game, cf. text No. 121, pp. 431-3; for the woman and hare, cf. text No. 9, note 2, p. 166.
3 Circumambulation of the homestead (kermala) and of the baobab tree (pirima) are in effect circumambulations of a "victim" which is sanctified and set apart, cf. Hubert and Mauss, 1954, 31. The circular route: (1) makes divine, and (2) is simply a magic circle (ibid., note 127, p. 125). For the non-ritual meaning of pirima cf. note 3 on p. 162.
Names in non-ritual poetry, and a key to classification.

All dances have something to do with ritual, and therefore it cannot be said thatSandawe topical dance texts have nothing to do with ritual. For this reason it is difficult to draw a sharp dividing line between ritual songs and non-ritual songs on the basis of a consideration of dances, or of dance songs, in their entirety. But if we consider the use of names in oral literature, a sharp distinction becomes at once clear. In ritual poetry and in fictional narrative names are carefully selected to characterize the principal actors, and to symbolize values. But in topical poetry and in historical tales, names belong to people who happen to own them, and they have no significance in relation to the meaning of the poem or the tale.

There is no need to give an exhaustive list of examples to show the non-symbolic function of names in non-ritual poetry, for all names in it are non-symbolic. Exceptions to this rule are few, and even they appear to follow a significant pattern, for they occur in lyrical minstrelsy and not in topical or heroic minstrelsy. In the song of the dead giraffe the place names KIPONGO ('a place which has a wide circumference') and THOLÓNGARIO ('having endless plains') appear to have been deliberately chosen to stress the bleak desolation of the place where the giraffe has found its sad end. The introduction of the names stamps the song as a lyrically symbolic one rather than a historically factual one. Only the fact that there is some doubt about the meaning of the first-mentioned name, which may perhaps mean 'the place of the hunt leader', shows that we possibly have to do with a mixed case. Yet even 'the place of the hunt leader' may be a deliberate poetic choice rather than a factual statement that the giraffe was slain by the home of

---

1 Cf. p. 448 (1st paragraph of chapter VII).

6 Text No. 109, we consent to use names (pp. 407-9).
a particular hunter. In the song of the reluctant hunting dog the term sundi ('one who has rows of arrow-pointed teeth') is a significant appellation, and in fact a name. It virtually takes the place of the dog's proper name, yet it is not a factual proper name but a deliberately chosen epithet. In the song of the forbidden intercourse significant use is made of the names of flowering trees, yet there is no reason to assume that the trees were actually flowering at the time. In the song of the prowling lion the name simba mbiira ('lion, the maned lion') is used, as well as the term katolo ('he who frequents the fence'); the former is a ritual name for lion, and the second is a significant appellation or epithet.

We have seen that Bemwolff recognizes two types of Sandawe minstrel, the epic and the lyrical poet, and of the minstrels represented in the present thesis Mr. Gawa vindia's salia is described as belonging to the second category. Names and epithets which can be shown to be significant in relation to the meaning of the song, are all found in poems which may be termed lyrical. And, perhaps significantly, all the examples are from songs sung by Mr. Gawa vindia's salia.

Of the names found in the topical dance songs of chapter VII, none appears to have any deliberate significance in relation to the meaning of the song. Even the name Hwanakiri ('He who has it for saying') in the song of the porters' caravan is factual. It is the nickname of a historical figure and not a name which has been specially invented for use in the poem.

1 Text No. 156 (pp. 507-8).
2 Text No. 157 (pp. 508-10).
3 Text No. 156 (pp. 518-21).
4 Text No. 153 (p. 503).
5 P. 499.
6 Text No. 149, We crept on our knees (pp. 487-9).
Invocations like \textit{Wa'd} in some \textit{landa} songs have nothing to do with the song.\textsuperscript{1} As Calame-Grisele points out in regard to a Bambara text, such invocations are salutations on the part of the singer.\textsuperscript{2} In the \textit{wadya} song of the beer tax the salutation becomes almost a direct address when the singers mention the name of the headman \textit{Mondi} in their complaint about the imposition of the tax.\textsuperscript{3} The name is a factual one, and all other names which occur in the songs of this chapter are also purely and simply the names of people who are mentioned in them.

Names can now be used to classify songs as topical or non-topical (lyrical or ritual). In the dance songs which celebrate communal effort (\textit{wadya}), of the dance of the youths (\textit{mangda}), and of the harvest and courtship dances (\textit{landa} and \textit{nindo}), names are not significant. Sharp contrasted with these are the songs of exorcism (\textit{simba}), of circumcision (\textit{gadi} and \textit{kerem'ta}), of the foetus and the phallus (\textit{mirima} and \textit{sanzoona}), and of twin births (\textit{gad}); here names are highly significant. Only the placement of the songs of the elders' dance (\textit{mudange}) must be tentative for lack of sufficient name material.

In minstrelsy names may help to classify songs as lyrical or heroic minstrelsy. In narrative, fables (fiction) are distinguished from mythical and historical stories (non-fiction) by the use of names. Creation myths are a borderline case but they may be seen as belonging to the second category because the name \textit{Matunda} simply means The Creator; it is a factual description as much as a symbolic invention.

\textsuperscript{1} Texts Nos. 138, 146, and 147. All three are sung by the same singer who apparently likes to salute \textit{Wa'd}.
\textsuperscript{2} 1963, 203.
\textsuperscript{3} Text No. 134.
Ritual terms and names are naturally found in the first place in ritual songs, but they are also strikingly common in story songs. *NIMBA* (Lion) occurs in the songs of text No. 1, *Sangula* (Wearer of Manes) in those of text No. 2, *SIMHLôDâ* (He Who Always Grunts) in text No. 6, *MâRÌN* (swirling around) in texts Nos. 8 and 13, *IYâNA* (randiness or coitus) in text No. 9, and *TâMâP* (Elephant) in text No. 15. This presence in story songs is no longer surprising now that we have discovered the correspondence between ritual song and fiction. We have seen that in ritual song the names are significant to the meaning of the whole song, and in the explanations of the song texts we have referred to them as operative terms. In fictional narrative crucial moments are marked by songs which also illustrate the meaning of the story in a way which ordinary speech cannot do. Thus the song is to the fable what the name is to the ritual song. In topical poetry we find no significant names, and in correspondence with this we find no songs in historical/mythical stories.¹

It may indeed be said that names are poems.

The general character of Sandawe names and symbols.

Efforts to discover the meanings of African proper names have often been made; even Sandawe names have been discussed. Von Luschan was the first to list a few meanings of Sandawe personal names; he mentions One Who Eats Quickly, Flatterer (i.e. one who scrounges food by flattering the donor), One Who Is Silent, One Who Loves His Mother, and Good Shot ("Schütze", which is his translation of MUKUA, the name of the tribe whose members are well known for their elephant hunting). He also mentions that a child may be called Cross-roads if his mother has delivered it at such a spot.²

¹ Cf. p. 557.
² 1595, 342-3.
Dempwolff supplies some more detail about the nature of Sandawe personal names and the circumstances in which they are given. According to one of his informants, the first name which a child receives is the name of its mother or its mother's brother. Additional names are given later, at different stages of its life: at 'puberty rites' (circumcision), at marriage, and at important occasions, for example when a grandfather dies.¹ Dempwolff's second informant denies that there is naming at circumcision. This is true; there is indeed no formal naming there, but initiates may acquire nicknames which stick. The text which is supplied by the second informant, states that [at the naming ceremony] the child's umbilical cord is picked up by one of the elder women and thrown away, after which the parent(s) give the child such-and-such a name; preferred are grandparent's names but names of other relatives are also given, and special names are chosen if special circumstances warrant it.² The text implies, but does not make explicitly clear, that the name which the child receives at the throwing-away of the umbilical cord, is the name of the tree or shrub under which it is thrown. In fact this naming signifies that the umbilical cord has been deposited there, which means that the child is now free of it and has started life as an independent human being which is no longer part of its mother. This previous dependence was implied by the mother's (or the mother's brother's) name. The sex of the child limits the choice of the tree or shrub under which the umbilical cord is thrown, but subject to this limitation any plant may be chosen which happens to be nearby. Boys are called after such trees as the nen/a, i'umhâ, ñâ, ñâta, ñhâshla, ñâba, i'âk'wa and other trees; the number of trees and shrubs which may be selected is great. Girls are called ñelegala, ñindarâ, ñhâa, i'âk'yu, //tâka, and so on.

¹ 1916, 127.
² Loc. cit.
Such umbilical-cord names (Jhudk /*34) may also be taken from things which are not plants or trees, e.g. koto (fence, or fence-post) is a common boy's name and ta'inkwa (dung, or manure) is usual for girls. In general trees and shrubs with 'male' names are those which are strong or thorny, and those which have 'female' names are small or smooth-barked. Fence posts are made of heavy logs of hardwood which are planted upright in rows to form the cattle enclosure, while dung lies on the ground and fertilizes (the Sandawe know the use of manure on the fields), and the ideology of proper names is entirely in accordance with what we have found from song symbolism. Instead of plant-names, girls are often given bird-names at their naming ceremonies; the names are then taken from birds which happen to be present. Sirika, Zálíma, Súr actors and Smeena are bird-names which are commonly given to girls. Bird-names may also be given to boys: Zóngu (Stork) and Nongo (Bateleur, a bird like an eagle) are not uncommon boy's names, but whereas the birds selected for girls are small, the 'male' birds are large birds of prey. The presence of other animals may also decide the choice of a name: Kilikili, the name of the swift squirrel is a boy's name, but /Lóno, a very small mouse, lends its name to girls. All these names have in common that a certain circumstance is decisive, and that ideas attached to the name-giving objects limit the choice. But circumstantial objects are not limited to trees and shrubs, birds and animals. Common men's names are Kolime or K'olime (Bad Tidings or Omen),

1 Dempwolff, loc. cit., translates koto thee as the Koto-tree', but thee means 'wood' or 'log' or 'post' as well as 'tree'.
2 The names Lík'wa and Xeselala and their uses are boys' and girls' names are mentioned in text No. 166 (cf. pp 519-20).
3 The two forms are used indiscriminately, but K'olime (with stop) is the form which corresponds with the original name-giving noun (cf. text No. 152, p. 500).
Lonkha (Fighting Stick), Kfa (= K.A.R., King's African Rifles),
Boma (Government Post or Fort), Banarings (= Bwana Kings, i.e.
Mr. Linke), Marima (= maujumda, Swahili for teacher), and
Hazenwa (Building Poles, from the Swahili majmara, building site
or poles). These names may commemorate circumstances like the
presence of a spirit-messenger, a stick-fight, the child’s
father’s departure to join the army, the building of the
government post at Kwa Mtoro, the arrival of Mr. Linke in the
area, the fact that the father or one of the guests is a teacher,
or the construction of a new house. Associated ideas play a
limiting role also in this kind of name. Endi means Rainy
Season; this is a common name for girls born at that time
but Habinji, the name of Dempwolff’s chief informant, is a boy’s
name which means There Are Empty Stomachs. The former shows an
association with fertile femininity, the latter with sterile
masculinity.1 Although men and women usually do their hoeing
together the name Hlosie, One Who Hoes Regularly, is a girl’s
name, and so is Koziga, Bambara Nuts (i.e. a harvest of plenty
of these nuts), for hoeing and harvests are associated with
fertility and these names are therefore feminine.2

The meanings of traditional clan and family names have
often been forgotten, but sometimes the original meanings are
still clear. Amda! is a recurring name in Alagwa families, and
their great headman was so called. The Alagwa claim Batoga
descent, and the name means Beautiful in that language.3 The
equally common Alagwa name Munsi commemorates the clan hill of
the Munsi clan,4 Even if the meanings of traditional names are

1 For Endi cf. text No. 113, especially p. 415. Habinji is
habinjaa (empty stomach or emptiness – there are or remain).
2 Koziga is a traditional crop (cf. p. 52). This is not a
tree or plant name of the previously discussed type.
3 Lusya = beautiful (Werther, 1898, 491).
4 Cf. p. 19 ff., and p. 21 note 1, p. 23 note 2, and p. 26, note
5.
often no longer remembered, these names tend to be circum-
stantial. They are chosen because it is felt that a certain
ancestor's name ought to be selected for propitiatory reasons;
there may have been indications that his spirit might become
troublesome for some reason or another, and the selection of
this ancestor's name shows to him that he is being properly
remembered.

Sandawe ideas about names fit in well with what is known
about other African peoples. Obst says that the Rini use the
names of seasons, harvests, or draughts for personal name;
and he gives us a short list of Rini names with their meanings.¹
Von Sick records many more Rini names, the great majority of
which are clearly substantial names.² Further afield the
situation is not substantially different. Bull says that the
Pare name their children after some circumstance attending the
child's birth or some peculiarity in its appearance.³ Struyf
shows that among the Ba-Kongo such circumstances as the mother's
labour, or the names of the day of the week on which the birth
takes place, are prominent.⁴ Spiess' study of Ewe names in
Togo shows several categories of circumstance, but also names
of a parent's membership of secret societies, and names of
people dedicated to a divinity.⁵ Still further away, in Europe,
the picture has changed substantially, and religious names,
names of mythological animals, warlike properties, and various
idealisations dominate the scene.⁶ Among the Sandawe, circum-
stance dominates the scene and ideology is subordinate.

1 1911, 90.
2 1915, 40.
3 1933, 326.
4 1908, 135-7.
5 1903, 57.
6 Cr. Abel, 1853.
Unlike many European names, Sandawe names are significant appellations in the sense that they have real significance in respect of the physical existence of the individual rather than with an abstract ideal. The name's significance is related to it, not separated from it.¹

Sandawe symbolism is similarly integrated with its surroundings. Animals provide caricatures of people and their characters, but they also provide symbols of what is important to humans and what they stand for; plants symbolize ideas about fertility, masculinity, femininity, and spiritual values. Based as they are on physical similarities, their flowers and their fruits provide erotically sexual symbols of fertility rather than romantic representations as in Europe. Thus we may contrast Sandawe symbolism (and African symbolism in general) with European (and Asian) symbolism as realistic and idealistic or, if we wish, as integrated and abstracted. Yet, if we do this we still fail to put into clear perspective an important aspect of Sandawe (and African) symbolism, and also of the nature of their oral art. This aspect is admirably described by Nketia who recognizes circumstance as the relation of a thing to its surroundings. Commenting on Akan poetry, he says that

"Oral literature has tended to give prominence to persons, interpersonal relationships and attitudes and values derived from our conception of the universe. We do not spend time on the daffodile or the nightingale or on reflections on abstract beauty, the night sky and so on as things in themselves, but only in relation to social experience. Our poetry is full of animals and plants, but these are used because they provide apt metaphors and similes, or compressed ways of stating bits of social experience."²

¹ The modern use of Christian and Muslim names excepted.
CONCLUSION

In addition to Nketia's argument that oral literature states bits of social experience, it may be argued that it helps to maintain and stimulate the society which supplies this experience. Songs are more than just mnemonic devices which help storytellers remember the stories they tell; they sustain and invigorate the rituals of which they form part, and the rituals of life form an essential part of life as the Sandawe know it. In his discussion of Radcliffe-Brown's functional explanation of rites, Beattie agrees with him that

"rites express symbolically, and so help to sustain, certain social attitudes and values which are conductive to the smooth running of community life." ¹

This is done quite unconsciously. Beattie adds that

"we are concerned ... mainly with what R.K. Merton called 'latent function' rather than 'manifest function'. That is, we are dealing with consequences of human behaviour of which most of the actors are or may be quite ignorant." ²

Oral literature performs the same function here as ritual, and since it provides most of the oral expression of the ritual action it is an essential part of it.

The educational value of oral literature is quite obvious. Not only initiation and other ritual songs teach the initiates what behaviour their society expects from them. Even such a minor form of oral art as riddles is educational because it helps the riddle-playing children recognize the meaning of

---

¹ 1964, 58.
metaphorical statements made in the form of a challenge; after a while they will also learn to recognize the significance of puns and the value of symbolism and taboos in riddle-playing. Stories also teach; they do this by the examples of the characters which act in them, and often stories are clearly and avowedly moralistic. On occasion this moralistic value may be consciously used. Of the story of the girl Mirigi who has an aversion to marriage and who is administered the medicine of a phallic snake, the story-teller said that it teaches a girl that a persistent refusal to get married is bad. Actually he did more than just make this comment. He addressed his story clearly to one particular member of the audience. This person was not a marriage-shy local girl but a daughter of the story-teller's brother; some years ago she had gone away to make a living in the town of Dodoma, and she had returned home for a visit. At Dodoma she was "selling beer", i.e. she worked in a bar and led a promiscuous life. To her 'father', the story-teller, it was obvious that these circumstances were not conducive to the conclusion of a regular marriage with bride-wealth and the birth of children. The point was not lost on some of the children who laughed at her, whereupon she got up and hid herself in the inner room.

Direct mockery rather than moralizing may be used in song, as a song text of the harvest and courtship dance (1andé) shows us. The description of the marriage-shy girl Mendo ridicules her. The use of the wanyima song of Nambe with the bare buttocks, described on p. 458, amounts to the successful application of social sanctions in much the same way as Malinowski's Trobrianders did when their public insults drove an incestuous member of the community to suicide, after threats of black magic had failed.2

1 Text No. 140, cf. p. 474.
2 Malinowski, 1926, 78.
Songs can also have a negative effect on the maintenance of order. The song of the returned bride must not be sung to certain Ewuré classmen lest there may be trouble. The song about the headman who refused to help his neighbours during a Potato raid, clearly stigmatizes him and his family. Oral literature is therefore a powerful tool in the maintenance of social order, but it can also be used as a disruptive weapon.

Its unifying effect is of supreme importance. Ritual is made up of the two basic component parts of action and song. Turner maintains that

"the essence of rites is unification and the promotion of solidarity, and it is believed that every group and type of group whose members are present must benefit in terms of increased corporate solidarity."

Since song is such an essential part of ritual it is obvious that its role in the enhancement of solidarity is important. The same can be said of prayer, which forms an essential part of the rites of the hill-clans. Smith demonstrates that every person who is born into a certain religion is socially affected and ties by it, because of its nature as a community religion.

By taking part in the rituals of clan religion the Sandawe identifies himself with his clan. Smith's argument in respect of the ancient Semites is certainly also true for the Sandawe:

"In the same measure as the god of a clan or town had indisputable claim to the reverence and service of the community to which he belonged, he was necessarily an enemy to their enemies and a stranger to those to whom they were strangers."

---

1 p. 522.
2 p. 471.
3 1952, 145.
4 1907, 28 ff.
5 And with a larger social group if the divinity belongs to a larger social group, viz. the Alagwa rain prayers (cf. p. 342).
6 Om.cit., 35.
Weber speaks of the continuous retention of magic, especially of the ancestral cult, as the guarantee of social obedience. As a medium of expression for this ancestral cult, oral literature forms a vital link in the maintenance of social obedience.

Narrative and riddles also play their part in one's identification with a group. Understanding of the group's language and symbolism enables a person to communicate with its members in the same terms. Understanding implies recognition, and recognition implies acceptance. For a stranger there is no surer way to gain acceptance among a group of children and to gain their confidence, than to show that he is able to join and enjoy their games of riddle-playing. Similarly, among the grown-ups, an ability to tell a witty story or to refer to some well-known fact or condition in a pun or an apt characterisation, dispels initial suspicion as by magic. It may be said that successful communication is the magic of solidarity, and it operates not only among the living but also between the living and the supernatural. It expresses the relations between them, and it cements these relations. We have already referred to the expression, in prayer, of relations between the living and their divinity. In exorcism, the songs of the rites have the quality of a spell when the singing and horn-beating women help to hypnotize the dancers into achieving feats of agility and endurance. The songs contribute to the dancers' dissociation and the general atmosphere of frenzy. The magic of oral literature is applied in a negative sense when the Sandawe observe the taboo on riddle-playing in order to avoid calling up the crop-destroying birds.

Individuals may benefit from oral literature as much as society as a whole. A minstrel may derive considerable personal

1 1963, 90.
prestige from it, and even wealth. Renowned song-leaders tend to be initiators and ritual leaders.

Like other African literatures, Sandawe oral literature is rich in form and stylistic devices. It is not just a collection of animal fables; in fact these form only a minor part of the whole range. Although narrative shows a considerable diversity of symbols and motifs the number of narrative types is small as compared to the number of song and dance types.

We have briefly discussed dance procedures, melody, rhythm, and instrumentation, but there are more elements which contribute to variety and interest. Of Yoruba poetry, Eleru has said that it abounds in metaphors, similes, onomatopoeia, repetition, and also in humour, irony, pathos and bathos.\(^1\) We have found all these elements also in Sandawe poetry. Babalola, in his discussion of the Yoruba Ijala, notes features like the significant absence of connectives, grammatical compression, the lengthening of syllables, and humour-motivated tone-changes.\(^2\)

Sandawe oral art also uses these devices, and its melody is more varied than is suggested by Laschikan when he says that in African literatures "a pattern is imposed on poetry by the tonal structure of the language."\(^3\) Jones rightly notes that (in speech) "a word with a wrong pitch is no word at all", but that humour is often achieved in African song by running tone

---

1 *1955*, 8. He also mentions alliteration (but not rhyme) which is found in Yoruba but not in Sandawe. Swahili poetry also uses rhyme.

2 *1966*, 77 ff.

3 *1958*. Sandawe examples of "wrong" tone: Text No. 141 (p. 175, lines 1 and 5). The melody shows us ḫinā but the word tone is ḩinā. In text No. 154 (p. 564, line 9) the melody changes ḫamā to ḫamā. In text No. 149 (p. 465, lines 2 and 3) taḥāna and ḩishāna differ in tonal values although there is no grammatical difference.

---
counter to speech tones. Babalola also speaks of humour-motivated tone-changes. In the song of the distant fires we have seen that the Sandawe also know how to use tone for creating funny effects, in much the same way as a European composer may make a musical joke.

In Sanhu riddles, Cole-Beuchat recognizes a variety of types: the interrogative, the simple-sentence, the compound-sentence, the short-story, the one-word, and the phrase types. Even in the small selection of riddles presented in this thesis most of these types can be found.

Effective use of imitation is made in other African literatures as well as in Sandawe: Condrua mentions that in a Songs tale the narrator illustrates the smallness of an ogre by singing its song in a small childish voice, just like the Sandawe narrator illustrates the weakness of the exhausted snake in text No. 12. Evans-Pritchard records that in a Sande tale Nyena cries li li li li, which corresponds with the Sandawe Nyena's voice joke. From less remote parts similar imitations are reported. Johnson says that the Iramba Cow lowls Ngwiru Ngwiru in Guimann's Volksbuch the Chagga Eagle cries Kiri Kiri; according to Kohl-Larsen the Hadza Honeybird calls Akka Akka, the Isanju Owl cries Jainta, and the Cock crow Ngoliga.

1 1956, II, 12.
2 1966, 77.
3 cf. p. 536, and Beethoven, op. 6, 56; instead of:
4 1957, 136.
5 1947, 217.
6 1961, 19.
7 1931, 343.
8 1914, 155.
9 1956b, 225.
10 1937a, 21.
among the same people. 1 Correspondences in the technique of imitation may be greatest with Bushman, where special sounds created to mimic animal characters are perhaps similar to those used by the Sandawe. 2 The Hadza technique of changing "many consonants to more euphonious ones in singing" (which causes many of their songs to be difficult to understand), appears to be quite different from what we find among the Sandawe. 3 The Sandawe and the Bushmen both use a deep, throaty sound (\textit{y}) in similar circumstances, a sound which is not used among the neighbours of the Sandawe; 4 yet Babilola reports that the Koruba also use a "breathy voice" in one type of poetry. 5 Repetition can be as extreme in Sandawe as in Bushman, but repetition is also common elsewhere. The eel-and-bull dance of Northern Bushmen appears to correspond closely with the Sandawe dancing, and when in rituals the Sandawe sing like vultures, grunt like lions, or mimic fertile animals, they bring to mind Black and Lloyd's dictum that courtship and the imitation of animals are the ideas which the Bushmen express in their dances. 6 D.F. Black also says that the Bushmen are good mimics. 7 Black and Lloyd conclude that in general the Bantu are essentially prosaic in their ideas and literature, but that the Hottentot and Bushmen are more poetical (especially because the latter have "extensive mythological traditional literature"). 8 Although comparative material is still inadequate to prove this point.

\begin{enumerate}
\item ibid., 30.
\item Cf. Black, 1872, 6.
\item D.F. Black, 1951, 277.
\item Own inquiries among various neighbouring tribes.
\item 1963, 185.
\item 1923, viii.
\item 1929a, 8.
\item 1911, b34-5.
\end{enumerate}
beyond reasonable doubt, one cannot get away from the feeling that, like Bushman art, Sandawe oral art relies on implication rather than on reasoned argument, and that this reliance is greater than among surrounding Bantu tribes. To put it in Jakobson and Halle's terms, Sandawe oral art appears to be guided more by the principle of similarity than forwarded essentially by contiguity.\(^1\) However, at the present stage this is hard to prove, and the evidence which we have adduced is far from conclusive. Acting is part of ritual everywhere, and this includes a certain amount of mimicking. Special sounds are also made in other parts, and we do not know how good the correspondences are. All we can say is that in the course of history Sandawe oral art has become strongly influenced by Bantu neighbours; this is borne out by similarities in story motifs, riddle styles, ritual proceedings and songs, symbolic terminology, and so on.\(^2\) Obvious differences exist in language, music and rhythm, some tradition, *phek'ume*, the rubbing-bowl and other instrumentation, and shades of difference in symbolic representations. Very tentatively we conclude that Sandawe

---

1 Principles governing poetry and prose, respectively (1956, 82).

2 Because of the neglect of poetry, story motifs form the best comparative material. Issa's small publication of Hangi tales (1965) fits in well with the material from other Bantu neighbours. We have noted that further afield similarities decrease sharply, although the same basic motifs occur over wide areas in different forms and are sometimes universal (cf. Thompson 1955–6); Asiatic links are sometimes evident even in non-Mohammedan societies (Thompson 1946, 285). Detailed knowledge of African motifs is less complete than for some other parts of the world, and is still insufficient for making a chart which would give us the information we seek. Von Sicard's recent monumental work (1965) uses Thompson's index, but the distributions which he quotes show at best general African areas (e.g., the Bantu area, as on p. 268), at worst a world-wide universality for some basic motif (e.g., on p. 213) or no recognisable pattern at all (as in most cases).
oral literature consists of a largely Bantu superstructure which has been built on what may be a Bushman or Hottentot-like substratum; the resulting edifice is partly Bantu in structure, but outwardly it looks quite different and also in content it is still different in many respects. Original Sandawe elements appear to have contributed more than various non-Bantu influences; of the latter the influence of Datoga rain-priesthood is the most important.

What is beyond doubt is the importance of Sandawe oral literature to the Sandawe themselves. Above the level of hill-clan solidarity, language and literature combine to provide what appears to be the strongest cohesive element in their egalitarian tribe. To understand their literature goes a long way toward the understanding of Sandawe society as a whole, its institutions, its history, its symbolism and morals, its ideals and failures, its hopes and aspirations. It enables non-Sandawe to appreciate and respect that which at first sight may seem odd, incomprehensible or "primitive".

Sandawe oral literature is not a highly sophisticated literature, but it is an honest and vital one.
APPENDICES

These figures appear to indicate the latest information on the population, as well as to illustrate the total population of the various areas.

1. Based on the most recent data, the total population is estimated at approximately X.X million.

2. These figures exclude information on ongoing demographic changes, which are expected to impact the population by Y.Y million.

3. If we allow for the variations in the degree of accuracy between the direct observations and the data collected over the course of education, it should be noted that the population growth is likely to affect the final analysis.

4. This increase is directly attributed to the high birth rate.

5. Total number of people is estimated at Z.Z million (excluding those in the migration areas).
## APPENDIX I - POPULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source and year of census or estimate</th>
<th>Within the tribal area</th>
<th>In the whole District of Kondoa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dempwolff, 1916, 1 (Est. 1910)</td>
<td>20,900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Native Census Estimate, 1915</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Native Census, 1921</td>
<td>13,852</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagshawe, 1925, 219.</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondoa District Census, 1928</td>
<td>19,424</td>
<td>20,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondoa District Census, 1931</td>
<td>21,588</td>
<td>21,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van de Kimmenade, 1936, 396</td>
<td>21,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger, 1951, 965-1036, estimate 1947</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East African Population Census, 1948</td>
<td>21,202</td>
<td>22,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General African Census, Aug. 1957</td>
<td>20,031</td>
<td>20,607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 These figures appear to include the large Rimi segment of the population, or perhaps to represent the total population of the tribal area.

2 Based on tax assessments, and after the 1914-19 war on more accurate poll-tax estimates. Moffet 1955, 33.

3 These figures exclude non-Sandawe tribal elements. Bagshawe refers to an additional "section of Wanyaturu (Rimi), some 5000 strong...., nearly all of whom speak the Sandawi language in addition to their own Bantu tongue [who] are rapidly becoming absorbed into the tribe."

Even if we allow for differences in the degree of accuracy between the first two estimates and the later figures and the exclusion of non-Sandawe from the latter, it would appear that the population decreased sharply during or after the first world war. The 1919 famine caused a great exodus of Sandawe to the Pione and Arusha areas of the Northern Province.

4 Total estimate is obviously somewhat on the high side.

5 Total number of Sandawe: 28,309 (including those in the emigration areas).
### APPENDIX II - LIVESTOCK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cattle</th>
<th>Goat</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
<th>Donkeys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>58,254</td>
<td>40,134</td>
<td>8,921</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>75,001</td>
<td>51,091</td>
<td>9,093</td>
<td>811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>79,923</td>
<td>60,083</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>1,090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>59,775</td>
<td>37,272</td>
<td>7,416</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>62,736</td>
<td>40,917</td>
<td>8,114</td>
<td>821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>61,452</td>
<td>51,169</td>
<td>11,336</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table has been compiled from Native Cattle Census data contained in various entries in the District Book, Kondoa.

---

1 Estimate by Dr. Obst (1923, 259). In addition to a cattle figure he mentions a combined total of 6000 goat and sheep.

2 A severe epidemic of mange "almost decimated the flocks and herds of the district", from: "Types of Livestock, incidence of disease, grazing and watering amenities etc.:" Report by the District Veterinary Officer, Kondoa, 1938.
## APPENDIX III - FAMINES AND EPIDEMICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details and sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severe famine 450 years ago (sic). Trevor, 1947, 62.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±1875</td>
<td>Sak'ilo</td>
<td>'Rinderpest', mainly in western Sandawe. Probably the same as the rinderpest in Rimi recorded by von Sick, 1915, 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Sak'ilo ba'a</td>
<td>'The Great Rinderpest'. Baumann 1894, 89; Obst 1923, 206; Rigby 1964, 52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1894</td>
<td>Twindi</td>
<td>Locusts'. Drought and enormous swarms of locusts. Heinecke 1899, 114.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>Walangi M'ragh</td>
<td>'Rumgi Famine'. Big rinderpest in Rimi; von Sick 1915, 16. Informant 16 (App IV) says rinderpest affected western Sandawe before German pacification wars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Hlaa tl'ongo</td>
<td>'Gut pneumonia'. No doubt the same as the 'Humagensuche' reported by von Sick for this year in Rimi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Siloodi</td>
<td>'Comet'. Drought following the year of Halley's Comet of 1910.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915/6</td>
<td>Ta'at'a'o</td>
<td>'Sterility'. Rain late, calves die. Von Sick reports similar setback for the Rimi in 1909, but Sandawe say in their country this occurred during the war.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Pido' Mragh</td>
<td>'Fione Famine'; greatest historical famine, exodus to Fione (Jimma). Baghawe Diaries 1920, 12; Trevor 1947, 62; District Book, Kondoa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922/3</td>
<td>Hogori</td>
<td>'Trade', year of plenty. In Parkwa named Bororo Hogori after local jumbe, cf. text No. 77.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>/'wa</td>
<td>'Peat'; severe epidemic of mange, see figures in Appendix II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942/3</td>
<td>Ulaya Miragh</td>
<td>'Europe's Famine', because of the world war.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949/50</td>
<td>Mambu</td>
<td>Grain stores at Mambu (Sandawa Local Court) held sufficient reserve to tide the population over. Burukis' (Mr. Brooks) in charge of famine distribution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Amerikani Mragh</td>
<td>'The American Famine' because of the distribution of American relief maize.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Buraana</td>
<td>'Caterpillars'. Lail'ta in western Sandawe particularly affected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the District Veterinary Officer's Report, 1938, a rinderpest epidemic swept Kondoa district in 1936, in which 75 % of the cattle were affected. So far I have found no reference to this epidemic among the Sandawe.
## APPENDIX IV - THE INFORMANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Place of residence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>/'erd'me Maria-Iyo</td>
<td>Hatl'umbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>'umphá Petri Salim</td>
<td>Nsaxusa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Isha Bari</td>
<td>K'ats'áwase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Ali Namahla Mungé</td>
<td>N/ikese, Kurumbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Alusia Kosigá</td>
<td>N/wa Nif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Bahari Tamba Songo</td>
<td>Kwa Mtoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Beatrisi Intóri Ta'awa</td>
<td>Boseto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Berta Kwelá</td>
<td>Dantl'awa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Dalkwi .. (?). ..</td>
<td>Bugánika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Elia Boso</td>
<td>Tonkolo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Francis Kumaní Salúla</td>
<td>Sankwaleto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Francis Su'me Tomás</td>
<td>Bugánika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Gáwa Ginda's Soldá</td>
<td>Kukumá, Parkwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Kamis' Maganga</td>
<td>Xshla (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Isaa Solomoní</td>
<td>Kwa Mtoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>K'aha Báno</td>
<td>Nkele N/atí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>K'ats'áwá d/o Zuma Mungé</td>
<td>Kwa Mtoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>K'umaí Angó</td>
<td>Gabocíi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>K'u'uná .. (?) ..</td>
<td>Parkwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Lucía w/o Gáwa Ginda's Soldá</td>
<td>Kukumá, Parkwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Manzo Zenobía</td>
<td>Ti'antí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Maréna Songo</td>
<td>Ta'winkír'así</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Maria w/o Tshofí</td>
<td>Menge, Kurio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Maríno 'umphá</td>
<td>//ek'á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Mwaniáíi Dáaí</td>
<td>Nambaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Mwannaisha Bula d/o Salíma Sungí Kwa Mtoro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Paul Koto Degera</td>
<td>N/atséhá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Paul Lyiáó</td>
<td>Wapurú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Roki K'aya Angelo</td>
<td>Boseto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Rosíma Aksílima'í</td>
<td>Bugánika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Salíma Maganga</td>
<td>Xwarante'sí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Sen/a Swíga</td>
<td>Ti'akísí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Silísiá Délá</td>
<td>Boseto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Sítá d/o Namahla</td>
<td>K'ats'áwase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Tócorí Afa Zoni</td>
<td>Gabocíi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Tláió Mákí Soldá</td>
<td>Kukumá, Parkwa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13 faced song leader and initiate of girls.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.No.</th>
<th>Ext. Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Place of Residence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Ts'awa Sa'id</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Boseto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Justina //okë</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Mindiga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Victoria Wiyá'19</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Gwata cub DI, Parkwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 (x)</td>
<td>Nasaa Safu</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Bugdika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Juliana Lebasu</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>/Musa', Parkwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 (x)</td>
<td>Bosefati Itira Zondr 12</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Marasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>xo xorik'o Lebasu</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>Mugomoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 (x)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(unknown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 (x)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>(unknown)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The residence of people marked (x) is unknown. In these cases the place of recording or dictation is shown.

2. The last Alagwa chief; after 1962 local magistrate for the courts at Eva Mtoro and Lal'te; now chairman of the Sandawe Cooperative.


4. Acclaimed as the best minstrel in the south-east.


6. Former Alagwa chief; deposed after conviction of corruption in April 1958.

7. Now lives at Arusha.


10. Had status of elder already before arrival of the British, i.e. before 1916.

11. Considered one of the best minstrels in the country but now very old.

12. Nos. 35 and 42 are co-informants of one text (sang duet).

13. Elder of local court, Parkwa; former sub-chief (junba).


15. Famed song leader and initiator of girls.
APPENDIX V - DISCOVERY

1885 First mention of the Sandawe on p.24 of Last's 'Selplante'.

1886 Engelhardt and Wenierski's map mentions 'Kungu' where the Sandawe village Konga is situated.

1893 Kiepert's map mentions 'Kungu', the approximate course of the Kungu River, the 'Kungu' and 'Konga' hills; and the town of Kondo in Rangi country. Also shown is the route of Fisher's expedition from Konko to Inverleven in southern Rangi country; he passed through south-eastern Sandaweland. A Sandawe minstrelsy song appears to refer to this journey (see text No. 178).

1894 Beumann publishes details of his visit in 1892 to Sandawe country. His map shows a wide distribution of 'Kungu'.

1896 A map by the Edinburgh Geographical Institute shows Konko, Kugh (in Kungu), 'Mboro' (Kwa Mboro), the course of the Kungu River and its tributary the Mwike, the Kungle River and the rift wall to the west of it.

1897 German officers from the military station at Kilimanjaro open a station at Kondo.

1898 Hasenstain's map shows the routes of Prince and Hermann (in 1894 and 1895 respectively), and more geographical detail than in earlier publications. Prince's and Herrmann's journeys had opened up the military road from Kilimanjaro to Konko; the present road still follows largely the same route. In the south-eastern extremity of Sandawe country 'Kumsumile Debiet' is shown as a separate chiefdom.

1898 Werther publishes the account of his expedition to Inverleven, which includes the first ethnographical account of the Sandawe by von Luschan. Some of the vernacular terms which he presents are Kumi rather than Sandawe, e.g., the name of Mt. Kungua is rendered as 'Kumua' rather than as 'Kungu'. The expedition passed through the northwestern quadrant of the tribal area where Kumi settlers form a large proportion of the population.

1902 Holzebel (Sgt. Major) Linke establishes a military post at Kwa Mboro on the road from Kilimanjaro to Konko; this place soon develops into the tribal headquarters of the Sandawe.

1904 Sprigade and Moisel's map attempts to show tribal boundaries; Sandawe country is shown much smaller than on later maps.

1913 Sprigade and Moisel's maps C & D, with 'Regierungsste' (based on Obat's work), and Obat's map (also 1913) give a wealth of detail; they are not improved upon until the publication of the aerial survey maps of the Dept. of Lands and Surveys in 1939.

1916 Semwolff publishes the results of his fieldwork of 1910 in 'Die Sandawe'.

1 Also published in many people and hosts.
2 Sometimes M'isand in the plural.
## APPENDIX VI - VERBS WHICH CHANGE STEMS IN THE PLURAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/f</td>
<td>n/afb</td>
<td>to come.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fka</td>
<td>n/afika</td>
<td>to bring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'/'</td>
<td>n/af'wa</td>
<td>&quot;    many things, or repeatedly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'/ka</td>
<td>n/akika</td>
<td>&quot;    bring to speaker, following demand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'/e</td>
<td>khu'as</td>
<td>to throw away, down, over.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/ine</td>
<td>l'as'</td>
<td>to lie down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/ume</td>
<td>hle</td>
<td>to stand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/unke</td>
<td>hakwa</td>
<td>to put upright.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l'a</td>
<td>ih'do</td>
<td>to fall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>!'aw'</td>
<td>ih'do</td>
<td>to fall over completely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gi'i'd</td>
<td>giribé</td>
<td>to make haste (cf. n'i'id).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dâra</td>
<td>giri</td>
<td>to wait for, to stand still, to stop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doo</td>
<td>giri</td>
<td>to wait.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>to apply, to give, plural object verb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hakf</td>
<td>hanaki</td>
<td>to sit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hakits'</td>
<td>hanaki</td>
<td>to sit down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hik'</td>
<td>ni'</td>
<td>to go.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>huk'wa</td>
<td>k'we</td>
<td>to kill (single object only).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iye (ie)</td>
<td>nèè</td>
<td>to be in a place, to stay, to remain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iyawa (iawa)nèè</td>
<td>to live in a place, stay habitually.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iye</td>
<td>i'wa'f</td>
<td>to give him or her / to give them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iya</td>
<td>i'wa</td>
<td>ibid., plural object verb, reiterative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>khaa</td>
<td>tl'aphé</td>
<td>to beat, to strike (cf. tl'aphé).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kose</td>
<td>nòo</td>
<td>to be present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwelé</td>
<td>xòò</td>
<td>to go in suddenly, to surge in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nèè</td>
<td>nòo</td>
<td>to remain a long time, to live.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni'</td>
<td>giribé</td>
<td>to go quickly (cf. gi'i'd).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pe</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>to put.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pô</td>
<td>kawa</td>
<td>to put various things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pô'wa</td>
<td>si'wa</td>
<td>ibid., plural object verb, reiterative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pekwaniki</td>
<td>kakkani</td>
<td>to come to an agreement (the plural stem is rare: only multilateral agr.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pi'i'sè</td>
<td>!'awé</td>
<td>to overturn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sè'</td>
<td>òò</td>
<td>to give to me / to give to us.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sè'wa</td>
<td>òò'wa</td>
<td>ibid., plural object verb, reiterative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siye (sic)</td>
<td>tl'aa</td>
<td>to take, receive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tha</td>
<td>giribé</td>
<td>to run (cf. gi'i'd).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thani (than)n/afi</td>
<td>to run toward the speaker, come quickly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thetha</td>
<td>giribéwa</td>
<td>to run about, to trot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thoo</td>
<td>thootaki</td>
<td>to jump (plur. = several people, together)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tinè</td>
<td>tl'wa</td>
<td>(plur. = separately).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tl'aphé</td>
<td>tl'aphéwa</td>
<td>to beat continuously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tl'asè</td>
<td>tl'asè</td>
<td>to chase up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts'ok' (ts'ok') tl'í</td>
<td>to get up quickly, to jump up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts'ok'isè</td>
<td>tl'ísè</td>
<td>to chase up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts'ôngôri</td>
<td>tl'ingiri</td>
<td>ibid., with concentrated effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wak'wa</td>
<td>k'we</td>
<td>to jump high, to fly up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>to kill with many stabs (cf. huk'wa).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Also giribéwa, if many people make haste.
2. Sometimes tl'asé in the plural.
APPENDIX VII - THE PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM - THE VOWELS

For the interrelation of tone, length and stress, see p. 107; for the relation between nasalisation and meaning see p. 68. Although we have recognized only five vowel phonemes the qualities of these vowels may vary, viz. the following diagram. Dotted lines show the borders of phonemes.

Vowels are opened up when nasalized or when followed by a nasal consonant. This is less perceptible in long vowels: sang (maize), il'eeeng (Mt. Hanang), thoong (east) rather than sang, il'eeeng, thoong. Arrows show the effect of nasalisation.

Vowel quality alone does not appear to be a meaning-distinctive feature, but it may affect meaning in conjunction with length, and probably with tone:

tahd (head): closed vowel, long.
tahc (not): open vowel, short.
APPENDIX VIII - THE PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEM - THE CLICKS

Although there are four Sandawe click morphemes there are only three phones, because the alveolar and the retroflex clicks are two diaphones of a single click phone. The clicks shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4 are both written as (I).

1 Dempwolff uses alveolar click signs in his diaries (N/9, 1910a); at that time he had apparently not yet decided upon the phonemic identity of (I) with (I).

2 Westphal's schema (1956, 158) neatly places both (I) and (I) in one palato-alveolar category, the distinctive criterion being only that (I) uses a tongue-tip release while (I) uses a tongue-blade release. Fig. 4 shows how the tip of the tongue is withdrawn from the palate, and fig. 3 shows how the blade is withdrawn from the alveolar ridge.

(Adapted from Westerman and Ward, 1933, 99).

A definition of clicks is quoted on p. 109. Of the double points of articulation the rear ones are shown by the letter k (for 'k-position'), and the front ones by arrows (the 'front release'). The position of the lateral release in fig. 2 is shown by a dotted line.

All clicks occur in simple, stopped, aspirated, nasalized, and voiced forms. Since in nasalized and voiced clicks the nasal element (n) and the voiced element (g) set in before the release of the click, the letters n and g precede the click characters in this thesis; this is unlike Dempwolff's method.
Voiced sounds are on the right in each column, unvoiced sounds on the left. The dotted line separates the fricative sounds from the non-fricative sounds in the register. The (j) is shown in parenthesis because it is not a proper Sandawe sound; it is used only by some Sandawe who have been to the towns, and by Bantu speakers who try to enunciate Sandawe names. Sandawe use dz instead.

**Notes:**

1 Dempwolf distinguishes between plosive and explosive consonants (q - p; ḥ - t̪; ḡ - k) but there are no phonemic differences and they are therefore taken together.

2 Dempwolf also distinguishes between stopped and ejected consonants (k' - k̓; ḋ - ḍ̓), cf. Bleek's similar distinction (1929a,12) in Bushman (k' - k̓), but in Sandawe there are no phonemic differences and the stopped and ejected sounds are taken together. For Dempwolf's orthography see Appendix X.

3 There are differences with Copland's classification. Most sounds which he describes as alveolar are here given as dentic-alveolar.
## APPENDIX X - THE ORTHOGRAPHY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dempwolff Lemblé</th>
<th>van de Kinsenaar thesis</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/c/ ; /k/</td>
<td>c/ /</td>
<td>dental click, simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>ch/ /h</td>
<td>&quot; ; stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n; /n/</td>
<td>n/ n/</td>
<td>&quot; ; aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/c</td>
<td>g/ g/</td>
<td>&quot; ; nasalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/; /x/</td>
<td>x/ x/</td>
<td>lateral click, simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>q/ i/</td>
<td>alveolar/retroflex click, simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>gh/ f/h</td>
<td>&quot; ; stopped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>nq/ n/</td>
<td>&quot; ; aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>a/ a/</td>
<td>open or closed vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>b/ b/</td>
<td>bilabial plosive, voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>d/ d/</td>
<td>denti-alveolar exp., voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>dl/ dl/ dl/</td>
<td>alveolar lateral affricate,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>e/ e/</td>
<td>open or closed vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>f/ f/</td>
<td>voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>s/ s/</td>
<td>labio-dental fricative, voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>h/ h/ h/</td>
<td>velar explosive, voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/q/</td>
<td>q/ q/</td>
<td>glottal fricative, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>i/ i/</td>
<td>lateral fricative affricate,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/j; /dz/</td>
<td>(j, dz)/ (j, dz)/</td>
<td>unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g; k/</td>
<td>g; k/</td>
<td>velar plosive/explosive, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kh/</td>
<td>k(h); kh/ kh/</td>
<td>velar explosive, unvoiced, voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kl; /k'/</td>
<td>g; k'/</td>
<td>velar explosive, unvoiced,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l/</td>
<td>l/ l/ l/</td>
<td>denti-alveolar lateral, non-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m/</td>
<td>m/ m/ m/</td>
<td>fricative, voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>n/ n/ n/</td>
<td>bilabial nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//</td>
<td>n/ -/ g/</td>
<td>denti-alveolar nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>o/ o/ o/</td>
<td>velar nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ph/</td>
<td>p/ p/ p/</td>
<td>open and closed vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>r/ r/ r/</td>
<td>bilabial plosive/explosive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dempwolf's Lemblé</td>
<td>van de Kinnenade thesis</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>á</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>dento-alveolar fricative, sibilant, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>̋t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>dento-alveolar fricative, sibilant, aspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>dento-alveolar plosive/explosive, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>tl</td>
<td>alveolar/velar lateral affricate, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j; f'</td>
<td>tl'</td>
<td>dento-alveolar ejective, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>dento-alveolar affricate, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts'</td>
<td>ts'</td>
<td>dento-alveolar ejective, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>open and closed vowel ü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>semi-vowel, back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>velar fricative, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>semi-vowel, front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dento-alveolar affricate, voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±</td>
<td></td>
<td>glottal stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⏐</td>
<td></td>
<td>bilabial click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⏐</td>
<td></td>
<td>monolabial click</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⏐</td>
<td></td>
<td>voiced glottal fricative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following diacritics are used:
- á for high tone; å on long vowel. Å for stress.
- á for low tone; å on long vowel. à for brevity or
- ̂ for falling tone; ã on long vowel. lack of stress. ̂ for raising tone; å on long vowel. Å for nasalisation.

Tone and stress diacritics are used where the tone or stress features are pronounced. Absence of tone diacritics must not be taken as evidence for middle tone; absence of stress diacritics not for lack of stress.

1. Voiced clicks are rare. Dempwolf does not mention them.
2. Not a proper Sandawe sound; normally replaced by å.
3. This letter is placed here to suggest the possibility of using X if X is not available in type (cf. Africa alphabet).
4. In the texts 1 and ñ are sometimes used for y and w. Perhaps it is justifiable to eliminate y and w altogether for reasons of grammar. Some Sandawe eliminate these glides almost completely from their speech while others pronounce them, e.g. is for jve (to remain); nosa for nowa! (I give you).
5. ̂ is always pronounced dz, so there is no need to write the å.
6. Special sounds only; discussed and described on p. lll.
7. Sometimes ̂ may follow a nasalised vowel, as for example in ñ'la (hand); this is done to render subsequent velarisation. Van de Kinnenade does not do this; it may indeed not be necessary.
APPENDIX XI - GLOSSARY OF SANDAWE LITERARY CATEGORIES AND TERMS

For further detail on the terminology of circumcision songs see Appendix XII.

/amakata/ girls' initiation dance and song, 'at the /amaka tree', cf. /sele.ha/.
/ceukwa/ 'sitting dance' and song of initiates in their camp, to cheer them up.
/hime/ song, poetry; 'that which is sung'.
/him6/ the act of singing, song.
//'amö/ 'pronouncement'; prayer.
///'fa/ dance; 'that which is danced'.
/l'endö/ ///'fa/ procession dance, lit. accompanying dance, esp. at wedding processions, cf. /mlöö/.
/l'inöö/ ///'fa/ hunting dance or song, usu. called wayága.
/bó/ word, saying, utterance, speech, story. Also //bóo, /imbü, /imbo/.
/bonki/ quarrel, discussion, palaver, story.
/dini sala/ 'religious prayer': Christian or Mohammedan prayer.
/dóö/ twin-birth ritual, dance, and song. Demploff 1916, 45: 'name of a dancing feast'; van de Kittenande 1958, 37: 'name of a dance with sacrifice to the ancestors'.
/döö/ to support a song, to accompany, to form a chorus.
/erséröö/ to ululate in encouragement, in accompaniment.
/embü, embo/ see bó.
/geletë/ boys' initiation dance and song, 'at the gele tree', cf. /amakata/.
/goma/ dance, drum (Bantu term). Sandawe for dance is ///'fa/.
/göö/ circumcision ritual, dance, and song.
/hadis'/ story, account, legend, from Swahili hadithi.
/hikut'is/wöö/ change of rhythm in a dance, breaking into a faster tempo.
/ia'abó /hime/ 'work-song', cf. /iï'a/.
/iari, iyari/ ritual, in particular twin-birth ritual, cf. /iöö/; also used for the lion game of /mirimö/.
/imala, imara/ Rimi-Sandaue name for /mirimö/.
/imbo, imbo/ see bó.
/kambe /hime/ 'camp song', i.e. in the circumcision camp. Also /kambi /hime/; derivation from English camp.
/k'andö/ ///'fa/ 'beer dance' and song; also k'andöö ///'fa, 'in-ebriation dance', usu. called wayága.
/kérëntöö/ circumcision dance and song, esp. of the instructive type. Originally a circumambulation.
/kéro/ joking, small-talk, story-telling, cf. tumató.
kipande  circumcision dance in the southern borderlands (Gogo).

landé  harvest and courtship dance and song. Dempwolff, 1916, 47: 'name of a dancing feast, dance'; van de Kimmenade, 1954, 47: 'dance of the young'.


marímba /hime  'hand-piano song'; minstrelsy.

maphána  warriors' song and dance in the southern borderlands (Gogo or Baraguyu).

'mbo  see h4.

mirigisá /hime  'medicine song', a silent song, a spell.

mirimé  the 'lion game': a motherhood dance, fertility ritual with dance and song. Van de Kimmenade, 1954, 49: 'mauvaise danse des femmes'!

misabé //fa  witches' dance (imaginary).

máiolo  procession dance, esp. at circumcision, cf. landé //fa.

mudanga  dance and song of elder men; also mudanka.

nindo  wedding dance, harvest and courtship dance of the southern plains (Gogo), cf. Claus 1911, 72.

noowe /hime  flour-grinding song, also called ik /hime because of the grindstone (ik) on which women do their grinding.

pangu  war, victory dance.

pasa /fa  twin-birth dance and song, from pasa, 'twins'; usu. called gá. Dempwolff, 1916, 42, gives base for 'twins'.

pek'umo  fertility dance of the moon, and the songs of this dance.

pirimé  'to swirl around', i.e. around the baobab tree at circumcision.

pumpusé  sacrifice, prayer.

runbarumba /hime  'musical-bow song'; minstrelsy.

sala  prayer (modern term).

sanzoa  fertility dance employing a phallic man; southern equivalent of the mirimé.

sai; sayo  discourse, esp. following a greeting; story.

séré  dissociation dance, climbing the rock eleft at the rites of simbó.

simbó  a spirit, a cult, and the ritual of dissociation in which possessed dancers destroy witchcraft substance and sorcerers' medicine; the accompanying dance feast and song.

singiri  to swirl around in a dance.

sumbi /hime  'stick-sither song'; minstrelsy. Also called gá /hime.
sd'oo  
meaning: hissing tune, working song, cf. 'inabo /hime.

tántabule  
meaning: riddle, parable, story-song, story containing song, any kind of traditional tale, fable or legend.

tántabule hadis'  
meaning: narrative, a story.

totō /hime  
meaning: 'through-sither song'; minstrelsy. Used by some as a general term for minstrelsy no matter what instrument is used.

turutó, tur'tó  
meaning: conversation, idle talk, story-telling, cf. kerž.

tl'ala  
meaning: fable, fiction. Lit.: gratis, in vain, i.e. that which is not real.

útaa niloxonti  
meaning: 'in the olden days': history, legend. Also útaa nilox /mata', 'what happened in olden days' or 'in olden days'.

wakhunga niiná  
meaning: 'beating the procession' at circumcision.

wayága, wayá'ga  
meaning: communal effort celebration, dance and song.

žeze /hime  
meaning: 'fiddle song'; minstrelsy.
APPENDIX XII - THE SONGS OF CIRCUMCISION

1. General terms.

gēdō circulation ritual and feast, the place of circumcision, circumcision song of any kind, but in particular song associated with the rites themselves rather than instructive song. Also gōdō (Kimi nest).

kerem'ta circumcision song of any kind, but in particular song of the instructive kind; camp song (also called kambi /hime); circumambulation song (also called ringo ma'ez); procession song (also called wakhunga n'iamo). The word kerem'ta is also heard as kerem'āa.

waré /hime 'circumcision song', a general descriptive term.

2. Specific terms.

/adakata 'at the Lamela tree'; circumcision songs sung at the site of girls' circumcision, usually under a /adakata tree but also in the cattle yard (hīmu) or in the inner room (guraa), hence the alternative names hīdāta and guraata.

/esikwa 'for making them sway rhythmically'; circumcision songs with a slow rhythm, sung to entertain the initiates and to make them forget the pain.

/o'oko'c 'the washing'; circumcision songs sung at the final washing ceremony.

ihume /hime 'flour song', instructive songs of the girls, also sung by women when grinding (noowe) at the grindstone (di), hence also called noowe /hime or di /hime.

dī /hime 'grindstone song', cf. ihume /hime.

gele ma'ōka'i 'turning around the baobab'; dance of boys around the baobab before leaving camp, cf. diringa.

gela 'at the baobab tree'; boys' initiation songs, sung at the circumcision site (usually under a baobab).

guraa 'in the inner room', cf. /adakata.

hīdāta 'in the cattle yard', cf. /adakata.

kambi /hime 'camp song'; usually this means songs of the instructive kind (kerem'ta). Also kambē /hime.

mirigisa /hime 'medicine song', a spell sung inaudibly by the operator to ensure the initiates' speedy recovery.

mōloko 'sending them on' or 'the accompaniment', i.e. songs sung while accompanying the initiates to the operation.

noowe /hime 'grinding song', cf. ihume /hime.

pirimē 'swirling around'; same as gele ma'ōka'i.

ringo ma'ez 'going round in circles', i.e. the circumambulation of the homestead before circumcision.

simbē 'the state of being a lion'; dissociation songs sung by the guests to ensure that witchcraft will not bedevil the circumcisions.

wakhunga niamō 'beating the procession'; gēdō songs sung when accompanying the initiates home from their camp.
APPENDIX XIII - THE INSTRUMENTS OF MINSRELRY

For illustrations see plate I, and photographs Nos. 9 and 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donondó</td>
<td>A musical bow, not divided by a stay at the place where the gourd resonator is attached to the bow. Such undivided bows are not considered properly made and said to be Gogo bows (cf. Kini ndanda, Gogo iliba.) In the extreme south-east the term is also used for a trough-zither, cf. donondó, intó.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinândá</td>
<td>A musical bow, esp. without gourd resonator. Also kidandá: both terms used in the Gogo borderland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marimba</td>
<td>A hand piano. Not yet considered a real Sandawe instrument and the least used of the four instruments shown in plate I. Gogo ilisha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phásingo</td>
<td>A stick lyre, the same as sómbi which is the more common term. In the south-east phásingo is used for trough and board zithers as well as for stick lyres.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumcharumba</td>
<td>A musical bow with gourd resonator and a divided string. The usual name for a common instrument; van de Kussenade, 1954, 52 refers to it as 'name of a musical instrument', and Dempwolff, 1916, 102, as 'musical bow'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinzira</td>
<td>A musical bow, with a divided string. The name is not considered proper Sandawe (cf. Gogo sinjira).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sómbi</td>
<td>A stick lyre with two strings and a gourd resonator, a common instrument. Some apply the term also to trough zithers and board zithers, and even to any stringed instrument. Rimi sómbi and Gogo isómbi, cf. von Sick 1913, 40 and 51, resp. Cf. zéza.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonondó</td>
<td>Cf. donondó. Dempwolff, op. cit.: donondó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totó</td>
<td>A trough zither, the most common instrument of minstrely. Some apply the term to any instrument which is strummed or of which the strings are beaten with a stick (musical bows). Dempwolff, op. cit. p. 102, gogo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti'tóó</td>
<td>(Also ti'tóó): the same as totó above, cf. von Luehan, 1896, 110 (ti'tóó or tóó); Tenwea 1963, 30 (ti'tóó, tótó or phásingo).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zéza</td>
<td>A fiddle; some apply the term to any stringed instrument, but in the central part of the hills gëza means a stick lyre. Van de Kussenade, 1954, 37: gëza, 'name of a musical instrument'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zogosogo</td>
<td>A fiddle, cf. zéza.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nomenclature is vague and often contradictory, but the names given under the illustrations of plate I appear to be generally valid.
### APPENDIX XIV - THE TAPE RECORDINGS

The enclosed tape recordings have been recorded at the speed of 1 7/8" per second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIDE I - RITUAL SONGS</th>
<th>SIDE II - TOPICAL SONGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text</strong></td>
<td><strong>Title</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Witchcraft exorcism (simbó).</strong></td>
<td><strong>Communal effort celebration (Waydéjá).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 Preparation to attend.</td>
<td>130 Hunting together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85 To the dance (sung as a minstrelsy song).</td>
<td>132 The trampling elephants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87 The frenzied lion-dancers.</td>
<td>133 Seeking famine relief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 The frenzy of the flying dancers.</td>
<td>134 The beer tax.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Circumcision songs (go6á).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th><strong>Text</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>The circumcision's acceptance.</td>
<td><strong>Post-initiates' dance (uáuga).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>and 94. What is the beer for, are they circumcising and the guests are clamouring for beer.</td>
<td>136 The proud young herdsman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Leading the initiates to the circumcision.</td>
<td><strong>Harvest and courtship (landá).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>The pain of the operation.</td>
<td>139 The abandoned baby.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Oh, that cruel circumcision!</td>
<td>140 The man-refuser.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Circumcision songs (kerem'tá).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th><strong>Text</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>The brazen donkey.</td>
<td><strong>Harvest and courtship, dance of the southern borderland (hindá).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>The famine relief train.</td>
<td>150 Give me some tobacco.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>The ebony phallus.</td>
<td><strong>Minstrelsy (teto/hine).</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>The secret lover (1).</td>
<td>154 The trumpet-eating elephants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>The secret lover (2).</td>
<td>155 The slay hunter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dance of the phallus (sanzoona).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th><strong>Text</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Pushing the Lion about.</td>
<td>- Tuning the trough-zither, showing the scale of the instrument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>The elder walks in front</td>
<td>173 The distant fires (I).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dance of elderhood (udanga).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th><strong>Text</strong></th>
<th><strong>Title</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>The distant fires (II).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The rubbing bowl, representing a lion, can be clearly heard.

2 All the landá songs on this tape are sung in the form of minstrelsy. Performances of the landá as a dance are rare now, and at the few occasions which I have witnessed I have been unable to make recordings.

3 The two versions of this song give an impression of the variation in style between individual minstrels.
1. Some Sandawe show distinct Capoid racial features which include the epicanthic fold, a tendency toward peppercorn hair, and a yellowish skin which may wrinkle considerably at a more mature age.

2. At a wedding the party of the bride’s family and friends is arriving at the groom’s home. Inside the house beer is waiting for the guests who sing appropriate circumcision songs, and songs in which they are clamouring for beer. Drums are beaten only by women among the Sandawe.
3. Dancers of the secret Lion-gaze 'mirim'. The rites themselves may not be witnessed by any male. The "lion-names" worn by the ritual leader are made of zebra hair; the Tanganyika flag adorns the kanga worn by one of the dancers. The drum forms the central object of the rites, being the ritual lion.

4. 'Roaring the bowl'. The elongated wooden bowl is laid upside down, openings between its rim and the ground are stopped with earth, its surface is roughened with a stone, and rubbing the bowl with the ends of sticks then causes it to roar like a lion, which it represents.
5. Taking boy-initiates to the place of circumcision. They are covered under cloth, for they must not be seen by women and girls. Their separation from society is witnessed by the fencing which is carried alongside the procession, which is called 'the accompaniment' (mîlolo). Women form a chorus in the background.

6. Initiates in their camp, just after circumcision. They have been given cockfeather switches to chase the flies off their wounds.
7. **Mkali**: the girls' clitoridectomy knife. The operator shows three of these phallic knives which are also shown in Plate III.

8. The operations on the girls are in progress under a *Makka* tree. Women shield off their initiates from sight, but one girl who has already been done can just be discerned on the left. The throng also harbours some bowl players who produce a loud lion's roar.
9. A Sandawe minstrel playing his trough-zither (*jatka*).
The elongated wooden bowl (*la'ad*) acts as a resonator box.

10. A wealth of beads is worn by a girl who has just passed through the washing ceremony (*m'aka'qo*) which marks the end of her initiation period.
11. Minstrelsy: playing the stick-lyre (adde or adabi).
Sometimes the musician presses the resonator gourd against his chest for better sound, but the position shown is the usual one.

12. The end of the circumcision period. The initiates have been washed and anointed, and now they are being carried home in triumph on the backs of their elders. In their hands they are holding the ritual spears with which they have stabbed the baobab tree.
13. The young hunters (war). After the conclusion of their initiation period these four youths are herding the family cattle, proudly decked out in their new clothing and finery. They are ready now to join the mungau dance.

14. The rituals of twin births (Maa). Before sunset the Maa dance is held by a young 16va tree (not in the photograph). One of the dancers brandishes the special shield which is to protect the twins and everyone present from the danger of lightning.
15. The dissociation cult of aimi. Three men are possessed by the spirit of aimi and perform their dance in a state of hallucinatory excitement, their bodies covered in mud and ashes, their mouths frothing, and their eyes bloodshot.

16. In the flower symbolism of text No. 166, the bean pods of the malagala tree represent penises while the shrivelled red flowers at their upper ends represent menstrual blood.
The instruments of minstrelay.

Top: a trough zither (lofa) which is rested on a bowl (lan'af) for better resonance. Scale 1: 6.

Right: a musical bow (numbara) with gourd resonator and a beating stick. Scale 1: 10.

Center: a hand piano (marimba) with 24 keys. Scale 1: 4.

Bottom: a two-stringed stick lyre (naza or nashi). Scale 1: 5.

Drawings adapted from Tenrea, 1963.
Instruments used in dance-songs.


Top right: an hourglass drum (goma), used in the lion-game (zirii and) and in harvest and courtship dances (landia and mindo). Scale 1:4.

Centre: a kudu horn (sikokoi ilana), used for calling people to a hunt (l'ine) and in hunting dances (wamira). Scale 1:4.

Bottom: a wooden bowl (la'af) and stirring spoons (makdnic) which are used as rubbing sticks, used in circumcision songs.

Drawings adapted from Tenres, 1963; the bowl from Tenres, 1964.
The shapes of the clitoridectomy knife (manda), cf. text 100. 
(a) arrow head; (b) phallus; (c) razor blade, rounded; 
(d) razor blade, squared off. In female circumcision only 
these traditional tools are used, unlike male circumcision 
where modern razor blades, knives, and even scissors are now 
common. The phallic shape (b) can be seen in photo No. 7.

The middle of the aggressive brac war, cf. text 57.

Left: the headress of a Maasi or Baraguyu muran as it may 
be seen in Sandawe country. Centre: a curtain of chains (manga).
Right: The specimen shown contains O-shaped and S-shaped links.
THE SANDawe AND THEIR NEIGHBOURS
LINGUISTIC AFFINITIES

Names of Bantu tribes are in ordinary print; those of non-Bantu peoples are in larger capitals.

Names of Nilotic/Hamitic tribes not underlined.

Names of tribes which belong to the troqua cluster are underlined.

Names of tribes who speak click languages are doubly underlined.

Approx. tribal boundaries.

Admin. boundaries of Kondea District.


MAP NO 1
THE SANDAWE TRIBAL AREA AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMANTS

Adapted from Tanganyika, 1959 Lands & Surveys, 1:50,000, by scale reduction. Topographical names from field notes.

MAP NO 2
SOME SANDAWE CLAN LANDS

Names of Sonda'e clans

NAMES of non-Sonda'e

MAP

Map drawn from scale reduction of Tanganyika 1:50,000, 1959

central railway

the missions
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